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The Mission of AGARD

According to its C harter. the mission of AGARD is to bring together the leading personalities of the NATO nations in the fields
of science and technology relating to aerospace for the following purposes:

-Recommending effective ways for the member nastions to use their research and development capabilities for the
common benefit of the NATO community;

- Providing scientific and technical advice and assistance to the Military Committee in the field of aerospace research and
development (with particular regard to its Military application);

- Continuously stimulating advances in the aerosppce sciences relevant to strengthening the common defence posture;4

- Improving the co-operation among member nations in aerospacfL research and development;

- Exchange of scientific and technical information;

- Providing assistance to member nations for the purpose of increasing their scientific and technical potential;

- Rendering scientific and technical assistance. as requested, to other NATO bodies and to member nations in connection
wvith research and development problems in the aerospace field.

The highest authority within AGARD is the National Delegates Board consisting of officially appointed senior representatives
front each member nation. The missic~r. of AGARD is carried out through the Panels which are composed of experts appointed
by the National Delegates, the Consultart: and Exchange Programmne and the Aerospace Applications Studies Programme. The
results of AGARL) work are reported to the member nations and the NATO Authorities through the AGARD series of
publications of which this is one.

Participation in AGARD activities is by invitation only and is normally limited to citizens of the NArO nations.

The content of this publkation has been reproduced
directly from material supplied by AGARD or the authors.
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Theme

New technologies for low-NOx combustors and advanced high-pressure/high-temperature cycle engines result in unique
problems in design and performance. There have been significant advances in modelling and diagnostics to aid the development
of these technologies.

The purpose of this Symposium is to bring together experts from industry, research establishments, and universities to discuss
fundamental and applied research in combustion, diagnostics, and modelling as relevant to the development of advanced gas
turbine engines, to exchange practical experience, and discuss the state of the art.

The Symposium focusses on high temperature fuel systems, atomization and mixing, emissions, and combustor design and
performance.

Theime

Les nouvelles technologies pour chambres de combustion A faible degagement de NOx et moteurs avancds A cycles haute
pression/haute temperature soulkvent des problmrnes particuliers de conception et de performances. Les progr~s considerables
realises dans les domaines de la moddlisation et du diagnostic representent une aide appreciable au ddveloppernent de ces
technologies.

L'objet de cc symposium est de rdunir des experts de l'industrie, des ktablissements de recherche et des universitds pour discuter
des aspects de la recherche fondamentale et appliqude en combustion, diagnostic, et moddlisation qui sont appropries au
ddveloppement des turbomoteurs avancds. pour 6changer leur experience pratique et pour discuter de I'6tat de I'art dans cc
domaine.

Le symposium met I'accent sur les dispositifs d'alimentation haute temperature, la vaporisation et le mdange, Its 6missions, la
conception des chambres de combustion et les performances.
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"Easy access to advanced knowledge and technical information on COMPACT DISK.... "

The new "NATO DISK"

The NATO-PCO DATABASE and the AGARD AEROSPACE DATABASE on CD-ROM

2 important databases of interest to scientists and engineers
working in universities, research institutes and industry

We are pleased to announce that the enhanced version of the "NATO DISK", i.e. the computer-readable COMPACT DISK
(CD-ROM) has just become available. It contains the first major update of the NATO-PCO DATABASE with its 40.000
bibliographical records referring to non-military scientific/technical literature generated with the sponsorship of the NATO
Science Committee, and - for the first time - a special version of the AGARD AEROSPACE DATABASE providing access to
the aerospace literature resulting from the programmes of NATO's Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development.

With the easy-to-follow menu options of the retrieval software, access to data is simple and fastl The data is well-structured and
the presentation is pleasant while functional. The software CD-ANSWER - (c) Copyright DATAWARE Technologies Inc. -
which comes with the CD-ROM, received the prize for "The Best CD-ROM Retrieval Software of 1990". It functions in
ENGLISH, FRENCH and GERMAN. There is no need to learn a complex search language.

The CD-ROM can be used with standard Personal Computer equipment (PC XT/AT or 100% compatible, minimum 512 KByte
RAM and with MS-DOS/PC-DOS version 3.0 and above) including a CD-ROM drive.

The NATO-PCO DATABASE The AGARD AEROSPACE DATABASE

The NATO-PCO DATAbASE -(c) Copyright WTV GmbH, This bibliographic database generated by PCO in co-operation
Germany - is a reference database. It covers more than 20 with NASA (USA) and AGARD (France) provides
years of non-military scientific/technical meetings and information on thousands of AGARD-sponsored publications -
publications in the NATO ASI SERIES, sponsored by the conference proceedings, AGARDographs (major works of
NATO Science Committee. The NATO ASI SERIES - which long-lasting interest), lecture series, reports and advisory
is the official vehicle for publication of the results of NATO reports - published from about 1960 to 1991. As is the case for
Advanced Study Institutes, NATO Advanced Research the NATO-PCO DATABASE, the AGARD AEROSPACE
Workshops and other high-level scientific/technical meetings - DATABASE includes details not only of the complete
is published by KLUWER ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS (The publications but also of the papers contained in them (up to 40
Netherlands), PLENUM PUBLISHING Corporation (USA) or more in a conference proceedings).
and SPRINGER-VERLAG (Germany)

AGARD (The Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
The NATO-PCO DATABASE contains full references (with Development) is an agency of NATO based in Paris. Its
keywords and/or abstracts) to more than 40.000 contributions mission is essentially to interchange information about R&D
from international scientists of high repute. in aerospace within and between the NATO nations.

AGARD's areas of activity cover:
The database covers a broad spectrum of scientific disciplines: AEROSPACE MEDICINE, AVIONICS, FLIGHT
LIFE SCIENCES, ECOLOGY, MEDICINE, CHEMISTRY, MECHANICS, ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE
GEOSCIENCES, ASTRONOMY, MATHEMATICALAND PROPAGATION, FLUID DYNAMICS, GUIDANCE AND
PHYSICAL SCIENCES, BEHA VIOURAL SCIEI~VCES, CONTROL, PROPULSION AND ENERGETICS,
MATERIALS SCIENCES, ENGINEERING, SYSTEMS and STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS, and TECHNICAL
COMPUTER SCIENCES. INFORMATION.

The price for the CD-ROM containing both databases is DM 1.140.-- or USD 790.00 (excluding tax).

Updates are planned to appear on a yearly basis.

The "NATO DISK" is available from:

NATO ASI SERIES Publication Coordination Office (PCO),
(Information Office of WTV GmbH, Germany)
Elcerlyclaan 2, B-3090 Overijse / BELGIUM
TeL +32-2-687.6636 Fax. +32-2-687.98.82 enfranfais au verso



Le nouveau "DISQUE SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGIE OTAN"

La base de donn~es du Bureau de coordination des publicadons (PCO) de VOTAN et la
Base de donne~s a~rospatiales de I'AGARD mises sur disque compact (CD-ROM):

Ces deux bases de donne6s importantes pr~sentent un tr6s grand intdrft pour les scientifiques et les
ingdaieurs qui travaillent dans les universit~s, les instituts de recherche et I'industrie.

Nous avons le plaisir d'annoncer que la version amdlior6e du "Disque Science & Technologic OTAN"; c'est A dire le disque
optique compact (CD-ROM) lisible par ordinateur, est disponible depuis peu. 11 candient la premi~rc misc A jour importante de
LA BASE DE DONNt.ES DU BUREAU DE COORDINATION DES PUBLICATIONS DE L'OTAN (NATO-PCO) avec
ses 40.000 entr6es bibliographiques renvoyant A la litt6rature scientifique non militaire produite sous l'6gide du Comitt
Scientilique de IPOTAN et, pour la prernkire fois, une version sp6ciale de la *BASE DE DONNAES APROSPATIALES" dc
1'AGARD donnant accts A la litttrature a6rospatiale qui d6coule des programmes du Groupe consultatif pour la recherche et
les r6alisations atrospatiales (AGARD) de 1'OTAN.

Grace A la faciiith d'exploitation offerte par les options sur menu du logiciel d'extr action, l'accks aux donntes est simple et
rapide! La structure de ces donates est excdllente et leur pr6sentation agr6able tout en 6tant fonctionelle. Le logiciel CD-
ANSWER - (c) Copyrighit DATAWARE Technologies Inc. - , qui accompagne le disque compact a re~u le prix du "Meileur
logiciel d'extraction de disque compact CD-ROM" pour 1990. HI fonctionne en ANGLAIS, en FRANQAIS et en ALLEMAND.
17 n'Impose pas I'apprenrissage d'un fangage de recherche compliqui.
Le disque optique peout 6tre utilist avec un ordinateur Personnel standard (PC XT/AT 100 % compatible, avec RAM de 512
kilo-octets minimum et MS DOS/PC DOS version 3.0 minimum), comportant tin lecteur de disque optique.

BASEDE ONAS (NTO-CO)BASE DE DONNAES AAROSPATIALES
BASEDE ONN~S (ATO-CO)DE L'AGARD

La BASE DE DONNtES NATO-PCO, dont les droits Celte base de donntes bibliographique cr6te par le Bureau de
d'auteur sont d6tenus par la soci6t6 allemande WvTV GmbH, coordination des publications (PCO) en cooptration avec la
est un outil de rtf6rence. Elle couvre plus de vingt ann6es de NASA (Ltats-Unis) et PAGARD (France) fourni des
r6unions et de publications scientifiques et techniques non informations sur des milliers de publications r6alistes sous
milkd.ires de Ia s6ric ASI de IPOTAN, tenues ou tmises souLs P'gide de I'AGARD et "dt6es entre 1960 et 1991 environ:
l'dgide du Camit6 Scientifique de IPOTAN. Cette s6rie, proc&s verbaux de conf6rence, AGARDograpbhies (travaux
v6hicule offidiel de publication des r6sultats des instituts importants, presentant tin int6ret sur tine longue p~tiode),
d'6tudes avanc6es et des ateliers de recherche de pointe de cycles de confdrences, comptes rendus ct rapp arts consultatifs.
l'OTA.N et autres r6unions scientifiques et techniques de haut Comme dans le cas de la BASE DE DONtiýES NATO-PCO,
niveati, est publi6e par les maisons d'tdition KLUW;ER la BASE DE DONNP-ES AAROSPATIALES DE L'AGARD
ACADEMIC PUBLISHERS des Pays-Bas, PLENUM inclut le d6tail non sculement des publications conipittes, rnaiis
PUBLISHING Corporation des ttats-Unis et SPRINGER- aussi des comimunications qu'elles renferment (jusqu'A 40 ou
VERLAG d'Allemagne. plus dams us proc~s verbal de conf6rence).

L~a B3ASE DE DONNtES NATO-PCO contient les r6fdrences L'AGARD (Groupe consultatif pour la recherche et Ics
int~grales (y compris les mots cd~s/r~sum6s) concernant plus r~alisations adrospatiales) est tine agence de I'OTAN dour Ic
de 40.000 articles r6dig6s par des scientifiques internationaux sitge est A Paris. Sa mission consiste essentiellement A
de haul niveau. dchanger des informations de R et D dans le dornaine

La bse e dnn~s covreun arg dvntai dedisiplnes a6rospatial tanh A l'int~rieur des pays de I'OTAN qu'cnrtrc c'v.
La bse e dnn~e covretinlarg 6vntal dedisiplncs Ses secteurs d'activit6 couvrent:

scientifiques: SCIENCES DE LA VIE, ECOLOGIE, LA MEDECINE AEROSPA TL4LE, A VIONIQUE, LA
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Technical Evaluation Report

by

George Opdyke Jr
Dykewood Enterprises

5 Lordship Road
Stratford

Connecticut 06497
United States

I. INTRODUCTION high altitudes, in order to counteract the effect of increased
There has been little fundamental change in the challenges in fuel usage. While some reduction of the harmful impact of air-
gas turbine combustor design since the AGARD Symposium craft emissions on the stratosphere could conceivably be
on Combustion and Fuels in Gas "Turbine Engines held in obtained by appropriate air traffic control, the bulk of the
Chania, Crete, Greece in 1987, and reported in AGARD reduction is the responsibility of the gas turbine combustor
Conference Proceedings 422. However, the understanding of designer. Since the contribution from military aircraft is not
the nature of the combustor design challenges has improved large, probably less than 25% of the aircraft total, and since
in the intervening years, as well as the quality of the design and much of the military aircraft operation is below the tropo-
development tools. There have also been some dcmonstra- sphere, z decrease in emissions from this source has a small
tions of possible design solutions for problems. impact. This leaves the major emission reduction effort on the

shoulders of the designers of engines for high flying, longThe papers presented in this 81st AGARD Symposium range, commercial aircraft,
include a discussion of design goals and objectives, reviews of
analytical and physical design tools and techniques, descrip. Clouser (Paper 1) pointed out that because military aircraft
tions of new demonstration test rigs, and explanations of procurement is declining, both commercial and military tech-
solutions for some combustor design problems. This sympo- nology development is being aimed at dual use. The military
sium volume will be a significant addition to the gas turbine programmes for high technology demonstrator engines and
combustion literature, and some concepts described herein advanced component and materials development continue to
can be of immediate practical use. be funded in the United States by the Integrated High Per-

The papers in this >:",posium can be divided into five catego- formance Turbine Engine Technology (IHPTET)

ries: programme, which requires significant financial contribution

* Design Goals and Technology Overview from industry. The major goal has remained constant from the
Pollutant Formation and Emissions programme's inception several years ago: to double gas tur-High Polla t Fbine performance in a 15 to 18 year period. Combustor
F HighATemperature Fuel and Fuel Systems design goals are based on near stoichiometric operation at

* Fuel Atomization

* Combustor Research - Modelling, Design and Opera- high combust ir inlet temperature, with a 50% reduction in
tion. weight, and with no loss in other significant operating para-

meters. While low emissions are not at the top of the priority
"This is a somewhat different category selection than iii the list (and low NOx is not compatible with the high reaction
table of contents of this volume, and it provides an additional temperatures associated with stoichiometric combustion), the
way of refvrring to the 3ubject matter. Each subject is dis- technology required by the IHPT`ET goals is readily adapt-
cussed ;n Sections 2 through 6, in order, and they are able to low emission combustor designs, and this adaptability
tabulated, with indications of their major content, in Tables I will be a requirement for the survival of gas turbine engine
to V. The author referred to in the charts and in the text of this manufacturers in the 21 st century.
report is the first author listed on the paper, not necessarily In his discussion of the combustor design requirements for
the firs;t author listed in the Iable of Contents. the next generation of supersonic civil aircraft, Lowrie (Paper

2) emphasized that the high combustor inlet temperatures at
. DESIGN GOALS AND TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW supersonic cruise conditions create difficult targets for corn-

Schumann, in his Keynote Address, provided considerable bustor hardware life and for lo% emissions. This temperature
hard data about the impact of gas turbine emissions on var- would be approximately 950K (1250 F), and would be main-
ious portions of the atmosphere. While absolute quantities of tained for the major part of the engine operation. While the
emissions from air traffic are small, their impact is significant. stator exit temperature would not be abnormally high, about
Nitric oxide emissions reduce ozone levels above the tropo- 1650K (2510 F), the reaction temperature of a diffusion flame
pause (approx. 12-14 km, or 35-40 thousand feet), but combustor is clearl, unacceptably high for the ultra low NOx
increase ozone levels below that altitude. The future strong emissions required for operation in the stratosphere. Lowrie
increase in air traffic will fArthe. increase NOx and water recommends that the NOx target should be less than an Emis-
vapour in the stratosphere, even though the total fleet fuel ýion Index of 5g/kg, and suggests that the probable
consumption will increase only moderately because of the combustor solution would be a lean, premixed, staged corn-
projected increase in propulsive efficiency. There must be a bustor design, with ceramic matrix composite walls, operating
significant decrease in engine NOx emissions particularly at at an equivalence ratio of near 0.3.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technology for Advanced Aircraft Engines: May 1993.
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Biddle (Paper 16) summarized the high temperature fuel and Segalman (Pi-ner 29) reviewed the status of the fuel staged
fuel system problem very nicely by evaluating the heat load of combustor being developed for the V2500 engine by Pratt
advanced fighter airframes. They concluded that both a high and Whitney, The staging is done axially with airblast injec.
temperature fuel (about 650 K capability) and a fuel recircu- tors used in both the pilot and the main stages. The NASTAR
lation system will be required. Supersonic flight conditions computer code was used in support of a test rig programme to
were covered, determine aerodynamic influences within the combustor and

These four papers, which are listed in Table I, very nicely sum- to predict temperature distriflutions. While this code could

marize the design requirements for future aircraft gas turbine not directly determine emissions, it was possible to make edu-

combustors. Since some requirements are incompatible. com- cated inferences concerning combustion characteristics and
bustor designs must be tailored for the specific application, low emissions potential, thus saving considerable develop-
but the technolosy required has very much in common. ment time. The result wia good altitude relight, combustor

b ci efficiencies above 99.9% over the operating range, and satis-

The t:chnology objectives include: factory radial and circumferential temperature distributions.
"* LIow emissions, particularly ultra low NOx At take off, NOx was reduced by half, compared to the con-
"* Combustor inlet temperature of 950K ventional combustor, and engine tests proved that the engine
"* Fuel bulk temperatures up to 750K (900 F) at the fuel EPAP NOx is only half of the current ICAO requirements.

injector The tests also showed the NOx reduction potential of fuel
"* Equivalence ratios from lean to near stoichiometric staging esen though main stage premixirng was not used.
• Shot t, light long life combustor liners with minimum"cooling air andi advanced materials At SNECMA. Meunier and others (Paper 30) tan tests on a

c ooittle or no reduction in other performance requirements five injector annular sector combustor us t ng variable swirlers"like cold day or high altitude ignition or combustor stabil- to adjust the primary airflow. This method was used to tailor
like the primary zone eauivalence ratio and hold it between 0.6ity. and 1.0 over the operating range, thereby assring low smoke,

"* 1-(% pattern factor at the turbine inlet good stability and relight, while making it possible to reduce

All this is to be done in the face of declining development NOx. Diluent holes were eliminated, the lincr length was
funding, so the combustor design has to be close to right the reduced 20%, and it was noted that primary holes which were
first time. The papers in the following sections help to explain only 'V an annulus height downstream of the swirlers gave a
how these very difficult goals might be met, at least in part. wider stability range than holes at a location further dewn-

stream.
3. POLLUTANT FORMATION AND EMISSIONS Tilston and others, at Pyestock (Paper 32), tested three very
The first series of papers on this subject dealt with modelling short (primary zone) combustors. modified to thirty different
of pollutant formation and consisted of four papers. Investi- co rt i ons, which store fuell ed th a ir t d i zer s.gators at Leeds University (Paper 3) showed that under leani configurations, which were fuelled with air assist atomizers.
premixed flame conditions where thermal NOx does not They concluded that regardless of the primary zone equival-

ence ratio NOx is formed only at a local equivalence ratio
form, small amounts of prompt NOx will form. either as close to stoichiometric, and the thermal NOx reduction that
hydrocarbon prompt NOx or via the nitrous oxid, route. The clse to stoi eri, and e ra tion that~oherent flamele:t model, tested by investigators at the Ecole occurs when the overall equivalenci.' ratio is leaned is caused
coherentralParis (Paperl), tted o y fairatigatosatipredictions by reduced residence time, not by a substantial reduction in
Central Paris (Paper 4), gave only fair quantitative peitos reaction temperature. There was no evidence that any com-of CO, and needs further improvement. The flamelet model bustion took place at mixtures leaner than 0.90 equivatany ce
evaluated by Alizadeh and Moss (Paper 7) gave NO and tem- ratio. thonclude at m or a n fla e c. mbustorperature predictions; qualitatively similar to those obtained ratio. They conclude that for a diffusion flame combustor
pitherauilibrium predictions. quaoitativsimtiaons tee oaned with a primary zone equivalence ratio reduced from near stoi-
with equilibrium predictions. Soot predictions were eincer- chiometric to about (1.5, a 30%/, to 40}% NOx reduction is

tain, although the p~edictions of the spatial distributions of p si om ewhat less th an tha r edu byi thi

soot compared reasonably with measurements in tie test possible. This is somewhat less than that demonstrated by the

combustor. They show that soot formation can extend into the Pratt and Whitney staged combustor.

intermediate zone between the primary jets, where the local Salv6i and L6pez (Paper 33) tested the interesting concept of
temperatures can quickly drop to levels which result in slow injection of hydrogen into a conventional diffusion flame can
carbon oxidation rates. Carvalho (Paper 8) evaluated three combustor, fuelled with a simplex injector, witn the primary
soot formation and oxidation models and concluded that equivalence ratio leaned to 0.5 or less. Without hydrogen
none were good enough if quantitative results were desired. injection, NOx would decrease, particularly if the reference

There were seven papers dealing with emissions, but having a velocity was increased, but CO would increase to unaccept

point of view which is readily applicable to combustors. Dren- ably high values. With the addition of about 2% hydrogen

nan (Paper 28) has set up a test rig at Irvine where a premixed into the primary zone airflow, the combustor effi-
simplified, but realistic. combustor can be operated at practi- ciency improves, while NOx is increased very little. The

cal gas turbine conditions, and baseline emission data has largest part of this decrease in C. is caused by an improve-
been taken which is representative of typical current combus- ment in chemical kinetics. This concept could be very
tons. The data show that the effluent from the primary zone effectively combined with a variable area primary zone.
forced between the primary jets is a source of hydrocarbon Another experimental programme, this one at The University
and C() reaction quenching at low inlet temperatures and of Leeds, reported by Andrews (Paper 24), showed that
NOx production at high inlet temperatures, somewhat similar swirler and fuel injector designs which gave low NOx in a
to the observation of Alizadeh and Moss relative to soot for- research combustor with gaseous fuel could also give low
mation and quenching. Increased atomizing air was shown io NOx with kerosene fuel. In one instance, liquid kerosene gave
decrease NOx. while a larger SMI) was observed to increase lower NOx than natural gas. One key is to insert the fuel into
Nox. even though there is no obvious reason for this latter the combustor at the point where turbulence dissipation is
effect. greatest, i.e., in shear layers. This can mean that CFD modell-
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ing can be misleading if precise fuel placement is important passage walls, but then accumulated in the swirl slots, which
and this boundary condition is not properly accounted fcr in had not been redesigned.
the calculation. Also, it appears that for a leap bum combus- Some of the advantages of the use of .FD in the detailed
tor, backside impingement cooling may be sufficient to cool design of airblast injectors, particularly those der small engine
the liner walls. Andrews suggested that equivalence ratios of dms tors, particualy thase tom ain-0.4and11. beconideed or eanbur cobusor tyls. combustors, was described by McCaldon (Paper 21 ). TIhe: air-
0.4 and 0.5 be considered for lean burn combustor styles flow distortions approaching and within the injector swirlers
Santavicca (Paper 22) presented an interesting ptper deal crib- plus in the flow field within the combustor resulting from the
ing an experimental study to determine the lean limit and swirlers can both be useful in design. Pratt and Whitney
emissions of a simple kerosene fuelled, prevaporized, pre- Canada has been successful in avoiding significant clogging of
mixed combustor. They found that the NOx emissions were fuel metering orifices with linear dimensions as small as 200
the same whether the fuel and air were well mixed or poor!y microns by keeping wetted wall temperatures below 480K.
mixed, but the well mixed case had the better lean limit. A

phenomenological explanation of this anomaly, based on
combustion of "pockets", was gisen.

5. FUEL, ATOMIZATION

There were five papers in this group, four dealing with spray

4. HIGH TEMPERATURE FUELS AND FUEL SYSTEMS modelling and experiments, plus one paper describing a new

There were a total of seven papers which addressed the pro- type of fuel injector.

blem of high temperatures in the fuel delivery system, a Tests at Imperial College. reported by Perez-Ortiz, et al., in
problem solvable either with fuels that do not break down at Paper 34, involved observations of flames stabilized by var-
temperaturms up to 750K, or by fuel systems so thermally iso- ious flameholders in a duct, fuelled by premixed methane plus
lated from the combustor inlet air or from other heat sources atomized kerosene injected at several locations, both at
that a lower temperature capability fuel can be used. Obvi- uniform and pulsed flow rates. The most important conclu-
ously, a combination of both approaches is possible. These sion was that pulsed kerosene injection car induce large
papers are listed in Table Ill. amplitude combustion oscillations in normally smooth burn-

lanovski (Paper 44) proposed that endothermic fuels can be a ing flames and damp large amplitude oscillations at rough

solution for the cooling of elements of hypersonic vehicles, burning conditions. Not much effort has yet been expended to

and the resultant gaseous products of the decomposed liquid model the flame characteristics observed. Mularz (Paper 35)
, wdescribed experiments done at NASA, Lewis, to measurefuels, which consist primarily of hydrogen and light pydrocar- spray characteristics, and described details of the CFD code

bons, will improve the combustor stability, thereby per itting under development to predict these characteristics. Code val-
satisfactory lean burn operation. Appropriate catalysts can idation with the experimental data has yet to be done. The
markedly improve the fuel decomposition rate, and the cool- code is named ALLSPD, and is a variant of TEACH, and a
ing capability of the fuel is thereby doubled at temperature two dimensional version should be available during the sum-
levels near 1200)K. mer of 1993.

Peloche and Asensio (Paper 17) pointed out that fuel thermalinstability is caused by compounds in the fuel which can be 1-ebrard (Papc'r 36) reported on the development o)fa similar
reduced or eliminated by percolation of the fuel through an code at ONERA. and showed a good correlation betweenreduceds'orelimnaythed bypesrcolaysstin oe fele though in ase t prediction and measurement of drop trajectories from an airabsorbent clay. The best clays tested were able to increase the blast injector. Data was taken with a high speed video camera.
fuel break point by about 50 degree-s C. Edwards (Paper 18) A Weber number relationship was given to predict whether a
reviewed results of tests at the USAF Wright Laboratory droplet will bounce or film when hitting a wall, and it was also
designed to reach a better understanding of fuel instability. It droplet s br singly, ingroups, on masse
appears that a fuel's tendency to oxidise is often inversely pro-

portional to its tendency to form deposits, but additional Another code for modelling turbulent, evaporating sprays has
work is, needed to complete this programme. However, it been developed at University Karlsruhe (Pape- 36), and it
appears possible to develop an additive package to increase was reported that it agrees well with experiments measuring
the thermal stability of JP-8 by 55 degrees C. droplet diameter and drop concentrations. The code is Eule-

Katta, et al. (Paper 19) reported on the development of two rian and contains transport equations for droplet heating and

global chemistry models for fuel stability, and noted that the evaporation and can handle recirculating flows. It gives good
models are not yet suffio;ent to predict fuel oxidation and dep- agreement with Lagranglan calculations, and can be readily

osition rates simultaneously, but the global chemistry model incorporated into existing codes.
shows promise. For a fuel to be thermally stable at 750K, it Whitlow (Paper 38) described recent experimental studies on
appears that all oxygen must be removed from the fuel, and effervescent atomizers. These atomizers produce a fine spray
the research is not far enough along to know if it can be done over a wider range of flows than either a pressure atomizer or
with additives. an air blast atomizer because both liquid and air are ejected

through the same exit, and the atomization is a function of
Stickles. et al. (Paper 20) reported on The U.S. Navy High both the liquid flow and the air flow. Tests were m'un on two
Temperature Fuel Nozzle Program which was aimed at a fuel basic designs: plain orifice and conical sheet atomizers. In
injector design which would operate satisfactorily at acoi- both cases, the Sauter Mean Diameter decreases with an
bustor inlet air temperature of 1144K and a fuel temperature increase in either the air/liquid ratio or the operating pres-
of 450K. JP-5 fuel was used as the test fuel. Although muchcare was taken to shield the dual orifice injector from the hot sure. Both designs had a wide spray angle. A variety of design

candwas thken fu elwettd sdurfae wriie poishedtor mr n ze h parameters were varied and their effects on SMD and drop
air, and the fuel wetted surfaces were polished to minimize size distribution were measured.
coke deposition, the result was disappointing. Apparently
coke had formed in the fuel itself, had not deposited on the These papers are listed in TFable IV.
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6. COMBUSTOR RESEARCH - MODELLING, use of hy,.rogen as a fMel for small gas turbines. These could
DESIGN AND OPERATION be used in automothiles, helicopters and even turboramjets,

This category of papers is the largest of the Symposium, and His tests included the use of hydrogen ard air, hydrogen, oxy-
contains reviews of investigations of methods to handle the gen and steam, and hydrogen, natural gas and air. The first
lesign of a combustor or a portion thereof. There are 13 combination restlts in higher NOx unless run lean, the s,:c-
papers in this Vroup and they are listed in Table V. ond gives no NOx, and the third, called "Iythane", produces

dJanika (Paper 10) described the calculation o low NOx. When steam is used, a closed cycle is preferred, andMaidhof tiad ankaPar t)dsredtealltin•f the hydrogen and oxygen should be stored :t liquid form.

the flow and scalar fields of an axisymmetric non-premixed
combustor. The code includes a radiation model, a diffusion Iwo papers discussed the absolutc necon ity of cormbustor
flame combustion model using either chemical equilibrium or test rigs.
laminar flamelet schemes, a NOx model, which includes the Rosiord (Paper 26) described a unique test facility to assess
Rfec o(if radiation on NOx, and a turbulence model, where the tolerance of a fuel staged combustor to rapid changes in
Reynold's stress was found to be superior to eddy viscosity air and fuel flows, with the resultant fuel flow redistribution
closure. The non linear equation systein is solved by a time which occurs in the system. Both slow and snap accelerations
marching iteration, which converges in about 461) iterations. and decelerations plus cyclic operation can be programmed

Martino et al. (Paper 11) describe a method of calculating by the control c!. iputer. Sectors of operating annular com-
steady, 3D, two phase turbulert reacting flows with irregular bustors, of fLcl systems or of combustor components can be
boundaries, and they compare the calculated results with tested.
measurements from a reverse flow annular vaporizing com- Afterburner test rigs at Fiat, discussed by Riccardi et al.
bustor. The agreement was fair to good, and they feel that the (Paper 27), demonstrated that where very high gas tempera-
code can be used with confidence for the design and develop- tures may cause important mechanical integrity problems,
miert of combustors. There is no calculation of wall analytical computer codes are not completely satisfactory,
temperatures or for soot or gaseous emissions, however, making development test rigs mandatory. Well defined design

Mongia reviewed in Paper 12 the 23 combustors which he practices are also not sufficient. Fiat has found (as have other
and his colleagues have designed in the past two decades companies) that water analogue test rigs are inexpensive, very
using some form of numerical combustor modelling. He con- fast and easy to use, and will give at least a qualitative descrip-
eludes that second order closure models, while useful in tion of the flow patterns within the test unit. The same perspex
understanding many combustion phenomena, are not suffi- models used in the water rig can be used in a simple airflow rig
ciently accurate for quantitative design. He recommends a to measure pressure drops and flow coefficients. Fiat also
hybrid technique where empirical, semi-analytical and quasi uses sector combustion rigs for measurement of altitude per-
I -D analyses, are u.ied in conjunction with 2-1) and 3-D com- formance, and then finally uses full scale afterburner test rigs
putational models, and then use the best of both types to go prior to engine testing. They claim that these rigs give reliable
from preliminary des:ign and through development to the final results at lower cost than the detailed CFD codes required
combustor design. This permits all aspects of combustor plus the powerful computers needed to operate them.
design to be approached in a consistent manner, and builds a Doerr and Hennecke (Paper 39) reported on a very niceuse:ful design data base. oradHnnce(ae3)rprtdnavryie

experimental programme to determine the best way to mix in
the quench zone of a Rich-Quick Quench.-Lean combustorHu and Prociw (Paper 14) described the usefulness of a 3-D design. The major conclusions were that there is an optimum

computer code to predict the .flow field of a real combustor, momentum flux ratio, and opposing jets should not impact on
and feel that despite some shortcomings it is a valuable tool one another. The spacing/hole diameter ratio should be
for combustor design. It can be reasonably accurate, at least small, and it is best if the jets are staggered. Increasing pres-
for predicting details of the flow field. Several practical design sure drop does not necessarily help much. The programme is
problems are shown which are amenable to solution. At now being enlarged to include the effects of orifice size, shape
SNECMA, a 3-D code named DIAMANT was successfully and number. Hassa (Paper 41) measured droplet and gas vel-
used in the design of a fairly conventional afterburner, ocities in a cylindrical combustor fed by an airblast atomizer
according to Dejeu, et al. (Paper 15). The model consisted of with a corotating swirl. He showed a high speed video which
60,000 nodes, and the code included droplet Sauter Mean illustrated that the flame was intermittent and ragged, even at
Diameter and velocity, turbulence, eddy breakup and PDF stoichiometric. in this combustor, a considerable amount of
elements. drop vaporization occurred before combustion, with about

85% evaporating within 45mm, before luminous flamesBallal described in Paper 23 a study intended to predict the could be seen. The SMD of the spray tended to increase with
lean limit of a practical gas turbine combustor by using test distance downstream, since the smaller droplets evaporate so
data from a simplified research combustor, and several com- quickly.
bustion models were compared for accuracy of their
prediction of lean blowout. Whil" lean blowout was corre- Jeckel and Wittig (Paper 42) described the research combus-
lated with partially stirred reactor theory, and Swithenbank's tor installed at Karlsruhe for extended benchmark
dissipation gradient approach offered a possibility of an a pri- measurements. It is a jet stabilized combustor, and measure-
ori calculation for the research combustor, it was found that ments of time averaged velocity, temperature and species
the flame characteristic at lean blowout in the research corn- show that the three dimensional effects caused by the turbul-
bustor was different than that ia the engine combustor, ence in this combustor are of major significance. A different
making a general prediction "challenging". type of research combustor was described by Vermeulen

(Paper 43), in which primary air jets were acoustically con-
An experimental study with a small can combustor has been trolled to increase mixing. The pattern factor was thereby
conducted by Dini (Paper 25) to assess the advantages of the improved by up to 20%, without an appreciable change in



pressure loss. The major reason for the improvement was Symposium met its objective ol ,eviewing progress made in
increased flow blockage caused by the acoustically increased modelling pollutant formation and combustor performance
jet p.netration. At higher load levels there was a lesser, unfor- and design, high temperature fuel systems and fuel atomiza-
tunately unexplained, pattern factor improvement. tion, and combustor rescarch on phases of combustoi

operation. The questions and discussions on these subjects

7. CONCLUSIONS AND EVALUATION OF THE were a significant addition to the pipers themselves, and these
MEETUIONG Aquestions are included in this Symposium volume. The dele-
MEETING gates appreciated the coordination of the meeting by the

The 8lst iPEP Symposium and the coincident panel meetings Propulsion and Energetics Parel, and by the Programme

were attended by I 16 dele;ates from 13 NATO countries and Coplion and Ehe A ARD ant.

from three non-NATO countries. This is a decrease from the Committee and the AGARD staff

last Combustion Symposium (PEP 7()) held in Crete, appar- 8. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE MEFTINGS
ently caused by the depressed economic condition in much o Future combustion Symposia should prima-ily feature sub-
the world. Nonetheless, the papers were of good quality and jects connected with emissions reduction, particularly for
elicited considerable discu.;sion, both formal and informal, aircraft operation at high altitude, at high flight Mach num-
The resulting informatiot. exchtinge arnoai the combustion hbc,., jad with advatced, high pressure ratio engines. These
experts at the Symposium added significantly to its value. The should include both advancements in emissions modelling
papers contained considerable new information and some and in understanding of the combustion and post conbustionauthors pn undedsoutdfailureshandombustioninnd instheirbunveo-
authors p uised out failures and shortcomings in their roves- reactions involved, as well as descriptions of low and ultra low
tigations, plus limitations inherent in their results, NOx combustor designs, both successful and unsuccessful,
demonstrating a frankness which added greatly tf the under- particularly if combustor models have been used effectively in
standing (if the subjects. It is clear that we are far from being their designs. Staged combustors would be of particular inter-
able to design a satisfactory combustor without a develop- est. Secondly, subjects dealing with advanced, high pressure,
ment programme, but that programme can be shorter now high temperature rise combustors should be featured, includ-
than two decades ago, when combustor modelling was in its ing the performance of fuel injection systems using hot fuel.
infancy. This should also include advanced ignition and wall cooling

The subjects covered in the Symposium were planned to help techniques plus experience gained with advanced high tem-
combustor designers understand the combustion phenomena perature comhustor materials. In short, reports on progress in
which will occur under future engine operating conditions, meeting the combustor design and performance goals
and to suggest approaches to overcome the many design diffi- described in this Symposium should be the subjects for the
culties which arc being and will be encountered. The next Symposium.

Table I
Major subjects contained in the category
Design goals and technology overview

~No. }-Authors -~Major subject

Keynote Schumann Gas turbine emission data.- atmospheric effects
Emission reduction objectives - some approaches

1. Clouser, Military (IHPTET) combustor objectives. Status. Review of design difficulties and possibilities

Kamin

2. Lowrie Emission, noise, durability needs for advanced SST

16. Biddle, Goals for high temperature fuel and fuel system development for advanced fighter aircraft
Croswell



Table II
Major sutlects in the category

Pollutant formation and emissions

Pollutant Models, Bench Comb
AN. Authors Emissions formration I analysis tests tests

3. Dupont, et al. x t x x

4ý Djavdan, et al. x x

7 Alizadeh, Moss x x

8. Carvalho, et al. x x

22. Santavicca, et al, x x x

24. Andrews et al. x x x

28. Drennan, et al. x x

29. Segalman, et al. x x x

30. Meunier, et al. x x

32. Tilston, et al. x x x x

33. SalvA, Lopez x x x

Table III
Major subjects in the categoi j

High temperature fuel and fuel systems

No. Authors - Fuels Fuel Systems Models Tests Hardware

17-. Peloche, Asensio x x

18 Edwards, et al. x x

19. Katta, et al. x x x

20. Stickles, et al. x x

21. McCaldon, et al. I
lanovsky _ _ _

Table IV
Major subjects in the category

Fuel atomization

S No. Authors Sprays, Models Sprays, Tests Injector Design Injector Tests

34. Perez-Ortiz, et al. x

35. Mularz, et al. x x

36. Hebrard, et al. x x x

37. 1 Wittig, Hallmann x x

38. Whtlow, Lefebvre j _
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Table V
Major subjects in the category

Combustor research - modelling, design and operation

Combustor Combustor Combustor Combustor Combustor

No. Authors Models Design Perf. Tests Test rigs

10. Maidhof, Janicka x

11. Di Martino, et al, x

12. Mongia x x x

14. Hu, Prociw x x

15. Dejeu, et al. x

23. Ballal, et al. x x x x

25. Dini x x x

26. Rosfjord, Cohen x x x

27. Riccardi, et al. x x

39. Doerr, Hennecke x x

41. Hassa, et al. x x x

42. Jeckel, Wittig x x

43. Vermeulen, et al. x x x
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ON THE EFFEL.' OF EMISSIONS FROM AIRCRAFT ENGINES
ON THE STATE OF THE ATMOSPHERE

U. Schumann

Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fOr Luft- und Raumfahrt (DLR)
Institut fOr Physik der Atmosphfire
D-8031 Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany

ABSTRACT airtraffic near and above the tropopause, polewards of
400 latitude. The most important emissions are those of

Emissions from aircraft engines Include carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide, water vapour, and sulphur dioxide. In
water vapour, nitrogen oxides, sulphur components and particular, emissions of nitrogen oxides at high altitudes
various other gases and particles. Such emissions from are considered to have possibly marked effects on the
high-flying global civil subsonic airtraffic contribute to formation or destruction of ozone, depending on depo-
anthropogenic climate changes by increase of ozone sition altitude. Also discussed are the contributions
and cloudiness In the upper troposphere, and by
enhanced greenhouse effect. The absolute emissions by from water vapour emissions on cloudiness and climate

alrtraffic are small (a few percent of total) in comparison change. More recently, in view of our understanding of

to surface emissions. However, the greenhouse effect the origin of the Antarctic "ozone hole" (WMO, 1991),
of emitted water and of nitrogen oxides at cruise aiti- the potential effect of chemical reactions on the surface
tude Is large in comparison to that of the same emis- of particles (heterogeneous reactions) originating from
sions near the earth's surface because of relatively water, sulphur or soot emissions are gaining Increasing
large residence times at flight altitudes, low background attention.
concentrations, low temperature, and large radiative
efficiency. At present, It appears that the emissions of In the early 1970s, concern about the potential
nitrogen oxides have changed the background concen- effects of emissions from a proposed fleet o! superson!c
tration in the upper troposphere In between 40ON and transport (Johnston 1971, Crutzen 1972) caused an
60ON by 100 %, causing an increase of oi:one by about extensive study (ClAP 1975). Partly because of the out-
20 %. Regionally the observed annual moan change in come of this study but mainly because of economical
cloudiness is of order 0.4 %. The resultant greenhouse reasons It was decided at that time that such a fleet of
effect of changes in ozone and thin cirrus cloud cover SST should not be built. Recently there has been
causes a climatic surface temperature change of the
order 0.01 to 0.1 K These temperature changes are renewed interest in the development of faster aircraft for
small In comparison to the natural variability. Recent international passenger flight. The question how far
research indicates that the emissions at cruise altitude such a system is environmentally acceptable triggered
may increase the amount of stratospheric aerosols and a High-Speed Research Program by NASA in 1990
polar stratospheric clouds and thereby may have an (Watson et al. 1990, Johnston et al. 1991, Douglass et al.
impact on the atmospheric environment, to an yet 1991, Prather et al. 1992). In Germany, the environ-
unknown degree. Alrtraffic is increasing by about 5 to 6 mental impact of a hypersonic space transport system
% per year, fuel consumption grows by about 3 % per SANGER was Investigated and shown to be small by
year. Moreover, the climatic changes due to alrtraffic BrOhl et al. (1991) and GraBl et al. (1991). In 1990, an
enhance other environmental problems originating, e.g., International Colloquium provided an oveiview on the
from anthropogenic carbon dioxide or methane emis- state of knowledge with respect to the impact of global
siorgs. Hence, airtraffic Induced emissions are of grow-
ing Importance. This calls for the development of effi- airtraffic on the atmosphere (Schumann 1990). Since
cient and low-emission propulsion systems and other then, several related research programs have been Ini-

means to reduce the emissions. This paper surveys the tiated in Europe (see Dunker, 1993). This paper surveys

state of knowledge and describes several items of the knowledge In this quickly evolving research area.

results from recent and ongoing research. Nitrogen oxide NO, (NO + N0 2) plays a major role In

the chemistry of tropospheric ozone. In regions of high

1. Introduction NO, concentrations, a photochemical sequence Initiated
by the reaction of methane (CH.) and carbon monoxide

(CO) with hydroxyl (OH) leads to ozone (03) production
Until fairly recently, the environmental effects while in regions of low NO, concentrations, such as over

resulting from aircraft exhaust emissions have been a ocean areas, the reaction of CH 4 and CO with OH Initi-

minor item In the general debate on the environment, ales a sequence that destroys 03 (Isaksen and Hov 1987;
However, the growing awareness on global climate Crutzen 1988). Hence, added NO, enhances ozone in the
changes has brought about a discussion, especially In free troposphere. In the stratosphere, NO, as HO, and

Europe and North America, and aircraft emissions are in particular CIO, tend to deplete ozone. As shown by
now perceived as a far more relevant Issue than a dec- Hidalgo and Crutzen (1977), Johnston et al. (1989) and
ade ago (CAEP 1991). Because of the large residence others, using ID models, NO, emissions enhance ozone

time, low background concentrations and large radiative depletion above about 12 to 14 km but produces ozone

sensitivity, the main concern comes from the present below that level, see Fig. 1 (Douglass et al. 1991).

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technologyfor Advanced Aircraft Engines: May 1993.
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Injection of NO, by airtraffic In the stratosphere may 50
reduce the efficiency of the HO, and CIO, catalytic
cycles by the homogeneous formation of HNO3 and 45

CIONO,. Hence, emissions of nitrogen oxide frnm ,1r- 40 Ozone Formalon

traffic has the potential to reduce ozone destruction Ftorm CH. and NO,
caused by Increasing levels of chlorofluorocarbons, but 1
Johnston et al. (1989) found that this effect Is small for
present levels of CIO. However, the previous models A 30

ignored the potential Impact of heterogeneous reactions
on the surface of stratospheric aerosols and polar st'a- 25
tospheric clouds (PSCs) (Crutzen and Arnold 1986,
Brasseur et al. 1990, Brasseur 1992, Granler and Bras- 20

seur 1992, McElroy et al 1992). Osons Oestuction
15 -B o

The stratospheric aerosol layesi contains droplets of
aqueous sulphurlc acid solution (about 75 weight % 0o10

HSO4 ). In the absence of sunlight, NO. gets converted
Into the reservoir gas N,03. The haterogeneous reaction s

N20 5 (gas) I H20 (liquid) -, 2 HN0 3 (gas) (1) 1
10' 10J 10' 10, 106 10'

on the sulphate aerosol surface converts NO and REACTION RATE (molecules cmr' as"I
thereby NO, Into the less reactive nitric acid. Hence, this
reaction is likely to reduce the ozone depletion effect of Fig. 1. Ozone formation from the smog reactions based

NO,-emissions from high flying airtraffic (Rodriguez et on methane and nitrogen oxides (45l latitude, spring)

al. 1991, Kinnison and Wuebbles 1991, Bekki et al, 1991, (Douglass et al. 1991).

Wetsenstein et al. 1991) satellite measurements of total column amount of ozone
Polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) are believed to show a decrease of stratospheric ozone by about 0.5 to

consist of either H1O-4' 403 (NAT = nitric acid trihydrate 0.8 %/yr near 50ON (Stolarski et al. 1991).
or metastable nitric acid dihydrate) or H20 particles,
Type I and Type II PSCs, respectively (Hanson and The changes in the ozone concentration have envi-

Mauersberger 1988, Hanson 1992). Type I PSCs can ronmental effects because ozone is a greenhouse gas

form at higher temperatlire than Type II PSCs. The (Lacds et al. 1990) and is Important for the production of

threshold temperature, T(NAT), below which NAT Aer- OH which is responsible for the removal of greenhouse

osols can exist (in equilibrium) ranges from about 206 gases (e.g., methane) and other polluta.its (Crutzen and

K at 10 km altitude to about 191 K at 25 km (Schlager Zimmermann 1991). Moreover, the ozone layer protects
et al. 1990). Because T(NAT) is markedly larger than the
threshold temperature of water ice existence (by about Hdhe
1 K at 10 km altitude and by about 12 K near 25 km lkm)
altitude). Type II PSCs are more prevalent and thus can •-"•"

have a greater effect on the atmosphere. Heterogeneous
reactions on the surface of such PSCs may convert 30
CIONO, and HCI to reactive CIO, which possibly
destroys ozone. PSCs also form a sink for NO, which
otherwise moderates the ozone destruction cycles. 25.

The region where NAT particles can be formed
increases with decreasing temperature, increasing
humidity and increasing concentration of HNO (Peter 20-
et al. 1991, Hofmann and Oltmans 1992, Arnold et al.
199'). Increases in CO, concentrations may cause cool-
ing of the lower stratosphere and more PSCs and hence -
more ozone depletion, in the Antarctic and eventually X . Istb,,
also in the Arctic (Austin at al. 1992). Hence, aircraft Met, HOhsnpsillnbsrg

emissions may also enforce ozone destruction in the 10- ,npoi.e b19 g

coldest regions of the stratosphere. The overall conse-
quences of such heterogeneous reactions have not yet ....... 1978
been investigated in detail with respect to emissions ......... 1963
from present subsonic dirtraffic, - .. -. 1992

Over the industrialized continents, one has observed
a strong increase of tropospheric ozone by about 2
%/yr, see e.g. Fig. 2 and Wage (1992). Volz and Kley 0 6b Iat
(1988) deduced more than a doubling in comparison to 03 [nbar]

the preindustrial era. This trend Is cotisistent with Fig. 2. Annual mean profiles of ozone partial pressure
increases of nitrogen oxide (Logan 1985; Bruhl and in nbar versus altitude In km for the years 1968 'o 1992
Crutzen 1988). In the stratosphere, Fig. 2 shows 4 at HohenpelBenberg, Southern Germany, (provided by
reduction of ozone of about 0.5 %/yr (Wage 1992). Also Meterol. Observatory Hohenpeillenberg, see also Wage

1992).
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the biosphere from the UV radiation, but increased Ire- roughly consistent with information from G. J. Bishop,

pospheric ozone may also cause damage to both animal Shell International Petroleum Co., London (personal

and plant life. communicatlon 1991), reporting jet fuel consumption by

civil airlines In the western world in 1990 of approxi-The other potentially important emission is that of mately 125 Mt and ectlmating an additional military part

water vapour, mainly because of its direct or indirect (by mf 25 % of e sti m ei n relial mi lit par

cloud forming processes) impact on the radiation budg- of 25 % of the civil volume. No reliable figures exist for

et of the atmosphere. It is known that thin cirrus clouds the former eastern bloc countries. For the future, Kava-

of large ice particles In the upper troposphere at low naugh (1988) estimates the jet fuel use to grow by 2.2

and mid latitudes act to enhance the "greenhouse % annually from the year 1990 to 2025 In a "low fuel

effect." An Increase in cirrus cloud coverage by a few estimate" soenario, but to grow 3,6 % per year from

percent might have the same effect as a doubling of the 1990 to 2000 and then moderates to 2.9 % in a "high

amount of CO, (Liou 1988: Liou et al. 1990). Contrails fuel estimate," depending on various assumptions.

from aircraft enhance the appearance of high-love; These estimates Imply increases by a factor of 1.4 to 1.6

clouds (Schumann and Wendling 1990). in 2005 and by 2.1 to 2.9 in the year 2025 relative to
1990.

The purpose of 1t1,as paper, which evolved from that

presented by Schumann and Reinhardt (1901), Is to Hence, although airtraffic will increase strongly, a

review the present knowledge on the impact of high-fly- doubling In fuel consumption should not be expected

Ing civil subsonic airtraffic on the atmosphere in terms before 20 years from now. However, It appears reasor-

of environmental and climatlc aspects. The paper able that most of the Increase will be related to high

excludes effects of airtraffic in the vicinity of airports. flying long-distance traffic. The lower Increase of fuel

consumption when compared to the Increase In the
number of passenger-kms is related to increases In the

2. Airtrafffc and emissions fuel efficiency of aircraft. Within the last 30 years, the

Global airtraffic of scheduled services has grown specific fuel consumption per passenger-km decreased

from 940. 10' passenger-km In 1978 to almost by about 45 % (Simon 1988).

1700. 10* passenger-km in 1988, 45 % of the total being When the fuel Is burned with air in the jet engines,
international traffic (NODer and Schmitt 1990). The non- the exhaust gases cause emissions into the atmosphere.
scheduled traffic adds about 170. t10 passenger-km for For complete combustion, the emissions would contain
the year 1988. The annual growth rate in the decade mainly carbon dioxide (CO 2) and water vapour (H20).

between 1978 and 1988 was 6.1 % ICAO expects pres- Tho emission Index (emitted mass of pollutant per unit
ently an Increase of worldwide scheduled passenger mass of fuel) for these emissions depend solely on the
traffic at an anual growth rate of about 4 % for stoichlochemical composition of the kerosine fuel. The
domestic traffic and 6 % for International traffic In the carbon content Is about 86 % by mass. The mean
years until 2001, with the strongest increase (up to 8.5 molecular weight Is 164 (Prather et al., 1992, p. 98).
%/yr) for international traffic in the Asia/Pacific region. Other emissions of much smaller amount are nitrogen

Data by the International Energy Agency of 1991, see oxides (NO, of varying composition (NO2 traction

Fig. 3, show that the world demand of aviation fuel decreasing from 18 % at idle to less than 5 % at more

increased from 117 Mt (Million tons) in the year 1977 to than 30 % engine power setting, according to Spicer et

167 Mt in the year 1989, i.e. by about 3 % per year. al. 1990), carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC),
Hence, the increase rate In terms of fuel consumption Is and soot particles (mainly carbon) and other particles
roughly half the rate of passenger transport perform- acting as condensat;on nucleus (CN) for cloud forma-
ance. Egli (1990) estimated 176 Mt for 1990. Kavanaugh tion. One distinguishes between CN and CCN (cloud
(1988) estimates that commercial lots burn about 70 % condensation nuclei), where the latter form cloud nuclei
of all jet fjel, military jets consume 24 % and business at small supersaturation (less than I %), whereas CN
and turbu-prope the remainder 6 %. These numbers are require large supersaturation. Pltchford et al. (1991)

measured large concentrations of CN of up to

55- ---- 300.000 cm ' In the exhaust plume of a Sabreliner, with
500 - an emission index of soot in between 0.001 and 0,03
450 g(soot)/kg(fuel). They found, moreover, that background

400 particles are much more active as CCN than exhaust
7 :50. ..- particles of the same size (ratio of CCN to CN less than

r30 1 %), but Whitefield at al. (1993) found that 30 to 40 %
of the combustion arosols generated in laboratory

002oburners can be considered as CCN. Most of the aer-

150! - o °°°°° _ýosols in jet exhausts are found to have diameters In

between 0.01 and 0.1 um (Pitchford et al. 1991; Hagen

5100-0 
ef al. 1992).

0 - ...--- 4 As a minor emlss' on, the exhaust contains sulphur
19'70 1,g0 1990 2000 2010 2020 ~',:r dioxide (SO2) becausf aviation fuel Is allowed to contain

Fig. 3. Aviation fuel versus time. Data up to 1989 from up to 0.3 weight per,;ent (wt%) of sulphur (IATA Quid-
the International Energy Agency (1991). Extrapolations ance material for avi ition turbine fuels, Amendment No.
according to Kavanaugh (1988) with 2.2 % per year in 1, 14 Nov. 1988, Inteonational Air Transport Association,
a low fuel scenario and with 3.6 % up to 2000 and 2.9 Montreal, Canada). According to Shell, London (per-
% thereafter in a high fuel scenario, sonal communication 1991), fuels can vary from very
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low sulphur contents ( < 0.01 wt%), If they have been 30

manufactured by a hydroprocessing route, to levels
around 0.2 wt% If they have been chomically procesbed , 25 ,
From 1978 to 1991, the average sulphur content In fuel ii /

samples was In between 0.050 and 0.055 wt% (Dickson ,0
et al. 1989, 1992) with very few samples exceeding 0.1 id
wt%. In an analysis of 53 Jet-A fuel samples the average /

sulphur content was 0.042 wt% (Prather et al. 1992). As , j NOx
confirmed by Shell, the average sulphur content of let
fuel worldwide is around 0.04 to 0.05 wt%: resulting In to
0.8 to I g SO, per kg burned fuel. V

Very little Information exists on the composition of ,• I

the HC. The standard method of exhaust analysis for /Co
organic compounds Is only a measure of "total 0 ---

unburned hydrocarbons" as measured by a flame ion- T/O CLIMB CRUISE DESCENT
Ization detector. The specific compounds are of interest Fig. 4. Calculated emission Indices of a B747-400 with a
because the exhaust organics vary substantially In their CF6 engine at take/off (TIO), during climb, cruise andbecase he xhast rgaicsvar sustatialy n teir descent, for NO,, CO, and HC (from Deidewig, 1992) 4
chemistry. Such organic compounds may be Important

in converting NO, Into reservoir gases, and In contrib-
ution to ozone formation, in particular in the strato- 2/ 21 Tokeoft

sphere. Any technical development leading to reduced Descent 22 -rm

NO, emissions might lead to increasing amounts of N. / 2 C,,b
unburned hydrocarbons. Spicer et al. (1990) review 10 Weight 275 t

earlier investigations and report about measurements in ALTIT 2o000 /" -DESCENT
the exhaust of two military engines, the F101, used on aAcN,,, 086 , ri CRUISE
B-AB aircraft, and the Fl10, used for F-16C and FI6D TOTAL NOx 627 k9 Z CLIMB
aircraft. They found that much of the HC consists of 0 Tr/o
methane, part of which enters the engine with the com-
busted air, in particular for low power settings. The 'N4

content of NMHC (non-methane hydrocarbons within the N

HC), mainly alkanes, decreases with the load factor of F rce
the engine. The organic compound.a in the two enginet; Fig. 5. Percentage NO, emissions of a B747-400 with a
teahedup engine. The 4 organc cpun in thdlestwo and CF6 engine during take/off (T/O), climb, cruise andreached up to 1.44 g/kg fuel in tt'e idle state and descent (from Deidewig, 1992).

decreased below 0.2 g/kg fuel at power settings above

63 %.
74 % of the total NO. emissions take place. Larger spe-

For NO,, published emission Indhct s vary consider- cific emissions occur In the other parts of the routes,
ably. Thisis mainly due to the fact that measured emis- which are important in particular for short range mis-

sions. Note that this analysis applies to a specific set of
tions while the emissions at cruise height are much
smaller. Presently, measurements In altitude test cham- engines with NO, emission indices that are lower than

bers are underway to determine these differences. Giv- average.

en values of the emission index In g.NO,)/kg(fuel) are Hoinka et al, (1993) recently analysed the traffic over
10.9 (Kavanaugh 1988), 9.3 around 8 km and 14.4 for the North Atlantic in the region shown in Fig. 6, I.e.
long-range cruise at altitude between 10 and 11 km (Ko between 100W and 60oW and 450 N and 650N. Based on
et al. 1992; the differences reflect different mixes of air- data of the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), they found
craft), 11.6 (Johnson et al. 1992, Mclnnes and Walker
1992), 15 (Reichow 1990), and 18 (Egli 1990, Beck et al. F --
1992) based on the data compiled by Lecht et al. (1986). -

Even larger variations are found with respect to emis- "
sion Indices for CO: 14.6 (Johnson and Henshaw 1391), K
4 (Relchow 1990), and 0,7 to 2.5 (NO0er and Schmitt "
1990), based on Lufthansa estimates. For HC the vari- 50:N
ations are 0.05 to 0.7 (NO0er and Schmitt 1990), 1.5 '

(Reichow 1990). and 2.6 (Johnson and Henshaw 1991). CO-

With respect to soot the numbers are 0.007 to 0.03. .-
(NODer and Schmitt 1991) and 0.014 (leichow 1990). /

Deldewig (1992) evaluated the emissions for the air- 40_1N
craft types B737-300, B737-500, A310-300 and B747-400, "'.../ .
propelled by the engines CFM56-3 and CF6-80C2. For

various lypical missions, he computed the emissions of 60 0 W 400 W 20OW

NO,, CO, and HC in the atmosphere along the flight Fig. 6. Map of the Northern Atlantic showing the area for
route. For the B747-400, his results are repeated in Figs. which Hoinka et al. (1993) performed an analysis oftraffic and tropopause statistics. The dots (squares)
4 and 5. We see that the emission indices of NO, vary In indic and (ship) stations whe dosodsqare

between 8 and 12 at cruise, where ;n between 31 % and launiched twice a day.
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that on average 512 aircraft per day (sum of both 180W .•0W 12oW SOW 60W 1OW 0 3O0 60£ 01O i0. 10P18nE:

directlons) passed that region during the period from ._1ý ýI• L, " J A L L., L . L.t L,. L ,.- . L . ij

1989 to 1991. Based on the fleet composition as giver, BON ._, - ON

by the CAA and estimates for the Individual engines ..
used (from Lecht et al. 1986), they determine the total 3 ON

emissions and fuel consumptions from which one
obtains the following average emission indices for the , 0

whole fleet: 17,5 for NO,, 0.6 for HC, and 1.5 for CO. The 30o I' 30s

amount of fuel used by tIe average aircraft In that . K
region, with an average flight path length of 2730 km, eIs r sOS

amounts to 32.41. 1
IWOW 1OW 120W WOW 80OW 30W 0 301 601 901 120£ 1501 18O!

Based on the various sources and arguments. Table

1 contains what we believe are best estimates of emis- Fig. 7. Source of NO, due to air traffic emissions at an

sion indices. They are meant to apply for long-distance altitude of about 12 km (at pressure level 190 hPa) in the

cruise conditions. The table also contains an estimate T21 grid version of the ECHAM code (I. K6hler, DLR)The contours correspond to emissions of 1, 5 and 10 in
of present (as of 1990) emissions from airtraffic. In this untof 10 ta emissions exceed

tabl, te mot iportnt ncetainy i tha ofNO, units of 10 '6kg(NO2)/(kg(alr)sa). The emissions exceed
table, the most important uncertainty is that of NO, 10 such units within the black areas.

emissions (which are quantified as if all emissions were

NO 2), for which we have selected the upper bound of the
various estimates. 3. Some relevant properties of the atmosphere

With respect to the spatial distribution of the emis- The concentrations which result from the emissions
sions, previous estimates have been compiled in Schu- are the larger the larger the product of emission rate
mann and Reinhardt (1991), Ko et al. (1992) and Beck and residence time and the smaller the mass of atmos-
et al. (1992). These data are not repeated here, because phere over which the emissions get dispersed. (Mass
several studies are in progress with the objective to specific concentrations are converted to volume specific
produce a refined data base. concentrations by multiplication with the molecular

As a preliminary result from these studies, a 3D data weights M, = 44, 18, 46, 18, 64, and 29, of the individual

bass of emissions has been provided by Mclnnes and gases CO2, H 20, NO 2 , CO, SO,, and air, respectively).

Walker (1992). These data still contain considerable Hence, the concentration change can be estimated from

uncertainty because the data are based on a traffic sta- volumetric concentration change =
tistits for scheduled flights and cargo only. Hence, the emission rate residence time _ Mi, (2)
resuktant fuel consumption accounts for only about 50 mass of atmosphere. Mi
% st the total fuel consumption. The results have been
scaled by the factor 2 to get an estimate of the total The residence time and the relevant mass of atmos-
emissions. This Inventory is presently used as test input phere depend strongly on the emission altitude and on
for 31 atmospheric computations within the project the manner by which the emitted quantities get mixed
AERONOX (Dunker, 1993). For illustration purpose, Fig. and removed from the atmosphere.
7 shows the distribution of the source of NO,-emissions
per unit volume and unit time at an altitude of about 12 As described in Brasseur and Solomon (1986), Fabi-
km (190 hPa). We see clearly that the sources at this an (1992) and others, the atmosphere is structured into

altitude are large in particular along the main flight cor- various layers. The lower troposphere contains roughly
ridors between the northern continents with peaks over 80 % of the mass of the atmosphere. In the troposphere,
North America, Europe and the North Atlantic. the temperature decreases with height (the potential

Emission Emission index Emission rate Comparable Comparable emissions source Refer-
(g pollutant per 1990 in Mt/yr emissions in ence
kg fuel) Mt/yr

Fuel 1000 176 3140 Total consumption of petrol 1

"CO2  3150 554 20900 Burning of fossil fuels 2
H 2S 1260 222 45 Methane oxidation In the stratosphere 3

525000 Evaporation from earth surface 4
NO, (as NO2) 18 (7-20) 3.2 2.9 ± 1.4 Flux from stratosphere 5

90 ± 35 All anthropogenic sources 5
CO 1.5 (1.5-10) 0.26 600 ± 300 CH , oxidation 6

1490 All anthropogenic sources 7
HC 0.6 (0.2-3) 0.1 90 Anthropogenic emissions at the earth's 8

surface
Soot (C) 0.015 ± 0.014 0.0025
SO, 1 (0.02-6) 0.176 0.0625 Rate required to sustain background aer- 9

osol in the lower stratosphere
134 Total from fossil fuel combustion 10

Table 1. Estimated emission rates and comparison. Best estimate emission indices are listed together with the present
range of uncertainty in brackets. The corresponding emissions are given in units of Mt/yr (10%9g yr '). References
for comparable emissions: (1): International Energy Agency (extrapolated from 3095 Mt/yr for 1989). (2): German
Bundestag (1991), p. 151 (5.7. 10' t C /yr in 1987 from anthropogenic sources). (3): German Bundestag (1991), p. 156,
(4): p. 147, (5): p. 170, (6): p. 168, (7): p. 168. (8): Hough (1991). (9): Hofmann (1991). (10): Hameed and Dignon (1992).
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temperature Increases slightly) so that this layer is only core would have shorter residence time than material

weakly stably stratified. In this range, verticdl mixing Is Injected equatorwaro of the jet core.

quite strong and cloud systems contribute to deposition

of soluble quantities. Above the troposphere, I.e. above Jackman et al. (1991) show that ozone depletion from

the tropopause, within the stratosphere, the temperature NO. Injections of stratospheric supersonic aircraft, as

Increases with he'ght. Therefore, this layer Is stably computed In 2D models, dependE strongly on the stra-

stratified with much weaker vertical mixing. As a con- tospheric/tropospheric exchange rate by the mean cir-

sequence of these properties and of the conversion Into culatlon. The -ompuled ozone loss gets reduced when

soluble forms, nitrogen oxides have a residence time of the exchange rate Is Increased.

the order of I to 4 days in the troposphere. For Inert Reichow (1990) estimates that Lufthansa consumes
tracers emitted into the stratosphere, the residence time about 17 to 20 % of the fuel above the tropopause.
quickly Increases with height above the tropopause and However details of this estimate have not been pub-
reaches values in excess of one year (Fabian 1992). For lished. Havllk (1988) analyzed radiosonde data for the
the present alrtraffic at altitudes below 13 km, the resi- year 1970 for 00 and 12 UTC. He determined the height
dence time Is probably below 6 months (see Fig. 8, tak- of the tropopause (i.e. the lowest altitude above which
en from Bruhl et al. 1991). The altitude of the tropopause the vertical temperature gradient was above -2 K/kin
is highly variable from day to day and from season to over an interval of at least 2 kin). From his data one can
season (Hoerling et al 1993, Hoinka et al. 1993). It determine how often an aircraft at 250 hPa or about
amounts on average to about 8 km over the polar 33000 ft (10.8 km) flies above the tropopause. We found
regions and to about 16 km at the equator. Hence, the that most of the flights north of 50°N occur within the
residence times of aircraft emissions depend strongly stratosphere according to these data. Ko et al. (1992)
on whether the aircraft flies above or below the tropo- use zonally averaged climatologles and estimated the
pause. fuel use in the stratosphere for the 1987 subsonic fleet

assuming an average flight altitude of 37000 ft. They
The residence time depends also strongly on the conclude that 48 % of the 1987 northern hemisphere

latitude because the lower stratosphere exhibits mean fuel burn occurs in the stratosphere and 52 % in the
rising motion near the equator and, to first approxl- troposphere, with strong seasonal variations. These
mation, mean sinVing motion elsewhere (Plumb and numbers are likely to change when more accurate
Mahlman 1987), and because of strong tropospheric- emission inventories become available (see also Hoinka
stratospheric exchange at mid-latitudes (Vaughan 1988, et al. 1993, and chapter 5).

Ebel 1991, Appenzeller and Davies 1992, Rood et al.
1992, Hoerling et ni. 1993). The polar jet stream is
important because of sinking motion (of order 50 to 500 4. Global concentration changes due to present

m per day) near or poleward of its core and rising aircraft emsslons

motion on its equatorward side (Mahlman 1973, Schoe- Table 1 lists the emitted masses of various pollutants
berl et al. 1992). Hoerling et al. (1993) diagnose the and gives other emission rates for comparisons. We see
cross-tropopause mass flux globally for January 1979. that nearly 6 % of all petrol Is used for aviation. This is
They find that the mass flux from the troposphere to the quite a large number. However, because of many other
stratosphere in between 50ON-70ON Is as Intense as that sources, It contributes only 2.6 % of all CO2 from burn-

over the tropics, while the same flux is rather small over Ing of fossil fuels. The water vapour emission rate from
the poles. This suggests that material deposited in the aircraft is very small (0.04 %) in comparison to the
stratosphere or near the tropopause poleward of the jet amount of water which gets evaporated from the sur-

face. However, it represents a large source when com-

pared to the amount of water vapour released Into the

/ stratosphere by methane oxidation.
S.Table 2 gives an overview on various sources of

-/--" .r NO,. Aircraft cause the only direct anthropogenic emis-

p S r - isions In the upper troposphere Here other sources are
// those from lightning and stratospheric downward flux.

- h t" '•• Note that there is much disagreement regarding the

r-A -L- source of NO. from lightning (Jacob 1991), and thisi
- - 7 represents an Important uncertainty (Beck et al. 1992).
"a /J The upward flux from surface emissions will be large

only over the continents, in cyclones, and in the tropics
< where strong convective events transport the pollutants

from the surface quickly up into the upper troposphere
(Ehhalt and Drummond 1988). The aviation emissions

// are large in comparison to the flux of NO. from the

............... . . . stratosphere Into the troposphere.

C )? Id. Cl The aviation contribution to all anthropogenic NO.

sources Is about 3 %. The emissions from alrirafflc grow
Stratospheric residence time (months) faster than the other anthropogenic emissions which

Fig. 8 Height-dependend residence time in the strato- increases the relative importance of emissions from
sphere In units of months, deduced from radioactive airtraffic. For example, the global emissions of nitrogen
tracers (from BrOhl et al. 1991) from fossil fuel combustion increased from 18 Mt N/yr
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Emission Ehhalt and Penner Hough German J Eris- Re•l Emission Mean con- Backgiound
Drummond et al. (1991) Bundes- sion dence rate in centratlion conc. at 14
(1988) (1991) tag prod- time Mt/yr Increase km

(1991), p. uct
170. . . . . .

CO, 10 yr 111 1.4 ppmv 354 ppmv
Fossil fuel 13.1 to 28.9 22.4 21 20 J. 7
burning HO 0.5 yr 44 0.07 ppmv 5 - 20 ppmv

Biomass 5.6 to 16.7 5.8 8 7 + 3 NO, 0.5 yr 0f3 0.4 ppbv 0.?-0.5 ppbv
burning i

SO, 0.5 yr 0.035 16 pptv •0-100 pptv
Soil microbi- I to 10 10 5 12 + 6 L- _ - ---
al activity Table 3. Concentration Increases due tc avlatioi emls-

NHi oxida- 1.2 to 4.9 3+ 2 mixed over the norihern stratosphere.

tion

Lightning 2 to 8 3 8 5 + 3
discharges

Flux from 0.3 to 0.9 1.0 1.0 ± 0.5 Emis- Resi Emission Mean con- Background
stratosphere sion dence rate in centration conc. at 8 km

prod- time Mt/yr increaseuct
Table 2. Global sources of nitrogen oxide and their

strengths. In units of Mt (N)/yr (10%g N yr '). 14 kg CO, 10 yr 443 0.7 ppmv 354 ppmv
N 46 kg NO,. For 1986, Hameed and Dignon
(1992) estimate the total emissions from fossil fuel HO 9 d 177 0.002 ppmv 20-400 ppmv
combustion to be 24 Mt (N)/yr.

NO, 4 d 2.5 4.1 pptv 10-50 pptv
in 1970 to 24 Mt/yr in 1986, i.e. at a rate of 1.8 %/yr
(Hameed and Dignon, 1992). Obviously, various SO 2  .5 d 0.14 0.21 pptv 30-150 pptv
reduction measures with respect to emissions at the
earth surface (e.g. from car traffic) become effective Table 4. Concentration Increases due to avlatlin emil-
(Amann 1990). slone mixed over the whole tropoisphere.

The amount of emitted HC appears to be small in
comparison to anthropogenic sources. Also the CO
contributed from aviation is very small in comparison to
the bulget of CO. It reaches only 0.03 % of all anthro- particles over the 1979-1990 period Sulphnle particles
pogenic sources. The CO concentration may get generated from SO, may also contribute to nucleation

reduced In spite of the aircraft emissions; this is caused particles (Arnold et al. 1992). Whitefield et al (1993) find

by a greater oxidation of CO due to enhanced concen- a positive correlation between sulphur content and CCN

trations of OH as shown by Beck et al (1992). efficiency of particle-; formed in jet engine combustion.

The absolute amount of soot induced by aircraft into Tables 3 and 4 show equilibrium concentrations
the atmosphere is certainly much smaller than those which are computed using Eq. (2). Here, we follow Fabi
from other sources. Moreover, this class of emissions an (1990) who presented similar estimates. Note that
has been reduced already considerably in the past. these computations neglect any chemical transformni-
However, soot contribules significantly to the CN con- tions In Table 3, we present an update of such compu-
centration in the lower stratosphere (Pitchford et al. tations for the stratosphere assuming that 1/5 of the fuel
1991). (total 176Mt/yr) is burned within 1/10 (i.e only the

northern stratosphere) of the atmosphere's mass of
The emission of sulphur from aviation is much 53. 10" Mt total (Fabian 1990) The residence times and

smaller than from surface emissions and negligible in background conrentratlons are As estimated in Schu
terms of the resultant acid rain or so but may be impor- mann and Reinhardt (1991). For the troposphere, Table
tant if emitted at high altitudes. Hofmann (1991) reported 4, it is assumed that 80 % of all fuel is burned and dis
observations which indicate an Incre.•e of non-volcanic tributed over 4/5 of the atmosphere's mass (i e below
stratospheric sulphate aerosol of about 5 % per year. 200 hpa)
He suggests that It about 1/6 of the Northern Hemi-
sphere airtraffic takes place directly in the stratosphere The contributions of emissions from airtraffic are
and if a small fraction of other emissions above 9 km obviously significant with respect to NO. The changes
would enter the stratosphere through dynamical proc- may reach 10 to 100 % of the background concen
esses then the let fleet appears to represent a large tratlons both ir. the upper troposphere and also in the
enough source to explain the observed increase. He lower stratosphere, even when the emissinns are
calls for the use of aviation fuel which is essentially assumed to be mixed over such large volumes. Also,
sulphur free. On the other hand, Bekki and Pyle (1992) the contribution of airtrafflc to SO, Is significant in this
conclude from a model study that although aircraft may global mixing analysis, in particular in the lower strato-
represent a substantial source of sulphate below 20 km. sphere On the other hand, such calculations show a
the rise in airtraffic is insufficient to account for the rather small effect from emitted water vapour I arger
observed 60 % increase In large stratospheric aerosol effects are to be expected regionally.
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S, Traffic, dlspersion and Concentration changes over Schumann and Retnhardt (1991) reported about tra-
the Northern Atlantic jeclory analysis of emissions which are emitted along

the path of an Airliner, according to Lufthansa flight
Duties et •1. (1991) recently reported a North Atian- dispatch data and meteorological data from the German

tic traffic analysis using actual traffic data as provided Weather Service, see Fig, 10 for example. A statistical
by the CAA, and presented forecasts for the years up to analysis of the results, see Fig. 11 (D, Helmann, OLR,
;,'010. Fig 9 shows the annual number of aircraft move- proa om,19) hw httesadr ei
ments over the North Atlantic in the past and as esti- personal tohm, verti), amouns toh,2 mat t imetndr dovf
mated for the future, We see that these numbers aln•I h etclaonst ,2 ma ieo
Increased from 120000 in the year 1976 up to 206100 in tracer release (due to variation in flight altitudes), 0.560
1990 and the study predicts about 356000 movements in km after 12 hours, 1.014 km after one day and 1.194 km
the year 2005. This corresponds to about 560 aircraft after 2 days. The north-south standard deviations are
movements per day at present increasing to nearly 1000 496, 638, 854, 1303 km after 0, 12, 24 and 48 hours,
tn 2005. respectively. This corresponds to mean diffusion coeffi-

cients K -0,5~~,!•/€t of 2.8 m's in the vertical, and
sod 4.6 Km's ' in north-south direction. The related vertical

dispersion extends from about 9 to 11 km within the first
450 I iH B~t O day, I.e. over about 2 km. Hence, the emissions from

4oo0 ' this and the other flights at the same day, which take
- i various routes staggered over about 500 to 800 km (at

ou. , 200W) in north-south direction (Schumann and Rein-
s 3oo.- hardt 1991), become distributed over the flight corridor
AN 250 t r with a typical cross-section of about 1000 to 1500 Km in

DS .v '-•," latitude and about 2 km in height along a distance of
20,t

.•ou.order 5000 km. The tracer results indicate also that res-
ISo . • • lence times in excess of several days are unlikely for

1DO ............................................ emissions near the tropopause,
9o 9 199o 1995 2000 2005 2o1o

CALENDAR YEAR Based on these analysis, the mean concentration
Fig. 9. From Ducios et at. (1991): North Atlantic traffic increase is estimated, see Table 5, assuming an air vol-
forecasts showing aircraft movements 1976 to 2010. The ume of 1000 km x 5000 km x 2 km with an air density of
extrapolations apply for various traffic scenarios. 0.35 kgm ', •nd a residence time of 1 day for all emis-

sions which come from 500 aircraft consuming 60 t of
As mentioned before, Hoinka et at. (1993) also ana fuel each in this corridor. The latter number corre-

lysed the traffic in the region depicted in Fig. 6. In spends to the previously given mean fuel consumption
addition they determined the height of the tropopauso per distance as estimated by Hoinka et el. (1993).
from weather analysis data as provided by the European
Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
in Reading. By correlating both data sets, they found.

in that region. In February, the stratospheric part • 7u0o( ...__•.•

.4 •*14 i

/ -0 400 "00 0 00 wi f.

Yor (JK) o Fanfur (FA) n Jne20,199 atflihtWest-East distance in km "

leel10kmDold ln= lihtt ack hc arrwe

cures hoizotallraeclryAo 4hus o a i.1.Pril oiin srlae ln h 0ar

Fteirg es. TheForwar trajectorye of urvesio proed uct alon crf-rcsi ue19 fe 4husdseso l

three days. The symbols at the trajectories mark time the trajectories, computed urging the Eu~ropa model of
intervals of 12 hours Computed with the Europa model the DWD The plots show the distribution in a horizontal
of the DWD (German Weather Service). (Schumann and plane (upper panels) and a vertical west-east plane
Relnhardt 1991) (lower panels) (D Heimann, DLR, 1991).
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(Schumann and Reinhardt (1991) asipumed 100 t of fuel upward% but some transport northwards into the lower
per 5000 km, and obtained larger roncentrations, there- stratosphere over the Arctic. In the troposphere one
fore.) finds some mixing in north-south direction, The direct

Impact of airtraffic emissions to nitrogen oxides In the
Emission Mean concen- Background conc, Southern Atlantic appears to be very small. More
product tratlon increase at a km refined simulations are under progs4ss.
CO, 0.02 ppmv 354 ppmv The simple corridor estimate Is also approximately

consistent with the analysis of Ehhalt et al. (1992) who
H'0 0.02 ppmv 20-400 ppmv used a 2D model to study the zonal distribution of NO..

The model Includes vertical transport In the form of
NO. 97 pptv 10-50 pptv eddy diffusivity and deep convection, zonal transport by
so, 4 pptv 30-150 pptva uniform mean wind, and a simplified chemistry of NO,

NO,, and HNO 3. The model distinguishes between the
contributions from various emissions sources and isTable S. Conceitration surplus In the North Atlantic applied to the latitude band of 40N to 50oN during the

flight corridor due to air traffic exhaust emis-
slons from S00 aircraft coneuming 60 t of fuel month of July. The model predictions of NO compare
per 5000 km mixed over a corridor cross-see- quite well with experimental observations. Ehhalt et al.
lion of 1000 km width and 2 km height. (1992) conclude that aircraft emissions contribute on
(Assumed residence time - I day within corri- average 30% to NO, concentration in the upper tropo-
dor for all emitted gases.) sphere. The contribution is high in particular over the

One finds that the concentration change of NO, in the North Atlantic, see Fig. 13. Table 5 suggests an even
flight corridor can be considerably larger than the larger percentage contribution which might be caused
background concentration value. The mean concen- by differences In the assumed rate of emissions.
tration increase In SO, is still appreciable. On the other
hand, the effect from emitted water vapour Is small.
These emissions may become important only for flight
corridors with long residence times in the lower strato- E o-
sphere where the background concentration can be as g--
small as 3 ppmv. it I0

Fig. 12 snows the increase III NO, as computed with Z
the global circulation climate model ECHAM (Cubasch 0 0.2 0 0.2 0 0.2 0 0.2 0 0.2 0 0.2
et al., 1992) using the NO, source distribution as Illus-
trated In Fig. 7, and a sink corresponding to a residence
time of 5 days (I. Kohler, DLR, personal comm., 1993).
It should be stressed that these results are preliminary I-
and are used here for illustration purpose only. The 5 0. 5' lo 15 20* YE
picture shows a zonal cross-section along 45*W, i.e. w
through the Northern Atlantic flight corridor. The maxi- 0
mum concentration computed in this plane amounts to 0 0.2 0 0.2 0 0.2 0 0.2 0 02 0 0.2

150 pptr.n = 95 pptv, In view of the various assumptions, NO MIXING F/TIO (ppb)
this value is surprisingly close to the simple corridor E] Stratosphere N Aircraft [M Ughtning 61 Surface
estimate given in Table 5. The simulations show that the Fig. 13. Vertical mixing ratio profiles of NO over the
emissions from the flight corridors over the North western North Atlantic (top) and over continental Europe
Atlantic are mixed rather quickly downwards into the (bottom). The different shadings indicate the contrib-
mid.troposphere. There is relatively little transport utions from the individual sources. The black part

defines the contribution from aircraft emissions. From
a05 1S s a 30N 6BO Ehhalt et al. (1992).

101
94-- - 6. Concentration change In the wake of an airliner

251
25,3326- The processes In the aircraft wake control the for-

C 400- mation of contrails, the formation of soot and sulphur
499- (Iparticles, and determine the composition of emissions
594 as becoming effective for the global scale.

R 69O• The aircraft wake can be conveniently subdivided

C 4 2 t into three regimes (CLAP 1975): the jet, the vortex, and
10 - -- the dispersion regimes. These regimes correspond to

80S 30o 0 30N $ON the flow dynamics that control the structure and growth
Latitude of the wakes in the subsequent time Interval. In the jet

Fig. 12. Increase of NO, due to air traffic emissions as regime, the engine effluents are initially confined to
computed by the ECHAM-T21-model in a zonal plane at individual exhaust jets. At the erd of the jet regime, the
450W as a function of latitude and height (in pressure jets merge and are entrained in the roll-up vortex. The
units). The contours range from 10 to 130 with Intervals following vortex regime persists until the vortices get
of 30 in units of 10 "kg(NO2)fkg (air). (From I. Kdhler, unstable (Crow 1970) and brake up into a less ordered
DLR, 1993). configuration. Thereafter, the dlipereior- regime follows,



in which further mixing Is Influenced by atmospheric over Southern Germany (49 0N, 12E), on 12:24:40 to

shear motions and turbulence. Also buoyancy from the 12:30:08 UTC April 9, 1991, heading 3100. The contrail

let exhaust heat or from differential heating by radiation was clearly visible for a distance of more than 15 km

in contrails may contribute to this mixing. behind the aircraft. Al a distance of about 7 km, the

contrail becomes unstable by showing oscillating
Using simple analytical models (Miake-Lye 1993), for a motions. These observations are documented by a vidi-
8-741, Gerz (DLR, personal comm., 1993) estimates that eo In addition to the Lidair data. Fig. 14 shows that the
in the jet regime the effertive cross-section of mixing contrail sinks at an average speed of 2.4 j 0.Oms ',
grows within 10 s from about 3 m2 near the four engine amountirng to about 120 m over a distance of 11.2 km, in
exits to about 3600 to 5400 m2 at the end of the let
regime. In the following vortex regime, which lasts for ideal agreement with the above mentioned theoretical
about 2 to 3 minutes, the cross section of tho trailing estimate. Virtually the same values (¶20 m over 12 km
vortex pair grows Io about 21000 to 52000 Mi, The lift of distance) have been observed for the contrail of a DC-

the aircraft causes downward motion of the double vor- 10.

tex structure at about 2.3 + 0.2 ms '. The theory of the Fig. 15 shows the Integrated backscatter signal, as a
Crow (1970) instability predicts a wavelength of the most function of the cross-track coordinate, 4.4 km behind the
unstable mode of approximately 400 m. The distance B 747-200. The lateral distance between the two vortex
between the cores of the two trailing vortices (for an cores of the contrail Is indicated by the distance
elliptical wing) amounts to about 46 m. However, very between the two backscatter maxima. It amounts to 42
little data are available to verify these estimates. m in this figure. The diameter of each of the two vortex

cores forming the contrail is defined by the distance
In order to estimate the vertical motion and lateral between the positions where the backscatter signal

dimensions of the vortex structure behind an aircraft, reaches 50 % of the maximum value, giving 14 m (left)
Baumann et al. (1993) measured the structure of con- and 11.5 m (right) for this case. Table 6 lists the results
trails during the vortex regime as produced by a civil for various distances behind the airliner. Again the
airliner. The mePqurements have been made by remote measurements are In close agreement with the analyt-
sensing from Ihe Falcon research aircraft of the DLR ical estimate of 46 m. Table 6 shows that the lateral dis-
flying about 1200 m above and behind civil airliners at tance between the vortex cores is close to constant until

cruise altitude. Due to its lower speed, the horizontal about 5.7 km behind the 8 747, but then starts to oscil-
distance between the observed aircraft and the Falcon late at a wavelength of the order 400 m, as expected for
increases with time. The actual distance has been esti- the Crow instability.
mated from Radar observations and the time of meas-
urement. The contrail is observed from above by a Lidar
system and by a video camera. The Lidar emits laser
light pulses. determines the distance of the backscat-
tering contrails and the amount of light backscattered distance plume lateral diameter diameter
from the particles within the contrails. Using data on the behind age (s) distance of left of right
actual position of the Falcon, these lidar signals are aircraft (m) contrail contrail
used to determine the altitude and lateral structure of (ki) (m) (m)
the contrails. 4,4 19.6 42 14 11.5

4.8 21.3 44 12.5 11
Fig. 14 shows the measured altitude of a contrail 5.2 23.1 41 15.5 14

versus the distance behind the airliner. In this case the 5.7 25.3 44 12 11
contrail was induced by a B 747-200, flying at about 7.0 31.1 36 10 9
10.65 km altitude and a true airspeed of about 225 ms ' 7.2 32.0 51 10 14

Table 6. Measured scales of a contrail of a B 747-200.
4.2 km distance behind 6 °147-200 15.4 km

-J 157201
.'0

I.. ."•e ••
E -T 100

Tien o dayto 50~0
4 L

'I 0 0

- _ r110 160 180 200 220 240
ý"Op 44-ýPj -)P 44100 441e5Pcr'oss-tr-ack distance in m

Time in s of day Fig. 15. Lateral structure of the contrail at 4.4 km behind

Fig. 14. Altitude of contrail of a B 747-200 versus dis- a B 747-200, as Inoicated by the Integrated backscatter
tance (approximately proportional to time of measure- signal per Laser shot versus cross-track position in m,
ment), from Baumann et al. (1993). from Baumann et al. (1993).
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Emission product Concentration Background con- trogen gases NO, NO,, HNO, and HNO In the young trail

Increase centration at 8 (trail age t, 9 s corresponding to a distance of about
km 2 ki) of a DC-9 airliner at 9.5 km altitude are reported

cot 14 ppmv 354 ppmv Iln Arnold el al. (1992), as obtained using a novel aircraft
borne automatic mass spectrometer (AAMAS). Simul-

H1O 14 ppmv 20-400 ppmv taneously, AAMAS measured SO, and HIS0 4 (Arnold et
al. 1993).

NO. (NOt) 78 ppbv 0.01-0.05 ppbv
Fig. 16 shows for example the. result from a mesa-

CO 17 ppbv 40-100 ppbv ursment of the odd-nitrogen abundances. The HNO,

abundances Increased from about a background value
SOL 3.1 ppbv 0.03-015 ppbv of 5 pptv to a maximum of 520 pptv. Nitric acid Is closely

correlated with nitrous acid and reaches a maximum
Table 7. Mean concentration Increases In trail after airlin- abundance of 460 pptv In the trail which exceeds the

ir let. background abundance (about 40 pptv) by a factor of 10.

Table 7 presents mean concentrations In the wake in L
the young vortex regime. The computation assumes that liquid
the airliner consumes 60 t fuel per 5000 km or 12 g/m "
and that the emission Indices are as given in Table 1. (
The resultant emissions are assumed to be evenly dis- -2 - monohydratg
tributed over 5000 m2, as estimated above for the end
of the jet regime behind a B 747. The density of the I
environmental air Is taken as 0.35 kg/m3. The table gives t Irihydrate 210K

the resultant concentration Increases and provides typ- 5

Ical order of magnitudes of environmental data for 205K

comparison. All the listed concentration changes are of :-4 \ 200K

measurable magnitude. Again we find the largest effect "-195 K
with respect to NO, and SO. The change In water o
vapour concentration Is rather small and does not -,-90 K

explain why large contrails are observed rather often .. 0. 1 185K

(Schumann and Reinhardt 1991). 0.10 100

In cooperation with MPI Heidelberg (F. Arnold et al.) -
and DLR (H. Schlager et al.), measurements have been o 0 /
performed using the DLR research aircraft Falcon which
flew Into several trails of commercial aircraft at flight I

altitude. The dusty plume wae clearly visible and the ICE El
wake turbulence of the airliners was still very notable, -8 -

so that one was sure to measure inside the plume. This
is corroborated by high resolution humidity and tem- J _ II
perature signals (R. Busen, DLR, personal comm., 0 -2 -4
1993). Measurements on the abundances of the odd-ni- LOG PH2 0 (mb)

I ------- I stratosphere at 20 km altitude

F91-12 DC-9 TRAIL ALTITUDE 9.5km

5 DEC 1991 DISTANCE 2.km slower stratosphere
-107 NO * .001 -

,,0NO, 0.01 - 0 0 upper troposphere

,,HNo X Fig. 17. Phase diagram of the HNO3-H,20 system as
.,obtained from laboratory measurements of Hanson and

z Mauersberger (1988), with symbols indicating typical
3 -o conditions In the aircraft plume at various plume ages
X - (from 0.1 to 100 a) (small symbols) and In the environ-

S", , ment (large symbols). The water vapour concentration
, A, " Increases from right to left. Iee diagram shows that the

8 '.' ," ,1! atmosphere tends to form Ice particles In the tropo-
sphere, but NAT particles (nitric acid trihydrate) In the
lower stratosphere and even more in the middle strato-
sphere, provided the temperature is as low as indicated.

SI iWithin the aged plumes, the NAT particles may form at
12.27 12,28 12.29 12.30 12.31 12.32 12.33 higher temperature than In the environment. For ambi-

UNIVERSAL TIME ent temperatures which allow the existence of NAT par-
Fig. 16. Time plot of nitrous acid (HNO 2) and nitric acid ticles, the plumes may provide the supersaturated con-
(HNO 3) abundances measured during chase of a DC-9 ditions which are expected to be required fcr the initial
airliner at 9.5 km altitude and a distance of 2 km. Peri- NAT particle formation. Hence, PSC formation is more
ods when the research aircraft was inside the exhaust- llrely In the plume of stratospheric aircraft than in the
trail of the DC-9 are marked by bars. For these periods undisturbed environment, mainly because of the higher
NO and NO abundances are also given (from Arnold et water vapour concentr.,tion in the plume Froan Arnold
al. 1992). et al. (1992).
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Wit,•in the exhaust plume of the DC-9, the figure shows 7. Effec"s of emitted nitrogen oxide
NO and NO2 abundances up to 750 and 150 ppbv,
respectively. These values are considerably higher than Only a few studies of the effects of impact of aircraft

estimated from Table 7, which is presumably explain- emissions on air chemistry are known. Most studies

able by the different mixing propertles In the wake of the concentrated on the effects from high speed airtraffic In

DC-9. At this distance, more than 80 % of the NO, the stratosphere (e.g. Johnston et al. 1989, Jeckman et

emissions are composed by NO, and less than 0.05 0, al. 1991). Early exceptions are Isaksee (1980) and Der-

of the NU, emissions have the photochemically less went (1982) who investigated the potential effects of air-

reactive form of HNO2 . Also, the rather low values would traffic operations in the troposphere using a 2D (lati-

hardly favour the formation of NAT particles. However, tude-allitude) transport-kinetics model. Their Investi-

as explained by Fig. 17, Arnold et al. (19921 point out gaticins were recently refined by Johnson et al. (1992).

that the emitted water vapour causes supersaturated Similar Investigations have been performed by Wueb-
cbles and Kinnison (1990), Crutzen and Bruhi (1990) and

conditions in thi plume of an aircraft and hence may Beck at al, (1992). Up to present, all studies neglected
initiate NAT partcle formations. The formation of NAT the impact of heteroqeneous chemistry for subsonic
particles may contribute to ozone destruction. airtrafflc. For illustration, we include Figs. 19 and 20 as

published by Beck et al. (1992). The computationn show
WOHN that aviation emissions cause an increase of NO, of

,. more than 1C0 % near the tropopause. This supports the
CL
CL , . above given corridor estimate according to Table 5 The
S A[ -1 1 1 resultant ozone ,;hanges are of order 12 % slightly

,• ', ebelow the tropopause, and positive everywhere.

.. These studies are not quite consistent because of
• .different models and different emission rates. However,

'E the studies agree In the general conclusion that the

E ,," •. -NOX

.r , . . .

ta * 2 .'4 :,7 305j

Time of day "

Fig. 18. SO2 mixing ratio in the wake (trail) of a B 757 so
aircraft (Arnold. Schiager et al. 1991, personal commu- 30 -. 0

nication). one

Measurements of S02 have been performed in the ,* -, /..-, ,
same wake and in addition in 3everal further cases. Fig. , \/
18 shows, for example, t"e recults obtained behind a
B757 aircraft at a distance of 17.8 km and at an altitude 1 211

of 11.3 km. Tho concentration reaches a maximum value .. 0 80

of about 1 ppbv. The measured background concen- LONGITUDE

tration of 100 pptv corresponds to previous findings Fig. 19. The percentage change In the NO, concentration
(Georgil and Melxner 1980). The value is smaller than relative to a standard run without aircraft emissions
estimated In Table 7, which is presumably caused by a due to the 1987 civil eircraft emissions, for April condi.
larger area of mixing at this distance. Moieover, the tions, from Beck et Dl. (1992).
measurements show that a large portion (of the order
20 %) of the sulphur Is converted into H2SO4 . This Is an
important finding. It suggests that jet &ircraft may form 03
contrails composed of sulphuric acid aerosols. These
aerosols do not evaporate after plume dissipation."..-.--.-..,....-...---....-
becausb, the background atmosphere, arnund 10 km, is ,. ..
supersaturated with respect to liquid H2S0 4-HO. The i
aerosol may provide CCN and sites for heterogeneous
chemical reactions of trace gases. Thereby they may ,, .
have an impact on the atmospheric environment (Arnold , 5

et al. 1993).

These are the first direct measurements of the , .........-
chemical compositions in the wake of an airliner at ,., "
cruise altitude. Douglass et al. (1991) presented meas- , --.... .
urements showing peaks in NO, and NO, but were not ,l/-- ... Jtf"' .

sure that these peaks result from aircraft emissions notIl--, -.

LONGITUDE

Fig. 20. Same as Fig. 19 for O changes. From Beck et
al (1992).
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present emission rate of emissions from aircraft causes The Increase In tropospheric ozone may offset the
a notable Increase lit ozone in the upper troposphere, decrease In stratospheric o.one due to release of chlo-
ranging from 4 % (Derwent 1982), 7 % (Johnson and rofluorocarbons (Derwent 1982) and even reduce the

Henshaw 1991), 12 % (Beck at al. 1992), to 15 % (Isaks- solar UV-B radiation at the earth surface In the Indus-

en 1980). Significant changes to ozone occur In regions trialized northern hemisphere, In particular in summer

with low background values of nitrogen oxide. Hence, (BrOhl and Crutzen 1989).

Johnson et al. (1992) find the largest changes In ozone
concentration to occur In the southern hemisphere. For 8. Effecats of emitted water vapour and cloud formation
the futiiro, using various assumptions on extrapolated
emissions, the ozone change may reach an order 20 to Water vapour is by Itself one of the most Important
30 % locally In the troposphere (Beck et al. 1992). Beck greenhouse gases. In a warmer world, an Increase of
et al. (1992) suggest that most of the presently observed water vapour is expected which may about triple the
ozone increase, see Fig. 2, In the upper troposphere Is greenhouse effect of carbon dioxide. The greenhouse
likely be caused by NO. emissions from airtraffic. effect of added water vapour (or any other Infrared

absorber) Is strongest when added near the tropopause
because shielding of radiation to space Is most pro-

The other emissions have a much smaller effect on nounced if the absorber Is cold (Gral31 1990, Lacds at al.
ozone in these calculations. Beck at al. (1992) and 1990). As an absorber of terrestrial radiation In the
Johnson and Henshaw (1991) show that the ozone stratosphere, a water vapour molecule is up to 200
changes are virtually independent of the HC and CO times more effective than a CO 2 molecule (GraIl at al.
emissions. Hence, the uncertainty In their emission fac- 1991).
tors is of minor importance, at least with respect to
global ozone chemistry. As shown by simple radiation transfer calculations

(Schumann and Wendling 1990), an increase In water
The above mentioned studies concentrated on the vapour concentration from Its staiidard value to satu-

global Impact of NO. The chemistry in the immediate ration In (an arbitrarily selected) altitude range 9 to 14
wake of aircraft has been studied recently by Welbrink km causes changes In the local heating rate of order 1
and Zellner (1991), Danilin et al. (1992) and Miake-Lye K/h which Is about 100 times larger than the effect of
et al. (1993). Since most of the NO, emissions have the doubling CO2 . Although such a drastic change In water
form of NO, a rapid but local destruction of ozone Is to vapour concentration will not occur globally, it never-
be expected. The effects depend strongly on the rate of theless demonstrates the strong radiative sensitivity of
mixing of the exhaust plume with the environmental air. the atmosphere with respect to water vapour concen-
Danillin et al. (1992) have also considered the heteroge- tratlons. A similar computation has been reported by
neous reaction N202 + H20 - 2HNO, but found that this Shine and Sinha (1991), who find that the sensitivity of
reaction does not play an important role at a time scale the surface temperature to a fixed absolute Increase In
of up to one hour in the wake. But this reaction can water vapour mixing ratio in individual global 40-hPa
increase the HN0 3 in a plume near the tropopause by a slabs Is largest when the increase occurs In a slab at
factor of two per week approximately, causing a altitudes with pressure In between 400 and 100 hPa. In
reduced effectivity of the ozone depletion potential. absolute terms, the increase in surface temperature Is

of the order 0.02 K for an increase of 0.001 g per kg InWith respect to the global warming effect from air- suha5ha-ab

craft NO, emissions, it is found that their specific effect

is considerably larger (about thirty times according to Tables 3 and 4 Indicate that the global contribution
Johnson at al. 1992) than for man-made emissions of of water vapour emissions Is small In comparison to the
NO, at the surface. This comeb from the larger changes background state. However, the emissions add to the
In ozone and the larger radiative effects of ozone near expected Increases In water vapour concentrations due
the tropopause. These differences occur because the to the warming of the troposphere, and add to strato-
tropopause is cold so that greenhouse gases have the spheric water vapour from the Increasing rate of meth-
strongest effect there and that the lifetime of NO, is ane oxidation.
rather large and because the background concentratioi Even larger changes occur If the water conoetibub
of NO, is low at this altitude so that the photochemical and forms thin ice clouds (LIou 1986). Such ice clouds
effect of added NO, is large. Lacls et al, (1990) use a have a strong greenhouse effect If their nlbedo Is low
one-dimensional radlative-convectilve equilibrium model but the ernissivity is large which is the case for thin
and show that the surface temperature should warm in clouds with large (order 0.3pro In radius or larger) par-
response to both decreases In ozone above 30 km and ticle sizes (Stephens and Webster 1981; Stephens at al.
Increases in ozone below 30 km. Observed ozone trends 1990). LIou at al. (1990) computed from a 2D model an
suggest a cooling of the surface temperature of order increase In surface temperature of 1 K for a 5 %
0.05 oC. However, ozone changes due to NO, emissions increase of high cirrus clouds (increase of total cover-
from subsonic alrtrafflc cause a heating effect. The age by high clouds by about 1 %) between 20N and 70N.
absolute warming effect from present aircraft emissions Recently, Strau8l and Wendling (DLR, personal comm.,

is of order 0.02 K (Johnson and Henshaw 1991), a num- 1992) applied LIou's model In a regionalized version to
bar which Is about cnnsistent with the findings of Lacls the spacific climatic conditions in Southern Germany.
at al. (1990), and might reach a value of order 0.2 K by They find that the surface temperature Inc~reases about
the year 2050 (BrGhl and Crutzen 1988). However, these linearly with cloud cover due to contrails, see Fig. 21.
results are obtained for fixed cloud amounts, and with- For 0.4 % additional cloud coverage by contrails, which
out accounting for heterogeneous chemistry on sul- Is the presently observed value (Schumann & Wendling
phuric acid aerosols, PSCs or ice clouds. 1990), the model predicts an Increase In surface tem-
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Fig. 21. Increase in surface temperature as a function
of percentage cloud cover due to contrails. This is the 0
result from a cloud radiation model *'.hich Is adjusted to
the local climatic conditions of South Germany. From
Straul and Wendling, DLR (1992).0

perature by about 0.05 K. The regional effect is smaller IN.VIR

because some of the feedback effects used by Liou (e.g. .
polar albedo change) are unimportant in this regional

analysis.

Contrails emerge In particular at tsmperatures below
-400C (Appleman 1953). Such low temperatures prevail
at the tropopause, where temperatures in the range 0
-500 to -70 0C are typical for extratropical regions. .at .t .ude .41 .30 .11 0 II 30 46 40 ,5 ,o

Miake-Lye et al. (1993) have applied the analysis of N Latitude S
Appleman (1953) to the standard atmosphere as a func- Fig. 22. Map versus latitude from pole to pole and alti-

tion of altitude and latitude. The result, see Fig. 22, tude from surface to 50 km showing shaded regions

shows regions labelled with ALWAYS corresponding to where contrails form ALWAYS, eventually, or NEVER,

regions with temperature low enough so that contrails assuming a standard atmosphere and contrails In local

form even in dry air. The region labelled NEVER corre- equilibrium after complete mixing. Contours represent
constant temperatuta at Increments of 10 K. Top: for

sponds to warmer parts where contrails would not form March 22, bottom: for Jan. 15. From Miake-Lye et al.
even in a saturated atmosphere. By Inspection we see (1993).
that much of the high-flying airtraffic takes place at
altitudes where the formation of contrails Is very likely,
In particular In the northern winter hemisphere. A small Fig. 23 shows a further example of Lidar observation
reduction of global mean temperature near and above of contrails formed by afrtraffic. The Lidar observations
the tropopause by, say, 2 K would strongiy increase the have been taken on board of the Falcon aircraft at an
region In which contrails have to be expected. Note that altitude of about 12 km looking downward and passing
this analysis only considers the formation process of over the airway G104 In southern Germany on Nov. 7,
contrails. The residence time of such contrails depends 1990, 15:20 local time. The plot shows the backscatter
strongly on the relative humidity of the environmental signal which Indicates a rather young contrail on the
air and the amount of mixing with the contrail. The rel- right and two older contrails at the left side. The thick-
ative humidity is lower in the stratosphere but the mix- ness of the contrails is of order 1.5 km with a core of 300
ing will be more rapid In the troposphere. Since very m. The width shown reaches 10 km but is actually
long living contrails will occur only at high relativb smaller by a factor of 0.64 because the Falcon did cross
humidity, the upper troposphere Is more likely covered the airway at an angle of about 400. The core of the
by large amounts of cirrus clouds Induced by aircraft contrail with strong backscatter signals Indicates high
than the lower stratosphere. concentrations of small particles. Below that core we

see the trace of sedimented larger particles with
Contrail observations from satellite data, Lldar rosa- sethtrcofedmndlagrptieswh
Corentrail obseatologicalrvations from satellite atamotions which are obviously affected by wind shear.

surements, and climatological cobservationL, of cloud

cover changes have been described In Schumann and The Lidar observations show that the contrails may

Wendling (1990). Large (1 to 10 km wide and more than become more than 1 km thick. Such big contrails cannot
100 km long) contrails are observed regionally on about be explained by the amount of water which is emitted

a quarter of all days within one year, but the average by the aircraft. Obviously, the large contrails form by
contrail coverage is only about 0.4 % In mid Europe. triggering Ice formation in air which Is subsaturated with
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Altitude In m surface Is not very large (of order 0.01 to 0,05 K) but It
Is not clear whether this Is the most meaningful impact

11000 indicator.

With respect to SO, the results suggest that airtraffic
Increase the aerosol concentration in the lower itrato-

.. sphere and upper troposphere. The aerosol may pro-
vide cloud condensation nuclei and sites for heteroge-
neous chemical reactions of trace gases. Thereby they
may have an Impact on the atmospheric environment.
The Increased concentrations of water vapour may also

I" Increase the amount of PSCs with possible negative
"effects on the ozone layer. However, these effects can-

7700 riot yet be quantified.

0 40 For the future, the strong increase In airtraffic will
Horizontal distance In km be accompanied by a weaker but still important increase

Fig. 23. Vertical cross-section with contrails. The grey of about 3 to 4 % in fuel consumption per year, meaning
tones reprc. ent the backscatter signal amplitude as a doubling within the next 20 years or so, The climate
obtained from a Lidar sounding on board of the Falcon changes Induced by these emissions enhance the prob-
(flying from left to right) at 12 km altitude on Nov. 7, lems from other sources (e.g. reduced stratospheric
1990, 14.20 UTC (Schumann and Relnhardt, 1991). temperature due to CO2 Increases or Increased water

vapour concentration due to Increased methane con-
centrations, and related increase In PSCs and reduced

respect to liquid water but supersaturated with respect ozone).
to the Ice phase. Also the emitted sulphur particles may Many open questions have been identified which
trigger such Ice clouds in supersaturated regions, require further research. The most important ones are:
Hence, the largest artificial contrails are to be expected What are the effective emission rates from present and
In regions where the water vapour concentration is future traffic at all levels of the atmosphere? How is the
above saturation with respect to the Ice phase but below 3-D dispersion and conversion from let exit and flight
the saturation with respect to water. Unfortunately, the corridors to global distribution? What are the chemical
present data on water vapour concentrations from the conversions, ozone generation, heterogeneous
global operational observation system are too Inaccu- reactions on PSCs, ice crystals and aerosols? How large
rate to determine these regions. is the global area where the water vapour concentration

is above saturation with respect to the Ice phase but

9. Summary below the saturation with respect to water, i.e. where
large contrails may be formed? What are the climatic

This survey reveals that high-flying subsonic airtraf- and environmental effects of the atmospheric changes
fic affects the present state of the atmosphere mainly by for the living conditions on earth?
its emissions of NO, at high altitudes. As shown by
simple estimates of mean concentration changes, the Corresponding 3D global circulation models includ-
increase in NO. exceeds previous estimates of 30 % and Ing a sufficiently complete chemical cycle and radiation

may even exceed 100 % in particular In the flight corri- scheme for both the troposphere and the stratosphere
dors over the North Atlantic. Such changes are causing are still under development (Dameris 1993). Much moredorsove th Noth Alanic.Suc chagesarecauing basic work is required to provide suitable models for
about 20 % change for ozone In the upper troposphere. the heterogeneous reactions. The 3D models are

It appears as if the present aIrtraffic Is responsible for etrem eouterctionsu bae of the

most of the observed ozone increase in the upper tro- lxtremely computer time consuming because of the
posphere (Beck et al. 1992). The greenhouse effect of large number of chemical components and reactions topospere(Bek e al 192). he reehoue efec of be treated. Moreover, the models have to provide suffi-
this change is estimated to be of the order 0,01 to 0.02 bentresolutionrinvparticulardnearhthe topopaue Mod-
K (Johnson at al. 1992). clent resolution In particular near the tropopause. Mod.

el validation studies are needed, in particular to verify

With respect to additional cloud cover the estimates the correct treatment of the Interaction between strato-
are very uncertain. Regional changes in between a sphere and troposphere. Also, the models need reliable
fraction of a percent and 2 % appear to be possible. estimates on natural emissions and background con-
Analyses of satellite data for one year over central centrations as input, which are not readily available. Of
Europe indicate 0.4 % additional cirrus clouds from an utmost Importance are observational programs to

see whether the essential effects are included in thecontrails. Lidar observations show that very large con- models, and data to verify the model predictions. The
trails may be formed with small particles which grow North Atlantic flight corridor appears to be particularly
and sediment quickly. Hence, the additional cloudiness suited for such validation measurements because the
induced by contrails can be much larger than that to be Impact of airtraffic emissions should be of measurable
expected from the added water vapour (which is small) magnitude In this region and clearly distinguishable
because of ice nucleation triggered by the contrails in from other causes.
air supersaturated with respect to ice. Very thin ice
clouds will cause warming while thicker clouds cause Several research projects have been started (Dunker
cooling. It is not absolutely sure at present that the 1993) to resolve the list of open questions. However,
warming dominates but this is what actual models pre- long-term research is still to promote, in particular to
dict. Quantitatively, the computed warming effect at the obtain the required observational data in the polluted
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atmosphere at cruise altitude and to develop and verify Bekkl, S. and JA. Pyle, 1992, Two-dimensional assess-
according models. ment of the impact of aircraft sulphur ermlisions on the

stratospheric sulphate aerosol layer. J. Geophys Res,
Certainly, the list of uncertainties is long, Some of 97. 15839-15847,

the effects of emitssions on environment and climate Brasseur, 0., 1992: Natural and anthropogenic pertur-
may be small or even may mitigate the impact of other, bations of the stratospheric ozone layer. Planet. Space
more important disturbances to ozone layer and green- Scl, 40, 403-412,
house effects. Nevertheless, the potential of aviation Brasseur, 0. and S. Solomon, 1986: Aeronomy of the
emissions to cause serious changes to climate and Middle Atmosphere. Second Ed,, D. Reldel, Dordrecht,
ozone layer exists, and limitations of the emissions from pp. 452.
airtrafflc may become necessary sooner or later, There- Brasseur, G,, C. Oranler and S. Walters, 1990: Future
fore, efficient means have to be developed to reduce the changes in stratospheric ozone and the role of heter-
specific emissions from airtraffic, In particular with ogeneous chemistry. Nature 348, 626-628.
respect to NO, but also with respect to HO and SO2. Br~hl, C, and P,J, Crutzen, 1988: Scenarios of possible

changes In atmospheric temperatures and ozone con-
In order to reduce the emissions of nitrogen oxide, centratlons due to man's activities, estimated with a

new propulsion systems should be developed. This one-dimensional coupled photochemical climate mod-
requires extensive research and developments on the el. Climate Dynamics, 2, 173-203.
technological side (Dunker 1993). Other means (like BrOhl, C. and P.J. Crutzen, 1989: On the dispropor-
better traffic control etc.) should be also considered. tionate role of tropospheric ozone as a filter against
These means have to be developed and installed at solar UV-B radiation. Geophys. Res. Let. 16, 703-706.
sfficlent speed to compete with the growth rate of air- BrOhl, C., P. Crutzen, E.F. Danielsen, H. Grail!, H.-D.
traffic, Hollweg and D. KWay, 1991: Umweltvertrigliclkeltss-

tudle f~r das Raumtransportsystem SANGER. Tell 1.
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Discussion

Question I. Clare Eatock
Was the final temperature effect of 0,01 to 0.1 K a global or a Northern Europe effect?

Author's Reply
This is an order of magnitude effect with respect to the greenhouse gases, ozone and water vapour. It is meant as a global
estimate. The contrail impact is of the order of 0,05K regionally.

Question 2. Leonhard Fottner
Could you please comment on the contribution of military aircraft?

Author's Reply
The amount of fuel consumed by military aviation is roughly 25% of all aviation fuel consumption. About 5% of all traffic over
the North Atlantic is identified as being military type aircraft. Estimates for Germany show that most of the military traffic occurs
below 8 kin, altitude. I do not know about military flights in the stratosphere, but I expect that this contributes less than 25% of all
aviation in the stratosphere.

Question 3. Dilip Oallol
Is there much turbulent diffusion in the atmosphere at altitudes at which aircraft emissions are significant? What effect would this
have on the dispersion of pollutants?

Author's Reply
Turbulence near the tropopause is highly intermittent with long periods of no turbulence, and short periods -f intense
turbulence due to breaking gravity waves or Kelvin-Hemholtz instabilities. Such turbulence occurs more frequently over land
than over the oceans. The mean vertical diffusivity in the lower atmosphere is estimated to be of the order of 0.2 square metres/
see. Mixing is important for all nonlinear processes. like particle and contrail formation.

Question 4. N.H. Pratt
Have you assessed the potential impact of nitrous oxide, which is likely to increase with emphasis on lean burn, on processes in
the upper atmosphere'?

Author's Reply
The emission of nitrous oxide from aircraft could be of climatic relevance because N,O has a lifetime in the atmosphere of about
100 years, and is an efficient greenhouse gas. Since it is long living, its emission from aircraft has to be compared directly with
other sources. As best I can remember, about 10 to 20 Mt of N,O are emitted annually from the earth's surface. The amount of
fuel burned is about 200 Mt/yr. Hence N2O would be an important emission from aircraft if the emission would be about I g/Kg
or higher. As far as I know, the emission index is much smaller, however.

Question 5. Dr Gordon Andrews
You mentioned that a reduction in aviation fuel sulphur levels may be required to limit sulphur dioxide and suphuric acid
emissions in the upper atmosphere. What level of fuel sulphur do you think might be required? Will the reduction of sulphur
levels in diesel fuel to below 0.05% in Europe, USA and Japan have an associated benefit of reduced aviation fuel sulphur?
Sweden has legislated a diesel fuel limit of 0.001% S. Is this the level that might be required for future aviation fuels'?

Author's Reply
The present level of sulphur content in kerosene varies considerably but is of the order of 0.05% by weight. The present
knowledge is still uncertain but suggests a reduction by about a factor of ten in order to make sure that the sulphur emissions in
the lower stratosphere are small in comparison with other sources.

Question 6. Dr Gordon Andrews
What is known about the concentrations of radicals like OH, 0, H, HO 2, H202, etc. at the exit plane of modern jet engines
burnin&I -erosene? Both model and measurements are of interest because OH, although having very low concentration in the
atmosp ,e, is responsible for most oxidation processes.

Author's Reply
Emissions of r';dicals from gas turbines are at a very low level. Essentially, the exhaust will have equilibrium levels of radicals
which are in the 10- to 10-1 mole fraction range for the radicals you mentioned. I know of no measurements of these radicals in
engine exhausts, but I would be interested to know what emission levels might be of significance in terms of upper atmosphere
chemistry.
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COMBUSTION TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
FOR ADVANCED HIGH PRESSURE CYCLE ENGINES

Stephen D. Clouser and Richard A. Kamin
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Trenton, New Jersey 08628-0176
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ABSTRACT light of stronger international competition, recent budget cuts
and economic recession, They are getting back to their core

The challenges in designing high performance aircraft profit centers and becoming much more responsive to
combustion systems have not changed significantly over the customer requirements.
years, but the approach has shifed towards a more
sophisticated analytical process. Initially an overview of the So where does that leave the industry? From a technical
U.S. Navy's component technology development procedure is perspective, the larger companies command more resources
presented to show how technology development is still tied for luxuries such as high powered computer systems, testing
into mission requirements. A more technical discussion on facilities and generic research. However, future engines are
combustion technology status and needs will show that the becoming so sophisticated and expensive that it is not cost
classic impediments that have hampered progress towards effective to maintain complete research and development
near-stoichiometric combustion still exist. Temperature rise, (R&D) organizations. More than ever, cost is the new driving
mixing, liner cooling, stability, fuel effects, temperature force in terms of R&D. Company controlled, government
profile control and emissions continue to confront the sponsored independent R&D (IR&D) has been severely
aerodynamic and mechanical designers with a plethora of reduced reflecting the declining purchases of military engines
engineering dilemmas and trade-offs. In addition, new and spare parts. Along with government support,
materials such as ceramic matrix composites (CMC) and subcontractors are now being utilized much more for their
intcrmetallics like titanium aluminides (TiAI) are now being technical expertise and to share in the developmental
incorporated into every advanced design. The process of expenses. This is especially true in the materials world where
combustion design has taken on a new meaning over the past fiber is the life blood of the composite industry. There are
several years as three dimensional codes and other advanced relatively few manufacturers who now produce it and they are
design and validation tools have finally changed the approach dictating their terms to the engine industry with little rebuttal.
from a "cut and burn" technique to a much more analytical Many engine company executives are now suggesting that
process. All of these new aspects are now integral elements more active cooperation amongst all the participating sectors
of the new equation for advanced combustion design that must of the aerospace industry is necessary in order to survive.
be fully understood and utilized. Only then will the operable,
high temperature capable combustion systems needed for With this in mind, combustion system designers have many
future military aircraft be developed, things to consider, not least of which are the technical

challenges ahead. As part of the development process of
military gas turbine technology, it is very important to

INTRODUCTION understand the genesis of the goals and how they impact the
evolution of military propulsion.

The purpose of this paper is to review the progress and look
into the future of combustion and fuel system development
from a government point of view. In the propulsion ORIGIN OF GOALS
technology area, most government sponsors do not conduct the
actual research, but take an active part in technically Aircraft combustion needs are well defined and have been
managing the programs. They rely mostly on the engine under continuous development for many years by both military
manufacturers who have the facilities, resources and and civilian organizations. The military approach towards
experience to provide the solutions and develop the hardware, meeting the combustion and fuel challenges begins with a top-
From this perspective, the government sponsors have a unique down understanding of tho hierarchy of system requirements,
vantage point to observe all of the ongoing efforts across the starting with aircraft missions. There are a variety of
industry and are able to assess their relative position as they missions utilized by the United States Navy which periodically
compete for resources. change as prevailing international conditions evolve.

Perennial members include projection-of-power, fleet defense,
Over the years, the seven U.S. engine manufacturers have air superiority, sea control, electronic warfare, surveillance,
flourished under the Department of Defense and Navy funding command, control and communication (C3) and the newest
as they strove to stay ahead in the Cold War. Then our once member, littoral warfare. Improving upon mission
reliable eremy became our sometimes reliable ally and the effectiveness is an ongoing process and the Navy is
race for the peace dividend was on. Now these same continually investigating methods to enhance component and
companies are in a race to downsize their organizations in engine performance as well as life and durability.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technology for Advanced Aircraft Engines: May 1993.



For fighter/attack style aircraft (F-14/A-6), the Navy is of the most advanced technology components, Consideration
historically attracted to engine cycles that provide must be givcn to the fact that optimum engine performance
transonic/supersonic capability for combat, but exhibit good cais only be achieved by incorporating the correct balance of
specific fuel consumption characteristics (SFC) at subsonic component technologies. The engine must then be reassessed
cruise speeds to meet long over-water flight requirements. to determine the performance improvements and to evaluate
This multimission requirement imposes a wide variety of the benefits based on mission requirements (Fig 1), Through
diverging needs upon the combustion system. Included are this cyclical process, combustion system and other component
smoke free, high temperature capability, combined with good advancements are continually compared against higher order
lightoff and lean blow-out characteristics while maintaining mission requisites in an attempt to provide an endless supply
adequate durability and life. of options to improve engine performance for the ultimate

customer, the aviator.
The pure subsonic engines for patrol/transport style aircraft
and helicopters (P-3/SH-60) arc not as temperature dependant
as fighter/attack engines but require shorter, lightweight TECHNOLOGY BASE DEVELOPMENT
designs with relatively low pressure loss that operate at much
higher engine pressure ratios for enhanced SFC. Operability, Maintaining an engine technology base is a critical pan of the
durability and life are again major factors in their designs. military engine development process. It allows the customer

to have many options to chose from in order to meet system/
The procedure to improve an engine's performance is mission requirements. In the United States, the advanced
basically an analytical exercise which breaks down the engine technology engines and exploratory development component
performance by component and seeks to find the proper programs are being addressed under the Integrated High
combination of advanced technologies that may be PerformanceTurbine Engine Technology (IHPTET) Initiative.
incorporated to provide the best performing engine. First, the This is a three phase effort that incorporates all three military
aircraft mission parameters such as Mach number, altitude, services, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
time-on-station, range and payload are delineated. Since the (NASA), the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)
engine design and the component configurations are known, and the seven major engine manufacturers. The purpose of
the component performance parameters such as speeds, IHPTET is to develop a united approach towards significantly
pressures, temperatures and efficiencies can be identified improving engine performance levels in order to double the
throughout the mission. Then the performance characteristics thrust/weight ratio of future gas turbine engines by the year
of the existing components are compared to the performance 2000. More specifically, these goals apply to manned and

PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY IS RESPONSIVE TO
ENGINE/AIRCRAFT/MISSION REQUIREMENTS
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unmannedturbofan/turbojetengineswhilcturboprop/turboshafR over the past 35 years such as combustor exit temperature
engine goals require 120% improvement in powerlweight. In (CET), combustor size (length/diameter), fNel/air ratio (FAR)
addition, there are aggressive fuel consumption goals for the and pattern factor as outlined by Cifone and Krunger (1),
initiative, while life and durability goals will also bo notable progress has been made and yet the future
incorporated into each engine design. requirements are still more challenging. Hopefully the

successes of the past will provide some insight into future
Each phase addresses material, component and demonstrator solutions.
engine development and operation in which the majority of the
efforts are sponsored by the three services and conducted at TEMPERATURE CAPABILITY
the engine manufacturers' facilities. The components and
engine performance ire measured giving am, accurate In reaction to the demand for higher engine thrust levels,
assessment of the overall engine thrust class while the engine higher CET has always been the major focus in the design
weights are calculated. Usually, advanced materials are not process. An increase in CET is often the first choice in
incorporated throughout every section of the engine, upgrading an engine's thrust. Usually the increase is at the
However, selective placement of key materials in critical areas expense o" the liner and the turbine nozzle which must
of the engine allow a realistic assessment of their ability to improve their cooling effectiveness or suffer a life penalty.
survive in an engine environment. CFT is often recognized a,; a barometer for combustion

technology and a direct measure of the capacity of the design.
There are six component areas (compression, combustion, Ae seen in Fig 2, the CET trend has been a long and steady
turbines, mechanical systems, controls and txhaust nozzles) rise towards stoichiometric temperatures. Over the years, a
which have sequenced design goals in each of the three wide variety of designs have been tested to improve
phases. In addition, there are structures, materials and temperature levels such as the complex Pratt & Whitney
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) disciplines which are all Vorbix combustor, and the simple General Electric F101
aligned with the component areas to manifest themselves into combustor (Fig 3). Although the designs are radically
the demonstrator engine performance. The demonstrator
engine goal substantiation is the ultimate test for the
component design whereby all the components are integrated
into an operating system that provides the most extensive
verification short of actual aircraft operation.

The combustion system goals for IHPTET have been identified
to provide near-stoichiomctric operation combined with a 50%
reduction in weight over the entire system by Phase Ill. Life
and operability goals such as lean blowout, relight and
turndown ratio have also been established to ensure a complete
combustion system design.

CURRENT ISSUES
T I I I

The past is full of significant accomplishments, however the lo0 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

challenges for future combustion system designs are also YEAR
apparent. If we follow the progress of certain parameters Fig 2: CET Trend

Tubuiw Ai mvnnW

Vorobx Combustor (Courtsy Pratt & WNVh F101 Combudor (Courtey General Electric)

Fig 3: Contrast In Style
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eifferent, the focus is the same; a combustor designed to
withstand the highest possible temperature limit that the
matcrials• injection system and liner designs can support. 4.5
To that aid, conventional materials such as Hastelloy X,
9S188 and Inconel 718 have been pushed to their limits. 4.0
Innovative liner cooling schemes such as Floatwall, Multihole, .SI
Lamilloy and Lycolite have been developed utilizing every
type of heat transfer mechanism available to dissipate the s.o
temperature and maintain material integrity. Hundreds of fuel
injector designs have also been developed investigating any 2.6-
means to push a suffcient amount of fuel and still maintain
some level of operability. The influence that CET has had on 2.0 -
the other parameters in the design has been quite significant.
So much so, that innovations in operability and durability are
constantly responding to higher CET in order to support 1.0 -.

improvements in engine thrust levels. 1i00 1970 1m9 iwo 2=o 2010

CFD and ANALYTICAL TOOLS FIg 4: Size Trend

CFD codes are in the unenviable position of defining the
interactions of three dimensional, multinhase, turbulent,
reacting flows that reside inside a combustor. Further they acceptable operability. Combustor L/D is gradually being
must accurately predict those same flows after changes are reduced in order to meet weight goals (Fig 4). Older designs
made to the configuration or harder yet, predict flows of a which had the luxury of an intermediate zone must now cope
new design. The current models are just beginning to provide with the fact that modem combustion designs have eliminated
a return on their investment after many years of development, this section while raising temperature levels. This requires the
Initially, CFD codes were very cumbersome and required a primary zone aerodyrnamics and the fuel injection system to be
substantial amount of empiricism and correlations on the part more efficient in mixing a higher volume of fuel in a reduced
of the designers in order to complete the total picture. The axial distance. The impact is a reduction in time for the
overall accuracy of the models suffered since the turbulence primary zone to complete burning and the dilution zone to
and chemistry models could not be coupled with the transport provide an even temperature profile at the turbine nozzle inlet.
equations in an efficient manner. Another limitation of the
codes was their necessity to be operated on expensive Current designs are transitioning to multiple dome
mainframe computers. Today more powerful computers are configurations to support staggered fuel injection systems
allowing designers to invest more time into modifying the which have a tendency to sweli the dome area. This gives the
,odes and validating the analyses through actual testing. appearance of a vhorter L/D without an actual reduction in
Now, after many years of validation testing, CFD codes are liner length.
becoming more reliable and predictive.

LINER DESIGN
DIFFUSERS

In order to improve combustor temperature rise, there is it
The diffuser section has quite an impact on combustion need to burn a larger percentage of the air entering the
performance. It must reduce the compressor velocity and combustor (Fig 7). This trend detracts from the air available
minimize flow perturbations in a controlld manner in order for exit temperature control, as well as liner cooling, and
Lo provide a uniform flow that does not tax the pressure rise places more of a burden on the cooling system effectivencss.
accomplished by the compressor. Expanding the divergence Due to higher temperature levels, rolled sheet metal liners
angle and/or shortening the system to improve static pressure have been supplanted by machined ring and shingle style liners
recovery has been a topic of many research efforts. A variety in most production designs. These configu'rations have
of different vortex generators and vortex controlled designs successfully operated at fleet engine temperature levels for
have been used in an attempt to delay the onset of flow many years, albeit many liners ne'.d ceramic thermal barrier
separation by modifying the boundary layer characteristics. coatings for protection against hot spots caused by variances
Vortex generators though, have an inherent shortcoming. in manufacturing and general wear. Now more recently,
While they are effective in improving pressure recovery with advances in manufacturing processes have allowed laser
a developed profile incorporating substantia! boundary layer drilled effusion cooled liners to become state-of-the-art due to
thickness, they provide a substantial pressure loss for flows their effectiveness, simplicity and weight savings. The shaped
with minimal boundary thickness. Vortex controlled designs holes in these liner designs are a by-product of the drilling
which bleed a small portion of air have been successful in process and have improved the cooling effectiveness by
providing adequate pressure recovery at larger area ratior., assisting to develop a regenerating film of cooling air along
however, turbulence, system complexity and excess weight the liner. This type of liner cooling configuration uses less air
often overshadow the benefits. and allows more air to be available for dilution control.

As shown in Fig 5, pattern factor has made significant
COMBUSTOR SIZE improvements over the years. Combined witG, profile factor,

these two measurdnds are a criti"al gauge of exit temperature
Reductions in combustor size are difficult to achieve due to profile which the turbine cooling system is designed around.
the demands for higher CET and the need to maintain A major reason for the improvements in pattern factor has
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Fuel operating temperature is a growing concern as engine
0.61 cycle temperatures continue to rise. Increased heat rejection

into the fuel by the various aircraft subsystems will
significantly increase the fuel's potential to undergo thermal

E oxidation degradation reactions. This degradation leads to

0.4 carbon deposition around thle outside tip and in the interior
passages of the fuel injector. Poor fuel quality and hot spots

0.3 on the fuel injector have been factors in many instances where
coke formation has deteriorated fuel injector performance.
This leads to hot spots in the combustor and turbine nozzle

02 and a subsequent reduction in life of the components. The
Navy has a particular concern in the this area due to its unique

0.1 . problem with decreased shipboard thermal oxidation stability
of its fuel caused by the deleterious effects of the copper-

0.0 T -- i-- r nickel piping in its shipboard aviation fuel delivery systems.
lo0 1070 1960 1990 2C'-0 2010 Current design practice to reduce fuel temperatures and

YEAR therefore the potential for carbon deposition is to recirculate
the fuel through fuel-air heat exchangers. This method of

Flg 5: Pattern Factor Trend thermal management does however impose a penalty on the
aircraft by increasing system complexity, weight and drag.
Other concerns are increased carbon content in the fuel which

been the increased use of CFD throughout the design process. leads to a higher smoke number and reduced life, while higher
This allows designers the ability to easily visualize the viscosity and lower volatility have a negative effect on
temperature gradients and effectively tailor the dilution air atomization and operability.
with greater precision than ever before.

In summary of the current issues, conventional approaches
that have been employed by the industry for many years will

FUELS AND FUEL DELIVERY SYSTEMS no longer suffice in meeting the needs of the next generation
of combustor designs. For example, the temperature limits of

Fuel delivery systems have been a major consideration in conventional materials such as HSI 88 and Hastelloy X have
combustor designs for many years. Many attempts have been been met and many of the new innovative liner cooling
made to expand the upper and lower fuel flow limits in configurations designed by the engine manufacturers are
preparation for the demand of higher exit temperatures. struggling to meet their temperature requirements. Traditional
These include many different types of injectors and even fuel distribution techniques are not adequate to meet the ever
variable geometry swirlers. However, simple pressure and increasing demand for higher fuel flows for increased engine
airblast atomizers in conjunction with their swirler packages thrust in combination with the lower fuel flows needed for
are near their practical limits in terms of providing a full good low power stability. Combined with the fact that most
range of fuel distribution capability. Current fuel nozzles CFD analyses are not totally predictive but usually postdictive,
designed for higher fuel flows at max power do not provide the industry must now head into more unfamiliar territory.
good low power performance in regard to lean blow-out and
relight. Due to requirements for greater FAR range (Fig 6),
fuel and air staging, which adds weight and complexity to the THE FUTURE
engine, is necessary to maintain good operability
characteristics. This is a vital aspect for Navy aircraft which The future for high performance combustion systems will be
need good low power stability especially during landing on an an interesting time as ne% laboratory tools are employed to
aircraft carrier and quick response time to max power during validate innovative analytical designs incorporating composite
a possible aborted landing. materials which will produce the most advanced combustion

system designs to date. As seen by the trend charts, there is
significant progress yet to be accomplished in many areas.
The most predominant goal is still CET. The following
sections are written with CET in mind as the major challenge
ahead.

Q It • I CFD and ANALYTICAL TOOLS

. i.In the analytical area, supercomputers such as the CRAY and
most recently the high powered work stations which are

.. . ,networked together to provide supci computer capability, have
allowed designers to delve into many areas that several ymars

IOU POWvq ago were still an enigma. Today, 3D CFD codes utilize body

fitting orthogonal grid generators to map complex shapes in
order to predict velocity and temperature profiles. Enhanced

1196 1970 1960 0 O 2000 2010 graphics packages allow these gradients to be viewed trom any
angrle giving the designer access to any trouble spot. Using

YEAR these elaborate codes that effectively link cooling, turbulence
Fig 6: FAR Trend and reacting models, an accurate prediction of combustor

trends is now possible to analyze before a piece of metal is
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ever cut or a section of CMC sent to the autoclave, materials.

In the experimental and validation areas, cold flow
visualization tests and 2D sector tests are becoming very FUEL DISTRIBUTION AND FUELS
proficient in validating initial designs. Tooi, such as laser
doppler velocimetry, Schlieren visualization, CARS and This is probably the most heavily researched portion of
Raman spectroscopy are used to validate turbulence levels, combustion system development since it is well recognized as
species concentration, and velocity and temperature proiles. the most rewarding area in terms of totAl payoff. As
Now, the results of most see:or tests provide enough reliable mentioned before, the need for increased temperature
data to proceed to the full annular design. This in itself is a capability is the driving force of most design efforts. Fig 7
significant feat since manufacturing costs of high temperature shows the distribution of a-r as a function of temperature rise.
composites are stiil exorbitant and programs can not afford to In the past, approximately 30% of the available air was used
make multiple seas of hardware to cover several design for combustion, the remainder was split between cooling
iterations. (40%) and dilution (30%). Over the past live years, gradual

improvements have been made to increase the amount of
available combustion air. However, in order to provide nr.ar-

MATERIALS stoichiomnetric combustion, higher flow fuel distribution
systems that can accommodate the increasing max power fuel

Advanced non-metallic materials development will be the requirements are being developed for the new, shorter, high
pacing item in the combustion systems of the future due to temperature combustors. The traditional airblast fuel injector
their unfamiliar characteristics and high cost. Current designs and the accompanying high shear swirler systems that are
are now attempting to incorporate both monolithic ceramics utilized in current systems will not be able to accommodate
and ceramic matrix composites into basic metal liner designs the higher fuel flows of ft-ture engines and also maintain good
in order to increase the temperature capability. The only operability characteristics. Innovative fuel delivery and
drawback is that the temperature limit of CMC is atomization techniques are being investigated, although it is
approximately 3000 OF which is still far short of the gGal highly unlikely that they alone will provide the necessary
needed to achieve near-stoichiometric operation. improvements to meet future requirements.
Carbon/Carbon which was the one material that was
envisioned to provide uncooled capability haE been a great
disappointment and now most efforts have been suspended due
to the lack of a durable oxidation coating and general
brittieness of the material.

Currently, monolithic ceramics do not to have the strength nor
the durability to survive the harsh combustor environment COMBUSTION
without some sort of metallic structure for support. Most of
these designs have evolved into configurations that were not
feasible for production. Other designs employed monolithic W
tiles is heat shields for their primarily metallic designs. Most
designcrs have now abandoned the monolithic area and
-witched to primarily CMC for their applications. After COOLING
several years of experimentation to develop some sort of
familiarity with the material, attempts are currently being DILUTION
made to build and test one piece CMC liners. Th:-re have r"
been numerous growing pains throughout this process as many 0 COMBUSTION AIR 100
different configurations involving 2D and 3D weaving and
braiding of the matrix fibers have been investigated. FIg 7: AIr DIbutlon Trend

Ineffective densification, oxidation and poor thermal
conductivity, which causes damaging temperature gradients,
have left most designers lacking any confidence that CMC will
meet temperature and lit;e requirements. Therefore, most Future fighter/attack aircraft will rely more on the engine fuel
composite designs have been categorized for unmanned engine system as a heat sink to cool electronics, oil and turbine
applications which can accept higher levels of risk. Other cooling air (Fig 8). This will further raise the bulk fuel
problems still exist in the interface areas between the metallic temperature causing coking throughout the fuel system. These
dome sections and the composite liners. Uneven thermal projections ha.ve increased efforts to develop a cost effective
expansion, sealing and attachments are all new problem areas high thermally stable aviation fuel. Although increased
that are still being addressed. refinery processing or a specialty fuel like JP-7 would provide

the desired increased stability, its cost would be prohibitive.
Our knowledge of producing nonmetallic parts is basically Current efforts are extensively investigating the use of
limited to simple shapes. Only in the last few years have additives to provide the increased stability. The goal of these
combustor designers and material manufacturers working programs is to increase the maximum fuel operating
closely together, developed the processes necessary to temperatures at the injector nozzle by 100* F from the current
manufacture a more intricate pif-ce such as a liaier. The time design limits. Some additives have been developed to raise
is coming ,vhereby more complkx shapes such as the dome the thermai stability limits, but the)' have other side effects.
shroud and swirlers must be manufactured. Effective Endothermic and slurry fuels have been tested over the years,
densification of these complex shapes is the next step to but it will be a long time before they are introduced as viable
producing a full nonmetallic combustor in order to realize the alternatives due to their unique handling needs and corrosive
full potential of these lightweight, high temperature capable nature.
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ADANED JEMISSIONS

AVANCED 2000 In order to survive in the markets of the 21st century, engine
FIGHTER

manufacturers must now design military engines that are also
adaptable to the civilian sector needs. From a combustion
viewpoint, that translates to lower emissions. Many countries
in Europe have already legislated strict laws governing engine
emissions. The United States has also passed regulatory laws,
however the military is still exempt from complying with

F-4 1960 them. Included in the restrictions are smoke, unburned
hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide and especially NOx. As

II- ,combustor temperatures continue to rise so do the NOx levels.

0 5 10 Is 20 25 This will be a huge design consideration in the future because

Thousands BTU/MIN of the diverging requirements of higher temperatures versus
lower cmissions. Advanced combustor flowpaths must be

[Z ma I-I "Ow ~) l.5C'hWC I•i~WA U designed to be smokeless at high FAR's required for the
Flg : Flghtr A/C IHeat Sink Flequirwinht military yet have low NOx emissions at the lower max power

FAR's necessary for commercial designs.

IGNITION SYSTEMS
SUMMARY

Innovative ignition concepts such as radiative ignition designs
which incorporate infrared and ultra violct lasers and Technically speaking, the goals arc apparent. Higher CET is
microwave systems are being developed. These systems are the predominant intent of the combustion world for both
desirable from the standpoint that they provide extremely military and commercial applications. The tools required to
intense, localized ignition sources that can be strategically meet that intent are becoming more useful and the materials
placed to contain the reactive combustion area to the primary more familiar. As usual, a balancing act is necessary to meet
zone, thus shortening the combustor. These approaches are all the goals and the solution is never easy.
quite different from the previous plasma ignitor designs which
needed an inert gas source and a large cumbersome power The future for military aviation will be focused towards a
supply to operate. Advances in electronics have miniaturized peace time operation and will no longer be the bountiful
power supplies to the point that they can be used on an market that it was for the past 50 years. The long term
aircraft engine. In addition, the plasma medium or inert gas contracts for thousands of aircraft and engines will no longer
is not required in the recent designs. Other benefits of this be the focus of military services around the world. Dual use
technology may include the capacity to accept higher technology and technology transition is now the "mode of
compressor exit Much numbers. The ability to accept higher operation" amongst both government and industry. In the
velocity flowstreams would be quite significant to both military, more emphasis will be on derivative and growth
component areas in terms of weight and system complexity if programs with only a few new center line "silver bullet"
these types of ignition systems were successful. Initial production efforts. In the short term, the commercial sector
laboratory tests have also shown that these systems would also will now be incumbent to provide the resources for future
expand the lightoff and relight capability of '-rent engine developmenrt l,'.-,-. Mi!L.,, uuugets will be
combustors without fuel staging. declining for several more years, although high technology is

supposedly safe from the budget knife.

DIFFUSERS In the combustion world, perseverance is the key to continuing
to meet the technical goals in spite of the other distractions.

The advanced diffusers of tomorrow will be encumbered by The combustion system of the future may look quite different
the complexities of !he future combustor dome configurations. than thi current designs. A complete non-metallic design with
3ince many combustor designs are investigating multiple dome a unique multipoint fuel injection system and a radiative
configurations, diffuser designs must be capable of introdu!ing ignitor may be the ultimate configuration of' the future.
separate flnwstreams which are balanced through several Sooner or later the inventions will be developed to allow the
passages to accommodate multiple fuel injection planes. This goals to be reached. As mentioned above, there are many
must be accomplished without significait amounts of new ideas coming to address old problems. The future is full
turbulence and without a great weight penalty. A complex of promise as the 21st century approaches.
design of this nature must utilize lightweight materials such as
TiA! in order to be practical. TiAI development is bcing
focused towards this ,iced as well as other areas, but problms REFERENCES
in casting a on2- piece diffuser have not been overcome.

1. Cifone, A., and Krueger, E., "Combustion Technology,
Dump diffusers have recently demonstrated good performance A Navy Perspective", 1985 AIAA Paper No. 85-1400.
in short axial distances. In some designs, the dome and the
case area are also used as secondary dump areas to continue
the pressure recovery process. Future diffuser designs may be ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
aided by the fact that new ignition systems may allow higher
velocity flows to enter the combustor, thereby off loading the The authors would like to thank Anthony Cifone of the Naval
responsibilities of the diffuse:. Hopefully, the complications Air Warfare Center, Charles Graves of Pratt & Whitney and
caused by the increased compressor exit velocities will not John Sanborn of AlliedSignal Propulsion Engines for their
outweigh the benefits. insightful technical comments on this effort.



Discussion

Question 1. L. Foitner
Could you comment on the trend of combustor exit temperature with time? Will there be a limit on this temperature? When will
it be reached?

Author's Reply
There are two major limiting factors to the maximum achievable exit temperature. One is material temperature and the other is
the fuel chemistry of current kesosene based gas turbine fuels, Fuel chemistry will probably remain constant, therefore the
maximum temperature is approximately 4,100 degrees E Material temperature capability is limited to approximately 3,000
degrees F using ceramic matrix composites. Carbon/carbon material is the only known candidate that has the capability to reach
4,100 degrees F The major problem is the inability to develop an oxidation coating that has a life of more than 10 to 20 hours.
Our plans for stoichiometric combustion have slipped by at least 10 years because of the lack of a suitable material,

Question 2. T. Roslord
Can you expand your comments on innovative ignition system needs?

Author's Reply
Ignition system involvement in current combustion systems is currLntly limited to initial lightoff and to help prevent blowout
during transient operation. Radiative ignition systems could change the method by which ignition systems are utilized. A
radiative system could be used in a continuous manner to burn in an unstable flowfield, eliminating heavy two stage fuel delivery
systems and possibly shortening the combustor's axial length. Initial tests have shown that microwave and ultraviolet systems
have this capability.
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SUMMARY

Even with it's marginal performance, Concorde has
demonstrated that Supersonic Civil Aircraft are a
practical proposition.

A second generation machine will need sufficiently
good performance for a robust operating system that 4
can provide reliable frequent service with competitive , .

economics. Additionally the pro ulsion system must be
acceptable environmentally. What is it must create '.Rc 3
acceptable noise levels around airports and have 0 .. .. .
acceptable emissions throughout its mission including ,m ,• ,@ ,;o ,c ,,. ,. aw I '.0
cruise. 0.'..'0,4

Figure 1 Cruise speed versus first flight date of civilWhatever devices may be used to improve the aircraft In western world
acceptability at subsonic flight conditions, the high
operating temperatures at cruise can create difficult Supersonic Flight Requirements
targets for the operation of the combustion system both
mechanically dnd in the combustion process itself. A dominant feature of the practicality of supersonic

cruising flight is the necessity for good fuel
While the driving force is ever better fuel consumption consumption. As in subsonic aircraft jet engines
and weight to achieve economic viability, a future improvements have taken advantage of better
supersonic transport engine will have cycle materials, cooling system technologies, component
temperatures limited only by the mechanical integrity of efficiencies and the balance between these
the major components. The environment of the major technologies at any particular time. The most
components in modern gas turbine engines is fundamental difference with the propulsion systems for
dominated by the air delivered by the compressor supersonic flight is the increase in temperature of the
system. Consequently the maximum compression air entering the main turbomachinery components of the
temperature is governed by materials available for the engine. This high temperature, due to the high relative
turbine and compressor discs. speed of the aircraft, brings with it high pressure. That

is a substantial part of the compression required in the
The continued improvement of the disc materials leads engine is actually carried out by the int ake.
to combustion inlet temperatures beyond today's Furthermore because this compression has already
experience and sets difficult targets for combustion occurred prior to any rotating machinery being involved
system emissions. This is worsened by the there is apparently potential to carry out comprebsion to
requirement being at cruise and therefore maintained pressure ratios beyond that achieved in typical
for the major part of the mission. Problems such as subsonic propulsion units by this additional
creep and oxidation of metallic parts are also compression in a large variable geometry intake. The
considered. consequence of this is that temperature becomes the

limiting feature at cruise on a supersonic engine, Figure.
INTRODUCTION 2, whilst it is not on a subsonic engine.

The history of air travei has been one of increasing
speed, efficiency and reliability. A speed plateau of jet ' Req.,-I ..co...0
engine powered aircraft carrying people and goods at
Mach numbers in the range .8 to .85, was first reached
in the 1950's and has remained to the current day, see
Figure 1.

TumpotluntHigher speeds are perfectly feasible as experimental, K qang1
military and civil aircraft have shown. Both Concorde --On ............
and the Russian TU144 entered service in the mid . ,bho
1970's and Concorde is still in service today. However,
no-one would argue that Concorde's costs, reliability
and environmental impact would be acceptable with a
large fleet.

This paper reviews the improvements in technology that Cl1c, Mc,,ich,,un,
are available and would be required for future
supersonic transport propulsion and identifies the Figure 2 Influence of flight Mach number on engine
technology improvements which must be pursued to cycle
this end with particular reference to combustion.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technology for Advanced Aircraft Engir.es, May 1993.



Of course the temperature limit also applies to subsonic -.

engines but this normally limits the pressure ratio
achievable during the take off or climb phases of flight, ... ,o...
The increased ratio of cruise thrust to take off thrust
that supersonic aircraft require, due primarily to the M
poorer system lift/drag ratio at cruise, see Figure 3, also
contributes to this change in critical condition,

/o ; ,= P Oml i tl 611,,.ec y lo t 0 r,NAG
1'4

40 091611 afl.-.0y of M~.S

"Figure 5 Olympus 593 IneffIciencies at M - 2.0
cruise
design parameters of the core engine, Consequently it
is convenient here to regard the design and technology
requirements on the LP system as a subiect that can

" of o, 0 ,4 , ,0 be dealt with elsewhere as indeed it is in for instance
MO,,,•., references 1 & 2 and concentrate solely on the core

Figure 3 Transport aircraft lt/drag ratio engine parameters required to improve the thermal
efficiency of the system.

This then highlights the major differences in engine
operation for supersonic cruise compared with subsonic Specific Performance Targets for Advanced
cruise, that is the core of the engine is operating at high Supersonic Transport
temperatures at cruise and additionally all the sources Propulsion
of air available to it are relatively hot. (Recall that on
Concorde the external skin of the aeroplane is at Concorde is the only example cf continuous effective
temperatures up to that of boiling water). operation at supersonic cruise conditions within the

normal constraints of airline operation. Even though
For essentially the same reason (good fuel with a range of some 3,400 nautical miles, it only
consumption) good installed propulsion efficiency is operates regularly across the Atlantic, it has
required. Because axial flow turbomachinery systems demonstrated many times that it can operate using
operate efficiently with subsonic axial flow, supersonic normal facilities to almost any international airport in the
propulsion systems require a large diffuser intake, world.
usually of variable geometry and similarly a large
variable nozzle system to re.accelerate the flow. Both While this range met the design intent of the aircraft,
these components have a large size and weight and Figure 6 shows a future aircraft would need a significant
add significantly to the drag. This is particularly true of increase in its capability to a range of at least 10,000
the intake system, see Figure 4 which illustrates the km for regular worldwide operation. Thus a second
Concorde installation, generation supersonic transport requires an increase in

range of around 50% to which the propulsion system
This extra penalty of the intake and nozzle system over will need to contribute a significant proportion.
and above the installation requirements for subsonic
operation leads to an optimum propulsion system of
very much higher specific thrust. Such systems are very .- mF''
noisy during subsonic operation near airports as has
been demonstrated by Concorde. , , I

The efficiency of a propulsion system at cruise can be
broken out into those inefficiencies due to the thermal

limits of the cycle, the component efficiencies of the
engine, and the propulsion efficiency. See Figure 5. ' K
For bypass engines (as most modern jet engines are) it
is convenient to be able to control the propulsive .'" , ....
efficiency by changes to the LP system design only and
this uncouples this particular aspect from the major Figure 6 Distribution of long range routes
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Figure 4 Olympus powerplant Installed on Concorde
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Figure 3 has shown that the typical lift / drag ratios. ,. " C'

pioposed for supersonic transports are only some 30.
35% betler than Concorde. This means that the

ropulsion system must achieve at least another 10% Maw 1...
improved fuel consumption beyond that of the ,.e,.

Olympus. lime

Practical Limits on Thermal Performance
h#% "N

The history of improved jet engine performance is tied
very closely to the availability of improved temperature ,
capability of the materials used for some of the major
components. High speed rotating components such as
compressor drums and turbine discs must sustain high
levels of stress at the highest pressure parts of the
cycle where the only convenient heat sink is the air Figure 8 Specific fuel consumption at Mach 2.0
delivered by the compressor system, Thus the
temperature at compressor exit is governed by the Combustion System Mechanical Considerations
material temperature capability for these components
and Figure 7 illustrates the materials available and the While the stator outlet temperature 1650K derl•ed as
projections In the next five to ten years. recounted above does not seem an outstanding

temperature since many engines, civil and military, run
to these temperatures today, the compressor exit

IN"O ,.•-s temperature of 950K Is rather more significant. Within
Rolls-Royce over the years our experience has built up
with increasing compressor delivery and HP turbine
rotor entry temperatures as illustrated in Figure 9, and

400 Ithe introduction of improved cooling techniques and
100 improved alloys, (we have moved from wrought to

steghcast), have allowed us to continue this process as we
Noe 1. T, SA•L. I \\V project into the future.
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Figure 7 Metal alloys for high speed propulsion -

systems 14M ,-

From this picture it is quite clear that it is unlikely that .
we will have materials with good mechanical properties ,
beyond a temperature of around 670-7000C. This can - ,A,
be translated into a temperature limit of 950K. oC.mp,.u... d*doli* 1•.0. dog K.

Nearly as important as the compressor exit temperature Figure 9 Advances In HP turbine Inlet temperatures
is the stator exit temperature of the first HP turbine Indeed this cruise requirement of compressor exit
stage in the jet engine since this is the temperature of
the gas stream in which the highly stressed HP turbine temperature of 950K combined with a turbine rotor entryblade needs to operate. The sustainable temperature temperature of 1650K is somewhat less arduous than
herde caneeds ton oae. eThed asthinable resultaof existing advanced projects are already experiencing.
here can only be established as the result of a There is a difference of course in the time for which
compromise between available material properties, these temperatures have to be sustained but as the
acceptable turbine blade life (recall that the blade is major problems in combustion systems are associated
operating hot at cruise unlike a subsonic engine) the more with cyclic behaviour rather than being time
cooling technology and airflow available, and the dependent then one does not observe a fundamental
efficiency and the specific power output of the core. problem.
Preliminary assessments within Rolls-Royce and
SNECMA" of likely acceptable stator outlet However, weight is an ever present enemy and as will
temperatures indicate that 1650K could give a be argued in the following sections of this paper a
reasonable balance between life, specific power output, double annular combustion system is perceived as
and therefore size and weight of the core engine. being an lar requ io n t. s p reiv ina s
Furthermore as shown in Figure 8, this limit of 1650K at being a likely requirement. Some preliminary

Mach 2 is a little beyond the optimum sfc point, ie is chamber weight and the influence of the construction

also a good compromise between thermal efficiency type and the is sp surisedon
and eigt ofthecoreengne.type and the materials used is simply sumnmarised in

and weight of the core engine. FVigure 10 where the relative weights of different
construction systems are compared.

Footnote: * Rolls-Royce and SNECMA are partners in
Propulsion studies for future Supersonic Transports.
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oe the tropopause. Above the tropopause in the
stralosphere the exchange is a much slower piocess.;: the istudc
"The altitude of the tropopause varies and is somewherein the range 9-17 kilometres, a usual standard is 11
kilometres and most long ranrpe subsonic aircraft Ily
high enough to achieve the smooth conditions in the

, vicinity and above the tropopause and thus are usually
in the range of altitude 8 kilometres to 13 kilometres for

W61 06 long range flights.

0e, _Supersonic transport aircraft on the other hand will
61 '|if cruise in the range I 5-20 or even 25 kilometres altitude,

- ' that is in the regions of the so-called ozone layer where
gi J.; the ozone concentrations are sufficiently high to act as

01, tultra-violet absorbers and protect the lower altitudes.

Indeed in the early days of Concorde there was
Figure 10 Combustion chamber materials and concern that the aircritt would be flying in a region of
constructions higher ultra-violet with potential dangers for crew and

passengers, but as the windows on Concorde absorb
The figure uses a double annular system with cast sufficient of the ultra-violet, this has not proved to be a
metal tiles as a datum. Today's conventional single major problem.
annular system developed as shown on the previous
figure is only 70% of this weight. Changing the tiles to Supersonic transport aircraft cruising typically at 18
ceramic matrix composite would it is believed save kilometres where the ozone concentration is important,
some 10% of the weight. A lighter alternative would be therefore need to keep NOx emissions somewhat lower
to use existing construction systems but using ceramic than those for subsonic aircraft, engines and this is
matrix composites for the barrel. Making the head also compounded by the fait that the supersonic transport
in ceramic composite potentially could produce a engine combustor operates at temperatures
system with a better weight than today's conventional substantially higher at cruise than the subsonic engines.
single annular system. Thus even though
demonstrated technologysuggests that the temperature Whilst there is not sufficient understanding or data
being required in the combustion system are within our available to deduce hard and fast rules, considerations

capability we find that with the imposition of stringent such as these have lead to a target being set to reduce
emissions restrictions some considerable advances in the El NOx from SST combustion systems to 5g/kg fuel.
technology of construction and the materials used will Figure 12 summarises the approach as proposed by
be needed to reduce the weight. NASA, Ref 4 and Figure 13 illustrates the improvement

in Technology required compared to conventional
Atmospheric Contamination systems and the advanced proposals for subsonic

aircraft. Clearly a considerable step change in
There are already regulations that restrict the amount of technology will be required.
carbon monoxide and unburnt hydrocarbons that
aircraft engines can discharge in the vicinity of airports.
There are ICAO recommended proposals for restricting a Airciaft will cruise in ihe stratospheric ozone layer

NOx generation and although the effectiveness of these
measures is open to dispute, they are already applied Improved combustion technology reqjired for acceptable emissions ire 5 Eli
in some countries, and provide an Industry Standard. * Current environmental assessment from NASA Atmospheric Effects of

At this time there are very serious discussions about Stratospheric Aircraft iAESA) programme

the impact that emissions from jet engines can have in I%'o ozone depletion predicted for homogeneous chemistry only
the higher atmosphere and particularly in the
stratosphere, for example Ref 3. Figure 11 gives a Inital results including heterogeneous chemistry show 0.2%
pictorial illustration of the regions of the atmosphere ozone depletion
and the effect of industry and transport systems on thecotamnd nthe e e ct o industroduced t y irranspr t s tem ongn es (Scenario at northern mid - letitudes. 600 aircraft cruising belowcontaminants which are introduced by aircraft engines. 20km, El * 5g / kg)

Figure 12 Environmental Impact of HSCT - current
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Figure 11 The Atmosphere and emissions r ,o in as os on

Up to 1 kilcmetre altitude there is a boundary layer of noi.i... I,,.o ......
the atmosp-here to which numerous sourc-s contribute Figure 13 Cruise Nox emissions and combustor
with a very small amount from aircraft. Above that technology
boundary iayer there is a migration through natural
atmospheric processes, sometimes violent, to the level



Low NOx Combustors high losses unacceptable to high speed aircraftinstallations.
Various approaches have been made to solve the
problem of how to reduce NOx formation and yet allow The rich-burn-quick-quench.lean.burn system can suffer
the mean operating temperature to increase, Figure 14 by producing carbon in the rich burning process which
illustrdtes the way the NOx production rate varies as the it is difficult to subsequently burn in the cooler
local fuel air ratio increases and produces higher local temperatures of the lean burn phase without fairly long
temperatures. The maximum rate occurs where the lengths or large dimensions of that part of the
fuel air ratio is stoichiometric and the maximum flame combustor system. While these problems may be
temperature of around 3,000' is experienced locally, soluble with more research the presently lavoured

approach is to have a pre-vaporised fuel premixed to
CapaI,,., the ,Ne , ,@4 ?i,.PAR) bTWO,,,, provide a nearly uniform lean burning system, Ref 5.

Attempts to develop lean premixed designs during the

1970's encountered serious problems due to auto-
oNOR ignition, ignition and flashback resulting in mechanical

failure. In some cases inadequate premnixing still
resulted in high NOx emissions, Research is in hand at
Rolls-Royce, SNECMA and elsewhere to develop"ROL suitable prernixers for high power operation. Early
indications from low pressure testing are encouraging
but much work remains to be done before a design can

FAR be committed to an SST engine project. The resulting
combustor will need to operate at both low and high0"t a power conditions. The aim is to produce a high power

L o PaduCtio,,, FAR . of ca,,,=usto,°,,.,e 'A• premixer which gives acceptable performance with
Figure 14 Low Nox combustor principles regard to relighting efficiency and stability at low power

settings. If successful this would lead to the simplest
As the fuel air ratio differs trom the stoichiometric value, possible combustor design. However, it is almost
either greater or smaller, the temperature following certain that fuel staging will be required to achieve
combustion and therefore the NOx production will acceptable fuel air ratios in the premixer ducts at all
locally decrease. Obviously a combustion system engine power setlings, More probably separate low
which avoids having near stoichiometric mixtures power operation fuel/air modules may be required
anywhere within the burning zone stands the best which do not employ premixing. These would not yield
change of achieving low rates of NOx production, low NOx emissions at high power conditions and so

would have to be turned off, In this case the module air
This can either be done by having a very uniform would have to be diverted into the high power
mixture of fuel and air and always keeping well away premixers for NOx control and hence mechanical
from the maximum temperatures of stoichiometric variables or flow diverters would be required. Thus the
mixtures, or alternatively having locally very rich (over resultant developed combustor for a future SST aircraft
stoichiometric) zones where the iritial burning takes engine could have both staged fuel anci staged air to
place followed by the rapid mixing to a lean fuel air ratio meet both ultra low NOx at cruise and low power
condition for the remainder of the burning. The region engine operating requirements.
where the mixing takes place being traversed rapidly in
a minimum time. These two approaches are described CONCLUDING REMARKS
as the premixed, pre-vaporised (uniform mixing) s/stem
and the rich burn-quick quench-lean burn system, In this paper we have reviewed briefly the reasons why
respectively, the propulsion system for a supersonic transport aircraft

needs to operate with high temperatures in the
Yet a third possibility is to premix the fuel and air and combustor system and the significance of those
allow the reaction to take place stably in contact with a conditions to the design and operation of the
catalytic device. These three systems are illustrated in combustor. Whilst the need to operate with
basic terms by the three diagrams in Figure 15. temperatures of nearly 1,000°K at inlet to the

combustor and some 16-1700'K at entry to the turbine
rotor does not in itself pose particular mech•anical

Rich zone cooling X problems on the deSign of the combustor. The
Smoke control X combination of these temperatures and the need to
Rapid, uniform mixing ? save weight in a staged (double annular) combustion

system would be greatly benefited by the use of
ceramic matrix composite materials. TheCatalyst substrate complementary requirement for ultra low NOx in the

P, ..............material properties X exhaust gases from the combustor whilst pushing
Flash back beyond what has been achieved is nevertheless seen

as a possible development provided that technologies
associated with maintaining suitable fuel air mixture

,,. preparation over the full power range whilst also
Auioigriion/oiashback c controlling the flame to avoid ignition flashback can be
Lean blow ou ?j developed. Research towards these objectives is in

hand in many parts of the world at this time, including
activities with which Rolls-Royce is closely associated.Figure 15 Low Nox combustor systems

Experience has shown that it is very difficult to identify ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
suitable catalysts which can survive the very high
temperatures and high gas flow erosion conditions that This paper has been assembled with the support and
exist in gas turbine combusto- systems for aircraft cooperation of the Advanced Design Engineering and
engines, consequently this style of control is not Combustion Engineering departments in Rolls-Royce
favoured. Note the alternative use of catalysts to 'clean and that support is gratefully acknowledged. As is the
up' the gas at exit from the turbine system (paralleling permission of the Directors of Rolls-Royce for
automobile systems) would give larger volumes and/or permission to publish the paper.
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PREDICTION OF PROMPT NOx IN HYDROCARBON AIR FLAMES

V. Dupont, M. Pourkashanlan, A. Williams

Department of Fuel and Energy,
Leeds University,

Leeds, LS2 9JT, UK

1. INTRODUCTION that proposed by Miller and Bowman (1).
Complementary to this understanding is

The gas turbine industry is directing the modelling of the actual combustion
particular attention to very low-NOx system using a full description of the
combustors, whether for aircraft or fluid dynamics coupled with a reduced
land-based CCGT systems. These low-NOx chemical scheme, which is then compared
combustors frequently use liquid fuels against the first model.
or natural gas burning under very lean
premixed conditions with air or under The object of this investigation is to
rich-lean conditions, although only the evaluate the relative importance of the
first case is studied here. In land three mechanisms of NO formation in
based systems, diluted steam or lean premixed methane-air combustion
nitrogen are sometimes injected into with increasing pressure using the I-D
the combustion chambers to reduce flame plug flow package PREMIX, and to test
temperature. The NOx emissions from the validity of a 3-D model with a
such systems are the product of three global chemical mechanism against the
chemical mechanisms which are I-D model in the atmospheric pressure
interrelated: 'the hydrocarbon prompt- case. Methane is chosen because it is
NO, the thermal-NO (extended Zeldovich the only mechanism which is reasonably
mechanism) and the nitrous oxide route well known and is a good guide to the
to NO. Formation of NO, from NO also behaviour of other hydrocarbons. The
occur, as well as emission of carbon mixture ratio chosen is richer than
monoxide and unburnt hydrocarbons. that in lean gas turbines, but the
When the fuel-oxidant proportion combustion of this mixture with the low
decreases towards leaner conditions, preheat gives realistic gas turbine
flame temperatures are lowered, final flame temperatures. Conditions
resulting in the total NO being reduced of NO2 formation are also analysed in
and the thermal-NO contribution greatly the 1-D model and results extrapolated
diminished to the benefit of the to the case of gas turbines.
remaining two mechanisms of NO
formation. Whilst knowledge of the 2. THE CHEMICAL MODELS USED INTTHE I-D
elementary reactions and their chemical MODEL ANDITHE3-DMODEL
kinetics concerning methane and simple
hydrocarbons combustion exists now for In order to predict NOx formation it is
a number of years, its use for computer necessary to describe the fluid flow
modelling is limited to simple flow and chemical reactions. It is possible
dynamics configurations. Nevertheless, to set up these equations in a
understanding of such combusting flows comprehensive way for I-D combustion
under a wide range of experimental including NOx prediction by using
conditions allows for analogies or PREMIX as in the next section. The
speculations with more complex actual limitations of current computers
systems. Such understanding can be preclude the use of such extensive
achieved by means of 1-0 laminar chemical mechanisms in complex flow
premixed flame modelling, with a full systems unless cost is not of
chemical mechanism which incorporates significance. In this section, the
the three routes of NO formation, like

Pre-ented at an AGARRD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technology for Advanced Airraft Engines: May 1993.
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chemical model used in the Sandia to the above mentioned species, and was
PREMIX is discussed, and the simplified defined by 96 reactions.
mechanism of methane combustion
together with the derivation of the In the following is the approach taken
global equations of prompt and thermal- in the 3-D model using the FLUENT
NO utilised in the post-processor of version 3.03 CFD package by mevn% of
NOx in the CFD package presented reduced mechanisms ano olooal equations
subsequently. for methane combustion and NO formation

in the atmospheric pressure case. A
The chemlcal mechanism chosen in the I- global reaction for methane oxidation
D model of a laminar premixed methane- can be used but this apTroach gives no
air flame at different pressures is information on the important
that of Miller and Bowman (1) from intermediate, CO, nor can it predict
which the most insignificant species the flame temperatures correctly. This
were eliminated. It modelled the can be partially circumvented by using
evolution of 24 species (CH, CH-, CH2 , a two-step reaction scheme based on the
CH, CH20, HCO, CO, CO, H , f0, 0 reactions
OH, HO , H 0, N2, N, NO, ACN, NC6', NH,
CN, N2

6 , Nt2) using 79 reactions and CH + 1.5 0 -1- CO + 2H0 (
their corresponding reverse reactions 4  2 1 2

throughout the same length of domain of or in the case of higher hydrocarbons
10 cm. Two modes of burning were
computed of which the first one was the CxHy+(72+ '4)02.xCO+Y/2H20 (1a)
freely propagating adiabatic flame, +

which calculates the temperature rise followed by
and the adiabatic flame temperature,
the burning velocity and the 2
concentrations of the above species as CO + 0.5 0 - CO2 (2)
functions of distance. The second mode
was the plug flow flame to which a which have been used by a number of
chosen temperature profile and an researchers, e.g. Dryer and Glassman
incoming flow rate of reactant mixture (3) and Dupont et al (4, 5).
are imposed, bearing in mind the
resulting computed burning velocity Reaction (1) effectively incorporates
cannot exceed the adiabatic one. In the two steps
this case, the temperature profile
imposed was taken from the prediction CH4 + 02 --+ CO + H20 + H2 (1a)
of the 3-0 model at the location of the
highest temperature, and the mass flow H2 + 0.5 02 --- H20 (Ib)
rate of reactants chosen to produce a
burning velocity equal to the adiabatic which in turn include all the
one. elementary reactions. Reaction (2)

truncates the CO plus hydroxyl
An additional mechanism suggested by chemistry and as such the CO
Michaud et al (2) was employed in the concentration can be used if necessary
same conditions as before and also in as an indicator of the degree of
the modelling of a plug-flow flame of radical overshoot; in particular it can
fuel-air equivalence ratio 0.77 (5) and be used to calculate oxygen atom
at atmospheric pressure. This concentration. We then couple this
mechanism, based on the Miller and two-step mechanism with a post-
Bowman one, indicated a greater role of processing computational stage for NOx
the NO formed by oxidation of N 0 prediction. NOx can be formed by both
especiall through an excited siate of the thermal route (including 0 atom
0 atom (OD) which displays faster overshoot) or by the prompt-NO route
kinetics than the 0 atom in its ground involving hydrocarbon radicals reacting
state. This mechanism included the directly with N2 and to a lesser extent
species CH30, H202 and 010 in addition via a nitrous oxide intermediate. As

1 i 4
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the flame temperature is reduced the If the reaction rate is controlled by
prompt route dominates and that is the equation (6) then the concentration of
case in the present investigation, prompt-NO, [NO]pr, is given by

The thermal-NOx formation mechanism is d(NO]pr
fairly well understood but the - CD k6 [CH] [N2] (li)
difficulty is applying it with dt
precision. The reactions involved are:

where C. - 2 in very lean flames when
k3  both the HCN and N can form NO. In

N + N2 itNO + N (3) stoichiometric arid rich mixtures it
takes a value between I and 2.k4

N + 02 =NO + 0 (4) If [CH] is formed by the steps

k5
N + OH # NO + H (5) CH4+OH # CH3+H20 etc. -CH (7,8,9)

Thus in stoichiometric and lean flames and if the following reactions
the thermal-NO formation rate may be
expressed by the equation: OH + OH ;* H20 + 0 (10)

d[NOIT and
2k 3 [0] [N2 0

dt 0 # 20

I 1-[NO] 2/K(02 ][N2] ( are in partial equilibrium, then it can

+k_3[NO/k 4(02 +k5[OH] (i) be shown that
__NO__, k6 K7 K8 K9 K11

3/ 4

where K - (k /k. 3 )(k 4/k. 4 ) andk d [N[] p kK KK(ii[N
1.8x0O14 expe-36,370/T) cm3 mol1 S-. dt Ko 312 [H20]31 2 2][CH4]

Equation (i) assumes that the NO
formnation rate w,11 be dependent on the There are a number of uncertain~ies:
local stable (i.e. Oz, N2) and unstable firstly whether radical equilibrium is
(i.e. OH and 0) species. Thus thermal maintained, secondly the conversion
NOx can be modelled with an accuracy of efficiency of HCN to NO and thirdly the
t 35% given the information on the value of k6. There are considerable
actual oxygen atum and OH radical from doubts about k6 and recent estimates
a library data function of the 02 cover a relatively wide range of values
concentration. The effect of pressure (see ref. 5), at a temperature of 1300
is that the rate of formation ov NO K, this implies relative rates of 1, 3
varies as the square root of the total and 7 for these rate expressions
pressure. This is the relationship respectively. The form of equation
commonly assumed to predict the (iii) is that the rate of formation of
pressure dependence of NOx in gas NOPr is proportional to total pressure.
turbines.

Equation (iii) is similar to the
NO can also be formed by the prompt-NO expression obtained experin;entally by
route involving the sequence: De Soete (6) and with the same pressure

dependence. We have modified this to
Ch + N2 t HCN + N (6) the form given below for methane as

fuel reactant, namely
followed by reaction (4) and the
oxidation of HCN subsequently leading d[NO]pr
to NO and N,, the latter predominating . 6.4x]0 6 f rO2]0[N2][CH4 # (iv)
under these-lean reaction conditions. dt

x exp(-Ea/RT)
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HowEver equation (iv) only applies to where M is mainly N,, and is followed
high temperature flames and a by
modification of this, based on reaction
orders calculated from experimental NaO + 0 - 2NO (13)
composition data, must be applied in
the lower temperature slower reacting If the rate of NO is controlled by
regime. reaction (12) then we can set

The overall activation, Ea, in equation d[NO]
(iv), can take two values corresponding - . k[O] [N2](M] (v)
to a low temperature range and a high dt
temperature one, namely for T < 1920 K
Ea - 177.7 kJ/mol, and for T > 1920 K where [0] is the actual oxygen atnin
Ea - 303.1 kJ/mol. Such values of Ea concintration but can approximately be
are based on experimental data as made equal to [0,1]05. On this basis
described in (5). the pressure dependence of d[NO]/dt is

(pressure) 1 5.
The value of the factor f for aliphatic
fuels is given by f - 4.75 + C1 n - C2 Both the thermal route and the N20
0 + C3 02 - C4 0 where C1 to C4 are prompt route are subject to
constants, n is the number of carbon uncertainties not only in kinetic data
atoms in the hydrocarbon fuel and 0 the but in the actual reactions involved.
fuel/air equivalence ratio. The values
of CI to C4 are 8.19 x 10-2, 23.2, 32 Since the rate of prcrnpt-NO formation
and 0?.2 respectively. Those values was empirically derived with respect to
are valid for aliphatic alkane the low activation energy found, and
hydrocarbon fuels and for 0 between knowing that the experimental
0.62 - 1.43 and possibly for even concentration of NO used for its
leaner mixtures. calculation included the N,O-route of

NO formation, it is justified to say
In practice the methane (or other that the N20 route to NO was included
hydrocarbon) and oxygen exponents are in the prompt-NO equation through •he
variable. a and R, the reaction value of the activation energy. The
orders, can take values respectively term of CH4 concentration not directly
from 0 to I for 02, and 0.2 to I for responsible for the N 0 route to NO as
CH4. At low temperatures (i.e. < 1000 the hydrocarbon prompi-NO is, accounts
K) the reactivity of CH4 with O. is for the life duration of the NO NO
very low and the reaction order of 02 mechanism. A future improvement'of the
is taken to be 0. As T increases the mechanism is to incorporate a separate
reaction order for 0? increases also. global equation for the N 0 route to
e is a function of t1e concentration of NO. However, since the 3-D moael was
02 and an average local temperature. # only run for atmospheric pressure, it
was taken to be I because of the low is necessary to study the effect of
temperatures involved in the present pressure in the 1-D cases for the
case. In the case of turbulent equivalence ratio of 0.65 and the
combustion a joint variable pdf results of this study are presented in
treatment using the variables (T, [021) the next section.
for thermal-NOx and (T, [CH 4]) for
prompt-NOx was used to determine the NO 3. FULL COMPUTATION OF NOX FORMATION IN
concentrat ion field. ATMOSPHERIC AND ELEVATED PRESSURE

FLAMES
The third route (7) leading to NO
involves the formation of N2G as an Computations were undertaken using
intermediate via the reaction: PREMIX for the combustion of methane at

1, 5, 10 and 20 atm for the fuel-air
0 + N2 + M = N20 + M (12) equivalence ratio 0.65. Two burning

modes were studied : the freely
propagating adiabatic flame and the
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plug flow flame to which the adiabatic Fig. 2. This displays the matching
burning velocity and an imposed curves of NO as a function of reaction
temperature profile reaching the time using the mechanism without N 0
maximum temperatures of 1350 K and 1500 ano the thermal-NO mechanism only for
K were applied. Furthermore, the 20 atm. The NO formed when the species
mwchanism of Miller and Bowman (1) and N20 was eliminated from the mechanism
its niodification by Westmoreland and in the 20 atm flame showed it was
co-workers (2) were compared. Results entirely due to the thermal route. The
from the former mechanism are lnitial',y formation of N2O and NO, throughout the
discussed and those from the latter combustion domain is shown in Fig. 3.
commented upon subsequently. rhe From this plot, the equilibrium values
computed adiabatic flame temperature of N2O increasing with pressure
remained unchanged at 1751 K at the indicated the N20 route was not
different pressures. The effects of responsible for the increase in NO in
increasing pressure on the freely the radical equilibrium region, and
propagating adiabatic flames were that that the maximum values of N20 matched
the temperature gradients were those of NO in the radical over-shoot
increased, the burning velocity zone. It also indicated that NO
diminished as an effect of incr'easing formation preceded that of NO in time.
density. This had the effect of Like NO, equilibrium values of N O were
extending the reaction time for a same increased by high pressure when ihe
length of domain. Also, the thickness thermal-NOx mechanism was active, which
of the radical overshoot zone was was always the cace for adiabatic
reduced but the time of appearance of flames. The species NO2 remained in
the radical pool was affected small quantities (less than 1 ppm) but
differently with increasing pressure. increased also with reaction time in
With increasing pressure from I to 5 the radical equilibrium zone and
atm, the radicals 0, OH, H and HO2  increasingly with pressure.
appeared sooner and moved the flame
front upstream considerably. However, At the end of the domain the relative
when increasing from 5 to 20 atm, the contributions of hydrocarbon prompt-NO
radical appearance was slightly moved and therimal-NO were respectively 7.2%
downstream even though their gradient and 59.1% for I atm, and 1.5% and 70.9%
was more pronounc)ed. The peak value of for 20 atm. Analysis of the results
these radicals was maximum at obtained for the atmospheric case using
atmospheric pressure. The effects of the modified mechanism (2) (see Figs. I
increasing pressure on NO formation in arid 2) showed that the total-NC
the radical overshoot region - which is obtained was increased by 16% and that
usually taken to be the prompt-NO the corresponding final thermal
formation zone- are shown in Fig. I for contribution was 67%. Therefore, the
the freely propagating adiabatic flamns overall effect of the modified
at 1, 5, 10 and 20 atm. In this region, mechanism was due to (a) increasing the
the maximum NO was found to be equal at total-NO, (b) increasing the thermal-NO
10 atm and 2fl atm but at a value of and (c) decreasing the final proportion
only 4.8 ppm for the original Bowman of the thermal contribution while
and Miller mechanism. Wheni eliminating increasing the remaining two.
the species HCN and CN responsible for
hydrocarbon prompt-NO, the total NO Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the
formed in this early region was evolution of the main parameters of NO
diminished by a maximum of 30% for formation (temperature, CH , NO, N 0,
atmospheric flame and 55% fur the 20 0, OH and H) at I and 20 atm fort&
atm flame. However, as the reaction plug flow mode; in the same figures are
time increased and the radicals reached also plotted the NO and N20 predictions
their equilibrium values, the NO using the modified chemical mechanism.
increased linearly with time in a more The same temperature input was used for
pronounced way as pressure increased, the two flames and showed that these
The prompt-NO was in no way responsible parameters start to change once the
for this increase as demonstrated in maximum temperature of 1500 K had been
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reached. Comparison of the two figures atm and I atm. The modified mechanism
load to interesting discoveries. In the which includes two additional third
first place, the total-NO found for 20 body reactions of formation and removal
atm was nearly the same as for I atm, of NO by N and by NO• leads to a
at 0.5 ppm using the unmodified higher pear in N20 at 10 atm and a
mechanism. The value obtained with the higher equilibrium value of NO. The
modified mechanism was similar at 1 atm slowing down of the rates of formation
(0.6 ppm) but doubled at 20 atm (1.2 of the radicals also extended the
ppm). These small values are duration of methane oxidation.
consistent with the freely propagating Naturally this has to be placed in the
ad-'abatic values of NO in tho prompt-NO context of actual turbulent flames
zone, taking into account that the where the maximum temperatures reached
temperature was 250 K smaller in the fluctuate around an average of 1500 K
plug flow case. The same low value of locally, due to imperfect mixing, hence
maximum temperature was responsible for variations of stoichiometry. Similar
the quasi- elimination of thermal-NO runs of plug flow flame using th IFDU
formation in the radical equilibrium 3-0 prediction of maximum temperature
region. Explanation of the shapes of NO of 1360 K lead to difficulties in
and N 0 at 20 atm and 1 atm for the achieving the burning of the methane In
unmodified mechanism is found in the the 20 atm case, extendinig the distance
effect of pressure on the hydrocarbon of CH4 decay over 10 cm. This result
attack by free radicals. Many seemed to show that the mechanism or
recombination reactions involving H, OH the kinetic data used were no longer
and 0 were speeded up by increasing valid, and indeed it is not recommended
pressure, in a larger extent than the in such extreme conditions of pressure
chain branching reactions. This and temperature. In this run, the
phenomenon was even more pronounced for equilibrium values of the radicals 0, H
low temperatures since the reactions and OH were even more rapidly reached
concerned have a zero activation energy without displaying the superequilibrium
and a negative exponential term on characteristics, leading to even lower
temperature. Hence, the plug flow high NOx than in the 1500 K case. From these
pressure flames, at a lower temperature observations, the predicted average
than the adiabatic ones, displayed a turbulent maximum temperature of 1360 K
slowing down in the usual build-up in was probably underestimated in the CFD
radical concentrations as soon as they calculation and the equivalence ratio
reach a minimum sufficient for the of 0.65 of the primary mixture to the
recombination reactions to occur. The limits of flammability hence the
ultimate effect of this on NO, N20, H, results displayed for 1500 K only.
OH, and 0 was that their" rate of
formation and removal were increased. 3.1 Application to a Full CFD Computation
However H, OH and 0 were more heavily
affected by their rate of removal, thus In order to test the use of the prompt-
their equilibrium more rapidly reached NOx equation together with thermal NOx
generally after a smaller prediction, a very lean combustor which
superequilibrium value . The species produces very low levels of NOx was
NO followed the opposite trend as its modelled. It is similar to a gas
rate of formation was increased by turbine chamber in its design, hence
pressure due to a faster third-body its usefulness in making the comparison
recombination reaction H+O2+M=HO 2 +M and with the formation of NOx in gas
the reaction N +HO -N O+OH. Therefore turbines. The burner, shown in Fig. 6,
the peak concentraotin of N20 was consists of a planar enclosure followed
higher for 20 atm (6ppm) than for 1 atm by a divergent section in which the
(0.5ppm). NO formation which was on one flame sits. A long planar duct comes
hand slowed down by a reduction in 0 next, ending in a short convwrgent
and OH at high pressures, was on the section from which emerge the hot
other hand accelerated by an increase mixture of air and combustion gases.
in N20 through the reaction N O+O-2NO, Only the parts of the burner where the
ending in similar values of W6 at 20 flame develops have been modelled, the
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remaining sections being of little balance of pressures at their release
interest from the point of view of NOx in the burner head. It was their
formation. influence which ensured that (a) the

primary methane-air mixture distributed
A section of the burner is drawn in in 4 balanced way between the two first
Fig. 7a and the finite volume grid of and the third rows of holes, and (b)
the model is given as front and the secondary air flow was sufficiently
enlarged top views in Fig. 7b. The 3-D large to entrain the fuel-air mixture
model took advantage of the multiple toward the divergent section, but low
planes of symmetry of the burner. The enough to let the feed gas emerge from
choice of keeping to minimum the number the two first rows of holes.
of cells in the z direction (7 cells)
to allow larger numbers in the main Figure 8 shows the temperature field
directions of the flow in x and y (71 for the equivalence ratios 0.77 (left)
and 50 cells) was made. The size of the and 0.65 (right). Calculated prompt-NO
domain in respectively x, y, and z concentrations at = 0.77 and 0.65 are
directions was 0.142, 0.05 and 0.00635 plotted in Fig. 9. no thermal-NO was
m. formed in either cases due to the low

temperatures involved. Experimental
The geometry of the burner head played results for the equivalence ratio 0.77
a crucial part in the flow pattern and agreed well with the predictions
in the stability of the flame. The considering measurements of NOx could
velocity field and the mixing of the not appreciate tenth of ppms. These
primary fuel-air mixture and secondary results are summarised in Table 1.
air were highly dependent on the

Table I

- 0.77

Min Thermal Max Thermal
Input Input

CH4 (m3/s) 4.73 . 10-3 3.42 . 10.2 8.93 . 10-3

T (K) 1383 1453 1230

NO (ppm) 0 2 0.2

NO2 (ppm) 0 0 0

CO (ppm) 53 302 215

02 (%) 12 10.4 12

CO2 (%) 4.6 5.9 3.8

Table 2 displays comparative results Figure 10 shows the contours of rate of
obtained by the CFD model and the NO formation for € - 0.77 and -= 0.65.
PREMIX at atmospheric pressure and Fig. 11 gives the streamlines, similar
Fuel-air equivalence ratios 0.77 and at @ - 0.77 and € = 0.65.
0.65.
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Table 2

Total NO (ppm) % Contributions

Mechanism at at hc N20 Thermal
Tax 10 cm prompt prompt

* 0.77 T = 1541K 1 atm

PREMIX M & B 0.5 0.67 61-52 33-38 6-10
W 0.6 0.9 29-21 64-70 7-9

CFD Global J 100 0

* - 0.65 T - 1500K 1 atm

PREMIX M&B 0.36 0.56 55-37 40.7-56 4.3-7
W 0.6 1.2 - - 3.7-6

CFD Global 0.24 100 0

4. CONCLUSIONS the radical overshoot region; with
respectively the N20 intermediate route

High pressures in the case of very lean to NO and the hydrocarbon prompt-NO as
methane-air premixed laminar flames the highest contributors at high
were found to have different effects in pressure and at atmospheric pressure.
the two main zones of the flame. In The CFD 3-D model succeeded in
the radical overshoot region, the predicting similar levels of NO as the
unmodified mechanism showed NO full chemical laminar 1-D model in the
increasing parameters such as atmospheric case, although the N20-
temperature and N20 to NO third body prompt route to NO was not explicitly
reactions competing against NO reducing included. Nitrogen dioxide, which forms
factors such as lower 0 and OH mainly through the reaction NO + HO2,
superequilibrium values due to faster was also increased by high pressures in
recombination reactions. The modified the adiabatic case, although of two
mechanism emphasized the third body orders of magnitude smaller than NO.
reactions forming NO. In this region, This reaction is greatly accelerated at
pressure was not found to affect the low temperatures and all NO present
relative contributions of the three would eventually convert to NO, if the
mechanisms of NO formation: hydrocarbon radical HO2 is present, that is if H
prompt was around 35% - 55% depending radicals and 02 are present. This
on temperature, thermal was from 5% - situation can arise when exhausts
20% and the rest was due to N20-prompt. containing NO are injected Into a cold

air stream where H atoms from the flame
In the radical equilibrium zone, the react with 0 We have undertaken
dominant parameter in NO and NO2  studies which show that in such cases
formation was temperature. Thus'in the the [N0 2]/[NOx] ratio varies with the
adiabatic case, since the temperature cold air stream temperature, details of
was high enough for the thermal-NO to this work will be published later.
occur, high pressures increased the
level oi NO to few a tens of ppm. The ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
other two mechanisms of NO formation
were inactive in that region. In the Valerie Dupont wishes to thank British
plug flow case where temperatures did Gas plc for a SERC CASE studentship.
not allow thermal NO formation (1500
K), the nitrogen oxides remained
approximately at the values reached in
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Fig. 1 NO concentrations in radical overshoot region for various pressures of freely
propagating adiabatic flames, 0 = 0.65. M&B: Miller and Bowman mechanism, W:
Westmoreland mechanism.
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Fig. 2 NO concentrations in radical equilibrium zone for various pressures of freelypropagating adiabatic flame, 4= 0.65. M&B: Miller and Bowman mechanism, W:
Westmoreland mechanism.
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at various pressures of freely propagating adiabatic flame, € = 0.65. Only Miller and
Bowman mechanism.
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without HCN, CN and N20).
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SIMULATION OF PGLLUTANT FORMATION IN TURBULENT COMBUSTORS
USING AN EXTENDED COHERENT FLAME MODEL

E. Djavdant, D. Veynante, J. M. Duclos and S. Candel

Laboratoire EM2C, CNRS, Ecole Centrale Paris, 92295 Ciateny -Malabry, France

An extension of a flame surface density model, combining flainelet concepts and homogeneous reactor combustion is
proposed to predict NO and CO formation. Results for CO in propane-air premnixed flames for different equivalence
ratios are compared to available experimental measurements. The agreement is good but the model is sensitive to the
determination of the flanielet model parameters such as those governing the effective strain rate.

Cet article pr~sente une extension du anod61e de flamnme cohbrente k l'analyse de Ia formation de polluants connne CO et
NO. Le nouveau modile combine une description de type flammelette avec une representation de la combustion i l'aide
de r~acteurs homogines. Les r6sultats obtenus pour CO dans le cas de flannes turbulentes stahilisdes dans un canal,
sont compar6s h des anesures. L'accord entre les calculs et les expdriences est encourageant mais les r6sultas d6pendent
sensiblement des hypothdses utilisees pour Ia d6ternination du taux d'itirement efficace.

1. INTRODUCTION

Prediction of pollutants like carbone monoxide or niti-ogen oxide constitutes an important issue if one wishes to improve
combustion performance and more generally to decrease the impact of hydrocarbon combustion on the environment. This
problem also poses a scientific challenge because the standard fast reaction assumption (short chemical time compared to
turbulent time) generally made in turbulent combustion modelling, is no longer valid for pollutant prediction.
It is known for example that carbon monoxide oxidation into carbon dioxide or nitrogen oxide formation requires longer
residence times than the initial reaction of hydrocarbon combustion. This situation is analogous to that encountered
in supersonic combustion, for scramjet applications. In this case, due to the high flow velocities, the mechanical time
is noticeably decreased and becomes comparable to chemical times. Classical turbulent combustion models of premixed
turbulent combustion, such as the well known Eddy Break Up approach or those based on the "flamelet" concept assume
a thin reaction zone between fresh amd burnt gases with a single very fast global reaction

F +0 -- ' P

where the global reaction rate is mainly governed by turbulent flow characteristics. Chemical effects are only included in
the determination of the local laminar rate of consumption and in the calculation of extinction conditions which results for
example from excessively high strain rates.
A new formulation is necessary to take into account species such as CO or NO because the caracteristic chemical time
of oxidation of these species is longer than the one of hydrocarbon oxidation and the hypothesis of a thin reaction zone
becomes inadequate. In fact, the CO oxidation takes place in hot gases, mainly through reactionr like

CO + OH -. C0 2 + H

where the OH radicals are also products of the first hydrocarbon oxidation.
The approach proposed in this work is to extend a flame surface density model designated as the "Coherent Flame Model"
(CFM) to the analysis of the pollutant formation. The original CFM was derived by Marble and Broadwell (1977) for non
premixed turbulent combustion and it has since then been used, tested and extended for premixed turbulent combustion
by Candel et al. (1982), Darabiha (1984), Candel et al. (1991), Maistret (1991), Veynante et al. (1991) and Boudier
et al. (1992). The extension of such a model for pollutant prediction is based on the assumption that the fuel oxidation
mechanism mainly takes place is a thin reaction zone and is governed by a flamelet regime whereas the oxydation mechanism
of intermediate species 3uch as CO and NO is modeled by a classical well stirred reactor approach (i.e., the chemical time
of oxidation of these species is assumed to be longer than the local turbulent time). This oxidation takes place and involves
species originating from the flamelet reaction inside the hot gases. One may note that such a general idea has been already
suggested by Bray (1979). According to this author, pollatant formation could be analysed in terms of two kinetic reactions
occuring sequentially so that the first one is assumed to be complete before the iiext reaction begins. Accordingly, two
progress variables and probability density functions are required (one per reaction) if one wishes to explo:t this analysis
with a pdf approach. Broadwell and Breidenthal (1982) have also proposed to decouple chemical reactions in a mixing
layer in two parts one corresponds to a strained laminar flame sheet (i.e., flamelets) in the % ortex braids, the other in a well
stirred reactor in the vortex core. Such an analysis has been used for NO prediction by Dibble et al. (1989) and extended by
Miller et al. (1989) for supersonic combustion. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, these approaches have only been exploited

tPresent adress :Centre de Recherche Claude-Delorme, Air Liquide, 78350 .Jouy en Josas, France
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'o obtciaini simiple' atialyt ical relaut eions for spec'ific flows and not for cnume-rical suneelateou of it Comiplete t urhulle-t reaccti ng
flow field, For hydroge'n/air c'omibustion, Janicka anid Kolhutan (1982) lhave' sugge-stede a split tinig of the react ion scheme in
two fCaIs. The first reac'tijons nre iisseuinee' to( have' re'ache'd an e'quilibriumo st ate Where'as the, reconmbi nat ion react ion are
trealted wit h a finite reactieon rate. In the, particular i-ase of the -schee'n e coilsie lred. dlie toC e'quilibcriumu expressions and
'onise-rvat ion~ of at omnic element, at complete determinallit ion of the 'he'nle'al state is niade thlrough ei "cominiited vat-n lCe"
(i linmeear eco uhIi I lit ionl of re-act ion rate' of e'ach reac tjion) alec it pas4sive' scalar. Only at single variable' have to be modeItlede.

Ne'rve'rt heIe'ss this i ntere'st ing idele-m is on ly applhicable' whece tile e'he'meeical scheme', is met too lamrge' and t he' problem iiiay be
r''(ledced i to t he determinaotion o f tw ve ariabIdes bly malking uise, of at sufic~inent numble'r of ate enir cc Ciservatt ion relatio ns amnd
e'quilibrium asumpiliftionis.

The' presenit article c'omiprise-s four se-ct io ns. Sect ion 2,seeniniari'/.es t he main e'lemeneits of the Coherent Flame Mode'l, used'
to de'scrib e' fuel ox idat ion in thle' flat ielet s. The' comeeple-te fo rmuulat ion for p~olluetanit formcation is thle-n gi ven iii se'ctioe n 3.
Numerical simunlat ions ande available' experimnental edata ai-' presenited mnd discussed in se'ctioin 4.

2. REVIEW OF THE COHERENT FLAMELET MODEL

Iii this section we' will briefly pre'sent the' basic eleietiiet of lhee coherent flainie miodel for premiixed turbulent combhlustion.
Fuerthe'r dle'tails may be found in previous articles, for example in Candel et al. (1991) or Veynat'te 0t al. (1991). A bllock
diagramn of the nieodel is shown in F'ig. 1. One assumes that the turbulent flame may be viewed as a collection of thin flame
e'lemeinits be-tween fresh and hot gases. These elements are convected and distorted by the turbulent flow motion but keep
an ieeleiifleeble structure and, iii this secese, remain coherent. This analysis is valid if the thickness of the reactive sheet, 6r'
is sufficiently sniall compared to the typical length scales 1, of the turbulent motion. Some authors believe that 6r shouldl
be le'ss than the smaller turbulent scale contained in the' flow, the Kolmnogorov scale. But recent results obtained from
direct numerical simulation (Poinisot et al. 1990) (Cr by flame vortex interaction experiments (Roberts amid Driscoll, 1991
)indlicate that fluctations with a length scale smalle'r than a certain cut-off scale are unable to interact with the flame.

Such at phenomenon has been already pointed out by Peters (1986) who proposes a "Gibson scale" for this cut-off but the
value' of this Gibson scale' doe~s ecit gene'rally c-orre'sp~ond to that founed by direct simulation. It is~ now probable' that the
fleune' thickness h, may e'xce'edl the' Kolniogorov scale' aldI the "tlainelet doiiiain" (Cf p~re'miixed turbulent combustion is miore
imlport ant thiant ge-ne-rall 1b e-leeved.

Turbulent premetred fiane

Fresh reactants

L~aminar Premixed strained flame

Figure 1 . Descripft ion of pre'iiixe'd t urbu lentt ciimbust ion using flitneelet eicncep~ts

Each flauutelet ele-ment is mainly affected by tie local strain rate which acts in the pilane of the dlante. modifies its struectuere
arid changes the local reae'tion rate'. As a consequence, the local reation rate p'r unit of flame area may be detenrnineed
by the analysis of a laminar strained flane'. This simple geometry is adopted iii many stud~ies5 for de-taile'd calculations of
the local reaction rate, including comnplex chemistry feature-s and inulticomponent transport properties (see for examptlle'
Darahihia 0t al., 1988 or Rogg ct al., 1986). Experiinental data are al,3o available for a varie-ty (Cf .itrained flaine's.

Followinig this analysis, the global reaction rate' of each species i, W4., miay be writ te'n as the' pro~duct of thte lo~cal reaection
rate per 1umit oCf flamne aream, a, by the' avai lablde fiane' surface deneesity pC(r untri vouelit E'

'rne flamee suirface density has noew toe be' de'te'rmined. The' ce'ntrcal idea o rigi nat inmg fromn MarblvCe anid Bre ae we'll is to( use'
a I rue tep' rt e-quat ion for the dlensitmy eof flatine surfae'e. 'i'his eequatieon mtay be' tde'ivede fineom thle' tr anspoert eep tat ici feor a
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material surface in a turbulent flow (s.e the derivation of Candel and Poinsot. 1990). The strain rate imposed by the
turbulent motion change the local reaction rate of the flamne but also has the effect of increasing the available reaction area.
This production process is also balanced by various destruction mechanisms (not existing for a material surface) ý flame
shortening (nmutual interaction of adjacent flamne front and consumption of the intervening reactants), flamne quenching
under excessively high strrin rates.
To summarize, the ,cohvrent flame model combines the three following elements : (1) A model for the turbulent flow,
including a standard set of Reynolds or mass average dynamiiic equations and a turbulent closure model. (2) A local
model for the lamninar strained elements providing the consumption rates per unit of flame area. This model, combining
complex chemistry kinetics and detailed molecular transport, is essentially decoupled from the turbulent flow description.
In pratical computations, this model is iniplemente1 as a flasnelet library, providing the loral reaction rate as a function of
various parameters (local strain rate, equivalence ratio, pressure, fresh gases temperature, ... ), No local computations are
carried-out during turbulent flow numerical simulations. (3) A balance equation for flame surface density accounting for
transport, diffusion, production and destruction of flame area. A schematic representation of the model is given in Fig. 2.
The main advantage of this analysis is that it decouples complex chemistry from the turbulent flow computation.

Chemical kinetc Multlcompomt
transport

Flae le moel
dynamic equations
speci .es conservation equations pnn

• oatconsumption

•rates

Balance equation for the flame

Ignition and sarface density
extinction Lclsri ae
p erties Local strain rates Consumption rates equivalence ratio

S Turbulent 07ow description

S 11dynamic equations
species conservation equations
closure rules

Figure 2. Block diagram of the coherent flame model

An important ingredient of the model is the modeling of the strain rate used both for local reaction rate determination and
in the source term of the balance equation for flame surface density. In the simplest case of a two dimensional mixing layer,
this strain rate e, may be deduced from the transverse gradient of the mean axial velocity. In more complex situations, it
may be evaluated in terms of the turbulent kinetic energy A- and dissipation f as

t-, - ne/k

A more coinpkx approach, based on direct nunmerical simulations carried out by Poinsot et al. (1990), have been proposed
by Meneveau a)id Poirsot (1991): lhe Intermittent Net Flame Stretch model (ITNFS). An effective strain rate is introduced
in the production term of the flanie surface which only takes into account the length scales that actually affect the flame
front. Flame front thickness bh and laminar flame spe-d ut are respectively compared to the turbulent integral length scale
,I and to the turbulent velocity fluctuations u' to determine the effective flasrie strain rp.te

. = rk(lht/6, n'/uv)

where Fk is a function prtvided by the authors.
Models baIm,,d ,in an equation for the flaine surface density are now ,eing explored by many grouips ( for examplle Cant
it aI, 1990, Mantel and Borghi. 1991, Chwng and Diringer, 1991, Rogg, 1989, ... ). A sunmmary of their mnodels is given in
Durlts, r I l. ( 1993) together with an analysis in the case of turbulent flame propagation in (tlie dimension anl a comnparison

ilil~ J'i i ii
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with experimental data. It i, interestiug to note that whatewer the derivation of the flame surface equation, the source
and destruction terms of the balance equation for flame surface density proposed in each case have much in common. The
differo-nces mainly come from the closure assumption, used for the modeling of the effective strain rate.
To end this bief survey of the coherent flame model, one may note that exteasions have been proposed for non umformly
premixed reactants (Veynante et al., 1989), for situatio"is including both pre, 'ixed and non-premixed flames elements such
as those encountertd in transient ignition of e non premixed turbulent devices (Veynante et al,, 1991, Fichot et al , 1991)
or in Diesel engines, taking into account the vaporization of a fuel spray (Dillies et al. 1903).

3. AN EXTENDED FLAMELET MODEL FORMULATION

To extend the flame surface density model to the prediction of pollutant formation, we assume that the combustion
mechanism of hydrocarbons takes place in two submechanisms. Tlme first one, the oxidation of fuel producing intermediate
species (mechanism called MI) is typically very fast compared to the other caracteristic tinmes. This oxidation is supposed
to take place in a flamelet. The second mechanism (CO2 and NO formation), called M2, with a longer chemical time,
takes place in high temperature regions where the fluctuations are relatively less important and where one may consider
that the corresponding kinetics aze best represented by homogeneous reactor conditions.
The source terra of the conservation transport equation of species k may be formally written as

R

A V) - kjV,(T, [Y, ..... [Y17 (1)

where ý, is the mean mass reaction rate of reaction i, R is the number of chemical reactions and vkj the stoichiometric
coefficients of species k in reaction i.
Under the previous assumptions, this source term may be expressed as :

Ri?

A(Tk) = WkE~+ Z LkiVW,(Tb,[ 716- iK
i-i

where the first right hand term is the reattion late of specie A due to the flanmelet reaction, Wk is the local reaction rate
per unit of flame area of specie k. The second term, for the R2 reactions of mnechanismu A12, expresses the consmunption
rate for a well stirred reactor in the hot gases.
For clarity, the proposed miodel. combining the flamnelet assumption and a well stirred reactor analysis is now pres'ntcd in
the particular case of a propane/air premixed flanie. The kinetic scheme used hlas the fortmi

C3HS + 3 -0-, 3C0 + 4 (I)

H 2 + -1 02 4-;- H 20 (11)

2
CO + H20 - C0 2 + H2  (III)

N, 4 02 4=* 2NO (IV)

The first three reactions anrd their kinetic constants come from the work of Jones and Linsted (1988), the last on~e is a
simplified Zeldovich niechanisin for thermal NO formation (De Soete, 1989).
An order of magnitude analysis of the reaction constants indicates that tile caracteristic chemical time of the first reaction
is small corupared to the time of the tb-ee ohiers. As a consequence, the first reaction (i.e. the fuel oxidation inechanisin)
is assumned to take place in aim infinitely zone and, accordingly, a flamelet formulation, such as the so called "coherent fianie
model" is retained for this reaction. The three other reactions (oxidation of H2 , CO and N2 ) are assumed to take place in
the reactecd gases of the previous reaction as in a well stirred reactor.
The available flamne surface density is provided by a classical trahsport equation, where the source term is given by

MY)= a -_--a-.--2 (2)

Where UI.HS is the consumption rate of propane per unit of flnine area ard L2 designates the mean flanie surface density
(i.e. tile available flame area per unit volume). The first term expresses the production of flame area under the strain
rate e, imposed by the turbulent flow. This termn incorporates results from direct numerical simvlations to take into
account turbulence/combustion interaction. The second term models the annihilation of flame surface by consumption of
the intervening reactant. In the present forniulation, only lean (ombustion is being confid-red.
For the chemical scheme (I - IV), the reaction rate of each species may be written as 7

3 Ml, 1 M0 2  1 Mo0  I,
2~i~ 2M•.u ' •-M. o20 - 2MNO
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".MCU • (o•lAMko),- 3)q'co i... - MW~-w--7•,

M. it,A(IýH,) = 4• w .. " M W ,o+ MH, '11
liff0i. Alit..()~ MC0o + coo

A(kn.,o) -Afm "/o .o.II
"" j • WCO,

A(k,:o,) - ,'N
A(Y'NO) I

where WCH, is the propane consumption rate per unit of li~ne area (flaraelet model), Mk designates the molar mass of
species k. The reaction rate wk' of equation i for species k is determined from standard homogeneous rtactor exprission'J
(i.e. st.ndard Arrhjnius law, without turbdence interactions). For example, the reaction rate of carbon dioxide CO 2 in
reaction IIl comes from :

I', 3 krf(7jla"'C - -P T (3)
Mc 0 , • M0 o AMIO o - k •r Co)7 MH ]

where f1k' is the mass fraction of species k in the hot gases, h; and Tb are the density -and the temperature of the hot gases,
k3 f and k3., are the forward and backward reaction constants.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The proposed modA is now tested by numeriLally simulating a duci.ed turbulent premixed propane-air flame stabilized
behind - V guttei" flarxe holder (Fig. 3). The combustor is 32.5 cm long and 5 cm high. The channel width is 8 cm so that
the mean flow is hearly two dimensional. The blocage ratio is 50 %. The lateral walls are made of Vycor (artificial quartz)
allowing flow visualizatiop and radical emnission measurements. The air mass flow rate may vary between 30 and 120 g/s

Photornultiplier
tube

Filter X

CCrnputer

yCO'y

Lens
Filter

CCD camera

Computer

Figure 3. Premixed propane-air flame stabilized behind t V gutter flame holder, The flames spread in a rectangular channel
e'quipped with tian'parent side walls. Light radiation fiom free radicals is monitored with a moving photomultiplier and a
CCD camera.

and the equivalence ratio takes values in a raitge extending from 0.6 to 1.2. Available experimental data comprise radical
e,nission images and gas analysis. The light emitted by free radicals like CH and C2 is measured to determine the regions
of heat release. It has been shown that for a given equivalence ratio, this light emission is nearly proportional to the wecal
mean reaction rate. Light emission is collected by a phutomultiplier or a CCD camera through a narrow band pass filter.
Gas analysis is carried out with a sampling vrobe and classical gas analyzers for CO, C0 2 , 02 and unburnt hydrocarbons
(CH•). Due to the size of the cooling sampling pr&Je, gas analysis results are only available in the exit plane of the burner.
In this work, two experimental condidons are studied. The a:r mass flow rate rha is fixed at 75 g/s and the equivalence
ratio 0 takes values of 0.75 and 0.65.
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Results corresponding to the first eium, (P14 = 73q/.q,0 = 0 75) are displayed in Fig, 4. Fields of teinperature, mtt&;"

fractions of propane, carbon inotoxide CO. hydrogen, flamne surface, effective strain rate (provided by the ITNFS model)

ulid local reacttion rate are shown in this figure. For comparison, the expeitiiwiltal renction rate obtained from CH light

__TEMPERATURE 0,012
.. CO mass fraction

0.01 -J(a

M114 F UEL MASS RACTION MAN ASK-01 0.008 L /

0.006
CAPON MONOXIDE MAS FRACTION,

_____________________________ 0.004-

0.002
HYDROE A S F ITO

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

F . LANE SURFACE DENSITY PER UNIT MLASS Yt(rm

Miti 4 4SM*01 EFFECTIVE STRAIN RATE IAM0 0.0030 COmsfr.to

* ~ HEAT RELEASE RATE .a s'* E*S O.mo2

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(Ls)

Figure 4. Results of calculation corresponding to the first 0.0
case (Yria = 759/j, 0 = 0.75). Fields of temperature, mass

fractions of propane, carbon monoxide CO, hydrogen H 2 ,

flame surface density E, effective strain rate (provided by I
the ITNFS model) and local reaction ,ate are displayed in 11"91.
this figure on a scale of grey levels. 02,O5 0.005 U.005 0015 0025

HEAT RELEASE RATE Max - 21ES W/m3

_________________________________________ igure 6. Profile of CC m~ass fraction in the coml'ustt:r
exit plane. (a) Experimental profile, jh) Comput.'d profile.

L. . i = 75gls, 0 = 0.75.

Figure 5. Experimental reaction rate deduced from CH
!ight emission measurement. rrin = 75g/s, 6 = 0.75

emission is presented in Fig. 5, Two flame regions, separated by a stream of burnt g•,.Ses, aplpear oil the downstzeam flow
from the flame holder. Combustion is incomplete inside the chamber and the flame (,xtends beyond tile conmbustc.r exhaust
plane. Numerical simulations of the reaction rate are in qualitative agreement with the available experin-ntal datt (the
scale of light emission is arbitrary) and the flame spreading i6 well simulated by computations (MWmltr t, 1991 ) Light
emission measurements may be calibrated to give the local mnealn heat release rate. Values obtreined fro'li the experiment
and the model are also in good agreement. The experimental CO mass fraction is only available in the exit plane of the
burner. Comparisons with numerical computations are carried out in Fig. 6. Cakculated profiles are r-eafsniably dlose to
the experimental ones but the computation underestimates the maximum value of CO mass fraction by a fact,-r of about
3.
Numerical simulations corresponding to the second test case (nia = 75g/s. 0 = 0.65) are shown in Fig 1. One may iýote
that when the equivalence ratio is decreased, the maximum temperature ie also dlecreaseed but the mass fraction of ,arbi,h
monoxide, CO, is increased. Once inore, the CO mass fraction is qualit-atively well reprt'lduwed (Fig. S) but the peak values
are slightly underestimated.
Computations taking into account the thermal NO formation are shown in Fig. 9 (ri,, 75g!,s, / = 0) 75) -uind Fig. 10
(rin = 75y/s, 0 = 0.65). No experimental data are available in this case but the calculation indicates that NO is nainly
formed in the burnt gases and reaches near equilibrium values in the hot gas stream. As expected, the mnaximnum mass
fraction of NO decreases when the equivalence ratio is decreased.
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thei fIgure 1lode a aid' lovi reacio levels.diýIIlyl l Figure S. Profile of CO mass fraction inl thv combustor
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rri. = 75g/s, 0 = 0.65.4
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('ONCLUSION

A necw llodtle coinr igllmiielt Vo0l(Ijt. and~ IloillIogel(O1cl5 reactor (ollillistiolI is propo~sed ill ordeIr to cacittlati' tilt
format~ioni of po:n1mnrit '1ei as CO '111l N"') ill !Iffb-alen conli'lastors. Calculaitions, baLsedloil semi-global kinetic scIicniii

(i~t
1

I fiIIlivIit b tmililatttoil "wilblilIE-d with it aWell stir-lec reat'lt o (lliIVsis of thbe bilrnt gnses W',, carried out for p~remixedI

ill)! lilt I ;ti flanIts- fout tWo (iitbl'.llt vIjl~ivahielle ratios. Compar~l~ison kvitI.' t'Xpl'('l~ltliItl i~llas1bnelnelvts shows thait thet modtel

prouvidets reasoiitIblN acc'zraleaiesxoim'f (O).Trlhvst iid, ;ilso provvs thalt tAkitg inltoiacwIlt the kinieticsofixi)llitatillt. formnai.on
Ilii\ililflil"ll4e *114' glohlO 'le-s*rijtti('ii tf tilt 1(' flw ivil. For examplelt thein iim IIIIIIIIL~t-atioli Itan. is dl'CeresedI ill tile Ililur
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LUMMAZ.L variance, • and cJ be computed

CFD predictions of nitric oxide and smoke
production in a tubular combustor are described for comparatively readily. In this way the turbulenta rng ofinet emeraur an pessreconditions mixing field can be comprehensively mapped. The
a range of inlet temperature and pressure is modelling strategy customarily adopted for
up to BOOK~ and 8 bar, chosen to distinguish the combustion is therefore to assume that the
effects of Loth state properties and turbulence on chemistry is fast, relative to this rate controlling
formation rates. Combustion models based on both thent ixing, and that rateocony ing
laminar flamelet and chemical equilibrium turbulent mixing, and that the accompanying scalars
representations are contrasted and compared with may be inferred simply from state relationships.
measurements in the literature. Whilst uncertainties The particular advantage of this approach is
persist in respect of the detailed mechanisms, evidently the limited number of scalar variables
notably for soot formation, a strategy is identified introduced which require the solution of additional
which extends the role of mixture fraction in the balance equations. Despite enhanced computer
calculation of the influence of turbulent scalar capabilities this remains a critical concern for
fluctuations on emissions prediction. reacting flows in complex 3-D combustorgeometries.

I T DU T I O The fast chemistry assumption may be conveniently

Detailed combustor flowfield predictions play an implemented in two forms; local state relationships

increasingly important role in the process of engine - 0 (4)
design analysis and evaluation. Challenging goals
have been set for advanced combustor design in established from either complete chemical
relation to pollutant emissions levels in addition to equilibrium or from laminar flanelets. Laminarexit emperture diffusion flame calculations can be performed
the more traditional concerns a temperaturefo exactly, within the constraints of our understanding
traverse quality and liner wall temperatures. of the detailed chemistry, and economically in a
Numerical simulation is then a key component of.1 one-dimensional counter-flow configuration. for
"right-first-time" strategies designed to reduce thecost and timescale of advanced combustor example. The microscopic structures represented
development. Whilst CFD techniques have proved by these relationships differ in a number of ways.deffectvelopmnt. W ucin teprincipal features of Reaction intermediates - whether quasi-stable, as in
effective in reproducing the picalftueof the case of CO. or highly reactive, as with radicalcombustor flowfields, the more recent emphasis on see cas O, 0 and re as ithsrady-
combustion chemistry, relative to emissions species such as OH, 0 and H- are found in steady-
performance, presents significant additional state concentrations far removed from chemical
challenges. The present paper will focus on the equilibrium. Whilst such differences may have
prediction of two distinctive scalars, the little influence on gross flow patterns, their
concentrations of nitric oxide and particulate soot - implications for trace species chemistry can be very
species of direct interest which also exhibit a

different range of flowfield interactions and Pollutant emissions, with the contentious exceptionmodelling demands.Poltnemsinwtth ottouexpin
of CO, essentially result from chemical non-

The combustion process in the present generation equilibrium - mean formation and destruction rates

of gas turbine ccýibustors is essentially non- which are not fast by comparison with flow

premixed and can be conveniently characterised by processes. This makes their prediction difficult
within the framework of the simplified descriptionthe distribution of local mixture fraction, -. (or of combustion chemistry outlined earlier. Wherelocal air-fuel ratio • -f (1 + AFR)'I). As a teefcso iiert hmsr r hral

conserved property - free from the direct influence the effects of finite rate chemistry are thermally

of highly non-linear chemistry - the statistics of insignificant - as in the case of nitric oxide - the

mixture fraction, typically the Favre meand and computation of pollutant species concentration cani
be undertaken as a post-process super-imposing the

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technology for Advanced Aircraft Engines, May 1993.
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production mechanism on an established flowfleld. In the experiments, gaseous propane was introduced
The influence of turbulent fluctuations in trace through ten 1.7mm diameter Jots uniformly spaced
species composition must be accommodated in this around the circumference of a cone located at the
mechanism, however, in addition to the fluctuating centre of a 45" swirler, The experimentally-
temperature field. The single scalar probability determined swirl number of 0.6 was incorporated in
density funzction - that for mixture fraction, P(4) - a uniform representation of the air flow across the
is therefore a constraining factor in even the complete swirler face. Partial cell blockaging was
simplest representations of pollutant chemistry, for used to reproduce the Injector geometry whilst the
example that for NO formation by the Zeldovich aerodynamic blockage introduced by the swirler
mechanism, vanes was incorporated in the specification of

annulus area.
These issues are examined here within the
framework of detailed calculations for NO and Although the flowfield detail is not our primary
smoke production In a representative tubular concern here, isothermal model calculations have
combustor for a range of inlet temperatures and been performed for the steady, time-averaged
pressures. The choice of a tubular combustor balance equations for mass and momentum, closed
geometry reflects the dearth of detailed through a two-equation k-e turbulence model in the
experimental data on distributions of velocity and standard form within the PHOENICS package. In
scalar properties within combustor liners more particular, the system of equations comprises
generally, as distinct from nozzle exit conditions.
Experimental measurements for purposes ofcomparison with prediction are therefore drawn C(A ) M 0t(1)from families of related experiments reported in the ac,
literature.

Isothermal and combusting flow experiments are 8wdx, i
reported in model tubo-annular combustors Of
essentially similar design by Heitor and Whitelaw (2)
(1986), Bicen et al (1989) and (1990). The basic incorporating the turbulence model
primary and dilution zone architecture of this
combustor has been reproduced computationally in
the present study. Given the focus on emissions I
chemistry modelling, the configuration has been P141  PS + I
simply modelled in polar co-ordinates with the
injector and hemispherical head section simulated 2
using blockages as furnished by the general purpose -
CFD package, PHOENICS. The disposition of six 3 V[/pk(
primary and dilution holes in the liner suggest that
cyclic symmnetry may be e:ploited. A 600 sector C, - (4)
has been modelled with bounding planes which I= p(
bisect two adjacent primary 5oles as shown in fig.
1. The computational mcsh .omprises 20 x 16 x 8 . a (P, at)
45 nodes, in the r, 0 and z ditections respectively, - -. I~ I
reflecting a compromise between geometrical & (JkciJ)
fidelity and grid independent :;olutions. and (5)

The laser Doppler anemometry and flow -p - P
visualisation studie3 on a plexiglass model of this &J
combustor reported by Bicen et al (1989)
recommend a flow split betwo,.en swirler, primary
and dilution holes of 17%, 33% and 50%
respectively to reproduce the principal internal flow
features of the combusting flow experiments of
Heitor and Whitelaw (1986) and Bicen et al (1990).
These values have been adopted in the present
computations with an overall air-fuel ratio of 57.
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a ~~a (P,',as 8 - 8(1 I'
- (Pwie) .J T - v P#J J O ý06 avand C ,

_CAP-- 1  CS ,,

C p 6-2/k -

The probability density function for mixture
w ith the model c onst an ts fraction, P(4), is asumed to take the general form

CP a 0.09. C1 = 1.44o dof a beta function, whose detailed shape is
Iand Prandd-Schmidt determined from the calculated first and second

C2 moments, and The mean mixture

numbers

o -- 1.0, as - 1.3 density, , is inferred from an Instantaneous

state relationship
The flow split recommended from the water
analogy studies generates the flowfield predictions P p(l)
illustrated in fig. 2. The key features of the and evaluated by quadrature,
flowfield observed experimentally are clearly
reproduced, although significant quantitative
differences exist in relation to the strength and 'eye' f p-'P(l) dt (9)
location of the primary zone vortex (Alizadeh 0
(1993)). These discrepancies appear to emanate
from the primary jet impingement zones where State relationships are most readily determiledspatial property gradients are large and the k-c under the assumption of complete chemical
sptuble mropelty grdiens prerh let abe toe equilibrium or for laminar flamelet burning. Bothturbulence m od el is pe rhaps least able toar em l y d i co p is n r p rt d h e a d t eaccommodate the accompanying anisotropy. The are employed in comparisons reported here and the
preomodited mean ac pal andiswirl veoities are strategy is extended to the complete range ofpredicted mean axial and swirl velocities are scalars, including in particular - relative to the
compared with reported laser Doppler anemometry ssincud i patu relatie t themeasurements at axial stations z = 40, 50 and emissions focus - the temperature, the unburnt fuel
60mmsuspanninth pimar jeations z g 3 40.5and molecular oxygen concentrations and that of60ram, spanning the primary jet, in rig. 3.oxgnams

oxygen atoms.

ombusatUi Modl The equilibrium calculations are performed using

A fast chemistry, conserved scalar approach is the program of Gordon and McBride (1971) and

adopted to describe the combustion process. The the state relationships defined by curve fitting.

balvice equations (1) - (6). interpreted in terms of Laminar flamelet calculations have been carried out
Favte-averaged quantities. in a one-dimensional counter-flow geometry,

_R -employing a code developed by Warnatz and co-
-- /", P' ~workers (cf. Warnatz (1982)). Detailed chemical

are supplemented by equations for the mixture reaction mechanisms for propane-air are well-
fraction Favre mean and variance, specifically, established and that employed here comprised 52

chemical reactions and 40 species with rate data
drawn from Leung et al (1991). The present
calculations have been performed over a range of

8 aJ/ P at 0 inlet air temperatures and pressures up to 800K anda(7) 8 bar. The local hydrodynamic strain rate is a
&J &J C''J/ prescribed parameter in such calculations. In the

absence of strain rate information in a practical
combustor. a single comparatively benign level of
150 s" has been adopted throughout. Illustrative
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profiles aue presented in fig. 4 of the instantaneous For combustion in air the rate of NO formation is
state relationships tbr adiabatic temperature and thus primarily determined by local temperature and
oxygen atom mole fraction emerging from such O-atom concentration. The flamelet levels of the
fiamelet calculations, latter, as illustrated In fig. 4b, are appreciably in

excess of equilibrium - at 800K, 8 bar;
The implications of these relationships for turbulent
combustor predictions are discussed in later X U 1.0 x 10., X - 0.6 x 10"

sections, 
emm

- and will enhance formation rates accordingly.

SIAW ddbt aiia rmmtaa Since NO production is insignificant thermally, we

The principal mechanism of NO formation in the may super-impose the calculation for NO mass

current generation of gas turbine combustors is that fraction onto the existing flowfield solution. In

identified by Zeldovich particular, we introduce

at + aye,
N2 + 0qN +N N (14)

k2 NO+0 
where ("NO = NO (O)

k_2
(10)

supplemented by the further step * 2 -•- p2() k1(f) XJV(t) X,(•)

N + OH -h NO * H PC d (15)
k-3 and TNo f

The molar rate of NO formation can therefore be 0

identified as 2 rL Pduction

(11) By comparison with oxides of nitrogen the
underlying mechanisms of soot formation and burn-

d [NO]=-7,[N ][Q[0 out remain quite poorly understood. Fuel pyrolysis

Z=[ mechanisms are inevitably complex, whilst the
heterogeneous processes of surface growth and

I [,oxidation introduce interaction with incompletely
1 - K [N012O[N] [021 specified physical properties, for example particle

1 + k.1 [NW0(A0 [oj + size and surface condition. Progress has been
I O II reported however in relation to extending the

on the assumption that the N-atom concentration flamelet approach to encompass simplified
remains in steady statc. For trace concentratiens of representations of sooting processes in terms of two
NO, far removed for equilibrium, eq (11) may be additional variables, the soot particle number
further simplified to density, n. and volume fraction, f,, (Moss et al

(1988), Young et al (1991)).

d [NO]r2k1 [No [01 (12) Source terms for these variables, incorporating

& 2representations of the processes of nucleation,

where the rate constant, k,, takes the form surface growth and coagulation, take the form

k, a 1.36 x 10" exp (-37750/1). (13)
[m3/kmol.s]
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d ~ GV (1)"x-120 x

IN 1(1 kA P02 )X ka pm (1z) (19)d ) (Ptý X+ 1) + 4%°"Pa
& (where the rate constants distinguish surface sites of

where N. denotes Avogadro's number (6 x different reactivity and

10*/kmol). po is the particulate soot density

(1800 kg m3) and the individual processes are kA - 20 &Vp (-30,0PI ),
described by

nucleation kg - 4.46 x 10- exp (-15,20(0R7)

a • Cep2T'6 X, eip (-TJ7)
k. 213 sip (4100/02),

a i C6. 6k -1.51 x 10' Op (-97000• M)

coagulation

P i C TW (18) x + 1 -

surface growth kt Po2J

y " CypT V1 Xp s (-T,7) Eq (19) is surface area specific and that of the soot
particle aerosol is determined from the gross

The model parameters C are determined properties number density and volume fraction. An
Teor C PY6 eaverage particle size, D, may be estimated from

from detailed comparison betw'een prediction and
experiment in laminar diffusion flames. The
parameter values employed here are taken from the fV =- " D
ethylene flame study reported by Young et al 6
(1991), The incorporation of such a mechanism into

combustor predictions raises a number of modelling

C. - 1.7 x 10' (,,4-2K-4A- issues.

l 9 X 10I" (WK1 3311 .") Following the flamelet approach outlined earlier,
those aspects of these source terms dependent on
gas phase properties, for example temperature and
composition, may be characterised by further state

C T - 126 x 10-" (M VI "), relationships a'd averaged over the computed

C& - 144, mixture fraction field. The correlation between
soot properties, n and f,, and mixture fraction is
however inaccessible and his been neglected in
present computations. Specifically, therefore, we

T * - 46.1 x 10H (1) consider

Ty - 12.6 x 10' (1)

Soot oxidation is introduced through the mechaniam f v.. ( 4), , P(t) dt (20)
of Nagle and Strickland-Constable (1961) 0

In order to reconcile the Favre-averaged flowfield
model and soot properties, the latter are
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Incorporated into the turbulent calculation in the A fully-coupled calculation incorporating both a
form detailed soot formation mechanism and radiative

loss is under development but has not been
incorporated into 3-D combustor calculations. The

n , and- (21) predictionc reported here therefore consider the
pN= temperature field to be adiabatic.

Two additional balance equations are thereby Prele, AIM,"

introduced into the equation set described earlier, The detailed property maps on tubular combustors
reported in the literature (Heitor and Whitelaw
(1986). BDuen et aI (1990)) have been obtained over

- • _ (22) a limited range of inlet air temperatures and
0(P10d) - - , atmospheric pressure operation. These studies did

Sf 0,6 j not include measurements of particulate soot.

Some indication of the general level of the latter
can be inferred from the laser extinction

=j_• 2 1 -N - Z " , measurements reported by Moss et al (1992) on a
4' Amodel tubular combustor fuelled by kerosine at

pressures up to 4 bar.

and .,.(•aA -A.. (2_A .•tT (23) Calculations are presented here spanning threeaI@A-a,..operating conditions - 300K inlet air temperature
and 1 bar pressure; 800K inlet and 1 bar; 800K
inlet and 8 bar. The flow split inferred from the
isothermal study has been employed throughout and
norN:listhe mass flows scaled according to a fixed

The simplest approach to the incorporation of this normalised mass flow (,A 427P) from the 1 bar

model into the combustor calculations is again to experiment. The pollutant production processes
being modelled are strongly temperature and

post-process the solution for 0. and 4o, after pressure dependent and the range of conditions
examined were chosen to reveal such behaviour.the manner of the NO prediction. Some

calculations of this kind will be presented later. Illustrative profiles of distributions over the liner
However, two of the conditions underlying this primary and dilution zones are shown in fig. 5 for
approximation will not generally be satisfied in rich mean mixture fraction, temperature, oxygen atom
burniag primary zones. In post-processing the mole fraction and the mass rate of nitric oxide
calculation we imply that the additionally computed formation. The state relationships underlying these
scalars exert little influence on the pre-determined predictions are derived from flamelet calculations.
flowfield. Unlike NO formation, soot production The influence of mixture fraction is evident
may influence the temperature field significantly throughout these different property maps, as might
through enhanced radiative loss and the mixture be expected, but the detailed non-linearity of the
fraction field through its action as a sink for NO production source term is appai'ent in the
carbon, since this is generally a less reactive state comparison of figs 5 (c)-(e).
than the gas phase.

A more detailed comparison of prediction and
The latter problem has been addressed by Young et

al (1991) who decomposed the mixture fraction into experiment is provided by fig. 6 for planes

two contributions, one derived from the gas phase bisecting the primary (0 0") and dilution
and the other from the mass concentration of soot.
The gas phase field is locally leaner in the presence
of solid carbon in consequence and a modified holcs (0 = 30") • Both distributions and
gaseous composition is inferred from the reduced absolute temperature levels are plausibly
gas phase mixture fraction tirough the state reproduced. The computed primary zone profiles
relationships. indicate slightly lower temperatures than measured

on the combustor centre-line and suggest less rapid
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mixing of the fuel jet initially. This is believed to reduced by dilution. The peak level attained, 1230
reflect the limited resolution of the injector ppm, is approximately 30% of the stoichiometric
geometry. The radial penetration of the dilution jet equilibrium value. The roughly linearly increased
also appears slightly less than is observed NO levels accompanying the higher pressure -
experimentally and is more persistent in the axial rather than the OP-dependence which might be
quantitative agreement however is good and 4(b)) arises from compensatory effects of

provides an encouraging basis for emissions increased peak temperatures (" 200K, cf. fig. 4(a))
prediction, together with reduced scalar fluctuation levels and

slightly increased residence times in the
Computed distributions of mean NO mass fraction intermediate zone of the combustor.
down the liiier are shown in fig. 7 for the three
operating points. The NO - source term illustrated The predictions illustrated thus far are based on an
in fig. 5(e) reveals limited production in the underlying laminar flamelet model but it is
primary zone in comparison with that adjacent to instructive to compare such calculations with those
the wall between the primary and dilution zones of the fast chemistry - equilibrium limit, often
influenced by both higher temperatures and O-atom employed in combustors. Fig. 9 therefore compares
concentrations. This region is sharply terminated mean temperature and NO predictions in the

S.........by the dilution jet in the plane 0 m 0' plane for 800K inlet, I bar conditions

e= 30' although further production is evident employing both flamelet and full equilibrium state
in the lee of the jet, particularly at the higher relationships. Whilst the peak equilibrium
pressure. Broadly similar distributions are evident temperatures are higher than those based on the
under all the Londitions investigated. Predicted NO laminar flamelet, they are spatially less extensive
levels are very low (< 5 ppm) throughout the and the NO-production term is generally lower than
combustor wider 300K inlet air and atmospheric its flamelet counterpart for mixtures leaner than
pressure conditions. Profound increases however 4<0.05 reflecting the super-equilibrium O-atom
accompany both increasing air temperature and concentration. Despite their differing historic the
pressure. 'exit' levels are quite comparable. A more detailed

discussion of these modelling issues is given by
Whilst the model combustor investigated by Heitor Alizadeh (1993).
and Whitelaw (1986) is similar to that subsequently
mapped by Bicen et al (1990), modifications were The foregoing predictions emphasise the sensitivity
made to both the swirler and dilution hole flows, of NO-production to temperature variations at the
Te• primary zone flow predicted here is therefore level > 100K and must therefore raise doubts
richer than that studied by Heitor and Whitelaw concerning the robustness of the assumption that
but, in the absence of NO data from the later study, the flowfield is also adiabatic. Radiative heat
fig. 8 illustrates their measured distributions at an transfer will be locally re-distributive at such levels,
AFR of 52 for 318K inlet air and I bar conditions. particularly in richer regions, even if the combustor
Beyond the leaner, higher temperature primary zone is near-adiabatic overall. Soot formation within
the measured NO levels are comparable with those the combustor is therefore of interest not only as an
predicted here despite the implied differences in the exhaust pollutant in its own right but, through its
patterns of production. Limited exit plane effect on the temperature field, also as a factor
measurements at 750K air inlet temperature are also influencing NO formation.
reported in this study, indicating levels in excess of
50 ppm (cf. fig. 7(c), (d)). Predictions of the distribution of soot volume

fraction within the liner for the three operating
Increasing the operating pressure to 8 bar produces conditions are illustrated in fig. 10. Broadly similar
further enhanced NO levels approaching an order of structure is predicted over this range of temperature
magnitude larger. The simplified source term and pressure with the highest levels of soot volumc
representation of eq. (12) has been retained for fraction in the intermediate zone, punctured in the
comparison purposes here although the levels now plane 0 = 0' by the primary jet and ttrminated in
begin to more nearly approach local equilibrium the 30" plane by the dilution jet. "fl's distributions
values in the intermediate zone of the combustor aie essentially annuhar, with low levels on the
and the more complete representation of eq. (11) cooler, leanet combustor centre-line (cf. fig. 6),
would be more appropriate. In this simpler similar to the extinction measurements reported by
formulation NO, once generated, can only be Moss et al (1992) also in a tubular combustor.
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Soot production is moderately enhanced by Aknow ld n
increased temperature levels but more dramatically
by increased pressure. For the same mass fraction The authors are pleased to acknowledge the support

- of the Science and Engineering Research Council in
(p, /f,/), the volume fraction will increase the form of a research studentship to S Alizadeh.

linearly with pressure, however the predicted &&a=ferne
changes suggest growth otp 2. This sensitivity is
significantly greater than that observed by Moss et A ui onah S. (1993)al (1989) and Young et al (1993) from Computational Prediction of Pollutant Emissions

al (989 an Yong e al(193) romfrom Gas Turbine Combustors. Ph.D. Thesis,
measurements in laminar and turbulent non- from Gasture ofnb lor y, Ph.D T is
premixed flames respectively. The preferential Cranfeld Institute of Technology, 1993 (in)
enhancement with increased pressure of particle preparation).
nucleation rate, relative to surface growt•i, implied
by eq. (18), generally lies outside the range of Bicen, A.F. McGuirk, .8. and Palma J.M.L.M.
detailed experimental studies of laminar flames (1989)against which simplified mechanism, have been Gas Turbine Combustor Flow Fields in Isothermal
calibrated. Flow Experiments. Proc. Instn. Mech. Engrs. Vol.203, 113.

There is little overlap between soot formation and
oxidation regimes (cf. fig. 11). Peak formation is Bicen, A.F. Tse, D.G.N. and Whitelaw, iH. (1990)
predicted to occur between adjacent primary holes Combustion Characteristics of a Model Can-T1e
in the circumferential direction (0 - 300) but in Combustor. Comb. and Flame, 80 111.
their vicinity axially. Peak oxidation occurs in
similar circumstances in the neighbourhood of the Gordon, S. and McBride, B. (1971)
dilution jets. These jets effectively terminate Computer Program for Calculation of Complexfurheroxiatin dwnsrea one te manChemical Equilibrium Compositions, Rocketfurther oxidation downstream once the m eanPef r a c ,I id n a d R fl t d Sh ks a dtemperature falls below - 1800K. Peak local mass Performance, Incident and Reflected Shocks, and

Chapman-Jouget Detonations. NASA SP-273.
fractions, P 1l .,I. approach 5% at 8 bar

as ' 7Heitor, M.V. and Whitelaw, J.H. (1986)
pressure - mass concentration of 50gm 3 - and Velocity, Temperature and Species Characteristics
imply conversion rates for locally available carbon of the Flow in a Gas Turbine Combustor. Comb.
approaching 75%. Evidently not a small aad Flame, 64, 1.
perturbation to the underlying composition field
which can be simply accommodated by post Leung, K.M. Lindstedt, R.P. and Jones, W.P.
processing. (1991)

A Simplified Reaction Mechanism for Soot

Figure 12 illustrates the effect of incorporating Formation in Non premixed Flames. Comb. and
carbon mass loss to the solid phase on the Flame 87, 289.
calculation of local mixture fraction. In comparison
with Fig. 1 (a), the reduced gas phase component Moss, J.B. Stewart, C.D. and Syed, KJ. (1989)
of the mixture fraction restricts soot formation to Flowfield Modelling of Soot Formation at Elevated
the more immediate neighbourhood of the injector, Pressure. Twenty-second Symp. (Int.) on
inhibiting its production in leaner regions adjacent Combustion, Combustion Institute, p. 413.
to the primary jets. Peak volume fraction levels are
roughly halved. Nagle, J. and Strickland-Constable, R.F. (1961)

Oxidation of Carbon between 1000-2000*C. Proc.

A number of uncertainties surround this model of Fifth Conf. on Carbon, Pergamon, p. 154.
soot formation and oxidation, both in respect of the
simplified mechanisms employed and in the Warnatz, M.1 (1982)
treatment of turbulence interaction. The difficulty Numerical Methods in Laminar Flame Propagation.
of evaluation is compounded by the limited data Friedr. Vieweg & Sohn, Braunscweig/Wiesbaden.
base, even in simpler combustor configurations. Young. K.J. Stewart, C.D. Syed, K.J. and Moss,
However these predictions do provide an J.B. (1991)
encouraging framework within which to undertake Soot Formation in Confined Turbulent Flames
a design assessment and demonstrate the potential Fuelled by Pre-vaporised Kerosine and by Ethylene
of currently accessible CFD techniques in relation Proc. Tenth Int. Symp. on Air-Breathing Engines
to species controlled by finite rate chemistry. (ISABE). AIAA, p. 239.
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Discussion

Question 1. R. Parmesan
How many cells were used in the computational mesh? How much time did the calculation take and on what kind of a machine?

Author's Reply
The computational mesh illustrated in Figure 1 comprised approximately 15,000 cells (20 X 16 X 45 in the x, e, z directions
respectively) distributed within a 60 degree sector incorporating cyclic boundaries. Each iteration sweep required
approximately 5 minutes of CPU time on a SUN SPARC I+ work station. Convergence of the reacting flows was achieved in
approximately 2,000 sweeps.

Question 2. J.R. Tllston
I find the NOx pressure dependence very surprising. Was the combustor run at a constant flow function at the two pressure
conditions?

Author's Reply
The pressure dependence of NOx production implied by these predictions is greater than expected. Although the calculations
were performed at a fixed flow function (ifil/P), differences in key flow field properties were predicted in relation to both peak
temperature and fluctuation levels. Their influence on the highly non-linear rate expression is then predicted to mask the
pressure dependence anticipated from 0 - atom equilibrium. The lengthy burning zones exhibited in Figure 6 (a, b) are perhaps
untypical and exaggerate these effects.

Question 3. T. Ros~ord
Experimental evidence for a can combustor containing a single pressure atomizing injector/swirler configuration indicated a
reduction in soot mass fraction (soot loading) by 100. Do your results also show a strong consumption of soot?

Author's Reply
The integrated mass fractions at planes along the combustor, necessary to address this question fully, have not been computed,
but the predicted effect of oxidation is here generally less dramatic than the quoted value suggests. The reduction in soot mass
concentration does not exceed a factor of 10.

More specifically, the predicted soot formation zones are not compact but extend into the intermediate zone between the
primary jets, changing the balance between the competing processes. While the dilution jets do bring about a composition field
favouring oxidation, the accompanying temperature falls rapidly to levels at which the Nagle and Strickland-Constable
mechanism employed here is comparatively ineffective. Recent studies, however, have suggested an important enhanced role for
oxidation via OH, rather than 02, in combustion zones. Uncertainties over soot particle size, and therefore the effective aerosol
surface area, further compound the problem.

Optical measurements of soot volume fraction in a model tubular combustor at Cranfield do not suggest quite such a large
disparity in formation and oxidation rates, albeit at modest pressures and air preheat. There is clearly a need for more detailed in-
situ soot measurements at realistic combustor operating conditions to refine the discussion of such issues.
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NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF TURBULENT SOOTING DIFFUSION FLAMES

P.J. Coelho, T.L. Farlas, J.C.F. Pereirl and M.G. Carvalho
Mechanical Engineering Department

Instituto Superior Tdcnico, Technical University of Lisbon
Av. Rovisco Pais, 1096 Lisboa Codex. Portugal

SUMMARY n - real part of soot refractive index
N, - Avogadro number

Soot formation is an important but poorly understood subject. np - soot particle number density
Although significant advances have been made in the last few - partial pressure of species i
years, soot formation models for numerical calculation still - parontal t pressure of asphces ia rmr
present recognised shortcomings. The objective of this paper is particle.
to compare different soot formation models in the calculation of (R. 9, ,) - coordinates of the centre of the ith sphere.
a propane turbulent diffusion flame and to investigate the S - source term of the transport equations
influence of soot agglomeration and refractive index on soot S - self interaction term (see eq. 19)
volume fraction values inferred from extinction measurements. s - self intracton ree ment r9)
The time-averaged equations governing conservation of mass s - stoichiometric oxygen requirement for fndcombustion
and momentum are closed by the k-e eddy viscosity/diffusivity s, - stoichiometric oxygen requirement for soot
model and combustion is modelled using the laminar flamelet combustion
approach. Soot prediction involves the solution of transport T - temperature
equations for soot particle number density and soot mass i - 3x3 matrix in terms of spherical Bessel
fraction. The uncertainties of soot volume fractions obtained functions and associated Legendre
from extinction measurements due to agglomeration and the functions.
value of the complex refractive index were studied. Results W - oxidation rate [g cm-2 s' I
using Rayleigh approximation were compared with predictions X -- mole fraction
using the model presented by Iskander et al. for scattering and
extinction of light by an ensemble of spherical particles. x - primary particle size parameter x =

a,8 - nucleation rate

13 - coagulation rate
LIST OF SYMBOLS e - dielectric constant

A - constant in Magnussen et al model (see eq. - equivalence ratio
11) y - surface growth rate

C2  -- constant in transport equation for e X - wavelength Iml
Ca. Cp. Cy, Ma,
My, TaT.- -- constants in Stewart, Syed and Moss P - density

model (see eqs. 5-9)
Cd -- constant in Lee et al model (see eq. 12) Superscripts
Ceit, Q., - extinction cross section and efficiency
Cf, n - constants in Khan and Greeves model (see

eq. 3) conjugate
E - activation energy --- mean value
Ei. inc, ca - electric field of the ith particle, incident and ^ . vector

scattered respectively
60, Eo - unit vector in the direction of the incident Subscripts

electric field; intensity of incident electric
field, s - soot

f - mixture fraction 02 - oxygen
f- soot volume fraction [m1/m3] fu - fuel
lo, I - entering and leaving intensity of laser beam f - formation

crossing the flame d - oxidation
k - imaginary part of soot refractive index
k - wave number [m- t1
k, E - turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation !. INTRODUCTION

rate

KA. KB, The problem of soot formation and oxida:ion has received
KT, KZ - constants in Nagle et al model (sze eq. 13- significant attention due to its practical impornaace in combustion

14) equipment. However, the complexity of the soot formation
kext - extinction coefficiemt Im- II mechanisms has prevented tie development of reliable
L - path length. modelling approaches. The evaluation of soot formation and
in - soot refractive index (m=n+ik) oxidation models is generally accomplished by means of

comparison of predicted soot conceriration with available
N -- number of primary particles in the measurements. Experimental values of soot concentration are

agglomerate

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technolopy for Advanced Aircraft Engines: May I A03,
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often deduced from extinction measurements, assuming that rate of air and fuel. More recently, several authors have pointed
soot particles are spherical ý:nd small compared to the out that molecular oxygen is not necessarily the only species
wavelength. However, this assumption is questionable due to responsib:e for soot oxidation and the role of OH radicals may
soot agglomeration and to uncertainties regarding the soot be significant (Ref. 19, 20).
refractive index. In this work the soot formation models of Ref. 2 and I I are
The purpose of the present paper is twofold. First, to compare applied to the propane turbulent diffusion flame studied
several soot formation and oxidation models by means of experimentally by Nishida el al. (Ref. 21) and which was
comparison of their ability in predicting soot concentration in a modelled recently by Fairweather et al (Ref. 15). The soot
propane turbulent diffusion flame for which measurements are oxidation models of ref. 4, 17 and I$ are employed.
available. Second, to investigate the influence of soot
agglomeration and soot refractive index on the values of soot 1.2. Soot volume fractions inferred from extinction
volume fraction inferred from extinction measurements. measurements

I. I Modelling of Sooting Diffusion Flames Extinction measurements have been extensively used to measure
the rates of soot formation and soot concentration for various

Soot formation models are generally based either on one-step different types of flames and fuels (see Ref. I, 8, 22, 23 and
kinetic mechanisms or two-step mechanisms. A review of one- references therein). Based on extinction measurements soot
step kinetic mechanisms was presented by Mullins et al. (Ref. vo~ume fractions, among other properties, can be inferred by
1). A simple kinetic expression often used in calculations in using an appropriate method capable of predicting the extinction
furnaces and boilers is due to Khan and Greeves (Ref. 2), efficiencies of the soot particles encountered in the zone of the
although it was originally developed for Diesel engines. Tesner flame in study. The method most commonly used to relate the
et al. (Ref. 3) proposed a two-step mechanism where the first extinction measurements to soot volume fractions is based on
stage represents formation of radical nuclei, involving fuel the assumption that soot particles are spherical and small
cracking, branching and coagulation steps, and the second stage compared to the wavelength (size parameter, x, much smaller
describes formation of soot particles from the radical nuclei, than unit). The one term Rayleigh limit expression for
This model was applied to turbulent acetylene-air flames (Ref. computing the extinction efficiencies is used and the following
4) and to propane turbulent jet flames (Ref. 5). expressions are obtained:

The laminar flamelet approach has been the basis of recently k... * n2.X (n2_k 2)2+ 4n2 k2
developed soot formation models. A straightforward extension fv 36n nk
of the flamelet concept to soot volume fractions is not possible. 6
Gore et al. (Ref. 6) have shown that calculations based on a in
relationship between soot volumie fraction and mixture fraction k - 1
yield reasonable predictions in tie overfire region. A similar L (2)
approach was followed by Kent et al. (Ref. 7) who established where n an k denote the real and complex parts of the soot
the relationship between instantaneous soot volume fraction and
mixture fraction from measurements in turbulent flames. They refractive inJex: X, the wavelength of the laser beam; Io and I,
concluded that in the lower pan., of the flame this formulation is the entering and leaving intensity of the beam crossing the flame
not adequate and a finite chemical rate model is needed. The and kext the extinction coefficient.
maximum soot concentrations further up the flame are less
dependent on residence time and a mixture fraction apnroach As it has been stated by several authors (Ref. 22-26) soot
may be useful there. particles in flames generally possess two basic morphological

forms. In its early stage of formation soot particles are
Moss and coworkers (Ref. 8, 9) presented a model based on the approximately spherical in shape and present mean diameters
solution of transport equations or the soot particle numher between 10 and 60 nm (Ref. 22). These sphere-like primary
density and soot mass fraction and accounting for the prx:esses units clearly satisfy the Rayleigh limit and soot volume fraction
of nucleation, coagulation and surface growth. The rates of can therefore be obtained using equations I and 2. Nevertheless,
these processes are expressed as functions of mixture fraction. these primary particles, beyond a certain stage in their evolution,
The constants of the model were determined from numerical tend to group by agglomeration, forming chain-like clusters
experiments to optimize the predictions of a laminar diffusion composed of these primary units. While the primary particles are
flame of ethylene. A modification of the surface growth term reasonably small, the aggregates may consist of a wide range of
was later proposed to cope with experimental evidence in primary particles leading to an equivalent size parameter that
methane and pre-vaporized kerosene flames (Ref. 10, II ). A most frequently exceeds one. The applicability of the Rayleigh
similar model was suggested by Kennedy et al. (Ref. 12, 13) approximation can and should therefore be questioned.
who prescribed the soot particle number density, based on Besides assuming a pecific morphology for soot the complex
experimental data, rather than solving a transport equation for reside ind m sedin equation f soa te thatthisquanity.refractive index (m=n+ik) used in equation I is a parameter that
this quantity. has to be selected before calculating 3oot volume fractions from
Leung et al. (Ref. 14) andi Fairweather etal. (Ref 15, 16! the attenuation of the intensity of a laser beam. A wide variety of
proposed a model based on the solution of the same transport values for m can be found in the literature. Depending on the
equations and on the simulation of the same physical phenomena experimental or theoretical method used, as well as the type of
of Moss and coworkers modela However, theysi assume that flame and fuel, the real part of the refractive index obtained by

nucleation and suiface growth rates are related to the different authors varies between 1.4 and 2 while the values of
concentration of a characteristic pyrolysis product, taken as the inaginary part may fall in the range of 0.4 to [(Ref. 26).

acetylene, rather than the concentration of fuel. The model was
successfully applied to counterflow diffusion flames of ethylene The purpose of the secood part of this study is to investigate the
and propane, a turbulent natural gas jet in a cross-wind and to a influence of soot agglomeration and soot refractive index on theturbulent diffusion propane lame. values of soot volume fractions obtained for an extinction

coefficient. For a reference extinction measurement where I/to.

Most of the works mentioned above include a model of soot X and L are pre-established (see equation 2), soot volume
oxidation. The semi-empirical formula of Naglc and Strickland- fractions obtained for different types of soot morphology and
Constable (Ref 17) was used by Syed et al, (Ref 10) in their covcring the soot refractive index range are calculated The
predictions of thermal radiation in buoyant tu'ibulent diffusion i i-,uer,,e of these two parameters is then analysed
flames The oxidation rate t.xpresson due t1c chemical kiertics
and proiposed by Lee et al. (Ref. 18) was incorporated in the The mathematical models used in this study are described in the
model o' leung, Fairweather and co-workers. Magnussen et al next section. Then, the results obtained are presented and
(Ref. 4) used their own oxidation modlel which is based on the discussed. The main conclusions achieved me s.riniiariied in
assumption that the oxidation rate is controlled by the mixing the last section.

I ___________________
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2. MATHEMATICAL MODELS formation. The source term of the transport equation for sootmass fraction is given by:

2.1 Governing Equations, Turbulence and mass Cracton is(given by;

Combustion Models S' (m.) - Cr Pfu On exp (- FJRT) (3)

The model employed to calculate the velocity and temperature where Cr and n are constants of the model. The equivalence
fields and the species concentrations distributions is based on ratio, 0, the fuel partial pressure, Pfu, and the temperature, T,
the numerical solution of the density-weighted average form of may be related to mixture fraction and the mean value of the
the equations governing conservation of mass and momentum source term is computed by integration:
and transport equations of scalar quantities. S f

S=p[•.p (f) df (4)

The k-c eddy viscosity/diffusivity model was employed to close P
these equations. Standard values were used for all the constants Soot formation occurs only for values of 0 in the range 0mmi < 0
except for constant C2 in the transport equation for the
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy. The configuration of 5 0max, where omin stands for the incipient sooting limit and
the flame studied in ,his work is similar to a round jet whose imai is a value above which soot formation becomes negligible.
spreading rate is overestimated by first and second moment
closures. Several modifications of the k-E model have been (ii) Stewart, Syed and Mo.ss (Ref. 11)
proposed to overcome this problem in isothermal round jets
(see, e.g., Ref. 27). Here, we have simply reduced C2 to 1.65, This model solves transport equations for the soot particle
as discussed in the following section. A reduction of the number density, np, and soot mass fraction, m,, whose source
standard value of C2 was also the solution of Fairweather et al. terms are calculated as follows:
(Ref. 15), who employed a second moment closure, to bring the - n, 2
predicted flame spreading rate into agreement with = - (5)
measurements. P No

Sf(m) - fn np 13 +8 (6)
Combustion was modelled using the conserved scalar/prescribed (7)p2 T m
pdf formalism. The mixture fraction was the scalar chosen and a t C 2 T Xu exp (-TJI')
clipped gaussian shape was assumed for the probability density = Cp T1/2 (8)
function of mixture fraction. The laminar flainelet model was
used to relate temperature and species concentrations to mixture Y Cy p T1n X Tf(

fraction. The resultant relation between temperature and mixture 8 = 144 ( (10)

fraction is valid for an adiabatic flame, but does not hold for a where C14 , C4 , C4, M4, M,, T4 and T- are constants of the

sooting flame due to the radiative heat loss. Th,-refore, a method moele two tem in the second member of ti (
has to be devised to relate temperature to mixture fraction model. The two terms in the second member of equation (5)
accounting forbheat losses. describe the processes of nucleation and coagulation,

respectively, and the two terms in the second member of

It is possible to use a model to calculate soot concentration and equation (6) represent the contributions of surface growth and
to estimate the radiative heat transfer. Then, an energy equation nucleation. Equation (4) is employed to calculate the mean
may be solved and a relationship between enthalpy and mixture values of the source terms.
fraction assumed to compute flame temperature taking into
account the radiative heat loss. However, this procedure is not 2,3 Soot oxidation models
recommended when the soot formation or oxidation models are
evaluated by comparing predicted soot concentration with (Wi) Magnussen and Hjertager (Ref 4)
available measurements. In fact, soot formation and oxidation
are strongly dependent on temperature. Therefore, temperature This model assumes that turbulence decay controls the rate of
and soot distributions both depend one on the other. Soot soot oxidation. The source term is computed as the minimum of
concentration influences radiation which influences enthalpy two expressions, one appropriate in regions where the local
and, therefore, temperature and soot concentration. Supposing mean soot concentration is low compared to the oxygen
that soot formation and oxidation models are accurate enough to concentration and the other applicable to regions where oxygen
provide a correct distribution of soot concentration, it may concentration is low and limits the oxidation rate;
happen that modelling assumptions concerning the influence of Sd = min A m, p f, A n n. ( I I)
turbulence/ radiation interaction or enthalpy/mixture fraction sk s tin, 

s , + mfu sp k I
relationship yield an inaccurate temperature field. In such a case, where A is a constant of the modiel.
predicted soot concentration would be poorly predicted because
the temperature field was not correct. Consequently, it is better (iv) Lee, Thring and Beer (Ref. 18)
to decouple soot from temperature predictions if attention is
focused on evaluation of soot fo)rmation models. This model estimatez the rate of soot oxidation using a simple

kinetic rate expression:
A simple method suggested in ref. 28 was used to adjust c rt expressio12

flamele, temperatures as a function of mixture fraction such that Sd = Cd M,,LT" exp (-FRT) (12)
peak mean temperatures are in agreement with the

measurements. The same procedure was used, among others, in where Cd is a constant of the model.
ref. 10, 14, 15 and 16. (v) Na,?le and Strickland Constable (Ref 17)

The governing equations are discretized using a finite
volume/finite differences method and solved using the SIMPLE The rate of oxidation of soot particles (g cm 2 s 1) is given hy:
method. The results obtained are used as input data for the i = 12 [1 KA P02 + + K po 2 (lI-x] (13)
subsequent solution of transport equations for the soot particle I +Kz P021
number density, when the soot formation model involves this
quantity, and soot mass fraction. The soot formation and where
oxida'tion models employed in this work are described below. x = I + KT (14)

Po2 KBJ

2.2 Soot formation models and KA, KB, KT and Kz are rate constants given iii ret.17. The
source terms of the transport equations for soot particle number

i) Khan and Greeves (Ref 2) density and soot mass fraction may be obtained from cquation
(13) (see Ref. 10).'This model uses a simnple kinetic rate expression to model soo~t
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2.4 Soot volume fractions Interred ftrom extinction should therefore he used exclusively. Following these
measurements conclusions the ICP method was adopted in the pisent work

for the calculations of extinction cross sections otf the
Soot volume fraction, fv, and particle number density, np, agglomerates.
based on extinction measurement are calculated from tie
following expressions: Following ret'. 31, Jones noinenclatllre and formulation were

r k adopted to describe the ICP method. The solution of the
lp mk scattering of an electromagnetic wF, e by an agglomerate of Nspheres starts by obtaining the internal electric field of each

fv 'V.oot . np primary particle in the agglomerate due to the incident field, the
secondary fields of all the particles surrounding the particle in

where kCxt is a direct output of the experiment, a leastremcntg, study and the field of the particle itself, The internal field Ei of
and C•,~ is the extinction ('ross section, a value that strongly the ith particle can be obtained by solving a linear system of
depends on the ,hape, size and refractive index of the soot 3Nx3N equations of the form:
particles.

Soot Extinction Cross Section oQf Primars', Particles -Rayleigh Ei - f E14 n ..i[L.4 x3 Ti Ej + si Ei; i - 1, 2.., N
Limit Approximaction F + 2 3 e+ 2 .

The approximate expressions used for the extinction cross .i
sections of small spheres were the one and three term series (19)
presented in ref. 29 de ending on the size parameter and According to ref. 31, the value of the primary particle size
refractive index chosen F.or the soot particles. The three-term parameter should not exceed 0.8 km2 + 5)/(2m2 + 11 for a
expression can be expressed as follows: <10% error on extinction cross tections.

C,•tOo~rn Rz(15) Once the electric fields inside each primary particle are known
where Q.,, is obtained from: the solution for the scattered wave at any point (R. 0, 0) in the

Qe- .14 + 2& + 4. &[7 (nW + k2)2 + 4 (n2 - k2 - 5)11 nkx 3  far field for an agglomerate of particles can be given by (see
115 3Z2 z~ Ref. 31,34,35):

E.. T ( k-r) (20)
+ 8 [(n2 + k2) 2 .k 2]. 36n2  k2}x4'+ z2 a X -t(r

3z'1+ 21 wher - 21 1 (.i f-1 jx? exp (-ikr1 cos Pi) (O 0 + 0 012.3z k2)= + 4, wh r .)ý3 j I- ;)

4 =4(n2 + k2, 2+ 12 (n2 k2) + 4, and cos Pi = cos Oi cos O + sin Oi sin 0 cos(0, -(0 ) (R, 0, 0)
Z2 = 4 Wo- + k2)2 + 12 (112 - k2) + 9 (16) are the coordinates of the centre of the ith sphere, 0i and 0i the

For the one-term txpression botlh the x3 and x4 terms are components of the internal electric field in the 0 and 0
neglected, As mentioned by Ku and Felske (Ref, 30), less than directions, given by:
one percent error in using Rayleigh expressions compared to the 0 =cos 0 cos 0 , + cos sino Ey; - sin e E,,,
exact Mie calculati',ns can be obtained with the one term

approximation when 0=- sin 0 Ex,i+ cos 0 Ej,, (21)
x 5 0.238 lml[' 5 /3  (17) The extinction cross section can be derived from the following
while for the three term approximation the inequality to be expression (R,:f. 36):
satisfied is less restrictive and given by: C k
x 5 0.386Im1°' 09  (18) x4nkRe[E(*o.F.. (22)

For each Rayleigh calculation performed in this paper these two where Re denotes the real part of the complex quantity and the
inequalities were tested and depending on the results the one superscript * refers to the complex conjugate. 4o is a unit vector
term or the three term expression was used. in the direction of the incident field with intensity E0 . For

agglomerates of uniform sized particles t.e resulting extinction
Extinction Cross Section of Soot Agglomerates cross section equation ij:

An extensive comparison of three different solution methods for c t = 3 IM f. 1) x -ikz,) E0 e0t. Eicalculating the extinction cross section of soot agglomerates eX mi
consisting of assemblies of primary particles in the Rayleigh (23)
approximation was presented by Ku and Shim (Ref. 31),
namely the Iskander et al method (Ref. 32), the Purcell and A more detailed description of the present formulation can be
Pennypacker model (Ref.33) and the Jones solutions (Ref.34, found elsewhere (Ref. 31-37).
35). Although different in their mathematical approaches these
three methuds involve the solution of an identical system of 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
linear equations with slightly different coefficients. The main
difterences between the three approaches reside in the fact that This chapter is dedicated to the presentation and discussion of
Jones solution includes multiple scattering terms up to the the results. The first part deals with the prediction of soot
second order whereas the others include terms up to the third concentration in a turbulent diffusion flame and the second pait
order. The Iskander et al method (which, for abbresiation, will
be addressed to as ICP) is the only one that includes a self- analyses the uncertainties arising in the inference of soot
interaction term when calculating the electric field induced in concentration from extinction measurements.
each particle, The major conclusions achieved by the authors
mentioned above were the following: according to the level of
accuracy and range of applicability the ICP solution is the best. 3. 1. Calculation of a turbulent sooting diffusion
followed by the Purcell arnd Pennypacker and Jones: for the flame
range of validity of the methods (according to the size parameter
of the primary particles and absolute value of the refractive The propane/air turbulent diffusion flame analysed
index) the ICP method outscores once again its competitors, experimentally by Nishida and Mukohara (Ref.2 I) is considered
Since all the three methods require approximately the same here as a basis for comparison of the soot formation and
amount of computational time and storage, the ICP solution oxidation models described in the previous section. The restults
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Figure 1 - Predicted and measured radial temperature profiles (solid line; predictions;
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may also be cimpared with the predictions of Fairweather et at. Th: computed fuel and oxygen mole fractions at axial stations
(Ref. 15) who recently studied this flame. Propane at ambient z = 100 mm and z = 300 mm are compared in fig. 2 with the
temperature is introduced in the combustion chamber through a available data. The mole fraction of oxygen is reasonably wet
nozzle of inner diameter 2.0 mm at an average velocity of predicted but, contrary to the calculations, smell n•rounts of
30m/s. Air is supplied through an annulus surrounding this pipe oxygen were measured within the flame region. A similar
with an average velocity of 0.4 m/s and at a temperature of behaviour was found in the model of Fairweather et al (Ref.
501C, The combustien chambc-r has an internal diameter of 115 15). The model overestimates the centreline fuel mole fraction.
mm. This is a consequence of the reduction of C2 constant and it is

the price to pay for a reasonable prediction of the flame width.
Temperature and Species Concentration Nevcrth.-iess, the cottcntiation gradient in the flame zoneclosely follows the data.
In the soot formation and oxidation models evaluatea in this

work the source terms are dependent on the temperatnre, ')n the whole, the predictions of temperature, oxygen and fuel
density, oxygen and luel concentrations. Therefore, it is concenration are satisf, ctory end sufficiently close to the data to
important to investigate how accurate the predictions of these allow the comparison of the soot formatior and oxidation
quantities are. models presented below.

The predicted radial ..mperature profiles are compared with the Soot Fonaticwn Model of Khtan ard Greeves (Ref. 2)
measurements in fig. I. It can be seen that the flame width is
slightly overpredicted. In fact, the peak temperature at z - 100 A sensitivity study of Khan and Greeves (Ref. 2) soot formation
mm occurs at a larger distance from the centreline. The reduction model is shown in fig. 3. The soot oxidation model of
of constant C2 of the turbulence model yields an increase of the Magnussen et al. (Ref. 4) was used in all the test cases reported
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy and a decrease of the in fig. 3. The value Cr = 0.468 kg N1 m-1 s-1 employed by
turbulent viscosity. Consequently, the diffusion is smaller and Khan et al. in the calculation: of soot formation in a Diesel
larger temperature gradients occur. Hence, a smaller value of C2  engine. neglecting soot combustion, tends to underestimate soot
would improve the predictions at the outer flame edge but at the concentration except along the centreline at axial locations near
expense of a decrease of the centreline temperature. It was found the burner exit. In the work of Khan and Greeves Cr was
that C2 - 1.65 is the best compromise between the predictions increased to 1.376 kg N-1 m-1 s-1 when soot combustion was
of centreline temperature and flame width. At z = 200 mm the accounted for. This value is similar to the one employed in ref.
temperature is again overpredicted at the outer flame edge but a 38, Cf - 1.. kg N-1 m-1 s-. Calculations using this value
good agreement with the data was obtained farther downstream. perform much better, although they overestimate soct
Fairweather et al. (Ref. 15) predicted well the flame width but concentration up to z = 300 mm. An intermediate value,
they overestimated the centreline temperatures at z ; 200 mm Cf- 0.84 kg N-i rn-1 s-1, tuned by Abbas to fit the experimental
and z - 300 mm. As in their calculations, we have also data of Dalzell et al. (Ref. 39), was also tried.
overpredicted the centreline temperature at axial stations beyond
0.5 m (not shown here). This has been attributed to the radiative In a later work Abbas et al. (Ref. 40) suggested that Cr is
heat loss treatment (Ref. 15). proportional to Richardson number and took the numerically
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5,o 7 On another hand, the soot concentration alone, the centreline is
underpredicted beyond z - 0.6 m, suggesting a too fast soot

.0 burn-out rate. However, this is the expected behaviour given
7. o that the temperature was overpredicted in this region. Hence, it

is not possible to judge the performance of the soot oxidation
6.0 models at these locations. The measured increase in radial soot

4) concentration from the centreline to the reaction zone at axial
S8.0 stations z = 100 mm and z = 200 mm is not well predicted.

Moreover, all the oxidation models tend to underestimate the
soot burnout rate at the outer flame edge in the axial stations near. 4.0 the bumrnr exit, particularly at z - 200 mm and z = 300 mm.
Farther downstream (z a 400 mm, z - 500 mmn) the predicted

0 3.0 rate follows the measurements.

S.The comparison between the three different oxidation models
shows that Magnussen at al and Lee et al models display rather
similar qualitative behaviour, with a faster oxidation rate

1.0 predicted by Magnussen et al model, except beyond z - 0.6 m,
"where the oxidation rate *iven by Lee et al model becomes
higher. Although the predictions obtained using Nafle et al

0.0 . .0. model are not significantly different from the others, this model
00 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 0.8 1.0 gives a higher soot oxidation near the centreline and a smaller

Mixture fraction oxidation rate far from the centreline (see, e.g., the profile z a
400 mm).

Figure 4 ._ Instantaneous soot formation rate (10.2 kg mi 3 
s-t )its a function of mixture fraction according to Khan With the available data it is not possible to decide which

oxidation model is performing better because, for example, an
and Greeves model. underprediction of soot concentration may be either due to an

overestimated soot oxidation rate or an underestimated soot
optimized proponiona~ity constant equal to 2.54x 106 kg Nt1 m-1 formation rate. However, the predictions do show that for this
s-'. This yields Cr values higher than the previously mentioned flame, at the locations where measurements are available, the
ones overpredicting significantly soot concentration for the different oxidation models broadly yield qualitatively similar
propane flame considered here. This may be due to the fact that results.
this proportionality constant was chosen to fit the measurements
of Kent and Bastin (Ref. 41) in acetylene flames whose soot Soot Formation Model of Moss, Syed and Stewart (Ref. "0, 1)
propensity is greater than in propane flames. However, it is
important to point out that the variation of Cr has only a The soot formation model of Moss and co-workers was
quantitative influence on the computed profiles whose shape evaluated next. The set of constants optimized by Stewart et al.
remains qualitatively similar. The value Cr= 1.5 kg N' m1 s*1, in their predictions of a laminar diffusion pre-vaporised
was selected and used in all the following calculations, kerosene flame and the set of constant used earlier by Syed et al.

in a buoyant turbulent diffusion flame of methane were tried. In
The influence of the value Of 0min is atnalysed in fig. 3b), The both cases the model fails to predict peak soot concentration

levels by at least two orders of magnitude. Soot concentration isincipient sooting limit for propane is about C/O = 0.5 (see, e.g., overpredicted in the first case and underpredicted in the second
Ref. 24), that is, an equivalence ratio of 1.67. This value is one. This shows that the model is highly dependent on the
clote to Omin = 2, employed by Abbas (Ref. 38), but much constants and this is an undesirable feature if the model is to be
L.igher than Omi, - 0.5, reported in ref. 40. We have compared applied to a new situation. To apply the model to the flame
the predictions obtained using Oini = 1.67 and 0min = 1.2 (a studied here several numerical experiments were carried out with
value below which fuel concentration is so small that yields a different constants and the selected set was the following:
negligible soot formation rate). Fig. 3b) shows that an
improvement of the results is achieved when Omin = 1.2 and, C, 104 m3 K-1/2 kg-2 S.1 Co = 6x10 3 m3 K-"/2 s-_,
therefore, this value was :,2lected for further calculations. The Cy I mK'1/2 s1t,
value 0max = 8 was also increased but it was found that is does
not influence the resultm. Ta= 21000K, Ty- 12 600 K, M,= M y= I

No attempt was made to change the constant n = 3 and the The activation temperature for nucleation, T,, and surface
activation energy E/P = 20 000 K which have been employed in growth, Ty., are the same employed in ref. I I and are very close
all previous studies. However, the instantaneous soot formation to those used in ref. 15. The nucleation and surface growth rates
rate displayed in fig. 4 as a function of mixture fraction suggests were a-sumed to be linearly related to fuel mole fraction,
that the exponent n = 3 is too high. The peak of stx)t formation contrary to the assumption of Stewart et al. (Ref. 10) but in
occurs at f = 0.32 and this is responsible for the prediction of a agreement with Syed et al. (Ref. II).
faster increase of soot concentration near the burner :xit when
compared with the measurements. The motivation of Stewart et al. to increase the exponents M,

and My was to displace the maximum source strength to richer
Fig. 5 shows a comparison between the predictions of scat mixtures, as if the reaction rates were dependent on an
concentration (mass per unit volume at N.T.P.) using the soot intermediate species rather than the parent fuel. For example, the
formation model of Khan and Greeves with the set of constants peak of surface growth rate is shifted from f = 0. 10 to f=0.34
selected above and three different soot oxidation models (Ref. 4, using My = 3 and to f = 0.46 using My = 5. This is consistent
17 and 18). The main features of the predictions are only with Khan and Greeves model which exhibits a peak of soot
marginally influenced by the soot oxidation model chosen. On formation at f = 0.32 and depends on the third power of the
the whole, regarding the simplicity of the soot formation model equivalence ratio. However, if M( or M. are increased, the rate
and the complexity of soot formation processes, the agreement of increase of soot concentrat-on along the centreline in the
between the predictions and the measurements may be neighbourhood of the burner iq overestimated, as it was using
considered g-od,. However, there are several features of the data Khan and Greeves soot formation model. This does not occur
that are not reproduced by the predictions, when Mc, - My - 1. Moreover, Fairweather et al. (Ref. 15, 16),

who have assumed that the reaction rates are linearly relat.zd to
As stated above, the rate of increase of soot concentration along an intermediate species, acetylene, have found that the peaks in
the centreline in the initial regions of the flow is overestimated, nucleation and surface growth rates occur at a mixture fraction
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soot mass fraction and particle number density
equations.

of about 0.10 (see Ref. 16).Their predicted variation of is similar to that analysed earlier together with Khan and
instantaneous rate terms with mixture fraction is very similar to Greeves soot formation model.
our prediction, displayed in fig. 6. Comparison of Soot Formation Models
Constants C., and Co were adjusted coherently to give peak

values of soot particle number density of the order of 1017 M.-3. Finally, a comparison of three different soot fornation models is
Values of this order of magnitude are generally found in the illustrated in fig. 10. The soot formation models of Khan and
measurements available in the literature (see, e.g., Ref. I I and Greeves (Ref. 2) and Stewart et al. (Ref. I1), coupled with the
42). This observation is the basis for the prescription of an oxidation model of Magnussen et al. (Ref. 4), are compared
average number density in Kennedy et al. model (Ref. 12, 13). with the predictions of Fairweather et al. (Ref. 15) using their
The predicted radial profiles of soot particle number density are own soot formation model along with the soot oxidation model
shown in fig. 7. of Lee et al. (Ref. 18). Fairweather's model had been applied

previously to laminar counterflow ethylene and propane flames
Constant Cy was tuned together with Ca and Cp to give soot (Ref. 14) and it was applied almost in the same form to the
concentration profiles close to the measurements and to provide propane flame of Nishida et al. (Ref. 21) considered here. Only
a dominance of surface growth relative to nucleation, as occurs the oxidation rate constant was modified. The agreement
throughout most laminar diffusion flames (Ref. 43). The source between Fairweather's model predictions and the measurements
terms of the soot mass fractlon transport equation due to surface (Ref. 21) suggests that the model is much less sensitive to
growth and nucleation rates are displayed in fig. 8. The peak of different flames and conditions than Moss and co-workers
surface growth rate is three times larger than the peak of model.
nucleation rate. The surface growth rate prevails over the
nucleation rate except near the flame front. Both rates increase Fairweather's soot formation model significantly underestimates
up to z - 400 mm and decrease farther downstream. These soot concentration in the flow region near the burner (see the
evolutions -e consistent with those calculated be Stewart et al. radial profile z - 100 mm in fig. 10 ) but it performs as well as
(Ref. II). the other models or even better farther downstream. Indeed, the

radial decrease of soot concentration at z = 4W0 mm and z = 5(W)
The computed soot concentration profiles are presented along mm is simulated more accurately using Fairweather's model.
with the measurements in fig. 9. The three oxidation models This model, like the others, underestimates soot oxidation at z =
mentioned above were used again. It is evident from the figures 200 mm and z = 3X) mrm, supporting the hypothesis of the
that, after tuning the constants appropriately, the soot formation influence of a physical phenomenon not taken into account or
model of Moss and co-workers yields better predictions than not modelled correctly. This may be the soot oxidation due to
Khan's model. This is not surprising since the physical OH radicals.
processes embodied in Moss et al. model are a much better
dt&scription of reality than the simple kinetic expression used in 3.2. Prediction of Soot Concentration from
Khan's model. extinction measurements

Fig. 9 shows that the rate of increase of soot concentration along Soot concentration measurements of Nishida et al (Ref. 2 I)
the centreline closely follows the measurements in the initial were obtained using a soot sampling probe. However, in many
flow region and the radial increase of soot concentration at z = experiments soot concentration is determined from extinction
100 mm is also predicted reasonably well. Nevertheless, the rate measurements assuming a spherical particle shape with a size
of soot oxidation in the post-flame region remains parameter satisfying the Rayleigh limit as mentioned in the
underpredicted at z = 200 mm and z - 300 mm. It may happen introduction (e.g., Ref. 1, 8). This assumption and the influence
that the oxidation due to OH radicals, as suggested for exam pIe, of the refractive index are analysed below.
in Ref. 20, plays an important role here. This would explain The present section is divided in two parts: in the first one the
why none of the oxidation models employed follows the influence of agglomeration on soot volume fraction predictions
measured trend. The relative behaviour of the oxidation models based on extinction measurements is studied. The size of the
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agglomerates, the dimension of the primary particles, the fractal Fig. I I shows the influence of the primary particle size
number of the agglomerates generated and the homogeneity or parameter and the size of the agglomerates on the soot volumeheterogeneity of the sample studied are taken into consideration.Theteogendy prthe deamplestwith the iuenc inof te ral t fraction predictions. It can be concluded that for typical valuesThe second part deals with trie influence of the real and of the primary particle size parameter (between 0.01 and 0.3)ima~ginary parts of the soot refractive index both when soo soot volume fractions may, change by a factor of more than 10,particles are considered to be small and spherical (Rayleigh limit In the range where Rayletgh calculatton are acceptable, results
approximation) and when agglomeration is assumed (ICP obtained with this approximation always overpredict the ICP
calculations), calculations.

Preliminary Considerations
0.30

To create soot agglomerates a computer code was developed
capable of generating different agglomerates randomly. The size 0.25
of the sample to be created (number of agglomerates to be cc
generated) is introduced and the number of particles of each "-3
agglomerate and the respective diameter can be chosen following . 0.20
log-normal and normal pdfs respectively (see Ref. 22). Mean
values and standard deviations both for the number of particles ,.3 0.15
and diameters are introduced and the upper and lower limits for
the fractal dimension of the agglomerate may be selected by the = 0.10
user. N 25

"- -" N U •'

For soot volume fraction calculations an extinction coefficient of 0.05 - N21( ,
Im'" was assumed. The reference values'used for the primary __._._._._._._._._._._._._.

particle size parameter, wavelength, geometric mean value of 0.00 ,
number of primary particles and refractive index are 0.19, 488 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
nm, 50 and I 72+iO.62 respectively (the later was taken from X
the expressions presented by Chang and Charalampopoulos,
Ref. 44). Concerning the fractal dimension values of 1.7 and Figure 12 - Influence of agglomeration on soot volume
1.8 were assigned for the lower and upper limits, respectively, fraction (ms 3/m 3) calculations for different size
For each soot agglomerate studied results were calculated for 20 parameters: fvR -- Rayleigh calculations; fv
different orientations in spice. An increase in the number of p calculations.
directions would not change the soot volume fraction predictions ICP calculations.
in more than one percent. The orientations were selected to
equally cover the entire 4n solid angle. Relative differences between Rayleigh and ICP results are

depicted in fig. 12. For small size parameters (x<0.01)
Influence of Agglomeration on Soot Volume Fraction neglecting agglomerations yields deviations lower than 5%.
Predictions Nevertheless, with the increase of the size parameter, this

deviation tends to become more notorious, especially for larger
Several test were performed to analyse the influence of agglomerates. Results shown in fig. 12 for x>0.3 should not be
considering the sample of agglomerates as homogeneous or considered valid as Rayleigh calculations are no longer
heterogeneous. For that purpose the number of particles of each acceptable. According to equation 1, soot volume fraction
agglomerate was chosen to match a log-normal pdf with a calculations based on Rayleigh approximation are independent
geometric mean value and standard deviation varying from 10 to of the size of the particle. Therefore, in order to reduce the
100 and I to 3 respectively. For the cases where the standard influence of agglomerition on volume fraction calculations it is
deviation was greater than one 20 agglomerates were created to preferable, when possible, to use high values of wavelengths in
cover the log-normal pdf curve. Typical mean diameters of soot extinction experiments. This way an increase in the size
primary particles were studied (primary particle size parameter parameter can be avoided.
between 0.01 and 0.5). The reference values presented above
were adopted for the complex refractive index, the fractal Influence of Refractive Index on Soot Volume Fraction
dimension and the extinction coefficient. The differences found Predictions
in the results obtained never exceeded 5% and for that reason
only the calculations for homogeneous samples are shown in The influence of the refractive index on volume fraction when
fig. 11 and 12. considering soot particles as small spheres can be seen in fig.

13a). The reference values required to evaluate soot volume
fractions were the ones mentioned above - correcting present

1000 -results to any new values appropriate to a specific extinction
measurement (namely wavelength and extinction coefficient)
only involves a simple ratio. Fig. 13a) illustrates that the soot

- -- ,.OO volume fractions are more sensitive to variations in the
N imaginary part of the refractive index. While covering the range

- 100 of values studied for k, soot volume fractions may change by a
* factor greater than 2. The influence of the real part, n, on soot
0 volume fraction is not so significant but it should not be
Sneglected - results may vary in the range of 0.5 to 0.8 These

conclusions (in agreement with the ones reported in ref. 45) will
S10 be helpful when analysing and comparing similar results for

soot agglomerates.

In fig. 13b) the same calculations arc shown, but taking
1 . ................ agglomeration into account, For conciseness only the results for

a 50 particle agglomerate are shown. The very strong0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 dependency of fv on the real and especially the imaginary part of

X the refractive index becomes less notorious when agglomeration
is considered. This can also be confirmed by the results shown
in fig. 14 where the relative difference between the maximum

Figure I I Volume fraction (ms 3/m 3) dependency on Soot and the minimum v.-tes of fv are depicte. It is also interesting
primary particle siz-, parameter and to notice that thl. influet.ce cf agglomeration on the calculation of
ogglomeration. soot volume fractions becomes small (less than 10% for
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agglomerates up to I(X) particles) for low values of the real part oxidation models have achieved a level of accuracy and
of the refractive index, independently of the imaginary part. This reliability comparable with presently available turbulence and
suggests that special care should be taken when selecting the combustion models.
imaginary part of the refractive index. As for the real part, it is
preferable to adopt :i low value. This way Rayleigh results The influence of soot agglomeration and soot refractive index on
become closer to ICP, the latter ones being less dependent on the values of soot volume fraction obtained from extinction
the real part of refractive index, measurements was analysed. For low values of the primary

particle size parameter (x<O.0l) agglomeration may be

3.0 neglected. Nevertheless, with the increase of the size parameter,
the deviations between calculations assuming soot particles to be

2E spherical and taking agglomeration into consideration might
* 2.5 increase up to 25 %, for the range of aggregates studied.

2,0 Although agglomeration influences the calculations of soot
"volume fractions, it is the refractive index that contributes to the

1.5 larger uncertainties. When agglomeration is neglected, and
covering the typical values for the real and imaginary parts of the

' 1.0 refractive index, results may change by a factor greater than 3.
0, 5 Nevertheless, with agglomeration this strong dependency tends

to decrease. Additionally, for low values of the real part of the
refractive index, the influence of agglomeration becomes less

0.0 " 1 1.1: ' notorious. This suggest that, when agglomeration is not taken

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 into account, the value of the imaginary part of the refractive
index should be selected carefully, while the real part should

N stay closer to the lower values studied.

Figure 14 -- Maximum relative deviations of soot volume ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
fractions for the range of the real and imaginary
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Discussion

Question 1. U. Schumann
What is the size of the soot being formed, and what are its properties with respect to cloud condensation nuclei? These properties
are of enviromiental importance.

Author's Reply
These prope.ties cannot be predicted by the models considered in this study. Moreover, the authors are not aware of any
theoretical model that can predict such properties. This also applies to the size of the soot particles.
As stated in the paper, experiments have shown that in the early stages of formation soot particles are approximately spherical
and have mean diameters between 10 and 60 nanometres (see Ref. 22). These particles tend to agglomerate during their
evolution forming chain-like clusters whose equivalent size parameter most frequently exceeds one. Such information cannot be
theoretically predicted at present.
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SUMMARY 
radius

so source term of variable 4

The Paper focuses on the calculation of the flow and U0 cartesian mean velocity
scalar fields of axisymmetric gas turbine combustion u8 fluctuating cartesian velocity
chambers with non-premixed combustion. Modelling U, V, W mean velocities
of the turbulent swirling flow is carried out both by It , fluctuating velocities
eddy viscosity and Reynolds stress closure. It is the U V W

intention to specify the shortcomings as weli as tae z mass fraction
potential of the differcnt schemes with regard to pre- zi cartesian coordinates
diction capabilities, numerical performance and eco- r diffusion coefficient
nomic worth. The various aspects of modelling arc
discussed. A short description of the governing trans- bq Kronecker symbol

port equations as well as the turbulence closure is gi- e turb. kin. energy dissipation
yen. An equilbrium chemistry model is compared to a co scalar dissipation rate
laminar flamelet model, both schemes applied in con- 0 any variable, scalar or velocity
junction with a probability density formulation for
scalar properties. Numerical results of velocities and *dj, $,, pressure strai, interaction
temperature in model gas turbine combustion cham- p density
bers are compared with experimental results. Pro- superscripts
bable reasons for deviations are deduced and some
prospects for possible future development of numeri- density aver. mean quantity
cal simulation of gas turbine combustion are given. density aver. fluct. quantity

time aver. mean quantity

time aver. fluct. quantity

NOMENCLATURE subscripts

i, j, k, I vector components
c scalar

ij tensor component
CI- 4 , C, turbul. model consts. i, c scalar flux

B Arrhenius factor n normal

D diffusion coefficient

E activation energy
f mixture fraction 1 INTRODUCTION
k turbulence kinetic energy

P static pressure Gas turbine chambers are a typical example for com-

P(f) probab. density function mon engineering practice: while the overall perfor-

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels ard Combustion Technology for Advanced Aircraft Engines, May 1993.
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mance is well understood and the period of succemfull diation in a gas turbine combustor is uncertain.
operation has been lasting since many yeats, the de-
tailed computer simulation istjust beginning to be no 2.2 Combustion Model
longer in its infancy. The present state of knowledge
however shows the perspective of a rapid evolution Attention shall be restricted to gas diffusion flames.

towards computing tools which allow for a real pre- This environment is the simplest compared to pre-

diction. This is not yet reality, many questions still mixed flames or spray flames and thus offers the op.

remaining unanswered, but there exists a clear list of portunity of emphasising the study of turbulence mo-

research tasks to be attacked. It is the distinct necd dels in reactive systems without having to pay too

for a high level simulation by specific questions such much attention to reaction kinetics or two phase pro-

as nitric oxide formation, turbine charge by peak tem- blems. Two approaches treating chemical reactions

peratures or sedimentations of carbon. Simulation are most frequently applied to non-premixed flames:

of physical processes usually comprise several models the chemical equlibrium assumption [3] and the Ia-

each covering a specific aspect. The quality of the minar flamelet model [10]. Both schemes relate all
overall model performance is restricted by the qua- scalar quantities as temperature, density, molecular

lity of the weakest sub model. Therefore it is evident viscosity and extinction coefficients to a conserved
that a balance of features between the models has to scalar variable, the mixture fraction, which can be in-

be maintained in order to guarantee a progressing ge- terpreted as the conservation of the number of atoms

neral result. The various aspects of modelling shall despite chemical reaction. The second quantity the
be discussed in greater detail in the next section. Ex- scalars depend on is the degree of radiation, varying

amples of computations are provided afterwards. Mo- from adiabatic conditions to a state when all heat

del development, testing and validation can best be is emitted. Applying a laminar flamelet model to a
performed in simple 2d geometries, excluding numeri- system considering radiation raises the question how

cal uncertainties and keeping computing time within enthalpy in addition to mixture fraction and a strain
realistic boundaries. This demand is in good agree- parameter can be integrated into the derivation of the
ment with experimental work which certainly is most scalar quantities.
reliable under simple conditions. However there is
also the need for developing computer code for com- 2.3 NO. Model
plex 3d flow surroundings, based upon lower models,
but ready to adopt higher ones as soon as those are Whatever model for chemical reactions and for ni-

approved, tric oxide in diffusion flames is employed, three state-
rients are always valid

2 MODELLING ASPECTS • only a small percentage of the combustor vo-
lume (or the computing grid points) produce 4

2.1 Radiation Model nearly the total amount of NO

Radiative temperature loss with respect to adiabatic 9 the typical length scale associated with NO for-
burning temperature is roughly directly proportional mation is far below the smallest possible nume-
to the combustion chamber volume divided by the to- rical grid spacing
tal mass flux. The ratio chamber volume to mass flux
is for gas turbine combustors usually smaller than for e NO formation is highly sensitive to radiative

any other industrial furnaces and therefore radiation heat loss

seems to be negligible. But, as will be pointed out be- All three points can be visualized with a 3dimensional
low, there is the need for a detailed radiation model, graphics showing the NO source term as a function
as the nitric oxide formation is extremely sensitive to of mixture fraction and radiation degree.
heat loss by radiation The potential for developing
a complete radiation model is large, but the task is
more than complex. In a finite volume environment
flux models show the best relation between quality
and computational effort. It is not only the radiation
model itself which is complicated, but also the que-
stion how to use the additional information. A pdf
formulation for scalars must then be expanded to a
4 parameter model (mixture fraction, enthalpy and
their variances). Employing a laminar flamelet mo-
del introduces the local strain rate as an additional
argument.
As long as those fundamental problems have not been
solved sufficiently, the effort from consideration of ra-
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the source term. Peters (14] derives a formation rrte
from the Zeldovich mechanism under the assumption
of stationarity of N radicals and of equilibrium bet-

0.003- ween 0 and 02

0.002- - B M -N.O z

exp(-f), B = 6.74 1014 (cm3/mole) 0 5 /see"-'0.001T
E = 66900F (3)

.0 This expression contains the mass concentrations of
o140 0.e 2."ý0 0.oi~ nitrogen and oxygen, temperature and density, al of

mixture fraction which are functions of mixture fraction and radiation
degree. It can therefore be computed in advance awd
stored as a database. Coupling of NO balance equa-
tion and all the other equations is only very weak.

Fig. I NO source term for CH4 at radiation degree The nitric oxide calculations are thus restricted to the

zero mere integration of the source term once the flowfleld
has reached a converged state. Advising a NO source
term to the grid points of the numerical mesh accor-
ding to their respective mixture fraction and radia-
tion degree and integrating over the control volume

0.003 will lead to a rather arbitrary result. Recalling into
mind the second statement at the beginning of this
section makes this evident. If a point of stoichio-

0.002 mixtue tmetric conditions exists between two grid points, it
at 00orhoWo a iur remains undetected while the grid point values are

counted, which do not necessarily make a considera-
0.001, ble contribution to NO. This effect is partially com-

pensated by another wrong assumption, which takes
0.04 the source term at the grid point as constant throug-

.0 0.2 3 0.4 hout the control volume. Finite volume theory does

radiation degm not at all apply to nitric oxide calculations. A so-
lution of this dilemma may be found introducing a
mathematical substitution. For a single control vo-
lume this means

Fig. 2 NO source term for CH4 at stoichiomctric
m ixture 2fy d x d.

SNo(f(x,$Y))dzdy 4

Starting point for nitric oxide emissions computations 41:= Of(14
is the transport equation for NO The summation of all control volumes finally makes

the NO output. The value at the control volume
_HiNO +j '- N centre is regarded as a representative for the whole

at+ Xj = control volume and is multiplied by the axial dimen-

0 R.' sion A x. This procedure is valid as long as the flame
Tj pD .•j - pz-ýU7) + SNo (1) has an axial long shape. At the end of the flame this

does not longer apply. Therefore the substitution is

Integrated over the whole furnace yields performed either in axial or radial direction depen-
ding on the bigger of the two derivatives 0 and R .J PU.-iNodA = J/SNodVol (2) The method explained above contains several uncer-

A,,.,, vol tainties, among which the interaction between radia-
tion and NO formation is the most serious. It is the-

This means, the amount of NO which is transported refore not able to predict a distinct NO emission, but
out of the chamber is equal to the volume integral can certainly serve as an assessment tool for parame-
over the NO source term. The task is to determine ter variations.
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2.4 Turbulence Model correlations of velocities

Technical combustors usually are operated with mass a I-, (. -. .
flow rates far too big for the flow to remain laminar. u"' -k- 0 a g 17 act
Operationally this does not make problems, the en-
forced mixing is even appreciated in most canm. But Here the gradient model of Daly and Harlow (9] is
the turbulent random variation of the velocities af- adopted. The remaining four constants come up from
fects all flow variables and causes unknown correla- the pressure rate of strain correlation.

tions when transpnrt equations are statistically ave- -, I -

raged. The most prominent of the new unknowns is Jj= -C1 .-i -) (6)
the Reynolds stre-s tensor whose modelling is perfor-
raed on various levels of sophistication. Most com- yj.=,, " 3  y•-.,,OU.
mon is th,• k-e model, a variant of a model family = u I + u1 uj •i-)
solving equations for turbulent kinetic energ) and an
integral length scale. This model stands out by its +CO2 ~uau t - + C 4 ( au. + )k
numerical stability and its broad raletue of applicati- Oz art
ons to many types of howe k ... there evidently exist .7. .-,,oU-
limits of validity. One of thue is the presence of -(3/2C 2 + Cs)(u, u f- + uj ul ). (7)
swirl which cannot be simulated without ad hoc mo- 8zj

difications whose physical rationale is vague. The The formulation of equations (7] and (8] is solely ba-
more complex Reynolds stress models have not yet sed on tensorial arguments. The determination of the
attained a wide propagation into fluid dynamic corn- constants is not carried out, examining complex flow
puter programs. They are predominantly restricted experiments in order to produce good agreement, but
to research codes. The superior qualities of the se- it is performed on two rather simple turbulent flows.
cond moment models lie in their ability to reflect any The constant! are then taken over to complex flow
flow mechanism like production, transport and dis- conditions without modification indicating universa-
sipation directly to the Reynolds stress tensor. Any lity of both tlc model and the related parameters,
terms stemming from a coordinate transformation, For C1 , known as the return to isotropy constant [1],
e. Z, into axisymmetric coordinates, directly appear experiments on dec.ying anisotropic turbulence in
in the equations. Critical voices against Reynolds the absence of mean strain are evaluated [8], leading
stress models often are based on two arguments: first, to a value of 1.5 which makes the best average per-
khe augmented computing time. This is undoubtedly formance on all available data. The constants C2 , C3
true and can hardly be attenuated. In the computa- and C4 , which are associated with mean strain can be
tions which will be presented here the additional time determined from homogeneous shear experiments (11]
effort for the Reynolds stress equations is in all cases to C2 = -0.53, C3 = 0.67 and C4 = -0.12. When invol-
more than a hundred percent of the k-e time. Taking ving chemical reaction, additional equations have to
into account the individually augmented time until be solved for the mean scalar, the scalar fluxes and for
a converged solution has been reached, a constant the scalar variance. Neglecting pressure-driven pro-
ratio cannot be given. The second argument postula- duction of Reynolds stress ;79--3p/&ai and employiiig
tes, that the problem of turbulence, the assumptions a simple algebraic model for the scalar dissipation the
about unknowns, is only distributed onto more free model constants are
parameters which can more easily be adjusted to a
better representation of experimental results. Table
1 lists equations and the number of respective con- Table 2
stants for both the k-e and the Reynolds stress model scalar field turbulence constants
(RST). equation SFT k-c

Table I f 2  1 1
velocity field turbulence constants
equation RST k-e ui 5 1

k - 2 E 8 4
c 4 3
ui"uj" 5- Here 5 constants arise from the scalar flux trans-

port modelling (SFT) opposing one turbulent Prandtl
number in the case of a k-f model. Again the con-
stants of the second moment closure are deduced from

Of the five constants in the RS equations, one be- experiments in simple turbulent flows and taken over
longs to a diffusive term modelling the third order unchanged to any type of flow. [11]
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3 PRESENT MODEL the recirculation zone it not registered by either mo-
del.

The computations provided in the following section
are basing on a system of transport equations for 4.2 Reacting Flow
mass, mean momentum and mean scalar. Turbu-
lence rnode!ling is carried out either by a standard Two computations of combustion chambers with the
k-e model or a Reynolds stress model [11]. The set non-premixed burning of propane are presented. The
of equations is descritised by a finite volume method first is the already introduced combustor of Wilhelmi,
using a staggered grid for the variables [5]. The non- the second was operated by Owen et al, [13]. Table
linear equation system is solved by a time-marching 4 gives the most important information about both
iteration. Any scalar variables as density or tempera- cases. in the first two sets of drawings (Figs. 5 and
ture is calculated in the framework of non-premixed 0) the normalized axial velocity and the tangential
flames by a beta probability density function con- velocity as well as temperatures at several locations
structed from mixture fraction and its variance, x/D are given. In the near inlet plane x/D=O.1 both

models detect the corner and central recirculation,
but cannot simulate the radial extension of the lat-

4 RESULTS OF COMPUTA- ter. This becomes even more obvious in the second

TIONS picture. The axial recirculation also diminishes too
early, already at x/D=0.8 the simulations show uni-

4.1 Non-reacting flow form axial velocity direction. Further downstream
the velocity increase, indicating continuing raction

Enclosed non-teacting combustor flows do not pos- with density loss can be determined. The movement
seds great practical rclevance, but are very import- of the axial component towards the wall is predicted
ant for the validation of turbulence models. Apart too weak, accordingly the W romponent is too high,
from uncertainties about radiation, wall heat transfer resulting in a conserved swirl momentum flux. The
and chemistry modelling, also the turbulence model- rankine vortex shape of the circumferential velocity
ling is much more unambiguous. When reaction is with a steep gradient near the axis is scmewhat better
taking place, correlations of fluctuating density and represented by RST. Nonetheless aleo the k-e model
other variables usually are avoided by application of a shows clearly a free vortex component in the reacting
density-weighted averaging [7] leaving the problem of case too.
comparing the Favre averages to conventionally time Temperature is gained via mixture fraction, mixture
averaged experimental values. At the moment there fraction variance and a pdf integration. All scalar
is also no reasonable explanation why modelling as- quantities with steep gradients in diffusion flames are
sumptions of cold flows are taken to reacting flows highly sensitive to the fluid field. Fig 7 shows calcu-
without modification.s. There are important argu- lations with a laminar flamelet dataset in comparison
ments for cold flow studies from the experimenters with an equilibrium dataset, both computations ba-
point of view as well. Hot wire probes can be used sed on a RST model.
in regions not accessible for LDV, but even the whole The nitric oxide calculations result in an estimated
chamber can be made of glass for the convenience of output of 150 mg NO per m3 at standard conditions
LDV work. reduced to 3 % 02 in the exhaust gases.
The first example (Fig. 3)is a combustor flow with The last example (Fig 8) shows a velocity and tempe-
counterswirl conditions examined by Vu and Gouldin rature contour plot of Owen's combustor. Regarding
[15]. The second case under examination is a cold the axial iso-velocity lines, the computed contours
combustion chamber flow investigated by Wilhelmi show a good qualitative picture of the experiment but
[12] at Imperial College. Relevant data for both ex- the values are generally t,.o large, indicating distinct
periments are tabulated in table 3. difference in temperature and accordingly in density.
The first measurements show a large deceleration of The central recirculation zone was estimated correctly
the inner jet and the fnrmation of a small recircula- in its axial and radial extensions. However it is lo-
tion bubble with low swirl velocities. Positive swirl cated too far downstream and the maximal backflow
momentum of the inner jet gradually diffuses outward velocity rf 6 m/sec is predicted too low.
getting absorbed by the outer flow swirling in the op- From the temperature plot the extension of the annu-
posite way. The superiority of the Reynolds stress lar flame front can be determined from the maximum
simulation is evident. The k-c model without modi- isoline which is fairly consistent with experimental re-
fications accounting for swirl is not able to describe suits. The temperature as mentioned before, is gene-
the measured swirl distribution, rally estimated much higher than measured. Especi-
Figure 4 shows mean axial and circumferential veloci- ally in the region of x/D=1 to x/D=2 the strong ac-
ties of the second case. Again the tendency of the k.e celeration of the fluid is now explicable when looking
model to predict swirling fluid motion as a solid body at the temperature contours. The calculated 2200-K-
rotation is visible. The extension and magnitude of isoline is almost located at the same position as the
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measured 1600-K-line. A possible explanation for the (5] HARLOW, F. H. and WELCH, J. E,. Nume-
deviations might be found in the neglected radiative rical computation of time-dependent viscous in-
flame cooling and heat exchange with the wall. It is compressible flow of fluid with free surface, Phys.
also probable that the departure from chemical equi- Fluids, 8 (1965), 2182-2189.
librium at the near inlet region contributes to the
discrepancy between calculations and experiment. (6] Wilhelmi, J.; Axissymetric swirl stabilited corn-

For this combustion chamber an NO output of 192 bustion, PhD Thesis.

mg/Mr was computed. University of London, 1984

5 RSsum and Prospect [7] Favre, A.; The Equations of Compressible Ga-
SNM.

The calculation of axisymmetric model combustors USAF Contract AF61 (052)-772, 1965, AD

relevant to gas turbine combustion has been presen- 622097

ted. Reynolds stress models have so far not been
widely used in computational fluid dynamics but are [8] Launder, B.E., Reece, G.J. und Rodi, W.; Pro-
superior to eddy viscosity turbulence closures. Any gress in the development of a Reynolds stress
further development in statistical description of tur- tubulence closure.
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Table 3
Cold Comburstor Flows
experiment rh[,-!i ] ( ! ] dim] S T[K]

lmi 0.035 0.3 0.1 0.73 313
Gouldin/Vu 1.45 0.65 0.29 0.49/-0.51 298

Table 4
Hot Combustor Flows
experiment M;,r[.!L] mju.g[..r] * lid djm] S Tajr[K] T
Wilhelmni 0.0304 0.0013 0.5b 0.3 0.1 0.71 313 294
Owen 0.137 0.0072 0.5 1700 0.122 0.8 750 356
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Discussion

Question 1. J. Tilston
You pointed out the differences between the prediction of axial velocity and the measurements (Fig. 8): hewever, it appears from
the illustration that much of this "error" could originate in a poor definition of the boundary conditions. The entering flow
(measured) is clearly at an angle to the longitudinal axis.

Author's Reply
Figure 8 does not show streamlines but iso-velocity linis of axial velocity. You cannot directly conclude from the shape of these
lines how the other velocity components behave. The experiment does not show that a radial entry velocity exists.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF AEROTHERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
IN GAS TURBINE COMBUSTORS WITH COMPLEX GEOMETRIES

P. Di Martino, G. Cinque and C. Paduano
Research and Development Department

Alfa Romeo Avio S.A.p.A.
80038 Pomigliano d'Arco (NA), ITALY

SUMMARY p pressure
P(f) probability density function

A method is presented for calculating steady three- ON geometric coefficient of equations

dimensional two-phase turbulent reactive flows with curved R universal gas ,onstant
irregular boundaries. The gas phase equations are solved in S source term
an Eulerian frame of reference by a numerical technique S, constant part of S
based on the finite volume approach, while the equations S2 coefficient of dependent variable in
describing droplet motion, evaporation and burning are the linear expression for S
treated in a Lagrangian frame of reference. T gas temperature
Turbulent transport is described by the standard k-e model. T. referp~nce temperature
The combustion model utilizes a conserved scalar u velocity component along x-direction
formulation and an assumed shape probability density U contravariant velocity component along
function to account for chemistry-turbulence interaction. 4-direction
The numerical scheme employs structured non-orthogonal v velocity component along y-direction
grids, node-centered variable arrangement and Cartesian V contravariant velocity component along
velocity components. A special interpolation procedure is a-direction
used to avoid checkerboard oscillations due to pressure- w velocity component along z-direction
velocity coupling and a low diffusive and bounded schenie W contravariant velocity component along
is introduced to approximate the convective terms in the 4-direction
transport equations. x Cartesian coordinate

The capabilities of the numerical procedure are y Cartesian coordinate
demonsL-ated by simulating an annular combustion chamber YJ mass fraction of species j
for which experimental results were available. The z Cartesian coordinate
agreement between calculation and experiments ranges from
fair to good. Greek symbols

OCU relaxation coefficient
LIST OF SYMBOLS F. transport property in equation (1)

E dissipation rate of k
a exponent of beta-function curvilinear coordinate
a, coefficients of discretized equations 11 curvilinear coordinate
b exponent of beta-function ps gas laminar viscosity
C. specific heat at constant pressure A turbulent viscosity
C' constant of turbulence model 4 curvilinear coordinate
D, additional diffusion source term p gas density
f mixture fraction p, liquid density
g variance of mixture fraction generalized dependent variable
h stagnation enthalpy
h, beat transfer coefficient
K coefficient of interpolation Superscripts
k kinetic energy of turbulence
i Jacobian e equilibrium value
L Latent beat of vaporization o value at the previous iteration
Mi molar mass of species j - linear average

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technology for Advanced Aircraft Engines, May 1993.
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In this paper an efficient finite-volume method using
Subsripts body-conforming non-orthogonal but structured grids for

three dimensional turbulent reactive flows has been derived.
d downward cell interface The main issues addressed are the accurate modelling of
D downward grid-point the two-phase 3-D flow phenomena, the influence of
e eastern cell interface turbulence on chemical kinetics and the higher-order
E eastern grid-point discretization of the convective terms. The calculation and
g gas-phase comparison with experiments demonstrate the performance
n northern cell interface of the method with respect to numerical accuracy,
N northern grid-point computational efficiency and flexibility in handling
P grid-point under consideration complex geometries.
p liquid-phase
s southern cell interface
S southern grid-point
u upward cell interface GAS-PHASE GOVERNING EQUATIONS
U upward grid-point
w western cell interface Steady fully elliptic density-weighted Navier-Stokes
W western grid-point equations describing gas phase, under low Mach number
fu fuel approximation, coupled to the energy and momentum

balance equations for the liquid phase, are considered [1].
The standard k-e model provides for turbulence closure
along with the wall function treatment for the near-wall

INTRODUCTION regions. The conservation equations solved for the gas
phase are those for momentum, mass, kinetic energy of

The role of computational methods in the design and turbulence and its dissipation. The general form of these
development of gas turbine combustors has become more equations, written in cartesian coordinates, is:
pronounced in recent years dum to influences from a
number of sources. From a computational viewpoint, the
availability of more powerful computer hardware fias
enabled the calculation of complex flowfields with a a (pu,)+ a (p4) a C(pw)
predictive capability improved through the use of more (I)
accurate numerical schemes and physical models. In
addition, the pressures to design combustion chambers -- r_ , I+',.- - + S. S
exhibiting, for example, improved durability and reduced ax, Y (7 ay a, O) Z
pollutant emissions, has made the task of the combustion
engineer more challenging, necessitating a move away from
the traditional 'cut and try' approach or the use of
empirical correlations based on previous results. All terms which arise in addition to convection and
Consequently, advanced computational fluid dynamics diffusion are grouped in the source-term S, for the gas-
techniques are now an essential tool for use in the design phase, while Sd accounts for liquid droplets.
and development processes. In order to fit the very complex geometries encountered

Finite-volume methods have been widely applied to in industrial applications, a body conforming system of
problems with regular geometries where the boundaries coordinates is used. The latter can be obtained by mapping
happen to coincide with the coordinate lines of an analytic the arbitrarily shaped physical domain into a rectangular
orthogonal coordinate system. But this approach is quite parallelopiped (fig. 1) through a transformation such as:
unsatisfactory for many problems of practical interest
involving complex irregular boundaries since prescription
of conditions at boundaries not conforming to the -k(x,y,z) , 1--(x,y,Z) , •--(x,y,z) (2)
coordinate lines is difficult and near-wall regions with steep
gradients are no easy to resolve accurately. Further, most
commonly used solution algorithms converge rather slowly,
which poses limitations on grid refinement, particulariy for The equations (2) provide the relationships between
three-dimensional situations. cartesian x,y,z and curvilinear 4.rj,, coordinates. By using
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(2) the transport eqriation (I) can therefore be transformed state variables o be expressed jr, terms of any conserved
in a forrially analogous one in curvilinear coordin.-tes, with scalar, which is chosen to be the mixture fraction f [3].
convective, diffusive and sor rce terms clearly Further, if recognition is taken of the fact that combustor.
distinguishable [2]: operate predominantly at high inlet tempera:ures nxd

pressures, then it may be assimed that tle chemical
reactions have time scales very short compumed to those

-a-_ (pU*) --a- (p V0) +-a(pW40-- characteristic of the transport processes. This leads to the
a& 09 ac "fast chemistry" approximation implyinh that it is

admissible to assume (instantaneous) chemical equilibriuma (rq,, +*), a (ýr I+I appropriate to the local mixture fraction value. Modelling
4a "j at j a•[ an j ac i a"•' (3) the consequences of tirbulent fluctuations on the chemical

afr IU q 1. 84r arr'/a ýtq3ý) composition is then reduced to de-scribing the fluctuations
+[• q 1  + q: 4-' 'q 2 1• +qz + of the mixture fraction. This is done via the introduction of

the p-ob~ility density function (pdf) of !be conserved

a f-( -. q A+ F,. f. The shape of the pdf is presumed, in terms of the
7 ' 11 , local mean and var;.ance of the mixture fraction, the values

of which are obtained from the solution of the modelled

partial differential equations. Thus the local pdf at each
point is convoluted with the corresponding equilibrium

In the foregoing mathematical expression U,V,W are the vector to generate required quantities and the mean values
so-called contravariant velocity components, J is the of temperature, density and chemical species mass fraction
Jacobian of the coordinate transformation, oj, are iaetric can be evaluated from:
quantities, terms with isj accv,,nting for grid distortion.

The distribution of the turbulent viscosity is provided by =f f' )Pqf (6)
the turbulence characteristics, namely k, the kinetic energy

of the fluctuating motion and its dissipation rate e.
The turbulent viscosity is related to k and c by dimensional
arguments in the following way: P ýfo p V)(7)

, = (4) -where iV(f) is the chemical equilibrium value of 4 as a

function of f and P(f) is the density weighted p.d.f. for the
scalar f. The function chosen was the two-parameter O-

The additional conser.'ation equations required for a probability density function [3]:
chemically reacting system are those for stagnation enthalpy
and chemical species mass fractions. The definition of P __- rlu -f)61 (8)
stagnation enthalpy is: forf--(l -f )( 14f

h-fcdT + Y,1AH 2 2(u,+v'.w2) (5) where a and b are given by:

0 = f(-) b= (1-a (9)

and it is used to calculate fte temperature T. In this *.fij f
equation AH is the heat of combustion. The dependence of
the specific heat of the mixture on temperature and The density is provided by the equation of state:
composition is considered.
In the case of a practical gas turbine combustor, since fuel p= P

and air erter the ,ornbustion sytmm via separ'.e streams,
the combustion model used is one appropriate to so-called RT (10)

non-premixed flames. The reasonable assumptions of M

negligible heat loss due to radiation and equality of all
diffusive transport coefficients, allow all thermochemical
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LIQUID-PHASE MODEL several expressions available in the literature, each of which
has an experimental basis. In this study CD is taken from

This model assumes that the fuel is injected into the [41:
combustion chamber as a fully atomized spray which
consists of spherical droplets. The liquid-phase equations CD - -(I - 0.15R•0-60). RPe<0 31
are based on the Lagrangian formulatien of the droplet Re (14)
trajectory, transient beating and vaporization. The entire ......
fuel spray is constructed using a finite number of size C,, 0.44,
ranges obeying a two parameter droplet size distribution,
which is assumed to be of Rosin-Ramanler type. The
equations of motion for each of the droplets, representing The description of droplet heating and evaporation is added
the size groups which constitute the spray, are based on the to the computational model using two equations which are
concept of relaxation time: solved separately. The former, which accounts for energy

balance, is given by:

11 T --( )

and is solved only during the preheating period until the
droplet temperature reaches the boiling point, at constant
diameter. Subsequently the droplet temperature remains

where constant and the decrease in diameter occurs. This is
described by the second equation:

- velocity vector of droplet dt) =-Cb (1 + 0.28R 0o) (16)

dt 2D
V,= velocity vector of continuous gas phase

where C, is the vaporization rate comstant whose value
d= dynamic relaxation time of droplet depends on the physical properties of the surrounding

medium as well as fuel itself.
The liquid-phase equations are coupled to the equations
describing gas-phase through the droplet source term, which
are obtained by calculating what is lost or gained in terms

The dynamic relaxation time of droplet, r, is defined as: of mass, momentum and energy as the droplets enter and
leave volume elements. The set of simultaneous ordinary
equations for liquid phaas are solved by the fourth order

4 (PI.D2 _ ) 01l Runge-Kutta method at suitable intervals within the
jd 3 iterative procedure (see next section). The time step is
"ca = ' )' ' / dynamically adjusted based on droplet velocity and grid cell

size. At this level the effects of turbulence on the droplet
motion are neglected.

The particle Reynolds number iL defined a.-:
FINITE VOLUME METHOD

Re = I- D(3) Centrol Volume and Variable Arrangement. Figure 1
Re = Ishows tc.e kind of control volume and the variable
A arrangemcnt used in the present method. The grid

generation procedure calculates the coordinates of the
control volume vertice,, which are simply joined by linear
segments to form the same. All the variables are stored at

An important quantity is the drag coefficient C0, There are the geometric center P o," the control volume. The six
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neighboring control volume centers are indicated by N, S,
B, W, U and D for the north, south, east, west, up and a,, - aSaww+aAN+a3s (
down neighbors. The face center points n, s, e, w, u and d
are located at the intersection of the lines joining the
midpoint of the opposite edse. These points are used for
locating the variables and their gradients on the control with
volume faces. va. a,+aw+aN+as+aU+aD-S

2  (20)

Flux Balance Equations. The partial differential equations
previously described have been transfonned into difference
equations by integrating over each control volume with the where the A's are the coefficients which contain the
aid of Gauss theorem. contributions from the convective fand diffusive fluxes, and
Thus, the volume integral of the terms under the differential S, and S2 are the components of the linearized source
operator on the left hand side of the transport equation (3) terms.
may be converted to surface integrals (fluxes) over the six
different faces of the control volume. The resulting balance Momentum Interpolation for Calculation of Pressure
equation for each control volume and variable $ may the be Field. Storing the variables at the geometrical ceL.•er of the
expressed as follows: control volume coupled with the use of linear interpolation

for internodal variation usually leads to non-physical
S- 1 + - 1, ÷ 1. - -d ' fffs~dV (17) oscillations or the so-called red-black checke--board

splitting of the pressure field and the associated difficulties
in obtaining a converged solution. To avoid this problem,

where IL. for example, represents the total flux of ý across a special interpolation suggested by Rhie and Chow, termed
the face e. Each of the surface fluxes is made of three as momentum interpolation [2], has been adopted to
distinct part, namely a convective contribution Ic, a normal evaluate cell face variables from the node centered
diffusive contribution I' and a cross-derivative diffusive quantities. For 3-D flows, the discretizec momerntum
part I"c arising from the coordinate transformation. equations for the node centered u velocity, using
Equation (17) involves no approximation and represents the underrelAxation parameter c(,, are:
finite volume analog of the differendial equation (3).
"The diffusive terms I' were replaced by their central u( 21)LH,+Di:(P•-p.)+D(p(-p)+

difference analogs, while a higher order upwind scheme
was used for convective terms IC. It is well known that D,(pd-p.)] + (1-.)u
first-order upwinding fads to give accurate solutions at high
Reynolds numbers. For recirculating flows weaker vortices
and sometimes incorrect flow fields are predicted. In this where up* is the value of up at the previous iteration and Dp
study we have chosen the QUICK differencing along with are geometrical quantities.
a boundedness criterion to avoid numerical oscillations. The discretized momentum equations for the node centered

The cross-derivative diffusive part Pc is included in the velocities show that each velocity component at the node
source term, which may be expressed as follows: center consists of two contributions, namely the convective

and diffusive transport from neighboring control volumes
and the pressure difference. The momentum interpolation

D,+fffJ.S(t,,n.Odtd•ldC=S. S2,4 (1) procedure assumes a linear variation ioi the first
contribution whereas no interpolation is needed for pressure
which is available right at the nodes (for example at P and

where D. is the term involving the cross derivatives. W for the face w), Accordingly the west face velocity ui,
Replacing the expressions for convective and diffusive face with proper underrelaxation, may be expressed as:
fluxes and the corresponding source terms, a set of
algebraic equations is obtained which can always be cast in
the following linearized form: u a.[H +D- (pT ,P+3.(P4 -P(.)W W 1W J(22)

+D,. (pw-pp)]+ (I-a.)u.
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where the expression with overbar represents the linear experimental results were available (6]. The geometry of
average of the same quantities evaluated at the points P and the combustor is shown in fig. 2. It consists of five film.
W adjacent to the face w. cooling slots, a set of five primary holes located on the
In this study the well established SIMPLEC [5] method lower wall (two of which are in line with the vaporizer
was used to handle the velocity-pressure coupling and the exit), and two sets of dilutions holes staggered by a half-
solution of the individual equations sets was obtained by pitch with respect to the primary holes. Natural gas (94%
TDMA (tridiagonal matrix algorithm) based iterative CH4) was used as fuel and delivered to the T-vaporizer at
solvers, flow rate which led to air-fuel ratio of 29, corresponding to

Boundary Conditions. One of the most important aspects the take-off condition. The inlet air flow temperature was
in numerical modelling of internal flows lies in the 515 K. As gaseous fuel was used, in this calculation the
formulation and implementation of appropriate boundary liquid phase model was not activated. It is only mentioned
conditions (BC). Unless there is mass injectioa involved in to illustrate the capabilities of the model. A future
treating solid surfaces, the no-slip (u=0) and no investigation on liquid fuel combustors is planned.
throughflow (r-s0, w=0) conditions are imposed. To avoid A 3-D view of the curvilinear grid mesh used for
the need for detailed calculations in the near-wall regions, calculation is plotted in fig. 3. After 600 iterations the
algebraic relations, termed wall functions [1], are derived maximum residual of mass is lower then 10"' (log values
so as to reproduce identically the implications of the reported in fig. 4), thus showing that the solution has
"logarithmic profiles", with uniform shear stress prevailing reached a reasonable convergence at this point.
up to the near wall grid node and generation and dissipation The predicted velocity field in three vertical planes is
of turbulent kinetic energy locally in balance. shown in fig. 5. For clarity the vectors are plotted every

The wall is adiabatic, as a consequence of the hypotheses other one. The primary jet has an almost vertical trajectory
on the energy loss. No surface BC on either pressure or and limits the extent of the primary zone vortex which is
density are required. However values of both need to be mainly driven by the film cooling flow. The eye of the
calculated at the surface in order to solve the numerical primary vortex is shifted toward the upper wall in regions
central difference scheme (apf/n = 0.) The same conditioa close to the primary jets. The downstream dilution jets,
is valid for f and g, except where air (f-0, g=0) or fuel which are directly opposed, show a larger penetration of the
(f=l, g=0) inlets are present. upper jet. It is in this region where the lar.gest changes in

A. iw outflow boundary, a zero gradient of the ilow pattern occur. Ti'is is indicatej even more clearly by
contravariant velocity components is specified from which the transverse section particle tracks shown in fig. 6. Very
the cartesian components ake derived. For all the other different and complex secondary flows are displayed.
scalar variables the same gradient condition is fulfilled. The Horizontal cross-stream distributions of longitudinal mean
above argument is based (in the Peclet number being velocity, obtained in the primary zone, are presented in
sufficiently large: since the boundary points are downstream fig.7. The agreement with experiments is considered good.
of the calculation domain, they do not influence the The temperature field in the same planes as fig. 5 is
solution. The assumption of large Peclet number is a slight plotted in fig. 8 along with experimental measurements.
distortion of reality but is also what we must resort to if we The maximum temperatures occur in the upper half of the
are to get meaningful solutions in the absence of any primary and intermediate zones and are in line with the
further information about the outflow boundary. The vaporizer exits, as it can be seen in fig. 9, where cross-
resulting inaccuracy, if there is any at all, is the price we plane distributions of temperature are reported. This general
pay for the freedom to isolate the calculation domain from pattern has been maintained at the exit plane with a slight
the universe that lies downstream of the outflow boundary. shift in the high temperature regions. The trend is
MI order to avoid recirculation across the outflow boundary, qualitatively and in some cases even quantitatively well
we made the grid mesh a little bit longer along the predicted.
streamwise direction. It is only a numerical requirement and Figure 10 shows the main chemical species mass fractions
this is the reason why it was not represented in the plot (62 (%) in a vertical plane. Relatively high values of unburned
points instead of 81). fuel observed in presence of 02 below the midplane in the

primary zone indicate that the reactions have not proceeded
to equilibrium and the global fuel breakdown has been

RESULTS inhibited in very fuel rich regions close to the lower wall.
Oxygen levels are underpredicted in the primary zone while

The calculation procedure described in the foregoing unburned fuel is overpredicted in the intermediate zone,
sections was used to analyze the internal reactive flowfield The reasons for that are believed to be the simplified
of the GEM-60 annular combustion chamber, for which reaction mechanism used. Further improvements which
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account for finite rate chemistry effects are under way.
Finally the exit plane temperatures distributions measured

at different values of y-coordinate are represented in fig.
11. The root mean square (RMS) of relative error between
theoretical and experimental results is indicated in each
diagram. The trend is fairly well predicted.

CONCLUSIONS

A general finite-volume method has been described for
calculating 3-D, turbudent, combusting flows with complex
geometries and its application to gas turbine combustion
chambers has been shown.
The agreement with experimental data used to validate the
model ranged fror. fair to good, These results illustrate
that, while much work remain to be done in improving
physical models, the techniques outlined here have reached
u sufficient state of maturity to be used with confidence in
the design and development stages for gas turbine
combustors.
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Fig, 6. Cross-plane calculated velocity field (dilution holes X=74 mm).
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Discussion

Question 1. S. Maldhof
You showed a line drawing with the development of residuals. These curves end at iteration no. 600. Is the solution then already
in a converged state? Do you perform any other tests to prove convergence?

Author's Reply
Yes, the solution is already converged after about 400 iterations. For the convergence we control the maximum mass residual and
the difference of pressure between the inlet and the exist of the combustor. The former has to be less than a specified value, and
the latter has to become constant. We can also control the history of convergence of specific points within the combustor by
plotting the temperature, total enthalpy, mixture fraction and its fluctuations. All these tests showed convergence of the
calculation.

Question 2. Dr G. Andrews
Will you please outline how the film cooling air was modelled, as it does not seem to form part of the mesh geometry in Figure 3.
Also, what boundary conditions were ued for the airflow distribution and hole velocity profiles at the inlet?

Author's Reply
In our code we can model the film cooling in two ways. Either the film cooling is considered as a flow entering the boundary, or it
is considered as an injection or air with a given mass flow, momentum and enthalpy in the near wall mode corresponding to the
film cooling slot. In the present calculation the latter method was used which permits an easier shape of the mesh. The boundary
conditions in the holes are: temperature, pressure, mass flow of the entering flow and the effective area of the holes.
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APPLICATION OF CFD IN COMBUSTOR DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

by

Hukam C. Mongia
Allison Gas Turbine Division
General Motors Corporation

P.O. Box 420, Speed Code T-14
Indianapolis. Indiana 46206-0420. USA

ABSTRACT help provide insight during combustor design process as
Multidimensional computational combustion dynamics has summarized in Section II. An empirical/analytical design
been used over the last twenty years by Mongia and his co- methodology was proposed and demonstrated(l -2) for two
workers to provide improved insight during gas turbine snall reverse-flow annular combustors. Subsequently, this
combustor design and development processes. The mnpiri- methodology has been used by Mongia and co-workers for
cal/analytical combuster design methodology that was first a number of gas turbine combustors as described briefly in
demonstrated under the Army sponsored Combustor Design Section III. The limitations associated with multidimen-
Criteria Validation progra.-n conducted during 1974-1978 sional turbulent combustion models and their application
has been used in the design and demonstration of 15 ad- to gas turbine combustion analysis are outlined in Section
vanced rig combustors, four technology demonstrator en- IV. Consequently, a new technique (3) called hybrid model
gine combustors, three engine combustors and one small ing has evolved over the last seven years (Section V) that
turbine augmenteor. Recognizing the limitations of turbu- gives "bottom-line" output for gaseous emissions, smoke,
lent combustion models, numerics and the assumptions re- combustion efficiency, lean blowout, burner exit pattern
quired to fully specify the boundary conditions for practical factor, liner wall temperature levels and gradients.
gas tubine combustion systems, a new technique that
combines staue-of-the-art turbulent combustion models II. USE OF CCD FOR IMPROVING
with "consistent" macro-volume expressions ("hybrid UNDERSTANDING
combustor modeling") was proposed by Rizk and Mongia A number of significant improvements have been made
(1986). This hybrid modeling approach has been cali- over the last thirty years in our ability to calculate complex
brated with combustors that include diffusion flame, lean turbulent combustion flows relevant to gas turbine combus-
premix/prevaporized. or rich-lem types of combustion tors(4 ). Mongia and his colleagues have conducted re-
processes. The hybrid modeling technique gives good search in the areas of numerics( 5 -11), spray dynamics(l 2-
"quantitative" agreement with measured data on gaseous 16), fuel nozzle modeling(l 7-19), jet mixing( 2 , 20-22),
emissions, smoke, combustion efficiency, lean blowout swirling fiows(2 , 23.30) and combustor-diffuser interac-
fuel-air ratio, pattern factor, liner wall temperature levels tion(3 1). We have been using two-and three-dimensional
and gradients of a number of combustors. reacting flow programs for improving our basic understand-

ing in engine combustors since 1974 starting with the
I. INTRODUCTION smoke and lean blowout trade-off studies conducted for the

Conventional combustor design techniques make extensive TFE-731. Other applications included the following:
use of empirical design data based on proven gas turbine
combustion systems, empirical and semi-empirical design • wall-carboning issues on the TPE 331 10
correlations, simplified calculation methods (mostly quasi-
one-dimensional), innovative intuitions based on the fun- • fuel spray and flow interaction in the ATF-3 combustor
damentals of turbulent combustion, element test rigs cou-
pled with bench-scale and sector test rigs to complete pre- - cold start and excessive hot wall temperature concerns
liminary and detail design of "near next-generation" coin- on the recuperative engine GT601
bustion systems. This is followed by a protracted combus-
tor development process that uses full-scale test rigs, de- * primary orifice placement optimization study on the
velopment engines and lead-the-fleet field demonstration TPE 331.14/15
engines. This empirical combustor design technique has
been quite successful and significant advances in the coin- e development of a low-smoke combustor for the
bustor technology and design concepts have been made dur- TFE 731
ing the last thirty years.

• root cause for the durability distress on the 501 -K34
The limitations of empirical combustor design techniques convective/film cooled combustor liner
are well-known. Multidimensional computational combus-
tion dynamics (CCD) has therefore been used by many to • low-smoke 570 combustor flow configurations

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technology for Advanced Aircraft Engines', May 1993.
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"* T56-A427 The Army Design Criteria Concept 11 (ACDC I1) has a sin-
gle-sided primary zone flow pattern established by discrete

"• T406/GMA 2100 combustors slot air injection (with a 30 deg angle to the outer wall to-
ward the co'nbustor dome) at two axial locations marked 2

"• GMA 3007 combustor and 3. The single-sided primary zone flow pattern is further
strengthened by thirty radial entry jets at location I. The

A typical illustration is given in the following paragraphs primary zone is terminated by thirty radial primary jets at
on how 3-D combustor calculations have been used to location 10. The dilution orifices are located at stations
achieve trade-off between smoke, lean blowout, and pattern marked 5 and 12. ACDC It combustor liner length was 4.27
factor. in. and the corresponding HRR was 6.0 MBTu/ft 3 hr atm.

The baseline 570 combustor was discretized into an x-y-z Both combustor concepts used the same set of fuel nozzles
grid network of approximately 70.000 nodes. The baseline to minimize fabrication cost. Both the combustor liner and
design does not have any swirler dome; whereas the final the outer transition liner used a low-cost, relatively ineffi-
low-smoke combustor used an optimum swirler design that cient "English" louver film cooling technique as shown in
reduced the maximum SAE smoke number (of the baseline) Figure 4.
from 38.0 to 11.0.

Table I shows comparison between Concepts I and 11
From predicted profiles of fuel-air ratios, gas temperatures (ACDC I and ACDC 11) in regard to total cooling air, dilu-
and turbulence kinetic energy of these two combustors, as tion air, and the aerothermal purformance achieved with the
shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3 from Rizk and Mongia( 6 0 ). baseline Concept I and Concept IH after one modification.
one could convince oneself with the basic explanation for Both combustors met or exceeded design goals.
achieving a three-fold reduction in exhaust smoke emis-
sions. In a follow-on effort, the baseline Combustor Concept I

was analytically assessed for increasing the burner temper-
Similarly, over the years, a number of researchers have re- ature rise to 2200°F. The modified combustor as shown in
ported(( 3 2 -3 4 ) that 3-D reacting flow models provide an Figure 5 is identical to the baseline combustor Concept I
improved understanding in gas turbine combustion pro- except for the thirty primary orifice& added to the ID wall.
cesses. Therefore, the use of CCD to provide an improved This combustor achieved performance goals without requir-
insight during the combustor design and development pro- ing any further hardware refinemeiw'.
cess has tecome a common practice in many gas turbine
companies. A low-NOx fuel-staged reverse-flow annular combustor

evolved through a systematic design, rig testing, and de-
III. USE OF EMPIRICAL/ANALYTICAL DE- velopment process under the NASA sponsored Pollution

SIGN METHODOLOGY Reduction Technology Program( 3 7 ). This combustor that
The first application of the empirical/analytical design originally started as a premix/prevaporizing combustion
methodology wcs the design and development of two small concept was developed by using the empirical/analytical
reverse-flow annular combustors( 1"2) as shown in Figure 4. design methodology( 3 7 , 38). A number of combustor con-
These two combustors were unique and as such there was figurations were tested in this program which provided us
hardly any significant experience data base available to with an extensive data base to calibrate the design method-
provide empirical design guidance. The Army Combustor ology,
Design Criteria Concept I (ACDCI) uses ten discrete dome
swirlers and ten radially inserted air-assist airblast nozzles The Phase U combustor( 3 7 ) Concept 3 as shown in Figure 6
which inject the fuel (JP-4 or JP-5) upstream toward the used an annular pilot zone fueled by 20 piloted airblast
dome with analytically optimized down and back angles. It nozzles. Forty simplex pressure atomizers surrounded by
has a single row of 20 primary orifices on the outer wall at air chutes that inject approximately 22% Wa3 were used for
the location marked 2 in Figure 4. Two geometrically op- the main combustion zone. Compared to build-of-material
posed rows of intermediate orifices are located at 4 and 11, engine combustor, Concept 3 achieved approximately 70%
respectively. Finally, dilution orifices are at locations 6 reduction in the take-off NOx emission index (NOxEI), and
and 13. Figure 4 lists the design point combustor air flow the idle unburned hydrocarbon and CO emission indices
rate (Wa3.1), inlet pressure (P 3 ) and temperature (T3 ), cor- (HCEI and COEI) reductions were 97% and 70%. respec-
rected airflow rate (Wc), cc4mbustor fuel/air ratio (F/A) and tively.
exit temperature (T ) the liner outer wall diameter (OD),
combustor channutiheight SH), liner length (L) and heat re- The first ceramic engine demonstration program under the
lease rate (HRR, MBTU/ft hr aum) for Concept I (i.e. sponsorship of DARPA/NAVSEA required the development
ACDC I). of a reverse-flow annular combustion system that exhibits
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soft-ignition irn "uniform" wall temperature characteris- essentially uniform temperature. This was achieved by ana-
tics(39) with attendant beneficial impact on the survivabil- lytically optimizing the airflow distribution around the
ity of monolithic ceramics. The empirical/analytical de- combustor liner. The baseline combustor testing at NASA
sign ap•oach was used to analyze a number of combustor showed that all design goals were met and Jie maximum
configurations leading to the definition of the baseline wall temperature levels were more thia 3GOF lower than
system as shown in Figure 7. The corrected flow rate (We) those of another combustor that used conventional slot
of this combustor is 1.03 PPS compared to 0.4 PPS in the film cooling technique.
Army Concept (Figure 4) and 3.3 PPS in the NASA Concept
3 (Figure 6). The combustor liner, the outer and inner tran- The design of ceramic ultra low emission combustor for re-
sition liners comprise of fifteen ceramic rings and a metal- generative automotive gas turbine is quite (.hallemging. A
lic dome. The combustion system achieved superior aero- systematic empirical/analytical design and proof-of-con-
thermal performiace, exhibited soft ignition and extremely cept demonstration was undertaken by Sanborn. MoAgia
uniform temperature levels on the outer wall. Although the and Kidwell(44). The basic combustion concept as shown
inner wall temperature gradients were less than half of schematically in Figure I I comprises of a unique pure air-
those on the conventional combustors (typically 500°F/ blast nozzle that can translate axially to vary the effective
in.). further development work was considered necessary area of an optimized radial inflow swirler. Two types of
for the ceramic rings to survive the planned cyclic testing. swirlers, namely radial inflow swirler and an axial swirler

located on the backward facing step, were tested in a flame
A unique reverse-flow annular combustion system for high tube test rig. With a suitable fuel nozzle and swirler ar-
altitude propulsion engine application as shown schemati- rangement, it is possible to achieve an effective internal
cally in Figure 8. was designed analytically( 4 0 ). TIis rig fuel-air mixing region so that the NOx emissions can be
combustor was to operate over a very wide operational en- minrnmized over the entire automotive driving cycle. How-
velope with the corresponding range of inlet pressure (P3 ) ever. for the dome designs that do not create the required in-
and temperature (T3) as listed. The ratio of the maximum to tenial premixing region, one should expect high NOx
minimum fuel flow rates was 1600, and the corresponding emissions because of the high combustor inlet temperature
ratio of the fuel/air ratio was 20. The corrected burner refer- levels (typically 1670-19400 F) in addition to the high de-
ence velocity range (Vp) was between 1.6 and 3600 fps. gree of unmixedness.
The minimum wind-mill ignition pressure wu 2.0 psia and
the corresponding goal for lean blowout fuel/air ratio was As shown in Figure 11, when we used the half-area r,.ii*4
0.004. Because t state-of-the-art cooling technique swirler with the full-area axial swirler (configuration 3), ti(e
tstacked ring film-cooled with thermal barrier coating) was flame tube rig te~tig at the simulated max and max-max
used for the combustor liner, and the outer and inner transi- power points produced NOx emissions index of 65.0 &md
tioim liners, we had to achieve low pattern factor without 103 gm/kg fuel, respectively. However, the corresporading
any dilution air. As shown in Figure 8. the baseline coin- NOx Els with the full-area (optimum) radial swirler (con-
bustor met or exceeded all design goals and exhibited ex- figuration 1) were 2.0 and 1.8. This translates into a 98.0
tremely uniform wall temperature distribution and pattern percent reduction in NOx emission index at the mas-max
factor of 0.11. engine power point.

A unique stoichiometric in-line annular combustor The main combustor empirical/analytical design method-
(Figure 9) was analytically designed(4 1 ) that demonstrated ology was modified for application in the design and test-
very soft ignition and lean Ilowout characteristicb, in addi- ing of a small turbine augmertor(45 ). This aLgmentor de-
tion to achieving essentially uniform wall temperature lev- sign (Figure 12) evolved after analytically assessing (by
els, high combustion efficiency and low smoke( 4 2 ) at the means of two-and three-dimensional reacting flow pro-
fuel/air ratio of 0.053. Its dome design consists of twelve grains) a number of parametric variations inivolving flame
high-flow (24.3%) dual-spray piloted airblast nozzles sur- tube diameter, flameholder geometries, spray injection de-
rounded by high-flow (26.2%) counter-rotating swirlers. vices, etc. The 3-D predicted profiles of fuel-air ratio,
Because the combustor was designed for stoichiometric op- comhustion efficiency, temperature and axial velocity are
eration, it used 76.8% Wa3 in the primary zone and no dilu- shown in Figure 12 for an axial planie 8.1 in. downstream
tion air. The basic combustor with minor modifications from the flameholder. The two most promising flame-
met or exceeded design requirements. holder designs were fabricated and tested in an augmentor

ze?, rig. Both configurations easily met the design objec-
A counter-flow convection-cooled reverse-flow anruular tives.
combustor (Figure 10) was designed( 4 3 ) for rig testing at
the NASA Lewis Research Center to demonstrate its Two ieverse-flow annular combustors (Figures 13 und 14)
aerothermal performance and cooling effectiveness. To were designed for potential applicayiun in future advanced
Zilly utilize the effectiveness potential of offset-fin ex- helicopu i engines. Because of the high surface to volume
tended-surface geometry with double-'-/all construction, it ratios of small feverse-flow annular combustors, two ad-
is essential that the combustor walls be designed to give
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venced cooling schemes, namely Lamilloy®* and effu- ature-rise with depressed combustor inlet temperature)
sion(7 6 ), were used in this effort. The primary zone airflow along with acceptable idle efficiency. CO. unburned hydro-
distribution, fuel nozzles, dome swirlers, the geometrical carbon and lean blowout fuel/air ratio of 99%. 22.2 gm/kg,
dimensions of the barrel, outer and inner transition liners 3.3 gmi/kg and 0.006, respectively.
were identical for both combustors. Therefore, it was a
good back-to-back comparison between the two cooling A near-stoichiometric in-line annular combustor (liner
schemes in regard to the total cooling air requiremenL The OD = 11.8 in., channel height H = 3.0 and length L = 6.9
maximum liner wall tempLauimr exhibited by both the in.) as shown in Figure 17, was designed to operate over a
Lamilloy and effusion combustors at the c,niclusion of a bread operating envelope from the simulated sea-level idle
limited rig dzvelopment effort as 1670*F. The amonmt of to max-power at sea-level flight Mach number of 1.2. This
total cooling air used by Lamilloy and effusion combustion combustor was intended to run in a simulated engine envi-
systems were 34.7% and 49.1%, respectively. In other ronment behiind a centrifugal compreasor as shown in Fig-
words, the Lamilloy cooling scheme for this application ure 17. The placement of the rombustor liner relative to
required approximately 30% less cooling air than the effu. the discharge plane of the diffuser wu quitz critical to en-
sion cooling, sure uniform pressure distribution in the combustor annulii.

An earlier version of the 2-D combuitor-diffti, int'rartion
Advanced cooling schemes need to be developed for appli- (CDI) model described in Reference 31 was used to optimize
cation in high temperature-rise, small reverse-flow annular the flow-field characteristic around the combustor liner. A
combustors so that the durability objectives can be met number of computer runs were made using the CDI and 3-D
with &cceptable levels of cooling air requiremenL One of reacting flow programs to define the final combustor con-

the most promising cooling schemes is the compliant-ma- fi',Iratiou.
trix cooling technique(4 6 ) as illustrated in Figure 15. This
cooling scheme, which reduces the cooling air requireanent The baseline combustor with one modification met all de-
by 75 percent compared to that of film-cooled combustor sign objectives including high combustion efficiency at
was demonstrated on a reverse-flow annular combustor near-stoichiometric fuel-air ratio and essentially zero
(OD = 13.48 in.) with the design inlet pressure (P 3 . 1), smoke number. This combustor used eight pure airblast
temperature (T 3 . 1 ), air flow rate (Wa3 .1 ), corrected airflow nozzles, the primary zone air was 58.4% Wa 3 , and the dilu-
rate (Wc) and burner outlet temperature (T4) of 272 psia, tion air was approximately 10%.
1355•R, 7.ý4 lb/s, 0.69 lb/s and 3460°R, respectively.
The total amount of cooling air used for this combustion A unique nonmetallic in-line annular combustion system,
system is approximately 23% compared to 30.8% used in as shown in Figure 18 was designed by using the empiri-
the counter-flow film-cooled combustor (shown previously cal/analytical design methodology. This combustor used
in Figure 10) designed for the lower P3 .1 and T4 levels, sixteen pre-chamber cups fueled by 16 piloted premix fuel
namely 235 psia and 2960°R. injectors. As shown, each cup used three swirlers, namely

fuel nozzle swirler, primary and secondary swirlers. The
The rig testing including the simulated cyclic tests has OD and ID liner walls employed a total of eight silicon car-
been completed recently( 4 7). Acceptable wall temperature bide composite ceramic rings. The basic design of the
levels and aerothermal performance were demonstrated with combustion system was optimized in regard to the airflow
the baseline combustor. Measured idle efficiency, lean distribution through the three swirlers (and swirl angles and
blowout fuel/air ratio, pattern factor and maximum SAE relative rotation. i.e., clockwise or counter clockwise),
smoke number were 99.1%, less than 0.005, 0.15 and less primary orifices and the cooling flows with assumed spray
than 10, respectively, quality.

A short, high-temperature-rise, reverse-flow annular com- The first rig test with simulated metallic hardware showed a
bustor (liner length L = 3.2 in.. combustor liner OD = 13.6 severe not streaking characteristics caused by the poorly
in., channel height H = 1.98 in.), sponsored by the Army, performing fuel nozzles. A programmatic decision was
.vas designed by using the empirical/analytical design therefore made to abandon this prechamber dome design
methodology. The main objective of this combustor, as and pursue the future test program by adopting the non-
shown in Figure 16, is to demonstrate low pattern factor of metallic rings to the XTC 16/1 dome design, that is dis-

0.15. The design conditions of this combustor should be cussed later in this section.
compared with other small combustors discussed in this
section, e.g. Figures 4, 5, 7, 10, and 13 through 15. The The first application of the empirical/analytical design
LPF combustor uses an effusion cooling scheme with ther- methodology for a demonstrator engine combustor was
mal barrier coating. The baseline combustor with the cool- quite challenging( 3 6 ) in that a small channel height
ing air modification has achieved 0.12 PF (2000°F temper- (1.32 in.) reverse-flow annular combustor with stacked ring

film cooled structure was to be designed to bum JP-lO fuel
with low exhaust smoke. This combustor, as shown in

Lamilloy is a trademark of the General Motors Figure 19. with a 5.3 ms residence tinic, pure airblast noz.-
Corporation.
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Adsa, 7.Oxl0 6BTu/ft•.-atm to. release rate, produced low The first application of the empirical/antlytical combustor
pattern factor (less tha 0.2) and very uniform liner wall design method for a full-scale engine design and develop-
temperature levels u determined from a temperalure-sensi- mert effort was for the F109 turbo propulsion engine(4 8 ).
dve paint nun at P3 =196 Isia, T3 - 750*F umd T4 - 2300*F.
The baseline combustor with a half-area swirler success- A compact reverse-flow annular combustion system (Figure
fully concluded the engine demonstration program without 23) with stacked ring liner wall and thermal barrier coating
encountering any combustor reltted problems. along with 12 piloted airblut nozzles evolved based upon

a number of 3-D reacting flow calculationn and systematic
A high temperature-rise, reverse-flow annular combustor combustor rig and engine development effort. This small
with stacked ring film-cooled structure with thermal barrier combustor with 0.8 PPS corrected inlet airflow, 3.5% sys-
coating was analytically designed (Figure 20) and tested in torn pressure drop, 40% cooling air and 12.5% dilution air
an advanced gas generator(3 5. 36). In spite of the short 6 met or exceeded all design objectives including start enve-
combastor length (L - 1.6 H). high heat release rate (8x10 lope to 25.000 ft. less than 0.2 pattern factor. 0.005 lean
BTU/hr-ft3-atm), zero dilution air, the burner exit pattern blowout fuel/air ratio and 1500* maximurn lines wall tern-
factor was lesIa than 0.15. Even though the primary zone perature.
equivalence ratio was close t onmity at the design point
with attendant SAE smoke number less than 10, its sea- An advanced turbofan inline annular cambustor placed be-
level idle lean blowout fuel/air ratio of 0.005 was acbieved hind an axial-centrifugal compression system was designed
without any fuel-staging. In addition, the maximum wall by using empirical design data base, 2-D combustor-dif-
temperature levels did not exceed 1500*F and the maximum fuser and 3-D reacting flow pragrams(4 9 ) as shown in Fig-
temperature gradients were significantly lower than ure 24. The placement of the combustor liner relative to
500*F/in. the prediffuser exit and the dome cowling design were op-

timized by a 2-D combustor-diffuser interaction model saim-
The same combustor liner barrel that was used for the AF ilar to the technique used in limited-life turbine rig combus-
High Temperature Limited Life Turbine (Figure 17) was ex- tor (Figure 17) discussed previously. The 3-D combustor
pected to be used in the AF Expandable Turbine Engine model along with minimal combustor development testing
Component (ETEC) pogram. The ETEC daeo.,trator en- gave an optirmum liner airflow distribution as shown in
gine was required to operate successfully from the sea-level Figure 24. The combustion system met all design objec-
siatic operation to 3.5 Mach number at 90,000 ft altitude. tives as summarized.
Therefore, in addition to the challenges posed by the near-
stoichiometric combustion operation. we had to design the The last and perhaps the most convincing illustration on
combustion system for wide variations in the reference ve- the application of the empirical/analytical combustor dt-
locity, residence time, and loading. In addition, the fuel in- sign methodology is by Roesler, Mongia and Stocker(50).
jection device was required to operate with the unheated as Because of limited tide schedule and resources, no combos-
well as super-critically heated JP-10 fuel. tion development testing on the test rigs or the engine was

planned. In other words, the basic combustion system was
An innovative ftwl nozzle as shown in Figure 21 w" used intended to meet all design objectives without any hardware
in this program. Because of the excess cooling air require- modifications. Many of the combustors discussed in this
ment due to high T3, and high dome flow with attendant section did not require any modifications, and the remain-
38.7% primary zone air flow, no dilution air was left for ing needed only minor hardware changes to meet the re-
controlling the burner exit radial profile. Tlz baseline quirements. Hlowever, the test rigs available for these
combustor met or exceeded ali design requirements from combustors were used to investigate .rmaramatric effects of
sea-level static to 3.5 Mach nunber. 90,600 ft altitude. important variables. In many cases, the testing in con-
The engine exhaust SAE smoke number was less than 10.0. junction with detailed modeling efforts were conducted to

determine the limitations of the combustion concepts as
An innovative combustion system (Figure 22) was de- well as the design methodology. Typical examples for
signed for the Generation 6 Build 1 ATEGG demonstraor these types of activitics are reported in References 2, 37,
XTC 16/1. The advanced multiswirl fu;-l nozzles when 39, 40 and 44.
combined with optimum dome swirlers, and two closely
spaced rows of p-imary orifices gave excellent aerothermal The annular combustion system for a low-cost expandable
performance bi regard to high-power near-stoichiometric engine (Model 150) apolication (Figure 25) used ten vapor-
combustion efficiency, liner wall temperature levels and ize" tubcs for fuel injection. This engine is L 11.6 in. di.L
gradients. and maximum SAP. smoke number less than ameter, 500-lb thrust class turbojet for tactical missile ap-
10.0. In spite of short combustor volume and residence plications. The engine was designed for a maximum flight
time (mean dia = 18.72 in., L = 6.62 in.. H = 3.72 in.) and Mach number of 0.8 and a peak sititude of 10,000 ft along
high primary zone air, the engine ignition characteristics with the wind-mill ignition capability over its operatiornal
were excellent. and we achieved acceptable lema blowout envelope. The -ngire is to use JP-tO or JP 4. The sea-
characteristics without requiring fuel staging. level design conditicn. are lieted in Figure 25 along with
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oritbustor length (L). channel height (H), reference veloc- high-power NOx versus low-power CO and unburned hydro-
ity (Vr). rasidwice time (r) and the final design liner airflow carbons.
distribution, which was determined baned upon 3-D model.
ing that used 45x2t%25 control volumes. Figure 25 also Another area of significant weakness is the fuel nozzle
shows predicted flow field including U-V velocity vectors, modeling because in many combustion developmmnt ativi-
profiles of fuel-air ratios and outer liner wall isothermal ties, the lack of detailed information on fuel nozzle perfor-
lines. The brseline combustor met or exceeded all design mance (e.g., radial and circumferential fuel distribution) can
requirements. lead to serious design deficiencies including start, lean

blowout, and hot-streaking.
IV. LIMITATIONS OF EMPIRI-

CAL/ANALYTICAL DESIGN METHODOLOGY The modeling of fuel nozzle processes should include the
Even though the empirical/analytical methodology has filming, ligament formation, prunary and secondary
been successfully used in Ohe design and developm.nt pro- breakup. The undesirable spray impingement on the nozzle
cem of 22 combustion systems described in Section III, and shroud can adversely affect combustor performance and
CCD has provi&dA insight for a number of production en- cause severe liner hot streaks as encountered in the Non-
gine combustors (Section II), ta. ba..ic limitsa!ons associ- metallic Combustor (Figure 18).
atod with turbulent combustion models are primarily re-
sponsible for our failure to make quantitatively accurate Multidimensional modeling attempts for radiation,
predictions even for an "average" fuel nozzle combustor gaseous, ard smoke emissions have been less than
sector. Over the years, significant progress has been made satisfactory(55, 56).
in the theories of turbulent combustion and the submodels
of turbulence, kinetic, radiation, spray, soot, etc. A num- Figure 26 is from a smoke-reduction program on a turbofan
ber of interesting and very important observations, mile- engine(3 5 ). The predicted flowfield for the engine (base-
stones, and conclusions have been achieved, line) combustor shows that the primary zone has quiescent

regions for flame stabilization, and that the primary jet air
For example, Frenklach, Wang and Rabinowitz( 57 ) main- is not recirculating. The predicted fuel-air ratio profiles,
tain that "it is hard to expect that a reaction mechanism which are not shown here, indicated the existence of fuel-
composed from first principles will possess the high de- rich pockets indicating the root cause for high smoke
gree of numerical arcuracy required for combustion model- emissions. By changing the air flow distribution, we were
ing." The application of their solution mapping method to able to identify a compromise combustor configuration
optimize the rate constants of a detailed 149-step methane- (identified as Mod V) wherein we could maintain selectively
air combustion should be extended to include NOx chem- the fuel rich pockets (for flame stability) and simultane-
istry in addition to other required extensions, e.g.. higher ously get improved mixing and more agitated primary zone
molecular weight fuels. flow field as shown in Figure 23. Thereiore, we intuitively

expected Mod V to have lower exhaitst smoke emission
Similarly, alot more work needs to be done in turbulence, than the baseline. We did not expect any deterioration in
radiation, nozzle modeling, spray, soot and radiation in ad- the lean flame stability characteristics. However, tht. rig
dition to advanced numerics, body conforming grids, etc., testing showed no smoke reduction.
to achieve a quantitatively accurate turbulent combustion
model. Our work on advanced numerics(5-1 1), spray trans- In summary, the empirical/analytical method cennot be
port( 12 -16 , 29), fuel nozzle moouling( 17 .19 ), jet mix- easily extended to provide quantitatively accurate results.
ing( 2 0 -2 2), swirling flows(2 1. 23-30) and excellent re- M,-chanistic models based on second-order closures are lim-
search conducted by others has convinced us that conven- ited in scope. Liner hot spots, pattern factor, lean blow-
tional second-order closure models might not give us the out, gaseo-ts, and smoke emi3sions cannot be predicted due
level of accuracy required for making quantitatively reliable to the inaccuracies involved with the physico chemical
analytical predictions for gas turbine combustors. models, numerics and the specification of the brundary

conditions.
The scalar and joint PDF transport models look promis-
ing( 5 1-54) but their app'ication to practical gas turbine V. HYBRID ANALYTICAL IVESIGN
combustors rs design tools is many years away. METHODOLOGY

Prompted by the limitations of current turbulent combus-
Many of the challenging combustor performance character- tion models, the lack of well-defined boundary conditions
istics (e.g. pattern factor, liner hot spots) cannot be mod- in engine combustors. and routine successful application of
eled mechanistic.ally. Similarly, the mechanistic reacting simple correlations in combustor design and development
flow models have not provided definite guidance in carry- process, Rijt and Mongia proposed a hybrid modeling
;ng out the tradeoffs between conflicting design require- techni-uet"s that combines analytical model predictions
tnents, e.g., low smoke versus flante stability and relight; with physically realisti.- macro-volume expressions to es-
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tiniate combustion efficiency, Iran blowout, pattern factor, devolopmeut testing of ultra low NOT. combustors i&
will temperature, gaseous and smoke emissions. planned for the middle of 1993.

The usefulness of the hybrid deasign methodology (when The Round 3 hybrid inoeling effort will incorporate ims-
fully calibrated) ovnr the empirical/analytical design ap- proved expressions for jet mixing, liner cooling, smoke
proach can be illustraWe by referring back to the smoke re- formation/oxidation. and hybrid noz'le model(72 -75 ).
duction programn for the Model 570 engine. Although rhe
3-D model calculations were made during thes smoke reduc- VI. SUMMARY
tion program, these could only provide qualitative guidance The empirical/analytical combuttor design approach of4
as to how much srnokt reduction the plannied modification Mongia and co-workers has been successfully applied to 22
would result in. As shown previously in Figures 1-3, one gas turbine combustors and one small turbine augmentor.
could tentatively infer from the calculations that the final Its limitations for providing quantitative design guidance
low-smoke configuration (with dome swirlers) should pro- are due to the inaccuracies of the state-of-the-art turbulent
duce lower levels of exhaust smoke than the baselbie. The combustion models. numerics, grid resolution and bound-
hybrid modeling (Figure 27) approach not only gave good ary conditions. Next generation turbulent combustion
agreement with measured smoke emissioni, it also pro- models( 5 1-54) are expected to giva improved predictive
vided further insight by identifyring the regions of soot capability.
formation and oxidation. In all four of the modifications
(namely Mod I, Mod II, Mod MI, and the final low-smoke Hybrid analytical design methodology of Rizk and Mon-
configuration), we predict significant reduction in the soot gia(3 . 58-71) has been calibrated with an existing combus-
fornation rates. However, the differcince between :he mods tor design data base. This technique is expected to provide
is quite rmall. On tht other hand, these inodificationh quant~iiatively accurate eLimates of combust'ora efficienicy,4
show that their soot oxidation characteristics are quite dif- lean blcwout, pattern factor, wall temperatures. gaseous
ferent. Cunsequently, the net difference. between soot for- and smoke emissions.
mation and oxidation reveals that the low-smoke final
combustor gives the lowest exhaust SAE smoke mntiber of REFERENCES
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TFE 731.2 engine comb NASA T I concept 3 : :F F

W41 -. 29 5 PPS P3 -200 psi T3 743"F aI' ' '

ID -15 43in. L-7.2 in.
Emissionis levels, emissions index

Engin comb Concept 3
Takeoff NOx 1 3.6
Idle H' 20.6 0,7 b

Idle CO 58.8 17.9 ' -

Figure 6. NASA TI Concept 3 fuel-staging concept. " j j OD a26.5 in. Lw 5.23 in.
H =3.25 in.

S P3 a 2to 400 psi
T3 =-40 to 1 1000F

Max temp rise 2400OF
Max to min fuel flow rate - 1600
Max to min F/A ratio -20
Corrected reference velocity - 1.6-3600 fps
Minimum wind-mill ignition P3 a 2.0 psi

20 SPRINGS Primary zone air -74.2% wI VG open
- 11.8% w/ VG closed

I Figure 8. AF variable geometry reverse-flow annular
'L 1-- .. ~.~combustor designed for high-ahtitude ignition and

DILUION RIMAY 11 i~~j4 enhanced stability.

L0SRIG SWIRLING JETS FRo

I0 WALL COOLING EXHAUST AIJCT CGOOIN

Wa3.1 6.16 PPS P3 =125 psi T3 = 600T it AIMSLAST PRIMARY QEC
WC 1,.03 PPS T4.= 2200'F NOZZLE& ORIFICE SIC LINEN

OD = 14.16 i. H = 1.69 in. L =4.5Sin. SGET

Figure 7. DARPA/NAVSEA reverse-flow annular AA PI
ceramic rig com:)ustor designed for "uniform" wall RTTN

temperature levels and soft ignition. EI GISRMN

Mean D = 9.66 in. 00-e

PZ air = 76.8% C *f
Wa3 = 6.6 PPS
P3  =150 psi fhii

=C 0.92 PPS..
F/A = 0.053 T4 =3530OF Comb eff. - 99.06%
HRR = 13.7 MBTU/ft3-hr-atm

Figure 9. AF segmented ceramic annular combustor
designed for soft ignition and uniform wall temperature

levels.
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Figure 12. AF small turbine engine augmentor designed
F3= 0.026 Fwith empirical/analytical methodology met allMax Twa = 1400°F " aerothermal performance goals.
FMax w = 0. 026 F =02 ",

Uniform wall temperatures
Total cooling air = 30.8%

Figure 10. Counter-flow convection film cooled reverse
flow annular combustor tested at NASA Lewis Research

Center.

00 3.6in. P3 = 215 psi
ID =9.6 in. T3 = 790'F
L=4.0in. Wa3 = 6.4 PPS
T4 2400°F Total cooling = 34.7% Pj,

2.. . M.,; .. *L 
,

+ n•'L - ' • ' ' '' ' '"

Figure 11. Variable geometry regenerative automatic
gas turbine combustor can be designed with 98% Figure 13. A reverse-flow annular combustor designedreduction in NOx emission, with Lamilloy cooling scheme.
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EFFUSION COOLING

OD=- 13.6 in. L 3.19 in. H= 1.98 in. P3 367 psi
Wa3.1 . 10 PIPS T3 - I1000*F T4 = 3000*F

A* AATotal cooling air=- 38.3% PF =.0.12 (with depressed T3)

)oli~n tolr(11t.-4 Figure 16, Army low pattern factor reverse flow
combustor,

Figure 14. Effusion cooled reverse flow annular
cornbustor, dimensions, and design conditions as given

in Figure 13.

p )J01-
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LIL

OD = 11.8 in.p

L = 6.9 in. it..
H = 3.0 in 1Iill.
Leq = 6.5 in,
P7 air = 58.4% Dii air = 10 0%
8 pure airbiast nozzles

Figure 17. AF high temperature limited life turbine
combustor for near-stoichiometric operation,

Figure 15. NAS/Army com~pliant matrix cooled
combustor.
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Figure 18. AF nonmetallic combustor. Figure 21. AF ETEC combustor burned supercritically
heated JP-10 fuel; combustor liner dimensions identical

to Figure 17.

-3.46 INCHES

- OD=10. 52 in. H 1.32 in.

P3 328 psi T3 91 01F

OD T 0.5 in 
H = 132

[P3 = 196 psi T4 = 2 500F
T44=22300F

HJ- 710 fuel 113-

Mean D 19 1872in

Length = 6.62 in.
Height = 3.72 in.

Figure 19. ETF 1050 demonstrator engine reverse-f low
annular combustor. Figure 22. XTC 16/1 demonstrator combustor

successfully completed near-stoichiometric test
program.

SINGLE ROW DUAL PRIMARY PILOTED AIABLAST
AIR ORIFIC I AIR SWIRLEAS FU L ATOMiiERS 1201

4 Length/height . 1.8
Temperature rise .2400-F

Heat-release rate n8.0 MBTU/ft-hr-atm
PZ air - 65.7% PF < 0. 15 SL idle LBO F/A - 0.005
Maximum wall temperature - 1500OF

Figure 20. Advanced gas generator reverse flow
annular combustor.
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I. SUMMARY

A typical small gas turbine combu;tor is nm'dell-d using I he complex tf•w¶'ield in an annular comhustor is
CFD and the numerical results conmpared with LDV typically tihree-dimensional, turbulent, recirculating,
measured data. The predicted flow characteristics are in chemicaliy reacting, and confined by complicated iouvre
excellent agreement with the measurements. Some aspxecLt and liner geometries. Very limited experimental data is
df CFD application in combustor design are discussed, available on real combustor geometries as reviewed
CFD can he used as . tool in studying the flowfield recently by Heitor I I and as such, Pratt & Whitney
development, in the optimization of hociition, size and Canada Inc. (PWC) initiated a joint research program
quantity of flow devices, in monitoring flow with the University of Toronto, Institute for Aerospace
perfornaances and in correlating important design Studies (UTIAS) to investigate the complex flowfield of a
parameters. Use of CFD can significantly reduce lapse practical combustor of current design.
time and development cost of gas turbine combustors.

The present paper shows the prediction capability of CFD
2. INTRODUCTION for combustion systems by comparing numerical solutions

with measurements which employed advanced
Gas turbine combustor design has historically depended nonintrusive diagnostic techniques. Sonie examples of
on the use of empirical correlations and trial and error CFD arplication to combustion system design are also
approaches The time and cost involved in the illustrated.
development of gas turbine components 'n this traditional
way is considerable. Laser diagnostic techniques ailowing 3. SECTOR COMBUSTOR MEASUREMENTS
detailed and simnultaneous measurements of important
flow properties in complex flows have become possible, The experimental data used for comparison of CFD
and have encouraged the collection of benchmark quality results was measured by Hu et al. (2,31 using laser
database available for combustor designs, and for Doppler velocimetry (LDV). These measurements were
cahbration of numerical analysis tools. Recent advances obtained from a straightened 91)' sector of a
in combustor technology enabled numerical simulation of toroidal-vortex reverse-flow annular combustor of Pratt &
complex flowfields of the type seen typically in gas Whitney Canada PW209 engine. The sector combustor
turbine combustors. investigated represents a three nozzle combustor segment.

The cross-section of the sector combustor is shown in
Computational fluid dynamic (CFD) is showing great Fig. I. There were a total of 3 different sets of jets arid
potential as a design tool for combustion systems. nine sets of wall louvres. Two inclined side quartz
Advances in computers allow the use of detailed windows were mouinted flush to the combustor ends to
numerical algorithms and physical models for more simulate the flow volume of a quarter of a full
accurate predictions of complex flows. The recent global combustor. They also allowed optical access to the
demand for reduced pollutant emissions and improved combustor flowfield for LDV. In both the cold and hot
fuel efficiency have made the design of combustion flow experiments, only one of the three fuel neozle
system very challenging. A design tool that can predict positions was used. A Parker-liannifin pure air-blast tue!
the tlowfield and be used for optimiization of the design nozzle was mounted at the centerline of the sector. The
becomes essential. experiments were conducted at a constant 21)4 mm (8

inches) of' water differential presure drop across the
Exp.erimental measurements of flow properties in real combuslor in ambient conditions representing normal
combuito, geomntris have been very limited. This is :ombustor operating condition (Q, simulation),
rainly due to the highly hostile environment and the Conmierc:al grade methane gas of 961h, purity was
difficulties ,f accessing the complex flowfield with employed as fuel. A lean fuel-air ratio of 0.004 was used
diagnostic ph;bes or optical instrumentation, tiowever, for the test to avoid the flamne f om scavenging the side
CFD can be used to simulate the comnbustor geometry and quamt windows.
flowfield. The numerical solution can provide detail
infornation of all flow properties being modelled across The U and V componcnLs of' the mean velocity and the
the entire flowlield, whereas experimental measurements corresponding turbulence intensities 7•, v' ant v were
can only provide flow properties being measured in the mapped in ijetail for cold and hot flows with a
region of the flowfield where a test is pwrfonned. two-omiponent argon-ion laser Doppler velocimeter
Because of the limitations of experimental measurements, operated in dual-beam •orwaid scatter mnode.
valitdated CFD codes beconme the prime choice of' design
tools for the analysis of a complex combustor flowfield.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion 'kchnology fi)rAdvanced Aircraft Engines: May 1V)3.



4. NI tM ERICALI S 14IMULATION p rimary jet 0ýltuitd not spreadiog downst reaniic much
its in the tfliisu ierneiwi This is moi. ti ke ly due tii thle

nb.iunherical sit ulitt ii 01o' thle C0111n bustor dlese ibet the.-e Lidipdito ol, Ille la urinahncV s' osi ty by 0wii
was in~liate U folloi wi ng lihe e xperiie ntal measut emen t8 to I urbulenlcc mnodel. L-ss flow from tilo e prifimary lonefl is4
val idate the pired iction tilt' lie ('PD code and its siven entIering II e sec 'odary /one in ibis plane. Tlhe
appl ica hi lil) ax design Itoli for coinht'stioii systems. c rosslt w aud i.nurainiei n o ( ft he surrounding flow i ntoi

the hiigh niimoentumn outer tlil u'.% jto We ae als o observed.
A miesh systemn compri~sing !I x 22 x130 grid lines (151 Trhis dilution jet pentetrates i.croiss the flow domanin and
fili) grid pointis in total) along the axial, radial andt sphtl(5ie onto the inner honer A wagke just downstirna of
tangential dir.-k-ions was getienited for the sector the, dilutioni Jot is predicted, but tile measuremnent
geonletry. indicate- t Ihat the dilution jet difftuses faster and the4

interaction olt tile two setIs olt opposing staggered dilutio n
Thte number of grid points used was kept to this size so J,1.s is stronger than predicted. Trie lnlight differences In
that a quick turn around was possible with at wotkstatiotn. (the secondlary /.one are largely dlue to i~c 'tiffusion rate of'
Several views of' the gfid system are illustrated in Fig,. 2. thle free jets, which may be caused by the underprediction
The model contained 13 and 14 circular dilution jet holes of the turbulence parani-ters in the k-e turbulence model
on the outer and inner liners, respectively, Each of these and the lack of refinement of" thie grid around the dilution
cit-cular holes Was represented by a 4 x 6 grid mesh, jets.4
There were also 21 circular p'imatry jet holes on the inner
liner in the primary zone.Because of the large- number of' The contour of the veloc-ity magnitude of ii and V~ in the
these primary jets, each of them was only repirestnted by centerline nlane 4s measured t'nnd computed for the cold
a 4 x 4 grid mesh. There were 7 and 4 film cooling slots hlow are shown ini Fig. 5 and 6, respectively. A film
on the outer and inner liners, respectively. Each slot was cooling flow. of less than 10 m/s is sei'n aloug the liner in
represented by 4 grid lines, of which 3 were vor the slot the front domle. Toward the primary vortex, the velocity
opening. A 5 xs 12 grid mesh was used to model the magnitude drops uo just a ilw meters ncr v.Iecond. The4
injector inlet which had the effective flow area of the dominating feawre in the primary zone is the fuel jet.
actual hardware. The igniter mounted on the front uomle The core velocity (If tn~s jet is seen decaying quite
was not simulated since its influence oni the flowfield was rapidly as it cuts across the conihustn.r andi splashes on
minimura, its observed in the LDV measurements, the howtomn liner with velocities of less thaltO nwhs. The

spread of the fuil jet near the nozzle ex:it towart's the
Boundary conditions for the CFi) runs were provided in front dIomec is more pronounced in the measurement. The
the following fashion. The air mass flow rate ilhrough the minirooma velocity magnitude between tlse interaction oIf
inlet slots and jet orifices were computed using a the fuel jet and the primiary let is predicted slightly higher
o~ie-dimensiorial flow dlistiibotion program by iterating in nmagnitude and in radial location, The spread of' the
the flow splits until the specified pncssurc drop across the primary jet is seen as very limited. I-fnce the velocity
combusto, wa5s achieved. Fule! injection at the tael nozzle magnitude in the primary jet and the secondary
was assumed to be nrernixed and the methane gas mass recirculation zone are not quite as well predicted.Th
ilow rate used was based en actual test data. The cold ouLter dilution jet is seen deccaying st',wly along its
and hot flows were computed using :he TASCflow 141 krajectory from the outer liner to the inner liner. Because
Navier-Stokes fluid flow prediction software. Version 2.1, these dilution jets are als.) underpredicted in their
on an IWOv RS600)) workstation. diffusion rate, the interaction between the two sets of'

rlppllsing dilution jets are not obvious in this plane.
5. NUMERICAL RESULTrS AND COMPARISONS

In the hot flow experiment, three planes were measured.
Iii th'e cold flow experimeill, only the centeriioe plant' of The r.,easured velocity vector plot of- the hot flow
the colmbustor was oiapped. -he inew~ureid velocity experiment at the centerline plane is shown in Pig. 7. The
vectors arc showa ir. Fig. 3. in gentral, the characteristics comlputed velocity plot at tei centerline planc, is shown in

of' this compli-A flowfield are well predicted. The Fig. 8. In the measurec (data, the center of the primary
c~omputed ccod flo)w velocity vectcrs; are shown in, Fig. 4, %irtex is much better defined a~id it is located closer toI
In eV primary zone, the primary vortex is found ahove the front Jorie and the outer liner than in the cold flow.
the fuel -let as a weak vo'tical flow near the outer liner This same flow behaviour is also found in the predicued
antI the front dome. The fuiel jet is inij#eLed into the flow results. As wake flow on tht upstream of tnt'- fuel nozzle
domain w~ith at small cone and Ywiil as shown by the is predictc'l though this IL not found in the mjeasurement.
velocity vector at the fuel nozzle exit face. The This may be due to the fuel jet andi the primary jet )oth
entrainment of the surrounding flow into the fuel jet is ditfusing at a slower rate than in reaiity, arid tl's a ;&rge
clearly seen around this 'it't inlet. The dominant feattire is wake region is created oin the front lace of the fuel nozzle
the high momentum fuel jet penetrating right across the as the primary jet flows acris-i the nozzle body and the
primatry zonie at a tra 'jectory of 45' toi the axial direction fuel jet entrains the surrounding flow into the jet. In
and striking the inner liner of the front dome,- This comparison with thie cold flow, th'e 'ucl jot petnetrates
splashing o!f the fuel jet on the front dome creates a small across the primary zolne with higher momentumn cnd
,urhing uip of the flow towards the front dome louvre. A splashes onto the front (tome inner liner with bigher
.strong sidewash in the tangential directions, and a vortex velolcity. The curling up of the fuel jet towards the "ront
which extracts energy from the film cooling louvre flow dome louvre is muc~h stronger. The roll up (If the fuel jet
adjacent~ to the inner liner wall and the aear vertical (on the inner liner is also found much strolnger with thle
primary jets are: also created. The low Irressurt! created by center lying closer to the liner wall. The primary jet is
the high momnentumn fuel jet attracts the primary jets tol predicted to have diffused more than in the cold flow.
flow upward towards the nozzle. Consequently, a large Hence the secondary recirculation is mutch betlr
sec:,ndafy recitculati,r.e flow is formed. The pr'.,dicted predicted More of' the primary jet flow is seen going
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dov.'n, trlatil towardi the dilution iolne. i tie flow rever'sal predicted flow shows the samte characteristic downstream
i•b:;erved downstreumn of the outer dilution j.it is a of the primary jet. The inner dilution jet is s.ern
cmbhination of the wakc flow anti the interaction of the pe•netrating halfway across the comhustor and then
outer and inner dilution lets, Thc fhow intetaction turning dtownstrean approaching the exhaust, Lower
between the two sets of opposiag staggered dilution jets veh.,ity flow in thi wake of the inner dilution jet is well
is found at a higher radial location than in th- measured pr,:dictid, Flow front the primary zone is seen pushed by
data. This may be due to the coarseness otf the grids in the inner dilution jet toward the outer liner before leaving
the dilution zone which does not allow the detail of the the dilution zone in this plane.
flow to he resolved propferly.

Overall, the computer code has predicted all of the flow
The second plane measured for the hot flow is at the characteristics of a complex Ilowfield inside a real
edge of the fuel nozzle body, which is 0.00t7m zwvay from practical combustor reasonably well. Although ,he k-c
the centerline. The nreu..ured velocity vtctor plot and the toe'bulence model does not predict exactly the turbulence
corresponding computed velocity vector are shown in quautities in pants of the flow and underestimates the
Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. The primary vortex is diffusion rate of free jets, it does help provide physically
similar to that of the centerline plane with the center realistic flow characteristics and velocities. Because ,he
close to the outer liner and the front dome'. The spray computed results provide valuable detailed flow
cone of the fuel nozzle is seen merging into this plane parameters of the flowfield, they allow an insight into the
slightly below the outer liner in the primary zone. This physics of the flow. In practical usage, CFD can be
fuel jet and the vtvitiees it creates from splashing onto the employed for parametric studies and optimization of a
front dome inner liner are still the dominating features in particular flow feature and has become a valuable tuoi at
the primary zone. The roll up of the fuel jet vortex PWC for the design of combustors.
towards the front dome is not quite clearly defined in the
predicted flow. This may he due to the coarseness of the 6. OTHER APPLICATIONS OF CFD IN
grid in that region, and the wall function may not be COMBUSTOR DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
appropriate for jet impingement on the wall type of flow
prediction. The LDV data in the centerline plane The advent of 3) CFD into industrial design has opened
indicated that the impinging flow is tripped by the several new application possibilities. The previous
incoming flow of the dome louvre and curled up into a example has reaffirmed that CFD, even in its crudest
vortex ,vith the ',rirnary vortex strengthening it. The coarse msh form, is capable of describing the physics of
votex on the downstream of the fuel jet is very well flow with fairly good accuiacy. This is especiaily
predicted. This is because this vortex is being driven by remarkable when compaed to how those descriptions
three flows, namely the fuct. Jet, the film iooling louvre A, re expressed when CFD was not so readily availale.
flow and the primary jet flow. The primary jet flow that just a few years ago. Whc:n asked the appropriate
reaches the outer liner and then turns toward the questions, CFD can reveal a wealth of information and
frort-end is not seen in the measurement. This may be can confirm or deny a variety of notions regarding the
attributed to the same amount of mass dow specfied to rature of a specific flow configuration. It is useful for
all of the primary jet hoes at the boundary. But in the estimt'ting pressure losses in a wide range of unusual
actual flow, less mass goes through the hole in regions regions as well as those which are physically Jifficult to
where, the gas temperature is high due to combustion. The access; it car. provide heat transfer correlations for
primary jet flow that reaches the dilution zone close to geometries not found in any :iterature: it is useful as a
the outer liner and the secondary recirculation zone that diagnostic tool in explaining unusual data, investigating
was gene:ated in its wake are very well predicted. The the feasibility of certain flow devices cr modifications to
penetraiion, the spreading and the wake region of the hardware; and it is most useful for exploring scaling laws
inner dilution jet are also in very good agreement with under a variety of physical conditions which would not
the measured data. The inicraction of the two sets of be realistically attainable through experimental
opposing dilition jekr. in this section is not obI'ious in the techniques. A major asset is its power to provide insight
predicted flow. into the physics of a givtn practical situation throjgh

visualization of the phenomena in question. This is
The third plane measured in the hot flow is 0.04 m away particularly fure in the field of combustor design, where
from the centerline plane. Figure II shows the measured many options and solutions are available to the designer.
velocity vector in this plane and the predicted velocity
vector plot in Fig. 12. Because this plane is located far One of the main concerns in combust)r design is the
away from the fuel injector, the entire flow picture component durability in the hot-end of the engine.
appears significantly different from the two previous Advancements in material technology have allowed
,,ections. The fuel jet and its affiliated roll up vortices engines to operate at higher pressure ratios and
have completely disaipeared from the primary zone. The temperatures. Properly controlled exit temperature profile
dominating feature hete is the primaiy vortex which has of the combustor is vital to the hfe of turbine vanes,
increased in size from the centerline plante to this plane. blades and disks oi the turbine. Traditional way of
The center of this primary Vortex is predicted further tailoring the Tcnipcrature Distribution Factor (TDF) by
away from the front dome than in the measured data. Part trail and error inmolves high cost an'J long deelopment
of the ilow in the primary zone recirculated back into the time.
,ront domre anJ the rest flowcd in.to the dilution zone,
Even though no primary jet inlet exists in this plane, the Temperature prediction by combustion models has lagged
influence of primary jet flow from the neighbouring plane other parameters due to the simplified models of the
is seen here. It is bent over by the oncoming flow from turhulence quantities and the dependency of the chemical
the prirrly vortex. The secondary recirculation zone has reaction rates on such parameters. However, CFD caii
decre~sed drastically in size in the measured data and thc ,)ay a very useful rule in comhustor development. Every
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flow device in a combustor can be traced with a boundary condition at the exit plane of these three
non-reactive scalar. By tracking the flow paths and diffuser pipes. The sheath and window of the fuel
concentrations of such scalars, the mezihanisms of their nozzles, and the no?.zle hoss were modelled pieciselv,
mixing and degree (it' mixedness can be studied, In the The stem of the fuel nozzles was omitted in the model.
sector combustor CFD discussed above, a dye is injected At the base of each fuel nozzle, the flow area decreased
into each louvre and jet with a concentration value of one gradually down to its effective exit flow area. It was then
at the inlet, It is expected that the film cooling provided attached to a plenum for the simulation of the air flow
bly the lIuvres in the front-end is already well mixed by through the fuel nozzles.
the time it reaches the exhaust plane of the sector
combustor. This is illustrated hy the contour of the dye A section of the computed velocity field is shown in Fig.
concentration from the front dome louvre in Fig. 13(a). 16. Diffuser pipes normally produce an exit velocity
The concentration of this louvre flow has typically mixed profile with two counter-rotating vortices on both sides of
to below 0.07 in the center region of the exhaust plane, the pipe, leaving a low velocity zone near the center. lh
Higher concentrations on both sides are due to the wall this figure, as viewed from the top, high exit velocity is
effect of the liners and side windows. Because of a seen skewed to both sides and low velocity is seen at the
tangential thumbnail louvre on the outer liner, the flow is center of the pipe. The fuel nozzie on the left is located
not symmetrical. At the same exhaust plane, 'he outer midway between two diffuser pipes, whereas the fuel
dilution iets have shown a much higher concenu'ation of nozzle on the right is located near the center of a diffuser
about 0. 10 to 0.26 in zhe center region as shown in Fig. pipe. Due to the nonuniform exit pressure prcfilt of the
13(b). This is due to the high ma.:s flow rate from '.he diffuser pipes and the relative location of these diffuser
outer dilution jets, and the jets have iot yet fully mixed pipes with the fuel nozzles, 4,2% more of th• total fuel
with the surrounding flow. Feasibility and optimization of nozzle air mass flow goes through the left fuel nozzle.
these flow devices in terms of their locations, sizes, and Moreover, a large wake is found immediately
quantities can he accessed through parametric studies and downstream of this left fuel nozzle. Backside cooling is
by monitoring their changes in terms of their thus reduced bocause the ve!ocity in this wake flow is
concentration at a fixed reference plane. low. Only a very small wake flow is found downstream

of the right fuel nozzle. Most of the diffuser pipe flow
An exampkl of using scalar concentration to optimize goes around this right fuel nozzle and does not separate.
combustor Clow is the positioning and sizing of the This type of flow interaction is atypical and it is difficult
primary and dilution jets in ihe combustor where the fuel to predict a prior without CFD. Sucit computer simulation
nozzles are located at the toi corner of the front dome, benefts both comhustion and compressor designers and
The interaction of the fuel jet with the primary jets and helps in understanding the effects of diffuser exit profile
the two sets of opposing ditution jets was investigated 'n combustion system perforrmince. CFD is also useful in
with the simulation of a typical sector of the combu.4tor detemnining the discharge coefficient (Cd) of holes in
using CFD. lhf- solution indicated that a s:teak from the a;cas % here the flow is difficult to predict. For example,
fuel jet escapes from the primary zone by means of the the outer dilition holes of this model are located
primary Cjts. as shown in Fig. 14, and not thi.iugh the immediately downstream of the diffuser pipes, where
gap in betwcen 'he primary jets as one might suspect. As some of tOe iow must reverse in direr tion. Where file
a portion ii the fuel finds its way to the jets inside the flow splits and reversis d~rection and deterininang the
primary vortex, the lifting effect of ihe';e primary jets flow conditions around the holes are difficult to assess
drags the fuel up towards the outer liner and out of the without CFD.
prim.ry zon(e. T'lh number if "rimary jet holes and the
mass flow rat-: through them ,.an determine how the fuel The impact of fuel ,:pray on the conbustion systems has
streaks out of the primary zone. 1, t placement of the included ignition, starting, flame stability, TDF, smoke
outer and ilner dilution jets is also ci• cial in the breaking and emissions, fuel ,:onsumption rate. and not-end
,p of such streaks before they reach the oxhaust duct, durability. Heuce, the design of the fuel nozzle is really
which if not properly dealt with would appear as hot critical CFD is valuable in modelling the small flow
spots in the TI)D. The li-ia! optimized config%ration nad ijassages that often have a swirler and operated under
the fuel nozzle aligned with ,one of he primary jets and very hig'h pressure. Sevend grid meshes are shown in
one of the dilution jets with the two opposing d:iti on Figs 17 iand IX illustrating the com plexity of the
jets staggered in order to minimize the ,xtend of the fuel componenLs and flow paths inside fuel injectors
str'ak.

More applications of C)FD in th. design and studies of
Anothcr application of CFD it) combuslion systems is the fu'el injec:tors for small gas tirbine engines are also
study otf the interaction between the diffusce pipes and the discussed by McCaldin et al. 151.
fuel no,/Ies, when the number of diffuser pipes is not a
multiple of ihe number oif fuel no/iles. A scctr)r of such Up to now. much of the activity in coi bsohir design has
a oinlhbui ioi ou ter annulus v as rn de led fri im the roio t ot been built oii empirical ciorrelations hased oin experience.
fbe dilluser pilie to the beginning of Ihle simall entry duct. CF) •s valuable ir providing detail infiin aiatm and flhw
The mesh syteml cinsisted of an outerannults with a vistIdisatiOn Of th, Iflowlield. Many empirical correlations
c inniiin plenuin attached to the base of the Inucl ni .z/eIs, can n1W he verified hy C1), Ti'igether, the, tollis are
,Nn i siviCliiL. vicew if lie mesh (or Oie three' diffuser powerful both in miionitoring each ethet",,performance
pipes and lilt two oiue r.mt/li mnodelled ate sh•wn in and in making tIp each othler's weaknesses. The ability
Fig. 15. The outer annulus ilim was enclosed by the gas to work with well defined physical paiam':ters will dispel
"generatlor case on the larger radius and the coiribustior Ihe black art image lhat is s5mmeti nes ass cialted with
Out teir liter tn the small radius. 'Ihe cex, pressure profile L',finbuSItr designed in the engine clmitiunit).
and dircctio n ot a dilfuser pipe measured in rig tcs,,is W:is
; in\,erte'd to• velh'i prifillc and was given ais the inlet Despite the capabilities anJ wide usages of (FI in tliht



gas turbine combustion systems, there remains much
room for improvement in the mathematical methodology
and physical modelling for turbulent ractive reirculating
conmbustor flows, The goal for CFD in the future is to
become an every day design tool, which is capable of
accurately predicting crucial parameters for the
combustion systems under both steady and unsteady state
operating conditions, and reduce the lengthy and costly
rig testings in the development stage. (7FD will play an
ever increasing role both in quantifying the design roles
established in combustor design practice and in allowing
the exploration of the boundaries to which these rules
apply to future designs.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The numerical modelling of the sector combustor as
presented here showed that the characteristics of the
complex flowfield of a practical combustor with
,omiplicated geometry is very well predicted even with a
coarse mesh. Although most of the mathematical models
and numerical algorithms have room to improve, CFD in
its present state is capable of being used with confidence
as a tool in the design and development of gas turbine
combustion systems. Since CFD is capable of providing
physically realistic solutions, it becomes feasible to be
used in areas where experimental testing may be too
costly or impossible for diagnostic tools to access. It is
best employed as a tool to provide detailed information in
understanding, optimizing, monitoring, parameterizing
and correlating the intrinsic flow and physical parameters
that g•verns the complex flowfields in combustion
systems.
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Discussion

Question 1. Dr Gordon E. Andrews
You have given ezxamples of CFD computations of combustor -xternal flow and internal flow. Do you have experience in
combined external/internal flow computations that avoid the need to specify an airflow distribution and inlet hole velocity
profiles if any internal predictions are made? Are there any additional problems, such as convergence, in combined flow
predictions?

Author's Reply
The combustor external flow is normally computed separately from the internal flow. The results from the external flow
computation arc used to provide inlet boundary conditions for the internal flow. Combined 3-D external and internal flow
computations have not been attempted seriously, largely due to the limitations of the grid size the current computer workstation
can handle. However, the attachment feature has been used to couple the fuel nozzle to the combustor to allow flow development
inside the fuel nozzle before injection into the combustor.

Question 2. PJ. Coelho
Could you provide some details of the model, namely the physical submodels and numerical techniques?

Author's Reply
-The solver used is the TASC code, trade marked by Advanced Scientific Computing Ltd., Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.

The code uses a fully general non-orthogonal and logically Cartesian grid. It is based on a conservative finite volume approach
with all variables stored at the same grid location. The Mass Weighted Discretization Scheme and the Physical Advection
Connection terms in all transport equations except k - F were used. The turbulence model is the standard k - i model with
wall functions where r, is proportional to the turbulent kinetic energy.

The fluid mixtures consisted of 4 separate physical components, namely 02, Nk, fuel and products. The Multi-Component Fluid
Model takes into account the component properties and the proportion of each component present in the control volume.

"For combustion. ýhe simple Eddy Break Up Model, which is based on the concept that the chemical reaction is fast relative to the
transport processes in the flow, is used. The EBU model requires that fuel, oxidant, and products be available in a control volume
before reaction ma.' occur. The minimum concentration of these three components, together with a turbulent mixing rate c /k are
used 'o calLulate thýý reaction rate of fuel.

i4
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CALCULS AEROTH-ERMOCHIMIQUFS DANS LE3S FOYERS

DE RECHAUFFE

C. DEJEU, J.L., SCHULTZ, S. MEUNIER

Snecma Villaroche
Ddpartement Combustion

77550 MOISSY-CRAMAYEL
FRANCE

RESUME
L'dtude ddtaillcde de ladrodynamique et de la thermique des Plus particulierement dans le domaine des foyers de ri~chauffe,
syst~mes est aujourd'hui un des points importants rentrant dans les d~veloppements qui ont W faits dans le domaine des
le processus de dimensionnement et d'optimisation des foyers syst~mes de refroidissement ou de melange et les travaux
de rechauffe des turbordacteurs modernes. conicernant les nouveaur concepts de stabilisateurs de

combustion ont contribud d'une faqon significative A repousser
Darts cc contexte, Particle prdsente deux exemples de les limites des performances.
gdomdtries et de rdsultats r~cents tires de cas concrets et
montre par quels moyenis le recours au calcul numdrique peut Darts le passtd, le d6veloppement de ces systtmes reposait
permettre d'aider le concepteur dans son 6tude. essentiellement sur une approche empirique basde, d'une part

sur une moddlisation simplifide reproduisant le comportement
Le code adrothermochimique qui a Wt utilisd a dt d~veloppd global d'un syst~me complet et d'autrc part, sur une
par VONERA dans le cadre de l'Action Concert~e pour les exploration systdmatique A laide d'essais partiels permettant
Chambres de Combustion ( A3C ).II est basd sur une technique de mettre au point les diffdrents composants. Une
de type volumes finis avec un maillage tridimensionnel expdrimentation globale du dispositif devant a posteriori
structurd adaptd aux parois.Le mod~Ie de combustion utilisd de vdrifier le bon fonictionneraent darts ]'ensemble du domaine de
type "Eddy Break Up" gdndralisd fait l'objet d'une vol. Aujourd'hui, t'dvolution vers des syst~mes de plus en plus
presentation plus ddtaillde. complexý-s et perlormants, aux param~tre,ý de contr6le

nombreux, limite les marges de progr~s et rend It recours A un
empirisme systdmatique hasardcux. De plus, la ndcessitd pour

1. GENERALITES des raisons de comp~titivitd, de r~duire les coats et les ddlais
De nomonreux progr~s ont dijA dt obtenus dans le domaine de de vidveloppement conduit A rechercher des moyens qui
Vamrilioration des performances des foyers de turbordacteurs. permettront de prdvoir d~s le stade du dimensionnement le
Ces progr6s qui sont d~s en grande pantie 6 aes technologies comportement local d'un ensemble.
nouvellcs ont permis jusqu'A pridsent de r~pondre aux
probImes posds par I'diargissement constant du domaine de Ct but ne peut 6tre atteint que par Ia description quantitative
forictionnemcint des moteurs. de I'adrothermodynamique au moyen de codes prenant en

compte et d~crivant localement [ensemble des phdnom~nes
mis en jeu. Dans ce contexte, le recours au calcul num~rique a
deux objectifs, d'uiie part, laide au dimensionnement a priori,
et d'autre part l orientation des expdrimcntations dont Ie

_______ nombre, gr-Ace A un choix mieux justifid, pourra etre
grandement rdduit.

air~

air primaireI

Fig la Vue schilmatique du systbme accroche- Fig lb Syst~me accroche-flammes-Vue arribre
flammes dens le canal de post-combustion.



Lairticle que nous prtsenton " permet diliustrer par un 3. ILe code IVIAMANTexempit" Vapplication dec cette nitthodologic ctez Snecma. Le code DIAMANT a di d~veloppd par VONERA dans ledans le domaine de i'6tudc du foyer de rdchauffe d'un cadre de Popdration AXC (ref 9). C-etic action met Aturbordacteur (ref 1,2,3). contribution la plupait des p~les do comp~tences iinporltatits en
France dans Ie demaine de I'adrothermochimie et a pour out
d'unc part, de dc;velopper Its nouveaux mod~ks physiques2. INTRODUCTION avancds qui seront ntdccssaires pour la description plus preciseDans le cas dec beaucoup de turbo:dacteurs milita~res modeines des dcoulements dans les chanribres de combustion et d'autreet de quelqiies moteurs civils, ii Pout idtre ndcessajre d'obtenir part, de construire Ie code numdrique capable de les aecceuillir.poncturellement un surcroit important de poussde. Ccci peut L'introduction de ces nouveaux mod~les est en cours 'Ac&~re obtenu en carburant A nouveau l-air vicid issu 'Au moteur. r~alisation. ILe code l)IAMAN'r (ref 4,5,6) qui est prdsentdEn effet, la combustion dans Ia chambre principale ne dai's cet article est la version de base munie dc mod~lesconson'mant pas tout Voxyg~ne disponible, il est possible classiques. 11 est employ4 chek Snecma dcpuis 1991 etd'assurer tine nouvelle combustion. Cette post-combustion commence mainteniant A Wer utilisd 'A'une t'aqon relativementpermet Painsi d'dlevcr fortement. la temN~rature des gaz courantc pour l:i rdalisation des probibmes de conception.

d'Ajection et augmente par 11 mdme Ia poussde 'Au moterur.Dans ce foyer 'Ae rdchaL-,fe, il cst n~cessaire d-iniectei le Le code est basd sur Ja resolution des dquations 'Ac Navier-carb!Irant liqnide d'une faqon rclativeinenit homjg~ne ., puis de Stokes moyernndes dans one aipproximnation compressiblefixer la* combusticn au moyen d'ur, dispocsit4 "accroche- subsonique. La turbulence est siinulide par un mod~le A deuxflamnmes" permettan t 'Ac prodifire Ie temps 'Ac sdJour suffisant rdquations et la combustio~n par un mod~c 'Ae type "Edoy Breakpour stabi ' iser Aa combustion, L~a ligure Irepirdsente la Uip' gn6ndrhistd compldtd par une Pdf pr~sumde. La m~thodeschdmatisation d'un syst~me 'Ao rdchauffe type d'un nuindrique repose sur un schdima semi-implicite et oneburbordacteur mnilitaire moderne. L'injection 'Ac carburant est resolution A pas fractionnaires, LA discrdtisation est 'Ac typeici assurde en particulier, 3u moven 'Ac cravons dhi-osds volumes finis strictement conservative. En tridirnensionnel, Icradialerrent en amont dAu systi`.me accroche-flammes qui lu, est rdscau 'Ac mailiage est cons~itud par des cinpilements adjacentsmixte annulaire et radial. d'hexa~dres dont la forme et lagencement peuvent Wte
quelconqutes. Cc type 'Ac maillage, s';l reste structurd, permetLa rnise au Doint, 'Ac ce type 'Ac syst~ines "injection 'Ac dans une certaine mesure 'Ae reprdsenter des gd.onidtricscarbu rant/acc roc he flarnmes" est un des 6l1rnents essentiels relativement complexe; avec 'Aes obstacles interrncs sansr.zntrant en jeti lurs 'Ac Ia conception 'Au foyer 'Ac r~chauffe. amener des dMformations 'Ac mailles trop importantes (fig 3).

Plarni Its paranit-rres d'optiinisation rechercht~s, celui 'Ae la 3.1 Les ('quations d'6vo~utionpoussde est bien entendu okn des jlus impontants. Ainsi, pour Les dquations instantzrides d'A'volution sor~t obtenues 21 partirunec longueor 'Ac cz.;aI la plus courte possible, minimisant donc des principes ibrndamcntaux 'Ac conservation de la masse, 'Ac lala masse, le concepteur cherchera A obtrnir Ia temp~ratuie Ia quantitd 'Ac mouvement, 'Ac lPergie et d.-s esp~ces. Unplus dlevde et la plus hoimog~ne possib~e maximiniant ainsi Ia traiternent statistique classiquc est appliqud A ces 6quationspoussde. tin autre param~tre d'optimisation est ceiui 'Ac la pour tenir compte 'Au caract~rc turbulent des dcoukrnentsPorte 'Ac charge. En effet, A 'ddhit dunnd en fonictionnernent en consi'Adrds. L~e syst~me complet des dquations s'exprime 'Ac Izrechauffe oo non, la poussCe est dgalement conditionnde par Ie fa~on suivante:
niveau 'Ac pression A la sortie 'Ac Ia tuy~re qu'it cst 'Aonc
n~cessaire 'Ac garder le plus 6levd possible.

(it! voit dt~iA apparaitre ici one 'Aifficultd nmajeure poisque ces
'Acux criti~res peuvent 6tre .contradictoires. En effet, si Ia a~iJlat + V.fiU.+p~u'u +i VP = 0multiplication des points 'Ainjection et des syst~ries 11-
d'homogdndisation serait tout A fait favorable a l'obtenitioll aýHlat + V.(pUi.if+Ai'h'+J~h) =aP/at + 5WA1H
d'une tempdrature dlev~e et homog~ne, elle condoirait
dvidemnment A un niveau 'Ac perte 'Ac charge important. 83i'idt + r.(pV.G+1 5U ig tJ~g) =9"Tempdratore hornog~ne A perte 'Ac charge r~d'uite' est ainsi un
exemplc 'Ac compromis i r~aliser lors de Ia conception des
foyers 'Ac rechauffe. 11 en est bien dvidetnment beaucoup o ersnelueqecnu e rner clie ud'autres lids a Ia tenue thermique ou mndcanique, Ia stabilitd 'Ac sou crsntelu6-s laone qoelonue des gracinder mscaires q'uiccimbustion ou encore les instabilitds acoustiques, par exemple. esont Y c Lces tenseuor f,~ ou Ia fractions maprsiqent la'

On vit onc ue a m~ltilictd ds cit~rs doptiisaion contraint-e visqueuse et les flux de diffusio'n larninaires. L~esOn oitdoo qu Iam'ltilictd es ri~re dotimsaton flux turbulents Vjujt , 'Jr' et u L-g- oot doonds par un modA~eainsi que le nombre important 'Ac 'egrds 'Ac libertd A Ia d ubdnecasqed yekE Trp~et cdisposition 'Au concepteur (positioni, ddbit des injecteurs, des 'Ac turblp enibe c tlassiouc'Ac etyp kV la preprseo n tate icstabilisateurs, fo me 'Ac Ia veine, syst~mes 'Ad etape sesbett_ asiu tPI rsso ttqeqjreriiseet . rn r~ dict a ~,se dA~duii de A7, fl', et U a n qaio''tt nirefoidsseen .. ) rndtr~ 'AliateIa ~ce de conception 'Ad epdee I V2u 'Ac rdacqution myo s doodat par Inces syst~mes particui~rement complexes. Dans ce contexte, Ia mopdsene 'A comusto que srda c ritnmyne pl st loin.prl
mdthodologie ddveloppde par Snecma met en oeuvre plusicurs mded obsinqisr ertpu on
codes 'Ac calcul adrothermique ou thermique 2D et 3D dont Ia SrIsprilscnritsprdae otmdlsesicombinaison permet d'assister It concepteur dans soune aos e cnritsprdae sn oAhsesidimesionemet. ar u mo~lealgdbrique basd sur lapproximation 'Ac Couette,dimensionoemeot. sur o n md modle. reposant sur les lois logarithmiques

classiques. Dans les sections d'entade 'Au domaine 'Ae calcul,Ainsi, P'article est ccntrd plus particulidrement sur on ees toutes les variables soot specifides sauf Ia pression. Dans lesoutils oumdriques utilis~s aujourd'hui chcz Snecma. Dans one setosdsri, ullapsinsaiq s moe,premiere partie, nous ddcrirons d'une facqon relativeinent setos'corisu Iprsontaquesinos.ddtaill& le code 'Ac calcul DIAMANT, en hisistant Plus 3.2 Traitenrient num~friqueparticuidrement sur le modA~e 'Ac combustion otilisd [Les d~quations 'Ac bilan Soilt 'Aiscrtis~es sur chaque celluleactuellement. L~a deuxitme partic prdsentera deux cakculs suivant Ia technique des volumes finis, assorant ainsi uricrdalisds rdcemnment, illustrant d'une part les po-ssibilitds 'Au cOnsei-vativitd totfle. Lxe syslt&mc A r6sou'Are se rdsurnecode et d'autre part lappor! des iMthodes numdriques en simplement A:gdnidral dans Ie 'Adveloppement des foyers tno&.rnes 'Ac
turbordacteurs. bf/bt = s~ff

ob f reprdsente Ic vecteur des inconnoes 'Au probl~me:



Elles sent calculdes au centre de chaque maille. Les flux it Cette dernibre courbe est obtenue par un programme classiquc
travers Ies interfaces sent exprimds en fonction de l'tat de de ralcul de l'6quilibre chimique et permet de tcnir compte de
l'dcoulement au centre de chaque face de part et d'autre de l'effet des rudicaux et tgalement des limites d'extinction
Iinterface. En fonction des caracttristiques loc.ates, un pauvre et riche It cas dcheant.
ddeentrcernm plus ou mains important pout a pe a iqui pour
obtenir la valeur finale du flux It linterface, Une disrdtisation Pour introduire !e taux de rdaction, nous uitilisons Ie mod~e
temporelle semi-iinplicite est appliqude et Ie syst~me global [EM dtdrivd du gdnie chimiclue (ret 8). Les dquations de bilan
s '6crt alors: instantandes lagrangiennes de chaque particule (YFA-) sent

aliors:
(I - AcA1t )bf = S(in) dFd r-Y.Y ý1

avec b = (P,+I-f")/.At et d Z,./d t = ( 1 - Z F )/r

et o4iAestia matrice jacobienne de S: A =aS/afdZdt=(Z- )i

ou r repr.~seiite Lin temps caractdristique d'dchange que
et at est It parambtre d'implicitation. nous prenorns ici proportionnel ht k/c. Lorsque la particule na

pas br~ld, WF est par ddfinition. nut. Par contre, it tissue de
Le syst~me dd'quations lindaires rdsultant est encore factoris la reaction chimiq~iue, Ia fraction massique de carburant est
suivant les trois directions du maillage et It syst~me consiste stationnaire et donc dYf:/dt =0. On a donc:
finalement At rdsoudrc successivement trois s.rnes de syst~mcs
tridiagonaux pac blocs. D'tLne faqon pratique, seules les sur AB Wj;=0
variables adrudynamniques (pl,fi'tl) sont fortement coupldes. -

Les grandeurs scalaires (k,c,Y) sont ddcoupldes et calculdes sur AC13 Wi:=(YF.YL,(ZF))/7r
df- faqun inddpendante. Les systtmes lindaires correspondants
itLune direction donnde sont inddpendants les uns des autres. Ils La vab':ur rnoyenne WF s'obtient en nioyennant le taux de
sent donc classhs suivant leur taille puis traitds par lots, ce qui rdaction sur toutes les particules posiiblcs, On obtient alors:
permet uine vectonisator' poussde de lensemble de
l'algorithme.

3.3 Le "nodIble de comboustion turbulente
Lz moc;!- que nous utilisons est basd sur la notion classique d'
"Eddy Break Up" gdndralisd aux dcoulements non homog~es o6i a ýýs la probabilitd qu'une particule tluide so trouve sur
(ref 7,8). Unc seule rdaction globale d'oxydation d';in ACII et P(Z1J) est Ia fonction densitd de probabilitd do ZF;.
carburant est itilisde. Elie peut s'dcrire sous forme massique: Pour sim~plit'iir, a est suppose ind~pcndant de Zr:. t1 est

s(O ~D)-->(l~sP +fJDpossible de d~terminier a en calctilant Y[: de la mnmc niani~er

oýi F reprdsente te carburant, 0 l'oxyg~ne, D le diluant + /
(typiquement l'azote) et P globatement les produits deo l-u)Y +JY,(ZF).P(ZI)dZF
combustion sans distinction de composition. s est te rapport f
stoechiomdtrique massique et ý3 le rapport massique
diluant/oxyg~e. Si l'on fait l'hypoth~se que le comburant est Le taux do r~action moyon s'dcrit ators finaloment:
toujours de l'air pour lequel Ie rapport 0 est constant, le ,

problme pout se rdsumor 1. la connaissance de seulement d Wx 1/7%.(Zir Yi:).(N f-i1)/ KZVY
inconnuos ind~pendantos. Nous avons choisi de conserver Y F'
Ia fraction massique de carburant et '2/ le traceur de carburant avec
total. Les autres frictions massiques se ddduiser~t de ces deu j(j:.(f;dF
valelyrs par des relations algdbriques. Los deux iriconnueS Fp Yi ()d
et 7p~ sont donndes par des 6quations de bilan classique duJ
type:

L6ip) = -WF et Lý'=

Le probl~me revient maintenpt ii calcu ler le taux moyen de ZF B
disparition du carburant Lemodmle est basd sur---- --

l'typoth~se de rdaction infinimot rapide. L'expression du1--
taux de rdaction moyen va d~pendre de Ia situation des YIYI-
particutes fluides dans le plan des phases ('rP,ZF). F Y

Le domaine po~sible dans ce plan est limitd par I'intdrieur du
triangle ABC (rig 2). L'hypoth~se do chimie infiniment rapido C
limite encore le domaine ;iux seules fronti~res. La segment AB
correspond aux particulos qui se m~langent sans br~der et laC/ligne ACB aux particutes entitrement brOldes. Sur ACB, AC w
reprdsente uine combustion compl~e en sous-stoechiomdtriquo F Z
pour laquelle YF= 0 tandis quo CB correspon~d A Line
combustion sur-stoechiomdtriquo pour laquette Y0 =0. Lors du
processus de combustion, le point ropr~soiitatif d'une particule
se d~place instantandment, At Z, constant du segment AB vors
uin des segments AC ou CB. D'une faqon g~ndrale, Ia ligno
ACI3 ost uine ligne thdorique qui correspond At Line combustion A YF
conmpl~e.0

01
Par la suite, etle sera remplac~e par wie courbe plu;, prdcise

roprdsentant l'Etat d'dquilibre pour lequol on notora:

YF =Y1 ZF)Fig 2 Plan des phiases (YF,ZF)



1.5-4

'Cete formulation est valabke pour toules lea richesses, aussi ph~nomi~ncs, ]a d(termiiiation d'une carburation (vplinale vis a
bicn en sous-stocchioendirique qtien sur-stoe~chiOm~dlTique. vis du rendement de combustion eat, bien entendu, tin des
Miune tat~on g~ntdrale, Y, (Z1I) est .ipproxinm0 sont par uine objectifs de l'diude.
ftonction IiN~aire par morceaux, soit calcuk6 A l'a~d d'un
progrwinme annexe de calcul d'6quilibre thermodyniamiquc. La Les fig'ires 4 do'ineut d'una faqon ddtaill(!ý_les chamnps de
fonetion densitd de probabilitd 11(Z1;) P'si noddlisde A laide fraction massique do carburant total (ie. Zp, Ct montrerit
d'unc forme pre~sum~c en fonction cr~neau ou b~ý Elie est comment la carburation secffec~ue. On voit bien co. oarticv~iep
alors CAICuIkeJ I'aide de Is valcor moyenine locaicZ1 -~t de W. sur Its figures 4a,4b et 4c les sillages du bras, du :rmyon et de
varaimce Z'~ f (`lonnde par tine Ldquation de hilan lanneau. Dants Janneat: le carburant eat injex f pur dana la
SLIP;) dnen tai re. recirculation (fig 4c) cc qui produit une zone relativement

6tendue A forte richesse. Par coiatre dans le bras, Ic carourant
est, I laide doun dispo~iitif annexe, mdiarg4 A de lair et

4. UTILISATION INDUSMRELLE Vinjection dans le flux principal so fait i.insi A tine richesse
Ixe code de cako:l ddcrit dims les paragraphes pt,&6dents a dtd raoindre. On ooserve tout de m~me A lav&A one zone A
utilisd sur de nombreuses configurations de foyers de richesse moyenne ccrincidant avec la zone de recirculation
turbortdacteurs et en particulier pour les foyers de produile par le sillage du bras. Enfin, le crayon est un
richauffe.Comrne il a ddjA &dr montrý dans lintroduction, Ia fnjoecteur de carburant pur nmais qui ne prodiit pas de
mdthodologie -d~veluipp&e misc sur les possihilitds numdriques recirculation importante. le carburant pur est ains's rapidement
mais joue dgalcment star la compldmentaritd entre les essais et convectd vets laval et dilud par le flux primaire.
les ttudes th~oriques.En effet, les foyers de ri~chauffe sont des
syst~mes complexes qui rassemblent un grand nombre de Ce genre d.- systtme produit une carburation en aval
phdnom~nes physiques souvent tr~s diff~rents. Le conccpteue rlativeincnt homogbne comme on pout le voir sur Ia figure
eat alors amend i isoler les problmes et. A mettre au point 4.J. Les sillages des bras, crayons et anneau sont bien
separdment chaque dkdment. alimentds en carburant. On obscrve toutefois, du cote de Ia
Le ayst me dijcion et d'accroche-flammes au niveau de la paroi latrdrale one zone A richesse quasi nulle. 11 apparait ici

cofuence des flu est un de ces syst~mes 016mentaires. Pout qu'k d~faut doune carburation directe en arnont, la ttebulence
son dtude, one maquette sihnuldnlt one portion de secleor du produite par le bras nest pas suffismne sur une tel~e distance
canal entier a dt construite. Ceci pernmet Is misc an point sur pour amenei Ie carburant dans cette portion de domaine.
Ie plan expdrimental. Toutefois, plusicurs calculs complets on, D'autre part, uine zone A fort.e richessc se cr~e A ]a confluence
dt effectuds sur cette gdom~tne cc qui a p-rmis par oine du silage du crayon ct de lanncau. cette sturrichesse contribue
visrialisation fine etcompl~te de micox comprendre toute la~ A alimentcr le sillage du bras par Pinterm~diaire doun jel hissez
comnplexit6 des dcoulements et des phdnom~iies mis en j,!u. Uri complexe de i-ecirculations qoi pretid place juste au oiveau de
exemple ties calculs effectuds sur cette maquetle est pirsen'd Ia 7onfiuence. De )as mdme mani~re, ccl dcoulement complexe
dana la premiere partie du paragraphe. eat ig,-dcment responsable du creusement duo champ de richesse

au niveao du sillage de l'anneau au droit du bras. Cette
Cc type do ealcals et ces expdrimentalions permeltent de recirculation tr~s caract~ristique qtii a tendance ý 'remonter"
mettre au point des syst~rnes partiels qoi sont ensuile intdgr~s du fPuide dio 'lux secondaire vers le primai-e t~fig 4e) en aval
daný l'cnisemble. Des essais sor le sysftie compler sont du bras et ý le "ranener" vera le bas le long du bras eat sans4
cosuite ruaiaiss permellant de juger des qualltds glabales du doule tin didment important pour le rr.dIange et
foyer. 1-1 encore des 6tudes ni~mdriques contribuent ý cc Phornog~nridisation tridimensionnelle. Son dtude d~taillde et son
travail. Uni ca~cul sur on foyer de rechauffe complel cat ainsi contr~le doivent aider ý loptimisalion de ce sysleme. Des
pr~serad dana Ia deuxi~me partie du paragraphe. 6tudes num~iiques sont en cours dana cc sens.

4.1 Maquette carrie 2D/2F Cette carburation relativemenl homog~ne dcvrait laisser
Une representation do niaillage utilisd cat donnd figure 3. 11 esporer one combustion lý encore honiog~ne et done on champ,4
comprend environ 600U0 nocuds. On simuic ici Ia, moitid de la de tempkrature calqoe sur Ia carburation. Ce nest pas le cas.
maquetle qoi eat sym~tlriqoe par rapport A un plan mcridien et do tout. L'allumage a di 'effcclu6 juste en aval do bras en
qui reprdsente one portion rledressde d'un secteur annulaire inainlenant artificiellement Ia fraction massique do carburant A
complet. Le syst~me accroche-flainmes est constilod dana cc sa valeur br~ike Pendant quclques iterations. La convergence
cas de bras radiaux disposds Jana le flux primaire et d'un e .st ensoile poursoivic sans autre intervention. On s'aperqoit
anneau en forme de gootti~re dans le flux &econdaire. Ia ainsi que la combustion a bien lieu en aval do bras et de
carburation cat effectut.c dana le flux primaire, d'une part par l'anneau (fig na,5b) et que [a zone dL coiiabuslion a tendance A
on crayon radial er. arnont do bras et d'autre part par one
carburation directement dana le bras accroche-flammies. Le
flux secondaire eat carburd p,,r one injection dana lanneau
aecroche-flammes. Outre la comprdhcnsion fine des

Fig3 Milagedela veine 2012F



Fig 4a Champ de 25 - Plan des bras

- Fig 4d Cnamp do 7F Sortie de la voine

Fig 4b Champ de Z- Plan des crayons

Fig 4c Champ de Z". - Coupe des bras

Fig 5a Champ de temperature - Plan des bras

Fig 5e Champ de temporaturf!
aval dU bras

Fig 5b Chamrrp de ternp6rature - "lan des crayons

Fig 5f Chanmp d(e tifripwer tjrwFig 5c Champ de tormptrature - Coupe du bras sotfie (it If 1 ,1 ; it
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s'dlargir vers Ic haut I cause d'une convection dan's cc sens mdthodologie de misc au point dle tcls foycis. Cori permet ddjk
comme it a etd vu pr~cddernment. Par contre, Ai Von compare ea combinaison avec on nombre rdduit d Etudes expdrimentales
Ics figures 4d et 5f on voit nettement que la pantic carbur6& cn do diminuer dl'tne fagon sensible les delais de ddveloppement.
aval Jes crayons nWest pas une zone de reaction et quuc Ie
carbuiant bien que prdsent ne Witl pas. La niemne constatation Le code de calcul adrothermochimique utilisd a Wt dNveloppd6 I
peuit se faire en comparant It's figures 4c et 5c. A cettC l'origine Par' IONERA, 11 est t'asd sur une technique de
distance er, aval scul le carburant issu du bras participe h la volumes tinis et repose sur un mnaillage structurE adaptd Itux
comnbustion. 11 est probable que plus loin A Vaval le carburant parois. Un des points essentiels de la mdthode numdrique est la
issu des crayons rentrera dans lit zone dWifluence du bras et mod~lisation du taux de rdaction. Le mod~le est basd sur one
ainsi pourra dventuellement commencer A alirnenter la technique de type Eddy Break Up dont ia principale hypothtse
combustion. Mdme en initiant la combustion par on allumage est de considdrer Ia chimie infiniment rapide et de supposer Ia
cierri~e Ic crayon la flamnme est trts raspidlemen! convect&e vitesse de flamnme setielment condttionn~e par It m~lanie
vers Vaval. 11 s'av~re en fait que le crayon W'est destinE qu'A turbulent. La prise en, compte aui moins partiel'le d' un effet c
l'injcction de carburant et nron pas A produire suffisamment de cindti ue chimique est un4 des voics W'attdlioration possible.
perte de charge ct de recirculation pour stabiliser une flamme Cc th me est actuellernent en cours de ddveloppement chez
mirrmdiatement en aval (fig 7a et 7Yb) Sr~ecrna et A VONERA.

Les figures 6 et particuli~rement 6b sont significatives. File's
reprc.senteni tinverse d'un temps caract-tristique de la
turbUjlence. soit c/~k directenient proportionnel it Iz vitesse de REFERENCES
flamnme dlans notre mod~le ( paragraphe 3 ). On s'aperqoit sur I* Cazalens M., Meunier S. Desaulty M. Dimensionnement
cette figure que le sillage des iiies do bras sont Ie lieu d'un des foyers de turbortacteurs A performances dlevdes. 77 0mc
cisaillemnent in'portant cc qui produit donc on dtirement v/k syrnp. AGARD (PEP) Mai 1991 San Antonio,EU
important. Derrie-re les bras cette zone de forte rdaction est
tres dtenducet avois~ne une zone de recirculation 0~ Ies termes 2. Karadimas G. Application of computationnal systems to
de convection sont fables. Ceei permet d'initier et de stAbiliser aircraft engine components development. 9th ISABE Sept.
lkt Ilamme. Au contiaire, dlans le sillage du crayon, si Ie 1989 A thens,Gr~ee
cisaillcment est important it nest pas tr6s dtendu et se produit
dans one zone o~i [a convection est forte. La viteSSL s'aczdle'rc 3. Desaulty M., Meunier S., Heat tiansferts predictions in

rn~e ecor ~icaue d blcae ds bas.Aini. ~tiernnt aircraft engines combustors and reheats. 17th Eurotherm
important causd par le crayon diininue tr6s rapidement et Ic Seminar, Heat Transfert in Radiating and Combustion
soufflage augmiente encore cc s~ui laisse peu de chance A la Systems. Oct. 1990 Cascais, Portugal.
combustion de se~ stabiliser.

4. Caillau P., Dupoirieux F. Calculs d'6conlements turbulentsCet ype d'analyse pernrt ddjA dc comprendre on pet' mieux rdactifs dans les foyfi's adronautiques. W0 mc symp. AGARD
les phtenonienes comfplexos qui se produisent dans ces (PEP) Oct 1992 An'talyaTurquie
syst~iiis. Des O~Udes numcdriqUes de ce type., peu co~teuses ao
dfemeuranit au regard d'un essa dquivalent, sont maintenant 5. Pit F., Maistret E., Dupoiricux F. Ddveloppement do code
utilisi~cs d'une faýGn qualitative voire quantitative poor de DIAMANT dans le cadre de I'opdration A3C. Rapport
nombreuses applications. Dans cc cas prdcis on peut par technique ONERA 5/4386EY Mars 1990
exemipic penser que la position des crayons ou Ia disposition
des bras peuvent ýtre optimis~es afin d'obtenir on rdsoltat plus 6. Pit F. Mod~e Probabilitique Eulerien Lagrangien ( PEUL)
satisf'aisant. de combustion turbulente. Rapport technique ONERA

4.2 Foyer de rechauffe 8/4386EY Ao~t 1991
Le m~me outil et ]a mn~me analyse sont utilisds poor l'dtude de 7 Dupoirieux F. Calcut numdrique d'&oulements turbulents
foyers complets do type de celui reprdsentd sur les figures 8. r~acti fs et comparaison avec des rdsultats expdrimentaux. La

Ixe ma~Iage sur la figure 8a comprend environ 120000 noeuds Recherche Adrospatiale n*6 pp443-453 1986
et sirnule un secteur d'un canal de post-combustion complet 8. Pourbaix E. Pr~diction numdrique des dcoulements
d'un torbordacteur militaire moderne. Comime pour Ic cas turbulents multirdactifs par one mithode Eulerienne-
prt~ccdent, un des principaux r~sultats recherch~s est Lagrangienne, Thtdse ý Poitiers, France Fey. 1983
I'dVOIu~tion dle la tempdrature dans le canal. Ce premier rdsultat
permect d'abord d accdder A Ia charge thermique des matdriaux 9. Dupoirieux F.,Firsingcr F. Moddlisation des chambres de
par rayonnentent et transfert conducto-convectif. On a ainsi Ia combustion. Opdration A3C. 3 1d European Propulsion Forum,
possibilit6 d'optimiser au mieux leur refroidissement. D'autre Cologne 1990
part, le niveau de temporature et son homogdndit6 A Ia sortie
do canal conditionne directement la pooss~e.

On niontre sir tes figures 8b et 8c l'6volution duchamp de
temp~rature depuis l'imm~ddat aval 6u bras jusqu'A Ia sortie do
canal. IVe nm~nc type de ph~noni~nes s'observe que sur Ia
miaqucu-te partielle pr~cddente, A savoir la forte influence do
bras qui tftvorise dans son sillage la dilution do flux primaire
avec le flux secondaire. On remarquc que bien qo 4tant ddjaL
asSe7 6loign&e de I injection lhomog~ndit4 West pas tr~s bonret
et semble encore pouvoir dtre arnidliorde par l'optimisation des
param~tres d'inj-.ction par exemple,

5. CONCLUSION
Le but de Iarticle a did de moritrer par des exemples concmets
comment l'utilisation d'une m~thode de calcul peut contribuer
Aone meilleure d65nition des systermes de post-combustion.

Cette m6thode est mainteniant utilisde relativement
fr~quemnment poor l'dtude des chambres de combustion. er.
gEndral et des foyers de r6chauffe en Vpiiiculier. Elie est
intdgrde avec: d'autres m~thodes 2D et 3D chez Snecma dans la
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Fig 6aý Champ de 1T -' Plin dii bras

Fig 6b Chamnp do 1 It - Coupe du bras

Fig 8c Canal de post-combustion
Evolution de temperature

Fig 7a Chamrp do piession -Plan du bras

Fig 7b Champ do pression -Coupe du bras

Fig 8a Canal de post combstio

- Chamnp de tampe~ratUre

Fig 4e Ve cteurs vitesse plan des bras
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Discussion

Question I. L. de Chanterac
How long does one calculation case of about 60,000 cells take to run, and on which computer? What is the contribution of the
combustion and diphasic models to the time?

Author's Reply
The time calculation of one case is about 8 hours on a Cray computer. The contribution of the combustion model is not
important since it needs only two additional transport equations. The time needed by the diphasic model depends on how
detailed the boundary conditions are (number of droplets...

Question 2 T. Roslord
I assume that the fuel is liquid. How is it modelled? Are droplet sizes and initial velocities specified? What is the basis of the
velocity values?

Author's Reply
Droplet sizes and initial velocities are specified. These values are obtained from I-D calculations and from measurements.

Question 3. A. Trovati
In your presentation the simulation of the combustion region is shown. Have you simulated the effects of liner cooling flows on
the temperature profile and on the linear temperature?

Author's Reply
Yes. The linear cooling flow has been taken into account as a boundary condition for the complete 3-D calculation of the reheat
system.
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HIGH TEMPERATURE FUEL REQUIREMENTS AND PAYOFFS

Tedd B. Biddle and Bennett M Croswell
Fuels and Lubricants Group, M/S 722-04

Pratt & Whitney
P.O. Box 109600

West Palm Beach, FL 33410-9600 USA

1.0 SUMMARY Defense/NASA/industry effort to develop aid
demonstrate revolutionary and innovative technologies

This paper describes a study performed under contract to that will double propulsion system capability. The
Air Force Wright Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air technologies which result from this initiative will allow
Force Base, Dayton, OH in association with the Naval future gas turbine engines to operate at much higher
Air Propulsion Laboratory, Trenton, NJ. The study temperatures, pressures and rotational speeds. As a
projected fuel temperature capability requirements for result, the next generation of propulsion systems will
future tactical fighter applications and the payoffs that exhibit vastly improved levels of engine thrust-to-weight
would be realized by achieving these capabilities. The and fuel burned. These increased propulsion system
study was approached on the basis of the maximum capabilities ,vill translate into significantly improved
benefit that might be realized through the use of high aircraft system performance including missions with
temperature fuels, i.e. elimination of the recirculation long range, high speed cruise capabilities.
system. Heat loads were projected for different missions
spanning IHPTET technology phases I, 11, and III at Improvements in both the propulsion and aircraft
diffetent flight conditions. Fuel temperatures across fuel systems will place a much greater requirement on the
system components were calculated at these heat loads, fuel which will act as the primary heat sink for both the
Shortfalls of the current 1630C fuel capability were airframe and engine. Under Air Force contract, P&W
shown and minimum fuel temperature requirement% conducted analytical studies to establish the temperature
defined. The study concluded that elimination of te capability that would be required of advanced JP fuels
recirculation system is not feasible but shows how nigh for each IHPTET technology phase. In addition, the
temperature fuel capability can minimize the weight study quantified payoffs associated with high
penalty associated with fuel recirculation. .a this way, temperature fuel capability and showed that development
potential payoffs for high temperature ftv,/development of these fuels is critical to the IHPTET initiative. High
were shown in the form of reduced we:iht penalties that temperature fluid development goals established by
would normally be encountered ar larger and larger P&W for each IHPTET Phase are shown in Table 1.
recirculation systems are requirer. to accommodate the
increasing heat loads projected for advanced aircraft. For missions with very severe operating environments

such as those associated with very high speed flight,
2.0 INTRODUCTION defining the requirement for high temperature fuels is

fairly straightforward. Heat sink capacity is a barrier for
The Integrated High Performance Turbine Engine flight speeds above Mach 5. Without advanced fuels like
Technology (IHPTE") initiative is a joint Department of endothermic or cryogenic fuels, these systems cannot

TABLE 1 -- P&W high temperature fluid development goals

IHPTET IHPTET IHPTET
Base Phase I Phase II Phase III

Liquid Lubricants (0C) 163 204 329 371

Fuels (0C), JP-4/JP-8 163 218 288 371
JP-7 288

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technology for Advanced Aircraft Engines: May 1993.



achieve their missions. For more traditional missions, the next generation of tactical fighter aircraft. Only JP
the use of existing JP fuels, while requkring some design fuels were considered in this study, Endothermii, fuels
compromises, would not likely restrict the engine flight were not addressed. Missions investigated were limited
envelope. This has been demonstrated on several to the more conventional advapced military tactical
weapon systems which arm currently in or are nearing missions. Special missions with very high speed
service. An example is the Advanced Tactical Fighter requirements (greater than Mach 3.0) were not
(ATF) aircraft which uses a fuel recirculation system to considered. Although P&W's technology plan calls for
provide sufficient heat sink for the airframe and engine, the development and demonstration of magnetic
This approach could continue to be used for future bearings in ll'l'l],T Phtse III, in this study high
weapon systems but with an increasing penalty as the temperature liquid lubricants and conventional high
heat generation of both the airframe and engines become speed bearings were assumed.
greater. For this reason, high temperature fuel
requirements will be dependent on what is an acceptable 3.1 Advanced Applications / Missions
recirculation system size and weight for future aircraft.

The significant propulsion system improvements

3.0 APPROACH realized from the IHPTET initiative will result in lighter
weight, smaller diameter engines and lower takeoff gross

Selected missions spanning IHIPTET technology phases weight (TOGW) aircraft. Reduced drag associated with
I, II, and Ill were investigated. These missions these smaller aircraft will allow sustained flight at much
determined the engine operating environment and power higher speeds and require future aircraft and propulsion
levels. Following selection of a propulsion system systems to oper ate in much harsher thermal
concept, engine performance was modeled to establish environments. To determine the impact of these
engiue internal gaspath tewperatures, pressures and environments on required fuel temperature capability,
flows, as well as the levels of engine fuel flow. This this study evaluated the advanced missions shown in
information was used to conceptually design the engine Table 2.
flowpath and to determine rotor speeds. This is also
where configuration issues such as rotor support 4.0 FACTORS INFLUENCING FUEL
arrangement were determined. All of this information TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENTS
along with assumed airframe heat !oads were used in the
development and exercise of fuel system thermal 4.1 Airframe Heat Loads
management models. These models established
recirculation flow requirements and temperatures The levels of heak loads generated by future aircraft are
throughout the fuel system. With the fuel heat sink unclear at this time but an extrapolation of operational
requirements determined, relative sizing of the fuel systems indicates that the fuel will be required to absorb
system components was performed to establish payoffs in much greater thermal loads. Figure 1 shows the
terms of reduced weight that would be realized with high historical trend of airframe heat load for typical two-
temperature fuel development, engine Air Force fighters as well as projections for the

AT. The increasing levels of heat generated can be
It should be noted that there is little definitive attributed to a number of factors. These include more
information relative to the future levels of airfranie heat stringent missions which results in higher airframe skin
loads. Consequently, projections were made based on temperatures, the increased hydraulic system
heat loads near the levels projected for the prototype of requirements associr.tcd with large control surfaces, and

TABLE 2 -- Advanced missions selcted for study

IHPTET Technology Phase
I II IIl

Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF) X
Advanced Navy Fighter (ANF) X
Mach 2.5 Air Superiority Fighter (ASF) X X
Mach 1.5 Lightweight Fighter (LWF) X X
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FIG. 1 -- Historical trend of airframe heat load (per engine)

the requirement to provide cooling for environmental the rotational speeds for the engine will be similar to thb
control systems and advanced airframe avionics. ASF and LWF, turbine temperatures for this application

are 149°C lower.
4.2 Propulsion System Heat Loads

The higher rotor speeds, internal gas path pressures and
The propulsion system cycles used in this study reflect temperatures of the propulsion system cycles just
the IHPITET trend of increased capability through higher described are the primary factors effecting engine heat
operating speeds, pressures and temperatures. These generation. Increased speeds will translate to higher
cycles have been optimized to meet the individual tangential velocity and friction between moving
requirements of each mission. For example, the ASF components like gears, seals and bearings. Lubrication
and LWF missions require propulsion systems with high system beat generation will also be higher due to
specific thrust (thrust-per-pound of airflow), increased lubricant shear and churning. The result will
Accordingly, these engines have high fan pressure ratios be higher lubricant temperatures and a requirement for
(6.0-8.0) and low bypass ratios (0.1-0.3). The engine greater fuel heat sink capacity.
operating pressure ratios for the ASF engines are lower
than those for the LWF. This reflects the requirement to 5.0 THERMAL MANAGEMENT MODELS
avoid compressor discharge temperature limits at the
higher cruise Mach numbers of that mission. The 5.1 Overview
propulsion systems for both of these missions will have
turbine temperatures which are 316 to 371'C higher The propulsion system heat loads, as well as the fuel,
than current engines. In addition, the engine rotational lube oil and hydrzulic fluid temperatures are determined
speeds for the Phase II propulsion systems are and maintained within design limits by the Integrated
approximately 5% higher than current engines while the Thermal Management System. The model uses system
Phase III speeds are 12% to 20% greater. requirements and operating limits determined by aircraft

operations, engine/airframe equipment and the physical
The mission for the ANF application includes an and chemical properties of the system fluids. Aircraft
extended loiter requirement. A major goal of advanced operations take into account the flight envelope and
Navy systems will be to extend the time-on-station aircraft mission. Engine equipment includes the
capability at the loiter condition. This requirement bearings, seals, gearbox mechanical requirements,
places a premium on propulsion systems with reduced fuel/oil/hydraulic pumps and engine controls. Airframe
fuel consumption. As a result, the engine has a higher equipment affecting system requirements include
operating pressure ratio and more moderate bypass ratio avionics, the cockpit environmental control system and
than the cycles selected for the ASF and LWF. While the flight control surface hydraulic system.
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Engine fuel is the principal heat rejection medium. In 5.2 Fuel Recirculation System
addition to the heat generated by the fuel system
components, heat is transferred to and from the fuel by a The fuel recirculation system assumed in this study is
complex system incorporating fuel/oil and fuel/air heat very similar to systems used in the latest generation of
exchangers. In the systems studied, beat rejected to the tactical fighter aircraft. A sensor indicates when fuel
fuel is either burned or recirculated back to the airframe temperature limits are being reached and a fuel
fuel tank after passing through an airframe mounted recirculation valve opens. Fuel in greater amounts than
fuel/air heat exchanger. is required for operation of the engine is routed through

the fuel system to provide a sufficient heat sink for the
The key assumptions made in the generation of this airframe aid engine. The hot fuel not used for engine
model include: combustion is routed through the recirculation valve to a

fuel/air heat exchanger before being reintroduced into

" Temperature of the fuel in the tank is 43'C. The the tank. While this cooling does not reduce the

study assumes that future systems with higher returned fuel to the same temperature as the fuel in the

Mach number cruise requirements will have tank, the system does minimize the heat-up of the tank.

increased insulation to maintain this fuel Air for the heat exchanger is brought in through an inlet

temperature in the tank. on the aircraft. For static conditions such as ground idle
where 'ecirculation is required, a flow inducing device is

"* Increased temperature capable oil and hydraulic used to bring airflow into the system.

fluids will be available for use with the higher The majority of the fuel recirculation system design
temperature capable fuel. responsibility falls to the airframer. Based on an

industry survey, baseline fuel recirculation system
" The fuel system components in this study, e.g. weights were estimated for the purpose of calculating

fuel lines, tuel pumps, heat exchanger potential payoffs for advanced fuels development. These
components and fuel nozzles, have all been estimated weights are shown in Table 3.
assumed to have adequate temperature capability.

Development of high temperature fuel capability would

"* Fuel will be used as the engine hydraulic fluid realize it's greatest payoff if sufficient heat sink capacity
which elininates the need for an engine could be generated without a fuel recirculation system.

fuel/hydraulic fluid heat exchanger. For the next generation of tactical fighters, elimination
of this system would save approximately 200 lb of

" For the IHPTET Phase I system studied, airframe weight in the airframe and engine. As heat sink

heat loads in the range of 3,000 to 3,700 requirements increase in the future, these systems will

Btu/minute per engine were assumed depending likely weigh even more. With this in mind, the first

on the flight condition. For the IItPfT' Ph,'se II approach taken in this study was to identify the fuel

and HI systems, an airframe heat load of 4,000 temperature capability required to elininate the

Btu/minute per engine was assumed at all flight recirculation system.

conditions.

TABLE 3 -- Estimated fuel recirculation system component weights

Co_ ponent Weight

Fuel/Air Heat Exchanger (ono per engine) 30 lb
Fuel Recirculation Valve (one per engine) 10 lb
Ram Circuit (Inlet, Flow inducer) 100 lb
Plumbing, Lines, etc. 20 lb

Total (single engine aircraft) 160 lb
Total (twin engine aircraft) 200 lb
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6.0 FLIGHT CONDITIONS AND MISSIONS be somewhat higher than if transient models had been
available for use.

The followlng five flight conditions were considered
when determining maximum fuel tumperature The five flight conditions described previously were
requirements for selected IHPTET missions: investigated for the following three missions:

1.) Ground Idle 1.) IHPTET Phase I Advanced Tactical Fighter
2.) Subsonic Cruise 2.) IHPTET Phase II Air Superiority Fighter
3.) Supersonic Cruise 3.) IHPTET Phase IlN Lightweight Fighter
4.) Idle Descent
5.) Loiter Results of the first phase of this study indicated idle

descent was the flight condition where maximum fuel
Ground idle and loiter were selected because these are temperatures were encountered. Ground idle was also
conditions where the engine operates at very low levels considered to be a critical condition since this is the
of fuel flow and require high levels of recirculation flow sizing point for the recirculation system. Consequently,
or high fuel temperature capability to achieve the only these two flight points were considered for the final
necessary heat sink. The high flight speeds associated three missions studied:
"with supersonic cruise, while providing a higher level of
fuel flow to act as the heat sink, also result in more 4.) IHPTET Phase II Advanced Navy Fighter
stringent operating temperatures for the fuel system. 5.) IHIIPTET Phase II Lightweight Fighter
Somewhere in between these two extremes are the 6.) IHP-TET Phase III Air Superiority Fighter
subsonic cruise flight points that combine moderate
levels of fuel flow and operating temperatures. In the study results which follow, maximum fuel

temperatures were established for systems without fuel
The final flight coi idition considered was idle descent. recirculation. Airframe heat loads in the range of 3,000
This occurs when the pilot, in order to reduce flight to 4,000 Btu/min were used because they are in the range
speed and altitude, cuts engine power to an idle setting. anticipated for the prototype of the next generation of
When this happens after a supersonic flight point, the tactical fighter aircraft. Table 4, for example, shows the
worst case combination of low fuel flow and high sources and levels of heat that the fuel must absorb at the
operating temperatures is encountered. These are supercruise flight condition.
transient conditions since the thermal environment

TABLE 4 -- Summary of iuel heat loads (Btu/min) for Supercruise flight condition

IHPTET Phase/Mission
l/ATF II/ASF III/LWF

Hydraulic System 1253 1061 156
Main Fuel Pump 4466 1959 3055
Airframe 3650 4000 4000
Bearing Lube System 4319 5130 8534
Misc. 1053 954 672
Total 14741 13104 16417

becomes less severe as flight speed decreases. The 7.0 STUDY RESULTS
therial management models used in this study are
steady state models and do not handle conditions such as Fuel requirements for the missions discusse4 in the
these in a transient manner. The idle descent points following paragraphs are based on fixed Pi4rame heat
were still felt to be critical to defining fuel temperature loads and no recirculation system.
requirements and for this study were investigated using
the steady state models. Estimated maximum fuel
temperatures determined at these flight conditions may
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7.1 IHPTET Phase I Advanced Tactical Fighter 7.2 IHPTET Phase !! Air Superiority Fighter (ASF)
NMssion Mission

For an IHPTET Phase I propulsion sys~tem in an ATh As with the ATF mission, the ASF mission exhibits
mission, Figure 2 shows that without recirculation, maximum fuel temperatures at the gas generator inlet for
current fuels (JP-4, JP-8) with 163TC capability would all flight conditions except supersonic cruise. At this
have insufficient heat sink at all flight conditions except high speed flight point, fuel in the actuators is absorbing
supersonic cruise. Fuel temperature capability was then heat because of the high ambient wall temperatures. As a
allowed to vary until sufficient heat sink capacity was result, maximum fuel temperatures during supersonic
provided. Table 5 indicates a fuel temperature capability cruise are encountered in the hydraulic loop.
of approximately 346°C would be necessary to provide
the heat sink needed for the idle descent flight condition. Fuel temperatures were determined at the boost pump,

No Fuel Recirculation

60,000

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000 - 1

Ground Idle Subsonic Supersonic Idle Loiter
Cruise Cruise Descent

FIG. 2 -- IHPTET Phase I ATF Mission - heat load vs. heat sink

This capability would result in an excess heat sin': main fuel pump, gas generator and hydraulic system
capacity for all other flight conditions, although the return for the five flight conditions studied. The
margin is relatively small at subsonic cruise conditions. maximum fuel temperature was 3400 C at the gas
Fuel with this capability would, however, require a generator during the idle descent flight condition.
bearing lubrication fluid capability of approximately Figure 3 shows that at an IHPTE'T Phase II engine
3490C. technology level, current fuels would be unable to

provide the required heat sink at all ASF mission flight
Table 5 shows that maximum fuel temperatures are conditions investigated. For this mission, the
encountered at the gas generator inlet for all flight requirement for a Mach 2.5 descent at idle power sets
conditions except supersonic cruise. For this high speed the need for a 340'C capable fuel if the required heat
flight point, the increased actuator adiabatic wall sink is to be provided without recirculation. This is by
temperature results in a heat gain for the fuel and a far the most difficult condition in this mission and
maximum fuel temperature in the hydraulic system loop. requires fuel temperature capability over 38'C higher
Conversely, the low speed, subsonic flight points have an than the other flight points. This is reflected by the
adiabatic wall temperature lower than the fuel excess heat sink capacity which results when a 340°C
temperature, resulting in a fuel temperature drop across fuel is used at the other flight conditions.
the hydraulic system. Simply put, at the low speed flight
conditions, the hydraulic system actuators act as a
fuel/air heat exchanger.
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TABLE 5 -- IHPTET Phase I Advanced Tactical Fighter Mission -
fuel and oil temperatures without fuel recirculation

Temperature, 0C
Ground Subsonic Supersonic Idle

Component Idle Cruise Cruise Descent Loiter

Boost pump In 197 178 67 226 124
Boost pump out 207 193 71 244 133_r
Main pump in 219 230 84 293 167
Main pump out 239 263 107 324 190
Fuel to GG 238 287 130 346* 214
Hyd system retumn 223 256 148 317 207
Oil in 237 302 156 347 227
Oilout 239 294 127 340 215

' Maximum fuel temperature

- Heat Sink 163-C Fuel 3 Heat Sink 340C Fuel B Total H176t Load

No Fuel Recirculation
20,000 - ,____-_____ ___

15,000 -_____

10,000

5,000

0
Ground Subsonic Supersonic Idle Loiter

Idle Cruise Cruise Descent

FIG. 3 -- IHPTET Phase 11 ASF Mission - heat load vs. heat sink

7.3 IHPTET Phase m Lightweight Fighter (L.WF) A significant difference between the LWF and the ASF
Mission application is that maximum fuel temperature is

encountered not at the gas generator inlet, but instead at
For a LWF mission using IHPTET Phase III tech~nology the exit of the fuel boost pump. This occurs because of
level engines, Figure 4 indicates inadequate heat sink the lower engine cycle overall pressure ratio selected for
capacity at all flight points in the mission except the LWF. Engines operating at altitude idle flight
supersonic cruise. Idle descent is again the flight conditions often must run at higher idle power settings
condition which sets the maximum fuel temperature than is necessary for the mission. This is required so the
requirement. In this case, an 449*C ca~pable fuel would engine cant provide sufficient engine bleed air pressure to
be necessary to provide the heat sink capacity without meet airframe power requirements. The ASF engines
recirculation. have lower engine pressure ratioR thati the LWF engines.

As a result, the ASF engines must run to higher idlH
power settings to meet this bleed pressure requirement.



[IHeat Sink 163-C Fuel r] Heat Sink 449°C Fuel I Total Heat Load

No Fuel R,,•rcultilon
70,000

60,000 --

50,000

40,000

30,000
20,000

10,000F7

Ground Idle Subsonic Supersonic Idle Loiter

Cruise Cruise Descent

FIG. 4 -- IHPTET Phase III LWF Mission - heat load vs. heat sink

Because of this, the ASF propulsion systems have 7.4 Otber Missions Investigated
approximately twice the fuel flow to absorb the same
4000 Btu/min airframe heat load as do the LWF engines. For the final three missions studied, only the idle descent
Consequently, the fuel entering the LWF engines, and ground idle flight conditions were investigated.
following heat pickup from the airframe, is at a Table 6 summarizes the fuel temperatures at idle descent
significantly higher temperature than the ASF mission. for all the missions investigated. Out of all of the
In fact, the boost pump fuel temperatures for the idle missions investigated, Jbe Advanced Navy Fighter
descent and subsonic cruise flight conditions are such (ANF) exhibited the highest maximum fuel temperature
that the remainder of the fuel system has a net heat loss. (466°C). Like the LWF mission, this can be traced to
This is again the result of heat being lost from the fuel in the optimum propulsion system cycle that has a high
the hydraulic system loop. operating pressnre ratio (OPR) for good fuel

consumption characteristics. This cycle allows the
engine to run to very low idle fuel flows and as a result,

TABLE 6 -- Fuel temperatures for Idle Descent without fuel recirculation

IHPTET Phase/Mission
Temperature, 0C I II II II Ill III
Component ATF ANF ASF LWF ASF LWF

Boost pump in 226 412 223 387 238 421
Boost pump out 244 466* 252 437' 254 449*
Main pump in 293 303 295 291 318 335
Main pump out 324 313 312 299 341 349
Fuel to GG 346* 322 341 311 376* 365
Hyd. sys. return 317 259 313 249 341 304
Oil in 347 326 362 317 399 374
Oil out 3•,1 323 343 312 379 372

"Maximum fuel temperature
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creates very high fuel temperatures when absorbing the drive heat loads up even further amd because stveral
airframe heat load. Similar to the LWF mizsion, the other factors will limit the usable fuel tetiperatwe
remainder of the fuel system has a net heat loss. Here capability:
again, the actuators are acting as a fuel/air heat
exchanger with the fuel showing a significant reduction 0 Future levels of airframe heat load can only be
in temperature across the hydraulic system loop. roughly appioximated based on little definite

TABLE 7 -- Fuel temperatures for Ground Idle without fuel recirculation

IHPTET Phase/Mission
Temporature, °C I II II II Ill Ill
Component ATF ANF ASF LWF ASF LWF

Boost pump In 197 196 149 106 158 113
Boost pump out 207 221 167 116 168 118
Main pump in 219 213 172 131 187 147
Main pump out 239" 221 180 138 198 161
Fuel to GG 238 233" 200* 161* 222* 193*
Hyd. sys. return 223 206 176 154 201 184
Oil in 237 245 227 206 247 237
Oil out 239 236 207 176 226 203

* Maximum fuel temperature

information. New trending indicates that future
Comparison of predicted temperatures for the Phase I heat loads will significantly exceed the 3,000 to
zad !I1 ASF and LWF yielded expected results. The 4,000 Btuliun used in the first phase of this
higher speeds and lower fuel flows of the Phase III study. This means that without recirculation,
propulsion systems result in increased fuel temperatures. even higher fuel temperatures than were projected
The differences are not large since the same mission in !Jhis study could result.
profile and airframe heat loads were considered in both
PIases. 0 For a twin-engine aircraft, some kind of

contingency plan for a one-engine out situation
The results for ground idle are shown in Table 7. While needs to be considered. Ibis situation would
this flight condition has significantly lower fuel require the fuel system of the remaining
temperatures than idle descent, it is critical for sizing the operational engine to handle the entire airframe
recirculation system. These results provided a baseline heat load, Recirculation provides a way to handle
for the next phase of the study which focused on fuel this type of situation.
recirculation requirements in a parametsic manner.

0 No matter how much fuel capability is increased,

7.5 Feasibility Of EUlminating The Recirculatlon fuel temperature will still have to he kept at a

System lower level than oil and hydraulic fluids to insure
outflow of heat from these systems. For this

Table 8 shows the maximum fuel temperatures reason, any fuel temperature capability above the

er !ountered with no fuel recirculation for each mission development goals for thes other fluids will not

studied. These are compared to the IHPTET goals for be usable in a conventional tactical fighter fuel

vigh temperature fluid development presented earlier in system.
fable 1. Realization of technologies to reach these fuel
temperature capabilities will still probably not allow 0 Considerable technology development in the area
future tactical fighters to eliminate the recirculation of fuel system components is required. A prime
system. This is Necause a number of factors are likely to example is te fuel pump. A survey indicated



cu,"rent pumps can handle maximum fuel Fuel recircuhation requirements as a function of
temperaturec slightly above 116'C. The first maximoum fuel temperature and airfrwme heat load for
phase of this study indicated fuel punmp the IHPT7ET Phase II ASF mission at a ground idle flight
temperatures of up to 449"C for some of the condition is shown in Figure 5. Table 9 summaries the
missions investigated. This would require a results of this parmnetric study for six missions spanning
significant increase in pump material temperature IHPTET Phases 1, 11, and III using the P&W fuel

TABLE 8 -- Maximum fuel temperatures relative to P&W IHPTET fluid development
goals

IHPTET Phase/Mission
IHPTET IHPTCTT IHPTET
Phase I Phase I1 Phase III

ATF ANF ASF LWF ASF LWF

Max Fuel Temperature 346 466 340 437 376 449
With No Recirculation, °C
Fluid Development Goals
Fuel, OC 218 288 371
Liquid Lubricant, °C 204 329 371

capability as well as pump designs to preclude temperature goals and a best guess of airframe heat loads
cavitation at these elevated fuel temperatures. for future tactical fighters. The airframe heat loads

shown in Table 9 reflect new trending which indicates
7.6 Payoff For High Temperature Fuel Development that future heat loads will significantly exceed the 3,000

to 4,000 Btu/min used in the first phase of this study.
The first phase of this study indicates that elimination of The new values are a best guess and are considered
the fuel recirculation system may not be feasible. The extremely conservative.
second phase of the study, however, shows how high fuel
temperature capability can minimize the weight penalty Table 9 suggests that achievement of P&W's fuel
associated with fuel recirculation. Since future levels of development goals will allow the system to operate with
airframe heat load are unclear, a parametric study for significantly reduced or with no fuel recirculation at
eaclh of the missions of interest was performed. The greund idle. Earlier rcsults indicated that fuel
parametric looked at fuel recirculation requirements for recirculation wou!d be required at the idle descent flight
difterent levels of fuel temperature capability and condition even with high temperature fuel capability.
airframe heat load. Again, the explanation for this may be that the idle

descent requirements identified earlier are estimates of
A second paramelric was performed to show the transient conditions using a steedy state model. As a
potential weight payoff for reducing recirculatiou flow. result, the estimated idle descent fuel heat sink
The resuits of the first parametric were tised in the requirements may be too high. Despite this, the treiad
second parametric to do a relative sizing of a fuel established here of significantly reduced recirculation
recirculation system component. The recirculation flow should apply at both flight conditions.
system component selected was the fuel/air heat
exchanger. Since ground idle is the critical flight 8.0 CONCLUSIONS
condition for sizing tht fuel recirculation system, the
parametrics were performed at that condition. It &hould Based on this investigation, the following cnclusions
be emphasized that the fue:/air heat exchanger is the can be made:
design responsibility of the airframer and the estimates
made here by P&W are used to show relative component 0 Payoff studies, the projection of future fuel system
weight improvements. capabilities and the temperature development

goals for other fluids indicate that the following

4
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Ground Idle
120 -- J U 3,700 Stu/min

100 - ... . ... - J---"--- 5,000 Btu/min

80t 6,635 Btu/mln

-0- -. ---- 8---",000 Btu/mln

40-• - 12,000 Stu/min204

0 4
149 177 204 232 260 288 316

Fuel Temperature Limit, 0C

FIG. 5 -- Fuel rccirculation requirements for IHP'IET Phase 11 ASF Fighter Mission

TABLE 9 -- Summary of recirculation flow requirements at grojnd idle

*Fuel Airframe Fuel

IHPTET Capability Heat Load Recirculation
Phase Mission (°C) (Btu/min) (lb/min)

I Advanced Tactical Fighter 163 5,000 62
2_18 20

II Air Superiority Fighter 163 8,000 55
288 00

II Advanced Navy Fighter 163 8,000 55
288 07

II Lightweight Fighter 163 8,000 31
288 00

III Air Superiority Fighter 16.3 10,000 78
30 M

III Lightweignt Fighter 16W 10,000 69
371 00

Values shown are current capability tolk)wed by development goal for each pha3e

are reasonable advanced JP fuel development 0 Achievement of these goals will not likely
goals: elimiuate the requirement for a fuel recirculation

Max Fuel Temperature system for future tactical fighters.

A Achievement of these goals will nermit a

IHP'IET Phase 1 218 significant reduction in th. esite and weight of the

IHPTET Phase II 288 fuel recirculation system.

ItIPTE'r Phase Ill 37.i
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0 Increasing heat loads on the fuel and the desire to
minimize the penalty associated with the
recirculation system demands that higher fuel
temperature capability be developed. While the
engine itself will realize little weight savings, the
benefit to the total airframe and propulsion system
would be significant. The fact that fuel is a
critical component to gas turbine tuperation makes
the IlIP'rEr initiative a logical vehicle for the
development of advanced fuels.

Discussion

Question 1. W. Dodds
You talked about higher temperature fuels. What is your measure of fuel stability - JFTOT?

Author's Repiý
Candidate thermal stability improving additives are added to a reference fuel. The thermal stability properties of the candidate
formulations are compared to that of the IP-Thermally Stable fuel in a variety of experimental static and dynamic tests. JP-
Thermally Stable fuel was selected as the target because it is the fuel , sed in the U-2. In the U-2, it is subjected to temperatures in
excess of 425 degrees F without exhibiting fouling or coking. Therefore, if an additive formulation can duplicate the thermal
stability characteristics of JP-Thermally Stable, thcn we can 7ay that we have a 425 degree F formulation.
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HIGH TEMPERATURE RESISTANT JET FUELS

by

Luls M. Peloche and Santiago Asenslo
Propulsion and En.-rgy Division
Fuels and Lubricants Laboratory

INTA
Torrejon de Ardoz

28850 Madrid
ABSTRACT Spain

The thermal stability of the aviation fuels 2. OBTENTION OF KEROSENES OF HIGH THERMAL
is evaluated according to the ASTM D 2341 STABILITY
method. This characteristic is linked to the
presence of the generators of instability, With this pu.pose in mind, we took as
mainly diolephins and N and S derivates. scarting point a kerosene which we called A,

hydrogened but not additived.
The objects of the present work are: the
obtention in laboratory of kerosene which is The procedure is the following: by means of
thermally stable, the isolation and a suitable absorbent medium, an attempt is
identification of the generators of made to eliminate the potential generators
instability and the regeneration of the of thermal instability, thus obtaining what
thermally unstable kerosenes. could be termed "ideal kerosene". This is

submitted to severe test conditions in order
Keywords: Kerosene, thermal stability, to evaluate its thermal resistance, and alco
percolation and break point, to evaluate the action of 4 additives.

2.1 Elimination of the generators of
1. TNTRODUCTION thermal instability

The fuels used in aviation are a mixture of The kerosene A wab percolated through
hydrocarbons obtained by distillation of neutral alumina which had been previously
petroleum crudes followed by refinement. In activated during 4 h. at 400QC. For this we
addition to the mentioned products and used a OMNIFIT column of 500 mm length and
during the distillation phase related to the with an interior diameter of 25 mm, and a
kerosene ( 2nd lateral currer.n, 150 to pressure regulation mechanism with a
260QC.), other types of compounds appear manometer. A complete specification test
whose presence is due to either their was carried out on the percolated sample,
existence in the oil or to contamiaation by giving low values of gums (0.4 mg/100 mL),
slops. The said compounds are mainly total sulphur (0.10% mass), olephins (0.2%
derivatives of sulphur, nitrogen and oxygen. vol.), mercaptans (0 ppm), total acidity

(0.002 mg KOH/g) and nitrogen (0 ppm).
These compounds, together with diolephines
and polynuclear aromatics, are those which 2.2 Ageing at increasing temperatures
create the thermal instability problems.

The specimen obtained was subjected to an
The chemical reactions contributing to the ageing series of 6 %eeks duration with
decomposition of the fuel have been widely increasing temperature. The results obtained
studied. Generally, these reactions occur were:
through oxidization processes forming
hydroperoxides and peroxides. There is a
nucleation process followed by growth of
deposits and gums which create obstruction
problems in filters and injectors.

The principal test for determining this
property of aviation fuels is the thermal
stability test (ASTM D 2341). It consists of
passing kerosene, during 150 minutes and
with a flow rate of 3 mL/min., first
through an aluminum heating tube and after
through a stainless steel filter with a
porosity of 171im, where the fuels
deterioration products are deposited.
The test is carried out at 260QC. and shows
the tendency of reactor fuels to deposit
deterioration products in the engine supply
system.
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six weeks at 609C.

ACIDITY ThW4MAM STABILITY

SANPLE (ug KOH/&) Press. drop Tube aspect
(mmHg)

KAP 0.002 0 1 No irid.

KAP + 24 ./L Ad. 1 0.002 2 i No lirid.

KAP + 24 au/L A. 2 0.002 0 1 No lirtd.

KAP + 24 mg/L Ad. 3 0.002 0 1 No irid

Six weeks at 90vC

SANPLEA ACIDITY THERMAL STABII" fT
(ug KOH/t) Press. drop(.dlg) ,ube aspect

KAP 0,008 0 1 No irid.

KAP + 24 al/L Ad.1 0,006 u I No irid.

KAP + 24 sg/L Ad.2 0,006 0 1 No irid.

KAP + 24 eg/L Ad.3 0,006 0 1 No irid.

KAP + 5,7 ag/L ADM 0,01. 0 1 No irid.

KAP + 24 ma/L Ad.1 +
5,7 ma/L HDA 0,006 5 1 No irid.

Six weeks at 120u

SAMPLE ACIDITY THERMAL STABILITY
(mg KOli/g) Press. drop(saft) Tube aspect

KAP 0,049 6 1 No irid.

KAP + 24 mag/L Ad.1 0,029 3 1 No irid.

KAP + 24 ag/L Ad.2 0,028 4 1 No irid.

KAP + 24 lg/L Ad.3 0,020 2 1 No irid.

KAP + 5,7 ma/L ADM 0,049 2 1 No irid.

KAP + 24 mg/L Ad.l +
5,7 as/L NDA 0,030 3 1 No irid.

Six weeks at 1500

SAMPLE ~ ACIDITY THERiMAL STABILITY
(as KOH/a) Press. drop(umof) Tube aspect

KAP
16 1 No li-id.

KAP + 24 mg/L Ad.1

13 1 No trid.
KAP + 24 mg/L Ad.2

13 1 No irid.
lAP + 24 ma/L Ad.3

13 1 No li-id.

KAP + 5,7 mg/L ADM
12 1 No irid.

KAP + 24 ma/L Ad.1 +
5,7 ma/L MDA

12 1 No riid.
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In this ageing, it was impossible to
determine the degree of acidity because of
shortcomings in the specimen due to
evaporation losses.

The abreviations employed correspond to the
following terms:

KAP . "ideal kerosene"
Ad. 1 = 2,6-di-tert-butyl-4-methylp|,enol
Ad. 2 = 2,6-di-tert-b•iylphenol
Ad. 3 = 2,4--di-methyl-6-tert-butylphenol
MDA = Metal deactivator additive: N,N'-

diualicylidene-1,2-propanediamine

As can be ceen from the results, the
percolated kerosene A ("ideal"), singly or
with any one of the additives incorporated,
fulfills the thermal stability test's
requirements, even after ageing at 1502C
during 6 weeks. It is possible to affirm
that the strong stability of the kerosene
tested is due to the absence of nitrogen
derivatives and mercaptan sulphur. Finally,
we wish tr underline the fact that we have
not found any bibliographic reference
mentioning a kerosene that overcomes such
severe ageing.

2.2.1 Determination of the break point

The break point concept is considered as a
highly useful tool having two possible
applications:

1.- To overcome the qualitative criterion
of go/not go in the thermal stability
test.

2.- To quantify the degree of treatment
effectiveness with a selective
absorbent medium, with a view to
increasing the thermal resistance of a
given fuel.

Several of the authors consulted consider as
break point that temperature in which the
value TDR = 13 at Mark 8 is reached. We
shall apply this criterion to the "ideal
kerosene" obtained in 2.1. The results
obtained were the following:

Kerosene A, before percolating

TEMPEHATURE (1C) TDR B.EAK POINT (0C)

260 1,5

280 8
286

290 15

300 29
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Kerosene A, after p•;rcolation through a neutral alumina ("ideal kerosene*)

T1IPBRATJUE (IC) Tim NWA POINT (9c)

290 5
370

320 8 (extrapolated)

As can be seen, the qualitative jump 3.2 Identification
obtained in the thermal stability cf the
kerosene is high. We consider that this is This was undertaken using a combination of
the appropriate method to achieve a fuel various instrumental techniques: classic
with a high thermal resistance, column chromatography at low pressure,

infra-red spectroscopy, gas chromatography
and mass spectroscopy. The method was the

3. TROLATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE following:
GENERATORS OF T;;ERMAL INSTABILITY 300 rag of polar extract, isolated as

From the bibliographic study, knowledge can described in 3.1 were put at the head of a
be derived concerning the action that these chromatographic column of 250 mm long and
compounds exercise upon the thermal 6.2 mm interior diamteter. A 50:50 mixture of
stability of fuels, as well as their previously activated silica gel and neutral
composition,which principally consists of alumina were uwed as an absorbent medium.
the following: As eluotropic serie, one with a growing

polarity formed by the following dissolvents
a) Nitrogened compounds (aminics and was used:

heteroatomics)
b) Sulphur compounds 'sulphurs, disulphurs Pentane

and mercaptans) Pentane/carbon tetrachloride 1:1
c) Oxygened compounds (carboxilic acids Benzene/methylene chloride 1:1

and phenolics) Methylene chlorive/ether ethylic 1:3
Lther ethylic/acetone 1:1

In a word, basic or acidic polar compounds. Methanol
The operative procedures for achieving the
two objectives of this point are described Seven fractions were collected in total, and
as follows: their respective masses quantified after the

dissolvents were dried in an oven during 48
3.1 Isolation hours at 60QC. The IR spectrum of each of

the 7 fractions was obtained, and the
Chromatography in column has been selected presence of several functional groups was
as the technique to be used. The starting detected in them according to expectation.
point was an thermically unstable Logically, this technique is approximative.
unhydrogened kerosene, which from this point
on will be known as B, with high values of G~s chromatography was used to make an
total sulphur, mercaptans, nitrogen, acidity exhaustive identification of the compounds
and gums. included in each fraction. The model

employed was a Perkin-Elmer Auto System
The operative procedure was the following: connected to a Perkin-Elmer mass detector,
5 L. oi kerosene B were percolated through model Q-Mass 910. A capillary column of
an OMNIFIT --olumn packed with 230g of n,,thyl-phenyl silicon was selected.
previously activated neutral aluminum whicii
acted as the absorbent medium. Once the fuel Fcr each fraction, specific chrumatographic
was percolated, the remaining kerosene was conditions were selected, and once optimized
extracted from the column by n-hrxane (I the connection column-camera was made by
L.), then a disabsorption of the stationary means of the transference line. The mass
layer of the polar compounds was carried out detector is of the ion-trap type, with
by means of an inversion flow and using a thermal bombardment of electrons at 80 eV
mixture of 50:50 methanol/methylenechloride, and a vacuum of 10" Torr. A Digital
isolating the said polar compounda by rota- DeCstation 316 Sxco[.puter was used for
vapor. The efficiency was of 1.18g/L of identifying the chromatography peaks. The
kerosene. mass spectra obtained were compared to those

stored in a NIST collection of over 60.000
In the percolated kerosene the instability spectrums. A total of 58 compounds were
disappeared, in both pressure drop and tube identified with an approximation of over
aspect. Regarding tle other parameterv, the 90%.
total acidity diminished by 91%, the
mercaptan sulphur by R6% and the nitrogened
compounds by 100%.
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Theme figures show an example of th~e methodology followed.
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In this case the TIC corresponds to the
fraction eluted with pentane of the n~umbered
peaks, number 11 was the one selected, and
its spectra is shown in the figures. The
comparison of the unknown peak and the NIST
collection, leads to the identification of
peak 11 as 1,4,6 trvmethyl naphtalene.

4. REGENERATION OF THERMALLY UNSTABLE
KERO8ENES

To achieve this, we started from a non-
hydrogenated kerosene called B. We found no
specific work an this topic in the
literature, but in some instances the
regeneration problem is treated using
expensive absorbents at laboratory scale.

On our part. we approached the problem
studying the behaviour of three different
absorbent clays and selecting one of them as
the most suitable through a process of
elimination. Said process consisted of two
stages of increasing exhaustiveness which we
will now proceed to describe.

4.1 First stage. Yield assessment

The object of this is to carry out a yield
study at laboratory scale of the clays,
evaluating the following aspects:

- Elution velocity (operativity)
- Optimum granule
- Break point determination.

The method was the following:

Using liquid chromatography in column at low
pressure 5 liters of kerosene B were
percolated through a glass OMNIFIT column of
500 mm long, and 25 mm of interior diameter.
This was completely packed with the clay
under study. The clay had been dried
previously for two hours at 11QC to
eliminate the humidity present which
oscillated between values of 7% and 12%. A
pressure of 1kg/cm' was applied. In the break
point determination, to avoid
extrapolations, we have used the reference
value 10 (instead of 13) in che TDR.
The results obtained are shown in the
following page.

I !ll
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The results for the 13 clays were:

Elut.velocity Temp. TOS Break point
L/h J C (TDIR-10,OC)

Kero B before percolating 245 8 252,5
260 12

Kero B after percolation
through.

Calcic bentonite>120 0.2 295 6 302.5
310 14

Attapulgite A 50/80 1.3 290 6 320
305 8

Sepiolite A 30/60 1.4 260 1 296
300 11

E. of diatom A>120 0.4 260 1 282,5
290 13

Attapulgite B 40/60 1.3 290 4 302
305 12

Sepiolite B 60/120 1.4 305 8 310
315 27

Sepiolite C>120 0.8 260 3.5 280
290 13

E. of diatom B>120 Leak

E. of diatom C>120 Leak - __

Attapulgite C>120 1 260 3 286,5
290 11

Bentonite>120 Leak

Saponite>120 Leak

E. of diatom D>120 0.4 280 5 284

300 18

inactive?
Analyzing the results,the following can be
taken into consideration. In order to answer this question we used an

OMNIFIT column of 250 ".n of length and 12 mm
a) Operativity: The best results were of internal diameter. Eluted kerosene was

obtained for clays in collected in numbered I litre vessels.
the range 40-120 mesh Every 5 liters the thermal stability and
ASTM. total acidity was determined. We also

b) Break point: Outstanding performance evaluated the elution mn•w d and the degree
of three clays: of compactness of the clay.

- Sepiolite B 60/120 The results obtained are shown in the
- Attapulgite A 50/80 following figures:
- Attapulgite B 40/60

4.2 Second stage. Efficiency assessment

This consists mainly in solving thL
following question with respect to the clays
selected: what vol],rn • thermically
unstable kerosene can be regenerated per
unit of mass of a given clay? Or, what is
the same thing, when does the clay become

# J
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• With Sepiolite B 60/120

THERMAL STABILITY (2600C) ACIDITY (ag KOH/l)
Press drop(me Hg) Tube aspect

5 1L 0 1 No irid. 0,002

lOibL 0 1 No irid. 0,006

1511L 9 1 No irid. 0,019

181.L 13 1 No irid. 0,119

20"L 14 1 No irid. 0,021

22 1L 1 No irid. 0,022

At this point the test was interrupted by
elution problems. Given that the mass of
clay introduced into the columna was 25,39g,
it can be deduced that a metric ton of this
clay is capable of regenerating 866 m' of
thermally unstable kerosene.

' With Attapulgite A 50/80

THERMAL STABILITY (26000' ACIDITY (ag KOH/g)
Press.drop(au Hg) Tube aspect

5VL 0 1 No irid. 0,002

1011L 0 1 No irid. 0.007

1511L 0 I Vo irid. 0,007

20"L 4 I No irid. 0.014

25"L 7 1 No irid. 0.018

3011L 12 1 No irid. 0,025

35"1 L 16 1 No irid. 0,026

The behaviour observed was similar to that
of Sepiolitc B. Both presented problems with
the elution of the final litres. Given that
the mass of clay introduced into the column
was 17,06g, it can be deduced that a metric
ton of this attapulgite is capable of
regenerating 2.051m' of thermally unstable
kerosene.



With Attapulgite B 40/60

THERMAL STABILITY (2600C) ACIDITY (ag KOH/g)
Press. drop(an HS) Tube aspect

511L 0 1 No irid. 0,0n2

011L 0 1 No irid. 0,014

15UL 0 1 No irid. 0,018

2014L 0 1 No irid. 0,020

2511L 0 1 No irid. 0,020

30%L 1 2 No irid. 0.022

351hL 3 2 No irid. 0,022

temperature". NASA report CR-165165.
At this point the test was interrupted by
elution problems, but as 19,46g of 5.- Bernasconi et al. "Middle distillates
attapulgite B was introduced into the stability: conmposition and additive
column, it can be deduced that a metric ton utilization effects on their aging at
of this clay is capable of regenerating different temperatures" 3rd
1.798 ml of thermally unstable kerosene. International Conference on Fuel

Stability. London (1988).
We conclude that, among the three tested
clays, the most efficient was Attapulgite A 6.- L.M. Peloche & S. Asensio. "Study of
50/80 mesh ASTM because, though it presented color instability in gas oils" INTA
larger press drop at JFTOT test, its tube (1992).
aspect was better ana specially its break
point temperature (table "results for 13 7.- M. Dorbon et al. "Storage stability of
clays") was higher (3209CP than of fuels. Efficiency of hydrotreatment"
Attapulgite B 40/60 h'egh ASTM (3029C). Fuels Science-. and Technuloqy

Interniational (19q2).

8.- J.S. Mills & F.R. Edwards. "The thermal
stability of aviation fuel". ASME PAPER

5. CONCLUSIONS 84-GT-69 (1984).

The piesence of determined compounds in the 9.- L,.M. Peloche & S. Asensio. "Thermal
kerosene creates problems of thermal stability of aviation k-rosenes". INTA
instability. Their elimination by means of 1.990.
a simple operative procedure such as the
percolation of the Fuel through an ibsorbent ACKNOWLEDGMENT: This woik has been funded by
medium is the optimum means of increasing BP OIL SPAIN within OCIPETROL programme.
their thermal stability.

The best way to evaluate the efficiency of
the treatment is to determine the
temperature of the break point, as this
permits the quantitative estimation of the
criterion go/not go of the standardized
test.
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1. SUMMARY Management of aircraft thermal requirements is
becoming more complex and affects the design and

Increases in aircraft performance are leading to mairtenance requirements of the aircraft. Ram air and
increases in thermal stress or the primary aircraft fuel are the primary heat sinks available for aircraft
coolant--the fuel. Fuel thermal stability !ibtations may waste heat dissipation. Ram air is used extensively on
offset future aircraft performancti gains. The Air current aircraft to provide the necessary cooling. Ram
Force's Wright Laboratory is sponsoring several air, however, restricts the flight envelope, reduces
research programs to adJres,, this problem. The component performance due to its relatively poor heat
development of an additive package for JP-8 to improve transfer characteristics and, thus, reduces component
its thermal stability is the primary focus of this paper. life and reliability. In addition, as aircraft speed
This program involves extensive testing of fuels and irncreases above approximately Mach 1, the stagnation
additives in a variety of test devices, culminating in temperature of air precludes its use as a coolant.
tests in a fuel system simulator and engine tests. These Increasingly, aircraft designers are utifizing the fuel to
tests involve Air Force personnel, on-site contractors provide subsystem cooling. Many recently fielded
(University of Dayton Research Institute, Systems aircraft utilize all the availaile heat sink capacity of JP-
Research Laboratories), Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Co., 4 and/or JP-8 fuels. In addition, most of these aircraft
additive manufacturers, and Sandia National recirculate fuel to match heat loads with available fuel
Laboratory. The test devices include several flowing heat sink. Studies indicate that future aihcraft will be
and static tests, where the behavior of a fuel is forced to carry large quantities of excess fuel for
investigated in a wide variety of environments. The thermal management, thus reducing range or payload.
study of several baseline fuels in these devices has led
to some new insights into the mechaiisms of fuel To reduce the penalties associated with carrying
thermal (in)stabilit). It is becoming clear that a fuel's excess fuel for thermal management purposes, the Air
tendency to oxidize (to form peroxide-s, for example) is Force has embarked on a program to develop high
often inversely proportional to its tendency to form temperature thermally stable (HilTS) fuels [References
insoluble deposits. 1-41. Two fuels are currently under development. The

objective of the H1iITS 100 ("JP-8+100") program is to
2. INTRODUCTION develop an additive package to increase the thermal

stability of JP-8 from 1631C (325'F) to 218°C (425°F)
Emerging threats require the development of and thereby increase the avai!able heat sink by 50%.

highly maneuverable aircraft with high-performance Furthermore, since the sole intent of the additive
engines, enhanced avionics, and expanded flight package is to improve thermal stability, the package
envelopes. Aircraft subsystems (environmental control, which is developed should not significantly alter any
power gentration, hydraulics, mngine, etc.) generate fuel characteristics other than thermal stability, The
waste heat that must be removed to ensure adequate objective of the IlITS 900 ("JP-900") program is to
component reliability and life. Technology advances develop a new fuel with a thermal stability of 482'C
and requirements for increased aircraft performance are (900°F) thereby increasing the heat sink by 500%
causing increases in aircraft subsystem and engine heat through the use of innovative experimental techniques
loads. Specifications for current Air Force aviation in conjunction with phenomenological modeling. The
turbine fuels (JP-4 and JP-8) are designed to provide ltihlT'S 900 program offers not only the opportunity t(,
adequate energy content, combustibili~y, fluidity, develop a new fuel with superior stability, it also offers
thermal stability, storability, and safety while the chance to make great strides in our fundamental
maximizing availability and minimizing :ost. Until understanding of the many processes that contribute to
recently, JP-4 and JP-8 provided adequate heat sink to deposition in jet fuels.
allow their effective use as coolants for critical on-
board subsystems. However, these fuels are limited to a A jet fuel is exposed to many different regimes
maximum operating temperature of 163°C (325°F) as of temperature and residence time, as shown in Figure
measured at the inlet to the fuel nozzles on the engine 1. The temperatures a fuel experiences vary widely
bexpuse of thermal stability limitations, throughout a mission, with the numbers in Figure 1

representing a worst case. The thermal stability of a

Presented at an AGARD Aeeting on 'Fuels and Combustion TechnologyforAdvanced Aircraft Engines: May 1993.



fuel is a measure of its tendency to cahw; fiNei system This paper summarizes some (,f the iesearch
problehns (deposits, filter plugging) under the results obutined by the different research teams, Note
coid;liot(it of Figure i, The additive package for JP- that in this paper "thermal stability" refers to the
8+100 is being Ocsigncd to iiy:prove the fuel's tendency of a fuel to forni fuel-insoluble products; a
perfornmt'ce in a variety of thermal environments thermally stable fuel will create few insluble products.
consistent with those shown in Figi•re 1. but may create many proxducLts that remain dissolved in

the fuel. The Insoluble products are the solids that plug
To assess the perfonnance of the additives, a screens and filters and foul heat exchangers and

hierarchy of tests has been created. The tests are being nozzles. It is generally accepted that fuel thermal
performed by research teuns consisting of industry, instability in most jet fuels is caused by rmactions
research laboratories, universities, a national laboratory involving dissolved oxygen [22.1 llowever, recently it
and an Air Force laboratory. Pratt & Whitney has the has become clear that a fuel's propensity to consume
responsibility of screening the additives received from oxygen and form soluble oxygenated products such as
numerous oil and chemical companies. They use a Ilot peroxides is not directly related to the formation of
Liquid Process Simulator (111.S, a modular Ji"OTI') insoluble products, In fact, an inverse relationship
and an Isothermal Corrosion oxidation test (ICOT, a exists for many fuels, as shown in Figure 2 (231. Fuels
"ltask" test), in the initial scrtening process. The best that form peroxides readily tend to be relatively stable,
additives are sent to Wright Laboratory where more while thermally unstable fuels tend not to foirm
detailed experiments are performed with small scale test peroxides readily [24,25]. Note that oxygen
devices operated by on-site contractors and the Air consumption is still a key parameter--the question is
Force. The University of Dayton Research Institute whether the oxygenated products are soluble or
(UI)RI) has developed a single-tube test device insoluble.
("Phoenix Rig")15-7] that simulates a heat exchanger
tube or the feed ami of a fuel nozzle. Systems 3. BAS.LINE FUELS
Research Laboratories (SRL) developed an isothermal
single-tube heat exchanger 181 to study the Two baseline fuels have been chosen for this
decomposition and depositiou processes under wedl study, with properties shown in Table 1. One baseline
defined flowing conditions. Additives are also fuel (Jet A 2827) is a straight-run jet fuel with a
evaluated iy various researchers in several different relatively low thermal stability as measured by the
flask testz, [9-131. A vaporization test 1141 conducted by Ji1TOT (but still within specification limits). A
ihe Air Force is used to evaluate the additives as a quantitative measure of the JP-8+100 goal has been

means of reducing deposits in afterburner spray bars. selected to be the thermal stability of the second
11I)RI and the Air Force are investigating the reference fuel, JI1TS 2799. JPTS is a highly processed
compatibility of the additives with fuel system thermally stable fuel that is significantly more
materials. The best additive(s) will then be tested in expensive than JP-8 ($1.71/gal vs. $0.75/gal for JP-8 in
several fuels with diffceent processing histories before IY 93). Another fuel that has been tested in many of
further testing in an Extended Duration Thermal the research dlevices discussed below (Jet A-I 2747) is a
Stability Test (11)TST) and a Reduced Scale Fuel hydrotreated fuel with a relatively high thermal
System Simulator (RSFSS) I15], foilowed by engine stability. The Jet A and Jet A-I fuels are commercial
tests. lhe various test devices have been run under a fuels and do not contain the military specification
variety of conditions to gain an understanding of the additives (icing inhibitor, corrosion inhibitor, anti-static
performance of jet fuels in the devices, additive). The severest qualifying test for an additive in

a given tcst is to improve the performance of Jet A 2827
Various thermal stability diagnostics are being to that of JI'TS 2799. During the selection of the best

developed as part of this program. UDRI developed additive(s), a number of other fuels -are being tested to
several test devices based on cyclic voltammetry (the assure that the additives are universally effective across
basis of the oil oxidation tester RULER) to measure the a broad range of fuels.
oxidation characteristics of additives in fuel [161, and to
determine the concentration of peroxides and total acid 3.1 Flowing Tests
number in thermally stressed fuel. Sandia National
Laboratory developed a photon correlation In flowing tests. the baseline fuels range from
spectroscopic technique to measure the size very stable (JPTS 2799) to marginally stable (Jet A
distributions of particle fomned in thermally stressed 2827). In tests with a single tube heat exchanger
fucl [17,181. They also developed a quartz. crystal (Phoenix Rig) 15,61 with a dissolved oxygen detection
microbalancc that can detect nanograms of deposit capability 171, it was found that the thermal stability of'
118,191. Computational fluid D)ynamic modeling of the fuel was inversely proportional to the temperature at
fuel flow in aircraft components, including fuel which the fuel began to rapidly consume oxygen; i.e.,
degradation chemistry, is being developed by SRL and the most stable fuel consumed oxygen at the lowest
the Wright Laboratory [20,21]. temperature and vice versa. The oxygen consumption

for the ba:;cline fuels is illustrated in Figure 3, with the



surface deposition shown in Figure 4. The .IOT oxygen consumption [5,6,8). below about 170*C, the
breakpoints fcr the baseline fuels (Table 1) show the oxygen consumption becomes very slow. One common
same stability trend as Figure 4: JPI'S 2799>Jet A-I aspect of these flowing tests is that the oxygen present
2747.>Jet A 2827. is usually (and realistically) limited to the air-saturation

value (-,f 70 ppm '50 inn/I.,) at ambient conditions.
Other measures of fuel oxidation show the Flask tests where. ox), en i., conlinnously added can

same trend. For example, cyclic voltanmetry (16] has lead to very different results as Oiscussmd below. Fuel
shown that the low stability fuel (Jet A 2827) has easily recirculation systems (Figure 1) that allow recirculated
oxidizable species, as compared to the more stable fuel to be re-exposed to air could dramatically affect the
fuels. This is shown in Figure 5, where the lower the deposition from the fuel. The Phoenix Rig has been
voltage the greater the ease of oxidation. These results used to examine the behavior of fuels with varying
have been interpreted to mean that the easily oxidizable oxygen concentrations. The oxygen consumption and
species are acting as "natural anti-oxidants" and deposition profiles in the Phoenix Rig fur varying levels
interfering with the auto-oxidation free radical chain of oxygen in the fuel are, shown in Figures 10 and It.
reaction. Thermally stable fuels Lck these natural anti- The oxygen consumption curves have been interpreted
oxidants, which include heteroatomic species such as as pseudo zeroth order in oxygen until low levels of
sulfur and nitrogen. In fact, hydrotreating fuels to oxygen are reacheu 18,61. These oxygen consumption
improve their thermal stability removes the natural anti- and deposition data are being used to develop
oxidants and thus anti-oxidants are usually added to computational fluid dynamics models of the fouling
hydrotreated fuels. A key point here is that the processes [211. Matching botii the deposition and
consumption of oxygen by these natural anti-oxidants oxygen consumption behavior of a given fuel over the
tends to form insolubles, while the consumption of wide variety of conditions discussed in this section is a
oxygen by the fuel matrix tends to form soluble difficult challenge.
products.

3.. Static Tests
In isothermal flow tests, it has been found that

most of the inoluhles are formed after the oxygen is Static tests (or "flask tests") are an interesting
mostly consumed [8]. This is illustrated in Figure 6. complement to the flowing tests [9-13]. In these tests,
The surface deposition peaks at 5-7 minutes, subsequent continuously-stirred fuel is heated at atmospheric
to the oxygen consumption at -3 minutes. Oxygen- pressure to a temperature from 160-2001C. Oxygen is
saturated fuels yield similar peak deposition rates, but continuously fed to the fuel via some type of sparging
the peak shifts to 7-8 minutes and is broader. This has system. Samples are periodically withdrawn to measure
been interpreted as the oxygen consumption reactions the extent of oxidation. The oxidation products are
being zeroth order in dissolved oxygen [8]. Tests at usually measured by filtration of ambient temperature
various flow rates tend to fall on similar deposition vs fuel, with the following nomenclature: soluble
resi'lence time curves, for both the Phoenix Rig and the gums=filterable solids soluble in heptane; insoluble
isoth•nrnal test [6,8]. Thus, when different tube sizes gums=filterable solids insoluble in heptane/soluble in
are usel, as shown in Figure 7, the deposition peak acetone; insoluble solids=filterable solids insoluble in
shifts. "li~e peak in the larger tube shifts toward the tube acetone or heptane. Presumably, the soluble gums are
entrance. The two peaks do not coincide when the soluble in hot fuel. Metal disks can be suspended in the
deposition is plotted as a function of residence time. fuel to assess surface deposition onto metals. The static
"The reason for this shift is not understood but it is test used in additive evaluation is denoted as the
evidently related to the different surface to volume Isothermal Corrosion Oxidation Test (ICOT).
ratios in thc two tubes. In the isothermal test, surface
deposition and bulk (filterabl-,) insolubles are both With a cursory examination of the flask test,
measured. An interesting observation is that the solids ont, would expect that this situation bears little
formed during the ear!y stages of oxygen consumption resemblance to a flowing test where the amount of
tend to remain suspended in the fuel. As the oxygen is oxygen is limited to the saturation value. However,
completely consumed, the relative amounts of there are a number of complicati',g factors which can
suspended deposits and surface deposits teni. to remain change this perception. At typical reaction
constant. This is true even for large increases in temperatures of -185 0 C, the reection of the fuel with
residence time. This is illustrated in Figure 8. This has oxygen can be very rap~d. Additionally, the solubility
been interpreted as indicatiug that the surface and bulk of oxygen at 185°C at atmospheric pressure is
insolubles are functionally diffferent species [8]. significantly less than at ambient temperature. Thus,

for some fuels a "steady-state" situation prevails where
"The rate of oxygen consumption at various the oxygen reacts as fast as it i6, added, with a dissolved

temperatures has b,,cn mneasured in the isothermal test, 0,2 concentration not far different from ambient air-
as shown in Figure 9. These data are complementacy to saturated fuel. The product concentrations (soluble
the Phoenix Rig data in Figure 3. Both sets of data gums, etc.) will be much larger than would be
have been used to calculate Arrheuius parameters for encountered in an oxygen-limited flowing test.
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However, if it is assumed that these products are inten pressure drop across the filter. The ICOT is a variant of
and do nct affect the oxygen consumption reactions, the the flask test, where 70 ml of fuel is heated to 180°C in
kinetics observed in the flask test may be relevant to a flask with oxygen introduced through a blower tube at
flowing tests at similar tempeiatures. 10 I/hr for five hours. Deposits are measured by

filtering the fuel after the test through a 1 pm filter and
The results of flask experiments for two of the by measuring the deposits on the blower tube surface.

baseline fuels are illustrated in Figures 12 and 13 n111. Both deposits are measured by carbon burnoff. The
The "stable" fuel (2747) forms large quantities of study of additives in most of the other test devices aside
oxidation products. especially soluble gums (Figure 12). from the HLPS and ICOT is still in its early stages.
Behavior of JPTS and hexadecane are similar to 2747. However, generalizations can be made. Additives
The "unstable" fuel forms smaller quantities of which give significant increases in pressure drop in the
oxidation producrs (Figure 13). The linear production HLPS generally cause significant fouling of filters in
rates of the products suggest that they are formed by the single-tube heat exchanger devices and large
parallel, independent channels. If, for example, the deposits in the vaporization test. However, these same
formation was sequential (SG -> IG -> IS), then the IS additives may cause a significant reduction in surface
and IG curves (especially in Figure 12) should be deposits on hot metal walls. JFA-5 reduces surface
turning upwards as the soluble gum concentration deposition significantly in most experiments with Jet A
builds up. The deposition onto stainless steel disks 2827, although the depo.ition is still significantly above
susperded in the fuel is also linear with time, as shown JTI'S levels. For example, single-tube heat exchanger
in Figure 14. results with JFA-5 are shown in Figure 17. Both of the

single-tube heat exchangers (the Phoenix Rig and the
These results confirm the results of the flowing isothermal test) are now set up to measure deposition in

tests to some extent. The stable fuel is more reactive a hot section and a downstream cooling section. This
towards oxygen, forming soluble products. The allows some measure of fouling that could be expected
unstable fuel is less reactive toward oxygen, forming in a system with significant fuel recirculation. Filters
mostly insoluble products. These results are are used between the hot and cold section as well as
emphasized when one examines the oxidation product downstream of the cold section.
formation as a function of oxygen flow rate. For the
stable, reactive fuel, product formation is proportional Several additives have shown significant
to oxygen flow rate over a wide range. As shown in improvements in the thennal stability of Jet A 2827 in
Figure 15, this indicates that the oxygen is reacting as rig tests. These results are summarized in Table 2. In
fast as it can be fed to the fuel. Conversely, the the augmentor fouling simulator, fuel is vaporized at 1.5
unreactive fuel quickly plateaus with increases with ml/min in a stainless steel tube for 7 hours [14]. At 30
oxygen flow rate, indicating much slower oxidation minute intervals, 1500 ml of fuel is surged through the
kinetics (Figure 16). Thus the "stable" fuel is in the tube at 3000 ml/min. Deposition is measured at !he
steady-state regime where oxygen is actually limited point in the tube where the fuel vaporizes. The
because of limited solubility and fast reactions. isothermal heat exchanger results in Table 2 were

obtained at 0.25 m in/m for 6 hours at 185 0C [33). The
4. ADDITIVE RESULTS additives are "A2894", a detergent/dispersant, and

"A2727", a detergent. As can be seen, the
As discussed in the Introduction, many A2894/A2727 additive combination shows significant

additives are being tested in this program. Some initial promise in reaching the thermal stability of JPTS in
result. for additives in Jet A 2827 are reported here. several of the tests. A2894 was selected because of its
The results are compared to results for Jet A 2827, Jet A performance in the IlLPS and A2727 because of its
2827 + 12 mg/L JFA-5, and JPTS 2799. JPTS is a performance in the ICOT. Additive testing in a wider
thermally stable (hydrotreated) base fuel with a thermal range of feels is underway.
stability additive package, JFA-5, which contains a
metal deactivator, an anti-oxidant, and a dispersant. 5. JP-900 TEST RESULTS
JFA-5 is thus the de facto additive baseline in these
tests. However, the JPTS base fuel has been tested The baseline fuels have also been run in a
without additives and is a very stabe fuel without the single Wube heat exchanger where the fuel is heated to
JFA-5. WE00°F These types of tests are part of the development

of JP-900. The results of one such test are shown in
The additives are initially screened in the Figure 18 for the three fuels discu:4sed in this paper

IILPS and ICOT. The IILPS is a modified JIFOT(T in [26,27]. The deposit under these conditions is much
which fuel flows for 5 hours at 3 ml/min around a ianrower than that seen in lower temperature tests (e.g.,
heated stainless steel rod with a maximum rod F-igures 11,17). In these high temperature tests, it is
temperature of 335°C and then through a 17 jun filter, typical to see this sharp deposition peak; this type of
Fuel themnal stability is assessed by the deposits on the behavior has been seen in heated tube tests at the IUnited
tube surface (measured by carbon burnoff) aad by Technologies Research Center [28, 1, sso (Exxon) [291,
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and the Naval Research Laboratory 130], and in an the gravimetric JTTOT yields a much higher ratio of
earlier version of the Air Force Fuel System Simulator bulk to surface deposits than the JP-900 test.
[31]. It has been proposed that this deposition peak
may be due to supercritical solvent effects of the fuel One possible reason for the discrepancy can be
[291 or high temperature breakdown of deposit seen by comparing two sets of results for Jet A 2827 in
precursors [30]. Recent work at WL has shown that the Phoenix Rig. The two sets of data are shown in
this deposit peak is independent of fuel critical Figure 20. In the test with the lower outlet temperature,
temperature over the range from n--octane to n- the surface deposition wa; still increasing at the outlet
hexadecane [26). Rather than a supercritical effect, it of the tube, in contrast to the behavior shown in Figure
appears that the deposition peak is a chemical kinetic 6. This condition created tremendous deposits on the
effect related to the heating rate of the fuel. The cold filter. The ratio of the filterable insolubles to the
amount and location of the deposition can be varied hot tube deposits for this condition is 23, a similar ratio
over a wide range of fuel and wall temperatures by as that seen in the gravimetric JFI'OT. Thus, small
varying the rate at which the fuel is heated [26]. The variations in heating conditions can create dramatic
exact mechanism of how heating rate affects deposition differences in filterable deposits. This phenomenon is
is not yet clear. It may be that heating rate affects the not well understood at present, but may explain the
relative reaction rates of fuel to soluble and insoluble differences between the gravimetric JFTOT results and
products. This offers the opportunity of controlling the other test results.
deposition by controlling the rate at which heat is added
to the fuel. This relationship between peak deposition 7. CONCLUSIONS
and heating rate has been recently reported by others
[32]. The surface deposition in this test is well It seems clear that an understanding of the
correlated by the JFTOT breakpoint of the fuel, as oxidation reactions of the fuel's "natural anti-oxidants"
shown in Figure 19. The filterable deposits are not well will be required to control the formation of insolubles
correlated by JFTOT breakpoint, however, with JP-7 from typical jet fuels. It is not clear if the
standing out as a high bulk deposit generator. detergent/dispersant additives that are effective in

reducing insolubles formation in the tests are acting to
6. DISCUSSION keep the insolubles small enough to pass filters, or if the

additives are actually reducing the formation of
0 is interesting to compare the deposition insolubles. More research is also needed to determine

levels for Jet A 2827 and Jet A-I 2747 in the various the mechanism behind the large increases in bulk
tests described in this paper: the gravimetric JFTOT deposits seen under some test conditions. In future
(Figure 2), the Phoenix Rig (Figure 4), the isothermal aircraft that will employ recirctilation of hot fuel, this
test (Figures 6 & 8), and the .!P-900 test (Figure 18). phenomena may be a key determinant of fuel system
Comparative operational data for the tests are presented reliability and maintainability.
in Table 3. All the tests consist of fuel flowing through
a heated stainless steel test section, with subsequent 8. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Table 1. Baseline Fuel Information

POSF designation 91-2799 91-2827 90-2747
Fuel sold as JP-TS Jet A Jet A-I
Hydrotreated? Yes No Yes

AS IM D1319 Aromatics, Vol % 9.6 19 19
ASTM D4294 Sulfur, Total Wt % 0.0 0.1 0,0
ASTM D5340 Fuel System Icing Inhibitor, Vol % 0.11 ....
JFIOT Breakpoint. C 399 266 332

Dissolved oxygen in air-saturated fuel, ppm 77 65 73
(measurod by R. St.iebich, Univ. of Dayton Research Inst. by GUIMS)

Table 2. Additive test results. JFA-5 added at 12 mg/L, "A2894" at 100 mg/L, "A2727" at 300 mg/L.

Test Jet A 2827 Jet A 2827+ JPTS 2799 Jet A 2827+ Jet A 2827+ Jet A 2827+
JFA-5 A2894 A2727 A2894+

A2727

IILPS surface carbon, 47 30 7 16 342 69
pg/cm

2

11L11S filter DP/time 300/180 0/300 1/300 0!300 300/270 4/300

(psi/mnn)

I(COTF blowei, pig C 3196 497 74 590 113 68
ICOT bulk, jtg C ý.971 900 584 397 2944 468

augmcn(or fouling !378 1590 237 n/a n/a 323
:iimulator, jtg C

lsothennal surface 3.0 3.4 n/a 1.3 4.1 2.0

dCrK)sit, Ag C/cc [8,331
Isothermal bulk deposit, 2.0 3.0 n/a 0.? 1.3 0.6

jig C/cc 18,331
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Table 3. Experimental variables for various tests. Residence time calculate•. for cold fjEl.

Test nominal res time, sec surf/vol, bulk fuel max wall T, filters

(typical flow rate, I/cm outlet T, C C (fuel T
cc/min) during

.. ...._ _filtration)

gravimetric JFTOT 1231 6.2 (3) 17 260 260 0.8 ga (cold)

JP-900 test [26,271 9.4 (12) 28.6 480 570 2 ga (cold)

Phýcnix Rig [5,61 7.6 (16) 18.5 260 300 2 ga (hot+
cold)

isothermal test [8j 715 (0.25) 18.5 185 185 0.45 gl (hot)

STable 4. Comparison of deposition results for various test devices with Jet A 2827. All test results aside from 4
gravimetric JiTOT are pag deposit carbon/ g fuel; gravimetric JFTOT results expressed as Vig deposit/g fuel.

Test surf dep, filter dep, filter/surf total, surf +
ppm ppm fil.terl, i

gravimetric J.TOT [231 0.036 0.93 26 0.97

JP-000 test 1271 0.74 0.69 1 1.44

Phoenix Rig 15,61 0.63 0.84 1.33 1.47

isothermal test 181 3.75 2.5 0.67 6.25

"Table 5. Comparison of deposition results for various test devices with Jet A- 12747.

Test surf dep, filter dep, filter/surf total, surf +
PPM PPM filter, ppm

gravimetric JFrOT [231 0.036 0.20 5.6 0.24

JP-900 test [271 0.38 0.15 0.35 0.51

Phoenix Rig 15,6] 0.10 n/a n/a n/a
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Discussion

Question 1. W. Dodds
What effect will high thermal stability fuel have on management of fuels in a battlefield situation? For example, storage, testing,
deterioration?

Author's Reply
We do not anticipate any effects. The thermal stability additive package will probably be put into the fuel when the fuel is
produced, just as is done with current additives. The fuel will then be handled just like JP-8. The performance characteristics of
JP-8+ 100 fuel will be just like JP-8 except for the improved thermal stability.

Question 2. K. MeCaldon
Did you measure a particle size distribution for the insolubles which you filtered out of the fuel?

Author's Reply
The particle size distribution was measured with a photon correlation techmique. The size distribution varied between 0.3 and
0.8 microns.

Question 3. D. Santavicca
Are there concerns that the fuel additives may affect the combustion process, e.g., ignition delay?

Author's Reply
The additives will be present in such small concentrations (ppm level) that we do not anticipate combustion problems. The
experience with the thermal stability additive JFA-5 supports this. Howe,'r, as part of the qualification tests for the new
additives, combustion experiments in both research combustois and actual e: ::Ties will be performed.
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DEVELOPMENT OF GLOBAL-CHEMISTRY MODEL FOR JET-FUEL THERMAL STABILITY
BASED ON OBSERVATIONS FROM STATIC AP.D FLOWING EXPERIMENTS

V. R. Katta and E.G. Jones
Systems Rwsearch Laboratories, Inc.

A Division of Arvin/Calspar
2800 Indian Ripple Road
Dayton, OH 45440-3696

USA

and

W. M. Roquemore
Wright Laboatory. Acro Propulsion aid Power Directorate

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH 45433-7103
USA

ABSIBA conservation equations with global-chemistry models
for thermal-decomposition processes.4 The resulting

Two global-chemistry models for oxidative CFDC-type models offer potential for predictiAg fuel
deposition of jet fuels are evaluated by integrating them behavior in an engine vcomponent based on knowledge
into a Computational Fluid Dynamics with Chemistry gained from laboratory experiments. The success of
(CFDC) code. A previously developed two-step this approach depends on the development of a
global-chemistry model was found to be insufficient to universal global-chemistry model that can be calibrated
describe the thermal-oxidation and -deposition rates for each fuel by laboratory experiments and tuie ability
associated with a Jet-A fuel. A new global-chemistry of the model to predict deposition over a wide range of
model has been developed systematically based on flow and temperature conditions for any fuel-system
observations from flowing and static experiments. Thi component.
global-autoxidation reaction is modified such that the Although CFD part of the model is well developed,
reaction rate becomes zeroth-order with respect to the the global chemistry for thermal oxidation and
dissolved oxygen concentration. The generation of deposition part is not. Significant progress has been
deposit-forming precursor is coupled witn the made in using CFD models to predict fluid and thermal
autoxidation reaction by introducing a radical species characteristics in the complex geometries of practical
ROO- A formulation for the sticking probability has systems. On the other hand, development in the
also been developed. Deposition profiles are well chemistry modeling of thermal deposition has been
represented by this new model under a variety of hindered by the lack of fundamental understanding of
temperature and flow conditions. The model correctly the c9mplex fuel-degradation processes. Krazinski et
predicts the changes in magnitude and spatial location al. 4 and Katta and Roquemore 5 have achieved some
of the deposition peak due to changes in flow. The success in the use of the CFDC approach with simple
CFDC model, which is designed for flowing systems, global-chemistry models to predict fuel fouling under
has been extended to static experiments. The model different conditions in heated-tube experiments. These
incorporates a non-depleting specics'F, representing all successes offer hope that CFDC models will become
non-oxygen compounds responsible for deposition. useful tools for research as well as fuel-system
Static experiments were found to provide a useful and component design.
inexpensive method for estimating the concentration of This paper demonstrates that the previously
F. in the fuel. developed global-chernistry models 5 ,6 were insufficient

for predicting both oxidation and deposition rates in
1 INTRODUCTI recent experiments, A new global-chemistry model is

presented which uses knowledge gained from a variety
An increase in the operating temperatures of fuel- of flowing and static experiments conducted with the

system components in future high-performance aircraft same fuel. The ability of the new model to predict both
requires improvement of the thermal-stability of jet oxidation and deposition rates in the test sections of the
fuels. 1 Several laboratory methods 2' 3 hbve been heated tube and near-isothermal rigs is evaluated.
developed for evaluating the thermal stability of current Finally, a calibration procedure is discussed for
and future fuels. High temperatures are normally used extending this model to a different fuel.
to accelerate these experiments. Often there is neither
clear correlation between the results of the different 2 FLUID-DYNAMIC AND HEAT-
laboratory experiments nor knowledge of how the I&NSER MODELING
results are related to the thermal decomposition of the
fuel in aircraft fuel-system components. Recently a Fluid motion inside the tubular test section is
general theoretical framework has been established by assumed to be axisymmetric and bounded by the fuel-
integrating the Computational Fluid Dynamics deposit interface. The time-dependent Navier-Stokes

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technologyfor Advanced Aircraft Engines, May !993.



equations along with the turbulent-energy. species- activation energy of the global-autoxidation reaction.
conservation, and enthalpy equations are solved in the Recent experiments where an abundance of oxygen-
i-r cylindrical coordinate system. The transport depletion-rate data has been collected using gas
properties along with the enthalpy md density at a given chromatography (GC)7, 10 suggest that the rate of
temperature are obtained from the curve fits developed oxygen depletion in some fuels is not a function of
for Jet-A fuel. The governing equations are discreJized dissolved-oxygen concentration. This means that
utilizing a hybrid schemeb which is a ,uecond-ordci calibration of global-chemistry model for such fuels
central-differencing scheme everywtcre but changes to should also include estimates of the order of the reaction
a first-order upwind scheme when the local Peclet with respect to the oxygen.
11L becomes greater than two. An implicit Dissolved oxygen measured in a Jet-A fuel
api ,' ,mployed to advance the calculations usirg identified as 2827 by the U. S. Air Force at different
a i .ae-step. This allows the calculations to be temperatures is shown in Fig. 1. These experiments
peri.,,med for real times ranging from minutes to were conducted in a constant-temperature heated-tube
thousands of houws. For the turbulent-flow calculations, test apparatus referred to as the Phoenix rig. 7 Tlhe
wall fa,.ctioiis have becen used to determnie dhe beateO tube consists of a (I.3175-cm-o.d. and 50.8-cm-
variations of the flow variables near the fuel-depo.;it long stainless-steel fuel tube and a 40.64-cm-long
interface, heated copper block. The fuel tube was clamped inside

The mathematical formulation of the problem 5 takes the copper block in such a way that only the central
into account the changes in fluid and thermal 40.64-cm section was heated. Temperature of the
characteristics of the system as the deposit builds up on copper block was maintained at 573 K. Fuel was passed
wall surfaces. After each time-step the geometry of the through the fuel tube at a steady flow rate, and
fuel-deposit interface is allowed to change as part of the measurements for bulk-fuel temperature and oxygen
solution procedure. The computational domain is were made at thc exit of the tube. Oxygen content in
bounded by the axis of symmetry and the fuel-deposit the fuel at different temperatures was obtained by
interface, and the grid system is reconstructed afteT each changing the fuel-flow rate (i.e., indirectly, the heat
time-step to take into account the change: 'n the flux). Oxygen depletion with temperature for different
boundary shape. Fluid flow, heat transfer, and deposit initial levels of dissolved oxygen was then obtained by
formation are treated using an integrated approach to repeating the experiments. Calculations for the same
simulate the time evolution of deposition inside heated exnerimental conditions (initial dissolved oxygen of 65
tubes. Conjugate heat-transfer calculations are ppm) were made using the global-chemistry model that
performed to obtain the heat distribution in the deposits, was calibrated for a JP-5 fuel used in experiments at
tube wails, and bulk fuel simultaneously. United Technologies Research Center (UTRC).4 The

results are shown in Fig. 1 (short-dashed line). Model
3 AUITOXIDATION MODELING predictions indicate that the consumption of oxygen in

Jet fuels are composed of hundreds of compounds. 9_________1 ____
Dissolved oxygen is one of the most important species 9' 'pp'............ First-Ordr (JP-5) 0 Exp. (65.0 ppm)
in the fuel contributing to deposition on metal walls ....... Vist-Oider (Jet-A) 0 Exp. (36.4 ppm)
Several experiments 7 ." have shown strong coupling 75 - Zeroth-Order (Jet-A) - Exp. (20.4 ppm)
between oxygen depletion rate and deposit growth. - * Exp. (12.0ppm)
Several reaction mechanisms 8 ,9 have been proposed to .. "................
describe autoxidation in fuels. Variations in the 60-
reaction kinetics itself indicate that the autoxidation 0 4
process is also dependent on the fuel under study. The > 45
previous and new CFI)C models attempt to represent ,

this complex autoxidation process by the following /0
single-step globLl-reaction e14uation .• .0

ki 15
F + 02 -- P, (RI) 1)*,

0 .

400 440 480 520 560 600
Exit Fuel Temperature (K)

which requires calibration for the reaction rate for a

given fuel. Hlere, F and P represent the fuel and
precursor to deposit, respectively. As the mass fraction Fig. I. Oxygen depletion as function of fuel
of the base fuel is far greater than those of the species temperature in Jet-A fuel for different levels of initial
that involve in thermal-decomposition process, the dissolved oxygen. Data were obtained at end of 50.4-
value of the fuel concentration in the rate expression is cm-long tube heated with a 573-K copper block and by
treated as a part of the pre-exponential. To date varying the flow rate. Calculations were made using
calibration for different fuels has been limited to different global-oxygen-consumption models.
determining the pre-exponential factor and the
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the Jet-A (USAF-2827) fuel is much more rapid than in is reasonably well understood, the transformation
the JP-5 fuel used by UTRC. I I Interestingly, the latter mechanism of hydroperoxides into deposits is not.
fuel yielied peak deposit of -1000 ptg/cua2 /h--an order However, hydroperoxides are assumed to produce a
of magnitude greater than that of the Jet-A fuel. The precursor to deposits which can be transported by
very large deposition rate with JP-5 could be partly due convective and diffusive motions to the wall surface and
to the high flow rates used in the UTRC experiments. adhere to it. The precursor is then transformed to
However, Heneghan and Zabamnick 9 have also deposit. It should be noted that this assumed wall-
observed this inverse behavior--fuels that oxidize easily deposition process is dependent on a sticking
tend to produce less solids--and attributed it to the phenomenon which must also be modeled.
natural antioxidant molecules inherently present in Carbon-deposition experiments were conducted
nonhydrotreated fuels, using the Phoenix rig7 for the oxygen concentrations

The global-autoxidation rate shown in Fig. 1. Jet-A (USAF-2827) fuel was
continuously passed through the test section at a

kl = [02]' A e('Ea/RT) (1) constant flow rate and copper-block temperature. The
fuel was sparged with ambient air to viei. a 65-ppm
initial concentration of dissolved oxygen before being

was recalibrated for the Jet-A (USAF-2827) fuel, and passed through the test section. After 6 h, the tube was
the best fit to the oxygen-depletion data with initial removed from the copper block and cut into 2.54- or

t.08-cm-long sections. tie total deposit inside each of
oxygen concentration of 65 ppm is shown by the long- thesecmalo sections ta l depsit iside eh of
dashed line in Fig. 1. In the above equation, 0 these small sections was measured using the carbon-

reprwnt th ordr o th reatio wih repec tothe burn-off technique. The deposition rate along the lengthrepresents the order of the reaction with respect to the of the tube in units of gtg/cm 2/h is shown in Fig. 2 for
oxygen concentration. In this model, at was assumed two dfeetboktmeaue n lwrt f1

be equal to one, which is consistent with the model two different block esaperatures and a flow rate of 16
developed by Krazinski et al.4 l'he new Arrhenius cc/min. In the present paper, these data are dsed to
dp ebyraeters (Aa.1.65 x101 4 S-1 Ea= new5 kcAr lenu calibrate the deposition part of the Krazinski et al.4

: parameters (A = 1.65 x 1014 s"1, Ea = 35.5 kcal/mole) model and the new model. The calibrated models are

resulted a good fit to the experimental data with an toel and th nedel. 'Me cait ed mode are

initial oxygen concentration of 65 ppm. However, the then used to predict the deposition for the 4-cc/mm

predictions of oxygen depletion for the 19.5-ppm flow-rate data shown in Fig. 3.

oxygen level are not so good as noted in Fig. 1. Since Two-Step Cheistr Model
the global autoxidation reaction is first-order with
respect to oxygen concentration, the depletion rate is In the two-step global-chemistry model proposed by
much lower than that observed when the initial oxygen Krazinski et al.,4 a precursor to the wall deposits was
concentration was 65 ppm. However, the experimental assu i t be a prectrsoro the aldosits a
data show a higher depletion rate, even when the initial assumed to be formed directly from the autoxidation
dissolved oxygen was 19.5 ppm, suggesting that the reaction. A unity sticking probability for the precursor
autoxidation reaction depends only weakly on oxygen was also assumed. A precursor removal reaction was
concentration. The global-autoxidation reaction was
recalibrated for the Jet-A fuel using different values for
ax in the rate expression (1). The best representation of 5C
the experimental data was achieved when a was set .-- - Step MOd'
equal to zero. Also the autoxidation reaction with New Model

respect to oxygen was assumed to change from zeroth 40. * Exp. (T3=608K)

order to first order when the amount of dissolved 0 . p. (T8=543K)

oxygen fell below the 10-ppm level. The lower
depletion rates observed in the experiments at lower 3
oxygen levels support this assumption. The recalibrated ,_-'

oxygen depletion from the 65-ppm level and the
predicted depletion curves from different lower initial : 2
oxygen concentrations are plotted in Fig. I with solid
lines. The Arrhenius parameters for this model are A =
2.53 X 1013 mole/m 3 /s and Ea = 32 kcal/mole. 10
Agreement between the zeroth-order model predictions
and the experiments is favorable for all initial oxygen
concentrations. Choice of a = 0 in Eq. (1) is also in 0"
agreement with the recent findings of Jones et al. 8  0 10 I0 30 40 50

Axial Distance (kcm)
4 DEPOSITION MODELING

Fig. 2. Deposition as function of tube length or axial
Hydroperoxides are felt to have direct bearing on distance. Measurements made using carbon burn-off

wall deposition. Although, the formation of technique. Fuel flow rate was 16 cc/min. Global-
hydroperoxides in the fuel through the peroxy radicals chemistry models were calibrated for these data.
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deposition at - 40 gzg/cm 2 /h which, in turn, yielded a
35..narrow peak. A change in the calculated deposition rate

seen at x - 16 cm is due to the flow transition to
...... TWO-Stp ModM turbulence. The increased mixing due to turbulence

: / o * E- N(w TrM6odl transported more precursors to the wall; hence, more-* Ei• ('r•3) deposition occurred. The dip in the experimental data at
25 .ETe,) x - 14 cm is believed to be due to the same flow

transition. The second important difference is that at
120 ! ,,downstream locations (x > 35 cm), the model tends to

decrease the deposition rate to zero, whereas the
experiments show a deposition of the order of 5
S.zg/cm 2/h. Once the oxygen in the fuel is completely

depleted, the precursor concentration decreases
___ exponentially due to the precursor removal reaction.

After a certain residence time, the precursors have either
5 , beert Lransport•d to the walls or become solubles

leaving fuel downstream precursor-free. This poses a
00 10 2 30 4 0 serious problem in the prediction of fouling associated

with pre-heated fuel systems. For example, in the
Axial Distance (cm) experiments of Chin et al., 12 fuel pre-heated to about

Fig. 3. Predicted and measured deposition in heated 550 K was used. They observed significant deposition
tube for different wall temperatures at fi el-flow rate of in the test section under a variety of flow and block-
4 cc/min. temperature conditions. Two-step chemistry-model

calculations of this experiment predict no deposition in
introduced to limit the deposition at higher temperatures the test section because the chemistry described by the
(> 500 K). The deposition model is as follows: two-step model is completed within the pre-heater,

k2 leaving the fuel throughout the test-section precursor-
F + P - Solubles, (1i) free. The third important difference is that when the

block temperature is reduced from 608 to 543 K, the
peak measured deposition rate decreases from 40 to 10

k3 =- g/cm2/h, while the location of the peak shifts axially
P - DBulk. (M) from 20 cm to the end of the tube. These changes in the

deposition rate are poorly predicted by the two-step
The strategy for calibrating this model for a given chemistry model, as noted in Fig. 2. At TB = 543 K the

fuel is to determine the Arrhenius parameters for the calcalations show a significant amount of deposition
autoxidation reaction using the oxygen-depletion data along the length of the tube, with a peak at - 18 cm. In
and then for the precursor-removal reaction using wall- fact, the total amount of deposit predicted inside the
deposition data. As discussed in the previous section, tube at TB = 543 K is more than that obtained at 608 K.
the autoxidation reaction for the Jet-A fuel was This result is not in agreement with the experimental
calibrated using the 65-ppm initial dissolved-oxygen- results. The inability to predict the correct wall
concentration data (short-dashed line in Fig. 1). temperaturf. dependence of the deposition rate is felt to
Calculations for the 16-cc/min flow rate and T"B = 608 be due in part to the unity-precursor-sticking-probability
K were repeated by adjusting the Arrhenius parameters assumption.
of the precursor-controlling reacton (R2) to obtain a Predictions made with the two-step global-chemistry
wall-deposition profile close to that of the experiment model for a fuel-flow rate of 4 cc/min (broken lines) are
The best-fit profile was obtained with A = 2.1 x10 14 s- compared with the experimental data in Fig. 3. The
1, Ea = 30 kcal/mole and is shown by the broken line in peaks in the deposition have moved closer to the tube
Fig. 2. Also shown are predlictions in Fig. 2 for a lower entrance; however, again their location and magnitude
block temperature of 543 K using this model. Since the are not in agreement with the experiments. Because of
initial 5-cm section of the tube was not heated, the longer residence time ( - 30 s), no deposition is
deposition did not occur there. predicted beyond x = 30 cm.

A comparison of calculations and experimental data "Fne above comparisons of model predictions and
(cf Fig. 2) elucidate the limitations of the two-step experimental data indicate that the simple two-step
chemistry model. The first important difference is that global-chemistry model can not adequately describe the
calculations at TB = 608K yielded a deposition peak deposition process for a fuel such as the Jet-A (USAF-
which is narrower than that observed in the 2827). In general, the mode! provides reasonable
experiments. This is due to the direct transformation of predictions when the flow and heating conditions are
oxygen to the precursor [cf reaction (R I)] in the model. only slightlv different from those used for calibration, as
The high rate of oxygen depletion gives rise to a rapid noted in Fig. 2. However, a more robust global-
increase in the deposition rate (from 10 to 40 jgg/cmn/h) chemistry model must be developed if CFDC codes are
when the fuel enters the heated section. A high expected to predict fouling in experiments where flow
precursor-removal reaction rate is used to limit the peak conditions differ greatly.
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New Chemistry Model bulk-insoluble materials increased linearly with time
which implies that the deposition rate is independent of

Experiments of Kauffman et al.1 3 suggest that bulk-insoluble concentration in the bulk fuel. This led
deposit-forming precursors are generated through to the interesting conclusion that the bulk-insoluble
chemical reactions involving hydroperoxides but not materials and the deposit-forming precursors are
directly formed from the autoxidation process. generated through separate pathways but probably
Therefore, with this in mind, the peroxy-radical was involve the same hydroperoxides. In time, the bulk
introduced in the new model as a separate species. insolubles probably agglomerate; and, in a flowing
Jones et &l.14 conducted non-flowing, static experiments system, the large bulk-insoluble particles may stick to
by heating a flask containing fuel and metal coupons. the walls upon collision and become deposits. The new
Deposition on the metal-coupon surfaces and growth of global-chemistry model developed using these ideas,
insoluble particles in the bulk fuel were studied as consists of four species; namely, 02, ROW, P, and
functions of time for a fixed temperature. They DBulk. The global-chemical kinetics involving the
observed that the deposition rate on the metal coupons above species is given in Tables 1 and 2.
remained constant, even though the concentration of the

Table 1: Bulk-fuel reactions used in new 91obal-chemisr model

Reaction Activation Pro- Reaction No
Energy Exponential

(kcalmol/K)
......... k

F + 02 -- ROO* 32.0 2.5 x 1 m3 (! (14)

RO0P + F -* Solubles 10.0 .0x 19 (so) (RM)

k6
R001 + F, -+ P 15.0 8.0Ox lop A, (R6)

ROO + F -+ DBulk 10.0 2.0 x 102(8-c) (R7)

k8 0 ,
P + F -- ) Solubles 30.0 3.2 x 1012 (s-) (R8)

Si i ------ k 9

DBulk + F -+ 2DBu1 k 0 l.x i0" (si) (R9)

Table 2: Wall reactiong used in new loahabchemisUti model

Reaction Activation Pre-No.
Energy Expornential

(kcal/moleIK)

02 + F -- P 12.0 5.2 x 10. (mfa) (RIO)

P -- DWyl 17.0 260 (mis) (RII)

DI_10 
()(k12

. . .DBulk DW jll 10.0 0.80 (nWS) (R 12)



Reactions (R14) - (119) occur in the fuel, whereas included aP. a wail reaction (RIO) in the model. The
(RIO) - (R 12) are the termination reactions that occur on reactions (R 1) and (R 12) represent the attachment of
the walls. With this chemical mechanism, the peroxy particles P and DBulk to the wall. Finally, the rate of
radicals that are generated through the autoxidation deposition on the wail is expressed as
reaction (114) are assumed to have zeroth-order with4
respect to dissolved-oxygen concentration. However, as d[wJ walAc Tthe oxygen concentration falls below the to-ppm level, [Dwait]= ,[r]e( RT)

th mchnsmswthe t irst-ordcr reaction with dt (Twa~ll' (2)
oxygen. Some of the peroxy radicals are assumed to 1
decompose to solubles through the reaction (R.5). i'he + [Daulk] wall A 12 e ( ERTJ
remaining peroxide radicals are assumed to be involved
in the generation of deposit-forming precursors (P) and
bulk insolubles (D~ul) through separate pathways (116) where Tw~ll is the ihear stress at the wail and c is a
and (117). Here, Fs is the component of the fuel that is constant that takes the units of TO7
Rssumed lo be responsible for cbh1rateriztng the ttjmnal rte rew global-chem.;stry model dterciWbe' above is
stability of the overall fuel. It could represent species calibrated for Jet-A (USAF-2827) fuel using the
such as copper, sulfur, and nitrogen. Note that F. is a experimental data in Figs. 1 and 2. It is assumed that
non-depletins, species in the model and therefore, can the concentration of sulfur and other deposit-generating
also be viewed as a part of the pre-exponential of the species (Fs) in this fuel is - 100 ppm. Values obtained
Arrhenius rate expression for (R16). T'he precursor- for the pre-exponential and activation energy of each of
removal reaction is retained in this model as (CR18). the reactions (RM) - (R12) are given in Tables I and 2.
Finally, the agglomeration of the bulk insolubles is The calibrated deposition profiles at TB = 608 and
chemically expressed as (R19). A zero activation energy 543 K are shown in Fig. 2 with solid lines. The new
for this reaction allows the growth of large-size particles model is able to correctly represent the changes in the
in time. Note that the units for pre-exponentials in magnitude and location of the deposition peaks for the
Tables I and 2 do not correspond to the bimolecular two block temperatures. The broad-peak characteristic
reactions as the concentrations of species F and Fs are at higher block temperatures is well reproduced. At
assumed to be constant and are treated as portions of t~he downstream locations (x > 40 cm), the attachment of
respective pre-expoisentials. bulk-insoluble particles to the walls yields a fairly

The above reaction mechanism yields precursors constant deposition which matches the experimental
and bulk insolubles in the fuel which are then data. Overall, the new model yields a fairly ace:urate
transported to the walls by diffusion and convection, calibration for the experimental data.
All species except [DBuIk are assumed to have the same With all values in Tables 1 and 2 being maintained
diffusion coefficient as oxygen. A measured value of constant, predictions are made for the 4-cc/mmn flow-
8.0 x 10-8 cm2/s is used for the diffusion coefficient for rate case. Results in the form of deposition rate are
the large Dn3ulk particles;15 this is - 10,000 times shown with solid lines for the two block temperatures in
smaller than the diffusion coefficient of the oxygen Fig. 3. The deposition peak at this flow rate has moved
molecules and corresponds to a particle having a from 9 to 16 cm when the block temperature was
diameter of 0.3 run. The number of P and DBulk decreastd from 608 to 543 K. This agrees favorably
particles that attach to the wall and transform into wall with the experimental results. The predicted shift in
deposit, Dwall, is dependent on the sticking probability peak-deposition location with block temperature is due

in part to the !ow activation energy (15 kcallmole) usedand the concentration gradient of the respective species, for the precursor-generation reaction (M6) and in part toThe sticking probability is defined as the probability the change in heat transfer. On the other hand, the shift
that a particle reaching the wall wiUl remain at the wall in the peaks obtained by the simple two-step global-and is usually characterized by an Arrhenius-type chemistry model (cl^ dashed lines in Fig. 3) was mainly
dependence on surface temperature. 16 It is also kn~owni due to the change in heat transfer as a result of the high
that the sticking probability decreases with increasing activation energy (32.5 kcal/mole) of the
fuel velocity or flow rate due to shear force. Watkinson autoxidation/precursor formatin reaction. Choice of
and Epstein 17 argued that the sticking probability might such a low activation energy for reactions similar to
display a stron ger- than -linear dependence czat the (R16) can also be found in the literature. In a study of
reciprocal of friction velocity (or square root of shear autoxidation chemistry, Zabarnick1 8 proposed an
stress). Table 2 shows the wall reaction mechanism that activation energy of 10 kcalimole for hydroperoxides
is developed by considering the effect of temperature formation based on Il-atoqn abstraction rzactions.! 9

and velocity on the sticking probabitity. The new model predictions for deposition piofiles,
The high viscosity of the fuel causes a lanianar suit- including the tail regions at both block temperatures

layer of very slowly moving fluid to form adjacent to (solid lines in Fig. 3), are in good agreement with the
the walls. The longer residence time associated with this experimental data. It is apparent from the shapes of thefluid and other unknown factors appear to cause the ant- deposition profiles at TB = 608 K in Figs. 2 and 3 that
oxidation reaction (R14) to uider predict the chemical- 1) the chemistry shown in Tables I and 2, except forreaction rate within this layer. Therefore, another reactions (R9) and (R12), is completed wit~hirn the test-
autoxidation reactior, which yields precursors directly is section and 2) the total deposition (ice., area tinder the
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curve) of 620 g.tg/b at 16 cchnin is nearly four times that step and new global-chcmistry models have been
of 182 jig/h at 4 cc/min. Reaction (R9) progresses very cafibrated for the experimental data o'.Aained with TB -
slowly and yields only small amounts of deposit at these 608 K. Both the two-step (dashed line) and new (solid
flow rates. Since oxygen is the only consumabir line) models predict zero deposition only when no
reactant in the model, the observation that the chemistry dissolved oxygen is present initially. This is expected
is completed in the test section suggests that the since neither model takes into accoun inductop
incoming oxygen is being totally consumed within the behavioTr In general, the two-step model over predicts
test section at both the 4- and 16-cc/min flow rates. &position; hewever, it predicts the linear jependeiice
Also, the total deposition for 16 cc/min is about 4 times between deposition and initial oxygen concentratim.
that at 4 cc/min which, suggests that the total deposition Predictions of tie new model are in good agreemimt
is nearly proportional to the total amount of oxygen with the !xperimental results. The chatge in slope ior
flowing through the tube. the new-model calculations at about 7% ii.tial oxygen

The strong dependence of deposition on oxygen was concentration is due to the constraint that autoxidati m
studied experimentally by changing the amount of switches from zeroth to rust-order when the local
initial dissolved oxygen ix, the Jet-A fue The block ,•'xyen ¢e!e fills below the 10-pl.m level usrd ir. the
temperature and fuel-flow rate were fixed at 573 K and model.
16 cc/min, respectively. The desired concentration of
dissolved oxygen wjas achieved by initially sparging the NQ-J~4~&LLC
fiel with aitrogen and then with a mixture of oxygen
,d nitrogen with a specified volumetric ratio. A GC The ability of the models was further tested through
system was used t) measure the relative diasolved- prediction of deposition under different flow and
oxygen concentraion. 10 This system was calibrated by temperature conditions. Using very low flow rates and
assuming that the oxygen level obtained when the fuel longer test sctions, Jones et al. 8 were able to develop a
was sparged with pure oxygen was the saturation value near-isothermral heated-tube test section. They used the
of 298 ppm. The total deposit inside the test section same Jet-A (USAF-2827) fuel as that employed in th!
after 6 h of stressing was measured and the data are Phoenix rig. The outside diameter and the length of thi
plotted in Fig. 4 for different initial dissolved-oxygen standaid fuel tube were 0.3175 and 91.44 cm,
concentrations. The data show that ibe total deposition respectively. Experiments were siso conducted with
increases linearly with the amount of dis,;olved oxygen. tubes having a bore size about twice that of the standanf
Extrapolation of these data to very low oxygen ones. The central 81.28-mmn wction of the fuel tube wa.;
concentrations indicates a threshold concentration heaed with a copper block which was maintained at a
below which no deposition occurs. This could be due to constant temperature. In some experiments a scnd
the well-known induction phenomenon2 0 associated heated test section was connected in series with the first
with fouling. one to capture the entire deposition profile. The

Calculations have been made for the same experiments reported here were made at a corner block
conditions using the two chemistry models discussed temperature of 458 K. Because of the Iow 1'cw ratt;

and remains isothermal in the remainder of the test

_ __stion,
For a flow rate of 0.5 cc/min, the predicted and

....... Two-Slep Model measured deposition inside the standard-size and larger-
- New Model "bore ubs is plotted in Fig. 5. In bx)th tubes the

* Ex. -- deposition peaks predicted by the simple two-step
model (dashed lines) are very close to the entrance to
the hcated section (note that the initial 5.G8 cm of the

• tube was not heated). Whereas, iii experiment%,
deposition peaks in the standard-size and laiger-bore

IM. 2 tubes occurred at about x=70 and 35 cm, respectively.
Results obtained with the new maolel are shown in

Fig. 5 with the solid lines. The new model estniated
the maximum deposition fair!y well, but the locations
of the predicted peaks do not match with those obtained
in the experiments. llowevir. the model predicted a
shift in the locations of the rP "ik deposition fro, x = 27

0 5 10 15 21 30 35 to I I cm when the tube size was changed from standard
to larger bore, which qualitatively agrees with-- Initial Oxygen (% of Saturation Value) experiments. The shift in depositWun profiles it, the

calculations is occurring due to the difference in fuel
Fig. 4. Total deposit in tube for different levels of residence times (fuel velocities) in the two tuK,!s Since
initial dissolved oxygen. Fuel flow rate 16 cc/min and the fuel in the two tubes is at a nearly constant
TB = 573 K. tenperature, the chemical reacuoios sh.uld progress
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Fig. 5. Predicted and measured deposition in ner Fig. 6. Measured and computed dissolved oxygen for
isothermal (458 K) heated-tube experiment using two different residence times in near-isothermal (458 K)
different bore sies heated-tube experiment.

identically with respect to residence time. As the same reaction cannot explain the change in oxygen
flow rate is employed, fuel in the larger-bore tube flows consumption rate. Future efforts should be focused on
at a velocity equal to one-fourth that in the sumdard-size improving the autoxidation reaction for a global-
tube. If the initial 5.08 cm of tube section which is not chemistry model which will be valid over a wide range
heated is neglected, the two predicted spatial locations of temperatures.
of the deposition peaks correspond to the same point on Overall, '.iso new model has provided significant
the residence time scale. However, the experimental improvement in the prediction of fouling in heated tubes
data do not support this prediction. Peak deposition in (cf Figs. 2 - 5). Although the chemistry model (cf
the larger-bore tube occurs much later in time than that Tables I and 2) contains several constants, most of them
in the smaller, standard-size tube. la oder to understand are felt to be fuel independent. To extend this model to
this difference between the calculations and the a different fuel, one must calibrate the autoxidation
experimental data, oxygen consumption in the near- reaction (R4) and determine the concentration of F. in
isothermal system is examined, the fuel. Since F, represents unknown species in the

The expected amount of dissolved oxygen fuel, it will not be possible to measure its concentration
remaining in the fuel along the length of the standard- in the near future. However, it may be possible to
size tube is plotted in Fig. 6. Note that axial distance is estimate F, by conducting some simplc static
replaced by residence time in this plot. Both the
experimental and computed data were obtained by experiments.
measuring oxygen content in the fuel at the exit of the Calibrati of Ntw Model with Stati
tube at different flow rates (or residence times). It is
evident that oxygen is depleting in the model much
earlier than in the experiment (Fig. 6). This is felt to be
We reason for the difference in the predicted and Jones et al.1 5 have conducted static experiments in
L;xperimental deposition profiles -n Fig. 5. The zeroth- which a small amount of Jet-A fuel (330 cc) was placed
order autoxidation reaction in the new model was in a flask ani heated it to 485 K. Oxygen was
actually calibrated using the data obtained at higiier continuously bultblcd into the fuel at - 0.2 cc/min/cc of
temperatures on a different rig. The data of Fig. 6 fuel. This agitation helped maintain equilibrium
suggest that a single set of Af-henius parameters is not conditions for the fuel in the flask and replenished the
sufficient to describe the autoxidation process in Jet-A fuel with oxygen as it was consumed. Off-line GC
fuel over a wide range of temperatures. These measurements showed a constant 49.5-ppm
experimental data also indicate that initially oxygen concentration of dissolved oxygen in the fuel. Small
consumption progresses very slowly and then at a rapid metal coupons, suspended in the flask, were submerged
rate--a feature not observed at elevated temperatures. completely in the fuel. Typically, the experiments were
Jones et al. 8 felt that some son of autocatalysis conducted over a period of 6 h. Periodically, some of
mechanism triggers the higher oxygen consumption the metal coupons and smrall quantities of the fuel were
rate, while Ileneghan and Zabarnick 9 argued that extracted from the flask to determine the amount of
radical chain reactions are responsible for this behavior, insoluble solids present. The static flask experiments
In either case, a single-step autoxidation



are examined below to determine their usefulness in the wotal deposit might be lost during the washing and
estimating valh,% of F, in the new model, rinsing processes. With this in mind, a comparison

The static experiment may be treated between the calculated and experimental data yields a
mathematically as a flowing rystcm under the following concentration between 50 and 100 ppm for F4 in Jet-A.
conditions. First, the fuel is made to flow at a As seen from Figs. 2 - 5. a value of 100 ppm for Fs
sufficiently low velocity through a tube such that it is yielded reasonable predictions for deposition for
basically static in the tube for the duration of the different temperatures and flow rates. A possible
experiment. The tube is assumed to be heated with a strategy for calibrating the new global-chemistry model
copper block. Tbe tube surface represents the metal given in Tables I and 2 for a new fuel is as follows: 1)
coupons in the flask, and the bulk fuel in the tube determine the Arrbenius parameters for the autoxidation
represents the bulk fuel in the flask. Second. the reaction (R4) by conducting relatively simple oxidation
isothermal conditions in the flask are simulated by experiments using flowing systems such as the Phoenix
instantaneously preheating the fuel to 485 K, the flask rig, and 2) with all other constants unaltered, estimate
temperature, at tune t - 0. This temperature is the amount of F, present in the fuel by performing the
maintained for the duration of the experiment. Third, inexpensive static experiments discussed above.
the dissolved oxygen in the fuel is replenished
continuously as it is consumed (i.e., mathematically, the _ SUMIARY AND CONCLUSIONS
net rate of consumption of oxygen = 0). Because of the
very low flow rawe, fuel inside the tube attains chemical The simplified two-step global-chemistry models
equilibrium very quickly which results in a uniform developed previously are not sufficient for simultaneous
deposition rate along the tube. Assuming that all the prediction of the deposition and oxidation rates
constants in Tables 1 and 2 are fixed for the given fuel associated with different fuels and operating conditions.
(for example Jet-A) then this deposition rate becomes a Recent experiments with a Jet-A fuel have suggested
function of the concentration of Fs only. that: 1) the rate of oxygen consumption is independent

Predicted depositioais on the tube wall for different of the amount of dissolved oxygen, 2) wall deposition is
concentrations of Fs are shown in Fig. 7 as functions of not closely following the oxygen depletion even though
stress duration (not residence time, since the fuel the former strongly depends on the latter, and 3) wall
velocity is extremely low and only a smill amount of temperature has a pronounced effect on deposition.
fuel exits the tube). The computed deposition rates for Static experiments with this fuel also indicate that bulk
F, concentrations of 150, 100 and 50 ppm are 6.25, insolubles and wall deposits are generated through
4.84, and 3.04 gtg/cm 2 /h, respectively. Experimental separate chemical pathways. Based on these
data obtained from the metal coupons are also plotted in observations a new global-chemistry model was
Fig. 7. The slope of the bestfit line representing the developed for fouling in heated tubes. A zeroth-order
experimental data is 3.58 gtg/cm 2 /h. This rate could be autoxidation reaction is incorporated into the model and
slightly higher since the deposit on the metal coupons in is found to predict correctly oxygen depletion starting
a static experiment is loosely bonded, and a fraction of from different initial concentrations. More realistic

wall-deposition profiles are obtained by introducing an
intermediate species ROO,* which is felt to be a product

.................... 7"- of fuel autoxidation, for the generation of deposit-
.a- - i-do forming precursors. Bulk insolubles are generated4 Eip. through the reaction (R7) and are allowed to

agglomerate. The sticking probability which is a
3o= =isopm function of both wall temperature and friction velocity

is incorporated into the new model for the attachment
00 Mo pof precursor and bulk particles to the wall. The model

, has t-en successfully used to predict the changes in
0 magnitude and location of the deposition peaks for the

"15 i high temperatures and flow velocities of the Phoenix-rig
50,W experimcnlits.

to For near-isothermal, lower temperature, long-
residence-time experiments, the new model did not

5 correctly predict the location of peak deposition for two
different tube diameters, The model predicted

0 • . I_..,_ consumption of oxygen much earlier in these tubes than
0 1 2 3 4 5what was observed in the experiments. The

Stress Duration () disagreement between experimental results and
predictions of the new model is possibly due to the lack

Fig. 7. Calculated and measured deposition on discs in of an autocatalysis-type mechanism in the global-
static experiment. Small metal coupons (discs) were chemistry model. Since the predicted deposition
immerwd in fuel at 458 K contained in a flask, profiles for low-temperature conditions seem to be
Calculations were used to estimate concentration of Fs shifted only spatially from the experimental profiles (of
in Jet-A fuel.
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Fig. 5), introduction of autocatalysis into the model 3. Edwards, T., Roquemore, W. M., Harrison, W. E.,
might alleviate this problem. and Anderson S. D.. "Research and Development of

The bulk insolubles DBu9 k in this study were used High Themnal Stability Fuels," Paper to be presented at
only to provide small amounts of deposit toward the end AGARD Meeting on Fuels and Combustion
of the test section. In flowing experiments which Technology for Advance Aircraft Engines, Paper No.
employ pre-heated fuel, part or all of the precursor PEP-18, May 10-14, 1993, Colliferro, Italy.
related-reactions could be completed within the pre-
heater. Therefore, DDulk is expected to be the major 4. Krazinski, J. L., Vanka. S. P., Pearce, J. A., and
contributor to wall deposition in preheated experiments. Roquemore W. M., "A Computational Fluid Dynamics
The new model has the potential for predicting and Chemistry Model for Jet Fuel Thermal Stability,"
deposition in such pre-heated-type flow systems. In Jourual of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power.
order to explore this capability, the reactions (R7) and Vol. 114, January 1992, pp. 104-110.
(R8) must be calibrated more accurately. Bulk
insolubles that remain in the fuel also represent the 5. Katta, V. R., and Roquemore, W. M., "Numerical
filterable bulk deposits. Since the deposits that are Method for Simulating Fluid-Dynamic and Heat-
collected by filters in the experiments represent only a Transfer Changes in Jet-Engine Injector Feed-Arm due
fraction of the total bulk deposits (due to the practical to Fouling," Journal of Thermophysics and Heat
size of the filter), no attempt is made to calibrate the Transfer, Vol. 7, No. 3, July-Sept. 1993.
model for bulk insolubles. However, future
experiments with filters of different sizes might 6. Patankar, S. V., and Spalding, D. B., "A Calculation
facilitAte the determination of Arrhenius parameters for Procedure for Three-Dimensional Parabolic Flows,"
the reactions (R7) and (R8). International Journal of Heat and Mass Transfer, Vol.

The CFDC model designed for flowing experiments 15, October 1972, pp. 1787-1805.
has been successfully extended to simulation of static
flask experiments in which metal coupons are used. 7. Ballal, D. R., Byrd, R. J., Heneghan, S. P., Martel,
Results suggest that the concentration of Fs in a given C. R., Williams, T. F., and Zabarnick, S., "Combustion
fuel can be estimated using the quick and inexpensive and Heat Transfer Studies Utilizing Advanced
static experiments. The flask experiments of Jones et Diagnostics: Fuels Research," Wright Laboratory
al.15 also provide information on the growth of Technical Report WL-TR-92-2112, Nov. 1992, Wright-
insolubles' in thc bulk fuel, in addition to the deposits on Patterson AFB, OH.
the metal coupons. If the reactions (R7) and (R8) could
be calibrated using this information, then the static 8. Jones, G., Baister, W. J., and Post, M. E.,
experiments would become an important tool in model "Degradation of a Jet-A Fuel in a Single-Pass Heat
calibration and development. However, this procedure Exchanger," to be presented at the International Gasmust be examined in the future. Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exposition, May

24-27, 1993, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Discussion

Question 1. M.F. Bardon
Are the various high temperature targets technically possible but too expensive at present. or are the higher ones, such as 900
degrees F, impossible at any price right now?

Author's Reply
The aircraft fuel with the highest thermal stability is JP-7. If one removes the dissolved oxygen from this fuel, it will Lome close to
being J P-900 fuel. Our research is not far enough along to know if a JP-900 fuel can be developed when dissolved oxygen remains
in the fuel.

Question 2. Dr L. lanovski
Your new global chemical model is approximate. How have you determined the values of the kinetic parameters? Metal is
deactivated by coke deposits. What methods are used to take this into account in your model?

Author's Reply
The values of the parameters given in Tables I and 2 were determined by experience and the trial and error fiating with
experimental data, A more systematic approach is needed but we have not yet looked into how to do this.

rhe model has a surface activation term that is important at low temperatures. In Reference 5, we used an empirically
determined surface thickness teýrn to change the rate of storface reaction. This term has not been put into the present model
because there is concern about it being physically correct.
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FUEL INJECTOR DESIGN FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE AIRCRAFT ENGINE

R.W. Stickles and W.J. Dodds
Advanced Engine Combustor Aero Design

GE Aircraft Engines
Mail Drop A309; P.O. Box 156301

One Neumann Way, Cincinnati, Ohio, USA 45215-6301

T.R. Kobllsh and J. Sager
New Products Development

Fuel Systems Textron, Zeeland, Michigan

S. Clouser
Naval Air Warfare Center, Trenton, New Jersey

1. SUMMARY increased use of fuel as a heat sink for both airframe and engine
cooling. These two trends will increise both combu:;tor inlet air and

fhe objective of the Innovative High Temperature Aircraft Engine fuel temperatures. Therefore, innovative fuel injector designs will
Fuel Nozzle Program was to design and evaluate a nozzle capable be required to successfully operate in this thermally hostile t nviron-
of operating at a combustor inlet air temperature of 1600'F (1144 ment.
K) and e fuel temperature of 350'F (450 K). T1e nozzle was de-
signed to meet the same performance requiremcnts and fit within The primary concern in the design of high temperature f, el injectors

the size euvelope Jf a current production dual orifice fuel nozzle. is the phenomenon of fuel coking. Coking is tho formation of isol-

The design approach was to use improved thermal protection and uble hydrocarbon compounds in the fuel by autoxidation. This re-
fuel passage geometry in combination with fuel passage surface suits in deposits of gum, tars, varnish and solid carbon on fuel pas-
treatment to minimize coking at these extreme fuel and air tempera- sage surfaces. The deposits restrict flow and can, in turn lead to a

taes. heat transfer models of several fuel injector concepts were significant reduction in combustor performance and life. Coking
used to optimize the thermal protection, while sample tube coking rates depend rn many factors such as wetted wall temperatures, fuel
tests were run to evaluate the effecL of surface finish, coatings and residence time at temperature, total volume of fuel passed threugh
tube material on the coking rate. Based on heat transfer analysis, the system, and fuel thermal stability (Lyon, 1992). Therefore, a
additional air gaps, reduced fuel passage flow area and use of simple bulk fuel or wetted wall temperaire design limit does not
ceramic tip components reduced local fuel wetted wall tempera- exist. Huwever, GEAE experience has shown that fuel nozzle cok-
tures by more than 200*F (I 10 K) when compared to a current pro- ing becomes a significant problem in current production fuel m;e^ -

duction fuel nozzle. Sample tube coking test results showed the im- tors when wetted wall temperatures approach 400'F (477 K). Main-
portance of surface finish on the fuel coking rate. Therefore, a one taming the 400*F maximum wetted wall temperature guideline at

micro-inch (0.025 mirron) roughnes was specified for all fuel pas- the design goals of this program (Table 1) is an extremtn challenge.
sage surfaces. A novel flow divider valve in the tip was also T~ ble 1. Innovative Fuel Nozzle Design Goals.
employed to reduce weight, allow room for aoditional thermal
protection, and provide back press'ire to reduce the risk of fuel
vaporization The fuel nozzle was fabricated and evaluated in a Air Temperature 6(X)OF (1;44 K)
series of high temperature coking tests. Initial results of these tests Fuel Temperature 330-F (450 K)
indicate that thermal protection and surface treatments were partial-
lj successful in preventing nozzle fouling, but additional refine- Operability Full Favelope

ment of the internal flowpath is needed to prevent buildup of coke Smoke Invisible with JP.5 and
particles that partially blocked the spin slcts which meter the nozzle 12.5% H2 fuel
fuel flow, Life Full Aircraft Life

Fuel Capability JP-.5, DFM (WJT•I)T a 477 K)

2!. INTRODUCTION
There ate four basic approaches to minimiae fuel injectoi cok!ng:

Advanced milit,,y high performance gas turbines will require both 1) Change to a more .hermally stable fuel 21 Actively cool the ft.el
increased pressuie ratio for improved cycle efficiency and injectoi with air or fue! in a separate cooling circuit. 3) Iinprov, fuiel

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion ehnology tor A4'vanced Aircraft Engines: May 1993.
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passage geometry and thermal protection to reduce wetted wall An axisymmetric heat transfer model of the F404 tip was used to
temperatures. 4) Treat fuel passage surfaces to inhibit coking. evaluate thermal design features to reduce nozzle wall tempera-

Changing fuel, was not an option in this program. In fact, future tures. The model has been described by Stickles et al. (1992). Max-
fuel thm ral stabdity will probably decrease (Lyon, 1992). Actively imum steady state wetted wall temperatures in the fuel nozzle occur
cooling the injector would reduce coking, but it is in conflict with at a cruise condition rather than at maximum thrust condition. This
the continuous effort to reduce weight and simplify the fuel system. is due to the cooling effect of the high fuel flow rate at the maximum
Thermal protection alone will not meet the goals of this program. thrust condition. At cruise, combustor inlet temperature is still high,
However. fuel passage surface treatment offers the potentia! to re- but fuel flow is much lower. Thus, wetted wall temperatures are at
duce the coking rate to acceptable levels at elevated wetted wall a maximum. A cruise condition with a combustor inlet temperature
temperatures. Therefore, the GEAE/Fuel Systems Textron of 1166*F (903 K) was used to compare tip designs. The fuel inlet
approach was a combination of improved thermal protection and temperature was 350*F (450 K).
surface treatment. Twenty-seven tip designs were evaluated. Design features
The innovative fuel nozzle designed for this program meets the flow included reduced fuel flow area, additional air gaps, modifications
and spray requlrements and fits within the size envelope of the Tfx- to the tip inlet (elbow), ceramic nozzle body, geramic inserts, ther-
aron4d u spr orequiremfents andzzfitshowi n te size envelopef themTer- mal barrier coatings, reduced emissivity coatings, and vacuumtron P404 dual orifice fuel nozzle shown in Figure 1. All tempera- sealed insulating gaps. All designs maintained the basic F:404 dual

ture predictions and design features will be compared to the F404 orfle fulapassages Andefit wt intaine envilope.

baseline. orifice fuel passages and fit within the baseline envelope.

Fuel Flow Area

The highest temperature region in the baseline F404 nozzle was the
Flow Divider' tip entrance or elbow. In this region fuel dumps from the secondary

valve fuel delivery tube in the support, to a collecting area at the elbow.
Low fuel flow velocity leads to very high wetted wall temperatures.

Upper Vavre• Figure 2 shows the dramatic reduction in wetted wall temperaturesCavity when the flow area in the elbow region is reduced.
Heatshield

Nozzle Housing-

'• Lower Valv

External Stem Heatshield

Heatshield

Stem Primary Heatshield
Heatshield

•-Air Shroud,

Tip 0I797 F495 OF

Prfimayei Baseline Redesigned Seconidary
Heats Figure 2. Redesign of Elbow Significantly

Reduces Wetted Wall Temperatures.

Figure 1. Production F404 Fuel Nozzle used as Figure 3 shows the relationship between secondary fuel flow area,
Baseline for Innovative Design heat transfer coefficients and wetted wall temperatures. This also

confirms the need for maintaining high fuel velocity throughout the
3. THERMAL PROTECTION FEATURES nozzle. In addition to heat transfer considerations, increased fuel

velocity also reduces residence time in the fuvl nozzle, which re-
Heat transfer analyses were conducted to develop insulating and hy. duces dle time available for the coking process.
draulic tip designs that would minimize wetted wall temperatures.
Past experience has shown that maximum wetted wall terrperaiures Use of Solid Ceramics for Insulation
along with the associated coking problems occur in the nozzle tip. Current fuel nozzle thermal protection in the tip is generally an insu
This is due to a lack of adequate space for proper heat shielding, lating aix gap that separates the fuel wall from high temperature
combined with the smaller fuel flow passages that are easily combustor inlet air. An alternative would be to use insulating mate-
plugged by coke particles. More specifically, because it is the outer rials such as ceramics. However, replacing the baseline secondary
fuel annulus, the secondary fuel passage in a dual orifice nozzle is stainless steel/air gap construction with a solid piece of partially
where the most severe wetted wall temperatures occur, stabilized zirconia actually increased wetted wall temperatures by
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nearly 100*F (56 K). The wetted wall temperature was reduced
20*F (I I K) from the baseline when the stainless steel/air gap design Compressor Discharge
was replaced with an identical zirconia/air gap design. However, Temperature, 'F(K): 1200(922) 1600(1144)
this part is not practical to manufacture because of the thin ceramic
walk. Fuel Velocity, fps(m/s): 20(6) 40(12)

Wetted WallWet Temperature F(K): 365(458) 360(455)

At these conditions bulk fuel temperature rise through the support
600 will be minimal.

ID Solid Air GapI ID 0..3 Ziroonia
i 500 (Baseline F404) -,.,.. . . - - - - - - - - .---

Extrapolated Cruise ID =0.309
S secondary Fuel Flow - 70 pph

0 200 400 600 800 1000
Fuel Heat Transfer Coefficient, Btu/hr ft2 OF

Packing

Figure 3. Reducing Fuel Flow Area Lowers Figure 4. Slip Seal Allows for Thermal
Wetted Wall Temperature. Differences

Key Thermal Design Features
Super Insulated Fuel Delivery Tube Heat transfer analysis confirmed that heat shields and insulation

alone would not meet the goals of this program. In all tip designs
In addition to heat transfer analysis on the injector tip, a super-insu- evaluated wetted wall. temperatures were well above the 400*F
lated delivery tube was designed to minimize fuel temperature rise (477K) limit. However. the analysis did point to important design
in the injector support. Under steady state cruise conditions fuel features for reducing wetted wall temperatures:
flow is high enough to minimize oulk fuel temperature rise, but * Reduce fuel flow passage area.
improved insulation becomes crucial to prevent heat soak-back at - Increases fuel velocity
the low flow rates associated with idle descent. State-of-the-art
tube insulation designs utilize annular air gaps surrounding the fuel - Increases heat transfer coefficients
deiviyr, tube. This appears to be eftective for current engine cycles - Reduces wetted wall temperatures
at high fuel flow rates. In this program the high temperature level - Reduces fuel residence time
will add a substantial radiative heat load tlong with the existing con- A
vective heat flux on the injector support. In order to compensate for
the increased radiation load, a double wall fuel transfer delivery - Metal with air gaps more effective than solid ceramics
tube (as shown in Figure 4), has been developed. A normal air gap * Substitute ceramic for metal parts
is still utilized between the strut (structure) and the outer shell of the - Ceramics in combination with air gaps
transfer tube. However, the double wall construction of the tube is
filled with Perlite powder. Perlite is an insulative material used * Avoid bends and step. in thoi fuel flow path.
extensiv•y for applications where radiation is a significant heat - Causes stagnant fuel regions which have low heat transfer
transier mode. As shown in Figure 4, a slip joint was incorporated coefficients and thus high wetted wall temperatures
to compensate for substantial thermal gradients during full power, .- Provides coking initiation sites
cruise and soak-back conditions. As the outer structure grows with * Add the Perlite filled super-insulated fuel delivery tube in the
the surrounding air temperature, the innermost tube length is iela-
tively constant at the 350°F (450K) fuel temperature. The slip seal iector support.
is designed to ietain the Perlite bulk phcking density while allowing - Minimizes bulk fuel temperature rise in support.
the outer tube wall to grow with radiation load. Calculated inner Reduced emissivity coatings, vacuum gaps and thermal barrier
wetted wall temperatures at the conditicns investigated for the Per- coatings did not demonstrate a significant reduction in wetted wall
lite tube were: temperatures.
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4. FUEL PASSAGE SURFACE TREATMENT

Heat transfer analysis showned that thermal protection alone will
not meet the goals of this program. Therefore, an attempt was made
to reduce the fuel coking rate with surface tieattment, including sur-
face finish and composition. Previous data have clearly shown that Sup Air
certain elements in the fuel system dramatically increase fuel cok-

/ A~ C otoeing. Table 2 from Taylor and Frankenfeld (1975) shows the effect Air Controler Exh"
of some metals on th coking rate of JP-5. Thus, various inert sur-H r -

face coatings were evaluated under this program to investigate the
potential for coking reduction. Seclon

Fuel
Table 2. Effect of Metal Surface on Carbon "e r . - TernperaturnTemperatur

Deposition (Taylor, 1975).

Metal Surface Deposit Formation Rate P Cole

at 400"F (mg/sq cm br) To Waste
Fuel Barrel

Copper 0.00525

Ti-6A1--4V 0.00375

Ti-8AI-IV-lMo 0.00240 Figure 5. Heat Tranhfer/Coking Test Rig.

Pure Titanium 0.00093

Stainless Steel 304. 0.00093 1600*F (1144K) to simulate the engine compressor discharge tem-
perature levels and heat transfer coefficients were also obtained.

Aluminum 0.00093 The test fixture is shown in Figure 6. All sample coking specimens

tested were 3.35 inches (8.5 cm) long by 0.43 inch (1.1 cm) diameter
Marteney and Spadaccini (1986) suggested two basic coking pro- tubes. As shown, the test fixture was designed to accommodate two
cesses: I) A homogeneous oxidation reaction occurring in the fuel specimens in series. All test specimen candidates were evaluated
freestream forming coke particles which adhere to the fuel passage relative to a reference specimen (Stainless 347, standard surface fin-
surface. 2) A heterogeneous catalytic reaction occurring at the fuel ish) typical of the F404 nozzle passage design. Heated air flowed
passage surface. If mechanism #2 dominates, an inert surface through the I.D. passage of the specimen tube while heated fuel
should reduce the coking rate. If mechanism #1 dominates, a flowed over the O.D. surface through an annulus which simulated
polished surface may prevent carbon from adhering. This work typical nozzle design flow passages (i.e., flow velocities and fluid
indicates that both processes occur, but the dominant one depends residence times). During a coking evaluation the outer surface of
on wetted wall temperature. Below wetted wall temperatures of the specimen tube was set at a specific temperature (wetted wall
530°F (550 K), a line representing an activation energy of 10 kcal/ temperature). A constant surface temperature was maintained by
mole fits the data. This is typical of a heterogeneous reaction system adjusting the heated air temperature and/or mass flow.
at the wall. Above 530"F, the 40 kcal/mole activation energy line A fluoroptic thermometry system was utilized to measure the
is typical of a homogeneous oxidation reaction (liquid phase). At
very high fuel temperatures (,> 800OF (700 K)) the coking mecha- wetted wall temperature without obstructing the fuel flow orsurface
nism is pyrolysis controlled (Chin and Lefebvre, 1991). geometry. Testing at Fuel Systems Textron confirmed claims by the

manufacturer (Luxtron) that distillate fuels would not affect the

Surfac& Coking Tests transmission of fluorescent signals and that system accuracy is

Evaluation of the various approaches to eliminate or reduce fuel within the quoted :b 1 'C (Wickesheim and Sun, 1985).
coking was conducted in a heat transfer/coking rig described by The test procedure was first to screen specimens using an 8-hour
Stickles et al.(1992) and illustrated in Figure S. Two heat exchanger test cycle. The objective of these tests was to determined coke
units were utilized in the rig to obtain fuel temperature as high as deposition rate by measurement of weight gained by the candidate
400°F (477 K). A constant flow pump provided continued specimen. A tandem baseline specimen was used as a reference.
recirculation of the fuel within the two heater units to prevent The more promising candidates were then subjected to 30-hour
stagnant thermal stress zones. In order to p.'omote fuel thermal evaluation tests to confirm their potential effectiveness. In all
decomposition, the supply fuel was bubbled with air to ensure evaluations and baseline testing of specimens, JP-5 fuel was
oxygen saturation. oxygenated, heated and passed over the surface on a one pasj basis

In addition to the fuel heater, the test stand also provided electrically in order to simulate actual operational conditions.
heated air to supply the heat source for conducting either coking or Ten specimen tubes were screened in eight hour tests, as described
heat transfer tests of the various specimens. Air temperatures of in Table 3.
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9.765

Fuel Inlet 9.735 Frue E..xit

Sample Tube (347 SS)

(Baseline)

Figure 6. Tandem Tube Test Fixtlure.

Table 3. Coking Sptcimen Tubee. phosphor patch on all the sample tubes used for optical surface tern-4
perature measurement eroded during the tests. This skewed the
before and after weight difference.

Surface Sua-ITace A series of 30 hour coking tests was then run at the following condi
Finish Finish tions:

Material (Micro in.) (Microns) Inlet Fuel Temperature = 3500 F (450 K)

347 Stainless Steel 125 3.18 Inlet Wetted Wall Temperature = 475'F (519 K)4
Fuel Velocity = 10 fps (3 mps)

347 Stainless Steel 65 1.65 Test Tume = 30 hours

347 Stainless Steel 10 0.25 In these tests, both tubes were identical and the phosphor patch was
only used on the forward tube to set the coiditions. This allowed

Alwbinum Oxide Coated 347 Rough accurate before and after weights of the aft tube no be obtained.
Pyrolytic Glass Coated 347 10 0.25 Table 4 summarizes tde carbon deposition rates. Welted wall

temperature irncrea~sed along the length of the tubes. The average
Chromium Carbide Coated 347 10 0.25 wetted wall temperature on the aft tube was 500F (28K) above the

inlet wetted wall temperature, so the deposition rates quoted are for
Titanium Nitride Coated 347 10 0.25 an average wetted wall temperature of 525F (547 K).

347atalyin less Sotee d 647 101.65 Tsue=3 or

Ca7StalticGlass Coatede 7 10 0.25 Intable 4. Total Carbon Deposition Results -475°F Tests.
Zirconia 10 0.25 t

CarbonHigh Temp Glass Coated 347 10 0.25 Fat sh o epositione Rate

Material (Micro-in.) (mag) (mg/sq cm hr)
The tests were run at the following conditions: 347 SS 10 2.0 0 00228

Chrmim CrbdeCoacd347100.5 wttdial tepeatr onteattbews. *2 8K above2th

Inlet Fuel Temperature w 3500F (450K) so t0 2.2 rtqodef
Inlet Wetted Wall Temperature = 575°F (5754K) Choiusi C.Adde 10 2.6 0.00297

Fuel Velocity = 10 fps (3mps) 347 SS 125 2.7 0.00308
ata lsCatT ed 37 10 h s Deposition rates for all tubes were similar. Polished 347 stainless

Visual observation suggested that the zirconia and the chromium steel was the most coke resistant material tested. Both Taylor and
carbide coated tubes were more resistant t carbon deposits. At- Frankenfeld (1975) and Meyer et 2l. (1991) also found stainle0s
tempts to quantify the deposition were unsuccessful because the steels superior to other candidate fuel passage materials. However.
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the difference between the coking rates of the two 347 SS sample
tubes does indicate a surface finish effect.

Figure 7 shows the deposition rate as compared to other available
JP-5 data. There is a great deal of scatter, but the deposition rates
measured in this program are significantly lower. A possible ex-
planatioi for this is that in both Taylor and Frankenfeld (1975, and
Marteney and Spadaccini (1986) fuel was not preheated before
introduction to the hot stainless steel surface. In this study the fuel
was preheated to a 350*F (450K) bulk temperature and carbon par-
ticles were filtered out before entering the test section. Therefore,
it may be possible that the fuel was prestressed to a point where few-
er radicals were available to participate in the coking process inside
the test section. Marteney et al. (1982) also observed a reduction in
diesel fuel coking rate when it was preheated to 300*F (422K).

Arrhenius Plot o; Deposition Rate (JP-5)

60- 0.12kV" 0Q89*_

Note: Bright flakes in
photo are from gold

g20 sputter, not carbon.

U1

~10 2 304SS
304SS

"475 OF
4 30 Hour

Test Results
j 347 SS, 125 min
0 347 SS, 10 pin

2 o.-525 OF 0 350 OF

F 400F1 I L I , , i
1.3 1.5 1.7 1.9 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.7

1000/Tww, K"1

Figure 7. Coking Rake much Lower than Other Re-
ported Data (1) Taylor and Frankenfeld
(1975) (2) Marteney and Spadaccini (1986). Tww + 575'F

Examination of the carbon depositions with a scanning electron mi- Figure 8. Varnish Forms on 10fim-inch 347 SS at
croscope (SEM) provided some interesting details. SEM Tww-475,Fwhile Soft Carbon Deposits
photographs clearly showed two distinct types of deposition - a soft at 5753F.
carbon and a hard varnish. All of the 575°F wall temperature test
specimen tubes had a soft carbon deposit. On the other hand, most though the exact cause is not clear, this result does suggest that the
of the saute specimen tubes had a varnish deposit when run at the fuel tube csinposition does affect the coking mechanism.
475*F wall temperature condition, Figure 8 compares the two types Based on this result, partially stabilized zirconia may be an excel-
of deposition on 347 stainless steel tubes. Possibly, depositions start lent material for the tip fuel passages since it only forms .soft cLarbon
out as a varnish on the surface, but the exposure to the higher 575•F which could be washed out of the tip at high fuet flow conditions.
wall temperature continues the hydrocarbon breakdown until only Varnish, on the )ther hand, tends to build up and then spall ofl in
soft carbon is left. larger chunks that could plug the nozzle secondary spin slots. In

With one surface, the type of deposition was not a function of tem- addition, zirconia has lower thermal conductivity than stainless
perature. Partially stabilized zirconia tubes had soft carb)n as steel; theref"re it acts as an insulator to minimize wetted wall tern-
shown in Figure 9 at b)th the 475°F and 575°F test conditions. Al- peratures.
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tion of a delayed reed valve closing hysteresis as shown in Figure
12, The hysteresis was repeatable so it was considered acceptable
for this program, Moving the flow divider valve into the high tem-
perature flowpath does i.icrease the risk of leakage and valve hys-
teresis due to coke or varnish formation. However, the simple reed 13 Basellne
valve design and potential payoffs warrant the risk. 600 Reed Valve As•Mnd,

o Reed Va" escendin• g

Or tce F404to

IPSowaray
and

No 1 0

Roo LA

Figure 11. Reed Valve Divides Primary/ Figure 12. Delayed Closing HysteresisSecondary Flow In Tip.

Fuel Nozzle Tip Design and inhibits the formation of hard varnish. Several additional insu-

The innovative nozzle tip design is compared to the baseline in Fig- lative ai gaps have been added to the tip. A Perlite filled super-sn-
ure 13. The reed valve in the tip provides the primary/secondary sulaling fuel delivery tube is included in the support. All fuel pas-
fuel flow dividing function. The valve saves weight (over 5 pounds sages have been polished to a minror-like 1 micro-inch roughness.
on a set of 18 nozzles), allows extra room for insulating air gaps and Figure 13 shows that local wetted wall temperatures have been re-
back pressures the fuel flow to reduce the risk of vaporization. The duced more than 200°F when the final nozzle tip design is compared
partially stabilized zirconia in the tip provides additional insulation to the baseline F404.

Wetted Wall Temperatures (WF)

Innovative Nozzle Baseline

Figure 13. Waedd Wall Temperature are Significantly LowF r than the Baseline
F404. Hot Spots are Downatream of tscondary Spin Slots.
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Nozzle Fabrication due to high temperature surfaces in the heat exchanger. For exam-

An exploded view of the final fuel nozzle hardware is shown in Fig- pie, the Thermanol 55 temperature was only required to be 375OF

wre 14. The primary and secondary metering sets are identical to the (464 K) to heat the fuel to 350OF (450 K).

baseline nozzle, but are encased in ceramic components. Each me- All of the test fuel was burned within the test rig. None of the fuel
tering set consists of an array of fuel swirl slots, a spin chamber and was recycled because of the concern that fecycled fuel would affect
an orifice. The size and angle of the swirl slots and the orifice diam- the thermal stability characteristics of the test fuel.
eter determLie the spray drop size and spray angle. Use of the base- The test fuel, provided by the US Navy, was JP-5 from a batch des-
line metenng sets ensures that the spray characteristics of the inno- ignated as NAPC-33. This was a fuel with poor thermal stability
vative nozzle will be equivalent to the baseline injector, so that com- that was selected intentionally to increase the severity of the cyclic
bustor performance will not be affected. durability tests. Fuel prnperties from a pretest laboratory analysis

During assembly, the reed valve body was first brazed to the sec- are summarized in Table 5.
ondary metering set. The ceramic (zirconia) spool component was The test fuel thermal stability does not meet the JP-5 Specification,
then brazed to the reed valve body using a brazing alloy and process probably due to high copper levels. The fuel failed at 2600C be-
designed especially for ceramic-to-metal joints. Extensive trials cause it plugged the upstream filter. The fuel was rated as marginal-
were conducted by Fuel Systems Textron to develop a successful ly acceptable at 2600C when the sample was filtered before con-
combination of braze alloy, braze heating cycle, clearance between ducting the JFTOT test. Specific gravity, hydrogen content and sul-
parts to be brazed and ceramic surface treatment prior to braze. fur content are typical of available JP-5 fuels.

Final assembly was completed by attaching the reed valve to the
valve body with a precision ground alignment pin and hardened
hold-down screw. Next, the superinsulating fuel tube was installed
into the stem. The ceramic tip components and metallic heat shield k-roperty Test Fuel Specification
were then positioned within the tip body, and the tip body was JFTOT Breakpoint, 0C 240 >260
welded to the fuel nozzle stem.

Specific Gravity 0.8169 0.788-0.845

6. NOZZLE THERMAL CYCLIC TESTS Hydrogen Content, Wt % 13.61 > 13.40
Sulfur Content, % 0.07 1 <0.4

The baseline and innovative nozzles were evaluated in a series of

thermal cychc tests to demonstrate durability with high temperature Copper Content. ppb 50.6 N/A

fuel and airflow.

Test Rig

The baseline and innovative nozzles were tested simultaneously in
the cyclic fuel nozzle coking test rig illustrated in Figure 15. The
rig was designed to closely simulate the actual engine fuel nozzle 'ne most severe flight condition for a fuel injector is typically the
environment. Two nozzles were tested at one time to allow a direct transient throttle chop from cruise to flight idle. The test conditions
comparison of durability under identical test conditions. The used in the cyclic durability evaluation simulated an extreme exam-
nozzles were installed into actual engine air swirlers mounted on a pie of the transient with the following two-minute
combustor dome structure to accurately simulate the airflow veloci- cycle:
ties which affect the heat transfer boundary conditions around the
fuel nozzle tip. Fuel exiting the nozzle was burned just downstream Condition Cruise Flight Idle
of the nozzles to provide a realistic level of flame radiation to the Time, min 1.0 1.0
nozzle tips. Upstream of the nozzles is a simulated diffuser with exit
slots that are sized and located to duplicate the air jet that exits the Inlet Air Temperature, *F(K) 1200(922) 500(533)

prediffuser in the actual engine. A natural gas fired preheater is used Pressure, psia(Atm) 17.3(1.18) 16.5(1.12)
to provide vitiated air to the rig at the desired inlet temperatures. Airflow, pps(kg/s) 0,86(0.39) 0.86(0.39)

The test fuel was pumped from the fuel storage tank, through a 90 Fuel/Air Ratio 0.0226 0.0065
micron fuel filter and a turbine flow meter, then split into a high flow
leg and a low flow leg. The high flow leg had valves designed to Fuel Temperature, *F(K) 350(450) 310(428)
meter the fuel flow at the simulated cruise operating condition,
while the low flow leg was sized for a flight idle condition. Use of
the two legs provided capability to cycle fuel flow from high flow The airflow rate of 0.86 pps (0.39 kg/s) provides an average Re-
to low flow conditions rapidly and without without large swings in ynolds number at the simulated diffuser exit that is very cloe ito the
fuel temperature. engine condition during cruise operation. This provides heat traus-

Downstream of the flow control valves was a co-flow tube and shell fer characteristics in the rig that are similar to those in the enginc.

heat exchanger. Thermanol 55 oil heated using a Chromalox Elec- Fuel nozzle testing was completed in two test periods. The first test
tric Fluid Heat Transfer System was used to heat the fuel. A very per:od consisted of 40 hours of testing (12(X) cycles) at the above
large heat exchanger was used to minmunize prestressing of the fuel test sonditiions. An add'tional136 hours of testing ( l0gO cycles) was
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Figure 14. Exploded View of Innovative Fuel No;zle Shows Internal Comronents.
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figure 15, Thermal Cyclic Test Rig Evaluates Two Fuel Nolle at ice..
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completed with fuel temperature at the cruise condition in,:reased (450 K), respectively, The design approach was to minimize fuel
to 375*F (164 K). During tlf.., tests, fuel pressure was monitored to passage wetted wall temperatures with improved heat shielding and
determine if the fuel nozzles wem. bicoming blocked, reduce the fuel coking rate by treating the fuel passage surfaces. A

Test Results novel flow divider valve in the tip was also included in the design.

Heat transfer analysis showed that reduced fuel passage flow area,
After the initial 40-hour test period was completed % ith no clear in- additional insuating air gaps and replacement of metallic tip corn-
dication of flow reduction based on rig fuel pressuies, the fuel ponents with ceramics minimized the wetted wall temperatures.
nozzles were removed and precision flow caliorated to determine Vacuum gaps, reduced emissivity coatings, and thermdl barrier
whether any blockage had occurred. These flow calibration tests in- coatings did not offer significant wetted wall temperature reduc-
dicated that the metering avea in the secondary circuit of both the tions.
baseline and innovative nozzles had been reduced by five to seven Sample tube coking tests showed that polishing the fuel passage
percent. surface reduced the coking rate. The coking tests alse demonstrated

that the type,,of deposition depended o~n the wetted wall semperatui,:. [
T he additional 36 hour test period w as then com pleted w ith fuel at h at vh rnish f orm e d at weeted w all tes 4 5 ( 9t" -- .

higher temperature to accelerate th. rate of deposit formation Yohin Hard varnish formed at wetted wall temperatures off 475F (519K)

the nozzles. Alter this second test period was concluded, the and soft ca(K.a deposits occurred :at wetted wall temperatures of

nozzles were again removed and recalibrated. The innovative 575for (575K). However, the partially stabilized 7irconia surface

nozzle flow area was found to be reduced by 20 percent. while the foimed soft carbon at both 475 and 575'F.

baseline nozzle flow area was reduced by 13 percent. Cyclic coking tests showedthat additionalsmoothingoftheaerody-
nanic flowpath ard improved surface treatments will be required

At the conclusier of the second test period, the fuel injectors were in the fuel nozzle tip to meet the high temperature durability goals
examined using a GE X-Ray Inspection Module using a 420KeV of this program.
x--ray source to determine where the flow blockages were occur-
ring.

Computed Tomography (C`T) images of the innovative fuel nozzle 8. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Figure 16. Computed Temagraphy Images of Innovative Fuel Nozzle Tip.

Discussion

Question 1. R. Jeckel
The 76 hour test demonstrated that the coke deposition has been decreased dramatically by using polished surfaces. However, is
this of significance with respect to the typical times that aircraft are in the air between maintenance checks'?

Author's Reply
Even though the test was conducted over a period of only 76 hours, the cyclic nature of the test (2,280 cycles) and the us. of poor
fuel made each test hour equivalent to many flight cycles.
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1.0 Summary to prevent soot accumulation, and radiative heat load
from combustion gases (Figure 2). Even with the

The causes of fuel injector spray deterioration and the relatively modest compressor discharge air temperatures
effects of this deterioration on engine durability and of small gas turbines, the heat load can easily create
performance are discused. Small aircraft gas turbine conditions conducive to coking. The small fuel metering
fuel injectors present special design challenges due to low hole sizes inevitably make the pressure swirl atomizer
fuel flow rates involved and the physical size limitations, extremely sensitive to solid coke formation. Coke
The principal fuel injector performance requirements are agglomerates can break off from the regions where they
discussed in relation to their elfec! on the hydraulic, form by subsequent engine operations and be carried into
aerodynamic. and thenmal design of aerating fuel the metering passages. Engine operations may also
injetors, contribute to internal coke formation; engine

decelerations from high power or hot shutdowns may
2.0 Introduction greatly reduce or completely shut off fuel flow in hot fuel

passages, contributing to the coking described above,
Fuel injectors play a crucial role in the durability and Such degradations can affect the durability of the
performance of gas turbine engines"'. Fuel injector combustor and the rest of tne engine hot end.
deterioration can influence starting, carbon deposition,
smoke, exhaust emissions, hot end durability, and The use of airblast injectors in small engines was
combustion noise, The ability of an injector design to initiated in an attempt to improve fuel/air mixing and
maintain consistent performance over the period of obtain the advantages offered by larger injector passage.
operation between engine ovewhauls is critical to hot end Utilising the combustor air pressure drop to atomise the
durability and low operating cost. It is widely accepted fuel allows the Flow Number of the nozzle tip to be set
that fuel injectcr designs, particularly aerating injectors by the fuel distribution requirements and much larger fuel
must be closely integrated with the design of ih.i passages can be used in the nozzle tip. Tdri restrictors
combustor. can be used in relatively cool regions to control the

circumferential fuel distribution within the engine,
The requirements of small gas turbine engines bring some keeping the i,,iade,,t fuel passages upstream of the
special challenges to the design o.' a fuel injector. Small regions where coke is prone to occur (Figure 3).
Phvsical size, complex geometry, and requirements for
precise control of snall flows, t(oth fuel and air, can all Unlike the success found wihh large engines, the benefit
lead io undesirable fuel system perforn:ance of airblast injectors has not always been realized in small
detcriorations cauwed by minute flow perturbations, The engine applications, Typical cold (lay starting, often
need foi improved understanding of the operation of the requires igniiin at combustor pressure drop levels of less
combuition system underscores the requircment for bettet than 25 mm (I inch) of water with high viscosity (22cs)
modelling of flow interactions between the comnbustor and fuel. Thc inability of airblast systems to meet these
the fuel injector Thi:; paper takes a close look at some requirements has prevented pure ,isrblast systems front
of the details of inF.ictor component design for small gas completly displacing pressure atomizers from small
turbine engines, engine deoigns`). In such zases airblast omust be

suFplemented with pressure atomizers in b hynrid
3.0 Operational Problems configuration to maintain adequate performance over the

entiie operatirng envelope (Figure: ,)
Many older designs of gas turbines have used pressure
swirl atomizers to atomize and distribute the fuel within In addition to poor sub-idle performance, low pressure
the conmbustor, In smail -as turbines, particularly those fuel systems can lead to fuel distribution problems at
with revers, flow annclar combustors, the fuel flow iates very low flow rates when effects of gravily become
per injector and therefore nozrfe Flow Numbers, are low dominant. This can be a detriment to the performance of
so as to ensure good fuel dstribution and adequate fuel the fuel system, and to the durability of the injector.
pressnure drps, foi atornizatijn tunder all ccnditions. As a Various moeans of ccrrecting tfi:: problem have been
result, the swirl induct -g and fuel metering orifices can found but at additional c. st and compiexity to the system.
have! livear dinicnsic;ns as sinal) as 200) micron~s (0,008
in.), Figure 1. The fool p, ssages are often convoluted, The effects of a partially or totally blocki-d fuel metering
particularly in the rcgions near the fuel metering orifices. passage will vary with the fuel system design and engine
This geometry creates local regions immediately adjacent operating conditions. Figure 5 is a comparison of spray
to the fuel metering orifices where the fitl v,.elocity i., paiternation from an airblast nozzle before and after
low, and thermal degradation and cok.ng can occur, engine tet, demonstrating the efiect of paria' bhlockag.,

ard coking on spray distribution. The global effects of
In addition, the heat load in this region is often magnified progressive fuel system deterioration on combustor exit
by minimal wall thicknesses, exterior air flows introduced temperature profiles art shown in Figure 6. As more and

Presented alan AGARD Meeting on 'fuel. and Combustion Technology fo AdancedAircraft Engines; May 1993.-
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nmre fuel nmeterin:g holes are obstruc ted wilh increasing The fuel injiectr design cannot theref'ore he treated in

0pe, rating lite, more fuel is forced through ihe iremaining isolation of' the coimbustor desi.n.
noMles. ('onsequently. enginle damlage may be caused by
ihose injectors which. it tested individually, still lhw 4.1 Injector Componle•it Dletalls

within tolerances. Indeed, of the fuel injectors represened
in Figur.- (, only ahoul 3W WA were ou IiVde of t'required The typical small engvine airhlast inieior is cornpris•d of'
flow tolerance limits. three hasic coinvponl.nts. These are the outlier air swuiler,

the fuel swirler aod the core aor ,swirler Figure 8.
These local flow deviations can also hive other
undesirable side efl'cts, such as reduc:ed stability. 4.2 Outer Swlrler Deslgn Considerations
inmcltased snoke, conmbustor carbon growths, and torching
oin start. Deteriorated fuel systems may also have The outer swirter plays an iinpo•tant role ill atomii/at, i-ni
disproportionate effects at ollf-design conditioi,,s. fuel distrihution (patilernatiom) and developnment o' flame
particularly during the acceleration to idle, as seen in stability. Because of its large diameter, this swirler
Figure 7. During starting, fuel/air ratios can bie so high carries the greatest proportion of the in.jcctor flow. 'The
that turbine temperatures can easily exceed those angular momentum in iected by the outer swirler results in
experienced during the rest of the cycle. Local increases a central recirculatior zone along the axis of the injector
in feel l'low rate caused by fuel system Jeterioration can llow field, Figure 9. This recirculation is important to
magnify this ef•ect, and may cause dramatic hot end stability and ignition, creating a zone where low speed
damage, flanme fronts can exist to anchor the flame.

In sutmnmary, the following over;ll design strategies can Conventional outer swirler designs have utilized bladed
he employed to improve the resistance of a fuel system axial swirlers or stators to impart angular momentum to
design to deterioration: the air stream. Feed air is usually swirled at a large

diameter and subsequently accelerated through an annular
Minimize the temperature of' metal exposed to the noz/le to interact with the fuel film at a pre-defined air
fuel (wetted wall temperature), and the fuel interface. Although there is scope ii larger injectors
temperature of the incormnig fuel, to prevent to design the swirler blades according to aerodynamic
thermal degradation of the fuel. rules with respect to incidence angles, blade thickness to
Maintain both a mlinimun fuel velocity and a chord rvios and curvature effects, size and low cost
minimumn fuel passage size through all the fuel requirements often make this practice prohibitive for
inijector regions exposed il, comptessor discharge practical small oiijectors. Small scale designs tend to use
air, throughout the normal engine operating cycle, it minimum number of straight blades of relatively thick

construction. The discharge coefficients (Cd) oif the
4.0 Detailed Design Considerations for Al.,blast resultant air passages are adversely affected by these

Injectors characteristics and this generally results in either a lower
through flow than desired for a given diameter of

Although ihe external airflow around typical pressure injector, or a larger injector diameter requirement.
atomi/er designs can he quite suistantial, Figure 2, very Unlike conventional large engine designs, the approach
little eltorl has traditionally been expended to utilize this flow in small combustors may not he along the axis of
air in a role other than attempting to wash the injector the nozzle. This further aggravates the incidence on the
face. Often. the use of air as a means of controlling face air passage entrances and can lead to large scale
carbon was not entirely successful. However, it is also separations in the Ywirler passages as shown in Figure 10.
recogni/ed that air in a pressure atomizer plays a useful The wakes at d sepatations from the thick hlade:• give rise
role in neutralizing eftects of streaky sprays and to it downstream flow field resembling discrete jet flows
drooling, and in emission control. which coalesce before approaching the nozzle tip. The

appearance of these jet like flows can he seen in the
Airhlast injectors depend on efficient use of air to assist Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFI) results and similar
in fuel atomization. Through careful engineering of patterns are also visible in experinmentai nozzles. Figure
aerodynamics, recognizing the forces involved in II. These jet S.,ructure:; are considered useful by some in
;m;izatin. the use ,if air improves spray development at that they add hbth mixing and stability t) the eventual
much lower fuel pressure than with a prcssure atomizing combustor flow field, However since their design is
nozzle. The addition of air with the fuel through the seldom deliberate, the pressure drop penalty and the
injector has also been round it he an effective method of possibility of vortex shedding and otner osciilatory
reducing smoke and emissions. [o meet new emission behaviour leading to instability are usually considered to
requirements, particularly oxides of Nitrogen, even more he negative features of this flow behaviour.
air may he used in fulur, injectoi designs.

Since angular momentum is added to the flow bellore the
In cur-t-ni configurations, it is not uncommon fior airblast contracting section, an unfavourahle pressure gradient due
injlectors týo he operating with air to fuel ratio in Lae range to swirl develops in the niottle, opposing the air flow.
2 or 3 to !'"'. The tolal flow through Ihe injectors may This gradient is inversely proportional to the radius of' the
reipresent 20 - 3(;7, of the primary zone flow. Because it injector and hence is more severe in small injectors. The
is introduced through relatively small number of eradient not only results in an additional penalty to the
locations, the injector flow represents a high mass and ovfxrall Cd of the swirler, btt caan also lead to premature
momentum concentration reiative to the remainder of the separation o(f the flow from the inner face ol' the intector
air entering the combustor primary zone and can affect near the end of the ouler shroud. This flow separatiot
all aspects o(i combustor performance - starting, smoke, can pronmte carbon deposition and excessive heeling olf
emissions, pattern lactlor stability and wall tempveratures. the critical interface area and contribute to coking inside
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ihe injector on the fuel swirler face. The dark urev. seen 5.0 CFD ns a Design Tool
around the ful lip in Figure 12 is ii result (f' flow
:veparation. In addition, the penetuati.n ot the shroud in.1o The components of injectors are so small that gaining
!ht' combastor lust be ininimized so as not to interfere flow information about the process•:s occurring within a
with the fuel spray trajectomy during low airt flow component is extremely difficult. The capabilities of
con.litions *uch us stlin acc nlerations. Computational Fluid Dynamics (C'FD) are often used to

gain insignt irto the flow field generated within the
A lost cost altemativ,- i, Lil use of radialdy oriented, off componenm- and how these fNlds may interact with the
axis jets to serve as swirlers, Fiýure 12, eliminating the combustor. This is particularly true for details involving
need for axial blades. The flow in this swirlet eliminates the fhow within the fuel filmer. Figure 17 is an example
the adverse pressure gradient due to centrifagal effect. of a study which was conducted to determine the
Detaitcd Iew.r :neasurcaicwnts have indicated that an minimum fuel distributor jet injection angle required to
adequate swirling Jield can he ger.erated within the generate a continuous film within the geometry of the
,:omhusior from this arrangement. Atomitation achieved fuel filmer chamber. The minimum angle was sought in
is also satisfactory. The absence of the "idverse radiai an attenmpt to minimize the resulting fuel spray cone
pressur. gradient allows greater impact of the air at the angle without the use of air. This is important to the
fuel interface and the separation tendencies in the critical design of the injector since under some transient
fuel interface areas are eliminated. The simplicity of the conlditions, suim as slam acceleration, when the fuel flow
an'negement as well as i.s relatively compact size is increase leads the air flow rise during the acceleration
evident trom the geometry. process. Under these conditions excessive fuel swirl call

result in spray cone angles exceeding 180 deg. When
4.3 (Core Air Swirler Design Considerations combined with surface tension forces, the fuel may cling

to the surface of the injector face and exit through the
While an outer swirler can be adJed to any fuel injection outer swirler out of the combustor.
device the presence uf the core swirler separates the
airhlast injector from the pressure atomizer. This swirler Fuel jets varying in orientation from 10 to 40 degrees
does not usually carry as much air as the outer swirler from the axial were modeled. The velocity distribution at
due to its location along the axis oh the injector, the end of the fuel filmer was momitored to detennine the
However, its role is erutcial in keeping the '.'ace of the first indication of a uniform, continuously distributed
ineictor clean and in achieving good atomization quality film. At ten degrees injection angle, the flow at the end
fuel fti1. The core swirl,!r also plays a rnle in of the swirler section was predicted to be discontinuous
developing the stability generated by the injector, and unable to form a uniform film for the atomnization
lrnswirled core flows have resulted in unacceptably high process. At twenty degrees intjection angle the flow was
concentrati'mns o(f fuel from the injector, Figure 13, and predicted to be continuous and adequate for design of the
lead to excessive sfloke and high wall temperature injector, Modelling results were also verified by
gradients, shich can be difficult to control. experiment, Figure 18. The 20 degree injector angle

resulted in continuous & well shaped filmer flows.
A simple design (if core air swirler employees an air tube
with multiple tangential jet feeds around its periphery, A second example of the use of the CFD in the injector
Figure 8. This design is effective in generating core design process is in the prediction of flow distortions to
swirl; however contamination from rich combustion the feed of an injector swirler. As mentioned previously,
products can occasional!y occur under back fhow the flow feeding the swirler in small engines is seldom
conditions generated in some designs, Figure 14. A oriented with the axis of the injector. In many situations,
simple bullet placed within the core allcvlates the back injectors that are mounted radielly with respect to the
flow o•r the most pan although ciontamination of the combustor are encapsulated within a sheath as shown in
bullei surface is still possible. Recent designs have also Figure 3. The sheath size can impose unfavourable
included a small core jet air flow in the bullet, Figure 15, effects on the flow field into the swirler. To %Ssess this
to remove the possitiliry of contamination of any injector impact a CFD model of the injector and the surrounding
surface. The LDV data, Figure 16, indicates that sheath was utilized. Diminishing flow distortions
although a negative flow exists along the core of the flow resulting from increasing sheath diameters are shown in
field, the velocity falls to zero before entering the Figure 19.
injcctor.

6.0 Conclusions
4.4 Fuel Swlrler Design

Although constrained by size, weight. and cost
The fuel swirler is a major controlling inruence en the limitations, proper hydraulic and aerodynamic design
spray patteratioi quality. Its main function is to practices can help ensure durable fuel injectors for small
p'toduce a utiifoirm, annular fuel filni from discrete .jets gas turbine engines, As general rules, minimising the
metering fuel into the injector. The configuration of the temperature of the incoming fuel and the metal in contact
swirler determines the ability of the injectcr to produce with it. maintaining a minimum fuel velocity within the
adequate splays at low pressure for igniti.in and the region of the fuel injector exposed to compressor
ability to produce a useful spray with little or no air, discharge air and maintaining a minimum fuel passage
which is required during liansients such as slam size w~il help desensitize the fuel ;ystem to thermal
acceleration manoeuvres. The fuel swiiler plays a role degradation of the fuel. Proper fuel system design to
in determining spray parameters such as cone angle and prevent fuel shut (off of some fuel injectors during engine
drop size distribution. Its ability to remain deceleration, and adequate cool down time prioi to engine
uncontaminated determines the durability of both the shut down also help prevent fuel breakdown. Ultimately,
injector and ultimately the entire hot end of the engine, the ability of a design to maintain consistent performance
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over the period of operation between engine overhauls is
critical to hot end durahil'ty ,,nd minimum repair cost.

('onp-itational Fluid Dynamics can be useful to gain
insight into the complicated flow fields generated by the
various components of an aerating fuel injector. ('FD has
bc.-n used to accurately represent the flow in and around
small gas turbine fuel injectors, and has been instrumental
in id&,ntifyiug design problems and solutions.

The importance of careful design of the cot.- and outetr air
flows, and the fu:el filming devices have been reiterated.
Alternative designs to ensure good injector performance
have bcen suggested.
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SUMNMARY
Results are presacted from an experimental study of the of the destruction of ozone [1-3]. These concerns have
effect of incomplete fuel-air mixing on the lean limit and led to the establishment of strict aircraft emissions
emissions characteristics of a lean, prevaporized, regulations [4,51.
premixed (LPP), coaxial mixing tube combustor. Two-
dimensional exciplex fluorescence was used to Over the years, a number of strategies have been
characterize the degree of fuel vaporization and mixing at considered for reducing NOx emissions from gas turbine
the combustor inlet under non-combusting conditions. combustion systems, including variable geometry
These tests were conducted at a pressure of 4 atm., a combustors [6-10], staged combustors [11-131, catalytic
temperature of 400°C, a mixer tube velocity of 100 combustors [14,15], lean prevaporized premixed
m/sec and an equivalence ratio of .8, using a mixture of combustors [8-10,161, direct injection combustors [17-191
tetradecane, 1 methyl naphthalene and TMPD as a fuel atau rich burn-quick quench-lean burn combustors [20-
simulant. Fuel-air mixtures with two distinct spatial 22). All of these low NOx combustor concepts are based
distributions were studied. The exciplex measurements on the fact that thermal NO production is reduced when
showed that there was a significant amount of operating away from stoichiometric conditions. Another
unvaporized fuel at the combustor entrance in both cases. important feature of all the low NO, combustor concepts
One case, however, exhibited a very non-uniform is that proper control of fuel-air mixing is essential for
distribution of fuel liquid and vapor at the combustor their successful implementation. Thit pertains not only
entrance, i.e., with most of the fuel in the upper half of to achieving low NOx emissions but also to achieving
the combustor tube, while in the other case, both the fuel acceptable lean stability limits.
liquid and vapor were much more uniformly distributed
across the width of the combustor entrance. The lean Of particu!ar interest in this paper is the lean
limit and emissions measurements were all made at a prevaporized premixed (LPP) concept. The LPP
pressure of 4 atm. and a mixer tube velocity of 100 combustion process can be separated i-ato three different
m/sec, using Jet A fuel and both fuel-air mixture regions. The first region is for fuel injectiod,
distributions. Contrary to what was expected, the better vaporization and mixing, and ideally results in a totally
mixed case was found to have a substantially leaner vaporized, uniform, lean fuel-air mixture. In the second
operating limit. The two mixture distributions also region, the flame is stabilized by the creation of a
unexpectedly resulted in comparable NOx emissions, for recirculation zone, while the third region is for the post-
a given equivalence ratio and inlet temperature, however, flame combustion process which is required to
lower NOx emissions were possible in the better mixed completely oxidize the intermediate hydrocarbons and
case due to its leaner operating limit. CO. If the fuel is completely vaporized and mixed

before the flame, the overall fuel lean conditions result in
INTRODUCTION very low NO production. In practice, however, it is
A major consideration in the development of advanced difficult to achieve complete fuel-air mixing. As a
high performance gas turbine engines for aircraft consequence, temporal fluctuations and/or spatial non-
applications is reduced NOX emissions. This is uniformity In the equivalence ratio can result in locally
especially true as combustion chamber temperatures and near-stoichiometric conditions which produce NO in
pressures are increased in order to improve engine excess of what is produced under perfectly mixed
performance, since both of these factors result in greater conditions. This suggests that the optimum LPP
NO production. The ne,-A for reduced NOx emissions is combustor would be one with complete fuel vaporization
motivated by concerns regarding the impact of NOx and mixing. Unfortunately, prcmixed combustors also
emissions on the upper atmosphere, particularly in terms have disadvantages in that they ai: prone to flashback

and they have poor lean limit characteristics, both in
terms of cornbustion stability and CO emissions. As a
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result, LPP combustors exhibit a characteristic trade-off on NOx emissions. The experiments were conducted at
between NOx emissions and the. lan stability and lean 3 atmospheres using Jet A liquid fuel. A multi-point fuel
CO emissions limits as the degrec of fuel-air mixing is injector consisting of 17 individual injectors was used to
varied Q16,18,231. achievc different mean fue-to-air ratio nrrfiles acrc as the

diameter of the flame tube. The ,can ft- i ;,-air ratio
The generally accepted notion that incomplete fuel-air profiles were measured using a gas sampling probe;
mixing affects both the NOx emissions and the lean limit however, the temporal rms fluctuations were not
characteristics of premixed gas turbine cormbustors is characterized. The results showed that spatial non-
based on substantial evidence from actual combustor tests uniformity in the fuel-to-air ratio resulted in ir¢rcased
[8,16,23-301. In most of these tests, the degree of fuel- NOx emissions for overall eqvivhico.e ratios below 0 7
air mixing has only been varied qualitatively, e.g., by and decreased NOx emissions for overall near
varying the fuel injection pressure. There have also stoichiometric equivalence ratios.
been, however, a few well-controlled studies of this
phenomenon, i.e., where the degree of fuel-air mixing In 1992, Flanagan et al. 1341 reported on an
was quantified and sy-tematically varied, which Eupport experimental study u3ing a simple mixing tube with a
this view. bluff body flame stabilizer at its exit. By changing the

location of fuel (natural gas) injection along the length of
In 1973, Appleton and Heywood [31] reported on an the mixing tube, the degree of fuel-air mixing at the
experimental study of the effect of incomplete fuel-air flame stabilizer wis systematically varied. This method
mixing on NO and CO formation in a liquid fueled of fuel-air mixing can be expected to result in both
combustor. Kerosene fuel was injected on the centerline temporal fluctuations and spatial non-uniformity in the
of the burner inlet using an air assisted atomizer, fuel-to-air ratio. Unfortunately, the degree of fuel-air
allowing the degree of fuel-air mixing to be varied by mixing was not chaA-acterized in this study. Nonetheless,
varying the atomizing air pressure. The degree of fuel- the results are very interesting, given the simple
air mixing, which was defined as the mis fluctuation in experimental configuration and the systematic manner in
the fuel-to-air ratio divided by the mean fuel-to-air ratio, which the degree of fuel-air mixing was varied. In the
was measured using a technique which relates the rms -eanest case (0 = .66), a nearly five-fold .ncreast. in
fluctuation in the fuel-to-air ratio to the oxygen NO, emissions wu observed in going from well-mixed
concentiation in the burned gases. They found that for wo incompletely-mixed conditions. It was also shown that
near stoichiometric conditions, the NOx emissions incomplete fuel-air mixing results in greater NO,
increased by a factor of two %ith increasing atomizing emissions at overall equivalence ratios up to
air pressure, i.e., better mixing, while for fuel-lean approximately 0.9.
conditions, the NOx emissions decreased with better
mixing by a factor of ten over the same range of In 1992. Fric [351 reported on an experimental study
atomizing air pressure. using an experimental configuration very similar to that

of Flanagan et al. Fric, however, did quantify the
In 19/9, Semezj'an, Ball and Vranos [321 reported on the degree of fuel-air mixing at the flame stabilizer location
results front an experimental study very similar to the using an NO 2 fluorescence technique [361. His tests
one conducted by Appleton and Heywood 1311. Jet A were conducted at I atm using natural gas fuel with
liquid fuel was injected on the centerline of the temporal fluctuations in the fuei-to-air ratio as large as
combustor inlet using a pressure atomizing nozzle. 20 percent and spatial non-uniformities in the fuel-to-air
Unlike the Appleton and Heywood experiment where the ratio as large as 50 percent. He found that both spatial
flow was relatively uniiform radially, they found the flow non-uniformities and temporal fluctuations in the fuel-to-
to vary significantly over the combustor cross-section. air r-,tio can result in significantly increased NOX
Therefore, not only were there temporal fluctuations in emissions compared to the perfectly mixed case. For
the fuel-to-air ratio, but the mean fuel-to-air ratio was example, 10 percent temporal fluctuations resulted in a
spatially non-uniform. They used a terchnique similar to doubling of the NO, emissions.
that used by Appleton and Heywood to determine the
rms fluctuation in the fuel-to-air ratio, which they found In order to understand the effect of incomplete fuel-air
varied with the fuel pressure, i.e., the fuel -to-air ratio, mixing un the emissions and Ien limit characteristics of
Their results also showed tha. poorer fuel-air mixing psemixed gas turbine combustors, a number of
resulted in increased NOx emissions for overall fuel lean fundamental issues need to be better understood. These
flames and in decreased NOx for near-stoichiometric issues can best be explained with reference to the
flames, where the cross-over point occurred at an overall simplified illustration in Figure 1. As shown, the fuel-
equivalence ratio near 0.6, as compared to a value of air mixture enters the flame as pockets of reactants with
approximately 0.8 in Appleton Pncl Heywood's study. different equivalence ratios. The range of equivalence

ratio ,ariation represe ts the ms fluctuation it the fuel-
In 1981, Lyons 1331 reported on sin experimental study of to-air ratio, and the size c f the pockets rerresenta the
the effect of inlet fuel-to-air ratio profile non-uniformity lengtt scale of the fuel-to-air ralic fluctuations It is
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Figure 1. A pbenomenological description of the effect of incomplete fuel-air mixing.

assumed in this simplified phenome~nological description than the NO chemistry, is shown in Figure 2 for rms
that within each pocket, the fuel and tir are well mixed fluctuations in the fuel-to-air ratio of 10%, 20% and 28%
and, therefore., the local flame properties, e.g., flame [331. These results were calculated assuming a Gaussian
:.,.-iced and flame temperature, are dct;nnincd by the local pdf for the distribution of equivalence ratios and using
equivalence ratio. As a result, the spatial and temporal the NO versus equivalence ratio result fcr the completely
fluctuations in the fuel-to-air ratio will have a significant mixed case, which is also shown for comparison. Ai
effect on Z.E, Atructure of the flame, and more shown im Figure 2, at fuel-lean conditions, incomplete
importantly, on the overall mass burning rate and thereby fuel-air mixing results in increased NO production,
the lean blowout limit of a combustor. however, at nerr stoichiometfie conditions, the total

amount of NO is actually reduced. Recall, however, that
Referring back to Figure 1, it is shown that as the these results are for the case when the rate of post-flame
pockets of rcactants pass through the flame front, they mixing is much less than the rate of NO formation. As
increase in size as a result of the volumetric expansion the rate of post-flame mixing is increased, one woula
which accompanies the constant pressure heat release. expect the total amount of NO produced to approAch the
The temperature and composition of the pockets of completely mixed result.
combusticn products reflect tho variations in the
cquivalence ratio armong the pockets of reactants. DESCRiPTION OF EXPERIMENT
Therefore, tl,cre are significant temporal and spatial Thc experiments were conducted in a combustor test
fluctuations in the temperature and composition of the facility which is capable of operating at 1ressures up to
burned gases when the fuel and air -ntering the flame are 10 atmospheres, at inlet temperaturei up to 800 K
not weal mixed. Due to turbulent mixing, however, the (- 1000*F) and with flow rates of air or nitrogen up to
spatial and temporal non-uniformities in the combustion 0.3 kg/sec (0.67 lbise). A schematic drawing of this
products mix and become uniiorm at some distance facility is shown in Figure 3. The test section, which
downstream of the flame. The rate of mixing of the houses both the fuel-air mixer and the combustor, has
combustion products can have a significant effect on both provisions for optical access through four quartz
the CO and NOX emissions due to the relatively slow CO windows (5 cm by 25 cm), as illustrated in Figure 3.
oxidation and NO formation chemistry. For exampi-, if The facilit) also provi.dcs access for a traversing, water-
khe rate of post-flame mixing is much slower then the cooled, stainless stcal gas sampling probe, which can be
rate of NO formation, then the amount of NO produced used to sample combustion products along the entire
in each product pocket will depend on the equivalence length of the combustor.
ratio of the reactant pocket from which it originated.
Due to the non-linear relationship between NO formation The fuel-air mixer is a cylindrical tube which is followed
and equivalence ratio, the total NOx emissions will be by a larger diamct-r coaxial combustor tube. Liquid fuel
different from that which would be obtained if the is injected near the entrance of the mixing tube and the
reactants were well mixed. The effect of incomplete flame is stabilized at the rearward facing step separating
fuel-air mixing on the total amount of NO produced, the mixer and the combustor tubes. Fuel-air mixtures
assuming the rate of post flame mixing is much slower with different spatial diatributions at the combustor inlet
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2F 0Separate testa were conducted to characterize the fuel-airN-- S • 0mixing and to characterize the emisvions and Iean •

stability limits. The fuel- air mixiig tedu were conducted

10 2at one operating condition, i.e., at 4 atmospheres, at an
80 O- inlet temperature of 4000C (7501F), at a mean velocity
8 a of 100 mnsoc in the mixer tube and at an overall

6- equivalence ratio of .8. The emissions and lean stability
limit tests were also conducted at 4 atim and a: a mean

4 mixer tube velocity of 100 m/sac; however, the inlet air
temperature was varied (360"C, 400"C, 450"C) and the/ equivalence ratio was varied from the lean limit to near

7- stoichiometric conditions.

The technique which was used to characterize the fuel-air
S - NONUNIfORMITY mixi.xg was exciplex fluorescznce 1371. The main

1 PARAMETER advantage of this technique is that the liquid phase
,, 8 S-OISAUNJIFORM

6FELIAIR PROFILE fluorcscenc'.- is at a different wavelength than the vapor
Sphase fluorescence. Theretore, by simple optical

filtering, it is possible to distinguish between fuel liquid
and fuel vapor. The disadvantages of the technique are
that oxygen very effectively quenches the fluorescence

signal, and therefore, the measurements must be carried
.2 -out in a nitrogen rather than air environment, that it only

provides a qualitative measure of the relative fuel vapor
or fuel liquid concentration, and that the actual fuel must

. I I - II be replaced by an appropriately chosen simulant which
.4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 exhibits the exciplex behavior. Nonetheless, it is an

EQUIVALENCE RATIO extremely useful and valuable technique for making

qualitative assessments of the degree of fuel vapo:izatioa

Figure 2. The effect of Incomplete fuel-air mixing and mixing. The fuel simulant which was chosen for
on NO production [33]. these teats was a mixture of tetradecane, 1 methyl

naphthalene and TMPD. This particular mixture was
chosen, in part, because the boiling points fall near the
middle of the boiling point range of the Jet A fuel used

are achieved by changing the fuel injection configuration. in the combusting tests. The frequency tripled output of
In the work presented in this paper, two different fuel-air a pulsed Nd:YAG laser at 355 nm was used to excite the
mixture distributions were studied. exciplex fluorescence. Optical access was obtained to
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Figure 4. Optically accessible mixer-comrbustor assembly for fuel-air mixing tests (not to scale).

both the mixer tube and the combustor tube through the both from the side view, and from the top view. The
previously mentioned %4uartz windows. In addition, a objecive of these measurements was to determine
quartz version of the mirer-combustor tube assembly was qualitative differmr.cs between the two fuel-air mixture
used, as illustrated in Figure 4. The laser beam was distributions with respect to both the degree of fuel
formed into a laser sheet which was approximately 0.5 vaporization iind the degree of fuel-air mixing. The
mm thick and JO mm wide, where it passed through the results are presented as normalized iso-intensity plots,
mixer-combustor tube. The exciplex fluorescence signal where a value of one corresponds to t&., maximum fuel
from the laser sheet was imaged at 90 degrees onto an vapor or liquid concentration and, where for qualitative
intensified CCD camera with a maximum gain of comparisons, the fuel vapor and liquid concentration can
approximately 10. Optical tilters were used to isolate be assumed to scale lirearly wit'| the normalized
the fuel vapor fluorescence and the fuel liquid intensity. The results shown in Figures 6-13 are
fluorescence. averages of five exciplex images obtained at the same

conditions; however, it should be noted that there were
For the combusting tests, the mixer tube was fabricated no significant variations from image to image for the
from stainless ste] and the combustor tube was made same condition. The field of view in these images ih
from Hastelloy and was air-cooled to keep tha combustor centered on the transition betw.en the mixer and
wall temperature below 9001C. A schematic drawing of combustor tubes. Figures 6 and 7 show the side and top
thiz assembly is given in Figure 5. The lean limit was view, respectively, fuel liquid results for fuel-air mixture
defined by the occurrenc" of flame blowout which was distribution A. Note that the band which occurs at the
detected by a marked decrease in the combustor wall mixer-to-combustor tranhition, where it appears that there
temperature. The emission4 measurements were made is little or no fuel, is actually due to the poor optical
using the water-,.oled, stainless steel gas sampling probe quality of the quartz mixer-combustor assembly &t this
locatcd near dte combustor tube exit. The combustor location. The first observation is that there appears to be
residence time wus nominally 6 millisecends in all of the significant liquid fuel which has not yet been vaporized
tests. The gas samplei were analyzed using conventional at the entrance to the combustor tube. From the top
gas ar.alydis. Althougl'. the gas sampling probe was view it appears that the liquid is relatively uniformly
located on the center line of the combustor, it is distributed across the width of the mixer tube, however,
reasonable to assume tats the combustion products were from the side view it is apparent that the liquid is wetting
well mixed at the combustor exit due to the relatively the upper wall of the mixer tube. It is also interesting to
long length of the combustor tube, i.e., L/D = 20. note that the liquid renrains near the centerline of the

combustor tube without being dispersed outward to the
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION combustor walls.
The results from the fuel-air mixing tests are shown in
Figures 6-13. As noted previously, the exciplex Figures 8 and 9 show the side and top view,
measurements were made at one operating cos-dition for respectively, fuel vapor results for fuel-aar mixture
two fuel-air mixture distributions, subsequently referred distribution A. The spatial distribution rf the fuel vapor
to as A ana B. In addition, measurements were made is sinailar to that of the fuel liquid, showing clear
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F~iure 5. Mlxer'-combustor membly for lean limit and emissious tests (not to s"ale).

evidence of an asymmetric distribution in the side view; lean limit. From an analysis oi' lean limit data from a
however, there is an important difference in that the fuel variety ef different studiev, it has been obxervod 13&1' that
vapor has been dispersed out to the combustor walls, the lean limit corrmsponds to the case of constant
particularly as shown in the top view. adiabatic flame renipereture, for a given experimental

configuration. Over the range of conditions te•st in thAs
Figurems 10 and 11 show the side and top view, study, it was fouad for both fuel-air mixture distributions
respectively, fuel liquid results for fuel-air mixture that the adiabatic flame temperature at the lean limit was
distribution B. Agamn, it is evident that a significant constant within 150"C, a.though there was a difference
amount of liquid fuel is not vaporized at the combustor of approximately 100°C between the lean limit flame
entrance. In this case, the fuel distribution is notice-ably temperature for the two fucl-air mixture distrbutiols.
more uniform, As viewed both from the top and the side.
It is still apparent, however, that the liquid tends to stay The CO, CO 2 and 02 ernissions measurements were used
on the centerline of the combustor tube without ta calculate the combustion efficiency over the ringe of
dispersing out to the combustor walls, test conditions, and it was fourj that the combustion

efficiency wa gr,-ater that 99,5% &a equivalence ratios
Figures 12 and 13 show the side and top view, belo-v 0.9 for both fuz-l-air mixture distributions. 'The
respectively, fuel vapor results for fuel-air mixture two fuel-Air distridutir.ns, however, did show different
distribution B. Again, the spatial distribution of the fuel lean lmit behavior in thai a significant increase in CO.
vapor is similar to that of the fuel liquid, i.e., it ' s emissicns was observed at thie lean limit of the better
relatively uniform in both the top and side views. The mixed case, i.e., fuel- air mixture distribution B; whereas
fuel vapor, however, has again been more effectively no appreciable inciae in CO emissions was observed at
dispersed across the entire disamete. of the combustiun the lean limit with fuel-air mixture distribution A.
tube.

And lastly, the two fiuel-air mixture distributions were
In summary, both fuel-air mixture distributions 3how that unexpected:y found to result in comparable NOx
there is incomplete fuel vaporization at the entrance to emissions for a given equivalence ratio and inlet
the combustor tube. Fuel-air mixture distribution B, temperatiere. Fuel-air mixture, distribution B, however,
however, exhibits a significantly more uniform had the advantage of being able tr operate leaner and
distribut;on ef fuel liquid akid vapor at the combustor thereby achieve lower NOx emissions.
entrance.

CONCLUSIONS
The lean limits were determined for both fuel-air mixtire Thi degree of fuel vaporization and fuel-air mixing in a
distributions, aid it was found that distuibuticn B, which coaxial, mixing-tube combustor was qualitativeiy
wait significantly more uniform, resulted in a characteriz'id using exciplex fluorescence. Two fuel-Air
significantly lower lean limit. This result was not mixture distributions were studied. Both had appreciable
expected, since, as previously discaused, it is generally unvaporized fuel at the combustor inlet, while one had a
accepted that better mixing has an adverse effect on the very non-uniform fuel Aistribution and the other had a
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relatively uniform fuel distribution. Unexpectedly, tie Emissions from cas 'rurtbine Combuators,'
better mixed case had a sign~ificantly leaner ]ean limit, .OAR)W Conifer.'nre Prtmeedlings, 125 on
while the NO, emissions were compariole for the two Atmospheric Pollution by Aircraft Engines, Sao.
fuel distributions. The more uniform case, however, was 30, 1973.
czpable of lower 140, emissions due to its ability to 12. Gleason, C. C., Rogere, 0). W. arnd Bahr, D. W.,
operate leaner. "Experimental Clean Conmbustor Program, Phase
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Figure 7. Excipix fluorescence measurements: fuel liquid, side view, fuel-air mixture distribution A.
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Figure S. Excipleu fluorescence measurements: fuel vapor, side view, fuel-air mixture distribution A.
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Figure 9. Excipiex fluorescence measurement: fuel vapor, top view, fuel-air mixture diqtribution A.
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Figure 10. Exciplex fluorescence measurement: fuel liquid, side view, fuel-air mixture distribution B.
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Figure 12. Excipiex fluorescence measurement: fuel vapor, side view, fuel-air mixtu~re distribution B.
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1. SUMMARY T temperature
A prime requirement in the design of a modem gas turbine V combustion volume
combustor is good lean blowout (I.BO) stability to ensure an xy,z radial, transverse, and axial distance resp.
adequate stability margin. nThrefore, a geometrically simple, k turbulent dissipation rate
optically acces•ible. and acoustically decoupled research equivalence ratio
combustor was designed to reproduce the gross features of v kintmatic ,,is,:csity
the flow field in a modem annular gas turbine combustor. Its
LO was measured using methane and propane fuels. We 0 densi
successfully observed and documented a systematic and residtnnume
detailed sequence of events ccmprising an attached flame, a
lifted shear flame, an intermittent shear flame, the large-scale
instability of the flame front, and LBO. Also, for the sake of Subse'ip'ts
comparison, a generic gas turbine combustor was tested and a air

its LBO limits were measured. ext extinction
f fuel

We found that UB3 in the research combustor behaved like a o oxygen

perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) for values of combustor- nit,N 2  nitrogen

loading spanning three orders of magnitude. Also. LBO was tot .otal

successfully correlated using a simple PSR thery. Finally,
Swithenbank's dissipation gradient approach and an eddy 2. INTRODUCTION

dissipation model with a built-in characteristic extinction A prime requirement in the design of a modem gas turbine

time criterion, when coupled with CFD, offer the possibility combustor is good combustion stability, especially near lean

of an a priori calculation of LBO. The lean stability of a blowout (LBO), to ensure an adequate stability margin. For

generic gas turbine combustor at peak heat release rates was the aircraft engine, combustor blow-off limits are encountered

less than th,,t in a research combustor. Also, in the generic during low engine speeds at high altitudes over a range of

combustor, the flame changes from a lifted to an attached combustor air londing parameters. This is illustrated in Fig.

position depending upon how combustor loading is achieved. I as a loss in the operating envelope. It is the task of the

Due to such complications, modeling of the LJO process that combustion engineer to design a combustor such that all its

works reasonaoly well with the research combustor will be steady-state operating points lie inside th- envelope. This
seriously challengeu by the blowout behavior evidenced in envelope should be extensive enough to encompass the

the generic gas turbine combustor. under- and over-shoots associated with the different response
rates to the throttle movements of the fuel system and the

LIST OF SYMBOLS rotating machinery. Further, the current and likely future

CI constant design trends towards airblast atomsization, high temperature
rise, and low emissions air eroding the safety margins. For

D laminar diffusion coefficient these reasons, the U.S. Air Force Wright Laboratory, Aero
E activation energy Propulsion and Power Directorate (WL/PO), Wright-
K turbulent kinctic energy Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio initiated a joint Goventment,
LJO lean blowout lndlustry, and University research program to understand and
LP. loading parameter model LBO in aircraft combustars. This paper describes the
IJD length/diameter ratio major results aod discusses various factors that influence
m mass flow rate LBO in research and practical combustors.
n reaction order
P pressure In a modem annular gas turbine combustor (Fig. 2), flame is
PSR perfectly stirred rcactor stabilized by producing a rccirculation zone in the flow field.
R gas constant This zone is generated by a combination of three
Re Reynolds number mechanisms: an axial swirling air jet associated with each
S species source term

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technology for Advanced Aircraft Engines;A May 199J3.



(e.g.. hack pressure) and operating conduitions (e.g,,
equivalence ratio, ruml and air velocity) that influence LEDO, a

towmap of flazrre behavior vs. combuistor loading, and thc
I..1o"application of reaction rate theory to the correl~tion of 1.60

C 4k-resulIts.

~ 3. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
*~'~" "'Research Combustor: We designed a research combustor to

~ '-~simulate three main features of the flow field in a modem
annular gas turbine combustor-, (i) a reactive shear layer

Ott formed between fuel and itir jets, (hi) the inside-out type of
-1 recirculation zone. and (iii) the interaction between and back-

_____________ ________pressure exerted by transverse combustion air jets and axially
AIR LCADINtO PARAMIYIM directed jets of fuel-air mixture. A complete description of

the combustor design and development is provided by
Sturgess t( al. Ill

Fig. 1: Engine operating envelope superimposed Orifice , ---
on the combustor stability loop, Illustrating the Plot
stability margins at blowout. too g~.~I'noln 1
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fuel introduction, suddien expansion of the axial swirling jets
as they enter thc primary zone, and hack pressure provided by
an array of radial air jets at the end of the primary zone. To Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of a research
obtain low exhaust emissions, Pratt & Whitney currently combustor for 160 studies.
tailors the combustor flow control mechanisms to produce an
"inside-out" recirculation pattern (Fig. 2). Therefore, the
research combustor was required to reproduce this type of Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram of th': research combustor.
recirculation pattern. At the same time, it had to provide It consists of a 27-mni (i.d.) central fuel tube of low-speed
stable combustion over a reasonably wide variation in its gaseous propane or methane surrounded by a 40-mm (i.d.)
loading, be geometrically simple for ease of experimentation high-speed coaxial air jet exhausting into a dump comnhustor.
and comiputation, and provide adequate optical access for This arrangement produces an intense reactive shear layer
measuremints. between fuel and airstreams. The duct is closed at its

forward end to yield a 55-mm-high, backward-facing step.
This paper discusses fundamental processes in the near-field This step provides an inside-out recirculation zone which
region of the combhustor that elucidate how LJ30) occurs in feeds high -temperature combustion products into the shear
practical combustors, factors relating to comboustor geometry layer and thus provides a source of continuous ignition to
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stabilize the flame, A perforated conical baffle inserted five combustors. The acoustic characteristics of this research
diameters upstrean of the fuel tube serves to acoustically combustor were investigated because it was feared that eddy-
isolate the fuel supply from the combustion process. As shedding off the step might satisfy the Rayleigh criterion,
shown in Fig, 3, the step combustor is mounted vertically on which, in turn, could set up resonance in the combustor and

a small wind tunnel. The combustor duct is comprised of two fuel supply tube. ileneghan et al. [31 have drscribed the
separate sections. The first section holds optical quartz results of this investigation in detail. It was found that an
windows (or metal panels with thermocouples and static acoustic isolator in the fuel tube and an air inlet convergence
pressure tappings for wall temperature and pressure that eliminated vortex generation at the inlet significantly
measurements, respectively) on all four sides; the second one decrease acoustic coupling. rinally. a research step
is a 250-mm extension inconcl chimney. The chimney exit is combustor with an L/D = 4.9 and fitted with an orifice plate
blocked with an orifice plate which simulates the back- with a blockage ratio = 0.45 provided the best combination of

pressure effect of a practical combustor. The combustor has a LBO and freedom from acoustic coupling.
hydraulic mean diameter of 150 mm, is 475 man long, and
has an exit orifice blockage of 21%, 45%, or 62%. The Isothermal Flow Field: Next, we measured the isothermal
combination of combustor and its extension chimney yields flow field in the combustor corresponding to the fuel and air-
(ID)) ratios of 3.17, 4.9, and 6.5. respectively, jet velocity ratios at the combustor blowout conditions. This

investigation is described by Sturgess et al. [4]. Fig. 4 shows
Test Conditions: The combustion laboratory provides a typical result. The LDA measurements revealed the
gaseous propane anane fuels up to 20 Kg/hr. Both fuclstream presence of the primary zone flow features (i.e., a near-field
(Re = 1,733 to 17,333) and airstream (Re = 7,233 to 72,322) region comprising the jet shear layer and a small. central
were monitored to within 1.5%. Ignition of the combustor recirculation zone generated by the large momentum ratio
was satisfactorily accomplished using a retractable torch between the fuel and the air jets- an outer recirculation zone

igniter. As the LBO condition was approached, the attached stabilized on the step; and the far-field region, in which the
diffusion flame lifted from the fuel tube and was stabilized individual jets lose their identity and exhibit self-similarity).

slightly downstream. This was the region of most interest
and relevance to the present study.

Instrumentation: A three-component LDA system for Step reclrculatlon
velocity medsurements and a CARS system for flame- .
temperature measurements were used. The optical window 25 *

size permitted data acquisition in the range x = -70 to + 70
mm, y = -33 to +33 mm, and z = 2 to 360 mm. V

20
[E AIR 0

The I.DA uses the green (514.5 nm) and blue (49,8 nm) lines E A o 8

of a 15 W Argon-ion laser as a source: two measuremneit rM - 0

channels were separated by polarization while a third uses , 15 "

the blue beam. The scattered signals were collected in a .. .+.

forward direction at 10 degrees off axis. The efiective probe rX o .. t
volume was 50 x 300 x 750 jam. the Bragg cell frequency 10 "UELo0

J. 0
shift was 5 Mllz, and A12 0 3 seed particles were used. After

allowing for seed biasing, the measurement uncertainty in 5
mean velocity was 1%, in rins velocity it was 5%, and in Central .. . .

skewness and kurtosis it was 7%. recirculatlon 0 0

0 tI
The CARS system employed a BOXCARS configuration. -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Here, the frequency-doubled source green beam (532 nm)
wa:i split into four beams. A 25-x-250-pm measuring spot Downstream Distonce, z mm

size was achieved. The CARS temperatures were

determined, see ileneghan et al., 121, by applying the Fig. 4: Isothermal flow field results Illustrating the
principle of local thermodynamic equilibrium. Usually, 500 near-field region, recirculatlon zones, and the far-
samples were taken for each CARS measurement. It was field region; (1, A, V-mean axial velocity, 0, 0-
estimated that the overall CARS mean temperature turbulence Intensities, and A-max. velocity
measurement accuracy is within 50K, while the precision is
well within 20K. Unlike the I.DA. the CARS measurements
are time-averaged without density-biasing effects.

Flame Visualization: Fig. 5 illustrates the sequence of

4. RESULTS events leading to LBO. As the overall equivalence ratio was

Acoustic Decoupling. Combustion-induced acoustic reduced below unity, the attached flame moved further

oscillations can severely limit the operating range of some downstream into the combustor in a characteristic lifted-

practical combustors- -especially parallel-wall duct flame position and form. Continuing reduction in the
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equivale~nce ratio produces an onset of flow instability in the
lifted flatmc. an increase in the amplitude of the instatrlity,
the outi5 of intermittency, severe intermittency, and. finally, I

the onset of strong axial flamet instability. This sequence ie7ep 10

clearly highlights the complexity of the LBO mechanism in a F s * GCis,'(ius propane

modern annular gas turbine combustor. 0,13 Inef(cicency as Carbon rnonox.d-

1.2 06 '( ~
1.1 -Afttched flame region

1.0- Lifted shear flamei
&a. L-Z-- &- 0.4

09lfntermitteney \ CO)~u

C4vere ntermi eney in
j 0.8- (r

sherPO"
rs1 0.7- 0,2 10

@A- La~~rge-sleis
movements af flame region c

0.5 _________________ _ 0.0 '04 -- 0 *yI0a ?-J-.

PA-Leon blowout 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

0.3 1 J Nitrogeri/Fuel Moss Rnthc
24 26 28 30 32 34 X6 38 40 42 44 46 48

102 x loading parameter (ibtS-f t3-atM2) Fig. 6: Calibration curves for aimulaling
subatmospheric pressure by using nitro1e.n

Fig. 5: bequence of events leading to LBO as dilution.
observed by flame visualization.

In our reserch combustor, the piloting action of the flamec in100

the jet shear layers by the attached flame at the step appears
to be crucial to combustor stability. Taus, successful 0 100

Crrioxcling of thte combustor stability requires the prediction of 4
the attached flaire and its lift. The Oil images of the I I Iii

attached flamne. see Sturgess et al., 151. show tbim its structure *5 0,10 Resa.rch . * [Plaakal
atan ivn ie s socatdwith local vortices shed fromk wJ 4ubst

the inner edge of the combustor stcp, Also. the tnstantaneous
Oil i-nages reveal that combustion take.; place in' a more . . . .

0A 10 too too.0 10W03
distributed formn via relatively large "packets" of reaction. Air loading parameter 4bbIs-f t3-atm 2)

Lean Blowout-, We measured 130O as a function of air
loading parameater (1,P) over a range of propane fuel flows. Fig. 7: LBO vs. LP data for the research
However, this did inot yield a complete combustor stability combustor showing a comparison between the4
loop. To achieve a wide variation in LIP with the simrple, measured and the predicted results.
atmonspheric pressure research tomlmstor, A subatnmospheric
p~ressure simulation was used. As explained in Ref. 16), literature, as well as two partial loiops for practic?l a
excess gaseous, nitrogen was introduced inlto the air supply turbine combusto-s. F'or these results, the standard LIP wia
Lpstreamn of the combustor as a diluent to lower the derived fronm the global reaction rate theory, but insslif~ied to
conlcentration oif' reactants and/or iraction temperature by include the effects of inert excess nitrogen;
virtue of its heat capacity. Fig. 6 illustrate% as calibrated4
relationship between equivalent pressure and (nitrogen/fuel) LI' = tnlt/(V P'). )
mass ratio At blowout in the research combustor. This
technique permitted li) the simulation (If subratm.osphicric Unto = mf + Ili + rnn1i. (2)
presiure as low as 0.1 atm. (ii) the completion of the
combustor stathility lixop (ranging from =0.5 to 0-9). and and n =2 0 i1 () /0 + nilnil/ia). (3,
(iii) increased IT by two o~rders oif magnitude.

l'11) trend of ]-DO v&. air loading shown in Fig. 7 is 'cry

Fg, 7 shows the (-BO performnance oif our research comnbustor similar to that foutid for a perfectly stirred reactor IPSR), the
and stability looips for several well-stirred reactors fromn the latter approaching the characteristic% oif a future gcrieratloll of
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iill", premnixcd, )revapo~ri/ed. near -stoi-.-h iom etric I. cisari"teristic timec niodcling basc,-l on a
combustors. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that our phenoimenological approach, with CF) providing local
research, comnbustor correctly reproduced the IJ30) processes flow properties.
of a real gas turbine combustor. Also plotted in this figure 2. stirred reactor netwark modeling cstwAlished on the
itrc results for a gas turbine comnbustor fitted with a vaporizer basis of CFD analysis of' thý. flow field, and
tube and another one fitted with a strongly swifling 3. suihgfld-level stirrccd reactor modeling using reactor
rrefilining airblosst atomizer. In addition to their different cxtizretion criteria based on the characteristic time model
fuel injection pattz.-ns. these two combustors had comipletely (I) above.
different flow fields (as, compared to the combustor of Fig. 1)
due to their (1ifferenm shapes. method of fuel introduction, and
liner hole patterns. These results clearly suggest that a
simple and general ctrrelation for LBO) is not possible.
However, as will be shown later, direct calculation for each
combustor offers the only possibility of making reliable a
priori estimake-, of stahiliiy in gas turbine comnbustors.

To simulate the prcemcn~ of diletfion air jets, we investigatedhihlatq
the effects of backa pressure o)n the LBO) in ouir research I "1(max. he~at re.easel
combustor. These results are discussed nic ~tail in Ref. 171; a
typical result is presented ia Fig. S. As seen in the figure,0
1.130 was improved bty increasing the exit blockage.
However, we found that (see Ref. 7) above a blockage of
45%, (i) significant interfcrence oc':urs between the outlet 4
aild the combustor flame. holdin&'. andi (ii) LBO) dc~es nsot C 'arrnz'abity limit

improve much. Thus, we concluded that an exit blockage of-
45 pcerint provide-. the hest combustion stability and optimal A, A
configuralor. (i.e., for a comnbustor oif exit blockage = 45
percent an%(l L/!) =4.9, the LB~s were virtually independent 4 -

of blockage and acoustic coupling). For a lightly loaded C 0.3 4 C.6 0.8 C,0

combustor (near the flammnability luimis), exit blockage exerts a:~ Rlc~kaav, a
a weak influence on LBO. primarily through its effect on thc
jet and the recirculation zone shear layers. For high
combustor loadings (near the peek heat release rate), exit Fig. 8: Influence of exit blockage on LBO at low
blockage had a strong effect on :he 1.130 via the dynamic and high combustor-loadings.
behavior )f the flow ir the near-hield (especially the
interaction of the central recirculation bubble with the jet
shear layers) and of the jet shear layers with the step Characteristic Time Approach: This approach is based on
recirculation zone. the reaction-quench model w~hich assumes that, at 1130,

flame propagation will cease when the rate of mixing
5. ANALYSIS between small turbuknt eddies of cold reactants Lind hot
Complete calculation of stability by using the ('1l) product,; is greater than the local chemical reaction rate. This
techniques to define the combii~tor flow field locally i's not a quenching criteria finds its origin in the work of Lockwoodl
vitable approach. 1,13 is dominated by the kinetics oif anld Megahed 181 and yields:
chemical reaction, therefore, CFID calcuilations (if a large
number of chemical reactions would be requiredl to yield the 1.5(1) + Cp~K 2/at E /V I I + S, - (Ev) 0 .25}>l.O (5)
corevct heat release. For example, for hydro~carbin fuels, a
get,( al transport equation oif the form, where D is the laminar difusion coefficient, K is the kinetic

()/(Xj (p u inir~f (o ni/N)) Sin(4)energy of turbulence, e is the dissipadon rate, C, is a

O/~j P j ~ 'ef ~ n1~x)~= m 4)constant, ot is the turbulent Schmidt number, adSi h

where i denotes chemical species, m1 is the mass fraction of i, lamninar flame speed.

anSm is, eissuc em okhv oo oe o Since the qucnchng criterion requires turbulence parameters
cacl speies.The ompuL~tional burden ofdoing sk s for evaluation, isothermal how CH)clukDoswr

presently unacceptable in the context of the complicat ed flow performed to provide this information at each grid node,
field and confining boundaries of the real gas turbine Quenching was examined on it point-b1 -point basis to
combustor. Theirefore, the chemistry wa.i uncoupled from the asJtar ifaypr7ftefo il ol upr

flud dnamcs nd nalsisof BO as ddrss'd a thee combiustion. Further, two additi nal conditions were
levels of increasing difficulty: imposed; (i) local fuel/air ratio must be wittin the

flammability limits, and (ii) loca! mean %elocities should be
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less than, or equal to turbulent burning velocity, lIII a such calculations since (wily the thermochemnical limits to
somewhat limited evaluation, Iiti, (5) showed promise in thc combustion can be dctenaiiocd.
step combustor in delineating between operating cohiditions
where combustion was possible and where it w'as not. Subgrid Scale Reacinr Modeling; The eddy dissipation
Eiventually, this approach provided the icector extinction concept (UiDC) of Syggstoyl and Magnusswn (II II represents a
criteria for the subgtid-lcvcl stirred reactor modeling, gencral model for chemical reaction in turbulent flow. In the

IiDC model, the rt~actants are homogeaieouvily mixed within
the fine structure (Kolmogor-)ff eddies) ot turbulence:

NSAtherefore~, ihese fine structures ran be treated as PSP~s. Ir the
5 Fý3volume and the mass .xchange rate between the reactors and
-I*--s tbe surrounding fluid are known, ý:bemical roactk'ons

MIXER WS !S IF HPAH P Zl occurring witkin the PSRs can be calculated uising a system of
C21 (3) equations, Since the Kolmogoroff scale is always less thanT,-; the ('El grid size, the modeling represents a subgrid ccale

"MýCW~rVwjA, - M Oýfbfo FWýA..4;, ou"l approach. In contrast ta the characteristic time analysis and
(IWN ý owI03) local stirred reactor modeling, this approach tests the

A,.- 1641JW.OPW kcýý Fm A, W-Di FY-wo' individual reactor stability within the CFD calculations.

1,9-C~r.~w AW. DoMFlow 1ý. Use of full or even reduced chemical kinetics imposes a high
MEER MAW, N. 11.6~ A, + Al # At + cost on the calculations, Therefore, an alternative approach

Z" VANNA S&dA- was to assume a one-step. irreversible reaction step and/or
fast chemistry, then use a local quenching criterion. The
validity of the calibrated, global, single-step reaction

Fig. 9: A typlcal simulation of a combustor mechanism approach was tested by comp.ring it to the data

primary zone using the PCP network. of Kretschmer and Ok.dgers [121 and Clarke et al. (131. '2Also.
ar. cxunctior. residence time was defined as Text * (P
/m")ext,, A~here m is the total inlet mass flow rate per Itnit

Local Stirred Reactor Modeling: In thtis approach, the volume of the reactor. Thus. when Thydro • Tex reactions;
combustotr volune is represeniced by an equivalent global occur, the hydrodynamnic residen.ce time in the fine scales can
stirred reactor network. This enables the calculation of be related to the btilk fluid through the mass fraction of line
stability froim thenrtro-chemistry considerations. We applied structures present in the flow. This characteristic time.
Swithenbank's 191 dissipation gradient approach for definitng approach ý-a 1.130 within the EDC model was miplemented
PSR regions in the cotnbustor. Fig. 9 shows a typical reactor with fast chemistry for propane-air Lomhustion and tested for
network that simulates the generic combustor primary ioc Lin attached flame at fuel-rich conditions.
Io establish such a global reactor network, cc, ns ider able and
careful post-processing oif a 'FL) solution for the generic The axisyrnmetric CID) calculatic,ns were made using the
combustor was performed. Flow structures wcre identified Pratt ;'tid Whitney two-dimensional PREiACH codle. Thiree
by visualization, connectivity and local mass flow rates were constraitnts were applied on the chemical reaction; (i) the
ass;igned, and flow topology mapping techniques, e'g.. Ref. FDC niodel with characteristic timec-based extinct~ion
1101, were used. Based ott the Swithenbank approach 191, a criteriol- was implemented. (ii) th,, local mixture should be
rapid mixing region of the combustor was established from wilhin flammability limrits (lcn * = 0.2 or 0.5 depending
C'ID calculations. This region was defined as the volume upon rcavtant temperature and upper * to 2.0). and (iii)
contained withint a suitace con1tour contaitning 96% of the turbulence effects on the flame burning velocity. Fig. 10
turbulence kinetic energy and 99)% oi its dissipation rate, and shows typical calctilattd isotherms for what should be woe
over which the total dissipation gradienit wasnfot less than ten attachclI-flamc condition. T1hese results show that the
linics the minimum value recommended by Swithenhank. stoichionictric contour crosses the step recirculatiu~n zone
Froin within this rapid-mixing region, a PSR voliwie was from the cotnfluence of the Jets and reaches the combustor
defined by super-imposing an additional space encompassitng wall about halfwey between the step and the recirculation
fuel/air mixtures falling inside the flammability limits for reattachmerit plane. We can infer frcmm these temperature
propane and air. For tlic research combuastor. the resulting contour%, that t.he main flame exists in the jet shear layers and4
reactor was 44%9 of the cotiibustor volumne and cor'tsponded rgntsLo Icmf hetp-lc(i.,tisitd
reasonably well to the lifted flame observed in the real ariginots ?.(acut) It) is throm antolosh steppan ie., it is ife

coih~itor Asshon i ýe. 11, oodagremet %s fund contour acroa;s the recirculation ,Aonc. Thiere is some
beiwctn predictionms and experienctis for the rescarch agreement between the characteristics of the inferred flame
coinhimstor. and] the actual flamac observed in the time-mean photographs

'I'hs' ictolk ofstir-dreator, prtiulaly hen attd in the near-instantaneous pictures (ot laser-induced Oil
etausishetwoifsof stIrrD realcultiors, apapeuarl whofen fluores~cnce where concentrated islands of reaction in the jet
exstablished fortn() calculatinp imitn [DO Perftormfner shear layer thicken the flame region, However, it was found

possbiltie fo cacultin limtin 1J() erfrmace. that this model calculated the lifte;d-flame condition but w-,s
Ilowever, care may be needed in interpreting the results of
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Spredictabl manner. A detailed a --uence of events leading to
"Is S LBO and comprising the attached-flame region, lifted shear

flame, intermittent shear flamu, and the large-scale instability
1 1 0 of the flame front was observed.

114 14000

14 IWO01, 170 (c) "lie combustor flow-field measurements revealed threelB '70000
s ogoIO regions: near-field siep-rccirculation. and far-field regions.

19wo 000In these regions, the turbulent fuel-air mixing . d
io 1000o . entrainment were governed by a potential core, a c-ntral

Is recirculation bubble, and a self-similar jet development.
0 • respectively.

(d) The LBO process (* = 0.4 to 1.2) in the step combustor
behaved like a PSR for LP values in the range of 0.i to 100000 o ". lb/s-ft3-atrn 2 . Also, the LBO was successfully correlated
with a standard LP derived from the PSR theory. Finally,
Swithenhank's 191 dissipation gradient approach and an EDC
model (Ref. I1) with a built-in characteristic extinction time
criterion offer the possibility of an a priori calculation of

Fuel B1130.

•0 6. GENERIC GAS TURBINE COMBUSTOR
000 0M00 4000 06000 0BO0 A final test of this research and modeling effort is to be able

X(m)
to predict LBO in an actuql gas turbine combustor. To
pterform such a test, a generic gas turbine combustor was
designed with three special requirements; (i) its LBO

Fig, 10: Isotherms (curve values In degrees K) performance should be consistent with that of an actual gas
calculated u~ing the EDC model for the attached- turbine combustor, (ii) its geometric configuration and flow
'lame conditions In a reseatch combustor distribution should be va-iable so that the cffects of residence

time and mixture ratio on the LBO can be studied, and (iii)
good optical access should te available for descerning the
flow field and combustion zone.
Fig. 11 shows a schematic of a Pratt and Whitney designed

LNW ' •,. , Vat'" •.• generic combustor which is a four-injector, planar-section,
, , "simplified geometry version of a modem Pratt and Whitney

iT,, annular combustor sector. This sector employs airblast-
N

2 
o H CWO..d atomizing fuel injectors, an engine-type injector/dome

.i,., interface, and the "inside-ou" recirculation zones. The
liners, upper and lower, ar-c removable and may contain any
desired pattern of air ports. The metal liners do not have any

-- 'specific internal film cooling but are provided with a thermal-
"0 0- • ...- barrier coating and arc convectively cooled by the shroud

flows. Ignition is accomplished by means of a hydrogen torch
ignitor. lndividuall> metered air is supplie:d to the dome and
upper and lower shrouds, provisions are made to supply

Fig. 11: Schematic diagram Illut~tratlng the design ggaseous nitrogen for subatmoshcric pressure simulation, and,features of the genetic gas turbine combustor, finally, fuel can be either propane or methane. Thiscombustor is designed to operate at 65 psia with a variation
in dome air fmnm 10% to 40% of the total combustor air flow.

unsuccessful in predicting the all-important attached-flame The facility in which the combustor is installed is capable of
condition. Summarizing: supplying air up to 30 lbs/sec at ambient temperature and

fuels up to 30 lbs/hr. Finally, side walls made of fused
(a) A research step combustor was successfully developed It quartz and contained in water-cooled housings are provided
produced three important features of the flow field that affect for flow visualization. Sturgess and Shouse 1141 have
1.BO in a practical combustor; (i) a rea.ctive shear layer at the pro,,ided a detailed description of the construction, operation,
exit to the fuel nozzle, (ii) inside-out recirculation zones, and and LBO tests on this combustor.
(iii) back pressure provided by dilution air jets.

Fig. 12 illustrates the primary zne stobility (LBO) of the
(b) The step combustor acoustic characteristics were generi' combustor with lifted and attathed flames against the
optimized: this permitted its operation in a stable and LBO data obtained from the research combustor as well as
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the nredictions for the research cotnbustmr. TJhe generic 7. CONCLUSIONS
comhs•t.'r data were obtained for the 10%. 15%, and 20% l'..owing is the summary and conclusion,- :.our research.
Oome flow, Sincv the flhmes near hlowoul in the research
combt,,ittr were all lifted, the partial premixing characteristic I A geometrically simple. optically acceible, and
of the lifted flames in both combustors should he similar. acc'u,•tically decoupled research comnbustor to reproduce
The [BO -tibility of the generic ,ombustor at peak brat the gross features of the flow field in a modem aiunular
release rates appears t' be less tan that of the rmsearch gas turbine Lomtinusior was designed and its I.MO was
combustor. kjnc likely reason mry be the different fuel-air mcasurcd,
mixing rates in the gen'ric comhustor.

2. We suc'esrfully observed and documented a systemaltic
and detavle-d sequence of events comprising an attached-
flaine, lifted shear flame, intermittent shear flUme, large-
scale instability of the flare, front, and the L130. Thnew
indiv!dual event, clearly highlight the complexity of the

N i A 1. ) ell IBO mechanism.

3. Simple pheriorncnotogical correlation based on PSR

theory was successfui. The L30O process (* = 0.4 to 1.2)

in, the -esearch combustor behaved like a PSR for LP
values in the range of 0.1 to 100 lh/s-ft3-atm2 . Also, the
.LB3 was succCssfUlly correlated with a standard UP

AN.I A: HESEAR,1 IH US

WA HiTNT M A. `W derived from the PSR theory. Finally, Swithenbank's 191
=* dissipation gradient approach and an EDC model (Ref.

•. A A!11) with a built-it characteristic extinction time
. ...... critcion off-,' the rfo.sihility of an a priori 1r130

calculafion.

4. 1130 stability at peak heat release rat'es in a generic gas
.. .. t'bie combustor was less than in the research

combustor. Also, the flame changes from a lifted to an
.. '1 I .... .. attached position and, at a given loading either flame

cw; exist depending on how L..mbestor-loading is
achieved. Due to such complications, :t was not possible

Fig. 12: LBO vs. LP data for the generic gas turbine to uniquely determine the IAO stability margin -.f a

combuslot operating in the lifted- and attached. practical gas turbine combustor. Thus, modeling of the

flame modes compared with data for the research 130 process, which works reasonably weýll wth the

combustor. research combustor, will he seriously challengcd by the
bhowout behavior evidenced in the generic gas turbine
combustor.

It appxears that th-e gross featuies of the LBO3 can be
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Discussion

Question 1. D.K. Hennecke
In the experiments, you did not simulate the cooling films, Don't you think that they would influeatce the size and shape of the
"inside out" vortex as the films flow against the vortex flow?

Author's Reply
The influence of the cooling film on the size and shape of the "inside out" recirculaion zone is negligibly small. This is because in
modern annular combustors the cooling air film is pretty much confined to the wail bcupdary layer. Also, the mass and
momentum of the "inside out" recirculation zone is perhaps two orders of magnitude (or more) greater than that of the cooling
film. Therefore. the cooling film, at best, causes only a minor perturbation of the "inside out" vortex flow. For this reason, it was
not considered worthwhile to add complexity of simulating the cooling film in the research combustor hardware.
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ULTRA LOW NOx ULTRA LEAN GAS TURBINE PRIMARY ZONES WITH LIQUID FUELS
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SUMMARY with emissions in the vicinity of airports using the landing and
take off cycle with the four engine operating conditions of take-

Three low NOx gas turbine combustor design concepts, Jet off, climb, appioach and idle (8,9).
Mix, Grid Mix and radial swirlers, which have been
demonstrated to give very low NOx emissions using gaseous Industrial gss turbines have been developed to meet severe NOx
fuels have been successfully tested on liquid fuels and low NOx emissions legislation in many countries of the world. The
emissions demonstrated. The Jet hMix design was shown to have renewed interest in aero gas turbine NOx emissions (8) with the
low NOx emissions at atmospheric pressure and has been tested pressures for more stringent aero- ,igine NOx standards will
at pressure, with similar low NOx results. Kerosene require extensive development of radically differ,;nt complex
performance and emissions was very similar to that for propane aero-e.gine combustors (9). The current industrial gas turbine
as the fuel. The scale up of the JR1 Mix was found to be possible NOx regulations are usually met by using water or steam
without increasing the NOx emissions greatly and is a preferable injection. However, there is a performance and capital cost
design option to the use of large numbers of smaller Jet Mix penalty associated with these reduct: n techniques and the
modules. Sector tests at pressure showed the Jet Mix design development of dry low NOx combustor designs to meet NOx
produced emission reductions close to the best of the NASA regulations is the cturrent preferred option. For aero-gas
clean combustor results. The Grid Mix low NOx design was turbines the use of water or steam injection is not a design
shown to be capable of low NOx performance using kerosene. option and the reduced NOx requirements must be met by
There was a much wider flame stability than for the Jet Mix combustor redesign. The present work discusses the
design and lower NOx emissions were demonstrated. The radial fundamental principles of ultra low NOx combustor designs and
swirler with vane passage or 7&mm wall fuel injection was presents some experimental results of low NOx simulated
shown to have ultra low NOx emissions with liquid fuels, only primary zone designs for liquid fuels, with comparison with
slightly higher than for gaseous fuels. For a high air flow radial propane to represent a fully vaporised aviation liquid fuel, Both
swirler it was found that central kerosene injection gave lower swirling and non-swirling systems of direct fuel injection into jet
NOx emissions than for gaseous fuels ard had the potential to shear layers were investigated.
yield a NOx El of below 10 at simulated take off conditions.

Many reduced NOx design variants of conventional gas turbine

1. INTRODUCTION combustors have been attempted ',; research groups in the
USA, UK, Japan and Europe (3,4,8, 10-13) without success. In

Aircraft engines are relatively small contributors to the overall the seventies the bulk of this effort was directed at the aero gas
and local NO; emissions burdens (1,2). However, NOx turbine (10-13), v.where the operational requirements are quite

emissions from any source are contributing factors in the different from industrial gas turbines. However, in recent years

formation of photochcmical smog and of acid rain. Thus, the there has been much more attention placed on the development

reduction of 140x emissions from all combustion sources is of of low NOx industrial gas turbines (3-6,12,13). The only

vital importance and is the most important combustion problem successful applications of industrial low NOx combustor

at present. This h•.s led to a renewed interest in the reduction of designs have been in very large industrial gas !,jrbines using air

NOx emissions from aero-gas turbine engines. Severe staging (12) or fuel staging (13) for enhanced stability, with

legislation already exist for reduced NOx emissions from premixed combustion at high power conditions. However, these
industrial gas turbines foi power generation use and combustor concepts are difficult to apply to the type of gas turbine

design techniques to meet these regulations have been combustors typical of aero gas turbines or their industrial
developed (3-6). This work considers the problems of the derivatives. An example of this is the complete redesign of the
applications of some of the industril gas turbine low NOx RR RB211 industrial gas turbine ýombustor, including a new
coinbustor designs to aero-engine gas turbine combustors using outer pressure casing to accommodate reverse flow combustor
liquid fuels rather than natural gas. cans. This type of design change is not an option for aero gas

Environmental impact studies indicate that NOx emissions turbines.

introduced into the upper troposphere and iower stratosphere With industrial gas turbines there is a requirement for natural
can contribute to the formation of ozone at these altitudes and gas and liquid fuel dual firing. At present, and for many years
that the resulting ozone can be a contributing factor in causing hence, natural gas is and will be the prime specified fuel for

global warming (2,7). Subronic aircraft typically cruise at these industrial gas turbi•v's. This considerably rises the problems of

altitudes and hence a reduction in NOx at cruise conditions is n duction as tur al gas has eowe' s N he esons ta
desiabl, athogh t peset nt alegslaed equremnt. NOx reduction as natural gas has lowrý, NOx emissions than

desirable, although at present not a legislated requirement, higher hydrocarbon fuels at the same flame operating conditions
Existing NOx regulations for aero-gas turbines are concerned hihrydoabnfesttesmelmeprtngcdtos

(14). However, any pioposed design also has to be capable of

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technologyfor Advanced Aircraft Engines, May 1QV3.
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operating on liquid fuels as well, and with the lowest possible 2.1 Jet MIx
NOx emissions Thus there is no reason why the concepts used
for low NOx in indu,.trial gas turbines cannot be applied to The Jet Mix design is shown in Fig 2, it uses a ring of radial
liquid fuelled nero-designs fuel and air jets impinging into a similar number of larger air

jets, This configuration has been shown to give extremely rapidAlthough the glneral design principles for ultro Io& NOx are mixing Fuel and air were shown to be well mixed, to withinknown, very lean primary zones and good fuel and air mixing, 20%' of the mean mixture, wvith less than 20% turbulent

methods for successfully achieving these aims have yet to be fluctuations of the local mixture ratio, within lix axial 2ole

established for liquid fuels, that do not compromise the stability diameters (20) this is very rapid mixing, within the potential

requirem-.nts of gas turbine combustors. All available evidence, core length of an axial free jet. it has been shown to give vetl

including that for premixed systems (15), indicates that low NOx emissions for gaseous Ies es(14). The high velocity air
measured NOx emnission: are higher than expected from the lo xemsinfrgaoufes(1)Thhghvoctareasured Ntox thermalso arell h Nhi ghneratha n exp ectd nom. t jets in the radial and axial jets give very good air assist

onventional thermal Zeldo~ich NOx generation mechanism, atomisation (21), which has been shown to be better than most

premixed combustion systems have significant NOx elgiO.Kons other published drop size data for the same pressure loss. Thus

below this temperature (6). The origins of NOx emissions at the use of this design with liquid fuels should result in rapid fuel
meanwflame temperture b6)Thelorwins 1 K Nx eionst f atomisation and vaporisation, with a resultant performanceunderstood, but may possibly be genera0ed by a prompt NOx close to that of a gaseous fuel. It was the obiective of the
mechanismt present work to demonstrate this by comparson of the

emissions results for kerosene and propane,

Lean premixed combustion systems do not generate ultra low This Jet Mix design was originally developed whilst one of the
NOx emissions as their region of low NOx operation is too authors (GEA) worked at the AIT combustion laboratories
close to the weak extinction or inefficient combustion limit, (formely Lucas Aerospace). A multi-fuel injector System Was
With an adequate stability margin the NOx emissions for developed that demonstrated lower NOx emissions at pressure
premixed combustion are not ultra low, as shown below. In the for kerosene than any other low NOx system under
present work shear layer stabilised flames are investigated with investigation at the time. A version of this design is currently
direct fuel injection into the jet shear layers. These shear layers .ommercially available and is being developed for
can be generated either from swirling jets or from plain jets. The Westinghouse (22), EGT (23) and others. At Leeds this system
crucial design feature is the individual fuel supply to each shear (14-16) has been investigated in terms of its potential to be
layer. The jet shear layers with liqiid fuels provide good air scaled in size and hence to use fewer fuel injection points.
blast atomisation and simultaneous fuel and a&r mixing. However, the results (14) indicated an increase in NOx
However, at the base of each shear layer there is a local rich emissions as the recirculation zone size downstream of the
zone that stabilises the flames outside the stability limits of central blockage is increased. For the lowest NOx emissions a
premixd combustion. The additional stability of directly fuelled large ..umber of small Jet Mix fuel and air mixing modules is
jet shear layer combustion systems allow leaner mixtures to be required (22,23). This has problems of fuel supply to the large
buir.ed and ultra-low NOx emissions to be generated. number of injectors, which is worse for liquid fuels.

A major problem with lean well mixed primary zones is the wall This Jet Mix design -Will be investigated at atmospheric pressure
flm cooling air This, when mixed with the lean combustion,
can lead to local gas phase quenching and resultant increases in in a single Jet Mix system in 76 and 140mm combustor sizes, so

COand UHC emissions. N02 formation in the low temperature that the influence of scale up of a single Jet Mix injector onCO alson b NO2 emission have NOx emissions for kerosene can be determined, These results
mi reg m atv:..very lsow b a n problem.Lo x emissions hhe will be compared with results at 7 bar pressure for seven smaller
tocbeamet vn ', erylowC UHC euetothefl mclisaiois an nth Jet Mix in a Spey size combustor using kerosene. Applications

p )blem with lean low NOx combustors. A technique that the tof the systems to an annular combustor are also discussed and

authors have devwIoped to overcome this problem with lean low Combustor programme.

NOx combuistors is !o eliminate the film cooling air and use

external cooling cf the flame tube using low pressure loss full
coverage impingemient cooling (16,17), as shown schematically 2.2 Grid Mix
in Fig. 1. The aim of direct fuel injection into the base of jet shear layers

is to mix the fuel and air as the jet develops. Ideally the only
STABILISATION AND RAPID FUEL AND AME fuel rich zones would be at the base of the s I- layer and by
MIXING. the end of the potential core region, where turbulence is at a

maximum, mixing should be nearly complete. For a single jet

The authors have Li,•veloped an approach to the design of low shear layer in a 76mm combustor size a 2-4% design pressure

NOx gas turbine combustors based on the injection of fuel at loss results in a relatively large hole size at the gas turbine

thi base of swirling or non-swirling jet shear layers. Tlhe combustor reference primary zone Mach number in the 0.03 -

primary zone designs have also been 5howi- to have applications 0.05 range. The potential core would be 2/3 the minimum
to low NOx process burners (lh). In this paper three quite combustor length of 330mm. To achieve a shorer jet shear

differe:it shear layer combustion systems, that have layer region multi-hole flame stabilisers may be used (23,24)

demonstrated low NGx emissions with gaseous fuels are used with individual fuel feeds to each jet.

with liquid fuels. The three systems are Jet Mix, Grid Mix and The NOx emissions and combustion efficiency have .een shown
radial swirl,-rs with swirler outlet plane peripiie,y fuel injection, to be linked to the pressure loss which controls the turbulent

mixing of fuel and air and the velocity gradients in the shear
layer (25,26). This system has been shown by the applihant to
be capable of ultra low NOx emissions (23-25) for gaseous
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fuels and the potential of this system to achieve low NOx with 4. ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE TESTING
liquid fuels is investigated in the present work. The lowest NOn
configuration found in the work on gaseous fliel, shown in Fig. Atmospheric pressure testing is much cheaper and quicker than
3, was investigated. The gaseous design was simply made again full presawpe testing. Atmospheric pressure testing of gas
with smaller radial fuel holes of 0,5mm, using four fOul injetion turbine combuitors is often criticised as unrealistic due to the
holes for each air jet shear layer The high velocity air jet would high pressure operation of gas turbines (10-16 bar typically for
atomise the liquid fuel, by the same process as for the Jet Mix industrial gas turbine and up to 40 bar for aero gas turbines at
design (2t). take ofl). However, most essential features of the combustion

are not pressure dependent. In particular the combustor
2.3 Radial Swirlers percentage pressure loss, turbulence intensity, gaseous fuel and

air mixing intensity, nuean residence time, mean reference
Previous work of the authors with radial swirlers has velocity, jet mixing shear layer aerodynamics and the global
demonstrated for gaseous fuels some of the lowest NOx combustor aerodynamics are all not dependent on the pressure.
emissions ever published f'er gas turbine applications
(5,6,27,28). The NOx emissions were strongly dependent on Provided that the value of these parameters that apply tfr high
the method of fuel irjection into the radial swirler (5,27,28) and pressure operation are simulated at atmospheric pressure, as is
central radially outward, injection into the radial vane passages the case in the present work, then the atmospheric combustion
and swirler periphery radially inward fuel injection are tests will correctly simulate the combustion aerodynamics at
investigated in the present work. The different methods of fuel pressure. Atmospheric pressure investigations of gas turbine
injection are shown in Fig. 4. Swirling jets have the advantage combustor aerodynamics and pressure ioss have been in use in
ever simple non-swirling jets in that the swirl induces a much the gas turbine industry for 50 years.
more rapid jet sp.,ead and hence a shorter outer shear layer.
Thus a single swirler can be used within a 330mm length The most important effect of pressure on combustion is the
without the need for multifuel injection points, associated increase in inlet temperature that occurs as the

compressor pressure ratio is increased. It is essential that the
A disadvantage of single swirlers is that if a large proportion of correct inlet temperatvre is simulated at atmospheric pressure
the combustion air is passed through the swirler then a strong using a clean air preheat system, as in the present work. Inlet
swirling flow may still be present at the turbine inlet, which may temperature has a very strong influence on flame stability, flame
not be desirable. For annular combustors this can be overcome length, combustion efficiency and all pollution parameters and
using alternate clockwise and anti-clockwise swirl (29). this is much greater than any influence of pressure on

combustion.
3. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES Pressure may influence combustion performance in several
An atmospheric pressure combustion facility was used with ways. It may change the overall flame stability limits due to the
electrical preheat of the combustion air to compressor outlet well known widening of flammability limits with pressure.
temperatures. Tifs permits full airflow simulation of a practical However, tests at atmospheric will be conservative in terms of a
can size combustors. The correct Mach numbers of ias turbine low NOx design. If pressure did improve the stability then it
combustors were simulated together with combustor pressure would be possible either to reduce the NOx emissions at
losses in the practical 2-4% range and air inlet temperatures in pressure by operating with a leaner primary zone or to increase
the range 400-740K. The proportion of air simulated in the the stability margin by operating at the sarme lean equivalence
combustor primary zone was set by the operating reference ratio at pressure as at atmospheric pressure. It is this latter
Mach number, based on the combustor diameter. For all the approach that is adopted in the present work and no change in
combustion air a reference Mach number of 0.05 was used, the primary zone equivalence ratio is envisaged at pressure.
which is typical of current gas turbines. A Mach number of 0.03 Pressure may also change the position of flame stabilisation
represents a 60% simrulated proportion of air into the primary within a om so hawe the psaoe is stabilisc ton
zone, this will be used as the main comparison condition for the Within a combustorr However, if the flatm is stabiliied close to
various geometries. the head of the combustor at atmospheric pressure then

pressure cannot change the flame position This was determined

Two main combustr;r sizes were used, 'to and 140mm diameter in the present work using measurements of the wall temperature
combustors. T-,. former is a represer tative size for testing profile and by visual observation through an air cooled
single bumrn,.,s for annular combustors or for testing single observation window on the combustor centreline. For all flame
burners flom a iarger array of burners. of the type used in large stabilisers under investigation it was ensured
industrial low NOx combustors (4). The 140mm combustor is that all the designs investigated operated with an attached fiame
similar to the Rolls-Royce Spey, Tay combustors as well as a in the head region
number of other gas turbine coinbustors in this power rang-'. Liquid fie:s are more sensitive to pressure effects as

For comparison with the atmospheric pressure testing the Jet atornisation and vaporisation processes are pressure uependent.

Mix design was also tested at pressure a, the AIT Laboratories However, the authors have shown that air blast atomisation in

in Burnley This had a clean air preheat system and both can and large air flow jet shear layers is extremely good and better than

annular combustor sector configurations were used. A mean most conventional air blast atomisers using small proportions of

exhaust plane traverse was carried out to determine the exhaust the airflow' (21) The authors hkve shown that at atmospheric

emissions distribuiioau. but this was shown to agree quite weli pressure very high combustion efficiencies (99.9,%) can be

with the mean gas analysis from an EPA miulti-hole gas achieved with various swirling and non-swirling jet shear layer

sampling probe well downstream of the cEAmus l were the gases fitelled designs (5,6,25,26,28). In these circumstances pressure
were well mixed. This nean sainple was used in some of the can have no significant influence on the combustion efficiency.wore well thxed. Thise saple was usriedover ied ingse. oIt is these types of high combustion efficiency designs that arework were the air/fuel was varied over a wide range. the subject of the present work aid p-essure is undikely to have

any significant influence on the combustor performance.
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Pressure does have a significant influence on CO and NOx thu NOx emissions due to local near stoichiometric burning, An
emissions. CO emissions are decreased with pressure and equivalence ratio of 0.6 was required for kerosene to achieve
existing equations for global CO oxidation may be used to the lowest NOx emissions, compared with 0.5 or lower for
predict this effeimt However, current emission regulations for propane. There was no evidence of single droplet local
industrial gas turbines specify that 1Oppm CO at 15% oxygen is stoichiometric zone burning, which would have increased the
achieved at pressure. The present type of shear layer designs NOx emissions.
have demonstrated with gaseous fuels 10-20ppm CC# at
atmospheric pressure and hence it ctn be assumed tlWst at An interesting feature of these results, which has been found in

pressure there should be no problem in meeting a 10ppm CO the other low NOx emissions designs discussed below, is that
target. This work will investigate any deterioration in the CO the N02 emissions increased as the NOx emissions were
emissions with liquid fuels, reduced, as shown in Fig. 6. This shows that kerosene

.vinbustion produced more NO2 than propane combustion. The
NOx emissions increase with pressure. This is mainly due to the main route for the generation of NO2 is the reaction between
action of pressure on the thermal NOx kinetics and cun be the H02 radical flame the reaction zone with NO to form NO2,
shown from thermal NOx kinetics to be a square root pressure which is a fast reaction at low temperatures. It is the reduction
effect Many experimental investigations of the pressure effect in temperature as the mixture is made leaner that promotes the
on NOx have confirmed that a square root pressure dependence conversion of NO to NO2,
of NOx is rcasonable, although there is some combustor to
combustor variation. The increase in NOx with pressure can be 5.2 76mm Combustor with 11% Radial Air and 4%
used to scale down NOx regulations to I bar. The EPA 75ppm Pressure Loss
NOx emission regulation at 15% oxygen scales to 20-24ppin
for engine press.,res from 10-15 bar. A more stringent Dutch The results also showed that the combustion efficiency at 600K
NOx ,'egulation is 40ppm at 16 bar which scales to I0ppm at I inlet temperature was only 98%. To overcome this problem the
bar. Some California regulations are requiring 10ppm NOx at proportion of radial jet air was reduced to 11%, for the same
pressure, requiring 2.Sppm at atmospheric pressure. It is the total air flow area and the pressure loss was increased from 2%
aim of the present work to investigated the process of NOx to 4%, to improve the kerosene atomisation and to increase the
formation in jet shear layer designs that can achieve inside the fuel and air mixing rates. The radial and axial jets were kept in
10ppm target (2.Sppm at I bar for natural gas at atmospheric the lowest NOx configuration with in line jets. The reduced
pressure). radial jet air was invest-gated as the stability of the 20%/. of total

airflow radial jet system was poor with kerosene at an
For cero engine applications NOx emissions are usually given as equivalence ratio of 0.54. The results of the new Jet Mix design
an emission index (El, g NOx/kg fuel). A typical take off NOx at the same 0.047 Mach number are shown in iigs. 7 and 8. The
El for a modem civil jet engine (30,31) is 35 at 33 bar. This desired improvement in the combustion efficiency was achieved,
would result in a NOx El of 6 at I bar and if a 50% reduction with a 99.7% efficiency as showr in Fig. 7.
was required than NOx El below 3 at I bar needs to be
demonstrated. A NOx El below I at I bar is the design aim of The NOx and the combustion efficiency results were similar to
the present work. However, results at one bar in the range 1-3 those for propane, indicating that the kerosene was vaporised
El will represent low NOx emissions for liquid fuels It may be and mixed with combustion air in a similar way to propane.
shown that this is equivalent to a NOx corrected to 15% However, the higher pressure loss resulted in better atomisation
oxygen of 10-30 ppm at I bar. Sorme of the results will be due to the higher air jet velocities (21) this reduced the
reported as NOx corrected to 15% oxygen and the above vapor;sation period and brought the performance with kerosene
conversion factor between the two units will be used. closer to that with propane, compared with the results for a 2%

pressure loss. However, the NOx emissions were still lower
5. JET MIX RESULTS FOR IN LINE RADIAL AND than for propane, indicating some mixing prior to combustion
AXI'LL JETS during the vaporization delay period. The stability of the new

Jet Mix design was much better than the 0.54 weak extinction
5.1 76mm Combustor Results for 20% Radial Air and 2% of the 2% pressure loss 20% radial air flow design, as shown in
Pressure loss. Figs. 7 and 8, where efficient combustion was achieved at

equivalence ratios as lean as 0.35 with kerosene. The leaner
The initial Jet Mix results w-re obtained using a single injector combustion allowed lower NOx emissions to be demonstrated,
with eight holes and radial and axial holes in line. For 200/6 of with stable efficient combustion with kerosene with NOx
the total air through thc radial holes and for the radial and axial emissions corrected to 15% oxygen as low as 12 ppm. These
jets in line, which was the lowest NOx configuration, the NOx results indicate that NOx emissions of I-2EI at I bar may be
results are shown in Fig. 5 for the 76mm diameter combustor achieved with kerosene.
This compares the premixed results for the same let Mix
stabiliser with those for propane and kerosene injection. All the The main difference between the results in Figs. 5 and 8 was the

results were for an inlet temperature of 600K, a pressure loss of equivalence ratio at which the minimum NOx emissions was

2% and a Mach number of 0.047, based on the combustor achieved. For the same 20ppm NOx emissions corrected to
diameter ane the inlet temperature, this simulates all of the 15% oxygen the 2% pressure loss 20% radial flow design

combustion air passing through the Jet Mix stabiliser with no requires an equivalence ratio of 0.6 compared with 0.45 for the
dilution or film cooling air. NOx emissions of the order of 4% pressure loss 11% radial air iet design. This would require
20ppm corrected to 15% oxygen or 2EI were achieved for quite a lifferent air flow arrangement in a practical combustor.
kerosene, which is within the desired NOx reduction range. The Both designs have minimum NOx at an equivalence ratio richer
kerosene results were lower than for propane but higher than than the overall equivalence ratio at maximum power Hence,
for premixed fuel and air The atomisation and vaporisation the use of a 0L047 Mach number as the test condition is

deky for kerosene was considered to permit more fuel and air inappropriate as a reduced air flow would be required to

mixing to #ake place prior to combustion and hence to reduce achieve the desired Jet Mix primary zone equivalence ratio at a
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leaner overall mixture. This would result in a lower Mach combustor This w,,, nvestigated in a 140mm diameter pipe
number as the primary zone condition, combustor, of simiiar size to the Spey combustor, The Jet Mix

design used in line radial and axial jets, but placed the axial jets
A typical high power overall equivalence ratio is 0.3 and this midway between the radial jets outer and the outer diameter of
would require 50% of the air flow to a Jet Mix primary zone to the combustor, This produced a relatively larger distance
achieve 0.6 equivalence ratio and 67% to achieve 0.45, between the radial jet outlet and the xidal jet, in an attempt to
corresponding to primary zone Mach number of 0.023 and increase the radial jet burning and to give an improved flame
0.031 respectively. Reducing the primary zone Mach number stability, by delaying the radial and axial jet mixing, A Mach
for the same pressure loss will improve the combustion number of 0.028 was used, to he closer to the actual primary
efficiency and has been shown to have no adverse effect on zone air flow residence times at the low NOx primary zone
NOx emissions (6,14,16). rhese lower Mach number were aiso conditions, as discussed above. The deign pressure loss was
used in the scale up to 140mm combustor diameter size of the 4%.
single Jet Mix design, discussed below.

A cor',parson between the propane, kerosene and gas oil resufts
5.3 Influence of the Proportion of Radial Jet Airflow is made in Figs. !0 and It. This shows again that there was

good agreement between the propane and kerosene results,
A significant influence on the difference in the above two Jet albeit at a slightly inferior combustion efficiency. The kerosene
Mix designs was the proportion of the radial jet air flow. The results showed a minimum NOx emissions of 20ppm corrected
proportion of the radial jet airflow influences the extent of initial to 15 % oxygen (El approximately 2) at an inefficiency of
fuel and air mixing and limits the extent of local rich zones. The 0.2%. The higher combu,,tion efficiency results for propane at
variation of the minimum NOx emissions with the proportion of leaner mixtures allowed the ,,ropane Jet Mix combustor to
the radial flow air for the 76mm combustor is shown in Fig. 9 achieve l0ppm NOx at 0. 1% combustion inefficiency. The gas
for the minimum NOx equivalence ratio of 0.4 and an inlet oil results had much higher NOx emissions, possibly due to low
temperature of 600K and 0.047 Mach number. The kerosene level fuel nitrogen in this fuel (typically levels are 60ppm). The
and propane results were similar, but the kerosene combustion gas oil results will also be influenced by the lower volatility of
was not stable for radial jet proportions of 20% or higher. gas oil compared with kerosene and the increased viscosity.
However, by delaying the fuel and air mixing, using offset radial These physical property changes will lead to an ithcrease in the
and axial air jets, the stability could be increased and higher spray drop size and a decrease in the vaporisation rate. This will
radial jet proportions used (16). The disadvantage of this was lead to a decrease in the fuel and air mixing rate and an increase
the large increase in NOx emissions caused by the rich radial jet in the NOx emissions.
burning (14,16) and this offset jet design was not used in the
present work. Fig. 9 shows that the Jet Mix design with a mean The NOx results are shown as a function of flame temperature
equivalence ratio of 0.4 could achieve a NOx El of I g/kg at in Fig. 10. This shows that the kerosene results were slightly
one bar, equivalent to an El of 6 at 36 bar using a square root higher than those for propane for the same flame temperature,
pressure dependence. indicating inferior fuel and air mixing with kerosene. The results

for natural gas are also shown in Fig. 10 and are much lower
Figure 9 also compares the present results with those carried than for propane, indicating the importance of the fuel
out on a 7 Jet Mix configuration in a RR Spey sized combustor composition in gas turbine NOx emissions. The ratio a half for
(32). These results were obtained by one of the authors (GEA) natural gas NOx emissions relative to those of propane has been
at the AIT laboratories. The results at 5.9 bar have been found in other gas turbine low NOx combustor designs (27).
reduced to atmospheric pressure conditions using both a square Although part of the difference is due to small differences in the
root and a 0.65 pressure exponent correction. The 0.65 peak flame temperature it is considered that a significant
pressure exponent was determined experimentally on the 7 Jet contribution is from a form of prompt NOx, based on the very
Mix array in a Spey can pressure casing. The agreement with short duration rich mixtures in the radial jet combustion.
the propane results identifying 20-30% radial flow proportion Prompt NOx requires the presence of higher hydrocarbon
as the optimum was good. However, the NOx emissions based fractions than methane and this could a more significant source
on the measured 0.65 pressure exponent were much higher than of NOx for kerosene than for propane.
for the present propane or kerosene results, for radial jet
proportions from 7% to 300/. This may have been due to the 5.5. Seven Jet Mix Spey Size Combustor at Pressure
large number, 42, of fuel injection holes and the difficulty of
manufacturing them of precisely equal size. Also there was a The above large scale single Jet Mix results were compared
practical lower fuel jet size of approximately 0.5mm below with those for the 7 Jet Mix Spey design in Fig. 12. This shows
which fuel hole blockage could become a problem. Ideally it the 6.9 bar gauge pressure NOx results as a function of the
was considered that for adequate fuel distribution between 42 flame temperature. This is the turbine entry temperature in a
holes a hole jet size of 0.25mm would be required, these are combustor with dilution zones and/or wall cooling, but was the
now routinely used in diesel engine fuel injectors and should be primary zone mean exit temperature when compared with the
feasible in any engine applications of these designs. This atmospheric pressure results, The use, of the flame temperature
problem of oversized and unequal fuel holes may have resvlted enables differences in inlet temperature to be accounted for in
in a worse fuel distribution than in the present work and hence the comparison. The data in Fig. 12 at pressure was obtained
to higher NOx emissions. from tests ovei inlet temperatures from 600 to 788K, covering

simulated approach, cruise, climb and take off conditions Two
5.4 Large Scale Single Jet Mix Designs radial air flow proportions, 10 and 301/, were investigated in

the 7 Jet Mix Spey designs and Fig. 12 clearly shows the lower
The problem of the large number of fuel injection holes in multi- NOx emissions of the larger radial air flow pioportion.
arrays of smaller Jet Mix stabiliseus could be overcome if a Comparison is also -made in Fig. 12 with the NOx emissions
single Jet Mix stabiliser could be increased in size to be from conventional gas turbine combustoT designs at the ,ame
equivalent to that of the 7 stabilisers in the Spey sized test conditions. At 1500K a NOx reduction of 68% was
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demonstrated at pressure for the 30% radial flow design, This design was used to produce emissions data at the simulated
compared with an arproxi'ritely 72% reduction based on the take-off, climb, approach and idle conditions of the EPA
present results for a scaled single Jet Mix design using a 0.65 landing and take off cycle. Results were obtained at 6.9 bar
pressure exponent, gauge pressure over a range of flame temperatures and the NOx

emissions for any engine where the flame temperature or turbine
The 140mm single 8 hole Jet Mix results were scaled to the 6.9 entry temperature are known can be predicted. A 0,65 pressure
bat pressure of the high pressure results using 0.5 and 0.65 exponent for NOx was used in the prediction of NOx at take off
pressure exponents. For the 7 Jet Mix design an experimental and climb conditions. No change in the CO and UHC results
pressure exponent was determined at 0.65 and this has been with pressure were assumed, which is a pessimistic assumption
used for comparison v.ith the more usual 0.5 NOx pressure and will result in the overprediction of CO and UHC, However,
exponent. The same 30% radial air flow proportion was used as no reliable pres-ure correction procedure for CO and UHC is
in the 7 Jet Mix work. Fig. 12 shows that the single large Jet available.
Mix results had lower NOx emissions than for the seven Jet Mix
combustor, whichever pressure exponent was used. However, The results are summarised for the EPA landing take-off cycle
the difference was relatively small for the 0.65 pressure (also adopted by ICAO) in Table 1. Applications of the data
exponent. Part of this improvement could have been due to the have been made to the RB21 i-22B, the JT9D-7 and the CF6-50
improved fuel distribution from the use of 8 fuel injector holes using engine conditions that applied in 1977. Comparison is
instead of 42, but similar hole diameters. made in Table 2 with the lowest NOx enrussions configurations

from Phase II of the NASA Clean Combustor programme
This difference in NOx emissions may also have been (10,11). The predictions for the Jet Mix system are close to the
contributed to by the use of wall film cooling in !he 7 Jet Mix best of the NASA Clean Combustor Programme. Subsequent
high pressure tests. Rolls Royce transply wall cooling was used work his shown that .he two rows of main Jet Mix burners can
to minimise the amount of film cooling air to approximately be repiaced with one row of large burners with little
15% of the total air flow. Nevertheless, the use of part ofthe air deterioration in NOx emissions, as shown above for the Spey
for film cooling would effectively make the main combustion combustor sized results where 7 Jet Mix modules were replaced
richer for the same overall equivalence ratio. This would with a single injector.
increase the NOx emissions. This was one of the main reasons
for using no film cooling in the present work and the Table I Jet Mix Sector Predictions for the EPA LTO Cycle RB
development of impingement regenerative cooling, as shown in 211-22B (1977 conditions).
Fig. I. These results indicate that for the same Jet Mix
configuration scaling up the size of the Jet Mix system may be Condition 'ime NOx CO UHC Cycle
preferable for lower NOx than the use of a large number of Pollutants,
smaller Jet Mix. The problem of the large number of fuel supply pounds C
pipes is drastically reduced using this procedure. aeOff 0.7 14.9 1E7 0.0 2.6 0.3 0.0 C

Climb 2.2 10,9 3.4 0.1 4.8 1.5 0.04
5.6 Sector Results at Pressure Approach 4.0 11A4 8.9 0.7 3.4 2.7 0.2

Idle 26.0 28 15.6 7.6 1.8 10.3 5.0

A one sixth sector of an annular combustor was investigated
using an array of small Jet Mix devices. There were two rows of NOx pounds/l000 pounds thrust hoar/cycle 3.4
Jet Mix with an outer recessed pilot row of Jet Mix, which had CO pounds/1000 pounds thrust hour/cycle 4 0
a 70mm axial length prior to dump mixing with the main Jet UHC pounds/1000 pounds thrust hour/cycle 1.4
Mix burner flow. The pilot Jet Mix had 10% radial air flow and
the main Jet Mix had 30% radial a'r flow. Transply wall film The CO and UHC emissions parameters were reduced to 2.7
cooling was used for the main and pilot combustors. The and C.2 respectively if the main stage Jet Mix radial airflow was
recessed pilot was used with fuel staging to the pilot to improve reduced from 30% to 20%, there was little change in NOx, at
the turn down ratio of this system. Fuel was staged to the pilot 3.5, for this configuration.
at idle and the recess was to prevent the fuel mixing with the
unfuelled Jet Mix when the main fuel was shut off Withcut this Table 2 Jet Mix Sector Comtustor EPA LTO Cyclc Predictions
recess there was too much cross mixing between the fuelled and and Comparison with NASA Clean Combustor Results for the
unfuelled Jet Mix module- to achieve efficient combustion at GE CF6 and PW JTD-7(0,l I1).
idle.

EPA Emissions Parameter
A low NOx pilot was considered to be an essential feature of a NOx CO UHC
low NOx combustor that meets the EPA and ICAO LTO cycle, pounds/1000 pounds thrust hour/cycle
because of the long period spent at idle. If a conventional pilot Jet Mix Sector (Radial Jet Pilot/Main 101/a/20%)
is used with high NOx emissions, this can prevent the RB211 22B (1977) 3.5 2.7 0.2
achic.vement uf low NOx emissions. This has occurred in JT9D-7 (1977) 2.5 2.2 0.2
industrial gas turbine applications of the Jet Mix concept where CF6-50 (1977) 4.6 1.8 02
conventional pilots have been used for low power operation and
the achievable NOx reductions were well below the capabilities NASA Clean Combustor Best Phase II Results (10,11)
of Vie Jet Mix design, due to the NOx produced in the pilot at JT9D-7 (1977) 2.3 10.2 0.3
high power conditions (22,23). In aero applications it is unlikely Lowest NOx, Configuration VORBIX S-17
to be acceptable to switch offthe pilot combustor at high power Lowest CO, S-20 315 6.3 0 6
conditions and hence the pilot will give a contributior to high CF6-50 (1977) 3.6 5.5 0.2
power NOx erszissions. Lowest NOx, Configuration DOUBLE ANNULAR D/4-7

Lowest CO, D/A-8 4.5 28 0.2
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6. GRID MIX RESULTS emissions at the same flame temperature. However, the Grid
Mix resu'ts in Fig. 15 show a much wider flame stability with

The radial 3rid Mix design shown in Fig. 3 injects fuel radially mixtures burning efficiently at mean flame temperatures of
into the air jets and has been shown to have ultra low NOx 1300K, whereas the Jet Mix design could not operate efficiently
emissions using gaseous fuels. The fuel is injected into the high below 1550K. The weak extinction was below an equivalence
air jet velocity upstream of the shear layer and has some partial ratio of 0.3, with the minimum NOx and combustion
premixing prior to encountering the shear layer where the flame inefficiency condition being at 0.4 equivalence ratio giving a
develops. The turbulent energy for mixing and flame very wide stability margin compared to that for the let Mix
propagation is generated in the shear layer. Fuel cannot pass design. The reason for this flame stability difference is the use of
through the shear layer without encountering the turbulence for the radial air jet mixing with part of the fuel prior to the main
mixing and hence the combustion occurs in a well mixed combustion zone. This effectively limits the richest local zones
mixture The ultra low NOx emissions achieved with propane as at the base of the shear layer and these control the flame
the fuel are shown in Fig. 13 (19) for a 4 hole 76mm combustor stability. This was shown with the Jet Mix system in test where
at 600K. The results for three Mch numbers and pressure loss the radial flow was reduced to 6% and there was a wide
were very similar and close to those for a fully premixed four extension of the lean stability, but a ,arge inc:rease in the NOx
hole grid plate at the same pressure loss, as shown in Fig. 13. emissions.
However, the mixing in the shear layers results in some local
rich zones in the shear layer which stabilises the flame outside The combustion inefficiency is shown as a function of the NOx

the weak extinction of the premixed sy3tem. Thus, as shown in emissions corrected to 15% oxygen in Fig. 16. The wider

Fig 13, lower NOx emissions can be achieved with direct fuel stability enables NOx emissions of 16 ppm to be achieved

injection into the radial Gr'd Mix stabiliser than can be achieved (approximately 1.6 El), which is lower than for the Jet Mix

with fully premixed fucl and air, as leaner mixtures can be burnt system in Fig. i1. However, the combustion inefficiency of the

efficiently with an adequate stability margin. Grid Mix design was much woise than for the Jet Mix design.
The reason for this was uncertain as at 400K almost the same

The direct fuelling of each shear layer is crucial to the low NOx Grid Mix combustion inefficiency had been found as at 600K,
perform-nce of this design. This is shown in Fig. 14 where a whereas there is usually a large decrease in the combustion
central four hole radial outward fuel injector surrounded by four inefficiency. It is considered that this problem may be associated
axial air jets is compared with the radial Gr.d Mix design. The with the problems associated with the heating of the fuel inside
jet aerodynamics are identical and only the fuel nlacement is the Grid Mix stabiliser. This should be overcome in future
diffierent. Fig. 14 3hews that the NOx emissions were better designs of the Grid Mix stabiliser.
dramatically higher, for two inlet temperatures, with the central
four hole injector. In adapting this design for liquid fuel 7. RADIAL SWIRLER RESULTS
applications its was therefore essential to maintain the radial
inward fuel injection into each air jet shear layer. The main The radial swirler used with the various methods of fuel
design change was the use of only 4 holes per air jet, compared placement are shown in Fig. ., Previous work (5,6,19,27) has
with 8 for gaseous fuels. These holes were 0.5mm diameter. shown very low NOx emissions using this swirler design with

gaseous fuels. The NOx emissions were also very sensitive to
The high velocity crossflow by the peak jet velocity would give the fuel injection location and ultra low NOx emissions were
good atorsisation of the fuel (21). Although the addition of a achieved with swirler vane passage and swirler outlet plane wall
vaporisation tube to this design appears to be attractive, as injection. The strong influence of the fuel injection location on
advocated by McVey et al (33) in a similar low NOx design, it the NOx emissions is shown in Figs. 17 and 18 for propane at
was found to be detrimental to the performance of the system. 600K. Fuel injection into the dump expansion zone downstream
Atomisation was inferior with considerable vaporisation tube of the swirler (140mm wall injection) produced high NOx
wall wetting. Flame stability was much worse, as were the NOx emissions, due to the creation of rich long residence time zones
emissions and combustion efficiency The main problem of the in this region. These results also indicated that if any of the fuel
basis radial Grid Mix design with liquid fuels was the heating of injected elsewhere is transported into these recirculation zones
the fuel contained within the grid plate, which caused local then high NOx emissions will result. McVey et al (33)
vapour bubbles at some test conditions which could stop the investigated this design at pressure and reported high NOx
fuel flow to one or more air jets. It is recommended that emissions and it is considered that the radial swirler design that
individual fuel feed tubes are used to each injection hole in he used would allow the fuel to be transported into the dump
future work. recirculation zone

The radial Grid Mix results with kerosene injection into a four Fig 18 shows that central radially outward fuel injection
hole 76mm combustor configuration are shown in Figs. 15 and achieved low NOx emissions of 10 ppm NOx at 15% oxygen
16. The results at the three different Mach numbers were (approximately 1 El). However, with either vane passage or
obtained at the same pressure loss by changing the Grid Mix 76mm wall radially inward fuel injection the NOx emissions
stabiliser to have a smaller hole size as the Mach number was were 3 and I ppm respectively (0 3 and 0 1 EI) These NOx
reduced This kept the pressure loss, the shear layer jet velocity emissions were as low as could be achieved using premixed
and the atomisation the same as the Mach number was reduced, combustion, and the 76mm wall injection results were lower
Fig. 15 shows that the NOx emissions -vere then relatively than for premixed combustion These radial swirler designs
insensitive to the Mach n=raber if the Mach number was varied were ideally suited to applications w;th liquid fuels as the high
at constant jet dian•,ter then the pressure :oss decreased with vane swirler air velocities would provide good air Hast
Mach number and there was a serious deteriorat;on in the atomisation.
combustion efficiency ,ith decrease in Mach number.

For vane passage injection the liquid fuel atomisation should be
Comparison of the let Mix results in Fig 10 with the Grid Mix at an optimum and there is the prcscnce e" ihe vane passage
results in Fig. 15 shows that both systems had similar low NOx length as a vaponsation period Fig !9 shov, s the internal
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traverse of the resultant flames for propane and kerosene for a Test of this design with radial passage and 76mm wall gaseous

0.43 equivalence ratio and a 600K inlet temperature. The injection, all showed that the ultra low NOx emissions of the
traverses were carried r'ut close to the swirler exit at 10 and earlier lower Mach number %-ork could be repeated. However,
30umn from the swirler outlet plane. Further downstream for liquid fuels the wall fuel injection appeared to transport the

kerosene and propane had very similar composition profiles, fuel into the outer recirculation zone and high NOx emissions

except for the magnitude of the NOx which maintained the were produced. Techniques to overcome this problem have

differences shown in Fig. 19 at the 30mm position. The fuel been developed. However, it was found that with this higher air

placement with kerosene was different in the near burner region flow capacity central liquid fuel injection performed with lower

with more fuel reaching the central region. This resulted in a NOx emissions than for gaseous fuels. These results are shown

higher central zone temperature and NOx formation and a in Fig, 21 and 22 and the very low NOx emissions for kerosene

slower flame development with kerosene into the leaner outer are demonstrated. NOx emissions for kerosene as low as 3ppm

region of the flow. The higher NOx emissions at the combustor at 15% oxygen are shown in Fig. 22, compared with 12ppm for

exit were thus entirely due to these small differences in Ftiel propane and lOppm for natural gas. This lower value for

placement in the near burner region. kerosene is li'.ely to have been due to slightly different fuel
placement in the near buiner region.

The mean NOx emissions as a function of the equivalence ratio
are shown in Fig. 20 for gaseous and liquid fuels. The kerosene Comparison of Fig. 21 with Figs. 10 and 15 shows that these
NOx emissions were very close to those for propane and the large air flow capacity radial swirlers have an order of

differences were due to the initial fuel placement differences, as magnitude lower NOx emissions than for the Jet Mix or Grid

shown by the internal gas composition traverses. Thus the Mfix designs. These results offer the possibility of achieving an

atomisation and vaporisation influences with kerosene were El of well under 10 at take off conditions and possibly near

small. Fig. 21 shows that the minimum NOx corrected to 15% unity El. Development of the design to meet full gas turbine

oxygen, compatible with better than a 0.1% combustion combustor operating conditions is warranted.

inefficiency, was 5ppm (0.5 El) for kerosene and 2.5ppm for
propane at an equivalence ratio of 0.4 for both fuels. Even for CONCLUSIONS

gas oil the minimum NOx was a low as I0ppm as shown in Fig.
21. These are extremely low NOx emissions for liquid fuels and 1. Three low NOx gas turbine combustor design conc:pts,

indicate that very low NOx emissions could be achieved at which have been demonstrated to give very low NOx emissions

pressure conditions. Comparison of Fig. 20 with Fig. 8 shows using gaseous fuels have been successfully tested on liquid fuels

that for the same equivalence ratio the NOx emission for and low NOx emissions demonstrated.

kerosene were substantially lower for the radial swirler with
passage fuel injection. 2. The Jet Mix design was shown to have low NOx emissions at

atmospheric pressure and has been tested at pressure, with
Figures 17 and 18 show that even lower NOx emissions were similar low NOx results. Kerosene performance and emissions
achieved for propane with 76mm wall injection at the swirler was very similar to that for propane as the fuel.
outlet p!ane. Passage injection of liquid fuel in high pressure
high inlet temperature gas turbines may lead to spontaneous 3. The 6.9 bar pressure tests for a seven Jet Mix design for the
ignition in the vane passages. The wall fuel injection technique Spey size combustor gave NOx emissions results close to those
does not have this problem as the fuel is injected downstream of obtained with a single large Jet Mix in a 140mm combustor,
the swirler directly into the combustion zone. The radially scaled to pressure conditions using an experimentally
inward fuel injector was designed for dual fuel firing with two determined 0.65 pressure exponent.
separate fuel supply rings to separate gaseous and liquid
injection points, one per vane passage outlet. There were no 4. Tests on a sector rig of a two stage low NOx combustor
combustion performance problems with this design for liquid using Jet Mix low NOx systems was shown at pressure to yield
fuels and there was an adequate flame stability. NOx emissions close to the best demonstrated in the NASA

clean combustor programme.
The results are compared with those for gaseous fuels in Figs.
22 and 23 The kerosene and gas oil minimum NOx emission 5. The Grid Mix low NOx design was shown to be capable of

results were slightly higher than for vane passage injection, even low NOx performance using kerosene. There was a much wider

though the propane results were lower. However, Lhe results flame stability than for the Jet Mix design and lower NO.:
still indicate that very low NOx emissions could be achieved at emissions were demonstrated.
pressure conditions using liquid fuel. 6. The radial swirler with vane passage or 75mm wall fuel

All the above radial swirler work was carried out in the 140mm injection was shown to have ultra low NOx emissions with

combustor size but was at a relatively low Mach nun',ber of liquid fuels. For a high air flow radial Rwirler it was found that

either 0.014 or 0.022. For the optimum equivalence ratio of 0.4 central kerosene injection gave lower NOx emissions than for

for minimum NOx emissions, at least 60% of the combustor air gascous fuels

flow is required to pass through the radial swirler at maximum
power conditions and this requires a Mach number of ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
approximately 0.03. To achieve this Mach number at an
acceptable pressure loss the radial swirler air flow was increased We woula like to thank the ý,K SERC for a series of grants in

by placing together two existing radial swirlers with the central support of part of this work.
761nm backplate removed from the downstream swirler. This
produced a split radial swirler of total passage depth of 26mm
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Discussion

Question 1. T. Rosqord
I agree that placement of fuel in the correct location in the airflow is crucial to low NOx. The challenge is to inject gaseous or
liquid fuel into a swirling airflow How do you predict such a penetration?

Author's Reply
We have been trying to model the swirler results using CF0) and the low NOx post-processing package (Paper 3) The NOx was
overpredicted becaise the temperature was overpredicted because the fuel/air mixing in the shear layer was noi predicted
correctly. 'The prediction of fuel placement from fuel injector holes is a problem we have not yet solved using CFLD and we may
need to use simpler momentum scaling rules. The problem of rapid fu,d'air nixing in shear layers is also very difficult to preoict
using current ClF'D codes.
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SUMMARY The objective of our research program is to
study experimentally the unknown technolog-

The first results of a research and develo2 ical problems associated with hyd.'ogen use
ment program on combustion characteristics for the small gas turbine engine, in order
of gaseous hydrogen fuel in a "can" type gas to investigate the degree of difficulty for
turbine combustor,both in combination with the hydrogen conversion.
air or with oxygen and water, are here pres Regarding the H,/Air combustion, tests on a
ented. Application of a H2 /QO/H2 O combustion combustor of a small gas turbine engine are
chamber is suggested for the ldunch-boost in progress over a range of fuel-air ratios,
phase of an advanced turboramjet. inlet air pressures and temperatures, fuel
Experiments have been conducted to determine injectors, and combustor loadings. Several
the configuration and the operation of the parameters are already investigated, includ-
hydrogen-air combustion chamber test facili ing metal temperatures, flame character-
ty, to be transferred to two different kinds istics, combustion efficiency, operating sta
of small power turboshafts. Computaticns.proj. bility and NO. emissions.
ect details and tests, are presented regard- Regarding the H,/O,/HO combustion a detail
ing high pressure and temperature stoichio- ed design of a small combustor has been made
metric H!/O. combustion in which water is from which the real combustion tube has been
gradually injected. derived for testing.Hydrogen and oxygen are
Referring to an already realized and operat injected. By adding water used before for
ed (on behalf of the author) H./C. /H 2O com- the cooling of the combLstion chamber wall,
bustor for a water steam closed cycle in a the combustion-gas temperature of over 3300
turbine/alternator electrically propelled K is gradually decreased to the desired wa-
automobile, a detailed design is developped ter steam temperature, ranging between 830
fo- a quite h~gher steam tem.erature, as re K and 1300 K. The water is injected radial-
quired in high performance boost phase of a ly into the combustion chamber by means of
low noxious emission advanced turboramjet, several injection rings. The steam is sup-
in which H, and 02 are stored in liquid form. plied subsequently to the steam turbine.

The experimental version has been tested so
I INTRODUCTION far at steam pressure between 40 and 70 bar

as well as temperature between 830 and 1273
Combustion characteristics of gaseous hydro K. The energy conversion efficiency amounts
gen fuel in a "can" type gas turbine combus to 99% at a range from 50% partial load to
tor, both in combination with air and with full load. The concept allows fast variation
exygen and water are presented. These are of capacity and steam conditions according
the first results of a research program in to selectable desired values. The develop-
cooperation with the Department of Energet- ment method of stoichiometric H,/0, mixture
ics of the University of Pisa and the Ital- supply allows to maintain very narrow toler
ian National Research Center (C.N.R.). ance, Ref. Il1.
There has been much renewed interest in hy- Both the new combustion technologieseither
drogen, both as a source of new energy for with H./Air gas, for low-NOx combustor, or
car and aircraft propulsion, and as alter- with H,/O!2 /HO gas, for zero NOx combustor,
nate fuel. Along with research into produc- and advanced high-pressure/high-temperature
tion, safety and storage, techniques, inves cycle engines result in unique problems in
tigations have focused on several areas of design and performance.
utilization.
The recent energy crisis and the serious at 2 HJ AIR CAN COMBUSTOR SYSTEM
mospheric pollution arising from use of fos
sil fuels made our interest turned to hydro The can combustor system provided a rela-
gen. In the field of the gas turbine en- tively rapid means of investigating perform
gine, hydrogen is consiaered to be the eas- ance over a wide range of operating param-

iest energy source for utilization. eters. Comparison of combustion performance
Among others hydrogen has tne advantage of between hydrogen and kerosene fuels was made
zero pollutant emission if in combustion in using this system, to get an hydrogen fuell
oxygen and water. On the other hand, hydro- ed engine with a very sim~lar behaviour.Due
gen-air combustion is not producing at all to the fact that the hydron'echanical kero-
CO, CO2 and HC, with the exeception of the sene controller is not able to control gase-
oxides of nitrogen at the exhaust of air- ous hydrogen, it was decided to use a digi-
breathing engines. tal one, consisting of an electronic control

Preseniedat an AGARD Mee.ing on 'Fuels and Combustion TechnologyfrirAdtancedAirt'ft Engines May lM3.



box and an electrical/pneumatical valve for engines, which were designed more than 20
the hydrogen. years ago, originally for Jet Al fuel and
For a safe ignition of the gas mixture and the following specifications:
for the design of control laws of the digit Turboshaft A B
al hydrogen controller, the steady state and
the dynamic perfoimance of the engine has to - shaft horse power 42 kW 202 kW
be known, expecially the relation between - air mass flow 0.9 kg/s 1.5 kg/s
speed and fuel flow as a function of the - fuel mass flow 0.0175 kg/s 463 g/kWh
time during engine acceleration from zero to - compressor pressure ratio 2.5 8.4
idle speed and for the uncontrolled engine. - turbine inlet temperature 1173 K 1233 K
Making the assumption that the differences -

in the engine behaviour are not too big us- TABLE I - Hydrogen and Jet Al Properties
ing Jet Al fuel respectively hydrogen, the
design of the controller can be made with Hdrogen -Jet A
data of the Jet Al fuel driven engine. To a Molecular weight 2.016 170
chieve these data, the engine has to be start Liquid Density,kg/mg 70.8 827
ed and stabilized at idil speed with open ieat of Combustion
loop control and then idle-fuel-flow has to VolumetricMJ/ml 10.2 35,3
be changed by a certain amount. GravimetricMJ/k; 122,8 42.8

The adopted can combustor, figure 1, has pri Heat of Vaporization,kJ/kg 446 295
mary, intermediate and dilution, zones and Normal Boiling Point,K +20 444 to 54(
cooling louvres. A single fuel injector is Freezing Point,K +14 423
mounted axially at the combustor head where Limits of Flammability,
tangential entry holes provide swirling air % fuel vol. 4 to 74 1 to 5
to the primary zone. A standard simple noz- Flammability Range,
zle is used with Jet Al fuel while a multi- equivalence ratio .1 to 6.8 .5to 4
hole nozzle, figure 2, is tested with hydra linimum Spark Ignition
gen. The fuel is injected along an annulus Energy,MJ .019 .25
with air flowing through the centre of the 4aximum Flame Temperature,K 2400 2300
nozzle. The hydrogen supply is taken from a ýuencing Distance,cm .057 .3
200 bar commercial bottle. Hydrogen flow is Detonation Velocity,m/s 1900 1800
measured using a standard Venturi, and flow pecific Heat,kJ/kg/K 9.663 1.966
control is provided by a precision valve and pecific Gravity of Gas at
pressure regulators. As part of the safety 273 K and 1 atm, (Air = 1) .0695
precautions, a flash-back arrestor is in-
stalled upstream of the test section to i- Steady state performance tests are perform
solate any flash-back of the flame and a ni ed simulating conditions from ground idle
trogen purge system provided for flushing to the maximum rating on the turboshaft A
the fuel line before and after each test. and B cycles.

This single can-type ccmbustor is simulat- At each condition gaseous emissions and lin
ing the combustion performance of conven- er skin temperatures are measured.
tional 40V200 kW small turbines, which will Combustion efficiency is determined from
be mentioned here later. A low tension ig- measured concentrations of unburnt hydrogen.
niter is mounted at the outside of the re- Additional parametric tests are performed
circulation zone in the combustion liner, to evaluate the effects of inlet pressure,

temperature and fuel-air ratio on No. emis
Pressure sensors and Pt-Ph thermocouples are tmeau and fuel-air ratioes msions and liner skin temperatures.
fixed in the combustor to measure pressure
and temperature distributicns. To reduce er
rors due to radiation from/to the wall, the
hot junctions are shielded. Firstly, experiments are conducted to deter
Combustion efficiency and gaseous emissions mine the behaviour of the chosen nozzle on
are monitored with a multi-point sampling such a t an combustor. To establish the suo

probe in the exit plane of the combustor. s uch ombhydr. To thabcomtusup

Hldrogen content in the exhaust is measured ply pressure of hydrogen to the comoustor,
pressure losses across the fuel nozzle areusing a thermal conductivity analyser, and nee.Fgr hw h rsuels

NOx concentration using a chemiluminescent

analyser. The quartz window at the back of coefficient = AP.2g/YH.VW, where VH is

the rig allows diruct observation of flame the hydrogen velocity at the nozzle orifice
given by using the hydrogen mass flow rate,behav .•ur.
specific weight YH and the whole area of the

A comparison cf physical and chemical prop- orifice. Nozzle 9eynolis number N. is calcu
etties of hydrogen and Jet Al fuels is shown lated from VH and the hydraulic dim'ieter ob
in Table I. tained fiom the whole area of the nozzle or

ifice. As it can be seen on figure 3, the
Reference has been made, in our conversion
to hydrogen fuel, to two small turboshaft pressure loss coefiicient cf such multi-

hole type is il:pr.ýximately constant in the
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covered range of the R, number. flows are adjusted according to the net heat
When the hydrogen operation starts it is nec in; value of the test fuel relative to that
cessary to light Imnediately at the. lower coi of Jet Al.
centration of the hydrogen-air mixtures. The hydro-mechanical controller is not able
Ignition limits aie established by record- to control gaseous hydrogen. Therefore adig
ing th3 minitnum fuel flow required to ob- ital electronic controller is used which is
tain stable combustion.The flow factors that modulating an electrical valve as a func-
can be aspeited to aff(ect ignition limits tion of engine speed. Driving the turboshaft
include air pressure, temperature and ye- (figure 5) with hydrogen, there are differ-
locity. Figure 4 shows the ignition fuel-air ent metering and shut off valves, which are
ratio versus air flow rate at ambient condi important for the safety point of view; it
t.ton. The minimum fuel-ait ratio for igni- is necessary to rinse the fuel pipes before
tion with hydrogen is much lower (<40%) than and after each engine run.
that with Jet Al fuel even after correcting The control of the turboshaft using hydro-
for the difference in heating values between Th e ontrol of the tart u cng lyr-the two fuels. The multi--hole nozzle, with sen as fuel consists of two parts: acceler-

the wo uel. Th muti-ole ozze, ith ation from zero to idle speed (open loop);
locally strong concentrations of hydrogen atio n fonto idlesed (ope ).normal engine control (closed cycle).
in the primary zone, provides better condi- In fact here, the digital controller meas-tions for diffusion. Increasing Air pres- ures the hydrogen into the combustion chas-
sure improves ignition characteristics,fig- ber as a function of speed, whereas,special
obtain the ignition limits of the combustor. ly at the first moment, the mass flow is on

ly a few percent of that of the correspond

The hydrogen mass flow rate is then increas ing Jet Al mass flow to keep the gas volume
ed slowly until the ignition occurs. When- at the ignition point as small as possible.
hydrogen is ignited, a "pop" sound similar This acceleration from zero to idle speed
to explosion is accompanied with initiation is done as a open loop control.
of the combustion. This becomes stronger at At about the idle speed, the normal engine
excess hydrogen flow even at lower air flow control as closed loop is activated. The in-
rate, or at large amount of fuel-air mix- crease of the fuel as a function of speed
tures. (or time) is slightly smoother.
Once the ignition is attained, the combus- Experimental tests are in progress and it
tion can be hold even at considerably small is too early to present reliable operating
amount of hydrogen flow, data and transient characteristics.

The combustior efficiencies of hydrogen is The NO, emission rates in hydrogen use are
around 100%, calculating from the entalpy relatively greater than those in Jet Al com
differences. The hydrogen concentration in
the combustion gases at the outlet of the bustion, o the entire range of the loading

combustor is checked by a chromatograph. operatiobl of the power spectrum; this is

The ignition performance and operating effi problably associated with higher flame tem

ciency of the can combustor points to excel perature, evidenced as well by sigher liner

lent mixing and combuscion characteristics temperatures.
of hydrogen. The results once again Indi- Combustion with the multiple nozzle may be
of hydossien.iy Th rusing onc smagain md- influenced more by diffusion of individual
cats possibility of using much smaller von jets of hydrogen, which can result in hign
bdquste prforh gncuel wer local temperatures and hence higher raftes
adequate performance, of NO, formation.

While the can combustor data with kerosene

fuel shows NCx emissions lower than in cur

Two conventional small gas turbines are used rent production engines, corresponding da-ta for hydrogen shows considerably higher
for the operation test with hydrogen fuel. ta emissions. Reducigotheseremssionshca

The can-type combustor is a simulation of NOx emissions, Reducing these emissions can
these kinds of engines. In order to accom- likely be achieved by leaning out the front
theste tid geofmengines.lI oerdersto cacnm end of the liner, or reducing primary zone
modate the geometrical differences, theucan residence time by moving up the location of
combustor and the real flow in the turbine dlto rfcs nti obsinae

combstin cambr, nodel~n paameersare dilution orifices. In this combustion sys-combustion chamber, modelling parameters are tm uhcagsaentlkl orsl

used to define the can combustor rig air tem, such changes are not likely to result

flows which simulate actual conditions on

the full engine. An air loading rarameter eters such as ignition, stability or combus

simulates reaction rate and residence time tion efficiency.

at low power and an air velocity parameter The temperature distributions on the liner
simulates flow characteristics at high pow wall of the combustor were observed by us-
er. Thus the air mass flows for the can com ing thermocouples. The wall teireratures
bustor rig tests are determined from such with hydrogen were much higher chan with Jet
modelling parameters, while nlet pressures, Al, especially in the primary zone where
temperatures, and overall fuel-air ratios temperatures in excess of 1100 K were indi-
are kept the same as in the engines. Fuel cated for hydrogen compared to 800`1000 K
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for Jet Al. separately and in cryogenic liquid form.

Based on the work here presented, the fol-
lowing conclusions are obtained: 6 H./O./H,0 COMBUSTION CHAMBER

conventional gas turbine operated with Jet
Al fuel can be converted, with a minimum This kind of combustion chamber is based up
effort, to use hydrogen as an alternative on the possibility of applying the H2 OJZH 2O
fuel; burner as shown on Figures 6 And 7,in which

- perfect combustion of hydrcgen is obtain- hsydrogen and oxygen are injected continuos-
ed in the operation tests of the gas tur- ly. They are ignited by means of a central-
bines. Thermal efficiency in hydrogen op- ly mounted spark'torch igniter. By adding
eration agreed with the value in Jet Al o water, the combustion gas temperature is de
eration; creased to the desired steam value. The wa

- No, emission level in hydrogen combustion ter is injected pulverized radially by means
is greater than that with Jet Al. of injection rings. In order to minimize the

quantity of not-condensable components in
5 LESS EMISSIONS WITH HYTHANE the produced steam, 02 and H2 must be sup-

plied very closely to their stoichiometric
Conversion to Hythane combustion is next ex mixture ratio (7.95 as weight). The burner

periment to be made with the turboshafts. is composed of some segments to provide an
Mixing a bit of hydrogen with compressed nat adequate water mixing.
ural gas (CNG) could yield the cleanest-burn In a previous study, Ref. 121, three dif-
ing alternative fuel yet. ferent configurations,Figure 8,of the burner
A feasibility test of Hythane - 5 percent were considered:
hydrogen by energy content, 15 percent by - A, with an axial flow of the reactants and
volume - has produced hydrocarbon emissions the wall cooling water, with holes in the
less than half of those from CNG, and nitro internal tube;
gen oxide levels 24 percent of those from - B, with a flame tube to reduce the maxi-
CNG. mum wall temperature;
Taking suggestion from automobile applica- - C, with all axial fluid flows.
tion, pure hydrogen in gaseous form asks up Hydrogen, oxygen and water, to be used to
12.9 times as much space as gasoline requir reach a given steam temperature value are
ed to travel an equivalent distance and 3.8 so deduced. Approximately, it is, calling
times as much space as natural gas. Enough a, 8 and y, respectively, the weight frac-
Hythane to make a trip of about 200 miles tions of the combustion products GH,-GO2 ,
can be packed into a tank 3.4 times the size of the water injected gradually, and of the
of an equivalent gas tank - if it is com- hydrogen
pressed to about 3,000 pounds per square a = (Hs .-Hw)/Hl.nc (1)
inch.
It is theorized that natural gas and hydro- u + k 1 (2)
gen can act symbiotically - one compliment where: H, is the entalpy of the gas produc-
ing the other - to produce a more efficient ed by the GH2 -GO2 combustion; qc = 0.98 is
burning fuel. Natural gas plays a positive the energy conversion efficiency including
role in the fuel partnership by contribut- heat losses.; s and w mean superheated and
ing cost advantage, domestic availability, water.
and existing infrastructure to the scenario. Combining (1) and (2), it is
Another potential nenefit of Hythane use -
extending the supply of natural gas - can = (HI'c - Hs)/(H.nc - Hw) (3)
be accomplished if hydrogen is formed from being y= /8.95 (4)
renewable energy sources rather than natural
gas reformation. Although natural gas is Considering the expander efficiency Ti, and
clean-burning, there is still a need to low the reduction coefficient tnr(for taking into
er the carbon monoxide (CO),hydrocarbon (HC) account the energy for accessories), the hy
and nitrogen oxide (NOx, levels to accommo- drogen fuel is used at the overall thermal
date the projected emission standards. efficiency
Current emission standards in USA, for auto n = t .r (H8 - Hp)/'Yk (5)
mobiles,impose less than grams per mile:
0.97 (THC); 0.8 (NMHC). 10.0 (CO); 1.2 (NOx. where H,, is the entalpy of the steam at the
Proposed California "ULEV" (Ultra Low Emis end of the expansion, and ki is the low heat
sion Vehicle) are: 0.05 (THC); 0.04 (NMHC); of combustion.
1.7 (CO); 0.2 (NOx). The H2 /O,/HO combustion chamber has been
At present, Hythane used in automobiles has designed and tested for aWlication to a clos
reached: 0.01 (NMKC); 0.7 (CO); 0.2 (NO). ed cycle small steam turbine, to be used in

In advanced aircraft turbo-engines, Hythane a non-polluting automobile propulsion system,
combustion with &ir has to be considered an as in the sketch on Figure 9, Ref.s 13 , j41
up to date procedure, even though storaging 131.
aboard of hydrogen and natural g&s must be In such application, admission and exhaust
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pressures and temperatures have chosen, for seen steam temperature of 1273 K has beenob
a turbine working fluid power of 100 kW: tained, but with some problems in the flame

P=1073 K; zone. Through reception of the heat of redc
p= 70 bar and T 0 K tion, the water went Istantaneously into tk;

- p• 0.06 bar and T,0 = 428 K steam phase. The remaining energy led to in
creased temperature of the steam to the de-

(stem resultsion are coll ed in tsired value. Through the regulation of the(steam expansion on Figure 10) msfo fgsoshdoe r ye n
mass flow, of gaseous h,.!droqen and oxygen and

TABLE II - Turbine expander (100 kW) of the water, the steam condition parameters
_ (temperature and water content) And steam

pi 1) (bar) 70 quantity were reproducibly adjusted. They
p. 2) " 0.06 could also be temporarily changed.

T3) •K) 1073 Tho steam generator apparatus consists ofHs 4) (kJ/kg) 41305) ig 2410 three functional structural groups: steam
H 5) " 2340 generator, media contro unit, and electron-
n )) ic cortrol system and regulator.

.(s- H2 ) 7) (kJ/kg) 1342
8) it 2787 The steam generator, Figure 11 (according

T,. 9) (K) 428 Figures 6 and 7), is the core of the ar-

r20  11) (kJ/kg) 2412 rangement. It consists of the ignition-,the
combustion-, and the evaporation chanibor.

(H2- H 2 ) + r2 . 12) of 2859 In the ignition chamber a combustable gas
14) (M

3 /kg) 32.5 mixture at low oxider/fuel-mixture ratio is
tnc 18) 0.446

electrically ignited by means of a spark-
int =nn 19) 0.334 plug. After conclusion of the ignition proc
100.n.(Hs - H2) 21) (kJ/kg) 211300 -H 21) (kJ/kg-K) 21305 ess, the flame shifts to the oombustion cham
SI 2 kber. The residual oxidizer is supplied to

T23) (K) 20 the combustion process, to adjust the total
lQair = 2l3/cpsT 24) (kg/s) 10.6 mixture ratio exactly to the stoichiometric

A25) mm H.0 20 one. The water to be evaporated is injected
6p16 26) (M) 16 radially through holes in the rings. Before
Qair .6p/6.0.4-1O2 27) (kW) 4.15 hand the water passes through the double maEH, ( at 70 bar) 28) (kJ/kg) 165 tle of the combustion chamber and cools theH•29) " 20626

wall. In the adjoining evaporation chamber,
tic 30) 0.98 which also serves to homogenize the steam,
S31) 0.802 two temperature gages are integrated to con
a 32) 0.19781

33) 0.02918 trol the steam temperature and to monitor

a -Y 34) 0.108 the apparatus.
The media control unit regulates the gas sup100"3600/i'(H9-H2 ) 35) (kg/h) 268 ply and the water supply of the system. A

8.268 36) , 219 pressure equalizer keeps the supply pressure
a.268 37) 53 of the gases, hydrogen and oxygen, equal.
1-y.268 38) , 5-9 With the help of sonic nozzle that are in-
53-5,9 39) , 47.1 stalled in the gas pipes, the stoichiometr-
6p/6 (LH 2 ) 40) (m) 9862 1 ic mixture ratio is achieved. By changing
Ap/6 (LO 2 ) 41 ) 613.5 the gas supply pressure, the gas mass flow
Ap/6 (H;O) 42) 700 rate change synchronically and linearly, so
!"p- 43) 0.5 that the mixture ratio remains stoichiometr-LH 2 (pump power) 44) (kW) 0.318 ic. The gas supply is aojustable by a pres-LO "1 1 45) I 0-157 sure regulator valve with motor drive. The
HLO " " 46) i 0.82 water mass flow rate is provided by a gear

pump with regulated rotational speed.
The numbers in the Table :I mean: The electronic regulator and control are re

- 18: equivalent Carnot efficiency; alized on a microprocessor basis, with the
- 19: real thermal efficiency; following functions: valve control; regula-
- 21: condensation heat to be extracted from tion of gas supply pressure, e.g. the steam

the steam flow in the air radiator; generator performance; regulation of water
- 24: air flow of the radiator fan; supply; ignition of the gas mixture; monl-
- 25: air pressure loss across the radiator; toting of the ignition process; regulation
- 26: fan total head; of the steam temperature; safety control.
- 27: required radiator fan power. Hydrogen and oxygen gases (in liquid form

The i,/O,/H.O combustion chamber has been in the actual application on board of vehi-
realized for developping the steam weight cles) are supplied from gas storage cylin-
flow required for the 100 kW full power, as ders to the burner through a float type flow
shown on Figure 1. for the real injection meter and a back fire preventer respective-
head. ly. Flow rates are manually controlled with
During the first tests carried out, the fore a needle valve of the flow meter. In the case
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of gas sampling, a conical gas collecting sis at the launch site.
hood is put above the burner and a sampling The most electrolytic cells are producing
probe is fixed at the exit of the collect- 0.2 Nm3 of GH2/kWh (0.0555 Nml/MJ) and 0.1
ing hood. The sampled gas is pumpod to gas Nm3 of GO:/kWh (0.0277 Nm3/MJ), i.e.,respec
analyzers after the steam in the sampled gas tively, w~th specific gravities 0.881 N/Nm7

is removed with an electric gas cooler. and 14.013 N/NmI (0.04896 N/MJ and 0.38925
Since much of the sampled gas is steam and N/MJ). The weight mixture ratio for the com
is condensabls, nitrogen at a specified flow bustion is becoming 0.38925/0.04896 = 7.95,
rate is introduced inside of the collecting corresponding about to stoichiometric ratio
hood as a reference gas. Concentrations of if all the electrolysis products are used.
the unburned hydrogen and the unused oxygen Costs for producing gaseous and liquid hy-
are measured with a chromatograph. Purity drogen and oxygen are carried out in Ref.s
of the supplied gas is 99.99% for hydrofjen 1il, 141 and 151.
and 99.93 for oxygen and nitrogen. Energy need for a modern electrolyzer may
The op>eration of the steam generator is very be at present 14.45 MJ for producing 1 N of
simple, o rain, after the selection of the GH, and 7.95 N of GO2 . Liquefaction (L) may

desired capacity and the steam temperature, require 3.65 Mr per 1 N of LTH, and 0.19 MJ

the required mass flow rates of the inedia per 7.95 N of LO,. Therefore, the total en-

are automatically regulated.The same appli- ergy need for gasificetion and liquefaction

es also for the changing of the operating (liquid form on board), at atnospheric pres
sure, of 1 N of LH. and 7.95 N of LO. is a-

parameters. The process steps are programm- bout 18.49 MJ, corresponding to 18.49/8.95=
able and can be restored, so that, for ex- 2.066 NJ per N of stoichiometric (LH.-Lo,)
ample, steam -emperature/time are realized mixture.
without problem.

On the basis of equations from (1) to (5),According to Ref. !61, an experimental ver- and with the computational procedure in Ta-

sion of an H,!/O-steam generator has been and it, t comptto c u ocharnber Tor

tested so far successfully at steam pres- a Tu a in Figur12o n per
a turbo-ramjet as in Figure 12 of given per

sures between 40 and 90 bar as well as tem- formances, may be designed.
peratures between 835 and 1225 K and ther-
mal capacities between 15 and 40 MW, and a
properly functioning of a non-linear state-
space feedback control concept for simulta- Ill Sampath P. and Shur F., "Combustion Per
neous control of steam pressure,temperature formance of H, in a Small Gas Turbineand mixture ratio, has been demonstrated. omneo zi ml a ubn

Combustor", Proceedings of the 5th World

7 U,/O,/1�O COMBUSTION IN TURBORAMJETS Hydrogen Energy Conference, Toronto, 15
_ . .20 July 1984, Vol. 4, pp 1467 - 1479.

A satisfactory launch speed might rapidly 121 Montagnani G. and Psaroudakis P., "Pro-
be reached al. relatively low altitude by a spettive di Impiego di Generatori di Va
turbo-ramjet.-rocket multicycle missile, op- pore non Convenzionali per l'Utilizza-
erating with the H,/O 2 /H.•O combustion cham- zione del Combustibile Idrogeno", Pro-
ber as on Figures 6 and 7, Ref. 171. ceedings del 40c Congresso NazicialeATI,
Such kind of hybrid engine is enough flexi- Trieste, Italy, 14-17 September 1985.
ble to meet i large variety of f-light condi 131 Dini D., "Liquefattori di H, c N, di A-
tions, with speed as high as Mach 4. Like limentazione al Banco di Motori Automc-
turbo-ramjet, this propulsion system, Fig- bilistici Ecologici", Proceedings del
ure 12, using H 2 /O2/H.O combustion only in 450 Congresso Nazionale ATI, Cagliari,
the boost phase, is arranged of course with Italy, 18-21 September 1990.
a lot of inlet and exhaust variable geome- 41 Dini D., "Feasible Non-Polluting Car En
tries. gines Using Air-Water Comrponents", Pro-
A H./10/H 2 0 combustion chamber is used topro ceedings of the SAE-AIEC Confe7ence,Bu-

duce high pressure and temperature superheat enos Aires, 3-6 September 19 9 1,pp 53-67.
ed water steam during the count down and 51 Dini D., "Closed Cycle Water Steam (from
take-off phases, at variable injected witer. H2 /O,/H:O Combustion) Car Engine", Pro-

The steam from the combustion chamber flows ceedings of the 9th World Hydrogen Ener

to drive a turbine in a first stage of ex- gy Conference, Paris, France, 22-25 Jtne

pansion, while useful propulsion energy is 1992, Vol. 3, pp 1351-1361.

obtained through a variable goometry plug 161 Sternfeld H.J., "A Hydrogen/Oxygen Steam

nozzle. The turbine is giving power to air Generator for the Peak-Load Management
of Steam Power Plant", Proc. of the 5thcompressors in two rdmjet ducts during their Wol d.Ccn,'rnt o.4p191

take-off and acceleration phases. World Hyd. En.Conf., Toronto, Vol. 4, ppI595-160
Hydrogen-air ramjet propulsion is following 7i Dini D., "Design of Hydrogen Fueled Ram
theboonat phame. pjets and Ramrockets", Proceedings No307
the boost phase. of the AGARD-PEP 58th Symposium, London

Gaseous hydrogen GH. and oxygen GO, might be UK, 26-29 October 1981, pp 26-1 - 26-8.
directly obtained through water Plectroly-
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8 A H 2 multi-hole nozzle
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1. H, storage cylinders 8. manual shutt off valve L 3.0
2. pressure regulators 9. check valves --- o- -- .-
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4. emergency shut off valve 11. relief valve 103 2 1 4 56 8 104 2 10
5. fuel supply valve 12. H. leakage-proof box nozzle Reynolds number
6. fuel metering valve 13. remote discharge line for
7. actuator porr lng Fig. 3 - Pressure loss coefficient

of the H2 fuel nozzle
Fig. 1 - Combustor test rig arna AI supply system
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Fig. 4 - Ignition H, flow versa-;

air flow

1. (ombust ion chamber 4. 5ýator, compressor 7. housing
2. housing 5. stare,, turbine 8. injection nozzle
3. r•tl;a1 compreuqnr 6. radial t-irbne 9. sparkling plug

Fig. 5 - 42 kW turroshaft
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1. spark plug - 2. injector flange - 3. back flange - 4. injector body - 5. H, jacket - 6. 0, jacket

7. water jacket - 8. injector - 9. flame-holder - 10. diaphragm - 11. external circumferentiat chamber

12. and 12' inflow and outflow flexible ducts 13. water internal chamber - It.. water inlet flange

15. water c.Itlet flange - 16. internal body - 17. closing rings - 18. collector flange - 19. atomizer

body - 20. longitudinal collecting rods - 21. end co'lecting rods - 22. 0 - rings scal - 23 steim seal

Ing rings - 24. cooling water inflou/outflo, ducts.

Fig. 6 - .IOI-0H,,0 combustion chamber fo a thermal power 20 MW
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fiang, anir injector diaphragm; central body iogment Configura4t ions
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Lii0, 1.0,

Fig. Q -H 2/0./HZO combus-tion chamber applied to a

closed cycle turbine engine for car pro-

pulsioni working fLuid power 100 kW

T4

SS

Fig. 10 Steam expansioni V

(Table 11) ____

Fig. 11 -Head of the JI2/0,/H,') combustion chamber

for the 100 kW turbine of figure 9

crui-e phasel I I boost phase

Fig.12 - H.IOJ/HO combustion chamber
launch-boost phase of a turboriuiiJ.e
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Discussion

Question 1. John Tilsion
Is it possible to condense the steam using liquid hydrogen as it evaporates rather than using a radiator?

Author's Reply
Liquid hydrogen or liquid oxygen could be used for condensing the steam coming from the expansion turbine, although it is not
sufficient for conversion of the complete working fluid from steam to water. However, the head of the cc'nbustion chamber must
also be well cooled. However, I have encountered no problem in burning hydrogen and oxygen injected as liquid in the
combustor, although hdrogen normally arrives at the head of the combustor as a gas. I will consider your suggestion during my
later tests.

Question 2. Dr L. Ianovski
It is difficult to store liquid hydrogen in an aircraft. Have you compared different technologies for producing hydrogen, for
example, the catalytic water-steant conversion of liquid hydrocarbons?

Author's Reply
Your suggestion could be considered for hydrogen production directly on board, considering that large quantities of
h3drocarbon do not need much volume to transport. However, too much energy is required to compress gaseous hydrogen.
Moreover, oxygen must also be stored on board. With electrolysis, we get gaseous hydrogen and oxygen in stoichiometric ratio,
Just as needed for combustion. Their liquefaction is well known technology.
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Evaluation of the 'Transleqt Operation of Advanced Gas Turbine Combustors

"T.T. Rossord and J, M. Cohen
United Technoiogies Research Center

Aerothermal Techaology/Chcmi.al Sciences
Silver Lane

East Hartford, CT USA 06108

1. SUMMARY fuel flowrate, air temperature and pressure are set, and com-

A unique test capability has been defined and used at the bustor exit temperature and emissions profiles are measured,

United Technologies Research Center to cvaluate the tran- Even the stability evaluation of lean blowout is determined

sient response of advanced gas turbine combustors. This under quasi-steedy condition:, with slow variations of the

UTC Transient Combustion Facility offers the opportunity to fuel flow rate for fixed levels of air flow rate and temperaturc.

achicve pre-defined time variations of the air and fuel flow The operability of the combustor -- that is, the tolerance of

rates and air temperature delivered to a combustor model, the combustor performance and stability to rapid transients

Th'lis capability can be used for model scales ranging from in burner conditions-- is evaluated only after completing the

muli i-nozzle combustor sectors to smaller setups focusing on development of the totul engine. At this point in the develop-

one component or process. A dedicated control computer ment cycle, it is difficult and costly to accomplish major

aids in establishing time profiles for the input parameters and clhnges that overcome deficiencies. Sometimes the only

automatically executing the transient test. Among its ap- practical strategy is to ccntract the operating envelope of the

plications, the facility has been used to study the occurrence system with an obvious loss in capabihty.
of in-nozzle fuel vaporization during Bodie cycles and to as- This situation is w,,rse for advanced gas turbine combustors
sess the tolerance of a fuel-staged combustor to rapid fuel re- in which processes are highly coupled. For example, accept-
distribution, able performance of aerating fuel nozzles relics upon main-

taining a balance of air and fuel momenta to achieve
2. INTRODUCTION desirable atomization and distribution characteristics. Tran-
The aircraft gas turbine engine continuously undergoes op- sient flows may disrupt this balance and dramatically alter the
erational transients. From the moment the engine is ignited, resulting fuel-air ratio distribution within the burner. Fur-
and through taxi, take-off, climb, cruise, descent, and landing ther, combustor systems being considered to achieve low
of the aircraft, the engine is reqgissted to vary its thrust level, emissions of NO, may employ fuel or air s:tagirg. The transi-
Often these variations are accomplished over a long time pC- tion through the staging points during engine acceleration or
riod so that the rate-of-change is small and the engine is es- deceleration r.ustbe studied to assure that burner operability
sential~y operating in a "quasi-steady-process." In such is preserved.
instances, both the engine response and the aircraft maneu-0 The United Technologies Research Center (UTRC), wet king
vers are smooth- this is a goal of commercial aircraft opera- with Pratt and Whitney of the United Technologies Corpora-
tion. tion (UTC), has developed and is using a unique test capabili-

In other instances, ttie requested variations are ,apid rates- ty to evaluate the operability of gas turbine combustors
of-change of power, altitude, Prnd attitudc. These conditions during transient events. The UTC Transient Combustor Fa-
alone m,.y result in transient inputs to the combustor, or they cifity offers the opportunity to achieve controlled time varia-
may cause other engine components to enter unsteady opera- tions of combustor air and fuel flow rates, and air
tion such as compressor stall. Correspondingly, the condi- temperature delivered to a combustor model. This paper wiji
tions approaching and within the combustor are truly describe the facility operation and illustrate its use in evaluat-
transient. While such maneuvers can be easily imagined for ing operability issues encountered with advanced gas turbine
high-performa-oce military aircraft, they can also be encoun- combustors.
tered by commerc'al aircraft during emergency avoidance
procedures. These engine transients are not a series of 3. TRANSIENT COMBUSTOR FACILITY
steady-states, but a combination of coupled, unsteady pro- 3.1 Transient Operation Goals and Flowrates
cesses. In the combustor, processes including fuel delivery The UTC Transient Combustor Facility was conceived to
arid atomization, air flowfield structuring, fuel-air mixing, evaluate the non-steady-state response of combusting or non-
and combustion interact to determine the instantaneous per- comluati systemsw ste res cribedtcngrone
formance and emissions of the burner. combusting systems when subjected to prescribed, con'rolled

variations of the input parameters. In particular, it was soeght
Traditionally, the performance of gas turbine combustor sys- to control the total air and fuel flow rates and the air tempera-
tzms and components is evaluated only at steady-state cor~di- turc delivered to an experimental model. This capability was
tions.That is, design point combinationsoftheburner air and desired for model scales ranging from a multi-nozzle sector

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technologyfor Advanced Aircraft Engws:s NMay 1993.



of a gus turbiniecombumto, to an cxporimental set up focusfing Iv ading to a stalled (i.c. oscillatory) airflow en toring thc burn-
on one componenit or process. In thc lattei caitegory, the or. The nionotoric variation :nodc cain be utwed to produce
model might coictain a single aerating fuel nozzle or a rear- ramps. stops or tion-sinusoidal variations. Alternatively, os-
ward-facing stev to study the itifluences. of transient !lhcwson cillatroy variations of air and/or fuel flowrates can be rc-
atontivation or sta.Sili--avion. respectively. quesited for steady Mean values.

Trhe faci~ity and its control sy. stem wet c specified ito achieve The mnodel scale and transient profile goals led to defining a
flow transicins as depicted in 'Fig. 1, l~N( types of time varia- test facility wiih the following flow capabilities:
tion were sought: monotonic and oscillatory. I1. Controlled air flowrates to a test inodcl of tip to 15 lb/sec

for a 225 psia model pressure and (lown to 1 lb/sc (; for 20 psia.4

Steady 2. Airflow hcksting to produce controlled temnperitures
ranging from 300 11 to 8~50, F iat the rest model,

Monotoalc 3. Trhree independlently controlled liquid fuel delivery sys-

Aifuel low GaclIslatry tems with flowrate capability ranging from 30 lPPH to 300
f ja fo PPH for two systems, and a range of 60 PPH to 2000 PPH for

the third system.

IL 110 H z 4. Steam heating of the fuel to produce a steady fuel tern-

perature up to 300 .F.

Time 3.2 Tran~ent. Test Control Sy~rflm

A key element of the Transient Combustion Facility is the
Fig. I Target Transient Profile control system which guides th!: setup and oeceution of the

transient test. The control strategy is based upon, firstly, esi-
The monotonic variations, represented as combinations of tablishing a profile set of the desired time variations of test
1 0-nisec duration linear segments, characterize events occur- model inputs, and secondly, stepping through this profile set
ring over a nominal 0,5-sec period or longer. While the varia- in 10 msec increments to send new target signals to the hard-4
tion during each segment is monotonic (e~g. an increase or ware responsible for achieving the flows (depicted in Fig. 2).
decrease in a flow rate), the combination of them need not he The comierol computer storage permits executing transient
monotonic but could trace increasing and decreasing flows, tests with) a total duration of 30 sec.
As indicated below, the control system updiecs its setpoi'nt So on profile
every' 10 mscc. Hence, variations on this tine scale are pos-
sible for this "slow" mode. However, most large-scale engine Tre
transients follow specific time profiles over their duration., Controlled device
The 10 msec period permits 50 updates of the flow sctpoint Po
during a 0.5 sec cvent, enabling a con~trolled transition duri .ng Fo

it. Typically, sctpoint chr~r.gcs bya~ factor of two are accom- _____*Independent air and
plished during a 1-sec period which precisely track a desired Tt@Ntfort
time profile. The air and fuel flowrates and air, temperature
can be controlled !o follow such variations.Cotl

computer
Osci~atory variations can he achieved for air an~d fuel flow-
rates but not for a'ir t,-mperature. The variation is prescribed
hy dcfiaiing the armplitudc, frequency and phast;-lagFg.2 T-nenCotlLgi
associated with a cosine wave form, and a single staitand stop Fg rnin oto oi

time combitia~ion of the oscillation. If it is desired to synchro-
nize air and tuel flow rate variations, then the maximum air or Five profiles constitute the set foi a desired transient test, .me
fuel flow oscillation is It) IP. If ,;ynch.-onization is not re- each for air flowrate and temperature, and three for thec fuA
quired (e.g. airflow oscillation with constan~t fuel flowrate), flowrates. As descriFhd above, the profilesfor air or fuel flow-
airtlow oscillation f-equcncies up to 6(0 lz canl be accom- rate can consist of combined monotonic and osý;illatorv tran-
plished although at the expenrse of an approximately 5t0 pc- sienits. The monotonic portion of each profile is defined by up
cent attenuation of the amnplitud'-. Typicaily, thp amplitude of to 45 coordinate pairs of time and flowrato.'The pairs do not
the oscillations can range t.j t;, 'S percent of the mean. For have to be increm,ýntcd by the 10 rrscc setpoint update peri-
oJperation up t)a frequency of10 liz,no significant phase-lag od; sctpoints are determined every It) insec by linca, inter-
or arnpitude attenuation is expeucizced. poiation between sequential coordinate pairs, Thle o.scillatory

portion of a profile is described by its amplitude and frequco-
Trhe two types of flow VAriations can be accomplisheýd either %,y. The monotonic and oscillptory portion!; are addc'! to fol-m
alone or in combination, Figure I is an example of a com- the iotal profile for air or fuel flowrate. Thc iiir temperature
binted vat iation which might simulate an engine deceleration profiie can consist only of a monotonie profile.
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A tyqpcal transient test consists of establishing a steady-state I. A propane-fired, vitiating air heater is used to achieve

condition matching the initial conditions of the transient, fol- the desired test section inlet air temperature. Replenishment
lowed by a computer-controlled stepping through the set- oxygen is added upstream of the heater to achieve an oxy;;cn

point profile set. Ivery 10i msec. new targets for air flowrate, mole fraction of 21 percent in the gas delivered to the com-

fuel flowrate and air temperature are established and ser.t to bustor model, During a test, the pressure in the heater re-

the control hardware for closed-loop control. As described mains constant. The heiter fuel flowrate can be ramped to

hdlow. the air flowrate control is achieved by using measured achieve a changing air teilperature using a closed-loop con-
air pressure and temperature conditions to determine the an trol valve-flow meter system.
appropriaite flow area, and positioning a pintlc in a venturi to
achit.ve the area. Fuel flowrate control is achieved by actuat- 2. The heated air is delivered to a plenum which, in turn,

ing a valve until the metered flowrate equals the target. The supplies the test model airflow. An axisymmetric venturi,
air temperature control is achieved indirectly. The tempera- sized to operate choked, is located between the heater and
ture profile is translated into a heater fuel flowrate profile us- the plenum to both isolate the heater from plenum pressure
ing thcrniochcmistry and heat loss considerations. The variations and to acoustically define the plenum volume.
profile is shifted in time to account for the convection time Since this venturi is choked and the heater pressure is held
delay from the heiater to the test model. This two-step transla- constant, the heater air flow, ate varies inversely with the
tion of the air temperature profile occurs automatically dur- heater exit temperature.
ing a brief period once the transient test has been initiated.

3.3 Airflow Control System 3. The airflow to the combustor model is metered by a two-dimensional venturi containing a variable-position pintle

An airflow system capable of delivering controlled ramp, os- centerbody. The pintle is always positioned to assure choked

cillatory or combined ramp. oscillatory transient airflow to a flow to the model. This condition establishes a clear upstream

test model has been acquired. Consideration of the above boundary condition to the test model. Ramp and oscillatory

system goals led to specifyiag a system with the following fea- combustor airflow rates are achieved by re-positioning the

tures as depicted in Fig. 3 and 4: pintle in the venturi.

Plntle actuator -0-

S~supply •

Heater Plenum Combustor

model

Fig. 3 Transient Airflow System

Surge IIflow '

2-0 combustor

Hydraulic

pintle i.tualors Plenum Comubustaor*r

20 plnlle.-venltur system Bypass
airflow

Fig. 4 Transient Combustor Airflow Paths
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In an attempt to minimize pressure oscillations in the pie- achieve a 10 percent change in this area. This requirement
num, azi identical two-dimensional venturi-pintlc system ex- was equivalent to achieving a linear area change of 1.5 in2 per
hausts a bypass flow from the plenum. The combustor pintle inch of pintle travel. As fabricated, the venturi width is 9.010
and bypass pintle are always actuated out-of .phase and with in. with a half angle convergence of 4.8 degrees. Together
equal displacement to provide a canstant total flow area these dimensions yield an area change of 1.51 in2 per inch of
througa the vcnturi pair. Notw that the equal displacement travel. The minimum venturi height is 1.360 in. and the maxi-
guideline is not as stringent as specifying that the two areas mum pintle thickness is 1.340 in.; the minimum pintle area is
vary over the same absolute range (i.e. both having the same 0.180 in2. Each pintle is driven by a hydraulic actuator with a
mean area); only the change in area must be compensated. 6-in. stroke. The maximum pintlc area is nominally 9.0 in2,
This feature is useful to tailor the total airflow to the dcsi.ed which is consistent with the airflow goal at a high inlet air tern-
transient test. For exa.nple, the air heater may not operate perature ard low rig pressure. Each pintle is guided with im-
stably at a very low air flowratc. Hence for a low test model air prcgnated bronze nars along the venturi centerlinc. Holes
fiowratc, the bypass airflow can be set sufficiently high to were bored into each pintle to reduce its mass.
raise the total flowrate and assure stable heater operation. The two veoturi-pintle systems are contained within the pie-

Each pintle-venturi system consists of a two-dimensional num on a fixture designed to minimize the effects of assembly

venturi with a wedged-shaped pintle (Fig. 5). Airflow ap- and thermal growth. As depicted in Fig. 4, the two venturi bo-

proach(.s along the constant height portion of the pintlc and dies are mounted to a cage structure which is bolted to the

passes through the minimum flow area (i.e. throat) at the headendflangeoftheplenum;eachpintleisdrivenonashaft

pintle shoulder. The dimensions and angles of the pieces through this flange. This fixture was designed and toleranced

were specified to achieve a desired range of flowrates while to assure a quality alignment of each pintle in its venturi. The

retaining adequate positioning sensitivity when driving the venturi does not attach to the downstream plenum flange; a

pintle for low flowrate variations. The throat will always oc- sliding seal is accomplished by use of packing. By using a com-

cu, upstream of the minimum venturi body height. The diver- mon fixture, the extent of pintle engagement in the venturi is

gence angle of the venturi body and the apex angle of the not dependent on assembly factors such as bolt torque or gas-

pintle were specified to assure a diverging flow area dawn- ket crush. Additionally, the cage bars produce a thermal

stream of the shoulder. Assuming a plenum-to combustor growth in the venturi location similar to that expected for the

pressure ratio of 1.3, the minimum flow goal implied a nomi- pintle drive shaft.

nal flow area of 1.5 in2. To assure adequate positioning sensi- The dynamics of the pintles were evaluated in specifying the
tivity, it was desired to require a 0.1 in. pintle movement to actuation mechanism. The required pintle acceleration and

force for candidate oscillations, and aerodynamic load (i.e.
pintle drag) for particular operating conditions were com-
puted. These analyses, and the consideration of the desired
linear velocity and stroke for a pintle, led to obtaining a hy-
draulic actuation system rated at 60 GPM at 3000 psi. This
sysLem, with a 60 gal tank, was sufficient to satisfy the flow and
force requirements of the two pintle systems and the surge
"valve. A later evaluation of a particular surge transient indi-
cated that greater aerodynamic pintle forces might be en-
countered. A pneumatic booster consisting of a 3.5-in. dia
r-isto'l contained in a cylinder was added to each pintle shaft
outside the plenum. The cylinder is pressurized by the ple-

num. 'Then while aerodynamic force acts to engage the pintle
into the venturi, the booster applies au opposing force to the

a) PINTI.E shaft to offset the pintle drag.

Each pintle is driven by a Moog A085 seroactuator (1.1 in2

area, 6 in. stroke) with the hydraulic flow regulated by a Moog
760-104A servovalve. The system employs closed-loop con-

4.8 dog trol for actuator position by use of a linear variable differen-
FLOW 1,36 in. 7 dog _N__I tial transformer (LVDT) for position sensing. The LVDT is

DIRECTION excited and its sig al conditioned by a Moog oscillator/demo-
-'._ M TI dulator (F123-204) which is fed to a Moog servoamplitier

14- 92 f (F1122-202). In operation, an instantaneously desired venturi

area is computed from the setpoint air flowrate and meai;ured
plenum conditions. This area is translated (by use of an area-

voltage calibration) to a pintle position target signal which
ranges between -10 VDC to + 10 VDC. The target is sent

h) P1 NTLE - VENTURI ENGAGEMENT from the control computer to the servoamplifier which com-

Fig. 5 Pintle-Venturi System mands the scrvovalve to alter the hydraulic flow until the
I VDT feedback matches the target position. A Hewlett Pack-
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ard dynamic analyzer was used to characterize the response ity wcrc specified for delivery of a liquid propane volume
of the pintle system. In thtose tests, the analyzer delivered a flowrate of up to 4.2 GPM at a pressure drop of 100 psid. The
fixed amplitude, sinusoidal voltage to the servoamplifier electronic module provides closed-loop control for flowrate
which began at 0.1 Hz and slowly increased until the test was at the va;vc. That is, a target voltage corresponding to the de-
completed. The IVDT feedback was received by the analyzer sired flow is delivered to the module. The feedback signal
to determine the amplitude attenuation and phase-lag as from the flowmeter is compared with the target, with the dif-
compared to the target signal. Figure 6, taken from Ref. 1, de- frrence causing the solenoid to alter the valve capacity until
piots attenuation and phase-lag traces for a test with the coM- the difference (or "error") is nulleii.
bustor pintle system. The -3 dB bandwidth was 55 Hz; the
system response up to the 10 Hz range of interest is sufficient ELECTRONIC MODULE
to reliably produce controlled, oscillatory airflow transients. TARGET

0 r •VOLTAGE
45- O!AMPLITUDE

46- O4

FUEL M
SUPPLY M

,so1- - LCONTROL RAMAPO
10 100 VALVE METER

FREQUENCY (Hz)

Fig. 6 Airflow Pintle Dynamics Fig. 7 Fuel Control System

4. An exhaust flow can be used to promote a periodic, re- A simple two-tier oxygen flow control was defined and used
verse flow in the test model. This flow stream originates with the Transient Combustion Facility to supply the heater
downstream of the combustor venturi but upstream of the replenishment oxygen. In this approach, a fixed, gaseous oxy-
model. The valve (identified as the Surge valve) can be actu- gen supply pressure is available to two parallel paths. Each
ated at the same frequency but out-of-phase with the combus- path contains a orifice sized to operate choked; one path also
tor pintle. Hence when the delivery of combustor airflow is contains a shut-offvalve. The line without the valve is termed
minimized, the exhausting flow is maximized. the low flow path, and the valved line is termed the high flow

path. If the temperature increases with time, the propane
The surge valve is a hydraulically-actuated, 8-in. butterfly flowrate is mi ially low and only the low oxygen flow path is
valve with a maximum flow coefficient (Cv) of 2245. The active; the valve is t osed. When the control computer deter-
valve is driven by an ExCello rotary actuator fed by a Moog 78 mines that the propane flow has exceeded a threshold, the
series servovalve. A prtentiometer on the valve shaft, sup- valve is opened to also deliver through the high flow oxygen
ported by UTRC-designed electronics, provides a feedback line. Appropriate combinations of supply pressure and orifice
signal to another Moog servoamplifier to achieve closed-loop sets adequately match the replenishment oxygen flowrate to
control of the surge valve angular position. The dynamic re- the propane flowrate for a transient test.
sponse of this valve was also investigated using the Hewlett-
Packard Dynamic . ialyzer and found to have acceptable 3.5 Test Model Fuel Control System
amplitude and phase characteristics. The test model fuel control system consists of three, indc-

3.4 Air Heater Control System pendently-controlled liquid fuel systems containing hard-
warc similar to that contained in the heater fuel control

The air heaterfuel controlsystem was obtained from Marotta system. Each contains a Marotta LV53a control valve, a
Scientific Controls, Inc. and consisted of a LV53Avalve, a Ra- strain-gauge based flowmeter, and an electronics module.
mapo Mark V- 1/2 flowmeter, and an electronics control mod- Two of the systems contain flowmeters with a range of 30-300
ule (Fig. 7). The valve, an adaptation of a standard Marotta PPH with the third system flowmeter sized for 60-2000 PPII.
product, is an electrically-operated, 4-way proportional flow Again, the electronic module provides closed-loop control of
control device. It uses a integrally-mounted solenoid valve to each flow at the valve as depicted in Fig. 7. The module re-
vary the instantaneous flow capacity of the valve. The flow- ccives the control system target voltage, compares it with the
meter employs a target mounted on a cantilever beam in the flowmeter feedback, and sends an error signal to the control
flow stream. The measured strain in the beam provides an in- valve to cause it to achieve the desired flowratc. The system
dication of the dragon the target and, for known liquid densi- response is capable of tracking a 10 Hz sinusoidal oscillation
ty, an imposed flow velocity. This meter has the shortest without significant phase-lag or amplitude attenuation. A
response time of devices considered, with a quoted full re- steam-fed heat exchanger is located in the fuel systems down-
sponse to a step change in 2 msec. The valve and meter capac- stream of the control devices. Constant fuel temperatures up
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and stepped bLack to the original 10 Ib/sec. Figure Q) presents trinnsfer through the nozzle buoy to the fuel would !e high
the pressure history, acquired at approximately a I klUz rate while the flowrate would be low; bigh fuel heating rates might
by a transient digital recorder (TDR), durioig the tran:;ient be encountred. Fo" sufficient h,-ating nmd low fue:l pressurc,
airflow profile. Every temporal flow feature of the airflowwvs the fuel would vapoiize and displace the 'iquid from tkh
achieved, The decelerat'on ramp was specified only by i's nozzle. If this event ik followed by a rapid accel, the vapor
endpoints, but during execution it consisted of 100 segments might collapse and intertupt the fuel delivery into the corn-
(10 msec duration) to assure a line.ar reduction. 'The dwell bustor, promoting a blow-oit. Fuel vaporization would be
and oscillation periods, and oscillation frequency, matched more likely to occur in an aerating nozzle than in a pressure
the profile. The step change began abruptly and tracked the atomizer because of the lower fuel pressure encountered in
characteristic-time response of the model combustor. Re- the nozzle stem.
suits such as these established that the UTC Transient Com-
bustion Facility had the capability to uniquely study Transient combustor tests were performed as part of a IIS
non-steady-state flow phenomena. Navy sponsored sudy to determine buiner conditions and

nozzle configurations which result in a blow-out during a de-
I TR,,dGIR 1 cel-accel sequence (also known as a "Bodie"), A four nozzle,

Ii advanced combustor sectorwas used; the sector was modified
to admit excess airflow into its corners to eliminate preferen-

, " -tial flameholding. Inlet air flowrate and temperature, fuel
- flowrate and temperature, and burner pressure and exit tera-

cdI * -wan sto Chen perature were measured at a 30 Hz data rate. Tests were per-
IMflp - formed using either siigle-flow (one low pressure drop fuel

passage) or dual-flow (one low pressure drop passage, one
.t _ H.3 high pressure drop passage) nozzle". The test fuels were JP4

_____,_. . ______ and JP5 heated to 300 E

IstI---L> • l ~IKmtc,'u; - Each test consisted of a sequence of three Bodie cycles (Fig.
10). For each, the burner air and fuel flowrates, and air tem-
perature, began at a steady high-power level. In the first

cycle, each of these parameters was synchionously ranmped to

4.2 Transient Fuel Heating in asi Aerating Fuel Nozzle a low-power level in I second, held at this level for 2 seconds,
and ramped back to the high power level in again I seecod. At

Gas turbine fuel nozzles are required to inject fuel over the low power, the air and fuel flowrtates were 40 percent and 60
wide flow range that satisfies idle to sea-level takeoff power percent respectively, of the high-p,)wer condition. The se-
rcquirements. Throughout this range, finely-atomized and cond cycle began after a 2 see:nd 'kv;ld at the high-power l'•-
spatially-distributed sprays must h, produced. The acrating el. This cycle was similar to dlhe first except that the air and
fuel nozzle satisfies these dmands by using airflow momen- fuel flowratcs at the low-pok er condition were only 30 per.
turn to control the spray quality. The fuel flow pressure loss is cent and 40 percent, respcctively, of the high-power le,ýcls.
low and, hence, th~e fuel pressure in the nozzle is essentially The third cycle achieved the same parameter values as the se-
equal to the burner pressure. This situation is in contrast to cond cycle, except the air temperature remained at the high-
that existing in a pressure-atomizing fuel nozzle. This design pewer level into the low-power plateau. These three cycles
uses the high momentum produced by high fuel flow pressure progressively offered more favorable conditions for the oc-
loss across the nozzle tip to atomizc and distribute the flow; currence of fuel vaporization in the nnzzle. Cycle 2, with its
the fuc! )ressure in the nozzle greatly exceeds the burner lower flowratcs, puduced a lower burner pressure than Cycle
pressure. I, and Cycle 3 promoted fuel heating at this condition by ex-

tending the time period of nozzle exposure to high tempera-
Au important aspect of the fuel nozzle design is its ability to lure inlet air. Figure 10 is a data trace of these it[nsicnt input
limit the temperature rise of the fuel flowing within it. The parameters and illustrates that these three synchronized
temperature of the fuel delivered to a nozzle is often great.,r :y,:les were faithfully producedby theTransient Combustion
than 25') F because ot its use as a heat-sink for other engine Facility.
systems. Any additional fuel he-ating is undesirable in order t!
avoid temperatures which p,'omote fuel coking. The nozzle Dato fromtcsts usingJP4 fuel forcombustorsconfiguredwith
support stem is immersed in high temperature combustor in- either the dual-flow nozzles (Fig. 11) or single-flow nozzles
let airflow. Heat "hielding and insulation in the stem limit the (Fig. 12) illustrated the consequences of in-nozzle fucl vapor.
heat transfer to the fuel; while flowing, the fuel tempeiature ization (Ref, 2 and 3). Both figures trace the measured burn-
rise is raninial. Similarly, heat shielding is used in the head of er pressure; the transient air flowratc is included as a
an aerating fuel nozzle to limit fuel heating from the atomizer reference to the cycles. For test using the dual-flow nozzles
airflow. (Fig. I 1). the burner pressure recovered to ',he high-power

level (following the low-power excursion) for ca: cycle. In
Operability concerns may exist for rapid fuel heating such as contrast, the burner piessurc did not recover following the
encountered when the fuci flowrate rapidlydecreases to a low low-power dwell of Cycle 2 in tests using the singlv-flow
value in a snap-decel maneuver. In this instance, the heat nozzles (Fig. 12) indicating a combustor blowout.



The blowout during the test with the single-flow nozzles re-
, --- Combustor Air Flow suited from a momentary interruption of the fuel flow in,

1 J--- .. ----- 9- - inlet Tamperutueo jeeted into tic combustor, During the low-power dwell,1. -combustor FU0I Fi@W1 in-nozzlc fuel vaporization of the voiatile JP4 occurred in the

0 .8 .. .. .. low fuel pressure circuit of this aerating nozzle and displaced0.8 hcl liquid fuel; vaporized fuel was being injected into the
burner. At the beginning of the accel, the liquid fuel delivered

0.67. to the nozzles rfu pressurizd th; vapor and collapsed it. The
T --'time perlod required to restore the injection of liquid fuel into

0.I - -. -*- the burner represented an interruption in fuel flow. In con-
trast, the primary (high pressure drop) ci'cuit of the dual-flow

0.2 -nozzle sustained high fuel pressure and prevented vaporiza-
..- tion. This sequence was as predicted by TRANSI, a time de-

pendent, lumped parameter model of a combustor (Ref. 2)
0 ., '.. '-' developed at Pratt and Whitney/GESP In other tests, com-

0 4 e 12 16 20 busturs fueled with JP5 did not blowout with either nozzle
Trime (see) (Ref. 3). In this case, neither low fuel pressure nor longer ex-

Fig. 10 Three Cycle Bodie Transient posnre to high temperature inlet airflow was sufficient to pro-
mote the vaporization of this less volatile fuel.

4.3 Staged Combustor Transients

C----Combugnar AM Flow Rate * Modern combustor concepts seek to minimize emissions such

1 -... - comimor Prssr as NO, over a wide range of operating conditions, One strate-

o., -j• staged combustor, there are multiple stages (two in this case)
0 jof fuel injectors, If only one stage of fuel injection were used

> 0.4 .... i - at high engine power levels, the fuel,/ air ratio in the primary
combustion zone could lead to temperatures high enough to

0'4 form significant amourts of thermal NO.. The fuel staging
strategy seeks to solve this problem by distributing the fuel

02 --- - -1 _ - -more evenly throughout the combu_-tor at high power, so that
the local peaks of fuel / air ratio (and therefore temperature)

0 are greater in number but significantly lesser in magnitude.
0 4 S 12 is 20 At low power levels, the combustor would operate on one

Time (80) stage only, so that the lean stability characteristics of a non-

staged combustor would be maintained (primary zone tern-
Fig. I I Combustor Response te Dodle Cycles with peratures at low power are low enough so that only minimal

Dual Passage Fuel Nozzles NO, is formed).

If the combustor operates on one zone at low power, but two
zones at high power, this implies that, as the engine acceler-
ates, the combustor must make a smooth transition from one-

Combustor Air Flow atie stage to two-stage operation. During this transition, the sec-
0Combustor Pressure ondary stage must be lit off without affecting the engine per-

formance in any way. Conversely, there must be a point

during deceleration at which the secondary zone is turned off.
0.5 .. Not only is a fueled zone of the combustor being turned on

I__ and off. but fuel is being shuttled back and forth between in-
0.4 jection zones, depending upon the rate of increase of engine

power level. The operability and performance of the combus-

0.2 tor as it proceeds through these staging points are of crucial
importance. For example, it one zone is too lean because it

oonly receives 5% of the tolal fuel flow, it may blow out, lead-

0 4 12 is 20 ing to a 5% decrement in combustion efficiency, and a de-

Time (1e1) crease in engine thrust, Staging schedules must account for
the transient flight profiles of air flow and tutal fuel flow and
also for the split of the fuel flow between the two zones at all

Fig. 12 Combustor Response to Bodle Cycles with points in the operating envelope.
Single Passage Fuel Nozzles

For each transient flight event, the air flow, total fuel flow and

air temperature profiles follow a fixed path. dependent upon
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the nature of thc flight maneuver. The staging strategy deter- I
mines how the fuel flow is split between the two zones at any [ Total Fuel Flow
power level. It determines the point at which staging starts, A4nle TempertureoJ

and the rate at which fuel is shuttled between zones as the 0.8 -0 Combustor Air Flow

power level changes within the twro-zone regime. Staging j
schedules must be evaluated based on their impact on the 0 o.e
operability, emissions and performance of the combustor rel-
ative to a single-stage combustor.S~0.,4

It is necessary, then. to characterize the transient operation of
a staged combustor as it proceeds through these staging 0.2 ---- ------

points and encounters the rapid shuttling of fuel between in-
jection zones. Prospective staging strategies may be ev'-
luated at a sector lcvel in the Transient Combustior. Facility. 0

The ability to simultaneously control air flow, air tempera- 0 Tim (see) 10 Is

ture and two separate fuel flows is used. Each fuel injection
zone has its own dedicated fuel control system. The transient Fig. 13 Total Flow Profiles for Approach-

flow profiles of each fuel system can be varied to simulate dif- Touchdown - Reverse Cycle

fercnt staging strategies for a given transient event.

One transient event of interest occurs when the airplane - ________.....

lands. Initially, the airplane is in its final approach condition.
It then decelerates and loses altitude until it lands. Then, af*-
ter a short delay, the pilot re-accelerates the engines to pro- a
vide thrust reverse for braking. This entire process, known as • 0.6
and Approach-Touchdown-Reverse transient, rypically takes LZ Pilot Zone
less than 20 seconds. During this event, it is crucial that the . 0 - Zone
combustor respond smoothly and as expected. For the com- 0.4
bustor, it results in "bucket' profiles for air flow, air tempera- C
ture and total fuel flow vs. time (Fig. 13). That is, each 0.2 ... .......

parameter initially decreases over a few seconds, followed by - -'e -" ..
a short hold and an increase. In a staged combustor, the fuel 0Sflow split between injection zones changes even more rapidly 0 1 0 1

during both the deceleration and acceleration portions of the Time (etc)
transient ( Fig. 14 ). Initially, the fuel flow is split almost even-
ly betweenl the primary and secondary zones. As the engine Fig. 14 Fuel Staging Schedule for Approach -

decelerates, the percentage of fuel flow to the secondary zone Touchdown - Reverse Cycle
is decreased, and the percentage of flow to the primary zone is
incre ccd. The inverse of this happens again during accelera-
tion. The application of the fuel staging schedule results in the Pilot Zone Fuel Flow

zonal fue! flow rate profiles shown in Figure 15. The two fuel 0. - - S.conda Zone Fuel Flow

flow rate profiles are controlled independently of each other, : -
so that the total fuel flow rate at any instant is merely the sum . 0.e

of the two individually controlled zonal flows, and is not con- > 0.

trolled explicitly. The "peaks" in total fuel flow rate profile
(Fig, 13) result from a slight mis-coordination of the two 7on- 0.4,
al profiles. Z

Figure 16 shows the average combustor exit temperature and 0.2 -
4

comhustor pressuce response during an Approach-Touch- ,-- - : I
down-Reverse transient cycle. Neither of these is explicitly 0 ..... ..
controlled (only air flow, fuel flow and inlet temperature are a 5 10 15
controlled), so they act as good indicators of the tolerance of Time (see)
"the combustor to rapid fuel redistribution, Both the pressure
and temperature react smoothly, in concert with changes in Fig. 15 Zonal Fuel Flows for Approach -

the total flows. Neither shows evidence of any staging effects Touchdown - Reverse Cycle
during the deceleration or acceleration staging. It should be
noted that the exit temperature profile reflects only the resul-
tant total fuel flow profile; the peaks in temperature at the be- sure does not respond to these small spikes in fuel flow, and
ginning and end of the transient are in response to the the combu,.tor passes through them without any compromise
"peaks" in the total fuel flow profile. As expected, the pres- of operability.

[l'll4
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* ~ ~- ~ -*-~- --- ~--~-'-~-and fuel flow rates and air temperature can be delivered to a
test model.This capability has been used to study combustor

0.6 systems, particular components and isolated combustor pro-
cesses. A growing transient- response cyperiencc base will

.1 permit the design and development of more robust advancedi 0.6-~ -- gas turbine combustors.
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Discussion

Question 1. G.D. Xistrls
flow was the air inlet temperature controlled to match the variations in pressure profiles for the air and fuel flows?

Author's Reply
'Ie use a propane fired vitiating heater to achieve the desired inlet air temperature. Replenishment oxygen is added to achieve

2,'at the heater exit. Both propane and oxygen flows are controlled by temperature setpoint profile. A I -L) analysis is used to
compensate for the time lag as the heated air is convected to the test model.

Question 2. S. Samuelsen4
What diagnostics are you presently employing, and what diagnostics are you considering for the future?

Author'% Reply
Any diagnostic must offer time-resolved capability. Pressure and fine wire thermocouples have been used for quantitative
measurements. A fibre optic probe has been used to obtain qualitative images during a transient. Currently, J. Cohen, a co-
author. is using a PI)PA in an L-V mode to obtain phase-averaged velocity measurements in his study of rearward -facing step
stahilitatioii expo~sed to unsteady boundary conditions.
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TECHNOLOGY RIGS - A TOOL FOR AFTERBURNER DEVELOPMENT

G. RICCARDI
A. TASSSELLI
A. TROVATI

Fiat Avio S.p.A.,,Direzione Progettazione,C.so Feri-ucci 112, 10138 Torino, Italy

ABSTRACT 1. INTRODUCTION

To develop a component of an advanced aircraft engine. The development of an advanced acroengine component is
heavy experfinextal activities are necessary. To avoid very undoubtedly a complex activity, involving a mixture of
long and very expensive test campaigns on development experience, theory and experimental tests. This process
engines, tests on the so-called technology rigs we necessarily starts front the best of design experience gained

fundamntal.from previous projects, in terms of design criteria, but also
from the "lessons learned" from the experience in service

Particularly in the case of combustion components, whose monitoring performance, recording failure modes and failure
analytical 3invulations by means of computer code are still not rates, and so on.
completely satisfactory and where very high gas temperatures
inay cause inportant problems of mechanical integrity, it is Although experience of existing products is invaluable,
essejitial to check the behaviour of the component on the rig nevertheless a continuous progress is necessary to satisfy a
before testing on the engine. competitive miarket which always demands better engines, in
This paper gives an overview of the test rigs which are used terms of performance, reliability, durahi'ity, insintainability,
by FiatAvio in the developmnent of the afterburner system for weight and cost.
an advanced fighter aircraft. engine. This means that the design technology has to be continually

updated in a non-stop effort to exploit the best availableThec tests wh~ich are carried out onl these rigs are described solutions. It is clear that it is not possible to only rely cn past
and sonic of the most iinpoi tent results are reported, experience.
(liscussilig the benefit they have given to the engine Research and technological advance are neces-swry. each new
developmncnt. component requires the best available knowledge, with regard
Evvii if this paper obviously does not cover all the results to materials and manufacturing processes as well as to
obtained from rig tests over years of engine development, the theoretical design calculations,
few examples repo~rted clearly show the importance of these All design improvements require some experimntcnal
rigs aW~ confirm that thc financial outlay to build and update confirmation, either on the single componenL-s or ou the whole
the rigs, test plants and models is worthwhile, engines: this is particularly true when the state of the art of

theoretical and computational analyses is not sufficiently
SUMMARY advanced to model satisfactorily the physical plutioneoina.

This is particularly true of combustion components. In fact, in
In developing dhe afterburner of an advanced fighter aicrf spite of heavy efforts to improve computational codes and

eniede xeimnalatviis ly i rl. hs therefore to limit the amount of expensive andi time 4
engiine, thpeperoahismuotepeenta aciisetlyat big role Thi consuming experimnWnl development, thle iviodefling of
eompusir nteical aprac sduelg toithe prsen state of ertyo combustion phenomena (involving multiphase flows with a
cppoxmbutintheortcl.dlig hc ssilvr high degree of turbulence and complex chemical rieactions) is
astill qute approximate and does not allow to properly

Trechniology rigs are %,ery useful to investigate innovative investigate very sensitive design aspects like, for example,
concpts iibve ll i ealy paseof te pogrameto tade combustion instabilities or production of pollutant emissions.

off different solutions on a back-to-back basis, offering a high isrether easen oflwhfeld copuattirnaticode and hvilbeat itre
level of flexibility (builds, dedicated instrumentation, ... isth calculationswthir l ppi atio rn t o ution flow hea trnote
helping to reduce development costs, bc'h in termis of calwuayios, atheragt orappidrcaise: experbusioentalchscks anod
investmvints (large facilities setting up, efigine tests, ... are validatios ae often stfowil nxercieexessry.nalcic n
very expensive) and in time saving. vldtosaeotnsilncsay

The paper autlines the experience gained by FintAvio in Haigrcnie th rqiem tfo neprnntl4
riigthem to develop all advanced allcrburner. development phase, different options are possible: rig Itests onl

using small size models, rig tests un full size cornpomhemmts and
engine tests. It is obvious that only engine tests can give the
final conifirmvation of the design, allowing to exactly
reproduce not only the behaviour of tht; single compo~nent, but
also the interactions with other enigine modules.
Engine tests have in any case considerable drawbacks related4
t(' the complexity of t':st set up.

Prevented at an ATAR) Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion TeRhnolo ERjot AdvanceOAirraft EnginesN May /90.
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Firstly, the assembly of the engine is a costly and time In the development of this afterburner module, the first
onsuming activity, precluding test flexibility, because it is condition of similarity has been satisfied by designing a full
not possible to repeat the tests with different conflgiurations size model. To limit the model dimensions and the water
in a short time. As each test needs, of course, the availability plant requirements, only a 1/5 (72") sector model was built,
of all engine components, programme delays are inevitable, which is large enough to give a representative flow pattern of
Also, the cost of engine altitude test facilities is considerable, the complete component. The internal features of the
and far exceeds that for individual component testing afterburner (fuel injectors, flame stabilisers, etc.) are 15
Last buw not Jeasti, iheb uv-iic , afuuw of in"'s nen•Atioa equispaord: then, th; i ; 5 "•ale of the •actox was blvted.
available in the engine test cell is often limited and this may Since the circumfer.rtial variation of the afterburner inlet
prevent single components to be fully analysed in detail. conditions is relatively small, the inlet flow has been

considered to be axis)unetric and therefore 2-dimensional.
Clearly, during the development of a component it is esseutial The Rcynolds number sir-: asity is obtained by the
to be able to test various design configurations in a qdiick, appropriate flow-rate of water through the model: water was
flxible and cheap manner, in order to in'restigate as many as selected as -n working fluid because it is ver, easy to handle
possiole different concepts, and it is also essential to have all and readily available.
the instrumentation required for each particular test. Also if Nevertheless, it is important to avoid contaminants in the
the experimental investigations are devoted to check and water, which could disturb the flow visualisation, and so de-
confirm computational results, this is only possible when mineralised water is used. The water, stored in a tank, is
detailed instrurnentatioc is fitted, pumped to the test section and then recirculated to the tank,
The above mentioned reasons confirm the validity of an which is large enough to damp flow distuibances through the
experinental approach by using the so-cailed "technology pipelines (fig. 1).
rigs" as development tools before the final verification on
prototype engines. The water pump has the following capacity:

This paper deals in particular with FiatAvio expenrence in - water flow-rate: 150 L's max.,
developing an afterburner system for a turbofan engne to be - water pressure: 150 kPa (abs.).
installed on an advanced righter aircraft. The importance of
technology rigs is described and some of the most important Rhe test article is put in a vertical position to avoid any
results obtained from those rigs are presented. alterations of the visuaLisation results due to buoyancy effects.

The test articles are manufactared in perspex: this material
2. FIAT AVIO TECtNOLOGY RIGS has the necessary transpaiency and is very Lasy to work,

allowing to accurately model the internal details of the
Different kinds of technology rigs are being currently utilised afterburner. Moreover, it is cheap and can be easily re-
for the development of an advanced afterburner system. Some worked to test different configurations.
.f them, namely, a water rig fer flow visualisation tests, an In the design of the test articles, the internal details have the
isothermal airflow rig for pressure measurements and flow actual dimensions of engine components. The external walls
field surveys and a combustion rig, work on full size sector must be thin enough to guarantee the required transparency
modw.•. In addition, a full scale rig has been designed and level; nevertheless, even if perspex is a relatively strong
used to test the cciplete engine exhaust system (afterburner material, care has to be taken not to overload it. To relieve:
and con-di nozzle), the differential pressure between tihe inside operating

pressure and the ambient, thd! entire model is put into a larger
"ibis chapte.r gives a description of the above mentioned rigs tank filled with water. This is an important precaution to
and of relevant test plant capabilities. Typical tests whid., ,Vre avoid explosion of the model under the pressure provided by
carried out are also described, the water head in the duct above the model itself.

Water Analogy Rig To visualise the flow, different type of tracers are used the
most common of which are dyes, beads of polystyrene (or

The aim of this kind of rig, widely utilised in the design and similar material with density similar to water) or air bubbles.
development of combustors, is to obtain a description, at least Dyes have the drawback of "contaminating" both the model
"qualitative", of the aerody,1rn-dc flow patterns within the walls and the water flow, requiring frequent stops to clean the
components [I]. model and t3 replace the de-mineralised water in the tank.

Polystyrene beads have been reported to sometimes cause
To ,.btain sinificant results, similarity to en,,ine opluating trouble to the putmp system.
conditions must be respected, in particular the engine Because of this, it was preferred to ,ise air bubbles as flow
component and the test article must be geometrically similar tracers. An injection system was initially studied to introduce
and the Reynolds numbers must be similar, small air bubbles upstream of the model inlet, but the first

nis of the rig demonstrated that the air bubbles generated by
Even if the flow pattern 's, of course, dependent on the turbulence in the pumip can be used with equal efirect as
temnperature gradients due to the combustion, it is well known tracers and the external air injection system was never
that an isothermal visualisation gives lower velocities, needed.
because of the higher density, but with little alteration of the The water flow velocity was found to be a key parwnueter to
basic flow pattern [2]. obta-i a regular air bubble seeding. If this velocity is too

high, very large bubbles, useless for visualisation purposes.
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are formed. If the velocity is too ow, the number of air ZD Hot Combustion Rig
bubbles is isufficient.
A by-pass valve allows the water flow velocity to be regulated This rig is used to carry out combustion tests, to verifý metal
in order to get the best visualisation effects: this optimum temperature distrbuticnas, cooling effectiveness and
velocity was eperimentally determined to be I - 1.5 in/s. combustion etfciency.

In order to simulate lhe afterburner of a turbofan engine, two
This water analogy rig is used only for flow visualisation separate air supplies, one hot "core" ai and the other cold
purposts, therefore no instrunentation is fitted on the model. "by.pass" air -upplier a= a-ailable (fig. 4).
The observation of the flow is made potsible using a slit of I
light which illuninates the model in a vertical plane. It is

possible to rotate the support of the light arouna the test the following table:

section, to give any desired viewing vertical plane. 11e
reccrding of the flow is obtained by photograph or video. By-pass Core

Air flow.rate 2 kg/s max 4.5 kg/s max
Alrflow Mg Air pressure i50 kPa abs. max 150 kPa abs. max

Air temper. 500 K max 1250 K max
The same perspex models used for the water tests may be
also tested on an isothermal airflow rig. The aim of this rig is The two lines can be independently regulated, allowinvg the
to flow check the models, verifying the internal pressure by-pass ratio to be changed.
distribtition. checking pressure loss coefficients and effective

-)w areas. The tests are carried out over a range of air mass
flow-rates in order to check possible dependence of the The rig is also equipped with a moveable gas sampling rake
results on Reynolds number. to investip ite the completenesr of lhe combustion at different
Also visualisation tests by means of wool tufts or fluorescent longitudinal planes downstream of the flineholders.
paints can be performed. By removing the model liner and jet-pipe, combustion video

recording is also possible.
The air is supplied by a compressor, with a capacity of: While the general objective is to simulate afterburner inlet

conditions at th-. rig inlet and to reproduce reheat conditions,
- air mass flow-rate: 6.5 kg/s max. some simplifications were accepted, namely.

A transition duct is plaLed bItween the compressor outlet line
and the model inlet, in order to obtain a smooth transition - to limit the required air mass flow-rates, oily a 2/15 sector
from the pipe circular section to the sector model. (480) of afterburner geometry is modelled,
The rig discharges to the atmosphere: air pressure is related
to the required mass flow-rate. Again, as for the water tests, - rig inlet pressures are also limited, by the compressor,
care has to be taken to avoid high internal pressures which
could damage the perspex model. Usually the differential - while on the engkie the afterburner core inic', temperatwu- is
pressure, relative to ambient, is maintained below 30 kPa. the gas temperature downstream of turbine expansion, on the
Air temperature is Vhat due to compression only and at the rig tlds temperature is obtained ising a kerosene combustion
low required pressure ratios there is therefore no risk of
perspex overheating (maximum allowable temperature is, in chamber as a preheater and there isn't any work extration

fact, about 70 - 80 *C). between the preheater and the test article: this means that, for
a given afterburner inlet temperature, the air vitiation ratio

The typical instrumentation for the airflow tests are wall cannot be the same. For simplicity, no compensation for this
static pressure tappings and total-static Pitot tubes. To obtain vitiation ratio, like make-up oxygen or water injection, is
pressure patterns across the model, adjustable traversing Pitot provided,
tubes and Pitot rakes are used (fig. 2).
When the visualisation tests are performed, the photographic - by-pass air is heated by an electric preheater,
and video recording systems, as fbr the water flow tests, are
uwil~sed. - only a conveigent nozzle with fixed throat section was

The same compressor output is also used for flow checks of designed, instead of the actual con-di nozzle on :he engine.
small engine components, i.e. to establish the air mass flow-
rate versus pressure characteristics. In afterburner - only the internal ("hot") components, like fuel injectors,
development tris facility is typically used to flow check the flame stabilisers and the liner, are engine components while
single L.ir-cooled flameholders (flame stabilisers). the external jet-pipe is manufactured in a cheaper material
During these tests, the corapressor is connected to a plenum (stainless steel) and is water cooled.
chamber, to which the flameholdcr air inlet is also connected, The most relevant consequences of the above mentioned
and the flanmebulder cooling air is discharged to ambient (fig. "simplifications" of rig design, are the following:
3).

- it is possible to exactly simulate only one peculiar point of
the flight envelope, about z = Il kmn / M - 0.7,
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-combustion efficiency is affected by the inlet air vitiation Mein Ieat=re of this simulator are:

ratio and by heat transfer to the water€ooled walls, so the
computed values cannot be directly transferred to the engine, - by-pass air is heted by an electric preheater,

Nevertheless, this jig is a powerful investigation tool, since - cote air is heated by a kerosene vitiator,
metal temperatuims of internal components proved to be in - hydrogen injection in the core flow is possible, to modify the
good correlation to theoretical calculations and to engine ges temperature profile,

- water injetion in the core flow is also possihle, to have the
Although absolute values of combustion emciency cannot be correct oxygen content in the vitiated air when combustion
directly correlated to engine measurements, the trend, as a stability tests are performed.
tunction of fuel-air-ratio or geometric configurations,
compares well to engine behaviour and back-to-back tests are - two sets of vanes are available, to be installed at the exit of
then possiblo. simulator core duct to simulate the engine guide vanes: one
The te.'" article is instrumented with total and static pressure set has straight vanes whereas the vanes of the second one
tappings to exactly calculate the air flow distribution (e. g. have a curved protile to modify swirl a"e,
cooling flows).
Pressure measurements are also used to derive combustion - to simplify the installation, the exhaust diffuser is an
efficiency- the analyeis of relevant scan data is carried out integral part of the simulator and is water cooled.
with a FiatAvio computer prograximne.
Wall thermocouples are fitted on the model to monitor metal To actuate t:e movable convergent-divergent nozzle, the
temjeratures during the tests, however thermal inwestigations engine actuation system and the relevant contiol box are
are usually best carried out by means of thermal paints which used. The fuel system is test cell equipment and it is not
give a more complete picture. possible to control the nozzle area as a function of afterburner

fuel demand, as it is on the engine. Nozzle area must be set
The "Reheat Full Scale Rig" before changing ftexbtauner fuel flow.

This means thUt only steady-state conditions can be
The "sector" rigs are very useful for technology or investigated, but as in any case transient reheat performance
development parametric studies, because their utilisation is depends on entire engine and engine control characteristics,
relatively cheap and geometric modifications can be made this is not a limitation.
quickly.
Nevertheless, these tests are linited because of the relatively The tests which art. carried out on the Full Scale Rig include:
narrow range of operating conditions which can be simulated
and by the fact that they cannot simulate the full 3-D - steady-state afterburner performance survey (for calculation
afterburner flow field, of combustion efficiency, a perormance analysis progranmme

was provided which is analogous with the engine
To overcome these limitations engine tests are necessariiy performance analysis programme);
carried out, but it is preferable to engine-test only when good
confidence on the component behaviour has been obtained. - buzz and screech margin assessment;
This can be achieved on the so-called "Full Scale Rig", where
the complete exhaust system (afterburner and nozzle) is - altitude margin (combustion stability) assessment (a wpter
tested. cooled periscope system, with video recording, is available to
On this rig inlet conditions are simulated by using look into the afterburner system from the rear and detect
compressors and preheaters to reproduce thermodynamic flame extinction):
parameters at engine turbine exit. To have a complete survey
of the operating envelope, the capability to simulate altitude - afterburner and nozzle components thermal survey, with
conditions by r.ducing the pressure at nozzle exit is also extensive use of thermal paints, and verification of
required. mechanical integrity;
In order to say time and money, it was preferred to exploit
one of the existing European test facilities, rather than - assessment of cooling flows of flameholders, liners and
building a new one. nozzle.
"lierefore it was decided to perform the full scale tests in Cell
2 at DMA (Pyestock, England), which allows a large portion To cairy out the buzz, screech and combustion stability tests,
of the engine flight envelope to be investigated (fig. 5). a rapid scanning system with recording on magnetic tape of

selected parameters, e.g. flame duct pressure oscillations, is
To have tie correct interface between the test cell piping and available.
the test article, which is an engine module, a "simulator" was All the aforementioned tests can be performed eitder at Sea
designed ind, manufactured (fig. 6) Level or at simulated altitude conditions



Pressure traversing and gas sampling tests at different
longitudinal planes are also carried out using water cooled The further tests were dedicated to measure flow effective
rotating rakes (figs. 6 and 7), but in these cases the divergent areas, which weoe in line with the design, and to make' more
portion of the nozzle has to be i'emoved to install the rakes detailed investigations on discharga coefficients.
and Among others, the effective areas of heat shield cooling holes
this together with other installation requirements means that and of the by-pas3 duct at the fuel injection iection were
tests st altitude cannot be carried out. measured.

Also these valu,.s were. used to revise design assumptions and
3. EXPERIMENTrAL RESULTS to more accurately estimate the flow distribution, which is

important not only for the verification of the afterburner
The tUst results obtained from the above mentioned rigs have system but also to control the mixing process of core and by-
been, and currently are, widely used in the afterburner pass flows and engine matching.
development process, to verify the design, identify the For example, the discharge coeffi.cient of the bypass fuel
outstanding problems and to test and validate solutions or injection throat section (Cd a 0.9) was about 20% higher th-.n
improvements of the design. the value assumed in the preliminary design, necessitatirg, in
This chapter cutlines the tnost interesting of those iesuits and the short term, inetal trini•miig segments to bring the cffcctive
the impact they have had on the developnnent. Some area back to the design value,
examples are given for each rig.

A third example of the utilisation of an airflow rig is the flow
Water Analogy Rig check of the flameholder cooling air ducts. In this case the

test aiticle is & single flarneholder, not a perspex model, and
This rig was mainly used in -the very first phase of the project, very simple tests were performed to establish the "air mass
to check the flow field and verify the position and the flow-iate vs. pressure ratio" characteristic curves for different
extension of flow recirculation regioms within the afterburner configurations of the cooling system. Those results have been
system. used to improve the input data of the computer programmne
Those first tests generally confirmed design assumptions and which is used to predict flameholder metal !mplmatures.
preliminary CFD simulations, giving the necessary
confidence to proceed with development. Particular care was 2D Hot Combustion Rig
dedicated to check the flow alcng the afterburner inlet
diffhser cone, whose diffusion angle was chosen as the best The first test campaigns performed on this rig were scheduled
compromise to make the duct as short as possible whilc to map the metal temperature distributions witd thermal
avoiding boundary layer break-away: the water flow tests paints and to evaluate combustion efficiency as a function of
verified that no flow separation occurs. the fuel split between vaporisers, core and by-pass spriiyers.

The temperature profile cannot be directly applied to the full
Airflow Rig engine geometry, nevertheless the rig demonstrated to be a

very good comparative tool to test different configurations
The first aim of the airflow tests had been to verify "dry" (not and to compare the metal temperatures on a back-to-back
related to the combustion, i. e. frihction, diffusion, turbulence, basis.
etc.) pressure loss of the "core" and "by-pass" ducts.
These losses are a requirement of the engine specification, A significant example of the benefit of this rig is the
but they are very difficult to measure in any detail during improvement of the radial flarn,eholder cooling. When the
engine operation, where only the overall pressure loss can be first runs of the Full Scale Rig and of engines showed that
defined. On the airflow rig it is possible to perforr tests to these components were hotter than acceptable, rapid remedial
evaluate the single-compcnent pressure loss contribution to action was necessary.
the overall loss. In order to enhance the heat transfer coefficients, turbulence
Pressure loss of the whole perspex model and of the core and promoters (ribs) were introduced in the coolant duct (fig. 8)
by-pass streams were therefore measured and the pressure and a different configuration of the cooling air exhaust was
loss coefficients were derived. A comparison with the identified.
required values is presented in the following table, where it is These modifications were tested and a significant reduction of
apparent that the specified losses were not exceeded. The peak temperature was obtained (fig. 9), later also confirmed
revised pressure loss coefficients were therefore introduced in by engine tests.
the ,'ipdated version of engine performance synthesis.

In order to optimise the geometry and obtain a further
Pressure loss coefficients reduction, different configurations of the ribs (rib nrientation

and the pitch-to-height ratio) were studied [3] and a
Specified Measured "theoretical" optinutin design was identified (figs. IC and 11).

Core duct 0.438 0.362 Since the literature refer principally to turbine blade cooling
By-pass duct 0.688 0.578 mvities, whose, georntfty is dissirnilar, an experimental
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'onannmtiou of the nalylical studies was sight and vALious afttrburai.r deiign oprating points or. if preferred, to
test articles were nmn, dhctured. reprodce ergine opersting corditins
The testing phase of thir advanced design is still in progress,
but the preliminary first epideae showet that some The first tee. campatigns were dedicated to perform a
impeOVaments we possible, and oso confirms the analytical complete investigation of the behaviour of die origind design
predictions (fig. 12). coufigur&a%, measuring combuwion efficiency within the

flight erf'elopa. altitude stability margins, buzz and screech
For combustion officiency invesftiget,',n: tests wtere conducted margins and checking wall temperatures with thermal paints.
reproducing the engine fuel-air-ratios and simulating many Perfomance tW3s confirmed very strong effecti of fuel split
different fuel splits, to evaluate efficiency treris in advance on efficiency, already noted on the 2D Combustion Rig, and
of cither Full Sc.le Pig or engine test. The typical efficietcy showed also the etTect of by-pass ratio (fig. 14i).
trends and the eae.ts of the fuel splits were later alfr These efficiency values are derived from pressure
confirmed by engiue tests. measurements at the nozzle throat section and are a

"propulsive" efficiency rathei an a "combwttion" efficiency,
The 2D Hot Combu.-tion Rig also played an important role in because they depend not only on the completeness of the
the studie•. of advanced flameb•lders iv compotitz (Carbon. combastion proces3es but also on the aflerburna exhaust
Carbon) material. temperatue profile, which is affected by the by-pass ratio as
As well as tests to characterise the material and its ceramic uell as by the nozzle cooling film. To have a better
coating (even tests, thermal lhuigue tests and vibration test), understanding of these phenomena, gas sampling tests were
one of these composite material 0ameholders was tested on performed at different by.-piss ratios, conf'uming that
the rig, to verify combustion performance and to carry out "combustion" efficicncy (i.e. the degree of completion of
short endurxatnc testing. chemical reactions) is almost unity (fig. 15). This information
In this case, the combustion rig allowed the (.omponent to be waL of course very importal.t to direct following design
tested in conditions similar to the operating environment. tfforts to furtherly improve afterburner performance.
The endurance test indicated a critical region near thc. bolted
interface between the composite fiainehotder and ihe metal For mechanical integrity, rig investigations have been very
structure, %here the ceramic coating cracked. Finite element helpful to understand the reasons for overheating of dte first
analysis, applied to the multi-laycre6 rasteial, suggested by liner (screech damper arid heat shield) configwatution, and to
additional vibration testing, showed that thte region where test relevant modifications. As an example, on the screech
the failure occurred is a stress concentration zone. This damper the problem were related to possible local ingestion
indication led to an improved design, which is planned to be ot hot combustion gases into the liner noz.ie cooling duct,
manufactured and tested. because of a very low static-to-static pressure ratio: a
The composite flameholder differs from the metal one modification of the geometry of the damping holes (fig. 16),
because it is not cooled and has a "Vee" section (while the avoiding reverse flow from mainstream to by-pass, allowed
metal (,ne is a "Delta" to create a cooling duct). Although the the problem to be recovered.
advantage of being uncooled is evident, a combustion
performance test hidicated some potential benefits of 4. CONCLUSIONS
combustion efficiency coming from the composite
configurations (fig. 13). Although the daily-increasing capabilities of computers and

CFD are bringing to the combustion engineer powerful tools
The "Reheat Full Scale Rig" for component modelling, the "desigi-right-first-time"

philosophy is not yet a reality, nor likely to be for some tune
This rig is the vehicle for the final conlinnation of the to come owing to the complexity of the 3D-flows bivolved.
afterburner design and of relevant modifications before Components and module rig testing, as outlined in this paper,
engine application. is therefore today, and likely to remain in the foreseeable
Compared with engine tests, t is important to note that !he future, a necessary step in rte development process of
Full Scale Rig not only has the already mentioned advantages afterburner systems, oflen providing the cheapest and
in terms of' flexibility , but it allows testing in controlled quickest means ofachieving results.
conditions which corresponds to the design thermodynamic
cycle of the engine. Particularly during the first stages of the 5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
engine development, often some components, like the
compressor or turbine, ma) not give the final expected The authors would like to thank the FiatAvio Testing
performance and the actual afterburner working point during Deportment people, who supplied information about rigs and
development will be different from the ultimate design point test plants and who gave their valuable contribution to the
(e. g. by-pass ratio will be different due to engine matching test activities. We would like also to acknowledge the activity
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Fig, 6 - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF AFTERBUflNER RIG IN ORA CELL
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Fig. 7 REHEAT .ULL SCALE RIG - ROTATING RAKE FOR GAS
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FIG. 9 - FLAMEHOLDER TEMPERATURE
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Fig.*1 FLAMEHCLDER COOLING DUCTS WITH MODIFIED
ORIENTATION OF TURBULENCE PROMOTERS
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Fig. 13 - CAFI8ONiCARBON FLAMEHOLDER
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Fig. 143- REHEAT FULL SCALE RIG
EFFECT OF ENGINE BY-PASS RATIO ON AFTERBURNER
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Fig. 15- REHEAT F~ULL SCALE RIG -GAS SAMPLING TESTS -MAX A/B
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Discussion

Question i. D.K. Hennetke
You did not mention flying test beds and flight testing. Please comment.

Author's Reply
The aim of rig and engine ground tests is to obtain good confidence in the design in order to ensure the capability of the engine to
fly satisfactorily. This, of course, will be finally proven by flight tests. Rig tests are the first steps to achieve confidence before
engine ground tests, and the latter can be seen as preparation for flight tests. Nevertheless, at the time of the first flight the engine
must alr.-ady be close to the desired performance.
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ABSTRACT I. INTRODUCTION
Conventional and advanced gas turbine engines are The emission of nitric oxide from military and
coming under increased scrutiny regarding pollutant commercial aircraft gas turbine combustors has
euaissions. This, in turn, has created a need to obtain become a topic of intense scrutiny in recent years.
in-situ experimental data at practical conditions, as There is concern, for example, on the impact of nitric
well as exhaust data, and to obtain the data in oxide (NO) emissions on stratospheric ozone from the
combustors that reflect modem designs. The in-situ flight of conventional and future generation aircraft
data are needed to (1) asess the effects of design powered by gas turbine engines at high altitudes
modifications on pollut~n formation, and (2) dnvelop a (References 1 and 2).
detiled data base on combustor perfomance for the
development and verification of computer modeling. The principal source of nitric oxide is "thermal NO"
This paper reports on a novel high pressure, high where nitric oxide is formed from the dissociation of
temperature facility designed to acquire such data air bound nitrogen (Ref. 3). The formation of thermal
under controlled conditions and with access (optical NO is (1) strongly dependent upon temperature, and
and extractive) for in-situ measurements. To evaluate (2) exhibits eievated formation rates a& temperatures
tie utility of the facility, a model gas turbine combustor exceeding 1900K (Ref. 4). As a result, any
was selected which features practical hardware design, modification to the combustor operating conditions or
two rows of jets (primary and dilution) with four jets in geometry which will induce lower peak reaction
each row, and advanced wall cooling techniques with temperatures and/or lower residence times should
laser drilled effusive holes. The dome is equipped with reduce the emission of thermal NO. As flame
a flat-vaned swirler with vane Prngles of 600. Data are temperatures are lowered, however, a tradeoff can arise
obtained at combustor pressures ranging from 2 to 10 between NOx reduction and an increased formation of
atmospheres of pressure, levels of air preheat to 427 0C, carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned hydrocarbons
combustor reference velocities from 10.0 to 20.0 m/s, (HC). The challenge is to reduce CO, HC, and NOx
and an overall equivalence ratio of 0.3. Exit plane and emissions simultaneously. Exacerbating this challenge
in-situ measurements are presented for HC, 02- CO2, is the trend toward higher combustor inlet pressures
CO, and NOx. The exit plane emissions of NOx and temperatures.
corrr-spond to levels reported from practical combustors
and the in-situ data demonstrate the utility and To date, the combustor designer has relied on "in-and-
potential for detailed flow field measurements. out" combustor rig measurements for guidance on the

effect of geometrical and operating changes on
Nomenclature pollutant emission and overall performance. This is no
Ac combustor cross-sectional area longer sufficient to address the challenge of higher
ALR nozzle air to liquid ratio combustor inlet pressures and temperatures and to
D10  number mean diameter provide needed data to substantiate models for design
D32  Sauter mean diameter (e.g., Ref. 5 and 6). An improved understanding of the
FN flow arrmb,'r processes occurring within the combustor is required.
H combustor dome height While substartial progress has been made at the UCI
L length Combustion Laboratory in the acquisition of in-situ
P3  combustor inlet pressure data in model combustors (e.g., Ref. 7), model sprays
T3  combustor inlet temperature (e.g., Ref. 8), and practical hardware (e.g., Ref. 9),
Vr velocity these data have been acquired under atmospheric
p density condkions. Such data have been invaluable, providing
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Figure 1: Pressure Vessel and Traverse System

data bases for the development of numerical codes temperature and high pressure air, the presentation of
(e.g., Ref. 10) and needed insight into the physics of the air to the combustor hardware, the provision of
fuel preparation and dispersion (e.g., Ref. 11). Even optical access to the combustor hardware, the
more desirable are in-situ data acquired under the traversing of the hardware to facilitate the acquisition
practical pressures and temperatures encountered in of three-dimensional maps, and the treatment of the
practical combustors. exhaust to protect the back pressure value.

The present stndy reports on an experimental facility 2. TEST FACILITY
designed for the acquisition of in-situ data under the The high pressure combustion facilaty was designed to
practical operating conditions of gas turbine stationary provide elevated ambient pressures and temperatures
and aproengine combustors. The challenges of such a that are representative of both current and future gas
facility are the provision of high pressure and high turbine combustor designs, and to accommodate
temperature air, the containmcnt of the high combustors of practical design.
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Figure 2: Optical Port Arrangement

2.1 Pressure Vessel latter requires a traslatable test fixture support that
Thn, pr..ssre vessel, as shown in Figure 1, is penetrates the top of the vessel through a high-
ronstricted of a 40.6 cm diameter, 12.7 mm thick, I- temperature pressure seal. Optical access into the
1/4% Chrome-Mo'y steel for increased strength at pressure vessel is obtained with a set of four windows.
temperp'ture3 exceeding 427*C. The vessel body is Figure 2 is a cross section of the pressure vessel at the
cylmldrical with a top blind flange on which the r~ozzle optical height. Two of the windows are 1800 apart to
tube traverse is mounted and through which the nozzle be used with shoot lthser diagnostics or photography.
tube passes. A blind flange is attached to the bottom of The other two windows are 1500 apart for use with4
the pressure vesscl and a stainless steel Lee is affixed to laser anemometry and phase Doppler interferometry.
the bottom flange The pressure vessel has an internal
diameter of 38.1 cm anid is 142.2 cma Iorg ftrm the top 2.2 Fluid Circuits
flange to the bottom flange. "he steel shell is rated for Two air circuits, nozzle air and plenum air, are fed by
a maximum operaiing pressure of 18 atm at a two house air presswe sources (Figure 3). The low
temperature of 482TC. To prevent the plossibility of pressure air ia supplied by three, 300 HP rotary
system over-pressurization, a burst disc is connected Ic compressors at a maximum air pressur.; of 1.14 NM!
the vessel. The internal walls of the vessel ame (150 psig) anti a total mass flow rate of 2.05 kg/s. The
insulated to accommodate temperatures exceeding high pressure air is delivered by a positive
6501C at pressures to 18 atm. A detailed description of displacement booster compressor at pressures up to
the high pressure vessel design is provided in Drenna~n 3.55 MWa (500 psig) at a maximum mass flow rate of
(1990, Ref. 13). 0.68 kg/s. Electro-pneurnatic control valves regulate
For spatially-resolved optical measurements, such as the air pressure upstreamr of sonic. venturi nozzles to
advanced laser diagnostics, the pressure vessel is enable air flow rate control.
equipped with a three-dimensional traverse systarm
(also in Figure 1). The approach adopted is to translate The fuel system consists of a high pressure fuel pump
the vessel in the horizontal plane. an(I to translate the capable of producing fuel pressures up to 10.4 M~a
test article within the vessel ip the vertical plane. The (1500 psig). The fuel passes through a pulsation
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Figure 3: HIgh• Pressure Flow Schematic

dampener, a fine filter, a turbine meter to measure the for atmospheric pressure studies, the combustor
flow rate, and finally a metering valve prior to designed for the present application is distinctly
injection into the pressure vessel. The fuel line also different in order to (1) accommodate the pressures and
has a solenoid valve to provide remote fuel shut off temperatures experienced in practical systems, and
capability. (2) represent combustor features of practical design

and construction. The first distinction is that the
The facility utilizes a bank of three electric air combustor is plenum fed. Second, the combiistor is
circulation heaters to provide up to 650°C air preheat, fabricated with design features and materials that are
These t.hree heaters have electrical power ratings of representative of practical state-of-the-art systems. In
250 kW, 167 kW, and 67 kW. They are equipped with particular, the combustor (Figure 4) is manufactured
closed loop temperature controllers that provide stable from a high temperature' alloy, Hastelloy-X, which is
outlet temperatures over a wide range of operating commonly used for industrial gas turbine combustor
pressures and desired outlet temperatures. The piping construction. Third, wall cooling is provided by a
leading from the exit of the air preheaters to the matrix of laser drilled effusive cooling holes in the
pressure vessel is insulated to minimize thermal lossesg. combustor wall. These holes, 0.5 mm in diameter, are

drilled at an angle of 2C0. There are three effusive
The exhaust system is designed to condition the hot cooling hole pattern densities along the length of the
combustior, products exiting the combustor at high combustor. The most dense pattern exists from the
pressure in order to protect the exhaust valve that inlet plane of the combustor to the beginning of the
throttlcs the combustor pressure. This cooling is dilution holes, the medium density pattern then extends
provided by injecting water at high pressure from a through half of the remainder of the combustor length
water pump directly into the exhaust by means of with the leanqt dense pattern extending the remainder of
specially located nozzles. This water evaporates, the combustor length. The combustor has an internal
cooling the exhaust gases, and then the unevaporated diameter of 80 mm, a length of 45.7 cm, and features
water is separated in a make-up water tank and re- two rows of wall jets ("primary" and "dilution" holes)
supplied to the water pump. with four jets per row. The two rows are located one

and two conibustor diameters downstream of the
3. EVALUATION atomizer plane, respectively.

3.1 Cornbustor ,The inlet of the combutstor is attached via a flange to a
Thc combustor used for evaluation is itself novel in headstock mounted onto the translatable vertical test
construction although patterned after a model fixture support. The exit is connected to an exhaust
atrnospmleric laboratory combustor introduced by seal tube which forces all of the plenum air through the
Cameron, Brouwe?, and Samuelsen (1988, Ref. 14). combustor. The aerodynamic swirler is mounted to the
While the original combustor was designed with face of the headstock and is also plenum fed. The
separately metered wall jets and a water cooled wall exhaust seal tube is 35.6 cm long with an axial sliding
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The dome assembly is flexible and is varied to meet
A ,the needs of the experiment. The aerodynamic swirler

in the present application has 60* flat swirl vanes with
an inner diameter of 27.5 mm and an outer diameter of
36.6 rm. The theoretical swirl number for the swirler
is 1.57. The expansion from the outside diameter of
the swirler to the combustor duct diameter is achieved
with a stainless steel quari at an angle of 450. The air

10mM 0 flow partitioning within this combustor geometry is
determie• d from pressure drop measurements at
atmospheric pressure. The flow splits for the swirler,

20.3 cm primary jets and dilution jets are 1:1:2 excluding wall
cooling air. This partitioning of air within the
combustor results in a near stoichiometric overall

12mm primary zone equivalence ratio.

3.2 Atomizers
The facility is designed to incorporate several different
atomizers ranging from practical air blast to research
air assist. To provide the wide fuel flow range and

RADIAL PROBE 45.7 cm controlled atomizer characteristics required for the

LOCATION present study, a twin-fluid, air-assist atomizer was
employed with two different inserts. This atomizer,
shown in Figure 5, was developed by Parker Hannifin
and produces a high degree of symmetry and
reproducibility for inter-laboratory comparison.

The core of the atomizer is an externally mixing, air-
assist nozzle, called the Research Simplex Atomizer
(RSA). The fuel exits from a centrally located simplex
atomizer tip and is contactt4 by swirling atomizing air.
The swirl of the atomizing air and the combustor
aerodynamic swirler are co-swirling. The simplex tip
of the RSA is interchangeable to vary liquid flow rate
range, droplet diameter, and spray cone angle. The
difference between the low and high flow rate
configurations lies only in the simplex tip (i.e., the
atomizer geometry and nozzle air swirler remain
constant). The two simplex tips have Flow Numbers
(FM) of 1.35 and 4.57 [(lb/hr)/(psi)0° 5] and produc.
nominally 30 micron droplets as measured by the laser

, . __ -, -. diffraction technique at a fuel pressure drop of 687 kPa
(100 psid). While the RSA is not a production

1- 80 mm-.j• industrial gas turbine atomizer, the atomizer displays
many of the features of practical gas turbine atomizers

Figure 4: Model Combustor such as (1) a pressure atomizing simplex tip and (2) air
injection to aid in the formation of a fine fuel spray.

3.3 In-Situ Species Measurement

seal mounted on its outside. The exit of the seal tube is The combustor is fitted with emissions probes in two
81.3 cm from the injector plane. locations, a traversable radial probe at an L/H of 2.66

and an exit plane probe at an L/H of 10.16. The

The combustor is ignited using a permanently-mounted traversable probe can be fitted into ports on the
hydrogen torch ignitor located just upstream of the combustor that are between the dilution jets or directly

aerodynamic swirler. The torch flame is ignited by an in line with the dilution jets. The traversable probe is
electric spark, passes through the swirler with the constructed of 9.5 mm stainless steel outer tube and
plenum air, and contacts the outer edge of the liquid features closed circuit water cooling. Axial seals are
fuel spray. used at both the junction of the probe into the
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AIR FUEL AIR for conducting the relatively complex and time-

Intensive optical measurements.

3A Test Conditions
The operating conditions investigeted In this study
were conducted at a constant equivalence ratio of 0.3
and a nozzle air-to-liquid ratio (ALR) of one. The

SWIRLER SWIRLER combustor was fired with liquid Jet-A fuel. Variations
/ \ in reference velocity, air preheat temperature, and

/ -~ combustor pressur were explored. Three reference
velocities were considered (10, 15 and 20 m/s) to
provide a variation in combustor resider.,e time and
pressure drop across orifices in the combustor.

Figure 5: Research Simplex Atomizer (Residence velocity is defined here at the combustor
inlet density, P3, and the combustor cross-section
area, A.). Air preheat temperatures of 204*C, 315*C,
and 4270C were evaluated to provide data from the

combustor and where the probe passes through the absence of air preheat to conditions approaching the
pressure vessel wall. A stepper motor is used to drive regime of practical gas turbine combustor inlet
the probe along its traverse. The exit plane emissions temperatures at cruise. Combustor pressures tested
probe is constructed from a 12.7 mm stainless steel were 2,4, 5, 6, 8 and 10 atm. The test matrix for this
tribe that is mounted perpendicular to the exhaust flow first demonstration did not include all possible
of the vertically down-fired combustor. Three small combinations of these operating conditions to
holes are located along the length of the exit plane (1) preclude the possibility of combustom damage from
emissions probe. This arrangement provides an area- exceedingly high combustor wall temperatures, and
weighted average of the total combustor emissions. (2) ensure minimum heater air flow rates.
Liquid cooling for the exit plane emissions probe is
supplied through the base of the probe and exits into 4. RESULTS
the exhaust system from a small orifice at its end.
While the use of intrusive emissions probes can pose a 4.1 Facility
flow perturbation problem, the probe diameters were The facility operated as designed. While many minor
reduced to an extent which minimizes flow hurdles had to be surmounted during the initial
perturbations while maximizing probe lifetime, operation and shake-down, no major or unexpected

challenges were encountered. Operation over hours of
The emissions sample is retained in a heated state to testing time became routine. The following section
prevent hydrocarbon and water condensation. presents results from the evaluation study to illustrate
Particulate is removed using in-line filters and a meter the type and utility of data that can be acquired from
valve controls sample the flow rate at high test in-situ measurements under practical operating
pressures. The sample then passes through a heated conditions.
sample line to either an emissions console or a hot
Flame Ionization Detector (FID). The emissions 4.2 Combustor
console consists of a chemiluminescent NOx analyzer The combustor exhibited stable operation over the
and separate instruments to measure the concentrations range of operating conditions adopted for the
of CO- CO2, and 02. The hot FID is used to determine evaluation study. Emissions data were acquired with
the number of carbon atoms in CH bonds that are both the traversable radial emissions probe and the exit
present in the emissions sample. plane probe.

Note that optical diagnostics are not included in this 42.1 Exhaust Measurements
study. While optical measurements have been made The combustion efficiency was high at air preheat
and reported under non-reacting conditions (Ref. 13), levels representative of most practical gas turbines
attention is directed here to exhaust measurements (e.g., 260 0C). For all cases at and above this
(to assess overall performance and utility of the temperature, the combustion efficiency exceeded
facility), and in-situ extractive probe measurements (to 99.9%.
assess the utility and value of in-situ measurements).
Optical measurements, while valuable, need to be The effect of operating conditions on NOx exit plane
applied under select conditions of particular interest, emissions is shown in Figure 6. NOx emissions
One objective of this study is to establish conditions increase with increasing inlet air temperature and air

L .- inl~ l-l ll -i •
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Z• 5 along a radius bisecting the dilution jets, reveal that the

jets penetmitt, to the centerline. Oxygen
vr= 15 m/9 concentrations, for example, are high along the

centerline, and concentrations of NOx, CO and HC are
15 relatively low due, in part, to the dilution of the jets.

The effluent from the dome is fo,,med between the jetsSas reflected by the elevated concentrations of HC and

10 CO (at the low air eheat temperature) and NOx (at

both air preheat temperatures). At the higher airpreheat temperature7 CO and HC are effectively

5 oxidized and NOx. as expected, increases. Note that
this region of the combustor represents the largest mass

- 20 M/r emission andv l , a result, is the least desirable region in
. which to experience a peak in NO conc entration.

0 2 4 a a 10

PRESSRE (tm)$. SUMMARY
igure 6: Exit Plane NOx Emissions The current study describes a novel high pressure

facility for the conduct of controlled gas turbine
combustion experiments with the capability to obtain
in-situ measurements under practical operating

pressure, and with decreasing combustor relative conditions using both extractive probes and optical

velocity. While the inlet air temperature has a strong diagnostics. A demonstration study has been
effect on NOx emission, the effect of increased conducted to both evaluate the operation of the facility
combustor pressure is less pronounced. Ile NO, and to illustrate the atility of acquiring in-situ data
concentraton (210 ppm; El of 13.5 gNOx/kgfuel) at the under controlled conditions. In addition, an example
highest inlet temperature and pressure considered of a model laboratory combustor that is plenum fed,
(8000F, 10 atm and 15 m/s) is approximately the same fabricated forom state-of-the-ar combustor liner
as reported by Lefebvre (1983, Ref. 15) in practical materials, and constructed with state-of-the-at liner
hardware at similar operating conditions. cooling design has been introduced. The data acquired

reveal that:
The effect of residence time is clarified in the plot of
Figure 7 where the data are presented for one inlet cb The NOx production from the combustor

temperature. An increase in relative velocity has two corresponds to that obtained from practical
effects: (1) A reducr on in residence time and an gas turbine combustors at similarcoperating
associated decrease in the production of NOx/ and conditions. Thus, data can be produced
(2) an increase in the pressure drop across the that serve as a baseline comparison to
combustrorled by cfrresponding increase in mixing other conventional and advanced gas
effectiveness within the combustor, turbine combeitor designs.

4.2.2 In-Situ Measurements The emissions of NOx increase With
Figure 8 ielusfc ates in-situ data for c2, CO, HC and increasing ambient temperature, increasing
NOx for representative tetverses from the radial combustorpressure, and decreased relative
emissions probe. 's e data, collected in this case velocity.
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a) 0QO * The in-situ measurements provide insights
into the acrothermochemistry procenses
occurring within the combustor. As NOx

200 5-*- 204 0C. 2 at , emissions are lowered by regu!atory
a--A 4270C. 8 Ot, mandate, an understanding of these

15o Vr - 15 m/s ,- processes will be needed. At a minimum,
S/ additional in-situ data will be desirable0. using extractive probes. In addition,

100 oopticd measurements (and the time

so resolution, spatial iesolution, and absence
0 of perturbation that they offer) appear

attractive if not, in fact, necessary under
o__-_ :---select conditions.
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Discussion

Question 1. C. Bruno
1. What was the carbon number of your HC measurements?
2. a) Did you extract a pressure-dependence from the NO, vs. P, U,,, data?

b) Did you see a clear pressure exponent dependence on U,,,?

Author's Reply
1. The carbon number of the HC measurements is one. The hot flame ionization detector used for the HC measurements ,"as
calibrated using propane in nitrogen at a concentration of 152 ppm. The instrument was then set to read three times the propane

calibration concentration to account for the number of carbon atoms per propane molecule.

2a The data aLquired to date are too sparse to statistically address the pressure exponent. For this reason, pressure exponent
data are not presented in the paper. This notwithstanding, we have conducted a cursory analysis to establish a general trend, if
any. The dat. were fitted to the expression:

NOx IEIJ ot aP11

where a - constant
P - pressure in atm
n - pressure exponent

The: majority of the data reveal a pressure power relationship with exponents that range between 0.2 and 0.5. However, some
cases reveal pressure exponents as high as 0.86 and as low as 0.13. In addition to affecting the chemistry, the ambient pressure
will affect atomization quality and fuel distribution in the dome, and the mixing process within the combustor. This facility offers
the opportunity t: explore, in the future, these factors in a controlled environment.

2b The data are not yet sufficient to explore for a consistent pressure exponent dependence on U,,

Question 2. Dr Gordon Andrews
Congratulations on the development of a fine high pressure combustion test facility. Your results appear to indicate a NO,
pressure exponent on 0.5 at the highest and well below this for other configurations. Was the NO, exponent influenced by the
change in fuel injector with pressure?

Author's Reply
The NOx pressure exponent was affected by a change in the simplex fuel injector tipr, Figure 7 shows this variation quite well at a
temperature of 427C. The cases corresponding to a 15 and 20 m/s reference velocity illustrate an increase in the emission of
NO, when the low flow tip is exchanged with the high flow tip. For the 15 m/s case, the data reveal a NO, pressure exponent of
0.15 for the low flow tip, 0.29 for the high flow tip, and 0.34 for the overall low and high flow tip data combined. The 20 m/s case
has a 0.26 pressure exponent for the low flow tip, 0.20 for the high flow tip and a 0.39 pressure exponent for the combined low
and high flow tip data. The change in NO, emission that results from a change in the simplex tip illustrates that fuel/air mixing in
the primary zone can affect the production of NO,. In addition, the range of pressure dependency for each tip suggests that
atomization quality may be a factor (in addition to chemistry, and turbulent mixing) in establishing the dependency of NO, on
combustor pressure.

Question 3. Cliff Moses
What do you consider to be the reason for the effect of reference velocity? ,honer residence time or increased turbulent mixing
associated with the higher liner pressure drop?

Author's Reply
While an increase in reference velocity results in a decrease in the residence time that gases are in the thermal NO production
regime, the complete mechanism for the effect of reference velocity on NO emission is not clear from the sparse data that have
been acquired to date. An increase in the reference velocity increases the liner pressure drop and, as a result, the turbulent mixing
which may change the number and lifetime of high temperature pockets of gas which produce excessive quantities of NO.
Additional data are required to delineate, in this particular combustor, the relative roles of mixing and residence time on the
production of NO, as reference velocity is increased.
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REDUCTION OF NOx BY FUEL-STAGING IN GAS TURBINE ENGINES -
A COMMITMENT TO THE FUTURE

I. Segaiman, R. G. McKinney, G. J. Sturgess and L-M. Huang
Pratt & Whitney, M.S. 163-16

400 Main Street
East Hartford, Connecticut 06108 USA

ABSTRACT seaboard of the United States, and U.S. East-West

As part of an ongoing program of continuous improvement by transcontinental routes. If t~hese concerns are justified, the

control of gaseous emissions from the combustors of gas growth of air operations can only exacerbate the problem

turbines, a unique fuel-staged annular combustor Is being (Ref. 2).

developed for application to current and future Pratt & Whitney The gaseous pollutants from aircraft operations that are of
aircraft engines. The configuration advantages of this sombustor concern are unburned hydrocarbons (UHC), carbon monoxide
are outlined, and discussions are presented on staging (CO), carbon dioxide (CO), water vapor, and oxides of nitrogen
considerations and fuel system Impacts. Development of the (NOx); particulate matter in the form of soot is also important.
fuel-staged combustor is described by reference to supporting Carbon dioxide and water vapor are the products of complete
mixing experiments and computational fluid dynamic studies, combustion of hydrocarbon fuels in air. Combustion
and rig tests at high pressures. Measured results are given inefficiencies produce UHC (mostly methane but with traces ot
appropriate for the International Aero Engines (IAE) V2500 many hydrocarbons including odorants), CO, and soot particles;
engine that show progressive reductions in achieved emissions the ratio of UHC to CO is uswuly much less than unity. The
compared to the goals established for this program. oxides of nitrogen (mostly nitric oxiJ. INO) with a few percent

of nitrogen peroxide {N0 2} together with a little nitrous oxide
NOMENCLATURE {N 20} and nitrogen tetroxide {N 20 4}) appear from two causes:
ADP Advanced ducted propfan from so-called "prompt NOx" where in fuel-rich regions of the
ASC Axially-staged combustor combustor fuel fragments react preferentially with atmosoheric
CAS Coke avoidance system nitrogen to form cyanogen, which is subsequently reacted via the
El Emissions index, gm pollutant/kg fuel burned radical pool to NO via NH 2. and, from direct thermal fixation of
EPAP Environmental Protection Agency parameter, the atmospheric nitrogen due to the high temperatures present In the

integrated emissions around a defined landing and combustor. For total levels typical of current engines, the
takeoff cycle, gm pollutant/kN rated thrust majority of the NOx is NO produced by thermal fixation. Nitric

F Rated thrust, kN oxide produced in the combustion process is oxidized in the
H Combustor (effective) dome height presence of excess oxygen relatively slowly to NO 2 in the lower
K Kinetic energy of turbulence temperature exhaust plume. Nitrogen tetroxide appears to exist
L Combustor (burning) length in equilibrium with NO 2.
OFAR Combustor overall fuel to air ratio by mass
P, (P3) Air pressure at combustion section inlet Since temperature is a major driving force in the production of
PHI Equivalence. ratio, FAR divided by that for all of these pollutants, the proportions of the constituents in the

stoichiometric burning exhaust vary in general, according to the power setting of the
RBQQLB Rich burn, quick quench, lean burn combustor engine. Thus, most of the UHC and CO are produced at low

configuration temperature, low power operation; and most of the NOx and soot
SFC Specific fuel consumption are produced at high temperature, high power operation.
SN SAE smoke number
T, (M'l) Air temperature at combustion section inlet The effect on the atmosphere of the pollutants depends strongly
W, (WAB) Combustor total airflow on altitudc, and three atmospheric bands have to be considered:

Fuelmassflowratesea level, the troposphere, and the stratosphere.# ~ ~Fuel mass nlow rateseleetetoopeeanthsrtshr.

t Time in operating mode for EPAP calculation At sea level and in the lower atmosphere, the CO, UHC and NOx
9 Dissipation rate of kinetic energy of turbulence can contribute to photochemical smog. NOx can result in
AT Temperature rise across combustor damage to plant life, as well as add to the acid rain problem to

a limited extent. N20 4 Is very poisonous. It and N20 are

1. INTRODUCTION brown-colored gases that can give the engine exhaust plume a
characteristic brownish tinge when their concentrations are

Public and Governmental concerns over the environment have sufficiently high and the level of soot is low. The soot particles
again become matters of often.vigorous discussion throughout are not pure carbon but are actually fibrous congloiaierates of
the world, and especially so in Europe. Of particular interest is carbon and partially-reacted fuel fragments. They are extremely
the direction and magnitude of possible climatic changes small ard, therefore, do not settle out from the air very readily.
(Ref. 1) through acceleration of global warming, and ozone The number density of these par.icles is very large, although the
depiction, due to man-made pollutants being Introduced into the mass involved Is not high. These are P11 mostly local effects that
upper atmosphere. Although aircraft operations are currently are confined to airport envirtons.
only small contributors to the overall annual emission of
pollutants, aircraft are a direct source of these pollutants In the At altitude, the particulate matter and water vapor can result in
upper atmosphere. There is speculation that persistent local local modifications to cloud cover (Ref. 3), with possible
concentrations of pollutants introduced by aircraft can exist long-term effect on the Earth's albedo. The soot particles may
along heavily-travelled air corridors such as the Western also serve as condensation nuclei and acti'e sites for other
Approaches to Europe, North-South routes along the Eastern atmospheric chemistry - both good and bad. Carbon dioxide,
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methane, water vapor and nitrous oxide are all greenhouse gases airblast-atomizing types to take advantage of the superior
that can contribute to atmospheric warming trends by trapping atomization, better fuel/air mixing and constant spray
infrared radiation from the Earth. Carbon monoxide is not a trajectories offered by these designs. These techniques have
gircenhouse gas, but reduces presence of the hydroxI radial (OH), proved to be highly successful.
which In turn tends to harm the self-cleansing capability in the
troposphtre through minimizing the action of OH in removing Without a zhange in fuel type. the only way to produce less CO2
ozone, which is a greenhouse gas. In the troposphere, NO can and water vapor in the engine exhaust s to burn less hydrocarbon
create ozone, thus adding to the greenhouse effect (Ref. 4). fuel. The continuing improvements with time in engine spec-ific

fuel consumption that high pressure ratios, high bypass ratios
In the stratosphere under the influence of ultraviolet radiation and high turbine inlet temperatures have brought, together with
from the sun, photo-dissociation and photolysis of ozone and improvements in aircraft efficiency, have resulted in modern
water vapor can produce OH. NO and OH can destroy transport aircraft on a seat-kilometer basis, only burning about
atmospheric ozone by catalytic scavenging, which is an 40 percent of the fuel used by th2 first Boeing 707 transport that
extremely efficient process. entered transatlantic service in 1958 (Ref. 9). This progress in

reduction of fuel burn will continue with the advent of the

European airlines appenr to be especially aware of Advanced Ducted Propfan (ADP) engine which has an
environri.ental pressures (Ref. 5) from their communities. In ultra-high bypass ratio, gear-driven fan, and similar machines,
their desire to be "good neighbors," these airlines wish to do that can offer another 10 percent or more reduction in specific
something, and are requesting the assistance of the engine fuel consumption.
manufacturers for both near-term but worthwhile emissions
reductions, and more substantial reductions for the longer term. Not only does reduced fuel burn lower direct operating costL, to
The regulatory agencies, such as the U.S. Environmental the airlines, it also reduces pollution, i.e., a reduction in all
Protection Agency (EPA), are reviewing existing legislation in pollutants - CO2 and water vapor directly, and CO, UHC and
light of the long-term effects of atmospheric pollution. For the NOx indirectly through the takeoff-landing cycle-integrated
first time, consideration is being given to requirements for parameter,
reduction of emissions generated at aircraft cruising altitudes, In
addition tv tightening up the permissible levels around the 2 (El xtx mr)
landing and takeoff cycle presently covered by existing f
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) regulations Dp IF (EPAP) = c!ce gin. pollutanu/kNthrust
for aircraft (Ref. 6). Government research agencies like the U.S. F
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NAFA) are
beginning to undertake studies and active programs on all Unfortunately, those very combustor design features and engine
aspects of atmospheric pollution by aircraft (Refs. 7,8). cycles that produce these performance gains and reductions in

selected exhaust emissions result in inc.reased operating
There are ma~ny unresolved questions concerned with the temperatures in the burning zones of the combustor at all engine
detailed effects of atmospheric pollutants on the atmosphere. power levels. These higher reaction temperatures have tended to
how to make emissions measurements at altitude and how to elevate the formation rates of NOx. Thus, although the NOx
scale those measurements to other conditions, ard mechanisms EPAP of the ADP engine can fall due ,o the favorable influence
whereby engines actually produce emissions at altitude. Despite of SFC, the absolute level of NOx, expressed as an emission
these unknowns and although the direct correspondences of index (El), where,
aircraft emissions with climate and health are not precise, the
engine manufacturers are responding positively to the concerns El = gm pollutant/kg fuel burned
and needs of their customers, rnd are also cooperating actively
with the various government agencies. can rise due to the increased formation rate. It is apparent,

therefore, that the major pollutant of immediate concern to the
The engine manufacturers recognize the social responsibility combustion engineer is NOx.
incumbent upon the airline industry, and in consequence have
committed to progrAms of long-term research and development 3. PROGRAM STRATEGY AND GOALS
effort to achieve continuous improvement in emissions Pratt & Whitney selected the IAE V2500-A51D5 engine m thereduction. They also understand that emissions reductions Prt&WhnesecedheAEV5.A/5nge sthrcannotion.aThieye als uheexpenseofder htemisions rnedtions lead vehicle for its emission reduction efforts. Tht reason fo ,r thiscannot be achieved at the expense of deteriorations in engine coc a h eaieysalsz fteegn 134k
reliability, safety, repairability, overhaul livesordirect operating choice was the relaively small size of the engine (133.4 kN
costs. thrust). As the sma!Iest modern turhofan engine with which Pratt

& Whitney is associated, the V2500 presented the most stvere
2. BACKGROUND challenge in terras of available spatial envelope within whi,:h

mcdified or redesigned combustors would have to he
Past efforts at emissions control have resulted in the modern, accommodated. The technology resulting from the program
large, turbofan engine having combustion efficiencies that are in could then be readily applied to other, larger engines, as
excess of 99 percent at and above idle power levels, and exhaust appropriate.
plumes at takeoff power that are essentially free from visible soot
traces. Pratt & Whitney decided upon a three-phase program plan with

continuing reductions in NOx. By these means, the airline
The improvements in idle power combustion efficiency were customers could select a suitable level of NOx reduction for
achieved in two ways: first, by raising the ,ombustor burning compliance with regulations, and demenstrate prgressive
zone equivalence ratio to increase gas temperatures and so improvement, to the environmental groups.
enhance chemical reaction rates; and second, by changing the
fuel injector liquid spray characteristics to keep unreacted and The different phases of the program were delineated by the
partially-reacted fuel out of the relatively low temperature film technology level and degree of engine modification required.
cooling air introduced for combustor liner durability. Phase I was defined as representing a conventional combustor
incompletely reacted fuel entering the film cooling can he with modest modificaltions for which the technology was in
chilled and the composition frozen through to the combi-tor hand. Phase II wvs defined as a significantly modified combustor
exit. The smoke problems at high engine powei settings were design for which technology development would he nece",%ary.
addressed by replacing pressure-atomizing ful injectors with Phase Ill was defined as a combusto, having significant
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departures from conventional design for which both researcn candidate concepts and configurations using an analytic method
and technology development would be required. and numerical scoring system.

The goals and schedule for the program were established as The Intent of the Phase II effort was decided as implementation
shown below: of true fuel staging by means of separately-controlled fuel

supplies to distinct initial and secondary burning zones.
3eometric modifications to the combustor would be only those

Table I necessary to accommodate the two stages. Other than staging, no
Program Goals and Schedule additional technology change was planned for the initial Phase II

Delta NOx Thrust Date combustor.

Ehm £E•E Wl I1ot leJnt) In anticipation of Phae 1ll1, research is being pursued into the

[ -15 133.4 (AS) 12/92 logical extension of ihe Phnse I approach. As implemented in

-30 111.2 (AS) 12/92 Phase I, the quasi-fuel staging approach, which is really a rich
burn, quick quench, lean burn (RBQQLB) system, is constrained

II -40 133.4 (AS) 12/95 by the limitations of introducing it in a conventional combustur
i11 -70 033.4 (AS) +2000 format. For example, in Phase I the rich initial burning zone has

near-stoichiometric intcrfaces with conventi,-nal liner film
cooling air that result in high local NOx formation rates, and the

The delta NOx EPAPs in the table are relative to theconventional conventional dilution zone does not provide either an effective
V2500 combustor in the -AI model of the engine. The Phase I quick-quenchorawell-mixedleansecondaryburningzone, both
goals quoted at two levels represent the -A5 model cycle shortcomings again resulting in higher than possible NOx. For
operated at its rated thrust and at the -A! model lower thrust Phase III in the year 2000+ time-frame, the rici, initial burning
level. zone 3an be designed with allowance for anticipated

developments in materials science and fuel injector design. The
4. NOx REDUCTION STRATEGIES anticipated advancements in these areas will result in avoidance

of stoichiometris interfaces in the initial burning zone, and will
Starting in November 1989 and using technology that was allow it to operate much richer without the production of excess
aheady in hand, a Phase I combustor was quickly produced, smoke. Similarly, the shape of the combustor can be altered to
developed and certified. Figure 1 illustrates the emissions produce a much-improved quick-quench section. Finally,
reductions achieved by the Phase I modificatips to the advances in fuel/air mixing capability should result in a
combustor. It shows that the predetermined goals wevre, in tact, well-mixed lean secondary burning zone. Together, these
met, changes result in a level of technology that should allow the

RBQQLB concept to reach its full potential of NOx reduction.
120

-A IEGULATION *MSI)'t REGULATION S. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON FUEL-STAGING

Ao- As an emissions reduction approach, fuel-staging has much to
.0 ., CERT . ECHOOG/.,5/.McyE commend it (Ref. 11). Fuel-staged combustors had their origin

A 60 %S.4 A5/ DS CE, in the NASA Experimental Clean Combustor Program (ECCP)
40 (Ref. 13) that was initiated in the early 1970s to address initial40 • concerns with atmospheric pollution and the anticipated EPA

lo[ regulations for aircraft engines.

01 L I I _ L L J As part of the ECCP effort, Pratt & Whitney designed and
22 24 28 28 30 32 31 rig-evaluated staged combustors in can form for the JT8D engine

aled Sea.Level Static Thrust (kibs) and in annular form for the JT9D engine. Two annular
configurations were considered for the JT9D engine. These were
a diffusion flame, swirl-stabilized design called the Vorbix (Ref.Fig. 1 Nox Status in V2500-A5/-D5 Engin,% Showing 14), and a partially-premixed, perforated plate flameholder

Phase I Improvements design. In all of these designs except for the Witer, the two

combustion zones were arranged in series. The stages in the
partially-premixed, perforated plate flameholder combustor

The Phase I success did not come at the expense of CO, UHC or were in a staggered in-line arrangement, necessary to
smoke emissions, all of which remain at extremely low levels, accommodate the flameholder foi the main stage (secondary
The combustor durability and stability were not adversely burning zone). Figure 2 shows the arrangement of this
affected, and pattern factors and radial temperature profiles are combustor. The annular configurations were actually
acceptable to the turbine. The Phase I technology is described in engine-tested, the Vorbix in an experimental JT9D-7 and the
Reference 10; it relies on an axial adjustment of the perforated plate configuration in an experimental "10-tonne"
stoichiometry distribution along the combustor to simulate some engine, as well as the experimental Y.9D.
aspects of fuel staging. The -AS Phase I combustor is also a
candidate for retrofit into the existing fleet of -Al engines. An additional axially fuel-staged annular combustor, with a

single-sided, carburetor tube main stage, was designed and

rig-tested for the NASA Energy Efficient Engine (E) program
Emission control strategies have been reviewed by Lefebvre (Ref. 15).
(Ref. 11), and a summary of an earlier generation of low
emissions hardware is provided in Reference 12. Given the Table 2 lists the r.missions reductions achieved by the
success of quasi-fuel staging (Ref. 10) in Phase I and Pratt & fuel-staged, partially-premixed, perforated plate flameholder
Whitney's previous true fuel staging experience, it was natural and the Vorbix combustors in the experimental JT9D-7A engine.
tocontinue toexploit the advantages of fuel staging (Ref. 1l)for The results are expressed as a percentage of the unmodified
the Phase !1 approach. The actual selection process used at Pratt engine emissions for the EPA (earlier definition) EPAPs
& Whitney involved a rigorous screening effort that investigated (Ref. 16).
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SECON1 ION

Fig. 2 Partially-Premixed, Perforated Plate Flameholder, Fuel-Staged Combustor for Experimental JT9D Engine,
Showing Staggered Inline Stages

Table 2
Emissions Reduction Demonstrated in Early Fuel-Staging Tests

Delta NOx Delta CO Delta UHC Delta Smoke
EPP()EEAP15) I1PAP.C% MAE1179 ()

Partial'y-premixed (Ref. 17) -538 -65.7 -84.2 -75.0

Vorbix (Ref. 18) *58.5 -76.6 -95.8 +high

Comparison of this table with the present program goals 6. STAGING AND STAGE ARRANGEMENT
(Table 1) indicates the potential of fuel-staging for satisfying the The concept of fuel staging divides the total engine fuel flow into
Phase 11 aims. two parts and supplies the divided flows separately to two
The original fuel-staged combustors, although showing great distinct combustion zones. One combustion zone is fueled
Te omisg in reducing emissions, had a large number of continuously, and provides engine starting and idling, and basic

operational difficulties that would have required a tremendous combustion stability. n this capacity, It serves as a pilot stage

development effort to eliminate. However, the major drawback combustor. To provide these functions, the design of the pilot

that precluded further exploitation at that time was the need to stage is entirely conventional. In order to achieve acceptable CO

contiol the staging not just along an engine sea level power and UHC emissions at idle power, the combustion efficiency has

curve, but over the complete array of all power settings, ail flight to be in excess of 99 percent. It has been demonstrated (Ref. 21)

altitudes and all aircraft flight speeds, i.e., continuous control for typical primary zones at engine idle conditions that an

over the complete engine operating spectrum. The equivalence ratio of about 0.8 is necessary to satisfy this

hydromechanical fuel controllers of that time were just not efficiency level. The pilot stage fuel flow is a small portion of the

adequate for this complex additional task. For this and other total. Therefore, although the conventional pilot can then result

reasons, less stringent emissions regulations were adopted by the in high NOx formation rates, its contribution to overall NOx is

EPA and ICAO. small. The bulk of the engine total fuel flow is burned in the
second combustion zone. This being so, this zone serves as a

Staging did not really become viable until the advent of the Full main stage combustor. The main stage is only fueled at higher

A'ithority Digital Electronic Control (FADEC) with its on-board power pointu, and is generally designed to operate lean at full

computer capability and capacity. Once a solution to the control power, ar indicated in Figure 3.

difficulties was available, fuel-staging made its reappearance in The low NOx characteristics of a fuel-staged combustor are
high temperature rise combustors for military application (Refs. derived from two features of the approach. First, the bulk of the
19,20). The puyose in this instance was to control exhaust fuel is burned fuel-lean, and even allowing for unmixedness
smoke through limiting primary burning zone equivalence ratio, effects (Ref. 22) this reduces the NOx formation rates. Second,
as Figure 3 illustrates. the tots. fuel flow is divided (albeit unequally) between an

increased number (usually twice the number) of f-el injectors.
Thus, even though the main stage fuel injectors might be of
conventional design, the presentation of the fuel to

s~r.ne limit atomizing/combustion air Is improved, thereby increasing both
1.7 T'_ atomization and mixing, and reducing unmixedness. As a result,

more of the main stage fuel is burned at the (lean) bulk
equivalence ratio and within a nanower band of equivalence
ratios about the bulk value (Ref. 23). This tends to minimize

G texposure to the high temperatures associated with the generation0.8 rrwg of thermal NOx.

A tImplementation of fuel-staging in an annular combustor can be
stag made in a number of ways:

10 -
Ide T"reoff a. Circumferentially

Oý walFue@IIlrRatio b. Radially

Fig. 3 Comparison of Operation of Conventional and c. Axially
Fuel-Staged Combustor Primary/Pilot Zones d. Combinations of (a) through (c).
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Circumferential staging (Ref. 24) can he applied in a Second, the fuel injectors for the stages have to he carried on
conventional looking combustor, to alternate fuel injectors or to separate supporsa. Therefore, two penetration planes of the
circumferential blocks of injectors, for local enrichment. It has diffuser case are necessary. A weight penalty is a,,ociated with
two serious problems associated with it. First, severe chilling of these needs. Third, being as the pilot and main stage fuel flows
chemical reactions can occur at the edges of zones due to are introluced into the combustor via separate supports, pilot
interfacing c. 2 fueled and unfueled (and hence relatively cool) fuel cannot be conveniently used for cooling the main stage, fuel
zones. This chilling can result in production of excess CO and injectors.
Ul-HC emissions, and possibly serious loss in combustion
efficiency at part-power. Second, depending on the The easiest staging concept to implement is circumferential
circumferential fueling pattern used, the resulting staging, but unfortunately, circumferential staging has the least
circumferentially nonuniform exit temperature distribution can emisions reduction potential. The best choice between radial
distort turbine cases, result in loss of turbine efficiency, and and axial staging is not immediately clear since each
cause possible rubbing damage to 'he turbine outer air seats. configuration has both gomd ,nd bad features that must it traded

against one another. In order to achieve a suitable compromise,
Radial staging consists of two combusvor domes displaced a configuration might be devised that combines the hest features
radially from each other with a short interface splitter between from both radial and axial staging, while minimizing the worst
them, and having a common entry plane so that the combustion ones.
zones are radialiy inline. The arrangement allows the fuel
injector tips for both stages to be mounted on a common support,
which includes active fuel ck-Kling of the mains stage injectors Pratt & Whitney examined all configurations and decided that
by the continuously-flowing pilot stage supply. Te !'uel cooling the high emissions reduction potential of axial staging was worth
is necessary toavoidcokingofthe mainstage fuel injectorswhen preserving, and that the excessive length drawback of axial
they are unfurled but exposed to the hot environment of the staging could be avoided. A combined configuration offering
operating engine. The common support for the injectors allows these characteristics could be used, and the staggered inline
ilust a single penetration plane of the diffuser pressure casing. arrangement used for the earlier, staged partially-premixed,
However, the outer wall of the diffuser case tends to be increased perforated-plate fiameholder combustor (Figure 2) formed the
in diameter in order to accommodate the double domes. The basis for this.
radially-staged combustor before staging also suffers from
potential sharp peaks in the average radial temperature profile at 7. AXIALLY STAGED COMBUSTOR CONFIGURATION
the combustor exit. These peaks may be severely displaced
radially, and further, can shift in radial position after staging. The Figure 4 shows a final cross-section of the resulting Axially
turbine performance can be adversely affected by such profiles Staged Combustor (ASC) (Ref. 25); flow is from left to right,
and their shifts, and the potential exists for either outer air seal with the engine centerline to the bottom of the figure. For clarity,
:,r first vane platform damage. Although the combustor the main stage fuel injectois have been shown rotated half an
length/overall annular height ratio (LMH) is small, it is because injector pitch, to be in plane with the pilot stage injectors.
L is usually close to normal (as it would have to be for retrofit Wherever possible, existing hardware and designs were used in
of the combustor to existing engines) while H is larger than order to expedite the path to certification, and to minimiz; risk.
ncrmal. For this reason, together with the addition of the splitter The design complies with the ground rules established for
between stages, the cooling air requirement for the Phase II of the emissions reduction program.
radially-staged arrangement can be high.

The ASC fits into the existing V2500-A5 engine using aAxial staging has scveral distinct advantages. Since the main conventional front-pin mounting system, with a new outer
stage is axially inl~ne with, and downstream from, the pilot stage, diffuser ease having appropriate pads to accommodate mounting
ignition of the main stage directly from the pilot is both reliable of the two sets of fuel injectors. The combustor has the benefits
and rapid. The gas flow into the main stage from the pilot stage of the axially inline stage arrangement without any length
is always hot and contains active radicals, so that achieving high penalty. As a result of the stage-staggering, the shroud airfnows
combustionefficiencyfromthemainstage, e.renatinitiallyquite are a little more complex than for the conventional V2500
low equivalence ratios, is not difficult. Consideration of Figure 3 combustor (Ref. 10), and there is a small increase in liner surface
indicates that this can lead to very low NOx generation from the area to be cooled. The supports for thc main stage fuel injectors
main stage. Ths is because the ease of achieving high are short. The fuel injector tip design is similar for both stages,
combustion efficiency allows the equivilence ratio of the main and follows that of the regular airblast-atomizing fuel injector
stage at staging to be sei well below the minimum desirable 0.8 and fl tha ofethergl airbust-atom eng f ine
value required in the pilot. Thus, at takioff power levels the used in the convcntional condbustor. The short lengths of themaximum equivalence ratios in the main stage will be main stage combusti,,n and dilution t ones are noteworthy, being

maxium quialece atis i th man sagewil be toJgether about one-half the overill length of the conventional
proporttonately lower also. The NOx generation is then reduced combustor that the ASC replaces.
due to the lower bulk-average flame temperatures, and also
because the standard deviations from the bulk equivalence ratio 7.1. Fuel System
have been shown to be reduced with lower bulk equivalence
ratios (Ref. 11). Finally, the average radial temperature profile Fuel staging results in two fuel delivery schedules that the fuel
at exit from the combustor is fairly conventional at all system must provide. The resulting two fuel streams to be
conditions, anJ does not undergo any significant shifts at delivered to the combustor cause an increaise in the complexity
staging. Development of exit temperature traverse quality by of the fuel system. The Pratt & Whitney approach to insure fuel
means ot conventional dilution air does not have any special system relipbility and maintainability i4, to employ proven
difficulties. concepts and components from existing fuel systems wherever

possible (Ref. 26).
There ete three disadvantages to axial staging. First, the inline
arrangement of stages tends to result in a somewhat lengthy Aschematic diagram of the fuel system (Ref. 27) is displayed in
combustor that might be difficult to accommodate for retrofit of Figuie 5. The actual system is a little more complex than that
some engines. There is also increased liner surface area, relative shown, due to various operational considerations, but the salient
to conventional combustors, that needs to be film cooled. features are illustrated.
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Fig. 6 Dynamic Simulation of Snap Acceleration from
Idle to "Takeoff for ASC Compared to

The fuel metering unit (FMU) delivers the engine total fuel flow Conventional Combustcr
demanded by the FADEC. This fuel stream entem a flow splitter
valve (FSV) that divides the total flow into pilot and main stage
fuel streams according to a signal from the FADEC. Each stream 8. COMBUSTOR DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
is then delivered to a flow distribution valve (FDV). Before
reaching its own FDV, the pilot fuel flow is used tocool the main For the initial version of the Phase I reduced emissions ASC, P
fuel FDV. This cooling is required by Federal Aviation combustor development plan was established. Tie approach
Administration fire regulations, and also takes care of heat relies on the following major elements prior to the first engine
soak-back from the engine. This is necessary because the main to test (FETF): design studies, a high-pressure sector rig,
FDV will contain stagnant main fuel prior to staging. The FDVs computational fluid dynamics (CFD) refinement of the
distribute fuel to the fuel Injectors via individual manifolds, each preliminary design and sector rig-derived modifications to it,
one of which feeds a pair of fuel injetaors. The main stage fuel and a high-pressure, full anaular rig. Eight experimental engines
injectors and supports are provided with a coke avoidance will be used in the engine certification program, which is
system (CAS). scheduled to being in late Spring of 1993 for a December 1995

certification. Figure 7 illustrates the approach in diagrammatic
Figure 6 presents the predicted transient engine thrust response form.
as the main stage is futled and the engine is accelerated from idle
power to 100 percent sea level thrust. By fueling the main stage The design portion involved design studies and simple
at a slightly accelerated rate in order to minimize the time bench-scale experimental testing of projected combustor
necessary to Ell the short indiividual manifolds feeding the main components, such as fuel injectori and air swirlers. The design
stage fuel injectors, th,ý time to full thrust is maintained. Only a portion defined a preliminary combustor design for the sector
minor lag of less than 0.1 second is expected In 'he middle of the rig, and suggested a series of parametric optim~zation tests to be
transient, but no overall lag. made. The sector rig program was to investigate emissions,

L;
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stability and efMciency trade factos. CFD) modeling wis used in provide i representative inlet boundary condition. it was
conjutnction with Ohe sector ing to explore the optimization expedient to use existing fuel injectors and supports, without
processes and to predict the behavior of tho full-scale modIfication, for both stages. In order to accommodate these
configuration, e.., circumferential curvPtu'e effects, etc. In fuel injector supports, it was ncces&ary to Introduce the pilot
addition to mnrmal operation, the sector rig was also used in a stage and main stage fuel supplies from opposite sides: U the rig.
transient combitstion test facility in order to examine 1he Ther fore, sccurotte simulation of the shrouds and shroud flows
responso of the ASC to simulated enpine accelerations, feeding tVte combustor could not be made. The comhustor exit
including main combustion zone staging opei ation. The purpose boundary condition Is provided by 12 exit guide vanes.
of the onnut ar rig program is tj vc.ify perfonnance and
emissh'ns levels, assess potential durability, and to develop exit To provide information m• the combustor exit, each of the exit
temr'erature traverse quality, guide vnnes is Instrumentod with seven, equally-spaced,

3ampling probes for ges temperature and emnuisions
measurements (there are two separate vane packs), although
readings from only the rtnter eight vanes are used to provide

SECTO. data. Th7 sampling probe Inlets are inline with the combustor
nexit. For emissions measurements, samples from these eight

center vanes are manifolded together prior to Ipassing the
collected sample to the emissions analyzers (accord!ing to SAEAerospace Recommended Practices 1179 and 1256). To measure

inlet conditions at the prediffuser !nlot, two 5-headed total
ANN pressure rakes and two thermocouples are provided, together

DESUN AIG with four static pressure taps (two per wall). Twenty-two static
STUDIS F&pressure taps are distr!buted in the shrouds, together with four

static pressure taps in the dome, to provide pressure drops across
the combustor, TWo thermocouples are mounted on each of the

a inner and outer combustor liters to monitor wall temperatures.
CR) EXPTL.REFINt-MENT The sector rig was tested for steady-state operation in the Pratt

& Whitney High Pressure Combustion Laboratory (HPCL). The
IHPCL uses an FV4 drive-engine for compressors, and a

7DEC. 1994 CERT. gas-fired indirect heater to deliver nonvitiated high-pressure air
to several test cells. Typical high power test conditions for this
program are as follows: inlet pressure 32.2 bar, inlet temperature

Fig. 7 Diagrammatic Representation o! Phase II Effr t 854K, and total airflow 11.9 kg/,,c; however, the sector rig was
normally operated at pressures between 5 and 18 bar, with
emissions optimization being done in this range for operational

The overall objective of the rig program is to provide a convenience.
combustion system that is optimized and thoroughly evaluated
prior to incorporation into an experimental engine (FEIT). The
experimental engines themselves serve As tinal demonstrators of It is particularly important that the fai-staging system operate
intended performance And emissions, and then permit without introducing any significant lags in the engine thruat
concentration on developing the reliability, durability and response. Transient operation of the ASC was therefore
ope: ability of the combustion subsystem as part of the overall investigated by installing the sector rig in the United
engine system. Technologies Research Center Transient Combustion Facility

(TCF) (Ref. 28). In the TCF the flow delivery system can
8.1. Test Rigs and Facilities simulated by means of hydraulically actuated pintle valves,

The majority of the experimental results to be presented below varying pressn e, temperature and airflow rates encountertd

are taken from the sector rig portion of the overall development during engine accelerations. The correct parameter time

program. The sector rig was modified from an existing constants can be reproduced (Ref. 28).

V2500-A1 conventional ;orribi stor sect or rig. It now contains a The annular rig contains a full-scale annular ASC with a flow
combustor that is actually a planar representation of the ASC, path that is similar in cross-section to the view shown in
encompassing three or four pilot stage fuel injectors and main Figure 4. The liner construction is that to be used in the engine
stage fuel injectors(depending on the arrangement ofstages, i.e., tests. The inlet to the rig includes transitional spool-pieces to
inline or staggcred), togtther with their asscodated aerodynamic allow boundary layer flow development to simulate the velocity
packages, i.e., it is one-fifth of the full annular combustor. The profile present at the engine compressor exit. The exit transition
main stage injectors are generally transversely displaced and measurement section permits measurements to be made of
one-half a pilot injector spacing, relative to the pilot injectors, temperature and emissions at the combustor exit plane by means
The resulting flow path very closely matches the true annular of a rotating, multi-headed, gas-sampling or thermocoupie
configuration with respect to both pilot and main stage lengths probe-head; both heads may be installed (off-set)
and volumes. The combustor itself was designed to permit rapid simultaneously if desired. Internal instrumentation is similar in
configuration changes. The side-walls are cooled by air character to that of the sector rig Testing in the HPCL is
introduced through seven vertical rows of hnrill, angled holes. conducted up to correct V2500-A5 engine takeoff power
The combustcr is effusion cooled in a similar manner. The two conditions.
fuel injection bulkhead, are provided with impingement-cooled
heat shields. A number of axial stiffening ribs are welded to the Figure 8 shows a pilot dome and outer liner of a full annular,
combustor liner outer surfaces. exprimental ASC. The liner Is of FloatwallTM construction,

where individual cast panels are bolted to a support shell to make
i'he rig inlet contains flow conditioners and a simulated up the hot-side surface. Figure 9 shows the fully-assembled
prediffuser and dump, similar to those shown In Figure 4, to snnular rig Itself, ready for installation In the test facility.
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F 4 Outer Liner, Domne iand utido ASO' for the An;nular ;Th9

pilot stage air jetsL with the pillot flow, asse~ss the best
ci rcuminferenti al locaition for air addition in the ma in stage, and
de term ine the e ffecis of lac:k of lateral curvature in the planar
sector rig. T7he primne objectives of these relinementis were to

provide configurations for rig test that minimized NOx
protductiorn while preserving lo% CO, mnaintained the quality of'
tlie exit tenmperature distribution, and avoided hot-spots tin the

fTt;ichbevt- the first of these primne objectives, it was as~sumed that
the majority oif NOx production Iin the ASC would he due to
thertnally-gencrated NO. It then fotllows that minimizing
vxx ,,,ure of' the working fluid to excessive Moante tempevratures
will result in reduced thermal NO. Post- processi ng of a

4.cttriventiorMi CF!) SAdutiOn fttr ;a cttmhust1 r, ftor the number and
JOE. volumecs of gas pockvts, abwie and below the respective critical

Fig 9 Annular Rig Ready for Mounting in Test Facility Iricrit-sratUres (>2033K and <1l810K), for excess NO and CO
It iiniat itin ( Ref. 23), enaibles the em is~sit tns cliarac cr istics to) h e
dot ricni i tied.

[Tie sectonda ry tobjectivye oft the ('11 e ffot win wa to prtov ide
9. COMBUSTOR REFINEMENT BY CHi) gUidance in interptreting the svcttti rig test reSUlts.

CF H) alIys ic i4 the A SC was c nduot-ctd in suppo rt ttf' thre rig CalculaI t itons were per ftormed ft r sect itns tiC thle respecti ye secit r
pt tmin uosing tIt. N AS'IA H (Nave r-Sitoktks AnalIys is fttr And intnuIlan rig Co m bu~stors, cceitte red (itn and encominpassing aI

Anbiirtrar Regiinies cttripktieý code described hy Rhie & Siowers stingle pilIt stttage fuel i njcctt r and a single, nra in Stage injet Itr (ir
(Ret' 29) . The Ct Ide StlC l ife steadLy'-Si;itIC Fivnrt averaged 1wit "nin aiiStage hl f-i njectt rs, depe riding t in the stage alignment n

as ~ci - I (kes eqtot it ins, written in ge ntina curtiins ite ar be inig investigated Pert iodic co ndiit itons were applied to the
"04tttnliiaes, in a btiov4fiitcd, three-dimetit tiuial grid Fdtty laftteal iomlutridres 01i the1. C3lCUlatitin doirmrint. Typical grids

v iI'[s-is piviny ý, fii t, tf te i ttisett ii turdsne simdul ciii plttyt d 3'28,.re.l grid noides (l 17 x 5 ;x 5.3) for thle Sectoir
vcrit~ (it th (t~v ised ll ll(.I S. oiiie nidel and 17ot,788 grid nttdes (112 x 531 x 5 ) firflthe annular

tfl~si iedthe ttiitizel las ln it *t.Ntitnti' n 4 fliti- it ttl. [igu~re 1 01 ~litxs an isotnetrit- pilitijctiit tif (tfe wrid -,ttot
lri:;tkt U tiilisti t iii ii Rutlit.hst:l.sitie the citnibtisitir fir thc mtiiiularcittibustttn

st'ctitit, IlltiSCC iisjAi with rItC pItt1 arid i1;1)ttaitI fuel ~tifeiti inlitte
With flth, ltniitatiittrs if the eddy tmteemhip otittusibiiin model, di.' witht cacti (tittr (entn~tsi with) Figunte 8l. The represe~ittatittt
\'AS!AR ctile catintit be used flirtitlky it) (eMtIiiir et'IiSSinrS ;lt~ws, ft tr the [wxnit-dic injectitn if tiliti cxitlirig iii alting the
I ltimt;ip~ ti i~,sk:sttflt I thel"c % I I() Iti w Ie St t itsI thV ctfects (it itittr tiil, itjittr litter mri-acts [lie liqutid fitI stt Atts ct

irlhtj.tsrtr gas tct dtueiisintiitc 1f flit- ;tligrnwtir it the tiit, ;lt i1 t'lt 4 tss wth tmitctl 111e(wtr ti~ittitit i'l

pni, and Itmatim stae I I tnject-oI, ex;tltitii Itc lienitiiat tif] the ltttig Ntltte
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Fig 10 An Example of the Calculation Domain and Computational Grid for CFD Studies of the ASC

Solution convergence was judged on the basis of the overall of these air jets, without having to develop a new grid for each
residuals, achieved temperature rise and the stability of major port change.
flow features. Grid-independent solutions are not claimed, hut
the boundaries of the calculation domain are well-represented,
as are the shapes of the major entering fluid streams. The 4

solutions obtained can be considered as being ones of
engineering pragmatism rather than of scientific exactitude, and
as such are entirely satisfactory for their intended purpose.

The results of the CFD calculations were post-processed on a
Silicon Graphics IRIS workstation using PLOT3D and FAST
(Ret. 32) visualization software packages developed by
NASA-Ames Research Center. It is only possible to display here ,NuN A.•H

a small selection of the data generated. Figure 11 shows " - - - I INJF1Ci
isotherms (in degrees Rankine) calculated foe takeoff power
(both stages fueled) in the annular combustor, where the pilot
and main stages are staggered relative to each other.

The gris temperature characteristics shown in Figure II, inline ! "1
with the injectors in each stage, are largely as might be expected,
although circumferential spreading of the flame from the pilot
injectors to interact toward the inner liner in the main stage with ___
flame developed by the main stage iniectors, can be seen. Theparticular air addition arrangement uksed in the main stage for this• t:•

calculation is such that the circumferentially-averaged radial
temperature profile at the combustor exit is peaked toward the
combustor inner liner. This is more clearly evident in Figure 12
where the isotherms in the exit plane are compared for this
configuration and for the identical configuration except for the , WI -wH
stage fuel injectors being placed inline with each other. Areas in MAIN IN)F, OO

both cross-sections, where the local temperatures equal and
exceed the critical value for high NOx formation rates (2033K),
have been shaded. It can be seen that for the inline
stage-arrangement the total of these areas is greater than for the Fig. 11 Longitudinal Cross-Sections Inline with Fuel
staggered stage-arrangement. This is indicative that the inline Injectors, Showing Calculated Isotherms in a
stage-arrangement might produce more NOx than the staggered Staggered-Stage ASC at Takeoff Power
stage-arrangement. Similar consideration of Figure I 1 suggests
that the major source of NOx for the complete combustor is the Figure 12 indicates that change of the main stage air jets in the
main stage. staggered-stage combustor is necessary to achieve a more

desirable mean outlet temperature profile (either a center or
Although not identifiable in Figure 10, the model does contain slightly outer peaked profile).
air-addition ports in the main stage for both stage alignments.
They are not visible because the main stage ports were defined The CFD calculations were used in the fashion described above
by designating appropriate blicks of surface grid elements as to derive a combustor configuration that produced desirable
"open" to admit air into the combustor. Despite the jet shapes combustion characteristics and low emissions potential. As a
then being incorrect and small compromises being necessary in result of these efforts, a considerable amount of time-consuming
representingjet mass flow and/or jet momentum (due to the port and expensive experimental testing was saved from the program,
area being determined by the grid), this approach represents the and interpretation of some of the rig experimental behavior was
most convenient way to change the mass quantities and positions facilitated.
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STAGES M UNE balance. Richening the pilot zone to an equivalence ratio of O.90
A....1raised the Idle power combustion efficiency to 99.8 percent,

more than acceptable to satisfy emissions requirements. This can
be appreciated from Figure 14, that shows the emission index

6 (El) of CO characteristic with pilot stage equivalence ratio. The
SEl reaches a minimum around unity equivalence rati., Figure 14

* also displays the pilot stage NOx characteristic, which reaches

7 a maximum at just under 1.1 equivalence ratio.

100 ----

NION CONrIGURATION 2 J CONFIIGURATION I

HM -TEMP 'R + PHI_- 0 O- PHI-O0.6

+ 4 INLET TEMP. - 614 K

STAGES STAGGERED W- INLET PRESS. - 11 17 barS99

iE LEAN BLOWOUT
0 IDLEU CONFIGURATION 2

0.00 0.01 0 02

Overall Fuel Air Ratio
Fig. 12 Comparison of Outlet-Plane Isotherms in Fig. 13 PilotStageCombustionEfficienciesIntheSector

Transverse Cross-Sections of Inline and g ilo Stag Combustion Efuicienc e Seto
Staggered-Stage Alignments, Showing Regions Rig, Showing Influence of Equivalence Ratio
of High Thermal NO Formation Rates 10,-

9 PILOT STAGE AIR FRACTION10. SECTOR RIG RESULTS coNgrANTrr 1
The sector rig was assigned a total of six important tasks in the 8 INLET TEMP. - 614 K
overall development of the ASC: INLET PRSSURE - 5 17 bar. 7

1. Optimization of the pilot stage for good idle-power E MAI STAGE UNFUJLED
combustion efficiency, and flame stability at off-design p 6

conditions I
2. Establishment of an appropriate pressure scaling law , NO,for NOx to allow extrapolation of rig results up to full r 4

power conditions .o

3. Determination ofthe dependency ofNOx on stage fuel 3
flow split C4

4. Examination of the effect of staging on combustion 2 co

efficiency via steady-state simulation of staging [
5. Limited evaluation ofdIfferent main stage fuel injector

design on NOx 0 _ ..
6. Assessment of the optimized ASC configuration prior 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

to the annular rig test program. Pilot Stage Equivalence Ratio

To complete these assigned tasks, the sector rig testing was Fig. 14 Emissions of NOx and CO from Efficiency-
carried out in the HPCL over a range of operating conditions Optimized Pilot Stage, Showing Response to
involving limited parametric exploration where appropriate. Equivalence Ratio with Optima
The inlet pressure, temperature and air mam flow rate were
selected to cover where possible representative low and Flame stability is controlled by the injector package (consisting
intermediate engine power levels, of the injector inner and outer air swirlers, and the insert swirler)

swirl number and dome height (together governing
The pilot stage ofthe ASC is a fairly conventional primary zone, recirculation), and by primary zone equivalence ratio
and utilizes standard airblast-atomizlng fuel Injectors from the (determining recirculated gas temperature and active chemical
V2500-A5 engine combustor. Acceptable combustion species). With the adjusted equivalence ratio, existing injector
efficiency was achieved in usual fashion by adjusting the pilot packages and a carefully-chosen dome height, a lean blowout
equivalence ratio (Refs. 10,21) at the idle power value of overall limit was obtained at an OFAR of 0.0045. This value is 40
fuel to air ma ratio (OFAR) (main stage unfueled). This is percent below the minimum OFAR operationally encountered
shown in Figure 13 at constant inlet pressure and temperature. anywhere in engine transient operation, and satisfies the Pratt &
The efficiencies are based on an emissions-measured carbon Whitney design criterion for stability.
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The optimized pilot zone obtained from the above work was conditions. Note that the residence times are the same for both
maintained for all subsequent sector rig testing. processes at each operating condition.

To protect the relight capability of the engine, the ASC was
evaluated at low pressures (in a separate facility) simulating 10o -- ,--- ,---------v----- -

windmilling and starter-amsisted high altitude flight. Figure 15 INL,' TPUPERATURE - 8103 K

demonstrates that the ASC system is more than capable of PILoT STA` EQUYV 'RATIO 639

meeting the 9000 meter plus, commercial altitude relight W
requirement.

Sao..

L 0 -I _ : :.. ... ......... .... .....
0

,,°..~.21 C1 4171_ ° ° °."

0: 7-o 05 aa a 1 00 10 110U&O. NUIA 11

Inlet Pressure, bir

Fig. 15 Comparison of Altitude Relight Capability for
ASC with Conventional Combustor (High Fig. 16 NOx-Pressure Sensitivity of Pilot and Main
Altitude Test Facility) Stages Operating Together at Fixed Inlet

Temperature and Pilot Stage Equivalence Ratio

To establish an appropriate pressure-scaling law for NOx, the
initial ASC configuration (with staggered stages) and the
optimized pilot stage was operated over a range of OFARs at
three pressure levels from 8.6 to 17.2 bar. Both stages were 102

operative, and the pilot stage equivalence ratio was maintained P3 bar r., K STAGES

constant at 0.39 (pilot stage fuel flow Is reduced when the main &62 818 pilot/nsaim
stage is fueled, although the pilot air fraction remains constant). A La 10 BI pilot/,,•in]
The inlet air temperature was also constant at 818.3K. .V- 17.24 818 p4lot/mat6

At a given pressure level in the range covered, the emissions E -. 5.17 514 pilot only

indexof NOx increases slightly with OFAR in linear fashion; this _ _1. 0 8.62 643 pilot/main

gradient, however, reduces, again slightly, with increasing o

pressure level, also within the range covered. The pressure Z-a

dependencies of NOx at two OFARs are given in Figure 16, and 0 1 0
they decrease slightly with increasing OFAR. The values for this -

range of OFAR are less than the familiar 0.5 exponent obtained -
from a simple kinetic analysis for NOx, based on assumptions of

oxygen atom equilibrium with oxygen molecules (Ref. 33). 0
While the behavior with OFAR might be attributed to *; 0

experimental data scatter, the values are consistent with levels P
and trends obtained In other Pratt & Whitney studies for I"

single-stage combustors where the pressure-dependency of NOx
is shown to be a complex function of equivalence ratio and
adiabatic flame temperature. (The approach is similar to that of 10L 01- 1

Reference 34.) 10- 10 10
Emission Index of C0, gm/kg.

Note that the pressure-dependency of NOx obtained above
should not be considered as a general pressure scaling law since Fig. 17 Demonstration cf the Trade Between Total NOx
the range of parameter variation covered is very limited, and CO Over a Range of Conditions
However, this dependency was used, with some caution, for
scaling the sector rig results to higher engine power conditions
where necessary. The importance of stage residence time to low CO emissions is

displayed in Figure 18 for the 0.390 equivalence ratio pilot stage
Given the pollutant generation mechanisms and their over a range of OFAR where air inlet temperature and pressure
temperature dependencies described earlier, a trade-relationship are respectively 643.3K and 8.62 bar, and over a range of OFAR
between the emissions of NOx and CO is to be anticipated. Such where these conditions are 818K and 8.62, 13.1 and 17.24 bar.
a relationship exists in the ASC, as Figure 17 illustrates for the The flow function (WFT)/P is 9.74 kg.K 1 /sec. bar for the first
test points of Figures 14 and 16 (with the optimized pilot stage), data set, and 8.88 kg.K /seec.bar for the second, i.e., the
and for some additional data. These latter data are for a range of residence time is less for the first condition than for the second
OFAR at 643K air irlet temperature and 8.62 bar inlet pressure, condition. The CO emissions are presented as an excess
with a constant pilot stage equivalence ratio of 0.39 (pilot fuel emission, that is, in terms of the difference. between the measured
modulated). The figure shows that the El of NOx decreases as El and the equilibrium value calculated at appropriate stage
that of CO increases, in exponential fashion for this range of conditions, through the EQLBRM computer program (Ref. 35).
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1000 1200 1400 160C 1800 2000 Fig. 10 Correlation of ASC NOx Data with Adiabatict4

Combustor Exit Temperature, K Flame Temperature, and Comparison with

Kr,•schtner & Odgerm Collected Data from
Fig. 18 Effect of Combustor Exit Temperature on CýYvefloia: Crnbustors

Emissions of CO at Two Residence Times
14 1

The ASC operated at !he lower residence time has the higher PO QUiV RATIOS

excess CO emission over the range of exit temperatures. Note
that, for this lower residence time, the excess CO exhibits r. sharp
Increase when the combustor exit temperature Is below thecritical value (1810K) for significant CO-consumption rates 12 0
(Re fs. 10,23). Also, even at the critical temperature level, the CO

excess emissions curve is becoming asymptotic to a value
significantly above zero, Indicating a resideuce time limit for this 041

combustor length under these operating conditions. 9 <>

Curves for the difference in equilibrium and measured El of NGx . I - 03'

at these conditions are the Inverse of the excess CO plot, with
longer residence time producing greater NOx than the shorter I NLT AIR TEMP - 8A1 K
residence time. PILOT AIR FRACTION COKST.]

The collected NOx data from the foregoing plots were found to . .... . ... -

correlate only on a basis of the maximum adiabatic flame 0.02 0.034

temperature existing for the appropriate test conditions. This Ovrail Fu'i -t -Air Ratio
implies that most of the NOx is thermal NO, generated at Fig. 20 Variation of Total NOx with Overall Fuel to Ar
stoichiometric temperatures in diffusion flames, just as it is In Ratio, Showtng Influence of Pliot-Stoge
single stage combustors. Figure 19 compares this correlated data Equivalence Ratio
with the NOx-correlation by Kretschmer & Odgers (Ref. 36) of
collected engine data for single stage combustors. The present
correlated ASC data parallel the single stage combustor 14 .... -,-------- .
NOx-data at a lower NOx-level. It is not immediately clear if the
reduced NOx levels of the ASC are due to a favorable change in NOx

the equivalence ratio probability distribution functions (p.d.f.'s), A L T
i.e., a small improvement in fuel/air mixing due to doubling the
number of fuel Injectors so that less fuel is reacted 10
stoichiometrically, or, due to reductions in the available time for 8
the NO-reaction because of the short length of the main stage..

ILET TEMPERATURE - ej a
Figure 20 presents NOx data as a function of OFAR for three S ,NLr PREssuR - 862 bar
values of pilot stage equivalence iatio at constant inlet conditions 6

of 818K temperature and 8.6 bar premure; the configuration of
the main stage is slightly different from that for all preceding 4

plots, although the pilot stage is Identical. It can be seen that at
given OFAR the El of NOx increases as pilot stage equivalence
ratio increases, and that he sensitivity to OFAR, while not great, 0
depends also on the pilot stage equivalence ratio. These
characteristics imply that NOx production may be minimized by
reducing pilot stage equivalence ratio at any operating cordition, 0 .3 0 4 0.5 06

commensurate with maintaining overall combustlon efficiency Pilot Stage Equivalence Ratio
and flame stability. Figure 21 illustrates this benefit at an overall Fig. 21 Direct Influence on NOx of Pilot-Stage
equivalence ratio of 0.36, showing that NOx increases and CO Equivalence Ratio at Fixed OFAR (Moderate
decreases (slightly) with increase in pilot stage equivalence Temperature Rise), Showing Benefits of
ratio. Minimizing Pilot-Stage Equivalence Ratio
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It is interesting to note that extrapolation of lines fitted by linear r_
regression analysis through the data of Figure 20 for each pilot E (El
stage equivalence ratio, intersect at an OFAR of 0.04. With the ENox)overall ; VE,,o)Pilot
variation in pilot stage equivalence ratio, this OFAR corresponds rotaI
to an approximately constant bulk temperature for the main
stage, and about equal pilot stage contributionm to overall NOx.
The common value of NOx is about 10 gm/kg of total fuel
burned. To assist in understanding this better, Figure 22 shows (FINox )main
tht variation in pilot to main stage fuel mass flow rate ratio with m"PoiaII
OFAR, while Figure 23 give,; the variation of main zone

equivalence ratio. wher,

0.4 -- ,---------,I ----- "--(EINOx)pilot m gmn NOx generated in pilot stage per kg.
P0LOT pilot stage fuel burned

EQUIV. RATIO
0.54 (EINOx)main = gm NOx generated in main stage per kg.

main stage fuel burned
o o.,3

0.41 (EINOx)overall= gma NOx measured at exit from ASC per
kg of total fuel burned.S~0.39

o Figure 24 shows that main stage NOx is approximately constant,
J 2 within the accuracy of de:ermination, over a wide range of main

stage equivalence ratio. Comparison of Fijure 24 with Figure 20
shows that at these conditions more of the NOx is generated in
the main stage, and that differences in NOx level and variation

AR with OFAR are duc to the pilot behavior. The constant main stage0•(. 1 )ALETl Alit TEMP. - 818 K€2 0:LET .... NOx characteristic is consistent with Figure 19, where overall
rP,1LOT AIR PFRSC Po 6bNS NOx is shown to depend on local adiabatic flame temperature for

the 0.39 equivalence ratio pilot.

0.0
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 16 .EQuiv,. .---

Overall Fuel To Air Ratio

14 40 039
Fig. 22 Variation of Ratio of Pilot to Main Fuel Flow Rates , o o.,

with OFAR and Pilot-Stage Equivalence Ratio Z 0 0.4
12 0 0.54

4) 10
09 0 0 0 U o
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0.8
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W. 0.7 PILOT STAGE 0j "_,

EQUIV. RATIO to. 43 INLXI AIR TEMP. - 601 K
INLET AIR PRESS. -8.62 bar:

039 PILOT AIR FRACTION CONST.
.~0.6 'a 2 __

041,
- \C: .NN, - N

W0ý5 05 N\,
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2 0.4>/ Main Stage Equivalence RatioV 0.4 "

0.3 PINLT AIR PRESS C86 oba. with Main-Stage Equivalence Ratio, Regardless
of Pblot-Stage Equivalence Ratio

0 2L.. _ PILOT AI ...... ON To l t E e i
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 005 It should be noted that the apparent cross-over of the

Overall Fuel To Air Ratio extrapolations of the data in Figure 20 implies that reducing the
n1lot stage equivalence ratio is only of benefit for moderate

Fig. 23 Variation of Main-Stage Equivalence Ratio with temperature rise (OFAR < 0.04) combustors. For hige
OFAR and Pilot-Stage Equivalence Ratio temperature rise staged combustors, it might be beneficial to

NOx to increase pilot stage equivalence ratio at high power.

TheemissionindicesofmainstageNOx(gmNOx/kgmainstage Smoke increases with increasing OFAR at fixed inlet
fuel) were found as a function of main stage equivalence ratio by temperature and pressure of 818K and 8.62 bar respectively, for
scaling NOx measured for this pilot operating alone (Figure 14), the original main stage configuration with a fixed pilot stage
up to present operating conditions using the scaling laws given equivalence ratio of 0.390. This is given in Figure 25. Since the
in Reference 34, and then subtracting them from the measured pilot is fixed, the observed smoke increases must originate in the
total NOx using the expression, main stage,
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10 ~ T ' 1 ' ' through main stage light-off, and high-power staging operation.
riNLi ET MP. - 086 K -Provided thalt comibuttion efficiency remains relatively high
INLET PRSS.4-Ofl2bar ]through then progresses, the probabiltywilllbe lowthat the

8 M IRO FRATAG qION C*RATI 0 ASC will induce an engine thrust lapse during staging.

'~6

.5Z 1
4)

0 N CREASING OFAR
S 0

Cl) 3-

1 1

.2 PILOT EQUIV. RATIO - 0,390
.1.. I. . .. INLET TEMPERATURE ;818 K

0.020 0.022 0.024 0.026 0.028 0 030 *. 9INLET PI1M~URE - 86 ber

Overall Fue, To Air Ratio

Fio. 25 Relation of Exhaust Smoke to OFAR for Fixed
Inlet Conditions8

The smoke emitted is the result of two competing processes that 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
operate in series in conventional combustors: Smoke prdctioin SAE Smoke Number
in over-rich regions, followed by smoke burnout in higher
temperature regions as the stoichiometric cuntour is passeei Fig. 26 Possible Trade of Overall NOx with Exhaust
through by the reacting mixture. Increasing OFAR with fixed Smoke
pilot stage equivalence ratio results in an Increasing main stage.
equivalence ratio. The higher fuel flow rate to the main stage Figure 27 is a plot of combustion efficiency variations with
produces a pronounced richening of thr cuniventional main stage simulated engine power level for the optimized pilot and the
airblast fuel injector packages. In turn, this results in loca main stage with two different injector configurations. Engine
equivalence ratios In excess of unity immediately downstream power is represented by OFARt, and the combustor inlet
from the injectors. These locally over-rich regions are the source temperatures and pressures were appropriate to a simulated
of smoke generation. Increasing the main stage bulk equivalence approach condition. Combustion efficiencies for the pilot alone,
ratio will also expand the spatial extent oaf the stoichiometric and the pilot and main together after staging, are high crver wide
contour in the main stage. This will tend to increase NOx ranges of OFAR for the airbiast conventional fuel Injector used
production, eventually. Figures 20 and 24 indicate that this has in bKuth stages. Combustion efficiencies are more than
not yet happened to any great extent. The expanding sufficiently high that thrust lapses in the engine due to this cause
stoichiometric contour will also eventually enhance smoke are not expected based upon pseudo-transient and true transient
burnout in the main stage, provided that the residence time is testing.
adequate for this. Figure 2.5 suggests this is not yet taking place
either for these conditions. Taken together, these processes imply10
that a trade might also exist between NOx and smoke, reg3rdless c-~' c
of any possible chemical reduction interaction between smoke /$ PILOT STAGE PLUS
and NOx that might take place. MAIN STAGE NITH

PILOTSTAGEORIGINAL FUEL

Figure 26 is a plot of the El of NOx against smoke number (SN) ~ NYINJECTOR

for the conditions of Figure 25. The precision is not great, and
the data range is very limited. It is also apparent from Figures 20
and 25 that some of the interesting smoke - NOx interactions *
have not yet taken place to any great extent at these operating PiLOT STAGE PLUS
conditions. Therefore, it is dit'ficult to draw definite conclusions. 24 9 MAIN STAGE WITH
However, smoke and NOx do appear to initially increase gATRAEFE
together as OFAR increases. The imp' ication of this is that they INECO
are responding to a common influence. Should the following
turndown indicated by the 3rd order regression fit to the data he f
real, it would imply a definite dirsict interaction between smoke
and NOx, since OFAR is still Increasing. IDLE APPR~OACH

CRUISE

As discussed above, It is unacceptable for any combustion
system to introduce a lag in engine thrust response. In the case 98
of the ASC, fuel-staging must take place smoothly without 0.00 0.01 007 0.03 0.04
delays due to valve operation, line fill-time, or lows In Overail Fuel To Air Ratio
combustion efficiency. Actual dynamic responses of the svstem
were to be Investigated in the UTRC transiert combusttion Fig. 27 Steady-State Demonstration that Pilot and
facility. The combustion efficiency aspec was investigated with Main- Stage Efficiencies Can Remain High
the sector rig at discrete, steady-state simulations of the During Staging, anid an Indication of the
transition progress from low power operation on the pilot stage, Importance of Main-Stage Fuel Injector Design
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The combustion efficiency for the non-airblast fuel injector to observe that the low emissions characteristics of the
design used in the main stage only, falls off rapidly with OFAR sector-version of the ASC were confirmed in the annular rig.
at approach conditions. This fuel injector also resulted in NOx
levels that were 18 percent higher than those of the airblast The data from the annular rig that is to be presented concerns the
injector. It Is clear that main stage fuel injector design is critical extremely important mean radial temperature profile wiih both
in the pursuit of low NOx and low smoke. stages operating. Compared to the conventional combu.itor in

Figure 29, the initial profile of the ASC is not too dissimilar. It
The NOx characteristic with engine power of the final does not change with simulated power level, and is amenable to
configuration for the sector rig version of the ASC is shown in development by the usual dilution air manipulation. The pattern
Figure 28 compared to that of the conventional combustor. The factors are also encouraging, and initially were on!y about
effect of staging on NOx is ciear, and it is interesting to compare 5 percent (by AT) higher than those of the conventional
Figure 28 with the quasi-staging characteristic given in combustor.
Reference 10. Fuel staging reduces the high power NOx levels
by very worthwhile amounts. 12. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

25 A continuing and multiphase rtsearch and development effori to
reduce the exhaust emrisions of recognized pollutants in aircraft

0 gas turbine engines has been presented. The second phase of this
effort has been highlighted by descriptions of part of the rig test

20 CONVENTIONAL program and the supporting CFD studies. The emissions

COMBUSOnR reduction technique addressed is that of fuel-staging.

- /It had been questioned in some quarters whether fuel-staging
15 ST IANO POINT alone, without simultaneous and directed improvements in

ASC fuel/air mixing, could really reduce NOx emissions. The reason
cCouuuOr for this doubt was expressed as, "unlese premixing is used,

10 astoichiometric burning is stoichiometric burning, regardless of
r /the design values of stage bulk equivalence ratios always being

• .- / fuel-lean." The rig test program has reconfirmed the emissions
reduction potential offered by fuel-staging. An emissions

Z4 reduction in NOx in excess of 35 percent beyond the Phase I

IDLE APPROACH CRUISE CUMB TAKE - OFF goals has been achieved withjust fuel-staging, while holding low
smoke, CO and UHC levels. The Phase Ii goals established in the

-.•J.L L ~Pratt & Whitney emissions reduction program have been met in
0 ------- the rig test program. Figure 30 shows the progress achieved in
-0 Il o 0.?0 emissions reductions in the IAE V2500 engine as a result of

Overall Fuel To Air Ratio Phases I and 11 of the Pratt& Whitney program. EPAPemissions
levels of NOx, CO and UHC are expressed as a percent of the

Fig. 28 Comparison of NOx Characteristics for current ICAO regulation; although not shown, smoke levels are
Conventional and Fuel-Staged Combustors invisible in all cases. The Phase I data are from an engine and the

Phase Ii data are projected from the rig results. The ASC
1 4 '- r --- -- configuration has achieved this milestone within the overall

length of the V2500-A5/D5 engine conventional combustor. It
has also achieved it without compromising satisfactory
operational characteristics, such as pilot stage stability and idle

CGNVENTIONAL and sub-idle power combustion efficiencies, combustion
1.2 cOMBUS-OR . ....- ,efficiency during staging, and pattern factor and mean radial

I I l l temperature profile at exit; engine thrust-response should also be
U.-*,. unaffected.

a.
" ii~ii100

ASC C 8 N8 0 ,
6 0 o 69.3 E co

!! !__a ! cc®,.
0'6 1

0 20 40 60 80 10 0 26.2
"Combustor Outlet, 7 Span 24.9

C 0- 1.4.7 14 , ,
Fig. 29 Comparison of Mean Radial Temperature 10.2

Profiles for V2500 Conventional Combustor and 0.65 0.29 0.82
the ASC in the Annular Rig 0 V2500).A1 V2527.A5 V2527-A5

(Phase I) (Phase II)
11. ANNULAR RIG RESULTS EPAP Levels Shown AbovA Bars

Annular rig testing at representative engine conditions was
Initiated during the fourth quarter of 1992, and for completeness Fig. 30 Summary of Phases I and II Emissions
an early set of data from the annular rig is presented; suffice it Reduction Progress In V2500

d4
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D~iscussion

Question 1. .J.'rlston
Do you optimize pilot zone air/fiiel ratio for altitude relight'?

Author's Reply
The pi~ot air/fuel ratio hmi normaihy been optimized for lean bldowout during sea level testiag becaus.; it is logistically easier ito
accommodate. However, there is a relationship betwten sea Ievei blowout and altitude mdight- i.e. if it is good at sea, level, it is
good at altitude.
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LFS FOYERS DE TURBOREACTEURS A GEOMETRE VARIABLE:
UNE REPONSE A LA MAITRISE DE LA POLLUTION DANS DES CYCLES A
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SUMMARY Afin de lever les conti-aintes que fait peser le compromis
entre performances de rallumage et plein-gaz, plusienrsThe pollutants emissions decreAse doesn't seem easily concepts tachnologiques sont en cours de dOveloppemient.

achievable, particularly with advanced engines cycles Parmi eux l'utilisation de gdom~tries variables prmcttant de
conditions with high pressure, temperature and fuel to air moduler Pair participani A la com"bustion dans la zone
ratio. priaire du toyer semble particulitrement poiametteuse. En
For a given fuel and air split, the combustor size can' be peffet, avec cc concept technologique, le compromi~s entre les
reduced without leading to relight altitude, combustion diffdrents rdgimes peut Wte atteint avec une r~duction des
stability and emissions concerns, surfaces i refroidir. Ainsi cc concept est-il particLli~rement
In addition, the liners areas to be cooled remain bien adaptd aux cycles hautes pressions, hautes
consideraible, the cooling airflow increase leads to higher tempiratures.
fuel to air ratio in the primary zone and finally to Dans cet article, des rt~sultats obtenus sur tin sectcur de
unacceptable Nox emissions levels due to higher flame chambre bidimensionnel muni de einq injecteurs ainsi que
temperatures. quelques rdsultats sur foyer annulaire &quiliE d'un syst~me
!n order to satisfy the trade off in between the combustor d 'injection It gi~omdtrie variable sont rapport~s.
performance at low and high engine ratings, several .11 apparait que de bonnes performances de stabilitd peuvent
combustor concepts are in development. etre obtenues avec un foyer de volume rdduit. Lecs d~bits
Among them, the uise of variable geometries to modulate the d'air de refroidissement noddrds, loptimisation de Ia
primiary zone airflow seems promnotive. rdpartition de richesse en zone priniaire couiduisent A des
Indeed, this concept allows to satisfy the compromise profils de temporature sortie chambre de comibustion
between the different ratings taking into account the homog~nes A tous les rdgimes.
decrease of the combustor panels areas to be cooled.
That is the reason why this variable geometry concept is
p'articularly suitable to high pressure and temperature
enigines cycles.4
In this paper, tests results recordec! on a five-cups seztor
fittod with a variable geometry injection system. and some INTRODUCTION
me& sured performance on a full annular combustor are
coi -tented. Le dimensionnement d'un fuyer de turbor~acteur rdsulte
It ah neared that acceptable performancre in term of d'!in compromis entre les ditffrentes pc-rformances A des
combi stion stability can be met with a low volume conditions de fonictionnement extraraes :ralenti et plein ga7..
conibu (or. The co~iing airflow reduction and the primary Par exemple sitle volume du foyer est accru, l'augnientation4
zone ft t-I to air ratio control allow to meet quite good and du temps do rdsidence des gaz va entralner une meilleure
homoge ceous comibustor exit temperature profiles whatever combustiou, donc une diminution des niveaux di'imbriilts au
the engii c rating. ralentl /I/. De m~me Ie rallumakge en altitude sera facilitt et

la stabilitl meilleure.
En contrepartie Rvec la meme gdom~trie de zone primaire,
!es temps de rdsidence '-Iev~s vont permettre i la cindtique
chimique de production des oxydes d'azote, certes lente, de

RESUME se d~rouler de faqon plus ooinpi~te (cf figure 1).

La rdduction des Emissions de polluants, semble COILH.NO
difficilement conciliable avec une 6i6vatioa d'!s pressions et R-.:%, -

tempitratures de fonctionnement d~es chambres de A., 1 ~R,~,P1oLI 1. d.nI.' ,I.ecambustion de turbordacteurs.
A ripartition d'air et de carburan, fix~e, ]a taille dtu foyer nn~
reut pas etre rdduite sans se heuner aux limites de Hkf*
ralu'm3ge en altitude et sans conduir.ý i l'dmission I
d'imbrOlds. De plus, les surfaces A refroidir restant
imiporta-ites, uneipasnic de lair disponib!e ne peut pas
participer 11 Co. co ution d&ns Ia zone primaire, corduisant A,,gC.et. le o,.@.~, ou oV.e I Vl.-k- d. loe,,

ainsi rdes richesses locales, donc.h des tempdratureq Aug-nietnle, lmse ., de s Un'u. 1. tcps.1.p d..j

inlcceptaeteen consdquence A des niveaux .l1oxydes d'azote U,,,,ur-,~,~* o.g. A,,9--.,I. dcl, lO~ p109

Figure I1 Compromis de dimerisionnement d'un foy'!r de
turbordacteur

Presented at an AGARI) Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technologyfor Advanced Airc-raft Engines: May 1991.
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L'accroissemnion du rapport poussde sur masse des syst'mres
propulsifs ndcessitc I ad~voloppeinent do chanbres do
combustirin conduisant i des 616vations de tempiratures.
dotic do ricliesa foyer do plus en plus impor¶.antes /2,/. E~n

aa~ll l llos ltatx dc compression augrrentant dgaleomnt, Is
tomp ature d'ontrdo foyer, donc Is *.empdrature do I'air
1ttiliad pur rofroidir les pirois est de plus cin plus dlov6o.
En consveqnco A officawritd do r&.roidissoment constanto, Ii
resic do moins ccn moini dair pour participer I la
combustion or. zone prinnaire.
D'autre pan, Ia temptrature sortie foyer devenant do plus on
plus hliovie le distributeut do turbine ot ]a turbine haute
pirssion doviennent do plus en plus sensibles aux
hedo~ni~ do tcmpdratur:. Figure 2 Systtme Winjw'tion k gdomitrie variable
11 apparuft quo lit rdalisation d'un comrnpmis conduisacic AI
des Performnances salisfaisut, s h tous fes r4g irns no pout.pour los cycles les plus avancd.s, ttre obtenue sans Iib~rercertaines des contiaintes lides eux architectures
conventionnelltis de foyer.
En panicuiicr los distribuitions do rich-ss zone primaire Co concept permet d.- ma'duler la richesse zn rmire en
doivent pouvoir 6tre mkiduldes en foniction du rtgime. Co fonction do Ia richesso globale de fon.-tion~ieet u1 foyer
point conduit A doux concepts diffdrents /3/ :(cf figure 3) permettwnt ainsi d'dlargir le domaine do

. L.'6agcment du fuel (chamItres k plusicurs points fonictonnemnewa do ce dernier.
d'injection. Doux tetes on partculier).
- LA modul~tion ee Vair :if s'agit du concept dit 1A
g~omdtrie variable*. RclseZ,0P1~l

Snoceia travaille depuis df-. nonibrew.es ann&-es sur res deux
vojes /4/, /5/.
En particulioe' un foyer avac modulation du ddbit d'air au ~"--
moycci do diaphragmes des vrilles dinjection dair a 6td .....

tin programm~e do recherche incluasfl, entre autres, une .... '

o,,timisation dc lVi~rodynamique et do Ia distribution doe
rkhesse zone primaire, ot du systbmo d'injection sur secteur
bidimeiisionnel A cinq injocteurs a iEsE r~ais6.
Les soluti')ns retwnues ont ensuite 6td implarntos sur unL ± .- -- --.---- 4
foyer annulairo, afin do virifier le comportement gtobal du "...- n-.'.
foyer, en paiticulier en ac qui concerne la scsbilitd cn L... Chanibme
depression et les facteurs statistiques dans t,n premier .- -.

temps. ~'

fj~ure 3 Cha mbre 4 g~om~trie variable

1. CONCEPT A ETAGEMENT DU DEBIT DIAIR En effot, au rigime ralenti, les vrilles sont ferm~es do telle
sorte quo la riches'ci zone primaire soit. ainsi supdricure A

Le principe d'dtagement du ddbi, d'air daii:i 'a chambre do colle quo P'on aurait dans un foyer classique, permettailt
combustion pout etre assurt do plusieurs mani~res pour ainsi do conserver uno stabilitE satisfaisanto.
adapter le d~bit d'air dans Ia zone pnimaire A chaque Au rigime plein gaz los; vrilles, totalement ouvertes,
condition de fonictionnen~ent. En effet, diff~rents concepts A admettent un d~bit d'air zone primaire supd6rieur I celui
g~omitri-i variable peuvent Etre implantds au niveau des rencontrt dans un foyer conventionnelI penniottvlt d'obtenir
casquettes, des systbmos d'inje~.tion, des trous de dilution et des richesscs et des tempdratures pius faibiles, donc des
des uombinaisons des trois peuvent etre envisagds pour niveaux do fum~es et d'oxydes d'azote beaucoup plus bas.
limiter Vi'vol'ition do la porte do charge globale du module
do chambro do combustion entre les conditions rdlc!nti et
piecn gaz.
Pour maintenir la richesse en zone pfimaire A un niveau
optimal du ralenti jusqu'au plecm gat et satisfaire los 2. OP'fIMISATION DE LA DISTRIBUTION DE
performar;= rospoctives, Iutilisation d'un systbme RiCHESSE ZONE PP[FMAIRE
d'injection A gdomitrie variable est particuli&iement
attractive. Co syst~me prmitt de moduler Ie dibit d'air I., fait do moduler le ddbit d'air fond de chant're, permet
intervenant directement rat s lu zone primaire. do conserver dans tout le domaine do fonctionncment du
Snecma dispose A co jour d'une forte expdrience sur un type moteur d&s richosses zone primaires optimales.
de chambre I systbme d'injection Equipd do vrilles A En cons~quence los cartes do tempdrawure issues do Ia zone
gdomdtrie oLI section de passage variable (figure 2). primairo s'avtrent plus rftuliers quo ~sur un foyer

conventionnel. La pritsenco d'une zone ed diation n'estlipks
aussi stricternent indispetissable.
Ua position des trous primaires par rappoor au fond do
chambre, ainsi quo la distributiorn de rche'sse dans Ia zone
primaire deviennent des param~tres It optimiser. Des Etudes
ant dti r~aisdes en~ ce sens A Snecma sur un L.ecteur
bidimet.sionnel A cinq injecteurs (figure 4) tes'E i vreasion
mod~r~e.
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Fixure 6 :Ddrerminajon exp~rimentale du d~bit recirculd

Figure 4Chamobre It g6omdtrie variabie secteur 2D Ronfrci ddbts-'les

En lplus de ces Etudes plusicurs concepts diff~rents de veilles
ont Wt caractdrisEi afin de sdlectionne/r ceux conduisant aux

L'influ'!nce do plusieurs pararrittres a dte testee. r~sultats Ics plus satisfaisants.
En particulier la position des trous primaires par rapport au
fond de ch~ambre a dtd modifi~e. LA variation du domnaine de
sta-bilith 4ui en rdsulte est rapportde (figure 5) 3. CARACTLRISATiON GLOBALE DU CONCEPT

_______________ _______________Les Etudes d'optimiration dt zone primaire et d'injection,
1/ . . dont certaines sent d~crites pr~cddemnment, ont servi de base

d/h~~~ 0l .6i a d~finition d'un foyer annulaire At g~omrdtrie variahle (cf

Pression en kPa 60 30 60 30 figum. 7)

RiChease extiniction 1..6 5.4 1 2.8
/Richesse mini

FiAUrc 5 :Evolution de la richesse d'extinction en Ionction
doe la distance des tious primaires au fond de
chambre. Risultats Eur secteur At cinq
injecteurs.

11 apparalt tr~s loglquement une amn~liorationi sensible de ia
stabi lit6 Iorsque les trous primaires sont dloignds du fond de
chamore. Les rMveaux d'oxydes d'azote obtenus, bien que
trits inf~ricurs aux valeurs qui seraient atteintes sur un foyer
conveidonnel, se d~gradent cependant de 15 %6 environ.

En parai1ble le rendement r~Ienti s"um~liore de 96 At 93 %
Dans le concept II g~omdtrie variable 6tudit, le ddbit J'air
fond de chain re traversant les swirlers varie suivarit les
vEgimes. En con.4quencce I'adrodynamique de Ia zone Figure 7: Chamlbre itgeorndtrie variableprunaire est modifu.o., eni painticulier dans les configurations
Afin de quantifier ces phdnom~nes, des Etudes danal~ogie
hydraulique nrut Wt etiectudes sur une maquette en pIexiglas C-!tte chambre grdsente la pa. icularitd de4tre tries courte par
oar le CERT-ONERA. rapport At une cham-bre conventionnelle (d'mn~ron 20 %6), ce'
Lec ddbit de.- 3ri~ices pri'maires recirutl~ant dimninue lorsque qui permet de r~duirn de fag',n sensible .e d~bit &.
le d~bit au travers des swirlers augmente (figure 6). refruidissement.

,Les performances er sta!Alit s'ant tres satisi'aisantes.
Bien que ]a quantitE d'air adrnihe en zone primaire soit plus
inpotane que sur tin friyer coanvendoonnol (+ 40 %.) 17,

stolE~ pression atmo,.phdrique es. cmp~&rable. Les
pressiow' de rallumnage. en ai*itujde sorit amdliordes d'environ
10 kPa.
U~s profils de temp-drature sortie foyet sont, nialgie 1.3 faiblfr

..nigueur, et Vabsence de zone de dilution tr~s bons
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Cette performaince, due & lPoptimisation do la 7oaone maie,
slav~re particulitrement prl~cieuse dans le cas It cycles
thertnodynarniques tr~s chaulas. 11 faut noter d'autre part que /5/ M. DESAULTY
Is variation de ces paramrntres suivant Ites rtgime~s de Turbine engine combustor design at Snecma
fenctionnement eat faible. ISABEZ 91/09

Nottingham E-B

CONCLUSION

Lea bons riaultats ubtenus i Snecivia I la fois sur secteur
bidimensionnel et sur chambre annulaire dt~montrant
1'antitude du~ concept k gEfomdric variable & r6pondre aux
sp-ifications die perormankes ties chambres de combustion
des moteurs caractdrisis par de fortes tempdratures die sortie
foyer.
En effet, un ton compromis pout Wri obtenu enrne les
performances plin gaz et les performance ralenti, tout en

consevant n parlle des profils U~ tempirature txiýA
ho-nogbnes.
Les travaux de recherches continuent sur cc theme A ]a fois
sur Ie p1~n expirimsntal et en utilisant des mithodes de
pr~diction 3D afin d'adapter cc concept A des cycles encore.
plus chwids, c'est i dire k richesse de fonctionnoment foyer
encore plus importante. Pour ce faire le ddbit die
refroidissement dolt Itre aussi bas que possible. FAn para~llle
le syst~me d'inj.cction doit permettre It passage d'une masse
d'ai do plus en plus importante.
La rdafisation de toyer fonctionnant i des richeSme trý`s
6levecs nest plus concevableb sans lever certitines
contraintts induites par une g6om6*riu fixe de foyer It une
Seule t~te. MaIgrE Ia relative compit-itet technologique
induite, leg syst~mes j g~eontric varipble permetter't de
r~scudre ces difficult~s.

LeA aute=r remercient I& DRET/0'7 e( It STPa./Mo pout It
soutiev finaiicier qu'ils ont apportA I la r~aisation de ces
travauxt,
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A nitrogen has been seen as such an
intractable problem that the "control"

This Paper summarLses the wurk of these emissions has been no more than
undertaken by the Defence Research a capping level set at a value that
Agency (DRJA Pyestorx) for the represents the status quo. Part of the
BRITE/RUPAi Low Emissions Combustor argument in favour ot this approach has
Technology Project No 1019. The work been that higher efficiency cycles
was jointly funded by the CEC (DGXIIH), inherently produce more NO, and that fuel
the UK DTI (CARAD - ATF4) and the UK MOD efficiency is more important than the
(DCSA). relatively small NO. emission. from gas

turbine sources. In more recent times
The gas turbine emissions problem is the problems of acid rain, photochemical
summarised and the design philosophy of smog, high ozone concentrations at sea
the experimental programme is described, level and ozone deplotion in the
The principal objective was to Rtratosphere have become much more
demonstrate a simultaneous reduction of evident. All these problems are, to
NO. and smoke emissions together with some extent, a result of NO. emissions.
acceptable idling emissions and It is clear that the tolerant view of
stability in an unstaged combustor. A gas turbine NO, emissions is no longer
secondary objective was to demonstrate acceptable and that much more than a
the extent to which NO, and smoke could token reduction will be required to
be reduced if the combustor was to he improve the situation.
used as the main stage of a staged
combustor where a poorer idling Reductions in NO, of the order of 30%
performance could be accepted. The work relative to the traditional levels such
consisted of a parametric investigation as those described by Lipfert' can be
of the principal factors controlling the achieved by optimisation of
emissions produced in the combustor "traditional" combustion geometries.
primary zone. Particular emphasis was However, at the time when this research
placed on the influence of the programme was planned no engineworthy
distribution, number and size of air technology existed to reduce NO, by more
entry holes and of residence time on substantial amounts on a predictable
pollutant formation. basis without severe smoke, stability or

efficiency penalties. At the same time
The results from the complete as the reductions in emissions are being
experimental programme are summarised. required, combustors are being run
These suggest that NO, reductions of increasingly rich as a result of
about 30-40% should be possible together increases in cycle efficiency. As a
with excellent smoke and idling result it is becoming increasingly
performance. The results suggest that difficult to achieve a satisfactory
NO, was formed very close to allocation of the limited air supply to
stoichiometric flame temperatures even the various uses such as wall cooling,
at very weak combustor mixture strengths the control of pattern factor and
and under well mixed conditions. The emissions control.
reductions that were achieved were
largely as a result of reductions of 2 THE DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT
residence time.

Because emissions measurements are made
1 INTRODUCTION at the combuctor exit plane, the

emissions production/consumption
The significant emissions that are performance of a given design of primary
generated by gas turbines are unburned zone can be masked to a large extent by
fuel, carbon monoxide, smoke and oxides any chemistry that takes place further
of nitrogen (NO,). For st&tionary gas down the combustor. It is easy to see,
turbine sources, limits have been placed for instance, that the performance of a
on most of these emissions by National low NO, primary zone would be masked if
regulatory authorities whilst for high levels of NO, were produced further
aviation recommended levels have been down the combustor. For this reason,
set by ICAO. the work described here was based on a

series of experiments performed on
In the past, the emission of oxides of isolated primary/intermediate zones.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technology for Adtanced Aircraft Engines: May 1993.
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These were run at air loadings typical could be made between different
of advanced aero combustor* appropriate combustors and tests.
to both military and civil applications. The spray from this atomiser was
3 TIEST PROGRAMME injected into a stream of combustor air

flowing into the combustor through an
A generalised view of a combustor within annular passage around the atomiser
the test rig environment is shown in head. Three simple, replaceable air
Figure 1. Three basic types of control sleeves were used to alter the
combustor configuration were studied. flow area of this annular passage and
These ranged from the "conventional", thereby to change the atomiser air/fuel
with an overall recirculation zone, to ratio.
"plug flow" combustors with direct air
injection through the combustor head 3.1 Combustor Dei.4n
from a very large number of air entry
holes (see Figures 2a to 2c). Jet mixed Because of the very wide variations of
combustor designs were used in this geometry that are possible even within
programme because of their simplicity2'3 the three basic combustor types, two
and the ease with which air mass flow versions of each were built. In order
(and therefore air/fuel ratio and to limit the size of the test programme
residence time) could be calculated. 4  these were subjected to a limited,

preliminary test programme0 in order to
The programme used a relatively small select the best combustor of each pair
number of items of hardware. These were to go into a more comprehensive test
permutated to produce a range of programme. The full range of combustor
geometries and conditions so that the builds employed in the programme is
separate effects of parameters such am shown in Figure 3,
atomiser air/fuel ratio, combustor
pressure loss, overall residence time 3.2 Test Conditious
and air placement could be identified.
All the combustors used in the programme The combustors were run at an idle
were identical in shape and volume, condition typical of that of a modern,
They were constructed from Rolls-Royce high pressure ratio engine: Combustor
"transply" sheet materials so that, pressure 5.1 Bars, inlet air temperature
before the primary combustion entry air 500K, residence time was approximately
holes were drilled, they were all of 3.24 me (based on the mean exit
equal porosity. temperature). Measurement-s were made at

three different air/fuel ratios in order
At the design stage the flow to determine the efficiency
distribution and pressure loss were characteristic and to obtain some idea
calculated for each type of combustor of the weak stability of each design.
configuration. The air entry holes were The combustors were then run at a
sized such that all the combustors would simulated maximum power condition with a
have the same pressure loss (about 4%) datum air mass flow, a reduced mass flow
at standard operating conditions. Two (-10 or 20 %) and an increased mass flow
additional versions of each datum (+10 or 20%). Test points nominally at
combustor type were then designed with 24, 28 and 32 overall air/fuel ratio
exactly the same hole configuration but were set up for each air mass flow.
with primary holes 20% greater and 20% These overall air/fuel ratios correspond
smaller in area. These variations in to effective combustion process air/fuel
primary hole area affected the overall ratios of 16,18 and 21 because of a
combustor porosities by about 9% and relatively high percentage of wall
combustor pressure loss by about 18% cooling air. Simulated high power
(depending on the exact combustor conditions were as follows: combustor
configuration). It was assumed that the pressure 5.1 Bars and air inlet
relatively small change in primary hole temperature 850K. Residence times
diameter itself would have negligible (based on a mean gas temperature of
effect on the combustion process. 2.00K) varied between 2.4 and 4.1 ms

depending on the air mass flow.
Aviation kerosine fuel (AVrUR) was used
throughout the programme. The effects 3.3 Test Conditions and Combustor
of varying operating conditions, such as Build Matrix
pressure loss, would have changed the
atomisation quality produced by an An example of the matrix of combustor
airspray atomiser and this would have builds and test conditions that were
masked the effect of other experimental explored for each of the generic
variables on emissions. To avoid this combustor types is shown in Figure 4.
problem an air assist atomiser, using an Point "A" indicates the atomiser air-
external compressed air supply, was used fuel ratio/pressure loss characteristic
throughout the programme. This ensured of a combustor build having a fixed
that the atomisation quality and fuel primary air entry hole area and a fixed
placement was the same for all porosity barrel. The combustor is being
combustors and that valid comparisons operated at a fixed (datum) air mass



flow. The atom&ser air/fuel ratio of Combustion efficiencies, emission@
this combustor can be altered, for indices and gas temperatures wore
further tests, by changing simple calculated from these measurements.
mechanical sleeves that control the Because of the wide range of gas
atomiser main airflow. When the control temperatures in the gases leaving the
sleeve eLse is increased in stages combustor it was necessary to apply
tincrea@ing main atomiser airflow) and density weighting corrections to the gas
the comaletor is run again at the datum analysis data in order to calculate true
air mess flow the combustor overall values'. After completion of
characteristics move from A to B to C. this data processing the agreement
At the same time there is a modest between the air/fuel ratios measured by
reduction in combustor pressure lose due the rig meters and the averaged gas
to the small increase in atomiser air analysis aLr/fuel ratio wan generally
flow area. If a new combustor head is better than t2t. The data generated
manufactured with the same hole geometry from the 55 point survey was
and the same number of holes but with subsequently used to justify the use of
slightly larger diameters this will a five hole averaging rake that allowed
produce combustor builds that have a new a much faster rate of data gathering.
set of characteristics D, Z and F. This probe was traversed across the
These combustor builds are being run at combustor exit duct in eleven steps with
the same inave flow as A, B and C and full gas analysis and SAN smoke
therefore have the same residence time measurement at each step. The average
but have a lower pressure loss. As part apecies concentrations, gas temperatures
of the analysis process the results of etc were then calculated as before on a
tests between builds A and D, B and E, mass weighted basis from the eleven
and C and F, can be compared to see the separate analyses.
effects of pressure lose on emissions.
(Adjustments first need to be made to Where comparisons have been made between
any data to correct for the effect& of experimental NO. emissions and the
the small changes in atomiser air/fuel Lipfert correlation the Lipfert
ratio). Emissions Indices have been corrected

do?.,n to experimental pressure levels
If combustor builds on the A, B, C using the familiar PO- relationship.
characteristic are run with 20% less This allows the absolute experimental NO.
airflow they will have the same pressure EI's to be used throughout the Paper.
losses as combustors on the D, E, F
characteristic but will have a 20% Combustor wall temperatures were
greater residence time. Conversely the monitored using temperature sensitive
builds on the D, E, F characteristic can paints. Because of the long duration
be run at a 20% higher mass flow to give (w4 hours) of each test and the wide
the same pressure losses as builds on range of test conditions, the paints
the A, B, C characteristic but have a only gave an approximate indication of
20% lower residence time. the highest temperature reached during

the test.
In a similar way, decreasing the

combustor hole areas produces combustors Flow visualLsation tests of the three
G, H and I. These can either be run to combustor types were also undertaken.'
give either a higher pressure lose than In these the flow fields within the
A, B and C or a higher residence time. combustors were mapped together with

surveys of residence time and mixedness
During the analysis of results the throughout the combuetor volume. These
separatc effects of varying residence results are not presented here due to
times, atomLser air/fuel ratios and lack of space.
combustor pressure losses can be
extracted from the results from this 5.0 RESULTS
matrix of builds and tests by cross
plotting and interpolation techniques. Many simple relationships between

parameters (the dependency of NO. on
4.0 MEASUREMENTS pressure loss, for example) are

presented in this section. These have
Samples for gas aenlysis were taken from been generated at DRA by traditional
the combustor exit plane by means of a interpolation and cross plotting methods
gas sampling probe that was cooled and to eliminate the effects of the other
conditioned to 150wC by means of a variables. One consequence of this
pressurised hot water system. At the process is thet the data have been
start of the programme, for a limited smootheu. These relationships should
number of tests, individual gas sampleu therefore be seen as trends rather than
were taken, using a single point probe, indicating absolute values.
to produce 55 point maps of the
combustor exit. The gas samples were In addition to the analysis undertaken
analysed for unburned fuel, carbon at DRA a separate analysis was also made
monoxide, carbon dioxide, oxygen, nitric at Rolls-Royce' (with considerably less
oxide, nitrogen dioxide and smoke. manual effort) using a statistical
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method. The trends indicated by the ORA independent of the other variables such
and Rolls-Royce analyses were in as pressure loss end residence time.
excellent agreement. Smoke e"issions too decreased very

strongly as the overall air/fuel ratio
Due to the immense quantity of results was weakened.Ac with the NO, emissions
that were generated In this programse, there was a characteristic rate of smoke
there Is only space in this paper to decrease with air/fuel ratio that was
publish quantitative data for one independent of other factors such as
iombustoz. Detailed results from the residence time and pressure loss.
entire programme have been published in
references 6, 10 and 21. The effect of atomiser air/fuel ratio on

NO, was more complex. For the lower
Some builds of both Type I and Type 2 pressure los, high residence time
combustors produced excellent and conditions NO, tended to rise as stomiser
comparable performances. In practical air/fuel ratio was weakened. At the
terms, the performances of the Type 3 car* time the data suggested that the
combustors were inferior to those of the increase peaked or at least levelled out
other two - largely because the fast, at atomiser air/fuel ratios in the range
intimate mixing of fuel and air was not I to 2. For th& high pressure loso, low
fully achieved. The results presented residence time conditions the NO, tanded
here concentrate largely on the to fall initially and then rise as the
quantitative data from the Type 2 air/fuel ratio was weahened further.
combustors. Smoke levels were very markedly reduced

as "tomiser air/fuel ratio was weakaned.•LLI*PeD1folmnc of the type IA
cgmbustor 5.2 ksrformance othe2jB. v

A full set of data for these combustors
has been published in Reference 10. The A full descriptiQn of the details of
combustor that was judged to have combustor design and performance for the
returned the best performance was a low full set of combustors has been reported
porosity build with a high atomiser in References 10 and 11. The emissions
air/fuel ratio. The combustor pressure characteristics are shown in Pigures 5a
loss (z4.5%) was rather high as a result to 5d. This was a high po;oniity, medium
of the low porosity. Idling efficiency atomizer air/fuel ratio combustor build.
was -98.8% at 60 AFR. High power smoke For this type 3 sit of combuctors there
was about 8 SAE at 20 AFR falling to 1 were several builds that were very close
SAE at 30 AFR. High power efficiency in performance to the one that was
was close to that which could be finally selected. lndeed some of these
achieved under chemical equilibrium alternative builds produced distinctly
conditions, (-9e.5% at an overall AFR of better performance in some respects than
20). NO. reductions of - 18% were the one that has been selected.
achieved at 20 APR and reductions of
m37% were achieved at 28 AFR. When test data for several tests of this

type of combustor were analysed it was
The results of the analysis of the found that the combustion efficiencies
effects of individual parameters can be of many gat samples were higher thati
summarised as follows: The effect of would be predicted by chemical
increasing combustor pressure loss was equilibrium calculations. in
to cause an increase in NOx. On the consequence calculated gas temperatures
other hand increasing pressure loss also for these points were up to 100C higher
tended to produce a reduction in smoke than equilibrium values, For the
emissions. This would seem logical richest mixtures and lowest efiiciencies
since, in a relatively poorly mixed the equilibrium composition becomes
primary zone, improvements in mixing (as difficult to define absolutely and
a result of increased mixing energy) efficiencies higher than "equilibrium"
would cause earlier, more complete can readily be accepted. However close
combustion. This in turn would lead to stoichiometric conditions,
both to lower smoke and to higher NOx. equilibrium properties can be defined

accurately and samples that appear to be
NO, emissions were strongly reduced by more efficient are less easy to accept
shortening combustor residence time. without investigation.
This reduction in NO, appeared to be
independent both of overall air/fuel There was therefore some concern that
ratio and atomiser air/fuel ratio. In these high efficiencies had been caused
contrast residence time variations had by recombination reactions as a result
only a minimal affect on smoke and full of a failure of the gas sampling probe
power efficiency. to quench samples adequately. In order

to investigate this possibility, the
NO, emissions were reduced q.aite strongly efficiencies of individual gas samples
as a result of weakening overall from this combustor were compared,
air/fuel ratio. The rate of reduction Figure 6a, with those from combustor 1A
of NO, witn air/fuel ratio was at comparable ccnditions, Figure 6b.
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This comparison showed that, at the must not be achieved in practice.
efficient conditions, a very large
number of near stoichiometric samples 5.3 Performance of tyne 3j
from combustor IA lay at the equilibrium .M.QA
concentration boundary or very close
within it. This showed that the samples A full set of constructional data and
had been properly quenched and that the teat results are given in References 10
performance of the probe was and 11. The comListor butild that 3.s
satisfactory. Additional evidence was judged to have produced the best
available in the forn of abnormally high performance was a high porosity, high
NO, concentrations that were asnociated atomiser AFR 'version of the combustor
with the high efficiency/ high type. None of the type 38 combustors
temperature samples. It was concluded produced both high idling efficiency and
that the high efficiencies in combustor high full power efficiency. Full power
28 were a result of genuine super- efficiencies were much poorer than the
equilibrium CC2 concentrations in the efficiencies of the type 1 and type 2
near stoichiometric mixtures and were a combustors and always well below
feature of the combustor design. equilibrium levels.

As with combustor lA, increases .n Analysis of the distribu~.icne of
combustor pressure loss caused an Individual gas samples showed that the
increase in NO, emissions, Figure 'a. data tended to fall into separate rich
The rate of increase was hWgher for and wmak distributions. At the richer
short rssidence times Pind for weak conditions - around 22 AFR - NO,
utomisar airffuel ratios. In other emissions were the lowest recorded for
words the combination of long residence any of the combustors tested in this
time and good mixing produced most NO,. programme. This, however, was the
Smole emissions, Figure 7b, were reduced direct result of the low combustion
by increasing preossure loss however the efficiencies. For example 140, emissions
effects were prdctically independent of actually increased when the air/fuel
residence time. ratio was weakened and the combustion

efficiency improved. At the weakest
Reductions in r~sidence time (increasing conditions No emiouions were practically
air mass flow), Figure 7c, produced the same as those from combustors 1A and
reductione in No, emissions. These 28 although combustor 3B was still less
reductions were most pronounced for weak effJcient than the other two. The build
atomiser air/fuel ratios but only slight of combustor that produced the best
for rich air/fuel ratios. The rate of results suggests that it might be
reduction appeared to be almost possible to achieve a very substantial
independent of pressure loss. Unlike NO. reduction together with satisfactory
the behaviour of combustoý. IA, smoke by running at 24 AFR. However, to
reductions of residence times in achieve this it wf'uld be necessary to
combustor 28 produced strong reductions recover the missing combustion
in smoke levels, Figure 7d It can be efficiency without producing any
seen that there were associated effects addItional NO,.
of pressure loss and atomiser aiL/fuel
ratio. In contrast with combustor types I and 2

increasing pressure loss had the effect
Weakening overall air/fuel ratio of producing modest reductions of NO. and
resulted in quite substantial reductions increases in NO,. The reason for this
in NO, emissions, Figure 7e. A anomalous behaviour is unclear. One
co:abination of weak overall air/fuel argument would suggest that increased
ratio, weak atomiser air/fuel ratio and inlet air kinetic energy should have
short residence time produced the produved improvements in turbulent
overall best result. Idling efficiency mixing and that this should have
was satisfactory for this combination of produced improvements in combustion and
conditions but when it was weakened even increases in NO,. On the other hand it
further the combustor suffered from is probable that the combustors were
sudden weak extinctions at about 70 AFR. poorly mixed, with the bulk of the
Smoke levels were very strongly reduced combustion taking place in a low
by weakening the overall combustor residence time, rich, core flow. Under
air/fuel ratio, Figure 7f. these circumstances increases in inlet

air velocity would further reduceWeakening the atomiser air/fuel ratio residence time, with only a minimal
produced a NO. characteristic having a improvement in mixing. This mechanism
maximum at an air/fuel ratio of about 2, would be consistent with the known fluid
Figure 7g. In contrast smoke emissions dynamics of the combustora and with the
can be seen to pass through a minimum at observed effects of residence time and
about the same time, Figure 7h. The would explhin the observed NO, results.
very low NO, emissions at the rich
atomiser AFR and the high smoke numbers Weakening the overall air/fuel ratio
at weak atomiser APR are features of resulted in modest increases in NO,. At
this method of data analysis and could the same time the very high smoke levels



(0n the region of 50 ohs at 20 AFR) indices lower than about 18'. Figure Ba
reduced tu about 10 SAZ at 29 AFR. therefore indicates that a NO, emissions

index of 18 must have been produced by
tnoreaelmng atomiser air/fuel ratio combustion in an environment at 0.90 of
cooulted in modest increases in NO, stoichiometric or richer even if a
throughout the range of air/fuel ratios longer than average residence time is
tested. At the same time smoke assumed. It is not even posnible to
emissions passed through aminimum at an conclude that any combustion did
atomieer air/fuol ratio of about 1.8 and actually take place as weak as S w 0.90.
then rose again. This is because the lowest NO, emissions

indices that were measured could have
A.A DICUSSION been the result of low combustion

efficiencies or shorter than average
Work was undertaken oarly In the residence times.
programme2 , to construct models of NO,
production that would describe the The high emissions indices that can be
results that had been obtained up to seen in Figure 8b are almost certain to
that time. it quickly became clear that be simply the result of combustion
it was only possible to predict products having long residence times at
suificiently high oS, emissions indices peak flame temperatures. However, the
if pror'uction was assumed to occur at mean emissions indices for all three
conditions very close to stoichiometric aLr/fuel ratio conditions lay between 22
flame temperature. hA the test and 25 and it must be concluded
programmq continued, additional evidence therefore, that the bulk of the NO. was
was accumulated that supported this generated in environments very close to
assumption. The evidence and arguments stoLchiometric flame temperatures.
in support of the theory are described
below. Although no evidence was found of

combustion in weak mixtures, in
The approach that was adopted, was to practice, weakening the combustor
calculate the levels of NO, that would air/fuel ratio was shown to reduce NO,
have been produced if premixed emissions. The principal reason for
combustion had taken place in mixtures this would seem to be that weaker
weaker than stoichLometric. The operation reduces the residence time at
calculations were validated using the high flame temperatures where NO, is
practical data from premLxed combustion generated. This is either because of
experiments. These predictions were the reduction of'flame volume if the
then compared with measured data from fuel flow is reduced, or as a direct
the experimental tests. reduction of residence time if airflow

is increased. If it is assumed, for
Data from Coats experimental premixed example, that flame volume (residence
combustion rtudies'• is shown in Figure time) is reduced by a 20% when the
Ba. These data were obtained at similar combustor is weakened from 24 to 30 AFR
temperatures and pressures to those then Figure 8a suggests that the NO,
employed in the present programme emissions index would be reduced by the
although the residence times were much 2-3 units that were observed in
longer (12 to 20 ms). A semi-empirical practice.
NO, production equation from Reference 13
was selected to correct the Coats NO. In summary the evidence strongly
data to the temperature, pressures and suggests that, although attempts were
reaidence times of the present made in some combustor designs to
experiment. First, in order to validate produce very fast mixing and weak
the equation, it was used to predict NO, combustion, the fluid dynamic knixing
levels for one of Coats experimental rates were always slower than chemical
conditions. The prediction, in Figure reaction rates, The result was that the
Ba, can be seen to compare well with the combustion process always occurred very
measured data. This validated equation close to stoichiometric conditions
was then used to calculate NO, emissions before the fuel/air mixture could be
indices over a range of premixed diluted to weaker air/fuel ratios. What
mixtures strengths, at the higher inlet was actually achieved was a reduction in
temperature and the much shorter thermal N;O, as a result of reducing the
residence time of the present residence time. Indeed in some of the
experiment. These predictions are also Type 3 combustor builds the residence
shown in Figure Sa. It can be seen. for time was reduced so much that not only
example, that a NO, emission index of was NO, reduced but the hydrocarbon
about 11 would have been produced if combustion chemistry itself was not
combustion had taken place in a weak completed.
fuel/air mixture (e - 0.75) in the
experimental combustor. In contrast, 7.0 CONCLUSIONS
Figure 8b shows data from individual gas
samples taken at the exit plane of 7.1 The effects of the air admittance
combustor 2B during the present work. geometry, combustor pressure loss,
This shows no examples of NO, emissions atomiser air/fuel ratio, residence time
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and overall air fuel ratio on emiasions 7.5 The results suggest that the NO,
have been systematically explored, was generated in environments very close
Combustors having a wide range of Air to peak flame temperatures. There is no
energy qeometries have been constructed evidence that any combustion tuok place
and thirty different combustor builds in mixtures weaker than about 0.90
have been studied in detail. stoichiometric. As a result it is

concluded that reaction rates were
7.2 The combustors and the test always much faster than fluid dynamic
programme were designed so that the mixing rates and that the observed NO,
effects of individual variables, such as reductions were achieved by reducing
residence time, could be isolated by residence times thereby limiting thermal
data reduction methods. NO, production

7.3 Some builds of well mixed 7.6 The parametric analysis of the
combustor have been found to produce results indicated a complex variety of
combustion efficiencies higher than trends amongst the various combustors
equilibrium levels at air/fuel ratios in depending on the combustor geometry.
the region of stoichiometric. Low smoke The results of these analyses have been
emissions are produced under these described.
conditions but high NO, emissions are
produced as a result of the higher than IThe sample stoichiometries shown in
equilibrium temperatures. Figure 21b only indicate *he sample

mixture strengths as measured at the
7.4 For some of the more successful combusror exit plane and do not describe
combustor builds, full power operation the history of the samples within the
with short residence times and effective combustor
mixtures strengths of about 20 APR
(about 30 APR overall) produced NO,
reductions of about 30 - 40%. At the
same time full power efficiencies close
to the theoretical equilibrium values
were obtained together witn low smoke
emissiona. Combustion efficiencies in
lxcess of 99% were achieved at the
equivalent idling condition.
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figure 1: General view of an experimental figure 2c: Combustor type 3B.
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figure 2a: Combustor type IA. figure 3: Range of combustor builds used in test
programme.
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figure 2b: combustor type 2B. figure 4: Combustor build test matrix
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figure 5a: 2B Combustor-bffects of ove!ali AFR figure 6a: 2B combustor-Individual sample
on idle combustion efficiency. combustion efficiencies.
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figure 5b: 2B combustor-Effects of overall AFR figure 6b: IA combustor-Individual sample 4
on max. power combustion efficiency. combustion efficiencies.
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NO k.
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figure 7a: 2B combustor-Effects of pressure loss figure 8a: 2B combustor-Effects of overall AFR on
on NOX, NOX.
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Discussion

Question 1. P. Kotsiopoulos
What were the combustor wall temperatures obser'ed, and how much were they affected by the differences in number, size and
distribution of the hcles?

Author's Reply
The measured temperatures were achieved at some unknown test condition or even during a rig operating transient, so it ;s
difficult to be •'ccv~rate. The +conventional combustor" had tihe highest wall temperatures and these were in the regions between
the s,.ondary air holes. This would agree well with the high NOx concentrations near these walls that were described by
Professor Samuelson in Paper 28. Tlhis combustor suffered some damage during the test programnme. The jet stirred combustor
was significantly uook•r. The plug flow combustor had very cool w~alls, but this was the result of a failure to distribute fuel
adequately and does not indicate any inmprovement in integrity as a result of this design.

L'4



L*FFCTIS OF J{YDROGý;N AL)DITION ON POLLUTANT
EMISSIONS IN A GASTIURJ3INE COM)IOSTOR

J. 'salviI
G. L(Spuz

))epartw~ncnto de Niotopropolift~ y Termofi uido(din~mica
&~T.S .I. Aeronuititcos. Universidad Poh&'.-,nlca de Madrit

Piza. Cardenal Cisneros, 3
28040 Madrid, SPAIN

This paxper pve~euts an experlnmentil work Oil consumption r~epresenlts a 2% out of thc tot~d, its
the ,ontro! of. pollutaiits produced in a tubular repercutssion on t~hii atmnospheric .-ollutinnI can

hyr~ror u~d ohitrb h ijcin be relevant at the local levels. In f&:t approx-
of hydrogev in .tnlquyirititi.:s (!ass vhn of iniately .50% of the measured poll u~ido'n Wale-

.eWta b' l). Hydrogen is introduced in the pri- ports and surroundings can be attributed to air-
u. &,,, orepremnixed with~ the air. Using this Cr~ft opei~iion. Onu the other hand, the devei-

te~iqu, wth eanprimary .zove, it is possible opment of Gas Turbines with rcgewne:acive cycles
to iidurý tid NO crniissio~n level while main- and the use of ceramic materw'l allow a consid-
taining CO and WC. emission index at. normal erable hicrease lin the turbine lidet tempvrature
level (CO and HC levels -re greater without and fuel savings, whast makes them com~petitive
hydr(,ýen irJection), with rec iprocating 1enginees. So that Gas Tur-

bines are now being considered as an, a~lterna-
lnjucting butane, instr-sd of hydrogen, dhows that tive source of power for industrial, mnaritimke and
thpere h; no beneficial eftect, so the influence of even for terrestrWa vehicular use.
hydroge~n in CO and H C reduction is d ue. mainly
to fi~r-3es such as hydrocarbon substitutioo and The problemn of pollutants formation, as well as
chemnical khiutizc. An :n,-.,.vsis to estimate the the influence of the operational and design vari-
coritribution of these factors is also included. ables, are basically izidependent of the Gas fur-,

bine agplv~iation. The reason is that the pollu-
L4IST 0?' SYM1,2OLS tants have their origin in the combustion pro-

cess,and their later e~dolution in the turbine ora rr ass fracf on of Iydroge~n within total fuel. the rest of eleircats is insignificant, It is known
El emi~skri index; mass )I' rrldutant peoduced that, the pt~lutants produced by Gas Turbines

per unit riiass of consumed itiel (gr/kg). axe basically nitrogeti oxides. unburned hydro-Tiq combustiiti efficiency Uzrlons and carbon monox-de. The smoke ernis-
f fuel to air mass iatio sions. are almost non existent in todays engines.
0 u-er.-J1 equivalence rat% /eaojjr,~ rc The produwiioi 3f -nitrogen oxides increabes, withl

*,,s prim~ary z!:rie Nquivaience ratio power. On the cantrrry, the production of un-
L heat of corrbus' ton per unit of fuei mass blirned hydrccarbons unburntf and carbon mo-

m molec U!ar wei ght noxide reachez7 its maximum at idle.
rrz total air mass flow ratc.
n primary air mass flow rate Since the implementit.-on of regulations on pol-

rth, secondary air mass flow rate lut?ýnits emissions, the studics and Investfigations
t rip, r -oearms lwraeo h rbens of formation and pollutants re-

7-h h hydrogen niass ftw%; ratf du,_tion techniques have consid-!rably increased
,r, kerosenre mass flow rate 117,The diflerent techniques for the reduc-

mass -low rate equivalent of l:eroscne tion of pollutants are issenti ally based on injec-
.P pressure tor modifications 1Ij, the state .3f fuel introduced
T temnperature into the chamber (e-ases of prevaporization and

V', reference vc0r'ity premixin~g), and the riodificatoIn of ciie comitis-
A courcutraticli, (p.p.rr..v.) tor geometry.

SubvcriptifTesml oiiair ftecmutrgonh h~t' -agen Tety simpliee a lodeiatin ofimthecone bu dto rgeo-i spec~e etuc, toe achideve a imea , pimar zone usand tchire-
k~ keroseve ile etndcetersdcetmithusaicnqe

zcoiflbustbr iltzconto cc~ntrol the nitrogen oxid-2s production. In
'-onventioliai combustors, this technique leadE to

1. IN'2JiQDUCTION the excesive pro~~uction of unburned and car-
.A arg frctin o th ~.t~osperi poluton bon monoxide at Iov power requirements, such.A. arg fratio of he tinopheic plluion as idle, as a consequence of an excessively leanComes fio',ri the operation of cohmbustion CnIginies; primary zone and of the reduced residence timne

about 70%X of them use oil derived fuels. For [,0 h lvlpei fni-oietua
aviation 6'as Turhin- the cornbustible average N10.Tedvlp nto ncnerina

starnd combustors with fixed gearik-try [3,11,1 ý, 131

an( more receittly the conventional comb~ustors

Prei~'nied 2t a -i A6AR!) H*eeting on 'Fuvls and C'ombustion Techmclogy,'or Advanced Aircraft Enginesý May IV)3.



wi,,h variabl:e gmintry, mukes it p~ossibtP ,o prop- t.o that the primary zone equivalence ratio Is re-I
erly control the uquivalence ratio of the primary lated to the overall equivalence ratio through the
zone at iffren, pwe expression:

Ry other way th Ijctio of I-ydrog'ta in small (4______)_
uantities t8; ie&a'ipr mitry zones reduicos greatly ' I - O.942th./eh (4

the Lt,,arned hydrocu~rbons kad CO Pmissions
improingtus the efficlency. 'Ihle a~pplicat~on of Expressions (3) and (4) show that decreasing the

thips rt~ecihroq~jUe to Continuous comhusl~on Chain- secondary air flow rate, for a given rh, is an ef-
hers is only known thro'igh two experimental fecti-ve way to increase the primary zone air flow
works carried out by NASA (9,161. In the first one rate and to lean it. This was performed by a
hydrogen wa~s injectedl directl]) into thk! primary throttling device as will be described later.
zone of a h, drocdrbon fueled combhustor; white
in the second, it w~i pr101nixed with propane and 2.2 Air supply system
air in a expermeta propar~e burner. The air flow is provided by a centrifugal fan

In order to asses the benofits and posibilities of (adaximun pressure ratio of 1.08 at 1 m 3 /s) and
the addition of hyd~rogen fir pollutants reduc- measured by means of a calibrated nozzle, lo-
tion in combination with coiitroled [ean primary cated at the compressor inlet. The air enters
zones, at different power settings, an experirnen- to the combustion chamber, throughI two coax-
tC_ work 'aas been performed at E.Y.S.I, Aero- ial pipes, separating the primary from the sec-
nauticos and its resultF are presented in this pa- ondary air flow. These pipes incorporate flow
per. ct'nventionai tubular Lonhustor was used control devices together with temperature and

it'the prim-ary zone fuel ratio war, controled pesr rbs
by throttli tig devices that acted upon the pri- The inner pipe is supported by struts. It has
[nary' and secondary flow. In addition the results a butterfly valv :oreuce the primary air flow
of injecting gaseous but~ane instead of hydrogen
are also nresented for comparison pups.F- rate and a c-librated orifice plate to measure it.
nally, the evaluation of the diffrenfcors by Th 3econdlar3' air flow passes through the annu-
r..,eans of which hydrogen differets foluactorseb lar area between the two pipes where it is throt-
dluction is incluided. afcspltntr- tied by a rubber membrane that close symmet-

rically the ar~nulus wheit it is inflated with pres-
. TEST FACILITY surized air, providing thus an effective and low

pert urbing method to dccrease the secondary air
The exper'mental facitity, whose detailed scheme flow rate.
is shown in figure 1, is basically comnposed of
the following systemis: Combustion chamber, air An exhaust pipe is fitted to the combustor exit

supply, fuel system and gas sampiirig and analy- through two sealing segments, allowing relative
sis system. The most relevant fuctions andl char- rotation. It has a rack of four thermocouples,
acteristics of each system, are briefly described separated by 90 degrees, with their sensible ex-
below. tremes situated at different distances from the

center. This configuration in conjuction with
2.1 .Combustor the rotation of the exhaust p~pe provides the ra-

Thecomustr (ee igue 2fordetils isof on- dial and circumferenitial combustor exit ternper-
Thecomustr seefigre2 fr dtais)is f cn- atture distributions. Also, the exhauisting duct

ventiorial tubular type. The air flow that pene- incorporates a. sampling probe and a tota pres-
trates into the primary zone, comes in part from sure probe. I) rther dlownstream there is a throt-
the dome (primary air-flow), and in part frorn tle valve to regulate the total air flow rate through
the intermediate zone, due to the back flow that thre combustor.
recirculates to the primary zone. Fromn the comn- 23Fe yt
bustor geometries, working conditions, andI data 2.Fulste
reported in the literature (17,18,19.), it is deduced The fuel suipply system (fig.1 ) is composed of
that a maximum of 11.6X of the secondary air the kerosene andl the hydrogen feeding systems.

flowv enters through the orificcrA of the inter- The kciosene supply system, consists of a tank,
mediate zone, and a maximi-um of .50% of it cir- pumps, flowincters, pressure transdlucers, clos-
culates back to tire primary zone. Accordingly ing and regulating valves, and filters. The ker-
the air mass flow entering the primary zone is osene flow ra~te is measuire~ hby means of cali-
given by brated flowmieters or through the pressure drop

ri -_?IV + 0.0587;?(1 at the injector. The hydrogen supply system
~PZ P 'con sis. s of a parallel battery of hyd rogen bottles,

and akin int accunt hatpressure regulators, on-off and regulation valves,
fire extinction valves arid fiowineters. The hy-

,11= rirp + th(2 drogen flow is ineasured by calibratedl flownie-
t rs

we can write

7hZ ih, - G 9,421ii, (G)
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2.4 Gas sampling and analysis system is 50 < P2T2/V, < 100. At values lower than 50,
the efficlency drops steeply and the combustor

The sample probe, made of stainless steel, Is works in unusual conditions. At values over 100,
placed diametrically as near as possible to the the primary zone residence time would increase,
combustor exit. It has six orifices (3 mm in di- as well as NO, emissions, without a significant
ameter) arranged to provide equal area of sam- increase in its perfomance.
piing. The injectors used in tests are swirl chamber
The sampling line, conducts the sample to the type, with a single orifice, producing atomiza-
analyzers of NO/NO, and CO. All equipments tion by pressure.
are provided with a pump, filter and condensa- As the required Injection pressure changes, due
tion filter as well as exhaust and bypass valves, to demanded fuel mass flow, the jet angle and
The flow rate and the pressure of the sample atomization degree change accordingly and this
are kept constant in each analyzer. The car- affects the emission level of pollutants. This ef-
bon monoxide analyzer is a Beckman 865, of the fect is shown in figure 4, where it can be seen
infrared absorption type. The NO/NOx ana- that the influence of injection pressure is mean-
lyzer, a Beckman 951, is based on the method ingless for pressure values between 7-12kg/cm2 .
of chemiluminiscence. Unfortunately the un- So the injection pressure is mantained between
burned hydrocarbon is not measured, however, 7-12 kg/n 2 , for all tests, using a family of geo-
as it is known, its trends and dependence with metrically similar injectors.
operating variables are similar to that of car-
bon monoxide (3,24.251. On the other hand, there The results with and without hydrogen are com-
are in the literature several excellent correla- pared for the same energetic load. With the
tions HC - CO 1211, for similar conbustors, from purpose to define the equivalent operating con-
which the emission levels of HC can be esti- ditions of the combustor, for any case, an equiv-
mated. Consequently, for the determination of alent flow rate of kerosmne, rhek, is used defined
combustor efficiency, we will use the following as:
correlation:

In Elc- 2.77 + 0.485 In EI,,c (5) ihek - Thl + ?Tkh. (6)"" ~Lk
3. OPERATING CONDITIONS

The pressure and temperature increments pro- so that for any case the fuel-air ratio,f, and the
duced by the compressor are very low, and their emission index, Eli, are given by
effect over emissions is insignificant. Therefore, ?hek
the combustor inlet conditions can be considered f --= (7)
equal to the environment conditions. Never- mhthelss, sin 4,13,21,13)
theless, using appropiate correlations (+
the obtained data can be used to estimate the Eli = 10 - 3 M f X (8)
combustor performance at other operating con- M f
ditions.

The operating range of the overall equivalence Expressing rhek in terms of the weight fraction
fuel air ratio has been selected to be [0.14-0.3], of hydrogen within total fuel, ca, wehave:
which are representative values for idle and take-
off conditions in aircraft eng.nes respectively. Thk = rhk (I + 1 (9)

The air flow rate is selected indirectly through
the parameter P2T2/V,. This parameter con-
trols the performance of combustors and par- 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ticularly combustion efficiency. The results of
test carried out for overall equivalence ratio of 4.1 Effect of primary zone equivalence
0.27 are presented in fig.3; which shows the ef- ratio

fect of the parameter P2 T2 /V, - J-g m] on Figures 5 and 6 show the effect of the primary
SCM2 My equivalence ratio on NO., and CO emissions for

the efficiency') (four injectors have been used a typical full power, overall equivalence ratio
to take into account possible effects of the at- 4, = 0.3, and three values of the parameter
omization degree). From this figure one can con- P2T 2/V,. One can see that the effect over NO,,
clude that the most interesting operating range emissions is very strong. A change in the pri-

mary equivalence ratio from fp, = 0.94 to 0.8
decreases NO, by more than 50%. This is due

(*)The efficiency is calculated by means of the expres- mainly to the exponential growth of nitrogen ox-
sion: ides production with temperature and also to its

lIq = 1 -EIoLco + EIHcLHc dependance on the residence time, since it must
L be ta-:m. '-ft- Ae,,-nt that an increase in the

primary zone air flow rate not only produces a
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leaner primary zone (less temperature), but si-
multaneously shortens the residence time. The W 0) -

effect over CO is contrary to the one mention. -E - -1ek
ated above since lean primary zones and small
residence times increase CO production. This and taking into account the expression (q), we
detrimental effect can he evaluated also through finally obtaine:
its influence on combustion efficiency, since it
has been estimatcd that an increment of 20 units
on CO emission index means a 1% decrease in (IECo)pub - IE• 0  _ 1
efficiency. IEsu bLh C

Fig. 7 depicts the function Elco = f(EINox) 1 --a Lk
obtained at two constant overall equivalence ra-
tio * = 0.14 and 0.3 by changing the primary The results given by this expression are depicted
equivalence ratio. The original or genuine coin- in figure 12 which shows that the reduction due
bustor operating points for the two regimes are to substitution represents about 25% of total.
also shown, illustrating the known problem of Since the injected hydrogen is in giveous phase
fixed combustor geometry, that is, excesive pro-
duction of CO at idle, due to very lean pri- and premixed with the primary air, the primary
mary zone, and high NO. emission levels at full combustor zone become more homogeneous and

in this conuitions CO emission can be somewhat
power, due to reasons already explained. Figure different. In order to evaluate this effect, a com-
7 also illustrates the potential benefits that can

parative test is made consisting in the additionbe obtained by controlling the Irimary equiva- Ara hyroge rvprzdbtn lentvl
lence ratio. Effectively, it can be seen that at of hydrgen or vaporized butane alternatively
idlenwe canio Eenrichtheypritary one tderentate a for the same operating conditions. The resultsidle we can enrich tle primary zone to decrease are shown in figures 10 and 11. As it can be seen,CO emissions with tolerable increase in NOne; NO. emissions are roughly the same in both
while, at fuel power, leaning the primary zone, cases. But on the contrary, the ElCo reduction
the NO, level can be greatly reduced but at ex- is well within the expected values for the case of
penses of an increase of CO and consequently at hydrogen addition, while there is no significant
expenses of a loss in efficiency. effect for the case of butane addition. Conse-

quently, it is considered that gaseous injection
4.2 Effect of hydrogen addition and premixing of hydrogen is not by itself a sig-

nificative cause for carbon monoxide reduction.
Hlydrogen addition is interesting because it im-
proves combustor efficiency in those cases in which Consequently, we can thought that the main fac-
the primary zone is lean. To asses this effect a tor causing a significant CO reduction, apart
series of tests have been carried out for values of hydrocarbon substitution, is chemical kinet-
of primary equivalence ratio between 0.65 and ics. Effectively, when hydrogen is added, the
0.5. A variable fraction of hydrogen, between rate of production of radicals originated by the
0 and 4% in weight, was injected for several val- system of reactions 0 2/H 2 increases, and also
ues of the overall equivalence ratio and of the the rate of heat released by these reactions; this
paramenter P2T'2/Vr. enhances the step reactions involving C atoms,

such as the reaction of oxidation of CO(CO +
Figures 8 and 9 show the typical influence of OH - C02 + II). The significance of chemical
the addition of hydrogen over the emission lev kinetics increases, obviously, with the fraction of
els of NO, and CO, for the case of 1 = 0.3 hydrogen/hydrocarbon. It is especially impor-
and P2 7 2/V, = 70. As it is shown in figure 8, tant when the mixture hydrocarbon-air is bellow
the addition of hydrogen does not produce any lean flammability limit but becomes flammable
significant effect over the emission level of NOT. with the ad(iItion of hydrogen. So the contri-
However, according to figure 9, CO eelissions bution of chemical kinetics to CO r,-duction in-

creases as one takes into considerz. ! .n the non-are decreased by about 40% for 4% hydrogen uniformities of the mixture hydrocarbon air in
addition. This reduction is more remarkable at the primary zone, because due to non uniformi-
low hydrogen fractions where it is possible to ties there will be regions with a hydrogen/hydro-
achieve reductions of 30%, with hydrogen injec- carbon fraction much greater than the average.
tions of about I to 1.5%.

The decrease in the CO emission index is ob- 5. CONCLUSIONS
viously due in part to the fractional use of a At full power combustor operating conditions,
carbon free fuel (hydrocarbon substitution) and leaning the primary zone, by encreasing the pri-
also to other potential causes such as prevap- mary air, is an efficient mean to reduce. No,
orization and premixing and chemical kinetics, formation. but at a cost of efficiency because
In the following we will attempt to estimate the CO and Yf C emissions increases. B) injecting
contribution of each factor separately. 4% hydrogen to lean primary zones, the Elco

can be reduced a 30%, without a significant in-
The relative emission index reduction due to creases in NO,, due partially to hydiocarbon
substitution is given by the expression: substitution and mainly to chemical kinetics.
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Discussion

Question 1. R Kotsiopoulos
Was there any other reason for limiting the amount of hydrogen fuel to 4%, apart from the observation that an excess beyond 2%
hydrogen in the total fuel had no significant effect on emissions?

Author's Repl",
"Ibis is effectively the main reason, plus the fact that, if this technique is implemented, it will be better to use thC smalle•t qi.'Intity
of hydrogen possible for sa4ety reasons.
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DUCTED KEROSENE SPRAY FLAMES

by

R.M. Perez-Ortiz, S. Sivasegmartm and J.14. Whitelaw
Imperial College of Science, Technology & Medicine

Mechanical Engineering Department
Exhibition koad

London SW7 2BX
United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

Reaction progress In premixed methane-air flames In round ducts without and with kerosene sprays has been quantified on the basis of
species concentration measurements for different fueling arrangements of kerosene with equivalence ratio, proportion of liquid to gaseous
fuel, duct length and air preheat temperature as variables in smooth and in rough combustion. The intensity of heat release close to the flame
holder In rough combustion was greater than that in smooth combustion, and the duct length necessary to ensure complete combustion
decreased with air preheat temperature and upstream turbulence intensity and was weekly dependent on the proportion of methane to
kerosene in flow arrangements where the kerosene was sprayed upstream of the flame-holdeg. The injection of kerosena, through the flame-
holder at a velocity larger than that of the mear flow past the disk led to uneven mixing and Incomplete combustion. Pulsed Injection of
kerosene through a pintle-type injector also resulted in incomplete combustion due to the larger droplet size than in arrangements with a steady
flow of kerosene. Oscillations of large amplitude were induced at equivalence ratio* usually associated with smooth combustion and oscillations
in rough combustion ameliorated by pulsed injection of kerosene comprising around 10 % of the total fuel.

NOMENCLATURE

cp,w specific heat of thermocouple wire
d flame-holder diameter (Fig. 1)
da diarneter of anvil (Fig. 1)
dw thermocouple wire diameter
f :frequency
kg thermal conductivity of gas
L . downstream duct length (Fig. 1)
me., mass flow rate of unewirled air (flow arrangement of Fig. Ib)
rm, 1 : mas flow rate of swd air (flow arrangement of Fig. Ib)
mi mm flow rate of fuel (flow arrangerent of Fig. Ib)
mk : mm flow rate of kerosene
mk.1 : stoioliometric mam flow rate of kerosene based on total air flow
pm : rms fluctuation• of pressure
r radial distanmce from duct axie
re distance from duct axle to ine it Injection of swid ai and fuel (vnow arrangement of Fig. Ib)
Re Reynolds number a pUtv
Rew Reynolds number based on thermocouple wire diameter
Sw swirl nunber
T mean temperature
Trme rms fluctuation of temperature
U bulk mean velocity of air in duct, based on unreacted flow
Ua,2  mean velocity of swil air (Dov. arrangement of Fig. Ib)
Uf mean velocity of fuel (flow arrangement of Fig. Ib)
x axial distance of probe tip from flame-holder (Fig. 2)
X upstream duct length (Fig. 1)

v kinematic vIcwity
p density of upstream air
pW density of thermocouple wire material

time constant for thermocoupie
* equivalence ratio a (air-to-fuel ratio at stoichlometry) / (air4o-fuol ratio)

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technology for Advanced Aircraft Engines: May 1993.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The tfficiency and range of operation of gas turbine combustors depends on, the combustor design, the geometric and flow parameters

and the fuelling method, and cletailed measurements of velocity, temperature and species concentration have been carried out in can and

annular combustors burning gaseous and liquid fuel and Involving a variety of fuelling arrangements (1-7]. Although these measurements were

extensive in scope and have provided useful Information about combustor performance, they have been limited by the complex geometry of the

combustor and the cost in instrumentation, skills and time. Also the interpretation of results from laboratory models is subject to uncertainty

arising from the dependence of combustion efficiency on variables Including the distribution of the mean flow and temperature and the time and

length scales of turbulence. An understanding of the combustion process in sirmple flow arrangements is, therefore, useful in planning

experiments in model combustors and in interpreting the results.

Work has also been carried out to improve the design and performance of fuelling systems for gas turbines 18], especially where there is

a need to supply liquid fuel as a fine spray to enhance combustion efficiency, and to characterise the atomising devices [9]. Testing of these

fuelling devices in simple combustor geometries provides information about their performance and the combustion process and enhances

understanding of results from more complex arrangements.

Oscillations of large amplitude associated with rough combustion and ý-:imlnated by acoustic frequencies between 50 and 500 Hz occur

in ducted combuslors such as gas turbine augmentors and can limit Viae rsrge of operation of the combustor. The import3nce of flame

confinement and the distribution of heat release to these oscillations has b,,en examined In premixed and partially premixed flows of relevance

to augmentors [10, 11]. Recent research has also shown that such oscillatiore can be actively controlled by the oscillation of the flow rate of part

of the fuel [12, 13). The emphasis of the work on combustion oscillations and their control has, mainly, been on gaseous fuel, and there is a

need to extend this work to liquid fuel systems, since practical combustors use liquid fuel and the large oscillatory Inputs necessarl to achieve

control at large heat release rates may be provided by the periodic injection of liquid vuel. Control by the oscillation of liquid fuel involves time

delay due to the evaporation of fuel besides that due to chemical reaction, which is small except for the conversion of CO to CO 2 , and the

droplet sizes generated by commercially available unsteady-flow injectors is larger than that in continuous Injection and low frequency
arrangements. Advance knowledge of the characteristics of the fuel spray and the effect of periodic Injection of liquid fuel on the combustion

process Is therefore important to the design of control systems.

The present study concerns ducted kerosene spray flames stabilised behind a disk in a round duct and was ce'rried out in five phases
The first comprised detailed measurements in premixed methane-air flames stabilised behind a round disk and behind a disk with radial spokes

[14] and a three-dimensional bluff-body [15) and in swirl stabilised flows without a bluff-body so as to establish the minimum duet length
necessary to ensure complete combustion in flows without and with oscillations. The next phase comprised measurements in methane-air
flames to which an atomised spray of kerosene with known droplet characteristics [9] was added in the direction of the maln flow and behind the

flame-holder. The kerosene was injected against the main flow at an anvil located upstream of the flame holder in the third with upstream
temperature as a variable, and, in the fourth, in the downstream direction through a hole at the centre of the flame-holding disk. In the final
phase, kerosene was injected periodically using a commercially available pintlo-type gasoline injector located at the duct wall and in the plane of

the flame-holder with frequency of injection as variable and to contfr.l oscillations of large amplitude in rough combustion.

The measurements included free-field sound level and wall static pressure fluctuations, mean and rms values of temperatures at the duct

exit and radial and longitudinal profliec of species concentration, with the downstream duct length, flow rate, overall equivalence ratio and the
proportion of liquid to gaseous fuel as the main variables. The droplet characteristics of the pintle injector were also measured using a laser

diffraction technique.

The next section contains a description of the flow and fuelling arrangements and the experimental method. The results are presented

sepffately for each fuelling arrangement in the third, and the final section discusses the results and their implications

2 . FLOW AND FUELLING ARRANGEMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The flow geometries and fuelling arrangements are shown In Fig, 1 and the Important dimensions and ranges of flow conditions in Table

1. In the flow arrangement of Figr 1 a, natural gas (94 % methane) and air were premixed In a swirl register and flowed past a flow-straightening
honeycomb and a flame arrestor screen before combustion in the stainless steel duct section downstream of the bluff-body flame-holder In the

arrangiament of Fig. lb. the flame was stabilised by adding swirl to the flow and without a bluff-body. The unewirfed part of the air was added at

the swirl register with Its swirl removed before mixing with swirl air and naiural gas injected tangentially further downstream The geometric swirl

number was ,e.ined by the formula

Sw = (mr UL ri + rn, 2 Us,2 rI) / ((nl + m,,2+ mt) U D)

where mr, mi,2, and mn 1 respectively, are the mass flow rates of the fuel, swirl air and unswirled air, U4 and U5, 2 are the mean injection

vek.,ci4tii of fuel and swirl air at a distance of rs from the axis of the duct of diameter D, and U is the bulk mean axial velocity of the downstream

flow in the absence of combustiun The swirl number was varied by changing the proportion of the swirl to total air.
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Figure 1: Flow arrangements

a) premixed methane-air flam); b) swirl stabilised flame; c) methane-air flame with forward injection of kerosene; d) methane-ar flame

with backward Injection of kerosene; a) preheated methane-air flame with backward injection of kerosene; f) methane-air flame with

injection of kerosene through disk; g) methane-air flame with pulsed Injection of kerosene.

AT atomiser, FA flame arrestor screen, FH flame holder, FI fuel injector, FS flow striighioener, SR swirl register, UA upstream anvil,

TABLE 1
Important Dimensions and Flow Conditions

flow arrangement D/ntn d/nm X/D LID UI(m 9"1) Re heat release/kW

Fig. la
disk 50 25,35 18 5-11 10-15 33-50000 35-130
disk with spokes 50 25 18 8.5, 10.5 10 33000 35-75
3-D bluff body 50 25 18 8.5, 10.5 10 33000 35-75

Fig. lb 50 18 8.5, 10.5 10 30-50000 40-70

Fig. Ic 50 25 18 8.5, 10.5 8-15 25-50000 35-75

Fig. Id 50 25 18 8.5, 10.5 10 33000 35-75

Fig, l 50 25 32 8.5, 10.5 8-;5 33000 35-75

Fig. if 50 25 18 8.5, 10.5 8-15 33000 35-75

Fig. g 50 25 18 8.5, 10.5 8-15 33000 35-75

The flow arrangoments of Figs 1c, J, l and g are similar to that of Fig. la but with provision to add liquid kerosene fuel as a spray. TUs

atomiser was similar to that of Ref (9] and comprised a stainless steel hypodermic tube of Internal diameter 2 mm carrying kerosene which

entered the preheated atomising air stream at around 250 °C in an outer duct of diameter 5 mm radially through six holes of diameter 0.5 mm

located 40 mm from the exit of the outer duct. In the arrangement of Fig. 1g, kerosene was injected through a pintle type Itjector (Keihin,

10450-PG7-0031) which could pulse the fuel injection with frequency between 0 and 200 Hz. The flow arrangement of Fig. Id was modified as

in Rg. Is to enable preheating of the main air supply to the combustor duct, and natural gas was added radially through four equally spaced

Loplanar holes of diameter 3 mm on the ouct wall Uniformity of mixing of the gaseous fuel and air was ensured by locating a pair of wire-meah

screens downstream of the point of addition of fuel.

Since the flow {;ondifions In the atomiser for the flow arrangements of Figs Ic, d and I were similar to thou& of Ref, (9), the droplet

characteristics were assumed to be the same as those measured earlier. The characteristics of the spray from the pintle injetor hae been

quantified for petrol by Hardailu.as at a&. !16, using phase-Doppler velocimetry and those for kerosene were measured with a laser diffraction

Instriuent (Malvern Instruments, 2600c). All fluid flow rateu were measured using calibrated float-type flow meters except in the arrangement of

F9 le whore the flow rate of the unheated air was measured using a standard orifice plate A water-cooled sampling ptobe with Inner and outer

diameters of 0.5 and 5 mm,. Jspectively, was used to collect gas samples which were analysed in-line to give the concentration of unbuml
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ý4lgrv 2: Instrumentation layout

hydrocarbon (Analyslas Autn m ý,elorlltories 520. FIt) Analysar) on a wet besis anda those of carbon monoxde (Analysis Development Co., 336-
4028). carbon dioxide (A~islyuis )levelopment C o.. 463-4iJ27) and oxy~en (8iockmar., mnodel E2) on a dry basis (w~ Fig. 2), Temperature
maasur~ren'.rts were nob~z! .4j i.ý..i plathnum, 13%!o~odium-platinum fne-wiret tnermnoouplea of wire diameter 50 pm and 80 lam supported on4
5u0 pim wires of the same enatoinall with a saparatlin 10 mro betwmen them. The temperature signal was preamplified using a custom-buill
amplifier and cligitiser. ODwn Translation, /,JD board DT2824 POt.) bef ore the evaluation of the mean and the rms values of the temperature and
the power spectra bý, a microcomputer ýThrndcA, TM7104) using a mean vol..e for the time constant v for the thermocouple given by

Lp v,' dw2 /4 kg9) (02.4 4 0.56 RO4 1

where ,w. :zp,w and dw, respect;./ely. are the density, speciic heat and diameter of the thermocouple wire, k. is the thermal conductivity of the
gas and Fit 'he Reynolds number based on the wire diameter and the local mean gas velocity end kinematic viscosity. The time constant was
assumed to be invariant witr ftuctuation in temperatita. in the flame and, following Ref. [171 taken to be 0. 76 times that based on the properties
of air at the same mean temperature end an estimated value of mown volocrty

Transition to rough ccr.,bustion was readly. identified by an increasei in trpe-field sound level (Bruel and Kiaer microphone 4134 with4
meter type 2215), "sac~red 1 m away from the duct axis in th exitl plane, by arounda t0 dOIS fr an increase in equivalence ratio of as little as 0.02.
Wail static pressure mneasurements (Kistler pressure transducer 6121 with chiargje amplifier 5007.) were used to identify the domiri.ani acouslic
trwquojncy mode. Oscillations of large amplitude in the arrangements of Figs Ia, c. d. I mnd g were associated with an acoustic qijarter wave in
the duci length upstream of the flame-holder and the amplitude of oscillation was qu.antified on vie basis of rms pressure at the antinools at the
upstream end of the duct. Osctillations were dominated by either a halt *wa'o orw a full-wave in the upstream doct in the arrangement of Fig Ia and
the pressomr transducer was located at ihe antinoade midway between the flame .1 ;*r and at the upstream end for the halif-wave frequency and4
a quaner 01 the dudt length upstream of the disk for the full-wave. The output from the charge amplilier was procestsed using an FFT spectrum
analyser ( Spectral Dynamics 340) to give the power spectrum and the rrns value of th tluctiatiori in pressure.

3. RESULTS

Preliminary measturemtents wre carried out in the methanei-air premnixed flames; bet iird a disk of area blockage ratio 0.25 with the
downstream duct lenrth (L) vare between 5 and 11 D, inspection of the wall temperature disribution 4howed that the point af wNicf the flame
madxe contact with IN~ wag decreased from around 7 D for an equivalence ratio of C.6 and an upstream mean flow rate of 101 m/s to around 5 D at
ait equivalencie ratc of01073. Larger equivalence ratioq led to rough' cornbuirlion dominated by a frequency of around 95 Hz associated with a
standing acoustic quarter-wave in the jpstreem duct Although rough combustion was observed in duct 9 Pmge than 5 D INe amplitude of
oscillations was; small in ducts ~horr than 7.5 D due to incomplete combustion A du-t length of 8&S D led to an antinodall rms pressure of
around 2.5 kPa and.M5 D to 3,5kPa ofan eqtvalence ratio of olimirressjonding to aneat release rate of 60kW Durtc longer tftan10 5,D did
Mo grte rise to itirger amplitudes,

The amrplitude did nch change when the area blockage ratio of the disk was increased to005. and an i:xiieals in the mean flow rate f rom~
101to15 m/s with a duct lesngth 04 85 D led to amplitudes of around 3.5 irPa tar a disk rA area blockage ratio 0.25 ous to the 50 % increase in heat
release, rats The laWe mean flow ralte also issuined in a narrower stability range of 068 to 1 2 compared with 0 55 to 1 45 for thN smaler flow rate
The larger disk of area blockage ratio C.5 and an upstramn flow rate of 15 m/s led to a narrower angle of flame uprdd. arid rough combustion was
observed only in ducts longer then 850D Extensmve meaburernents in disg- it abiised flames were carried out wtit a disk c1 area blockage rat. a

0.25 located centrally In the duct to ittolerenoe of within 0,25 mm and an upstream flow rate of 10 m's in ~ie of the wide range of equivalence



ratios at which flame, stat ftlation was possible In smooth and in rough combustion.* The area blockage ratio was Innl-elsed to00.35 in the flow
arrangeent of Fig. If to rocommodato a f uelilng hole for atomised kerosione. Rough combustion In the flow anfl-jgemwits of Nsti I& c. J1, I *Ad
g woo deninvated by a quartear-wave frequency of around 95 Iiz In ihe upottream duct lengt alid in fth flow arrangment of Fig. to ty a halt Ways

frequency of around 130 Hz which gave way to a full-wavo frequency of around 240 Hz4 at equivalence alice close to 0.9.4

All flow atrangemento except that of Fig. ig led to axisymmetric flows and exit profiles of mean arnd ring teiiperature were symmetric to
within 2 % end repstwable to olhin I % In the mean and 5 % In thei ring, and radial profiles of unburnit hydrocarbon jUHC.) measured beweein the
"eIt and 4 duct diameterm (D) upotreamri of ihe exit were symmetric to within 2 % of the overall meeni hydrocarbon aLirpoeilion in the upstream
duct end repeatztle 'o within 2 %. The combustor duct was not Insulated and this led to heat kowee .romn the wall esatimatedl at between 1.5 ard
3.5 kW for heatl releases rates of itroaund 80 MW The eiffect of Othi heat loss on reaction progrese e# amaaU slince the flaime spreaJ from the ceiltre
of the duct towards the wall. raii heat losse implled, however, that the temperature measuremrwnts clogse to the well were not a measure of
reaction pirogresa. Carbon monoxIdo levels were low and 'ona than 0. 1 % at the duct enit at equivalenice ratios less than unity and UHC valuee
wwo' used to quantity re&.1ion progress. (The hydrocarbon content of the umreacted fuel-air mixtul a was arouind 6 1K at an equivalence ratio of
0.8 and wound 10 % at stoichiometlryi. Measurements of 002 and 02 ware carn~ed out to, valioie lthe UHC measuremenets where ruepsivary.

The results in the paragraphs that follow are for ari upstream bulk-mean flow rate of IC mit', unless ofthrwise stated. Detailed4
measuremenis of UHC are presented for equivalence ratio. mainly between 0.6 and 1.0 coresponding to heat rele"As rates sit around '40 and

65kW.

Methane-ir flames

Complete combustion of the fuel is not possible at fuel-to-air retics greater than stolchiometric, and detailed mictasuements in the flow

arrangement ot Fig. is were for equivalence ratios less than unity and downstream eict lengths of 8.5 and 10.5 D, to exarnirvoi the im~portance of
duct length to complete combustion and to the amnplitude of oscillations in rough cornivustion. The UHC valu#s increeseid with distance from the
duct axis and little UHO was detected at the centre of the duct in smooth comb~ustion rigs 3a and b show near-walt and osntre-ýina values of
ut-t in the exit plane for the two duct lengths with equivalence ratio as variabla. An Increase in bquivalence ratio from the toen limit to a value Of
around 0.7 resulted in a decrease in Ut-C at the exit to zero, and a further incieena to 0.75 led to rough combustion. Although iho agitation of
the flow due to rough combustion led to a faster reaction rate close to the ciek. the oscillation of 'he mean flow resulted in the presencrn of UHC
at the exit in the shorter duct. An increase in the equivalence r~to to 0 9 or In the duct length to 10.5 !) resi.'te in larger amiplitudes of
osicillatlon, more vigorous reaction and nearly complete combustion. Tho radial profiles of UHC at the exit of the snorter di~cy and at a distance of
8.5 0 from the disk in the longer In Fig. 3b for two values of equivalence ratio in smooth combustinn and two ir. rough curnbustion show that the
increase in duct length is beneficial to reaction progress and that the reaction reaihes completion over a smaller axial distance the-)iIn the shorter
duct,

The mean and ring temperature profiles in the exit plane for the two duct lengths at an equivalence ratio of 0.7 Associated with smnooth

combustion and a value of 0.8 and rough combustion. Fig. 4a, show that temperature fluctuations occurred onll,,n rough coimbustion And doese
to the *all and did not increase with the antinodal nis pressure. The dominant trequency In the temperature power spectra in rough combustion
(Fig. 4b) is the acoustic quarter-wave frequency and the large values of rms temperato e close to the wait are due to the cyjclic variation in reaction
progress caused by the osciation of the mean flow.

The amplitude of osclflations in rough combustion depends on the distribution of heal release close to the acoustic node at the flame-
holder, arnd a reduction in the inteniy of heat release could enable compete comnbustion without oscillations of large magnitude but will require
an increase Inr duct length. Measureens were carried out with two bluff-body flame holdere which are known to be less3 stisc~~tible to rough
combustion than a disk and ir. the flow arrangement of Fig. l b where the flamre was stabilise using swirl. The three-dimensional bluff-body I1151
was less susceptible to combustion oscillations than the disk in ducts shorter than 70 Dand the disk with radiall spokes 1141 averted trsj'.stion to
rough combustion at equivalence ratios tees than unity in ducts shorter than 90D. The antinlodal rrns pressures in rig. 5 show that an increase in
duct length to 10.50D reeults in rough combustion in flamree behind all three bluft bodies at equivalence retios greater than 0 73 but not in flames
sttbilse by sIVA".

The assumplt~on of an exit velocity profile corresponding io fully develoWe turftton! flow Onoa LW and mean temperature distributions
as in Pigs 3 and 4 irmplif that a putative value of 1 % for the near-wall LII- (measured 2 rl mm from the wail1) in smooth combustion with an
equivalence rafto of 0.7 will correspond to 4 % of the total fuel being unbumt. and 9 % for rojagh rxiomhuwvfn a&M an equivalence ratio of 0 8
Figure 6 shiows the vunlation of near-wall and centreo-Ie vialuefs of UH-C with emat distance over a distance of 4 D from the exit of a duct af length
850D for two values of equivalence ratio The UHO distr~iuion for the disk with redeall spoke, was usrmrlneti due to) flame aliachmarit to the
spokse at equivokenos ratios greater than 0.66, and near-wall valueis are shown in the planes of P's spokesi "n tbetw elfr lheon The U-IC
diet ributa" point tc a ~tey rate of re&Amto progirms in vt nooih combustion and Intense reaction close to tho flame holder fo~llowed by slower
reaction progres in laugh combustion so that duct length of 8.5 D is stufflioien to ensure completle combustion except tit equivalence ratios
clms to the ifan slabiity arnd flammability limits Reaction progresm in Irwosene spray flamnes in 114 paragraphs that follow will, therefore, be
comrpared malinly on fta bow of near wet valuese of UH-C vina durt of tength 8.50
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Forward injection of atomoleed kerosene behind disk

Liu of al. (9) reported detailed meanuremmnts of droplet size. flux and velocity using phase Dopple• velocimetry for an atomleer similar to
that used In the flow arrangements of Figs Ic, d, a and g, and it is sufficient for present plrposes to note that the Sauter mean diameter of the
droplets wa around 60 wn for the atomising air flow rate of 1.05 9/s at 523 K corresponding to a moan velocity of around 110 m/s and flow rates

of kerosene less than 0.5 g/s. Flame stabilisation required gaseous fuel since the upstream air was at around 20 °C, and experiments with flow
rates of the liquid and gaseous fuels as varlibles showed that it was possible to etabillse flames with kerosene constitUting atound 65 % by mess
of the total fuji at bulk mean flow rates around 10 m/s and dose to the lean flammability limit, The proportion of liquid fuel docressed to lees than
25 % at ;arger flow rates and equivalence ratios. The maximum flow rate of liquid fuel that could be used was also limited by the tendency of the
fuel to drip following Impingement on the flame holder at flow rates greater than 0.5 g/s corresponding to around 35 % of the stolchiometric mass
of kerosene at an upstream bulk mean flow rate of 10 m/s. and the results presented in this paper are for kerosene flow rates which did not load
to dripping.

The stoichiometric fuel-to-air ratols are different for kerosene and methane and the results that follow are presented on the basis of the
eqajivalence ratio expressed as the ratio of thw stolchlometric air necessary to bum the fuel and the actual air supplied. With kerosene injection
downstream of the flame-holder, the equivalence ratio of the methane-air mixture in the upstream duct was more useful in interpreting the
results. The masn flow rate of kerosene Is expressed in non-dimensional form as a fraction of the stoichiometpic mass flow rate for the kerosene.

Inspection of the wall temperature distributions in the flow arrangement of Fig. Ic without and with liquid fuel suggested tiat the flame
was making conta&t with the wall at a shorter distance from the disk than in the arrangement of Fig. Ia. Near-wall meacurements of UHC were
made in smooth combustion at a distance of 4 D from the exit of the duct of length 8.5 D, without and with unheated atomising air and in the
absence of liquid fuel for an upstream flow rate of 10 m/s and an equivalence ratio of 0.7. The UHC value decreased from around 2.5 % without
atormisng air to around 1.2 % with unheated atomising air due to the Impingement of the atomising air on the flame-holder. The resulting
increase in upstream turbulence did not, however, lead to larger amplitudes of oscillation. Figure 7 shows the flammability limits for the flow
arrangement of Fig. Ic and two values of upstream mean tiow rate. The flow distribution past the flame-holder was altered by the injection of
atomising air so that the flammability and stability limits were different from those for the premixed methane-air flame. In the absence of liquid fuel,
the lean flammability limit for an upstream bulk mean velocity of 10 m/s was around 0.62 compared with 0.55 for the premixed flame without the
asomising je! due to the dilution of the fuel-air mixture close to the disk This also resulted in a reduction In heat release close to the disk and in
smaller amplitudes of oscillation. 'he richer fuel-air mixture away from the disk and the larger turbulence intensity led, however, to faster reaction
progress further downstream. An increase in the air flow rate to 15 m/s led to an increase in fuel composition closer to !he disk and to larger
amplitudes of oscillation comparable with those in premixed flows and a narrower flammability range due to the uneven distribution of fuel
composition in the vicinity of the flame-holder.

The addition of a small amount of liquid fuel enabled flame stabilisation at a smaller equivalence ratio than without liquid fuel and an
increase in the proportion of liquid fuel to values greater than 2n % of the total led to an increase in the lean stability limit based on the overall
equivalence ratio due to most of the kerosene remaining in the q luid phase, The injection of liquid fuel resulted in a decrease in the amplitude
of oscillations because of the decrease In intensity of heat release close to the disk caused by the combustion delay due to the evaporation of
the droplets and, to a smaller extent, by some of the heat release being used in the evaporation of the droplets.
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Figure 7' Lean flammablity and stlblity limits and antinodal rms pressures
FlowarrangameitofFig Ic, D=50mm, d=0.5D, Xx18D. a)U=10mM/, A- mk=O; V- mk/Mk,s=ll;b) U-l5m/6, A - rnkr0;V-

mk--k,--_,O.O8
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Measurements of UHC within the duct showed that a lengtP'. of around 7.5 ) was adequate to ensure complete combustion for
equivalence ratioe between 0.6 and 1.0 and in the absence of combustut oscillations. Rough combustion led to new-wall UHC values of order
0.7 % at the duct tfor the duct length of 8.5 D in Flg. 8, and an Increase In duct Wngh to 10.5 D reulted in complete omLiustion as in the
flow arrangement of Fig. Ia. Figure 8 also shows that the UHC values measured 4.5 0 from the disk decreased with equivalence ratio for the

different values of kerosene flow rate.

The impingWemnt of the jet of atomlisng air on the flamne-holder led to an increase In upstream turbulence wNd to a faster rate of reaction.
It also led to an uneven distribution of fuel close to the flamre holder and flanmabli•ty and stability *lM differant from those for .he disk•s•abilied
flames In the flow arrangement of Fig. le. The differences In the roat.'tin progrem rat"e without and with liquid fuel, although small, were due to
differences In the amplitude of oscillation, and UHC measurements In the flow arrangements of Figs. Id and a with a more homogenous
distribution of fuel and air are likely provide more condcuive evidence on the Influence of alornised kerosene on reaction programn.

-,ý,4.5 D xu8.5 D

mk 2m

mk "mk,e-0.2•

04 0.7 0.8 L9 1.0 to 0.7 as 0* 1.0
equivalence ratio equivalence ratio

Figure 8: L 7igitudinal variation of UHC valued
FlowarrangementadFcig. Ic, D=50mm, d=0.5D. Xa18D, Ul10m/8 o - noarwall; a - contra.

Backward Injection of kerosene

The amount of kerosene that could be injected In the flow arrangement of Fig. Id was, again, limited by the tendency of the liquid fuel tc

drip from the anvil, and detailed measurements were nade with kerosene flow rates las than 0.3 g/s, corresponding to around 20 % of the
stoichiometric mass of kerosene, for whici all fuel was burned within the duct. Since the flammability and stability limits depend on the vapour
phase of the fuel composition in the flow past the disk, the flammability and stability limits of Fig. 9 increased with the flow rate of kerosene due to
kerosene remaining in the lquld phase and the amplitude of osciliations in rough combustion was similar to that in the flow arrangement of Fig.
Is. Inspection of the wall temperature indicated that the flarme made contact with the wal at a shortar distance from the disk than in the methane-
i" flanme in the flow arrangement of Fig la and the values of UHC at the centre of the duct mid near the wali at a distance of 4.5 D from disk (Fig.

10) were less than those for the methane air flame for an upstream flow rate of 10 m/s and a duct length of 8.5 D due to the higher turbulence
intensity. Although the values of UHC at this location increased with the flow rate of kerosene due to the evaporation of the droplets, the exit

values showed smeller differences.

The maximum flow rate of kerosene was Increased to 0.5 g/u corresponding to 35 % of the stoichiometric mess of kerosene in the flow

arrangement of Fig Is with the upstream air preheated to 150 0C. The higher mean temperature of the upstream flow implied a faster reaction
rate than in the unheated flow arrangement of Fig. Id, and the upstream mean flow rate w3ai 15 .nis compared with 10 m/s in the other flow
arrangements in order that the range of values of the mass flow and heat release rates were the some for all flow arrangements, Tue lean
flammability and stability limits in Fig 11 are nearly the same as those for the premixed flames in the flow arrangement of Fig Ia and their variation
with kerosene flow rate is small due to the evaporation of a larger part of the kerosene in the upstream duct, Rough combustion dominated by
the half-wave frequency gave way to a full-wave frequency aI an equivalence ratio of around 0 9 for all flow rates of kerosene due to the long
ulstream duct length and the larger mean velocity The reaction progressed to completion over a shorter distance than in tWe flows Nith
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uripeheatled air due to the higher reaction rafte at the higher tempeatur: the LIHC values at a distance of 015D from the dfidk (Fig. 12) we sirn-Aar
to thoei atl a distance of e.5 D in unheated flows without and with kerosene, The increase In UMC with the mass flow rate of kerosene furlther
wpetrgw at a distance of 4.50D from the disk was, as In fth unpreheated flow arrangement of Fig. I d, due io eamo of the Wowean remaining In
the liui phase downstream of fth tlame-holder.
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Figure 9. Loan flarmnabilify and stability limits and antinoal rmu pressures
Hlow wrwigwenofFig.Id. D 50 mm, d -0.5 D, X 18D, U =10 mn/. a .rm,-3; '7 Mk/mKna=0.2.
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Figure 10: UHC values within the duct and at exit
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Figure 12: UHC values within the duct and at exit
Flow arrangement of Fig, to, Du=50Omm, d .5OD, X -18D, U a10m/s. o- nowrwall, a - contre.

Forward Injection of kerosene through the disk

In the flow arrangeimentlof Fig. It, the fuel waseInjected through a 7mm hole in adisk of dameter 30mm with anarea blockage of around
0.34 compared with 0.25 in the other fuelling arrange~ments The Increase in diameter was necessary to ensurs, flame stabilisaltion over a range
of eqOvaleinoe ratios sinilar to that for the disk ot area bolockagle ratio 0.25. The diameter of the central hole in the disk was larger than that of thb
atloriser so Its to reduce the bulk mean velocity of fth atomnising &m to a value of around 50 m/s from around 110 rn/s in the atcomisei The smaller
axial velocity was more compatiblo with the mnean flow rate in tND, combustor duct (13 rn/s in the plane of the flame-holdesr and around 50 m/9 at
the exit) and prolonged the residenoe time of the"lqi fuel within the combuateor The lean flammal. Ditty limit for the flame with a central let of air
was higher than that for tho disk without a central let of air, Injection of kerosene resulted in a decrease in the flamnmability, limit due to the fuel rich

air flow on the inside of the annular recirculation zone behind the disk, and flame stwbilisation was possible without gaseous fuel far kerosenri
flow rates greater than 0.4 g/, corresponding to an equivalence ratio of 0.27. due to the establishment of a diffusion flame at the Centre of the
disk by the kerosene rich atomising jet. The lean stability linit based on the overall equivalence ratio increased with liquid tuel flow rate, and a
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closer examination of the results showed that this stability limits based on the equivalence ratio of the premixed methasie-air ?!ow upstream ot the
disk In Fig, 13 for a downstream duct length of 8.5 D and a bulk mean flow rate of 10 rn/s on a non-reacting basis were nearly Invariant wftn the
fiow rate of kerosene. The figure also shows that the amplitude of oscillations depended mainly on the equivalence ratio of the gaseous fuel air
mixture which determined the intensity of heat release close to the disk and was comparable with values In Figs. 4a and 8 for met hane-air flames
behind a disk of area blockage ratio 0.25.
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Figure 13: Lean flammability and stability limits based on upstream equivalence ratio, and antinodat rms pressures
Flow arangement ofFig, 11, D z 50mmi,d =0.5 DX z18D, U z 5rn/s. A - Mk=-O; o mk/mk,-.2..

R~eaction Dogroes in flows with a central jet of air was slower than in premixed flames behind a disk in the flow arranigement of Fig. la, and
the addition of kerosene enabled complete combustion inside a duct of length 8.5 D for kerosene flow rates less than 0.3 g/s (corresponding to
0,? of the stoichiometric mass) and smooth combustion. Unbumt hydroc~rbori was evdent at the duct exit on transition to rough combustion.
and the exit profiles of Fig. 14 show that an increase in duct length to 10.5 D resulted In complete combustioni. Larger flow rates of kerosene
compri~sing more than 30 % of the total fuel led to soot formation and bright yellow Ila'-es because of the large fuel-to-air ratio in the central let
and the short residence time of the kerosene leading to incomplete combust ion at the contre of the duct.
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Figure 14: UHC profiles at exit
Flow arangemenof Fig. if. D -50mm, d -0.5DX w18D, U 10 m/ o upstream equivalence ratio 0. 7; A -0.8.
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Oscillatory Injection of kerosene

The Sauter mean diameter of the kerosene droplets from the pintle injector were measured by laser diffraction method to be around 140

lpm and the mean velocity of the spray around 10 mla in still air. The laser dihraction method, unlike phase Doppler velocimetry. underestimates

the diameter by around 30 % [181 and the crtual Sauter mean diameter c0 the droplets is likely to be around 200 pm compared with around 150

pm for petrol [16, 19). The Injector was located in the plane of the disk and the kerosene injected towards the centre of the duct at an angle of

45 0 to the axis to drect the fuel into the burning zone close to the disk.

The Influence of the frequncy of lnje*;'i and the equivaitnc. ratio of the upstream fuel-air mixture were examined with downstream

duct lengths of 8.5 and 10.5 D. The mean Injection rate of kerosene, maintained at the possible minimum that will permit atomisation, varied

linearly with frequency from 0.1 g/s at 50 Hz to 0,3 g/s at 150 Hz. An increase in the Injection rate at a given frequency did not result in an

increase in amplitude of combustion oscillationa due to the slow evaporation of the fuel. The oscil'ation of fuel led to pressure fluctuations of

large amplitude at equivalence ratios associated with smooth combustion only when the forcing frequency was close to the quarter-wave

frequency the entire duct length. Amplitudes of up to 1.5 kPa at a frequency of 63 Hz were obter'ed with a downstream duct length of 8.5 D

and upstream equivaksice ratios between 0.7 and 0.73. The amplitude of oscillations increased to around 1.8 kPa at a frequency of 61 Hz when

the duct length was Increased to 10.5 D. Oscillations dominated by the quarter-wave frequency of 95 Hz In the upstream duct with amplitudes

greater than 2 kPa were observed in rough combustion at upstream equivalence ratios greater than 0.74. Figure 15 shows the variation of the

rms prassure close lo the upstream end of the combustor for a duct length of 8.5 D, an upstream flow rate of 10 m/s and two values of upstream

equivalence ratio In the flow arrangement of Fig. ig with frequency of osctillation of fuel as variable.

i I i I i
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Figure 15: variation of rm$ pressure with frequency

Flow arrangement of F4 Ig. D = 50 mm, d = 0.5 D. X = 18 D, U = 15m/s. A - upstream equivalence ratio= 0.,7: o - 0.71.

Combustion was incomplete because of the uneven distribution of fuel due to a large part of 'he fuel spray crossing the rý.&circulition

zone behind the disk. Part of the tlsme was yellow at the exit and there was evidence of soot formation. Figure 16 shows the exit profiles of

UHC and CO for a duct length of 8.5 D and two values of equivalence ratio, one associated with a small amplitude of oscillation and the other with

an antinodai rms pressure of around 1.3 kPa. The values of UHC end CO on the side of the wall opposite the point of injection of fuel are large

due to the large concentration of kerosene in that part of the flow. Further away, the values of CO are smaller and the UHC va~uee comparable

values of UHC resulting from an excess of fuel in one part of the flow.

Oscillations in rough combustion were ameliorated with a closed-loop control arrangement [131 by pulsing the fuel ot the dominant

quarter-wave frequency of 95 Hz in the upstream dvct and out of phase with it. The characteristics of the Injector determined that the mean
injection rate of kerosene was around 13 % of the total fuel and the oscillatory input was, therefore. not varied. Control was applied to oscillations.

with antinodal rms pressure of up to 2 kPa in a duct of length 8.5 D to avert damage to the injector nozzle due to the heating of the wall by the

oscillation of 'he nlame front ahout the plane of the disk at larger amplitudes of oscillation. and the rms preseure was attenuated by around 10 dB
(a factor of 3) as In active control by the oscillation of gaseous fuel aW a constant amplitude [131. Reaction progress was not affected by control

since incomplete combustion was due the uneven distribution of fuel.

4. DISCUSSION

The most important resit of the present study is that pulsed injection of likuid fuel cmn induce oscillations of large amplitude at

equivalence ratios usually associated with smooth combustion and control oscillations of large amplitude in rough combustion. Pulsed injection

of keroewne cormpnng around 10 % of the total fuel Induced amplitudes similar to thorre induced by the oscillation of gaseous fuel comprising

around 15 % of the total fuel behind the flame-holding disk In a duct of diameter 50 mm (201. These amplitudes were possible despite the

burning oft a large fraction of the pulsed kerosene far downstream of the disk. rho minimum value at the mean injection rate of krrosene at the
dominant frequency determined that control was imposed with an oscillatory input of constant amplitude, and the attenuation of the antinodal

rms pressure by 10 dB (a factor -f 3) was the same as that reported by Hendricks et &l. [131 for control by the oscillation of gaseous fuel at
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Figure 16: UWC and CO profiles at exit

Flow arrangement of Fig. 1g, 0= 50mm, d =0.5 D, X = 18 D. U= 10 m/s, mk/mks, 0,1.
a) upstream equivalence ratio = 0.67; b) upstream equivalence ratio = 0.71; o -UHIC; i -CO

constant amplitude but 5 dB (a factor of 1.7) less than that with a variable amplitude. The amplitude of the pulsed input can, however, be varied

at larger heat release rates since the minimum value of the injection rate wil be a smaller fraction of the total fuel. Preheating of the fuel, improved
atomisation and optimisation of the direction and location of fuel injection will enable the burning of the oscillated fuel close to the flame-holder
and increase the effectiveness of th6 oscillatory input so that the amount of fuel that needs to be pulsed will be a very small fraction of the total,
and active control will sitl need to address the problem of modulating the oscillation of fuel, especially at heat release rates less than 1 MW.

The duct length necessary to ensure complete combustion decreases with the overall equivalence ratio of the fuel-air mixture and is
nearly independent of the proportion of kerosene to methane in the vapour phase. An increase in the turbulence intensity upstream of the
flame holder can lead to faster reaction rates, for example, complete combustion was possible over an axial distance of 7 D in smooth combistion
for an equivalenc, ratio of 0.8 and a mean flow rate of 10 m/s in swirl stabilsed flames and flanmes behind a disk with radial spokes and the higher
turbulence intensity in the flow arrangement of Fig. 1 c reduced this distance to around 4.5 D. 1he reaction rate also Increases with upstream
temperature in accordance with the expression for combustion efficiency in stirred reactors i-e]:

q -f [p1,75 VC exp (Tio) / m]

where p and T are the pressure and temVr.rature at the burner Inlet, Vc is the burner volume, m Is the mass flow rate and b is a parameter
represonting temperatuie dependence and taken as 300 for temperature uxpressed in Kelvin. This imp-ies that, for a given mass flow rate, the

duct length required for complete combustion with an upstream temperature of 150 OC as in the flow arrangement of Fig le will be 30 % less
than that for a temperature of 20 °C in the flow arrangement of Fig. id. The axial distances necessary for the completion of combustion in the
absence of liquid fuel were In good agreement with this estimate. Flows with liquid fuel shcwed similar trends although quantitative comparison
is hampereia by the presence of different proportions of the fuel in liquid phase

Heat release distribeition close to the flame holder can be altered, for inst3nce by the addition of swirl [221, an an increase in the intensity
of heat relesae leads to larger amplitudes and a decrease to smaller ampiltudes arnd less susceptibility to rough combustion. The present
measurements have confirmed the importance of the Intensity of heat release close to the flame holder to rough combustion and that of flame
confinement tc the amplitude. The reason why certain flame holder designs are less susceptible to rough combustion than others cannot,
however, be explained fully on the basis of the present results and detailed measurements of the mean and oscillating temperature and velocity
in the near iield of the flame holders are necessary.

The flammability and stability limits in kerosene-fuelled flames appears to depend on t; e vapour phase of the flow upstream of the flame
holcsr, and measurements with preheated air have shown that the slower reaction progress In the section of the duct near the flamn-holde, in
kerosene spray 1iam's Is due to part of the kerosene remaining in the liquid posse. The olt'aronce in the duct leeigths necessary t,3 isure
flame confineament in flames without and with kerosene was small except in fuelltIg arrangements which led to a large concentration of kerosene
in a section of the flow. A variation in the proportlio of kerosene by betweert 0 and 40 % did net result in a difference in amplitude of oscillations
This is In agreement with earlier comparisons between methane and propane fuelled premixed flames 123J and justifies the use o; light
hydrocarbons to model heavier hydrocarbon fuel eomn•bision.
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SUIMMARY predicting fleets of hit. ireds of transports operating at

The next generation of commercial aircraft will include NMach 2.0 to 2.5. with airfares only slightly higher than today's
thronex geng iones withoperfcorma ver ls s iircrantwlly iter long-range subsonic fares. Economical fuel consumption is a

requirement. But the largest technical challenge here is low
than those in the current fleet. Control of particulate and levels of oxides of nitrogen emissions during engine cruise
gaseous emissions will also be all integral part of the engine such that there would he no adverse impact to the earth's
design criteria. These performarce and emission requirement.s environterk, specificaly the atmosphere's ozone I.,er.
present a techniciJ challenge for the combustor: control of the
fuiel and air mixing and control of the loce! stoichiometry willfuel and air mxintained controlofthe rigrousy to wiomth c - These technical and environmental chaflenges represent design
ha'e to be maintained much more rigorously, than with com- requirements for the combustor that i.re outside of engine
bustors in current production. A better understanding of the companies' experience. Empirically based design methods are
flow physics of liquid fuel spray combustion is necessary. insufficient by themselves. To augment this design system, the
This paper describes recent experiments on spray combustion companies are increasingly turning to computatiogn l fluid

ik here detailed measurements of the spray characteristics were dynamics (CFD) computer codes. Severe limitations with cur-

made. including local drop-size distributions and velocities. reitly available codes are excessive time requirements to run

Also. an advanced combustor CFD code has been under deve- availode ode a cmpie timbu iremes t run
opet CF code to analyze a complex combustor design: a penalty

eoperimentand predictins. Somthdies suco artescompd with pboth in turn-around time for design answers as well as cost for
experimental reults. Studies such as these will provide the calculations. We at NASA are attempting to improve this
information to the advanced cotiv stor designer on fuel spray current situation in the industry by developing a fast. robust.
quality andv mixing effectiveness. Validatioin of new fast, efficient computer code for internal chemical reacting flows.

robust, and efficient CFD codes will also enable the combus-

tor designer to use them as valuable additional design tools for The obetive is to produce a CFD code that caii le used is
a more powerful design tool in the industry to anal)ze coin-

optimization of combustor concepts for the next generation of plex combustor designs in significantly shorter turn-around

time that, current computer codes can achieve.

.,. INTRODUCTION An integral part of tlie development of a new Crl. coJe is the

Aircraft engines being envisioned now for the next-centur) validatio, of this code with experimenis that represert the
aircraft will have requirements that present formidable techni- comnple', features of the flows %isich need to be analyzed.
cal challenges to the combustor designer. lit tlie subsoiic Tlinerefoe. at NASA %%e are also conducting expersments on
commercial tranisport arena, demand for low ok.rattltZ cost liquid hliel spra) coinbusting flows with increa.simsgl) complex
translates into reduced fuel consumption and improved dura- features. This %kill provide some of the required data tfor
bility and reliability. Higher operating pressures of the validation of our CFD code and other's codes. Detailed mea-
combustor are forecast, with high.er resulting tuel system surements of both liquid sprays and gas characteristics are
turndown ratios. Coupled with these performance requirements being obtained under both nonburiiing mid burning condlitions.
is the demand world wide for contrcl of pollutant emissions
from aircraft engines, especially oxides of nitrogen. lit the This paper will highlight recent results that NASA has
arena of supersonic commercial transports, forecasts are obtained with its spray combustion experiment and describe

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on Fuel and Combustion Technology frr Advanced Aircraft E ngines: May 19N.



the formulation and physical modeling of its new spray coin1- stream entered 'he coinbustor in three radial locations. passed
bustion (TI) code (AILSPI1)). 'the application of this code to through a honeycomib flow, straightener, and the swirlers
combustion problems will he illustrated by several examples. before exiting the coimhustor. The swirler was located 140) toom

uipstreaim of' the comabustor exit. The flow fromn flht Combustor4
0. SPRAY~ COMBUSTION EF PERt I ENS dischai, med Into ambient, stagnant surrounimbigs.

Combuiting sprays are very important for gas turbine engine The combustor was mounted vertically within a large
applications, The Investigation of combusting spl'ays shutluud ( 1.8 In s4 by 2.4 an It igh) enclosure. The em ire eniclosure "vas
lead to a better understanding of the phy mics involved in this mounted on two sets of linear bearings and was traversed
coniplicated process, Important processes involved in cornboitut Using tpeioost rvd oini w ietos hing spnk)ys are lthe Interaceioins betwveen the droplets and the gcoantifisto asmol tosel pouldbe mtravrne in twe viertios'ica
gas phase. lthe %-hporization of the droplets. and chemnical drctombusing athird istperf mouletoavrse io allo measrements
reactiolts; with heat release. TIhese physical processes are atialrlcationusing thir tper flwind thi allangementallowede
coupled and cani only be conpietely described usinig numerical ragt al ountiong i of e flowticald Thimponent eenaloe
moddling. As pars of an efont to improve the numerical ridmonngfal uclcmpets
niodelmn; (if gas turbine combustors. an ex~perimneatal study The phase/Doppler particle analyzer was used for all nien-
has beemi undertaken to obtaein a daia set for a relatively simple suremenets reported in this zttudy. A scliernat&' or thie twe-
l iquid-fueled comnbustor that cani le used for comparison with soni i.2 h emfo

numerical models (Ref. 1), ~~comiponent iaistnmment is soni i.2 h ep ri
numeicalmodls (ef. ?.0 W Argon. Ion laser is split into 4986.0 arnd 5 14.1 aim wit vz-

Because of' their practical application:-. swirling flows with lengths using it dichroic iniim-or. 17ach beaiii is then fiwiised
combstin hae ben sudid byn lrge umbr of mvso- onto a rotating diffraction grating which splits each beam inito

gatorE. Earlier reviews of swirling flows both with and wvithout several pairs. The two first-order beams for each wavelength
combustion present some general trends (Refs. 2 to 4). These ar thnrcollinaed ondo focued opiat axpint toin for tiheto
papers predate the development of nioniaurusive, laser-based i-rcolmtdnifcueattpittoon hew-

diagiosics:conequeill al of he esuls dscried ere component probe voluitne. In the present -tudy. thle trrinsanit-
dgiostaindcsin contrsieuinstrumealltof tarsut described werctre ling optics utilized a 500 mmn focal length lens. The a'eceiv .ng
omeaiuredmsientsfrusivse intypaentafio% aeendt petaibled sitrhtr optics were located .10 degrees off axiq in (lhe torwat 6-scatter

measremntsforthee tpesof loss wre totposibl. Wtfi direction. Light was collected uising s 0)m oa-egl
lthe ad'erit of newer instmneaannatioai techniques. namely laser ge~,adte oue noa10p by 50 mmi long slit.he
Doppler aneminunetry. additional details of lthe structure of colecrIthed lightuse thn slto and0 pickdu by I ti our plt hoto
these types of flows began to emierge. Laser Doppler aieiii- dlertetrs lihre arten arritangd toitokeat tie sigal foromhothe

metry'~~~~~~~~~~~~~ veosymaueet nsryfae ~f.~ad6 14.5 beanis and one receives l ight from thfe 488 nit i baats.
reveail somne of the flowfield stncttire of swirl ing flarnes. The Ec ftetrepooeetr o h re em r
development of the phases Doppler particle analyzer (Ref'. 7). iaged at a(difetrentaea p ofthdelect i on (len aren theamphase
enabled the sintultateous measuiremneat of droplet size ndiae atnd differenct between the solgnctls isn usefo the sipheria-e
veiocitv. This instrumenr has been tised by a number of inves- dfeec ewe h inl sue o h ivdtria
tigators for measurements in spray' flamnes in a variety of lo.Dti ftetsiiin a efudi e.7
coitfigujrations (Refs. 8 to 12). This iostruitent has the In the present study', velom ities of both time liquid and gaseous
capability to mneasure velocities of both the gas and droplet phases were measured. 'Ibis was iccomnplishied by seedinag lthe
phases in a coinbusting spray. gas phase wato iominida I pm size aluiniatuin-oxide particles.

B.1 EXPE.RIMEFNT The coflow. air-assist flow, and lthe amrbient surroundings
were all seeded to minimize biasing. Phase discriminettion is

Thle Co~btistor titif ized in thie presenlt experimenet is illustrated inherent in the instruimentation with the Ability' to size each
in Fig. 1 . It consists of a center mnounted air-assist ftel noz.zle. mneasured particle. At each spatial location, two ineasureinevts
Parker Hannaitin research simplex air-assist atomizer. sur- %s'ere taken in order te accurately measure the velocity of each
rotunded by a coflowing air stream. The nozzle orifice diamne- phase. A threshold voltage for the photodetectors at the speci-
ter was 4.8 nmm, Both the air assist and the coflow air streamns fied laser power was detenmined experimentally, below which
had swirl imparted to them using 45 degree swirlere. The signals from the alurninuin-oxide particles were not detected.
swirlers were constructed by nvia-imting 45 degree slots inato For the droplet measurements. the photodetector voltage was
rings. Both streams were swirled iii the same direction for the kept below this threshold value in order to eliminate interfer-
presenit study. The combustion air was not preheated aiid ence from the altiminum-oxide particles. Total laser power for
entered thie combustor at 297 K. The top of thie air-assist all wavelengths wsas fixed at 1.5 WV for all thie mensuremients.q
nozzle was water cooled to prevetit overheating of an 0-ring Pairticle, ý% ith diatiieters, khs an 2,4 pan were uised to repre-
in the nozzle assembly. Trhe temperatures of the f~iel. atorniz- scait tle v.as phase %clocmt( . Two comaplete traserses were
ing air and coflow air streams were imeasured utsing (laruinal tak-en an order to measuire all three componlents of velocity and
Aluinel thermocouples. Flow rates of t1w' air streamrs "~ere provide a check- on flov,' sy mmetry. Each ta'averst measured
measured using calibrated orifices and the fuel flowv rate was axial velOCity and either radial or angular Velocity. Generally.
aneastired using a mass flowineter. All restults reported ini the (A4 000 measurement attemp~ts were mnade at each ineasuremient
present study' are reported for a coflow air flow rate of location. 'The percentage of measurements actually' validated
13.88 g/s. an air-assist flow rate of 0.96 g/s. and a fuel flow depieaded on lthe nuinlier density and velocities of droops- at
rate of 0.38 q/s. TIhe fuel used was heptane. TIhe coflow each location andý ranged from about 65 to 90 percent.
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112 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Mean velocities for the drops are presented in Figs. 5(a) to (c)
for the case wilth combustion. In the experimental study.

In (fit present study. results Are presented for a single axial frlv aewt obsin n(i xeietlsuy
1Itn t aepreent study.tresult f re presenoled fr phasie axialts velocities were mearured for drop sizes ranging from 4 tohl.'atioii at 5 mii dowazstream of the nozzle. Gas phase results 142 pm. Results are p~esented for drop sizes cf I5, 32 antd

for mean velocities are presented in Figt. 3(a) to (c) for 12 ur. Mesurss are aesented ind
52. um. Measured Sim phase velocities are ahlso presented in

isothermal. single-phase flow without droplets and two-phase the figure. Note that results are only illustrated from -15 to
flow with combustion. Metan gas phase axial velocity. + 15 mm for t(ie radial direction because no drops were present
presenied in Fig. 3(a). presents results from a complete at larger radial locations. Figure 5(a) presents mean drop axial
traverse across the comnbustor and illustrates the symmetry of velocity at 5 mm downstream. Similar to the results previously
the flowfield. The combustor exit dimensions are illustrated on shown for T -as phase, the flowfield is very symmetric.
the x-axis of the figure for refert ce. A small recirculation Axial zlocity is correlated with drop size in all regions. In
tone i,, evident near the center of the nozzle, At this axial
location relatively Hose to the nozzle, velocity gradients are eaximum velocity of the gas phase was about 38 mins and

extremely large in the flow from the air-assist streaun contain- abo ut 28 locisyFor the 32 pi d s e the a xiu m veloa -

ing the droplets. Effects of combustion on the flowfield are ity of the I o pti 2 drops lagged the gas phase by about 5 v/s.

signifioant. Both the nraximtin and minimum mean axial In the ceniter lg the flowfield is a small recirculation zone, see

"velocities are increased for the combusting case compared to Fig. 3(c)e There. only the 1i pm drops showed negative azeial

the isothermnal case due to the gas expansion associated with Fig. where larger drops showe negaties.

the heat release, Por the case with combustion. ve!7cities velocities while larger drups had positive velocities.

increase from ne.rly 0 to 35 nms and then decrease to -30 nvs Mean drop radial velocities are presented in Fig. 5(b). Again.
within a radius or about 12 mm. Mean axial velocities in the there is a correlation between drop size and velocity in the
coflow stream are not affected by the combustion at this axial flowfield. Maximum mean radial velocities are slightly higher
location. than maximum axial velocities for the drops due to the heat

Figure 3h presents mean radial velocity for the gaS liase, AE release antl radial expansion of the gas. Mean angular veloci-
ties of the drops are presented in Fig. 5(c). Angular velocityshown in Fig. 3ib). effects of combustion are very dramatic isotasymrcanislomuhslerhateohr

tor radial velocit) -Max•imum tadial velocities increased fromn i n -smercadi ~s nc ialrta h te
two componm-nts of velocity. The mean drop angular velocity

about hO m's for the isothermal case to about 40 rn/s for the is a strong function of the drop size with the smaller drops
case with combilstion due to the radial expansion of the gas. showing the least velocity difference with the gas phase.
Again. tihe gas from the coflow stream is not affected by the
comtbustion at this %xial location. Fluctuating droplet axial, radial, and angular velocity com-

ler~n gas phase avgmiir -clcities ar? -resented in Fig. 3(c). pomlents for the three drop sizes and gas phase are presented
in Figs. 61a) to (c). respectively. The fluctuating drop veloci-For this case. reactivii and oil prý;seaxc of droplets decreases ties preseated are root-mearn-squared (rms) values. Generally.

the ma;xinum angular velo, ifies in ihe fiuwt'ield. Some of (lie ithe smnaller drops are affected more by the gas phase turbu-
decrease in angular velocity for the gas phase can be atiri- lence anid have larger fluctuating velocities than die larger
bited to the momentmn transýerred to the dioplets since they drops. 'elocity fluctuations are clearly not isotropic since
do not iitmal;y have a swirl component. fluctuating axial and radial velocities are considerably larger

than fluctuating angular velocities.
Fluctuaing gas phase velocities are presented in Figs. 4(a) to

(c) for both the single-phase. isothermal ad the two-phase. In addition to drop mean and fluctuating velocities, the liquid
combtisting cases. All fluctuating velocities presented are reot- volume flux is important in two-phase flovs. Drop number-
mean-squared (rms) valise!. Figure 4(a) presents radial profiles flux measurements are presented in Fig. 7. where resul!s are
of gas phase fluctuating axial velocity. Maximum values of illustrated for four drop size groups. As shown in Fig. 7.
fluctuating axial velocity aie similar for Ixbth the combusting number flux is nearly symmetric. The results show that
and isothermal cases. The case with combustion does show smaller droplets have much larger number fluxes. Tfhe distri-

Warger values of axial rms velocity at radial locations between bution of the larger droplets is still very important since much
approxiniatcly 5 and 15 mm froin the center of t(ie no0.zle. of the liquid mass is contained in the larger droplets.
Axial velocities are also higher at these locations for the Relatively few drops are found in the center region of the
combusting case, see Fig. 3ja). FluctuatGng radial velocities. flowfield due to the 45 degree swirler that is used in the air-
illustrated in Fig. 4(b). show dramatic differences between the assist stream.
isothermal and comhusting cases. The maximum velocit, loca-
tions have shifted radially outward corresponding to t(ie shift C. COMBUSTION CFD CODE
in mean rdial veloei,. see Fig. 3(b). The maximum fluctuat-
ing radial velocity has also increased from ahout I mi s to I'he ,,lit.ctI e ,,t the present work is to develop a numerical
1.5 ms. soltliomi procedure %Nhich can efficientl) handle the coupling

hetwveen a spray model and a well-developed strongly implicit
Fluctuating angular gas phiase velocities are presented in flow solution algorithm (Refs. 13 and 14). In the past. spray
Fig. 4(c). Similar to the results shown for mean angular gas models have been coupled with different flow algorithms and
phase velocities. fluctu.atintg angular velocities generally shown some promising results (Refs. 15 to 17). However.
decreased with combustiun and the presence of the liquid most of the spray models were coupled with a flow soiver
phase compared to die single-phase. isothermal case. A small employing a segregated approach, such as a TEACH-type
regior roain a radius of about 7 to 15 mm shows increased code (Refs. 15 and Ib). which has been used very extensively
values of fluctuating angular velocity for the case with combustion. in the industries for the past two decades. Although simple
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and easy to implement.l the TEACH-type code usually suffers (Ref, 33) extended tfie analysis of Gosinian et Al. to include tile
poor convergence due to the explicit (or semi-implicit) effects of turbulence on iuterphase heat and mass transport.
treatments of the chemical source terms and the sequential Their stochastic separated flow (SSF) model (Ref. 33) has;
solution approach. Recent development of CFD techniques and been evaluated in a wide variety of parabolic flows with ver)
the advent of computer technology have allowed us to explore encouraging results.
more ambitious schemes to solve reacting flow problems.
Strongly coupled and implicit numerical schemes, although In a recent paper (Ref. 34), the ALLSPD algorithm was
requiring much more computer storage and complexity of the extended to include a SSF spray model (Ref. 33), a recently
algorithm. have been very popular for nenreacting compressi- developed low Reynolds number K-C turbulence model
ble (Refs. 18 and 19) aud incompressible (Refs. 20 and 21) (Ref. 35) and a multiblock treatment to calculate the gas
flow coIrIputat ions. turbine combustion flows. where the liquid spray is an in-

portant ingredient of combustion. Although the turbulence
Shuen and Yoon (Ref. 22) developed a coupled scheme for model has been included in this study for turbulent combus-
high speed reacting flows. RPLUS. which has been used and tion flow calculations, the mean flow quantities are still used
studied quite extensively in recent years. However, like other in the chemistry calculations. The turbulence closure prob!em
compressible flow solution algorithms. RPLUS may not he for chemistry is more complicated and computationall) intei-
suitable for low speed flow computations. There are two well- sive. The consideration of a suitable turbulent combustion
recognized reasons (Refs. 23 to 25) for the convergence closure model is left for our next-phase study in the near
difficulties related to compressible flow codes. First. the future.
system's eigeCIvalues become stiff at low flow velocities.
Second, the pressure term in the momentum equation becomes In this paper. in addition to the gas turbine spray combustion
.igular as time Mach number approaches zero. which yields a flow. a single-phase premixed turbulent combustion flow amd
large roundoff error and smears the pressure variation field. a nonreacting turbulent flow are Jso included to demonstrate
This will not only result in slow convergence but often will the current status of this research. In the following sections, a
produce inaccurate solutions. To circuinveil thie above diffi- brief mathematical formulation of the governing equations for
culties. Shuen et al. (Ref. 13) developed A coupled numerical bolt gas and liquid-phases is described. The numerical method
algorithm for chemical nonequilibrium viscous flows, and discretizaliun procedure are given next and finally some
ALLSPD, which titilizes die deconmposition of tfie pressure sample numerical results are presented.
variable into a constant reference pressure and a gauge
pressure to reduce the roundoff errors and adds a precondition- C'.1 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
iog time derivative term to rescale the s)stemn eigenrvalues. CA l Gas-Phase Fkiuntions
The results of these treatments show that the convergenice
properties are almost independent of the flow Mach number.

The two-dimensional. unsteady. compressible. density-
Numerous spray models have been proposed and investigated weighted time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations and species
for different spray combustion problems (Refs. 26 and 27) in transport equations for a chemically reacting gas of N species
thie past decade. Recent spray models differ in specific details. writle in generalized nonorthogonal coordinates can he
but generally may be divided into two categories: locally expressed as
homogeneous flow (LHF) models and separated flow (SF)
models. LHF models represent lthe simplest treatment of a E -+ + - F.) + (1.
multiphase flow and have been widely used to analyze sprays 7 --_-- 1 .
(Ref. 28). The key asstumption of the LIIF model is that inter-
phlsi transport rates are fast in comparison to the rate of
development of the flow. Tthis implies that all phases have where the vectors Q. E, F. Ep,. FYI He. and Hll are defined as
identical properties at each point in the flow. Clearly. LIIF b
models are ornly foisnally correct for flows contairming infi- Q = -" Q.
nitely small droplets.

Numerous SF ioodeis have been proposed to consider inter- 7 Q + & E +
phase trasport plhenomnena (Ref. 29). Among thein. the dis- -G

crete droplet approach (Ref(. 26 and 30) has )een adopted, " Q + n., E + .
since it reduces numerical diffusion while providing a conve- Y 6
nient framework for dealing with multiple droplet size and F T(0,,E, + F•,
complex interphase transport phenomena. MaIny discrete dr op- ,
let models neglect tile effects of turbulence on interphase I- El + 11, P"i.
transport (Refs. 26 and 30). This implies that droplets follow J
determnimstic trajectories, yielding the deterministic separated fll = 7 I
flow (DSF) model. Neglecting the effects of turbulence on
droplet transport is appropriate when characterimtic drop4)let il, I I .
relaxation times are large in comparison to characteristic times
of turbulent fluctuations. Few practical sprays, however. In the albove expressions. r. &. aMd n are the time and spatial
satisfy this condition. Dukowicz (Ref. 31) and Gosmani and coordinates in the generalized coordinates and ý and rl, are
hoimonides (Ref. 32) have adopted stochastic methods to sttdy the grid speed terms. The E. &. n,.. and 'il are the metric
droplet dispersion by turbulence. Faeth and coworkers terms ard the J is the transformation Jacobian. The power. b.
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is an indeex for two types of governing equations with b - 0 and
for two-dimensional and b - I fo'r axisymmetric cases (with
x being the axial and v the radial coordinates, respectively).
The vectors Q. F. F. F,, F,.. H,, and H, in the above defini-
tiolns ale hip

Q - (P. pit, PV' PE, PK. Pt. PYl . PYN-t)' ' 7-f
E ., I 1),,)1, V,• _ 47r PI' . I tr

F. (P , pI + fp. piV. (pE + 1,l. Pi tK. I"t._ M

I i pun hP - O rr
. P Y, Nrh AT

0
0

F -(pt-, P141"' P& + p. (pE + ji4v% PVK. :Ilfp
p yc. PY1 .  PVYN-),

F 0,, o "Vr . fTit, + vr" + 01le r~l.
SV. I ..... 'I N-I). where p. p. It. V. K. c. and Y, represent the densily, pressure.

Cartesian velocity components, turbulent kinetic energy.
dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy and species mass

FV (0 I, 'rTI. IIUTTI + VTI. + Ivr. TK" fraction. respectively, E - e + i(i 2 + r2) is the total
Vr internal energy with e being the thermodynamic iternal

x TY, ql . qN-I)', energy, and S, is the rate of change of species i due to

chemical reactions. The normal and shear stresses, energy.
species, and turbulent diffusion fluxes are given by

and the source term vectors H,. and H, are

Tvv 2 pe pe( (M +

2X T rx W 'Ou

"0 - + av"-
_ 2fp 2I..) 2p, 4 2 ofTV- -- .-f W 9.

T -F - T=7 T ( T
2 i O + lpe'

2
)= OT N P N a Yj

H- Y) -6.W P "0 ,I" + OT N- "

Y - c2fipK) j. P K ] P, OKA-I

T.K 1+147 1 + Pt.9K

(NP t, O3
r,. T ,, II + T ,-

+ (It•
Y b'SN-
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( ~ is the specific heat of the gas mixture and Pr, is the turbulent
Tis 0 + J. Prandtl number.

ayj The vector III in Eq. (1) represents the source term that
p D, accounts for the interactions between the gas and liquid

phases. Iit vector HI. sip is the number of droplets in the lith

0tYj characteristic group of droplets; ilt is the evaporation rate
v P D)m . of each particle group; p. is the fiquid density; r. is the

. "droplet radius: ut. and up are the particle velocities at the pth
group; ht,. is the enthalpy of fuel vapor at the droplet surface

where 7T. pe. p.. lt. antd Ae are the temperature. effective 'iS- and hat is thie convective heat transfer between two phases.
cosity. turbulent viscosity, molecular viscosity and the effec- Detailed discussions about the liquid phase equations will be
tive thermal conductivity, respectively; described later. The temperature and pressure are clculated

N iteratively from the following equations01,,, - (I /- X, VT"" X/DjI£ Nv
eX Y1/i - hi, ia - I" + f C jdT,

is the effective binary diffusivity of species i in die gas -f f.1 (2)
mixture. Xf the molar fraction of species i. and Di/ the binaryN N2

mass diffusivity between species i and]j. The quantities related 1 a p R,,T j
to the source term in the turbulent equations are given as -I '

P F A 2 + [2 2 Olhere R,, and T- are the universal gas constant and reference
+- , ' + .2 a. 2 temperature for thermodynamic properties. and WI,, C h h"

1[2" " are tho molecular weight, constant pressure specific heat,
thermodynamic enthalpy, and heat of formation of species i,

', I respectively.

+ I +) ell +•i reacting flow calculations, the evaluation of thermophysical
properties is of vital importance. In this paper, the values of
Cm,,. 41,, and pli for each species are determined by fourth-

_2 pK 6 + 4%') order polynomials of temperature, as described in Shuen

3• ,• V (Ref. 36). The specific heat of the gas mixture is obtained by
A 2 niass concentration weighting of individual species. The

A ,. - thermal conductivity and viscosity of the mixture, however.
are calculated using Wilke's mixing rule (Ref. 37). The binary
mass diffusivity D11 between species i andj is obtained using

anxd the Chapman-Enskog theory (Ref. 37).

CI 1.44. . - 1.92. ji 1.00.C.la(2) All-Mach-Number Formulation

As noted earlier in the introduction section. the two main
"~ . I - 0.22 exv - R21361  difficulties that render die compressible flow algoriuhns

ineffective at low Mach numbers are the roundoff error caused
S - by the singular pressure gradient term in the momentum equa-

tiois (the pressure term is of order I/M2 while the convective

213. R, . K-. P PI + term is of order unity in the nondimensional momentum equa-
tions) and the stiffness caused by the wide disparities in

+ prp,,l eigenvalues. To circumvent these two problems regarding the
"low NMach number calculations, following the approach by
Merkle and Choi (Ref. 25), Shuen et at. (Ref. 13) added a

K2 time preconditioning term to rescale the system eigenvajues
pit CW c p,. VP a 0.09. to - exp(cAIR. and derompose the pressure variable into a constant reference

pressure part anid a gauge pressure part. This all-Mach-numuber
formulaiioi ihas been extended to include the turbulent and

+ U3R4 + uRRK spra) euatluns. The resulting Navier-Stokes equations in a

conservative form are

U1 -,l. ,x o-. _,, .0- . 1 -9 . _.5.0_.o 1o-0,oKjpv, a __ + a + + ", +•+
K 1 1 -H+H

v (3)

where y,, in the expression of R, is the normal distance away where lite primitive variable vectoroand tihe preconditioned
from the wall, A- is the molecular thermal conductivity, Cpm matrix F are given as
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,110 0 0 0 0 0 O" P"-0[, '

11"0 p 0 0 0 0 . . . . 0
V'i"..w;3 I 7 Re'p < 1000.

v /1,(3-I p14 p% p 0 0 . . . . 0 fO '
h I./O 0 0 P. . 0 . 0 /0.44 for lRet > 1000,
c11 c,13 0 0 .p . 0 0

T Y r Y1,13 0 0 0 p. 0 The subscript g represents the gas-phase quantilies and p
Y, represents the liquid-phase (or p'trticle") quantities. Equations

Y2I/3 0 0 0 0 . p 0 (4) and (5) are used to calculate thie new droplet position, •nd
Eqs. (6) and (7) are used to update the new droplet velocities

. ... 0 . . P 0 at the new droplet locations. A second-order RungeKuUa) ..... 0 p 0 scheme was used to integrate Eqs. (4) to ',7).

YN-iV'1  0 0 . . . . 0 . _ . C.lbill Droplet Mas and Veat Transfer Equations

As described by Faeth (Ref. 26). the following correlationswhere To is the pseudotime, 13 is a parameter for rescaling the were used to approximate the mass and heat transfer roeffi-
eigenvalues of the new system of equations: cients for a single isolated spherical droplet:
andh - e + pip is the specific enthalpy of (lie gas mixture.
The defiriiion of vectors in Eq. (3) is identical to those in h'1P - ,I
Eq. (I) except that the pressure terms in the momentum -5 r.. 2N.ln(l + B), (8)
equations are replaced by gauge pressure. p.. The derivation
of the all-Mach-number formulation can be found in detailh U1 2 N, In (I i n3"
Shu.n et al (Refs. 13 and 14). V (9)

(.lb. Lkluid-Phase Fluatlions ( + B)"'-'- 1
C.lbtl) Droplet Motion Fquadions where h is the heat transfer coefficient, d., is the droplet

The liquid phase is treated by solving Lagrangian equations of diameter. Df is the fuel mass diffusivity. ' is tie thermal
motion and transport for the life histories of a statisticrly conductivity of fuel vapor and iIi is the fuel mass evapora-
significant sample of individual droplets. This involves tion rate per unit area. The N1. and Np are defined as
dividing the droplets into n groups (defined by position. 0.276Rc 1 2pr ,r
velocity, temperature ana diameter) at the fuel nozzle exit and N, + 1 +'

then computing their subsequent trajectorie. in the flow. The I + 1.232 17-r
,pray model used in II'ci study is based on a dilute spray 4A
assumption which is valid in the regions of spray where tihe ad
droplet loading is low (Refs, 17 and 33). The liquid fuel is and
assumed to emler the combustor as a fully atomized spray 0.276Re 'arS t/3
comprised of spherical droplets. The present niodel does not N, + IP+ P W
account for (lie effects due to droplet breakup and coalescence + 1,3
processes which might be significant in a dense spray situa- Re1-Sc
tion. The Lagrangian equations governing the droplet motion
are where Sc and 1Le' are the Schmidt and Lewis numbers. respec-tively. The Spalding number. B. in Eqs. (8) and (9) is defined

(4) as

Y=
1

fg (10)
_W7 VP- (-)

where Yrr is the fuel vapor mass fraction at the surface of thed . C1 .Rc7I ( ) (6) droplet and YI is the mean fuel mass fraction of the ambient
pd,,rl, gas. In the present stud). YfP, is obtained from the following

dvp. 3 CDgRe, V -7) equation

'I Y 'ef (II

%here the particle Reynolds number. Re,, and tihe drag Xf,/,lIpf + I,- X.,,"- t iV.
coefficient, CD. are defined a
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where W, is the molecular weight of gas excluding fuel vapor, where the value of a ws between 0 and I with a - 0 referring

WIf' is the molecular weight of fuel and Xf~p is the mole to the vortex center and ctI referring to the droplet surtace.

fraction of fuel, The ýf, is obtained from thie assumption of The initial and boundary conditions for Eq, (13) 1"'

Raoult's law. Based oil this assumption. the mole fraction at

the droplet stirface is equid tc the ratio of tie partial pressure T 1 ,q, 7, .j
of fuel vapor to the totel pressure, For the present spray

calculation, the partial pressture of fuel vapor was computed 9TP CPPt 2 ip

based on the following empirical correlation (Ref. 37): a 0. - -' ) " --

- I' - P i + P~r +P" + P,,6j
(12), 1 .- -

where x I PTT(., Pl - -7.28936. P,2 0 1.53679. P,3 aTI

- -:4.08367. P4 * -1.02456. T. and /ie are the critical where "'w is obtained from dte energy balance at (lie

temperature and critical pressure of the fuel vapor. I
respectively, droplet surface by the following equation

C.tb(3) Droplet Internal Temperature Eqluations; 7P(4

As a single droplet enters a hot environment, the immediate --.3 -- AT (14)

small portion of the droplet near the surface will be heating up

quickly while the center core of the droplet remains "cold". where h11and h are calculated from Eqs. (8) and (9). respec-
Tile heat will be conducted and convected to the entire interior t

thedroletpeetrtesfuthe ino ~mehotambie~t as tively. /it. is tile latent heat of the fuel hold AT - T, - Tlv
Its tie droplet penetrates further into the [hot aniient gas. where T,, is droplet surface temperatur and Tg is the mean gas

Eventually, the temperature within the droplet will become temperature evaluated in the following way

nearly uniform before the end of its lifetime. To solve this

transient phewimena within the droplet is not trivial. In the = Tg + 2

past. certain approximations (Ref. 38) are usually made to .'7

alleviate this computational burden while obtaining reasonably An implicit scheme was used to solve Eq. (13) subject to the

good results. Among them. the simplest one is the uniform initial and boundary conditions. Second-order central differ-

temperature model. This model assumes that tile thermal conl- ences were used for the spatial differential terms and a first-
ductivit) of tile fuel is infinite. Of course. this is not valid at order difference for the time term. These treatments tendered

the beginning of the heating-up process of the droplet. a scalar tridiagonal algebraic system and was solved by the

Another model considers the heat diffusion inside the droplet. Thomas algorithm (Ref. 40).
'This yields a conduction model. The temperature distribution
within the droplet is ohlatmted by solving the one-dimensional C.2 NUMERICAL METHODS
heat conduction eqpuation subject to the convective boundary
conditions at the droplet surface. The conduction model C.2a Disiretized Equations

completely neglects the convective phenomena within the Equation (3) is the final gas-phase governing equation to be
droplet which might occur due to significant shear forces at solved numerical!y. To obtain time-accurate solutions for

the surface induced by high slip velocities. Tong and time-evolving problems. a dual time-stepping integration

Sirignano (Ref. 39) developed a vo,'tex model for the internal method can be applied to Eq. (3). The solution converged in

temperature of a single droplet which accounts for the pseudotime corresponds to a time-accurate solution in physical
convective effect of the Hill's vortex formation inside the time (Ref. 13). However. for ;he present study, since only the

droplet. fit this study, Tong and Sirignano's vortex model is steady state solution is of our interest, the physical time term
applied to obtain the internal temperature distribution of the in Eq. (3) can be dropped and the solution can he marched

droplet. The equation governing the internal temperature completely in pseudotime to obtain the final steady state

distribution based on this model is solution. One advantage of marching to the steady state

solution in pseudotime is that the convergence of the maruhing

-d7,, * 17 1 .27r + + OT (iterative) process is determined by the eigenvalue characteris-
17 ..........------- tics on the os-udorime space and not by the original stiff

P elgenvaltie,, I-lhe anal'.sis of tile eigensystem hIa been per-

(13) formned in otur pre% iots st'd) (Refs. 13 and 14) and therefore
ill not he repented here. It should be noted that the incluison

and of th ttrbtilent K-r equations in this study does not affect

3 C11 tim' s. stc einentvalues at all and. therefore. the properties of
C(Q) (li /,t ) ' the all-MNach-number formulation analysis in previous papems

i fit J (Refs. 13 and 14) are still valid,



After linearization and applying a first-order time dfferencing. Since a multiblock treatment is applied to the present

Sq. (3) can be expressed in the following torm: numerical algorithm. the interfaces between blocks (or zones)

becomne a special kind of boundary. At the interface, tlie

r -1" t A .' -0 R~I •governing equations are still solved without any distinctinn

L- ,T'D + Air R from the rest of the interior points. The flow variables have

been carefully arranged in such a way that the information

+ AT (8B R. f 1 from tlie neighboring block(s) is automatically brought into
+ T _ "6 Ri T-) the calculation at the interface of the current block. The

multiblock treatment of the present study not only provides
- - AT*(R)P. flexibility for complex geometry calculations but also reduces

the size of the slorage array for the MSIP coefficients due to

the smaller sizes of the subdornains.

where C.2c Spra) Source Terms

In Eq. (3). the liquid-phase interaction with the Navier-Stokes
R+ (16) equations is modeled as a source term which accounts for

R- mass. momentum and energy exchanges between two phases.
~-~ In order to compute this source term, the liquid-phase govern-

ing equations described in the previous section are integrated
where c denotes tue previous iteration level, ) is thie Jacobian in time once initial conditions have been specified. As a liquid

for chermica i and turbulent source ternis. A a are the a e droplet begins its journey from the iniection nozzle, its

.lacobians. The exressiobns for these Jacoeians can ve fourm position. velocity, temperature and size, in general, will be
lacoian. Te exwesioo fo thee Jcobans an e fund changing according to the interaction between the gas-phase

in Snuen et al. (Refs. 13 mid 14) except for the turbulent parn. solutin a nd te spa proerti ontratteto tie Lulerian

Central differences were used to discretize the spatial deriva- solution and the spray properties. In contrast to the Lulerean

tive terms in Eqs. (15) and (1b) for both explicit and implicit Approach for tile gas-phase equations, the Lagrangian treat-
ment for the liquid-phase equations requires interpolation of

operators. The resulting coupled algebraic equations itre solved the flow quantities from the Eulerian grid to the particle
using a modified strongly implicit procedure (MSIP) proposed positions and redistribution of the spray source terms from the

by Schneider and Zedan (Ref. 41l). which is completely vector- particle positions to t(le Eulerian grid for the gas-phase. Since

izable along i+ 2J diagonal direction. the time step for the spray equations .'s usually mnich smaller

C.2b Boundar Conditions than that for the flow equations (especially for the present

"Cnt MSIP scheme with which. in general. a large CFL number can

The boundary conditions for gas phase equations are described be obtained) and a large number of particle groups are

as follows. Here. only the subsonic flow boundary conditions required to statistically represent the spray behavior, it is very

are considered in the present paper. At the inlet, all quantities important to keep the numerical efficiency of the present

are specified except pressure which is obtained through extra- implicit scheme from being severely degraded down by the

polation from the pressure at interior points. At the exit, the coupling (or inter-action) between the gas Pnd liquid-phases.
governing equations are solved at the exit station by applying A strategy to overcome this problem. at least for steady state
backward differences for the streamwise derivative terms flows, has been successfully applied to the present study. It

(central differences are still used for cross-stream derivative will be described in this section.

terms). However. the streamwise pressure derivative terms are

cenmnrllv-diftPe'eret'd. This treatment requires the pressure C.2c€() Stochastic Process
information rt the station one step downst-ceam (outside the As mentioned in the introduction section, there are two types

computational domain) where a constant pressure -ondition is of separated flow models for spray computations. One is the

enforced. At the synmnetry line. the governing equations are deterministic separated flow (DSF) model and the other the

solved via the use of the -ymnmetry conditions for two- stochastic separated flow (SSF) model. For turbulent flow
dimensional flows. For the axisymmnetric case. a singularity calculations, the DSF model completely neglects the disper-

exists at this !ine and a simple one-sided difference is used to sion effect due to the turbulent motion and, therefore. mean

implement the symmetry conditions. At the solid wall, no slip gas flow quantities are used to evaluate the right-hand-side of

conditions are used for the velocities and aim adiabatic wall Is Eqs. (6) and (7). In the present study. the SSF model is

assumed. Normal derivatives for species. Y,. and (PQ + 2/3 pK) applied to account for the disperion effects on spray charac-

are set to zero. For the turbuient quantities. the low Reynolds
number turbulence model (Ref. 31) used in this study requires teristics,. In this model. the gas-phase velocity fluctua-

the specification of the K and C at the walls as follows.: tions.m, and nlare generated by randomly sampling a

2 Gaussian piobability density distribution having a standaid
K 0.25On.r deviation of (2K/3)L.2 The instantaneous velocities are then

used to evaluate Eqs. (6) and (7). A fixed number of samplin-
4 05gs is conducted for each group of particles. The firal spray

" 0.251 - quantities are obtained by averaging the rasults (source terms.
trajectories.... etc.) among the total samples. Details of the

where uT is the friction velocity at the wall. SSF model can be found in Refs. 26 and 33.
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CI.2c() Determilnation of Spray Tittle Step InI order to ensre lthe guccess of the temperature calculation

For spray combustion calculations. there are several time using Eq. (13). tlie exact solution of the infinite cmiti~ctivity
scales involved in the flow field which cart differ by several model (or uiniformn temperature model) is used to estniate lthe

orders of magnitude. The -itericall reaction time scl is time step for lthe present vortex model, The temperr~ture
usually very small compared with dhe rate of evolution of the equation for the droplet based on this model is
gas flow. This is a!so true for anI evaporating spray, I'o ST,* T "r(7

accuirately calculate the particle trajectories, size andx tern- -P - 1 ~ T) 17
perature. the integration timne step has to lie small. This is(i IlP
especially severe as; the droplet becomes smaller and smaller Etain(7 a neatslto atrlcllnaiain
toward thie end of its lifetime. For an unsteady problem. the Eqaion (7) haslo ang efoortom(atrlca ieriain
time step for thle entire system will be controllcd by the i h olwn r
smiallest time step. For a steady state calculation, however, thie AT~ - A(l - e.A)
time step for chemical reaction is usually, not a problem in the PveeATi h
present lotmmulation due to the implicit treatment of (i hr Ti the cidrplet t~mperatumre change within the
dchemical source term. Our experience indicates that, for integration time step. A,. A'. and B' arc definied as
single-phanse comhustimo calcuilations. the same C'FI. nutmber A F f
usually can be used for both nonreacting and reacting calcu- A A
latiois w ith thle present NISIP method. 'This ensures that the
convergence properties for rencting flow calculatiomns arc wit A' 6 h
degiaded uising thie present numerical algorithm. I lowever. thie A PICVE/rtime step for spray equiations still remains small amid has to he
selected (computied) %or) carefully in order to obtain accurate B'*-6
sprayý resltis and to inairitaml stability. Thme deteirniiiation of " CV/
lthe spray titte step wvill he discussed here and how ltme spray Therefore. a time scale can be obtained based onl the above
interacts with thme gas flow is described in the next section. solution if a desired AT1 is specified. 'Ihis tittie scale is

The spray time step at any instant of time along its traijectory expressed as
is determiined based omi tlie followitig time step constraints: (1) A'(_______
droplet velocity re~axation time (/,). (2. droplet life time (ti). AT___
(3) droplet surface temperature constraint time (t,), (4) local A __

grid time swale (i and (5) turbulent eddy-droplet interaction
timte 0e,). Thle final spray tline step (AtA.Ir) is determiniied by
tak-imiglthe minimutm of the above five time steps to enisure thle ri u pa acltoA 3 K is specified for those
accuracy and stAbilmty of thie spray calculations. A factor In ou pa acuain lbetwen .1 nd .5 s ftrlhr ned o rultily he eleted particles just leaving tlie injector, where they experience a

betwen .1 nd .5 s frthr ued o mltily he eleted sudden temperature jump and AT, - 0.5 K for the rest of thle
t ime step in the curtrnt spray calculation. Those time steps are cacltoPoadteedo hi ieie
described as follows.cacltotoadteedfthilftm.

Droplet velociti relatation time (t1r): The local liniearized Local go-id ltile scale (d: A part mdc can travel across several
grids and may experience a sudden change of the local gasdroplet equations of motion. Eqs. 16) and (7). have exact properties if the time step is too large. This not only catises

solutions in terms of the local slip velocity with an expo- inaccurac) in thie integration buit also increases thie difficulties
miential decay form. 1 hie tine constaint for thle exact solution of locating thle particle positions. Therefore, a tline scale. t~
cal) he expressed As R

is computed to emisure that thet particle wily moves less than
onle local cell size III one time step.

?ra ý .I (CDRE'P1 . Turbulenst Fddy -droplet iunteraction tinte (11): According to
V P" Slmuen of al. (Ref'. 42). a particle is assumed to Interact withi an

Droplet life time 01:To enueta.h rpsz ean eddy for A time which is the minimum of either the eddy life-
posiiveforthepratical eompurethatiothedrpope (ize dremaiet time or thet transit time required for the particle to cross thie

poiftive ator isath prac tica l co sput tionale puboe the dropl etin eddy, These times are estimated by assuming that the charac-
lifetimeao n y i st t of t e is st m t d y th f low n teristic size of an eddy is the dissipatioii length scale as

311' P and the eddy lifetime iý estimated as

Droplet surface temperatur-e constraint lime (Q%: When thie f, L,/(2 K01) '
governing equation for the droplet interial temperature Thle traiisit time of at particle was fotind uosing lthe linearized
dmistributioti. Eq. (13). is solved, thie temperature sokltion can euto fmto o atcei tmomfo
become completely incorrect due to thle use of' aim inappro- euto fmto o atcei ifrnfo
priately large time step,. This is particuilarly important for fuel F r(8
w ith a low boiling loihiperatuwe (close to roomn temperatture), 1, T/11 I- 1.)-riu -i,
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where combustion flow to qualitatively demonstrate the spray
calculation fir a complex geometry and the interaction

_- _g_____ between the two phases. The spray results shown here

3PxCD1 I - P I emphasize the numerical aspect rather than the spray physics.
The accuracy validation for spray calculations will be consid-
ered in future calculations.

sand i - i, P,. is lthe relat ive vel~ocity at (lie starn of (lie

interaction. When L,- T> I It - I1r , the linearized stopping C.3a Backward-Facing Step MIow

distance of the particle is smaller than the characteristic length The turbulent backward-facing step flow d(ata of Kim et al.
scale of the edd) and Eq. (18) has no solution. liI this case. (Ref. 43) for a two-dimensional channel with an inlet to step
tile eddy has captured the particle and the interaction time is height ratio of two is selected here to test the validity of t(ie
the eddy lifetime. Therefore K-C turbulence model. A 136 x 100 grid. clustvred near the

step and the top and bottom walls, was used. No chemical
It n le. if Le > T11 Up - I reactions were included in die c'alculation.

The particle traces of the flow is shown in Fig. 8. The
r -rin(r, 1,). if' L. < TI - "r experimental reattachment length given by K im et al. is 7.1 II.

where H is the step height. The predicted value in our calcula-
tion is about 6.1 H. which represents a 14 percent under-

C.2c(3) Interaction Between Two Phases prediction. Figure 9 shows the mean velocity profiles at
various axial locations. The agreement is quite good in all

For the gas-phase equations. Eq. (3). the presence of the spray locations except near the reattachment point. The profiles for
appears in the form of a source term. m ethis source term the turbulent kinetic energy amid turbulent shear stress are
represents the interchange of the mass, momentum and energy rgiven in Fig. 10. Good agreement is observed ii these coin-
between two phasqes. As the particles are injected into the flow parisons. Wall pressure coefficients along the step-side and
domain, their subsequent behavior (positioi.s. velocities, size. opposite walls are shown in Fig. II. The underprediction of
and temperature) is affected continuously by the nueighborig reattachiment length is also evident from this figure The pre-
gas properties and vice versa. Usually a large number of spray dicted pressure recovery downstream of the reattachment point
particles is desirable to accurately predict the sprty behavior. is in excellent agreement with measured pressure levels. The
However. this requires tremendlous comlttatiol effort fort(he convergence history fur this calculation is illustrated in
spray calculation r'one. fo mhiimize the computational time Fig. 12. The convergence property for dhe calculation is
for the spray. the spray source term. Ill. is not required to be Fisfc12.
updated at every gas-phase iteration (pseudotime time march- satisfactory.
ing). Usually the spray source term is updated ever, 10 to C.3b Reverse jet Combustion Plow
20 iterations in our spray calculations. When the spra) source
term is updated, each group of particles is integrated either to The flow configuration is a f I min I.D. (inner diam, times
the end of its lifetime or until it leaves the computational 457 mm cylindmical chamber contaiuing a reverse jet flninm
domain. It should be noted that. for the present steady state holder which issues from a 1.32 mm I.D, (6.35 mm O.D.)
spray combustion calculation, the spray time step determined tube. The jet is coincident with the chamber axis and located
previously is independent of the pseudotime used for the gas- 80 mm upstream from the chamber exit. Poth the main and jet
phase equations, which is determined mainly from the obtain- flows are stoichionetrically premnixed propane and air at a
able maximum CFL number accord-ing to the local system temperature of 300 K. with a mean velocity of 7.5 11 s for, the
eigenvalues. Therefore, this strategy maintains both the main stream and 135 ,/s for the jet. A complete description
efficiency of the flow solver and the accuracy of the spray of the flow system is available in McDannel et al. (Rcf. 44).
Lagrangian integration. This treatment of the gas-liquid A I ]7•17 grid (half domain) clustered near the jet tube was
intcractioi, is different from those reported by Raium and used. Five species (C'M.M 0, N2, ('02, and 1tO) were
Sirignano (Ref. 17) where time-accurate solutions were their considered in this calculation and the single-step global
primary concern. In tie present computation, it is assumed reaction chemistry model reported in Westbrook and Dr)er
that upon impingement with the walls, the droplets evaporate (Ref. 45) was used for combustion. Figures 13. 14. and 15
completely and assume the local gms flow velocities. The show the particle traces. velocity vectors (colored by tein-
interpolation of the gas-phase properties from the Eulerian peraturet and temperature contours of the reacting flow.
grid to the particle location and the redistribution of the spra) respecti ely. The experimentall) measured temperatuie con-
source term from the particle location to die Fulerian grid is tollnf udliectly tjtl,eii lron NMcDannel et al. (Ref. 44)) are also
applied in a similar way As discussed in Raju and Sirignammo presenltd m Fiw. 15 for comparison. Tihe flow is clearly seen
iRef. 17). to cons' t of tw•o distinct regions - the recirculation zone and

the wake. I he incoming flow is igniited by the hot combustion
C.3 NUMERICAL TEST RESULTS gas in the rucirculation zone and further combustion takes
Int this section, results obtained from the A.L.SPD algorithm place in the wake. For the test conditions considered here the
winthandistion, sprresutoa n ted. frm These A nclude aoithm reverse jet serves as a very effective flame holding i.-vice.
with and without spray are presented. These include (I) a rhe results in Fig, 15 indicate that the predicted temperatures
toonreacting turbulent backward-facing step flow to demon-

are higher than the measured values. This is mainly attributed
strate the validity of the current turbulence model. (2) a higher -si m f t hemesu r y model T s i n the r esent

single-phase turbulent reverse jet combustion flow to assess to As r eported c y moel ed in there

the present combustion treatment and (3) a spray gas turbine calculation. As reported by McDannel et al. (Ref. 441, there
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was a significant amount of carbon monoxide (CO) observed with temperature ave presented in Fig. l8. where it converged
in the conibustion products. whkic lowered (lie combustion solution of fihe cold flow (nonspray/noiwomhust ion) with tile
temperature. Also not included in the calculation is tie raolia- same flow condition is also included for comparison. The
lion heat loss whichi will lower the flow temperature further. voinbustion zones are confined near (lhe inner walls. IThis is
Ina Addition. tile thermocouple's used in tlie measurements mainly due to the exclusion of the swirlers at lthe inlet oif the
were not corrected for radiation loss. intlicating tliat the actual combustor domes in the present calculation, Without swirl, the
gas temperatures would he sonmewhat higher then measured. degree of thie fuelkair mixing is relatively poor. As may be

noted, there is 110 flame holding device for tlie present
C.3c Gas Turbine Spras Co nbustloot I-low CAICUlatioin. Tlhe recirculatioia zones near (lie inner walls are

A sipliiedmodl o UecralEletri's LE Enegy tlie only dev ices to hold the flame. Figure 19 shows thle Sauter
A sipliied ode ofGeneal lectic' tiE (Eerg nean diameter. D.,,. along tlie averaged trajectory for both the

Efficiency Engine) combustor is considered. Figure 16 shows loeanuprdms.Teicaeoftej3rghatrte
the clustered 8 1 x"6 grid for this calculaticn aind the general injection indicates lthe rapid evaporation of lthe smnAller
engine grid layout for tile entire engine (Ref. 46). It is an particles. After reaching a peOi. both mean diarneters gradin-
amnnilar combustor with at duall can comnhustor dome. 'I le ally decreatse as more and more particles evaporate, To show
cooling air through thie internal wvalls (two comnbustor domes) thei convergence properties for both nontreacting and spiay
was omitted for simplicity. Also, the swirling effect was not combust ion cases, lthe cons ergScnce histories for boith cases are
included in the calculation. rthe present cricimlation does not shown in Fig. 20. As canl be seen in this figure. lthe spray was
Jmnpletely sirnIthite ther typical gas turbine c'ombustion initiated after tile ga~s-phase solution had been iterated 1000
characteristics. tin which swirling and cooling are (lie two times. A sudden disturbance from the Spray injection causes
important ingredients. We would like to emphasize, in the lieLnomesdatojptoaevlhgerhnteiiil
present studyr. that the focus is to demonstrate the effective- teL omisda ojm oalvlliarta h nta

nessof he iterctio besvee th twophaes bsedon te gs-phiase residual. As more and more spray particles evapo-nes of(li ineratio bewen te to pnse baed n (ie rate andi undergo combustion. thle im1teraction between two
present spray solution piocxedure. Futiiher studies with this plins~s call be clearly identified in this convergence pattern.4
algorithm will be conductod both onl ltme spray accuracy Sieintepsetcluaothsrysoceerwa
evaluation and onl the detailed swvirling anix cooling computa- updated thevper20gs-phns iteration.tesray soallresidual wsie

tion for gas tuirbin~e coinbustor configurations, upalogthed cover)0genehisc toryatins be small vrycesdarly These
salonlsikes conergeist towaord he ben of thepresn compuation.Ths

[or the presenot spray combustion calculation, tlie spray salsie ess oadlt n ftepeetcmuain

injectors were located close to thle inlet of (lhe comnbustor D.CNL IGREAK
domes. Omne htundred spray groups with 10 random samples for D.C CL IGREAK4
each grouips %%ere used. which can be seen in Fig. 17, Thle Much work is required to develop a CFF) code to lthe lesel
case studied here has a flow Reynolds number. Re - 1.05- W. necessary for a designer to be abile to use it with ci'nfideoce.
where the Reynolds number is based on tlite inlet maximnum We at NASA are proceeding with a commitment to do this. A
velocity' and combustor inlet height. Thte inlet air temperature three-dimensional version of our ALLSPD will be developed
is 900 K and tile pressure is I aim. The liquid n-pentane fuel shortny and extensive validation against experimental data %kill
was used and] five species (('SH,2 02. N2. COP. andi H,O) be performed. At the same time we are exploring thie use of
were considered in this calculation. Again. thle Single-step Advanced modeling to better represent the flow physics aind4
global reaction chemistry model reported in Westbrook and chemistry of turbulent combustion. For example. modeling of
Dryer (Ref. 45) was used for r'nmhiustion. The fueL'air ratio is dense sprays and sprays at super-critical conditions will he
0.02 (total fuel injecetedlotal incoming air at thie inlet, incltid- invcstigated, Modeling of the turbulence and chemnistry Inter-
ing bypass air). 'rite injection velocity of time liquid fuel at thie action will be explored. using techniques stuch as PDF1
exit of the ftuel nozzle is 20 in's and thle temperature is 290 K. methods. 'rihe use of reduced hydrocarbon chemical kmmwtic%
'rthe liquid ftiel WAS aIssumled to be fully atomized with the models which represent tile actual combustion pr(KCesses Al
initial diameters ran~ging from 20 to 100 pmn. The liqtiid fuel also necessary. And finally, an improved mnodel it-, reprtescii
wsas injlected into thle gas flow after tile gas flow had been potentially, high levels of radiation heat transfer is also miteded.
iterated to reach at neaily steady slate solu~ioim. Upon tile
injection of thle fuel. lthe coo~l fuel wa% suddenly exposed to a Thle stae of art for nunmerics also (:(ntiniites to ad% anCe kit a
hot environnient and thie interaciion between the two phanses rapid pace. Our code will be modified in thle future as ioppor-
took place tin ternts of the intertlhange of mass. momentum tumlities arise tin areas such as unstructured grids and massielN
and energy. Ant igniition source was Vlac-d downsireaan of the parallel computing. Tiis ongoing effort to pioduce a modern
injector to ignite thle "burning" of the fuel-air mixture. 'rite chenmical ieacting flow ('F 1) code holds fw'oinise to prm~ ide a
ignlitor was turned on right after tile initiation of the spray and pos% erfol tfeivmm mmm l for lthe indtistry s use tit lthe amnal.sesý of
was turned off when lthe temperature in anyt of thie ignition thie iteki Leoeirammion of vim' turbine engine combustor concepts
computamtional cells reached VAX() K. 'rthe spray sourve termn,
Ill. tin Eq. (3) was updated Icomnputet!) esery 20 itats-plmas FK. RV1-f-,I ERN(F S
iterhtions. Tile converged results are presented tin tile following I ilmilzan. PL'.. Veloc-ity and Drop Size hieasurements ill it
figures. Swmrl-Stabmlmied. Combustini; Spiro). SPI'L Paper

Figure 10 shows the particle trajectlories The dots in the N.16-2 93
figture Are not scaled to indicate thle relatlive size of the Actual 2. ('hugier. N.A.. (As Dynamics of Swirling I hiSS in tOm-
liqtuid particles. although smaller particles evaporate much bustion Systems."Astronaut. Acta. Vol 17, 1972,.
faster than bigger )nes.The computed veloc ity, vectors colored fil
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$or the turbulent backward-f acing step flow.
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(a) Experimental data (from McDanneI et al.).
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Figure ¶2.-Convergence history for the turbulent backward-
faingbl stop flow. Figure 11 5.--Comparlsori of the temperature predictions

with the experdmental data for the reverse jet combustion
flow.
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gas turbine spray com bustion flow.
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Figure 1 V.-Sauter meen oluetee dlIstributlon for upper
and lower €ombustor t;rws ulorng the averagc trw-
jectocy for the 2-0 gas turbkno sprny combustion flow.
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Figure 20.-Convergence history for both non-combus-
tion Wnd spray combustion cams for the 2-0 gas tur-
bine spray combustion flow.

Discussion

Question I.
You mentioned that one of the objectives of the new CFD model is that it is more efficient than the TEACH or other codes. Can
you give us some idea of these improvements?

Author's Reply
The code is designed to be more robust and efficient than the TEACH type codes. The TEACH type codes use explicit or semi
implicit treatment of the chemical source terms and a sequential solution approach. The ALLSPD formulation utilizes a strongly
coupled and implicit numerical scheme to solve the governing flow equations. A two-dimensional version of the code will be
released in June, 1993. It is for domestic use only.
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MODELISATION DE LA PHASE UQPI1DE DANS LBS CHAMBRJ3S DE COMBUSTION

P. HEBRARD, G. [AVERGNE, P. BEARD, P. DONNADILLi0, P. TRICHET
CERT/ OINERA& - BP 4025 - 31055 TOULOUSE C .;DEX

FRANCE

RESUME 1. INTRODUCTION
Ce papier prdsente des rdstiltats expdrimentaux. des mod~les Ct Dans les dcoulements rdactifs tridimensionnels des chanibres de
des simulations numoriques relatifs au cornortrnent dc [a phase combustion de turbordacteurs ou de statordacteurs interviennent
liquide dans lcs chainbres de combustion. Ces Etudes concernent des processus physiques tr~s complexes qui interagissent:
kcs Lonuiitions irdti'il 2. Ieq conditions au-. 'mites et les adrodynamique 3D turbulente et fortwment instationnairc.
validations des mod~ies des diffdrents processus physiques qui con~bustion turbulente, transfert de ciialeur, cin~tiqu,~ chimique
doivent etre intdgids aux codes de calculs d'dcoulements rdactifs. complexe. Dans le cas d'iaijection de carburan! liquide !a
Plusieurs expdriences sont prdsentdes :caractdrisateor d'un jet de complexitd de ceE processtis devieni plus importante A cause de la
gouttes en sortie d'injecteur adrodynamique. dispersion des prdsence des deux phases. Le systeme d'injection de carburant
gouttes dans une turbulence de grille et dans un 6d.oulement liquide a une influence prdponddrante sur les performances des
fortment inetationnaire (zone de mdlange. maxche), trajectoire.s et foyers (plages de stabili te, rendement de combustion ... ). Le
Evaporation des gouttes dans un 6coulement turbulent, interaction ddveloppement rapide des calculateurs et des proc~dures de
des gouttes avec une paroi chaude. Les caractdrisations des rdsolution numdrique permet actuellement 'a moddlisation
&-oulements diphasiques sont rdalisds par LDA et fil chaud pour d'dcoulements rdactifs tridimensionnels. Odndralement. dans ces
la phase gazeuse et par andmogranulomdtrie Phase Doppler et codes, le carburant est sous formne gazeuse dQs son injection
techniques viddo rapide associ~es au traitement d'image pour la dans la chambre. Pour la prise en compte du carburant sous sa
phase liquide. LUs techniques viddo et le truitement d'image forme liquide dans ces simulations numdriques. une bonne
permettent de restituer les trajectoires des gouttes, Icur vitesse connaissance des conditions initiales (conditions d'injection), des
ainsi que les principales statistiques de la dispersion (trajectoire conditions aux limites (conditions en paroi) et des rnhdnom~nes
muye'rne. enveloppe. taux de prdsenct,). Les rdsultats physiques dldmentaires (dispersion, dvaporation et combustion de
expdrimentaux. en particulier ceux provenant de Ia dispersion des gouttes ... ) est ndcessaire pour rendre ces codes les plus prddictifs
gouttes, sont compardi avec des rdsultats de simulations possible (figure 1). Un programme de recherche sur ces
numdriques. La mdthodc lagrangienne est utilisde pour le diffdrents phdnom~nes a dtd initid au CERT/ONERA, dans lequel
transport des gouttes. leur dispersion peut Atre calculde A partir la simulation nume'rique et l'approclie expicrimentale sent mendes
des deux approches suivantes [ 1,2]: en parall~le. Les conditions initiales (rdpartition des diain~tres,I

des vitesses moyennes et des ddbits de gouttes) sont obterues
I a phase gazeuse est calculde par simulation directe, un mod~le expdrimentalement par andmogranulomdtrie et par techniques de

d~terniiniste est retenu pour le transport des goutti-s, visualisation et de traitemerit d'image. Les conditions aux limites
- la phase gazeuse estz.alculde A partir d'un mod~le de turbulence concemnent principalernent les phdnom~rnes d'interaction des
du type K-r. des mod~les stochastiques sont utilisds pouir le gouttes avec les p arois (rebond des gouttes, formation et
transport des gouttes. IEvaporation d'un film liquide sur Ia paroi). Les phdnom~nes

physiques didmentaires teis que Ia dispersion, l'dvaporation et Ia
En conclusion, seront ddduits les mod~les les plus approprids aux combustion des gouttes, font l'objet d Etudes plus approfondic.
dcoulements diphasiques 6tudids. L'objet de cette contribution est donc de prdsenter les diffdrentes

approches expdrimentales et de calcul numdrique suivies au
LISTE DES SYNIBOLES CERTIONERA pour les Etudes des diffdrents processus

Dp dam~ dela prtiulephysiques lids A linjection de carburant liquide dans les chanibres
Dp iintrew de Ia particule de combustion.

Cdj coefficient de trainde
p masse volumnique de l'airI L1 GU S M'C

ppmasse volumnique de la particule CMTO

V vitesse de l'air
Ca coefficient de masse ajoutde
Ch coefficient d'histoire
g± viscositd dynamique de l'air

g acc~ldration de Ia pesateur
T1 6chelle intdgrale temporelle
LJ echelle int~grale spatiale ___

Td temps d'interaction de la particule avec un tourhillon

Xr ahscisse du point de recollement 1tlW IA1 WMA O
cptension superf icielle, dc Ia particule UiS~ITSION TUKBLEIULf1

We nombre de Weber
D_ ddriv~e matdrielle fluide

DI Figure 1 : Principaux phdnom~nes physiques
W~ drivde matdrielle particulaire 6M6mentaires lids ou carburant liquide

Presented at an AIA RI) Meeting on 'Fuels and (Ctnbuvfion 7echnology for Advant eilAin-raft Engines: May /993.
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2. CARACTERISATION DUN INJECTELJR
AERODVNAMIQIJE AkI"

Lc, comportement d'un jet die gouttes a une influence dirocte sur
les performances d'une charnhre tdc combustion. D)es analyses V'
d~tailldes sont ni~cersairits en tant que conditions initiates pour la ~ \
moddlisation et pour uaie bonne comprdhension des pFocessus \ N
physiques (nidlonfe entre phases, transport de gouttes et c
combustion) qua se produisent dans les chamhres dLe
combustion.

Avec le di'vcloppement r~cent des m~thodes optiques non 'nHr
intrusives telle que PIDl (Phase Doppler Interferometry) [3.41, ii
est possible d'obtenir une mesure die la distribution Jes tailles die "' '''' U
gouttes. de la vitesse dies goutte.; et du flux massi~ue de Ia phase
diluade. 3 d~kbito a,~Iodynamiquqn

2.1 Montage expirimentall
L'injecteur rettnu pou- cette tdtude est rcprtsenti! stir It, figure 2.
11 s'agit d'un injecteur adrodynamique (airhiast) utilisd dans Ics
chambres de combustion die turbordacteurs. Les conditions VII,0 -'tem',.
d'essais sont les suivantes

-pression atmosphidlr.que Onfires de. bo:

-ddbit de liquid,, (eau) : 4,1 g/s
-peale die charge :Ap/p = 4 %

L'andmnogranulomritre Phase Doppler, utilisd pour caractdriser le
spray, est un mod~le A deux composantes (Aerometrics PDPA Figure 2 Schdrma do linjecteur et debits
System 200. Les deux volumes die mesure sont produits en adrodynamiques
s~parant la raie 488 nm (bleu) ct la raie 5 14.5 (veal) d'un laser A
Argon. Les mesures sont faites dans trois plans siluds z
respectivement A 4,5 min, 16A4 mm et 36A4 mm die ]a sortie die
linjccteur (figure 3). Dants chaque plan un maill-ge 'maille 5 7
mm) a dte adopzi5 et c.n chaque point de ce maillage nous avons - ' '--

enregistrd 4000 tdvdncments. Les r~sultats, donnds par Ie PDPA
sont les histogrammes die taille et tde vitesse. la valcur de dcasiti
die Souttes et les corrdlations taille-vitesse. Cependant nous ne x
prdsentons, pour cet injecteur. que les param~trcs d'nt&&t
imr.ntdiat tels que le diarritre moyen die Sauter (DMS), et les
composantes die Ia vitesse rnoyenne des gouttes.Ma 0as

La phase gazeuse a dt caractdrisde par technique LDA. Z = . /- 4.5 mani
Ldcoulement, en l'absence de gouttes, dtant ensemencd par des(
particules sub-microniques. 6~( 7, Z = 16.4 nini

2.2 Risultats
a) Distribution de taille
PrNs de l'injecteur (z = 4,5 mmn figure 4), nous notons une .. Z =36.4 nim
ridpartition en "d~me" les vrilles rnternes ct exterrnes produisent
une distribution de taille presque uniforme, mais les jets A
I'extrdmiuti du hol provoquent une atomnisation secondaire que ý
t'or retrouve en pariphdrae. Des grosses gouttes sont observdecs
au centrc:e dles doivent 8tre produites par arrachement die ]a Fiue3Stm aeseplndo eur
nappe liquide annulaire par le swirl interne. Fgr ytm 'xse ln emsr

Plus en avid (z= 16A4 mm :figure 5) ]a distribution de taille
s'd1argit. Ldcoulement tournant fait recirculer des petites gouttes
vers Ie centre 15.6]. Les jets die bols forment des indentations sur
Ia pdriphdrie du spray.

Dans Ia demni~r section (z = 36,4 mm :figure 6). Ia distribution
die gouttes est plus unifornie en pdriphdrie et t'angle du spray
augmcnte par effet de swirl. Nous, retrouvons toujours les petit"s'
gouttes dans Ia partie centrale.

b) Champ de vitesse, comparaison en Ire phases:
Des profils suivant un diamritre montrent les variations locales die
vitesse moycrine des gouttes (vitesse axiale :figure 7, vitesse
radiale et vitesse tangentielle; figure 8).

Plan Z = 4,5 mm
Pros de l'injecteur, Ia vitesse axiale prtsente deux maxima :its
sont dOs aux vrilles internec et exteme. La vitesse au centre, est
nulle indicluant. saris doute, le debut de Ia recirculation caus&c
par le mouvement toumnant. Les gouttes ont une vitesse assei.
uniforme, avec des petits pics sur 1textdrieur, traduisant
lainfluence des jets issus des trous de bol. La phase gazeuse a une
vitesse tangentielle plus importante que celle de Ia pha.,! Figure 4 Distribution du DMS (Z= 4,5 mm
disper.V4c. Les effets radiaux sont a~sez .similaires pour les deux
phases, tout en restant faibles.
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Figure 5: Distribution du DMS (Z= 16,4 mm) Figure 6 : Distribution du DMS (Z= 36,4 mm)
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Figure 7 : Profils de vitesse axiale dans les trois plans Figure 8 Profils de vitesses radiale et tangentielle

Phase gazeuse LDA: A clans les trois plans
Phase dispersde PDPA 0 Phase gazeuse LDA Vt -6-- Vr

Phqse dispersde PDPA Vt -4- Vr --0-
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Plan Z - 16,4 mm I.,e premier lermei Liu sc,.-ood nicnibre repri~sew1e lit trcc Lic
L~a vitcssto axiale pr~wfnte Zoujours deux pies et aua 'oisi,ýage die rrain&c. ILe second temiie correspond all 'terne dce ma.sW aoutiS,",
laxe nou's trotivons une zone di~oukement ic de tour. La vitesse il traduft ltc tait qu'une acI%_ralion die I., partikcuh entramne ine
axiale dies gouttes augmente. et nfluS rtoon, uric vilesse 0tgatis'e aceilorat.on &tiune fflataie t' Mase de lluidke autour Liello. IVe
Stir Yaxe. Sur les di.srihuttions die taille. now.~ avons Irouvtl dans troisitnit tormn, repriv~wone Ics vlftis de g~adien: Lic prosmoin a I
cette !on,. des petiles gouttos. qua ont LWi ontraintsc par Ia s;urfaco de la parriult- %phdriue. IA qJuari&Ini temt' est appele
recircu~ation. Le.s goiittls ont Lies vitesse iadialcs faibles, par terme "'dhistoire" ou Lie isset il tient cornpie tc 1'6voloti tin li
centre leur vitesse tan-e ntielle commence A augm-nter. motiverinen' dtu tc!)ur% Liu tctnps eii prcnari en compik: Ie,

variations de la \ itcssc relativo aux irisalt ants rieurN. Fni'm It,
Pla~n Z 3ý 5,4 mm dernicr teirre c T5r5'flun t a't forces dc, volm- -,,idpuis ci pou%.ýkc
Les prehIts Le vite.,se l'our les Licux ý hases ,ont 16-1 Lflilhe\ drchinMvd
iv)us notons un dlarg s~wrrTienu des pies, cc qtui indique cunt
expansion du ,;pray. La viicssc tangenticlle des jpouacLs est irL\s Si pp >> 1. ce qui est I- t:as dans no,. etud,ýc svnuk.iui
proche Lie la vites,. trangentielle dc la phase otrirtue. nuimtlriqucý. 17.8, I01 oil mur.tn quie les wrraeis Lit m..swL Jiokiktk

2.3 ConclusioLid gradient de pr'.ýssion c( Xhistuirin peusien `tft- nt~gliej¾ls 1-e
2.3 onc~sio~ .~sa'IV i'ua~iov.', A !soadre poll, suivre pailicailet Lu cooIN

Ccite, &de mor~tre queiqucs taractifristiquvs d'un spray., produa ic son ýaovcc est donc
par- uo inteelcur a~rodiyn'timique, obtenues par dei rnt.thnl" rinn
intrasiv-es I LA et PDPA). - ~ , ,

I. it pirlsentcc du splay change la struc~ture due (&oudlenici eni /on': dt 4 pi,p Dr,(~ i;~i~~
prochec Lic 'injectcur. En aval, pour les trois s~ctions dc mre'cL 1
rio., nrl'tns une aecrcIration des voul-s, 11 v a donc un &I ý,
Lie quantiti de mouvemenit entre la phase Liispers&,- ci hil phast: __-E =v
continue. Le.s profils die vitesse: diauls le dernier plan rtiontrait que dt
l'ailrodiynarnique est reconstitutde. La ridpartition Lie vitesse Lii,

go.ittes et le flux volumiquc sont int'uencds par la alynamique Lit J. Approche diterministe
l'&oulement tournant. Pour pouvoir inttegrer le sysit'me LiOquiitions (3.2) et Li~tenriiner

les trajeetoires die particules in 'iecttdes dans un 6&oulernent
Afm in 'tudiier l'inlluence Lie la turbulenct: sur les phnerno~nes Lie turbulent. il est ni~cssairc Lie connaitre. A chaque pas; de temips.
transport critre phases, une approche sirnplifih`c consiste A les vitesses instantan~es du fluide ci dies ptfirticlts.. IN,- p~rovrte,
L5tudiier l'intc~z.ction entrc dies goitair. aotnodiispcr.s et un typ midhode. per-rettant die calculer le champ at~io'JnariNtue A It XI

dorid d turulece (~oses o peitesstrcturs).Cc pint instant, consistl: I utiliscr un code de calcill instationnaire I I 11.

constittic la suite de cettL prd&'ntation. Les trajeet~oirs des particuics stint alors calcul~cs en prenant pour
vaieurs Lies viki sses instantan~cs ks ',alcurs des vitesses Lie la

3. SIMULATION N('MERIQUE phase -azeuse au;, point% obi sw trouvert Ics particules 1101~.
L'approche I.. 'nieux adapit~v A Fl'tutle du transport des gouttes 4
dans un dianip a&odvnaiuiiquc turbulent ct rclactif est l'approehlu 3.3 Mod~ieb stochastiques
lagrangienno. La d~teirnirnation Lies trajeetoires Lies gouttes Une seconde faqon die modtliser un champ iuerodynamiquc
inJetxa!cs dans ['&couwtnicilt n~tessite hi nrsolution Lie 1'ý.quation instantand consiste I reconstruire celui-ci A partar duýn chamnp
de leur moluvement. nioyen ohtenu A l'aide d'uri mo~lc Lit turbulence, vn determinaini

les flucluations die vitesse par un tiiage Walitir :ir un tel rnodikl
3.1 Equation do mouveirnnt d'une particule est dit sltachstique.
L~'&Iuation Liu mouvomrent i tine par.icuie sphdrique reposet sur la
th~oric lin~aire de Stokcs 17,91 6tenduie par ()DAR et Aprts avoir reconstitui Ic chamrp aierodyninniqui. ?ostanianO. .in4
HAMILTON 19). Les hypothese.s qui ont permis ddttahli,' cetie calcule la traiectoire Lie la pa'iicuke dan~s Le chanir pe~ndant uti
Nquat-on 5011n tetnps 'T. ou sur une distance L. en consersant les mt~mes valcurs

Lie vite:,-aes fluctuan~es pour [i phase continue. Au boiut Liu temps
*les particules sont sphid~riqties et indi~formables, T, ou Iorsque la partakule a partcouru la disrance I., on eftectue:
-les paflicules ic soft pas en rotation, une Li&ogrv~lation, c'est A dire un nouveau firage Lies fluctuattions
l a Liensitd Lie particule.. est sullisammenit taihile pour qu'elles de vite~ss Lie Id phase gaZCuse. puli.s on nritire Ie priwessus.

n agissent ni entre elles. ni sur 'I~eoulement porteur,
- Ie diamtrc Lies paitietiles est infi~icur A l'thcblle Lie Movdls "Moiie-Cajrko'
K llmogolrtv. Cc sont les modeles les plus amncens et les plu~s r~pandus. 0%s ont

M6it utilisi~s Lie maniere extenlsive pout I't~tude Lie teis.
Eni pr~sence dec gradioris Lie vitesse inmportants%. IL'qtiation dui d'dcoulemnirts confini~s ou de "swirls' diphasiqut's. iParmi teiX-
mouvement Tune particule sphidrique sidcrit Lie la rniaiete ci ont Wii retenuis les troils modt'lcs suiv~int~s.
suivante

a)MKxlle I 1121
lrr)l f _ "Y F-d 21-ýj( p e premier modWe quc nous asots utilist' ic'-herL 'tw kulement

6 it Dpl lin' -'e comptabiliti temprvivlvle avec fa turbulence,

+ ýZ p ~ p C \1(~ ~ 31 Soat t) l'instant d'injection d'une particule. (On calctik- I'ei belle'
6 IN d Lt infigrstle re?.powreIle Tj. puis on gON~ri: les vitessk-s Iluctutantes Liu

f fluaide A la position d'injimfion par 'in tirage ak~atoirc stloin une
+ ~ C ~ ~ Litdistribution normaic. Enfin. en. v~solvant Ie systt.Tic Li'iquatg,'ns

4 Dt 't j (0.2). on caleule li position Lie lIt panitaicu A l'instant 4, + At.
'rant que resti, inlidricur A 1*1 on Littermine lc% post1lvls

YtD' -nWsuccessives Lie Ia puticule cn conservant Ies rn~mes valetirs poor
+ I D-Pr + 2-fý (Pp -P) les fluctuations Lie vatesL. Quand tLievicnt plu% grand que 11, on
P6~ Di gi~nt~e dle nouvelles viltes.e flutctuantois

h) Modi~e 2 1121
Cc modl~e rcli~c d'une mi~thodc identiqluc A celic diu miodele
prM&-~dn* saul' que le critret dL Lii~corn~lauion temporellc nest- )liis
basiS sur I'dchelle inui~grale temnporelle 'II mais tr Ic te'mp'.

d'intera".von de ki pariicuh' (isit le ivurhillani tque'll traverse I-d



Phn effet, si la vitesse relative die la partucule par rapport A la phase
aeue etfaible, ii est possible qu'eue reste dans un tourhillon
penan tute la durde de i xisience de colui-ci alors 4w.t, si lot KIMr ..- 100h

vibesse relative de la. particule est importante. ellk vii traverser la -

structure tourbillonnairL' ct donc son temps de transit 4 Nvir~icur
die cecle-ci sera plus court que TI. ~.

c) Mod~le 3 1131 ~.~. 4~ H
C'est le mt~ale utiiist.4 par DIAKOLIMAKOSi ct %I, it est tout fa&it I ~i kI.
analogue au mod~Ie 2 au u,-i on ajoute un crit~re spatial pour les 1
ddcam.rIations. On cons~kre 4u'une purticuke est en interaction r

avec un tourbillon non sculement si Ic crtorc temporel du mod-'e 01ci~.
2 est respettd, inais aussi si la distance parcourue depuis Ila
dtcOettIlaton prdt&,~dnt est infdrieure k I'ichele intigrale sp~wiale

"o~de~es ej (ktvfLpallicules
Dans ces mod~lcs, plus sophistiqu&~ quc Ics ar rocties de type e. Ket.- "

Montc-Cario, on suit simultant~ment une pe rti LU diserk~e (P) ci
une particule fluide (F) ci on dutermine la vitesse du fluide au- .i d

point P en fonction de la vitesse du fluide, au point F en respectant
les corrtlations spatiales culcdriennes. .. i~I~h,?

On ddfinit un critcre de di~omnidation temporeile ct un doniaint: dcL.-
corrdlation spatiale die rayon Lti nour chaque particule fluide.
Lorsque la distance FIR devient supdricure t. Ld. on considre une
autre panticule fluide dont on simul- la trajectoire A~ partir des --- --
coordonindes du point P A linstant de ddcorrtdlution : cc
changement die particulc fluide cst connu sous Ic nom dec
"1.phi~ncrahe de croisement de trajectaires". Deux mod~les I deux
particules ont 60 choisis:
a) Mod&I SCOPE 1141 (mod~le 4) So-tie -e
L~e code SCOPE (Simulation du COmportement de Particules
dans un Exoulement bidirneasionnel) a Wtt dtdveoppiO par
MARMIGNON A l'Ecole Nationale Suj~rieure des Mines die Ficjure 9 Vue sch~matique du banc
Paris. *Turbulence de grille'

Dans ce mod~Ie on impose aux fluctuations dti vitesse tie vdririter
le tenseur de Reynolds local. LL principe tie SCOPF est
semblahie A celui du mod~Ic 3. A l'instant to on injectL unt. 1
particulc discr~te (P) dans '&-oulement A laquelle on associe une
particule fluide (F) ayant la rn~me position. On fait un tirage ,

aldatoire des vitesses fluctuanics. Ensuitc, on Jdtermine les
positions respectives des particules (F) et (P) :si cules sont trop
dloign~es l'une de l'autre, on elfectuc une Wtconrdlation spatiale.

DL pius, A chaque pas tie temrps, on vt~ritie si le crits~e tempore I
est ruspectd, sinon on gdn~re un nouveau vecteur de fluctuation
au point F: ddtcorr~iation temporelle.

h) Mod~le FD 1151 (mod~Ie 5) *-*

Cc moti~l a dt tidvcloppd par BLUMIKE et al. La gdnt~ation des
fluctuations dc vitesse se fait ici scion une mtdthode qui utilise des
"Filtres Digitaux" : fultre temporel" ct "filtres spatiaux'. De plus, 13

une nouvelie valcur des fluc;tuations est gendr~e A chatluc pas tie
te rn pp

Cettc moddlisation ne fait pas intervenir de dtdcorrdilauion
temporelle, car chatque fluctuation die vitesse respccte la
corrdlation temporeile reprisent~e par Ia fonction de transiert du

4. ETUDE DES PROCESSUS PHYSIQUES '") )(j 4 o J0 10( if) 10 doih1 W

FONDAMEN FAUX Figure 10: Profils de tempdrature moyenne et fluctuante

4.1 Etude de le dispersion et de livaporation enena ldea rle
turbulence de grille
L'dtude de la dispersion des gouttes en turb!!lence de grille a dtU'
rdalise& sur le banc prdsentd sur la figure 9. Cc banc d'essais sur la figure 10. La figure I I montie I'dvolution de l'dchelle de
vertical, dc. acclion catrr&c (1.5)x 15() mm,2 ), est dquipd. d'ute grille turbulence en aval de la grille.
en iortic du convergent. La weine d'essais esi composdc tie a) Dispersion de gaoures m4)nodisperses en isotheme
tiiffdrents tronqons munis de hublots en quartz pour les ngnrtudeotes(S340etemlypurijcr
visualisations. pour les rnesure., laser ct pour les essais en UngnrtudeottsTI340etepoypurijtr
tempdrature. Les variations du niveau tie turbulence sont rtdaiist~s un train de goutws monodisperses. A partir de la tidsintdgration
en modifiant la *dometrie de Ia grille (0paisseur du hamrrau B, d'un jet cylindrique 1161. Le mdcanisme die rupture est controkL
'taille de la maille M). L'adiothermique tie la veinc a W en appliquant une perturbation priodique. Le diamu~rc des
caractdrisee par antdmomrithI laser et par fit chauid. Des exemples gouttes oansi g~ndrdes est compris entre 50 !t W() p~m, leur
de nrofils de temprn ature (moyenne et fluctuations) sont pridsent&. vitease entre I et 4 m/s.
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Figure 11: Evolution doe l'echelle do turbulence en aval
do I& grille

Figure 12 Visualisation de la dispersion des gouttes
~ ~ 1104

1N 9

S~~ 10 "1.70

Abcis trnvesl (cm 0 5,1 q 300 40 §36050 N'0 1000 13000 335 050

Abscisse transversale (cm)
Figure 13: Trajectoires moyenne des gouttes Figure 14: Histogrammes de taux do prdsence de4

ot kattp Iote A. 3 3cm en aval dupitd'neto

Udiude de Ia dispersion de gouttes monodisperses do diam~tre0
250 gim, injectdes avec: une vitesse de 3,6 m/s. en paroi et en aval 1 I

d'une grille do turbulene (mailles carrdes de 20 mm et barreau1 0-aclFD
carrds de 5 n) s effectudeA atrdviulsiospr2Q..E diec
techniques viddo rapide et de trailement d'image (figure 12). 2 !

Cette camdra peut enregistrer. en plein dcran, A one cadence 30
d'image allant de quclques images par seconde jusqu'A 1000 .
images par seconde. File a une frdquence maximum de 6000
images par seconde (en 1/6 d'deran). Le point dinjection est situd
AR6m m en aval de la grille, Ia vitesse moycnnc de Is phase
gazeuse a Ia mdme valeur que Ia vitesse d'injection des gouttes.
Au point d'injection l'intensitd de Ia turbulence est de 5 %, La i i
dispersion est caractdrisde perla trajectoire moyenne, lenveloppe a
et les taux de prdsence en diffdrentes sections (figures 13 et 14). 6 '09AV 1: i5 5D
L'influence du niveav de turbulence sur Ia dispersion pout 8tre Absclsse transversale (cm)
6tudide en modifiant Ia gdomdtrie de Ia grille mais aussi en
changeaoot le point dinjection, le niveau de turbulence, diminuant Figure 15 :Comparaison calcul expdrience
en aval de Ia grille. Ces rdsultats sont directement comparables A Ligne moyenne, dcart- type
ceux obtenus par simulation numdrique & partir de mod~les
stocharstiques (Figure 15).

b) Evaporation den gourres polYdisperses (AWN ) '31 LU LtCe hanc dessais permet aussi l'dtude de Ia dispersion de5 gouiles
en dtat d'dvaporation. Ia figure 16 prdsente on e'.erple Saw
d'dvolution. en un point de P'dcouki;ment situd A 10 cm en aval de
Ia grill-~, de I'histogramme des tailles de gouttes entre 4(X) 00 froid
ldcoulement froid et l'dcoulement chaud (Tair = 157 `C). 1Les
gouttes polydisperses sont injectdes dlans l'axe de Is i'cine A I1,2 Wv - 000,L
m en arront. de Ia grille. Dans ce caos Ia vitesse moycnne de l'air - 0 00
est de 7 m/s. Les temps d'acquisition de ces deux histogrammes 0 4019
sont identiques. La comparaison des deux histogrammes met en Lo1 c0haud Odq[
dvidence les points suivants . 1O

-dispantion des petite& gouttes (DV ,. 20) gm), '- --.--- r..-

*glissement de% taille., moyennes et grandes en plusietw.s classes 0n M ;0) d 6 (AJ) 8(0 w th Qt) INu W (~I.%

de tailles infdrieures. Diambitre (microns)
Une comparaison de ccs rdsultats avec ceux provenant d'une Figure 16 :Comparaison des histogremnies A froid
rnoddlisation est en cours au lahoratoire, et A chaud (lTair .15700)



4.2 Diapers'onturtbuiente en coulement Instaflonnalre us -

dcoulement en aval d'une manche descs'dante. " ~-
a) ZONE DE MELANGE ((b

La dispersion do gouttes dans tine conli guration do type ione de
mdIange a did dtudide dans to but de vat dcr les mod~Ies utiliss >_
pour les simulations.

La veine db1tude est I section cariec 7505 mjm 2. La zone do .. ... Expdrience
modlange ema crdtlc par' deux flux d'air A Wa tempe~rature ambiante, Mod~ie 3
coCourants ci s4pars par une plaquc plane horizontale de 5 mm.
d'dpaisscur, prdscrnlant en son extn~itd un culot recangulaire. LAI ------------. ..-

vitesse dthitante do I'dcoulement darns la pantic supdricure de la W 0114 I'M 01-N ((0 (11 -k
veinc est dc 36 m~s. colic dons to section infe~ricure est do 9 m/s, X(m)
soit un rapport de vito~sscs do 4 (figure 17). A laaide d'un Figure 19 :Dispersion de gouttes (133 prm) dans la zene
gdndratcur de gouttes monodisperses, des gouttes do 133 pim Msflt do m6lange
inject~des dons I'deoulement avec Lunc vitessL de 6 m/.s.

Dans un second temps, des simulations ont did effectu.dos pour
_______________________________________ comparer les diffdrents mod~Ics de dispersion. Ld6tudc a pond

sur I'injection do goutteleites de milthatiol do 10 gm A I'extrdmiu
du culot et dons l'axe de la veine A une vitesse de 10 m/s. Cos

If)fi's simulations ant montrd Ic r~le majeur des grosses structures de
Ideoulement dans la dispersion des gouttes de petite taille. Pour
hien mettre cen dvidence cc phdnom~ne. nous avions compari5 Ia
position des tourhillons (figure 20), visualisds grace A un traceur
numdrique, A celles des gouttelettes (figure 21), calculde par-

I l'approche ddterministe, aux mermes instants. Les gouttes se
situent A la pdriphdric des tourhillons, cc comportemerit esM
conforme aux rdsultats ohtenus par d'autres auteurs 11IH,19.201.
compte tenu des temps caract~ristiques des deux phases.

5 0

Figure 17 : G~omdtrie cia la zone de m~lange

Les insiahililds de to zone de mdlange ont Otd visualisdes grdice a 0
tie to l'umdc (figure 18). La figure 19 prdsente Itks trajectoires
mflyenries et les enveloppes du panache dc gouttes ohienues
exp~rimentalement ot celles ddtermindes par simulation A l'aide du
rnod~le 3. Bien quo les trajecta n's ohienues par tc calcul soient un
peu diff'drentes des trajectoires expdrimentales, le mod~Ie
.stochastiquc: utilisi5 petmet hica de retrouver F'ailure du panache
de gouttes. Cette Otude 1171 a dgalement permis de metire en
dvidence l'importance de l'interaction entre gouttes. En effet, Ia
distance entre gouties en sortie du gdndratCUr 6twi~t tr~s foible, Ic Fgue0vsahstndssrcuesAledn
coefficient de trainde doit etrc modifid pour tenir tompte doecci Fiue2 rvsaiatiur du s structrsAe ~ edu
effet d'interaction. rcu udiu

(I NI. UEM ISS ION 01; t;O I'! rI S

I.MI.

Figuro 18 :Visualisation da~s structures Cohdrentes 1!':" 1 ("5-'U'4

X (in)

Figure 21; position des goutles (approche d~terministe)
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h) MARCHE DESCENDANTE
Les dalfidrentes approkmes cxpdrimentales ct simulations Vintterface do la recirculation, oti au point 6e recollernent, sont
numnidicues owt aussi dt aappliquides A tinc naamdtri de marche provoqu&% par des mciuvements de convection instationntisre ues
descendante. La gdomdtric bidimensionnellk dtudi&~ es prsnd grosses strucitures heaucoup plus que par do In disperslr'n
stir la figure 22. turbulente nu sens clansique du terme. Afin do conrirmer l.'cs

re'sultats de simulation, tine i6tude esporimentalc a U~t catrepaisc
Ap.prywhe numrirque' stir la miarne gwom~tric.
A titrle d'excmple do,% cornparalions entre l'approche
instationnaire et diffrterntq modlos stochastiques do dispersion sectio n X/Xr = 0.38

sotpisenui~el pour des goutles do 10) pin injoct&,s atu niveau lui . od le 4 moIl
ddicrochemcnt do la marche. Ue staisiques do ndseso ot ~ ~**
calculdes sur upi dhantillon de 2000 trajectoires (figurc 23). Les ,

distributions du taux de prtdsence dons Ia zone cisailldcet dons la 4 -INsTr

zone de recirculation pour trois sections situdes avant le point do
recollement pn~sentent deux maxi~ma d-- concentrations de goutlcs
(figurc 24), la valeur maximale Otant dans la ione cisailide, 'autite E.
correspondiant ou I'lux do retour dans la zone recinoulde. Pour >
cette gdomdtric et pour les conditions d'injection retenues. les
mod&4es SCOPE et FD pour lesquils dux d~corrliati-ons
(spatiale ot temporelle) sort prises en compte, donnent des
rdsultats en bon accord avec l'approche instationnaire pr~ici
comme rdfdrcnce en amont du point de recollement. Au point de
recollement et en aval de la zone de recirculation, l'approche . . .

instationnaire indi ue tine augmentation du taux de presence pr~s )I i - 1
de la paroi. Cc phlinom~ne scra vWrifitl5 expdrimentalcment. Ces Ni /NT
simulations numn.6iques montrent quc les transforts au travers de

section X/Xr =0.65

- modblee5

20-c

'1 -- 77

Figure 22 G~om~trie do la marche 6tudideN/T

section X/Xr =1,00

modble I 0*

modble 2 modle

1G On 11 0ý (1 112 01 03 1 04 1 05 01 1) 0 d -0 0 0 0 10 0

mod~Ie 4 Ni/NT

Figure 24 Taux de prdsonce des gouttes dans trais
Sections diffdrentes

modble 5

INST
Figure 23: Dispersion de gouttes (10pmr) dane la zone

de cisaillement
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Aplrvche exlrprimetarnl
Au moyen d'un 1gendrateur i orifice vibrant, des gu~ttcs
monodisperses de diamnttr I(NW pm ont Wt injecetids en u n point
do la paroi supdrickire., A contre courant, dje t'aqon h hieii
enserneneer 'ldco.Jkleflt au niivcau du ddcrochemeiit do hi
rnarehc et dans la zont' cisaiIltde, La vitimse des gouttes ost do 1)
mi/s, [u vitk~sse do I'air de 6 rn/s. Us visual isations par t.cehniques
viddo rujpidc du comportement des gouttes dans lit xone cisaillde
(flguto 23) nmontrent quo les itouttes saint hien entr~indes par les
grosses struictures, Les techniques de traitenwnli dimage
appliqludes at cel dcoulement diphasiquc permettent do sujivre
I'dvolution du taiux de prdsence des gouutis, du point d'injection
jusqu'en aval de lit zone do recirculation (figure 26). Cette
reprdsentation montre Men le chanigeryint des distrihutitons: en
nombre de gouttes dans la zone do recollkrnent et enI aval (IV Ia
i.onc recirculde, Les %imulations num~rique., pour cc type
d&6oulemnenl: sont en cours uu laboratoire. Ues premiers rdsulms W,
df! la comparuison entre les dift'drents mod~Ies et l'expdricnee
confimwnnt les conclusions de Nitude do la z~one de rndlange le
rnod~e 3 permet de rotrouver, avec une bonne prdeision, lai Figure 26 Evolution du taux de pr6sence do gouttes de
dispersion hbservdc expdrimerualement. 100 pm entre leur point dinjectiori i t l'aval de

ia z6ne recircuI~e

Figure 25 Effet instationnaire des structures 'zoh~rentes
sur la dispersion des gouttes dans la zone
cisa~il~e

70 i--~ j--y
4.3 Ititeraction goutte-parol i- L

[)ans une chamhre de combustion. des systt~mes dinjection de so -

crburant gi~nerent des 6coulcnients diphaSiq~ies avec eftet de I
swirl (injeettuis a~iodynamiques, inlecteurs mkaniqucs). Par cel 40 - -

ettei les grc-ises gouittes sonl centrifugks en pNriphdrie du spray.

Coimbustion 
2i.

Le trwnsfert de chaleur J'unc Voutte irnpaclant stir tioc surface
chaude est un phinomrncn complcxe 121. Les dilfhrents
COmportements d'une P.OUtLC stir tne paroi chaude sont IIt
reprtsentirs ur la figutre 27. Les condition' pour lesquelles

do L-eidenfmviii) doivei ktre connues. Fn eflfet la pri~scnece du filrn 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 5 0 0 6 ii 0 7 0 0

dv vapeur dirninue le ti-ansfert thtrrnmiquv entre le Iiuiuidc et la kerosene d(= 2,23 m1m1
!,aoi t et Wermnane purle omprien~lt ds Vults.Figure 27 : Influence de I& tempdrature de paroi

sur I'dvaporation d'une goutte



Montage expibf menual
Une plaque d-a cuivre (200~x I50x400 min,3), comporte cinq
cartouches de chauffage. La temporature (T < 6(00 OC) est
controlde en trois points par des thermocouples. L'uniformitd de
la tempdrature de Ia plaque cst vdrifide par technique infra-rouge.

Les gouttes sont dclairdes par ombroscopie et ohservdes au
moyen d'une camdra widdo rapide KODAK EKTAPRO.

Resultals
Un exemple de goutte impactant sur une paroi est donnvO sur la
figure 28. Un logiciel do traitement d'images appliqud A des
enregistrements de ce type [22] fournit des informations sur la
trajectoire et la vitesse des gouttes avant et aprNs impact, A partir
de ces informations nous calculons un nombre de Weber ~, * * ,* *

We = Ppl Vp, P I /op

'influence de la tompdnture de la plaque sur le phdnom~nc de
rebond est repri~sentdc sur la figure 29. Ces rdsultats sont en
accord avec ceux de WATCHERS ct WESTERLING 1231. Le ~
Weber maximum augmentc avec la temporature dc la surface. La
condition de non rebond ddlinit un nombre de Weber critique qui
est une foniction de la te-mp~rature de la plaque 124,251.

!'in fiuence du dianiere de la goutte sur le phdnom~nc de rehond ~-
est reprdsentd sijr Ia figure 30. Darts ce cas nous remarquons que
le Weber maxiimum reste constant. Le Weber critique diminuc
Iorsque la txaitlle des gouttes augmente 1261.

Une sdrie d'expdriences sur des fluides diffdrents, montre que la __________ _______

vitesse critique et Ia vitesse maximum de rebond augmertent avec
la tension superficielle.

Cornclusion
Ces diffmdrentes expdriences sur [interaction gouttes-paroi
montrent que Ie rebond d'une goutte est influencd par sa vitesse MWnormale A la paroi (la vitesse tangentielle n'ayant pas d'influence
sur le phdnom~ne), par la tempdrature de Ia surface, par le
diam~tre de la goutte et par la nature du fluide.

Cet ensemble de rdsultats sur l'interaction gouttes-paroi constitue
une premiere base de donindes, A utiliser dans les codes de calcul
pour les chambres de combustion en tant qu..z 'lois de paroi" Figure 28 :Exemple d'enregistrement video rapide
pour la phase liquide.

I 3 - D,-260 prn

~ - Od.IiO0.H-T T

1 0 We incdent 10 0

Figure 29: Influence de !a tempdrature de parol 0W nidn 0 0

surlIsrebond Figure 30 : Influence du diam~tre sur le rebond
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5. CONCLUSIONS ET PERSPECTIVES 181 M. DADI
L'objectif de cette recherche est de moddliscr la combustion d'un "Etude dc modtles de comporte-ment dc traccurs dans unjet dc gouttes en prdsence d'un decoulement gazeux for~cment i&coulement et leur validalion expdrimentale par
instationnaire. Les techniq~ues optiqucs rdccntcs pennettent des vdlocimduie holographique Ai expositions muhiples"
mesures simultandes de dilfdrents paramn~tres de [a pulvdrisation r1tse de doctoral, Llnivcrsitd de Lille 1, 19874
en aval d'un injecteur rdel. Ces mesures doivent Otre tits pn~ciscei [91 F. ODAR, W.S. HAMILTON
puistque Ics ,'dsultats sont pris comme conditions initiales pour le "Forces on a sphere aecciecratnin in a viscous fluid"
calcul dc la phase liquide dans la simulation numdrique. Ces Journal of Fluid Mechanics, vol. 18. n'2.
techniques, appliqudes A I'dtude des phdnomntnes 6ldmentaircs pp. 302-314, 1964
comme l'interaction des gouttes avec PCs parois, [a dispersion el 1101 P. DONNADILLE
I'dvaporation, permettent d'dlaborer des modeles qui peu'~Cnt 0tre "Comportment dec Souttes en dcoulement turbulent
directement intmoduits dans les codes de calcul ou fournmisent des instationnaire :simulation numdrique, modd~lisation,
rdsultats servant A la validation de ces modeles. Ce type expdrimentation"
d'app roche, consistant A mener en paralkle des 6tudesTh.eedotrUivrt eVanieesc
cx pdrimentales et numdriques, est tr~s hdndfique pour du Hainaut-Cambrdsis, 1%'2
I'am~iioration des connaissances de ces divers phdnom~ncs. If Jill A. ROMP1TEAUX
sert aussi It Ia sdleetion de modeles stochastiqucs de dispersion de "Ddveloppeinent d'un code de calcul instationnaire en
gouttes, momns couteux en temps de calcul quc l'approche volumes flnis At faible diffusivitLA numdrique"
instationnaire prise comme rddrence pour les configurations de These de doctorat, ENSAE, 19C12
base presentides ci-dessus. La comparaison de ces mod~les sur 1121 A.D~. GOSMAN, E. IOANNIDES
ces configurations fait apparaitre que Ic modlel 3 semhkl. &~re le "Aspects of computer simulation of liquid-fuelled4
plus susceptible d'Otre utilisd dans les logcicils industriels. En combustors"
effet cc mod~le reprdsente Ie meillcur compromis entre [a AIAA 8[40323, 19th Aerospacc Sciences Meeting.
pr&-ision des rdsultats et Ia durde, donc Ie co~t, des simulations. St-Louis, Missouri, 1981
Des rechcrches sont aussi rnendcs en parall~le avec H'TLR de (131 E. DIAKOUMAKOS, J. ANAGNOSTOPOULOS,
l'universitd de Stuttgart sur Ia combustion des gouttes. Pour G. BERGELES
rendre ces codes pruddictifs, la deuxifme dtape de cc programme "A !heoretical study of air-solid two-phase flows"
de recherche doit 8trc consacrde dans Ie tutur aux phdriom~nes Mathematical Modeling in Combustion and Related
d'interaction entre tous ces processus physiques. Par exemple Topics, Brauner and Schmidt Laind Editors.
dans les jets denses de gouttes, les interactions entre gouttes ont pp. 449-459, 19884
des effets prdponddrants sur leurs trajectoires, sur leur taux 114] C. MARMIGNON
d'dvaporation et sur leurs rdgimes de combustion (isolde, par "Arndliorations et extensions d'unc mdthodc de prddiction
paquet, flamnme de diffusion). Les effets de couplage entre les du comportement de particules en dcoulement turbulent"
gouttes et l'dcoulement gazeux sont aussi tr~s importants Rapport technique, ONERA, 1983
(modification du champ adrodynamique et du niveau de (15] E. BLUMKE, H. EICKHOFF, C. HASSA
turbulence ...) "Evolution of a spectral dispersion model with

experimental results obtained from the dispersion of
REMERCIEMENTS monosized droplets in a turbulent swrii ling flow"
Les auteurs expriment leurs remerciements aux services officiels 5th Workshop on Two-Phase Flow Predictions,
franqais (DRET groupe 7), At l'ONERAIOE, &t Ia SNECMA et A Erlangen Germany, 1990
TURLIOMECA pour Icur soutien constant dans les recherches sur 1161 TSI Incorporated
les phdnom~ncs de base en dcoulcmcnt diphasiquc. Ils tiennent "Model 3450, vibration orifice aerosol generator"
aussi At remercier vivement Icurs collfgues :Y. BISCOS , F. 1987
BISMES, G. HEID, B. PLATET pour ]cur contribution At ces 1171 S. HARQUEL
diffldrcntes dtudes. "Etude expdrimentale et moddlisation dc la dispersion

de gouttes dans une zone de mdlange"
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1251 P. HEBRARD, G. LAVERGNE, P. TRICHET
"Experimental Study of Boundary Conditions Ibo Spray
Systems in Combustion Chambers"
6th Annual Conference ILASS Europe. Pi.se, Italy, I994)

1261 B. REINHARDT
"Etude expfimenuile ct modllisation du comporte•nent
du nrhonJ do 'outtes au niveau d'une plaque chauffante"
Rappxort &d DEA, Ilniversihd de Valem.iennes et
du flainaut-Cambrdsis. 1991

Discussion

Question I. L. de Chanterac
Is there any Loalescence model in the code you have developed?

Author's Reply
I studied coalescence effects during my stay in Stuttgart, Germany. I have not yet introduced models which I obtained in Stuttgart
into the two phase flow code,

4

4
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A New Eulerian Model for Turbulent Evaporating
Sprays in Recirculating Flows

S. Wittig, M. Hallhnann, N1. Scheurlen, t. Schmehl
Lehratuhi und Institut fur Thermische Str6mungsmaschinen

Universitit Karlsruhe (]'ll.)
Kaiserstrafle 12, D-7500 Karlsruhe, Germany

Summary k m 2/s 2  kinetic energy of turbu-
lence

rn length scale or the k, &-
A new Eulerian model for the computation of tur- turbulence model

bulernt evaporating sprays in recirculating flows is Le tLewis number

derived. It comprises droplet heating and evapora- M kg/moL molecular weight

tion processes by solving separate transport equa- N - parameter in the Ro-

tions for the droplet's temperature and diameter, sin-Rammler drop size

Full coupling of the droplet and the gaseous phase distribution

is achieved by the exchange of source terms due to dustr n

momentum, heat and mass transfer. The partial dif- N 3  mola ncer

ferential equations describing the droplet's transport nd 1 number of discrete drop-

and evaporation in the new method can be solved size classes

using the same numerical procedure as for the gas Pr Prandtl number

phase equations. The validity of the model is estab- P N/rn2  pressure

lished by comparison with a well known Lagrangian P - reysu me

approach and with experimental data. For this pur- S (,) source term (equation

pose calculations of a recirculating droplet charged dependent)

air flow within a model combustor are presented. Sc Schmidt number

T K temperature
t s time

Nomenclature u, v, w(u,) rn/s velocity components
1" m3 /s volume flow rate

A, B, C coefficients of the Cox- x, y, z(ci) m cartesian coordinates

Antoin- vapour pressure VC- volume fraction of the

equation dispersed phase

C 1 , C2 , Cp, constants of the k, e-tur- X - mol fraction
bulence model

CD drag coefficient
cpP J/(kg K) specific heat of droplets Greek symbols
cPV J/(mol K) molar specific heat of 2 mn/s 3  turbulence energy dissi-

vapour pation rate
cret m/s relative velocity F m 2 /8 diffusion coefficient
c, kg/kg vapour concentration A W/(mK) thermal conductivity
D m diameter p Ns/i 2  dynamic viscosity
D_.m characteristic diameter V M2 /s kinematic viscosity

in the Rosin-Rammler w S-1 particle response fre-
drop size distribution quency

f N/m 3  external forces p kg/m 3  density
Fr Fr6ssling number 0 k, e - constants of the k, (-tur-
h J/kg specific enthalpy bulence model
Ah, J/kg specific enthalpy of eva- r .3 particle response (rela-

poration xation) time

Prevemted atan AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technology for Advanced Aircraft Engines, May 1993.
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Subscril)ts etluat'olns describing tihe turbulent gas phmoe, The

ar aair pplication of the 1'ulrian approach for sprays re-

eff effective quires the consideration of the (ontinuun t assuinp-

g gas tion (lat 'lielor (1974)). This as,,uniption is valid,

I liquid when each computational element contains a large

p particle, droplet number of droplets in the way thal statistically av-

ref reference value-i (1/3-rule) eraged properties can be assigned to the druplets.

8 droplet surface Crowe (1982) showed that most practical systems

turbulent satisfy the con;tinuum assumnption.

V vapour This paper is addressed to the further improvement
00 ambient of a recently developed Eulerian mnethod for the nu-

merical simulation of turbulent, evaporating sprays
Superscripts (Hallunann et, al. (1993)). Results of the new mo-

del are compared with both, experimental data and
timeave rage computations using a Lagrangian approach.S~tinie average

turbulent fluctuation Eulerian methods for the prediction of turbulent
two-phase flows have been used by various groups
of researchers (e.g. Melville and Bray (1979), El-

Introduction gho',ashi et al. (1984), Chen and Wood (1986),
Krhmner (1988), Abou-Arab and Rocco (1990), Si..
monin (1990)). They all deal with questions con-

Liquid fuel combustion processes in gas turbine corn- cerning the dispersion of particles in parabolic flows
bustors so far are not well understood and, therefore, neglecting heat and mnass transfer between the two
object of numerous theoretical and experimental in- phases. Mostafa and Elghobashi (1985) as well
vestigations. Ir particular, the accurate prediction as Mostafa and Mongia (1987) report on Eulerian
of these processes is extremely difficult due to the methods for the computation of turbulent jets with
combination of complex physical and chemical phe- droplet vaporization. However in these papers rather
nomena. Dispersed phase/turbulence interactions simplified assumptions were used. The authors as-
and turbulence effects on chemical reactions are only sumed isothermal flow conditions and a constant
two examples for the complexity. In addition nonre- droplet (saturation) temperature. In addition, a
acting two-phase flows include a variety of unsolved simplified mass transfer model for the calculation of
problems, e.g. turbulent droplet dispersion, turbu- the dropi.kt diameter was applied. In contrast, to
lence effects on heat and mass transfer between the these investigations, the present stulty introdluýes a
phases, vapour/air mixing etc.. Besides, nonreac- new model for the computation of fuel spray cha-
ting turbulent two phase flows are important by it- racteristics including droplet heating and evapora-
self. Premixed-prevaporized gas turbine combustors, tion by solving separate transport equations for the
Diesel engine sprays and rocket plumes are some ex- droplet's temperature and dianeter. This model is
amples of this type of flow (Mostafa and Elghobashi applicable not only to parabolic flows but also to
(1984)). turbulent recirculating non-isothermal evaporating

Approaches for the prediction of droplet transport sprays, which are of riajor interest within the de-
and evaporation in combustion systems can be clas- sign process of real gas turbine combustors.
sified by two fundamentally different methods. In
the Lagrangian approach, the spray is represented by
discrete d:'opletb. Each computed droplet represents
a number of physical droplets and is observed on its
trajectory until it leaves the calculational domain or Governing equations
it evaporates completely. The equations describing
the droplet behaviour can be simplified to ordinary Gas phase equations
differential equations. In turbulent flows, droplet
motion and evaporation is simulated by a stc.chas- F~or the steady mean flow under consideration, the
tic or Monte Carlo approach (Gosmar. and loanides time averaged continuity eqn4tion and the stationa-
(1983), Wittig et al. (1987), Kneer et al, (1990)). ry Reynolds equations
In the Eulerian approach, the evaporating spray is
treated as an interacting and interpenetrating con- 0
tinuum. The resulting equations are similar to the Dx-i (Pi)(l
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(p+-k + Fj+ Suo,, (2) o ,,oI 1
Ozj~ P~i'~u. 3, 1.44 1.92 0.090.0 13 09 09

in conjunction with the standard k, coturbulence mo-
-el Table 1: Constants of the k, t-turbulence model

(puk) _=.)SOx O" k Ozx Droplet equations
- k - pC + Sh,p (3)

- = O( & The equations describing continuity and momentum
Z (D a, oP exchange of the liquid phase for laminar flow condi-

+ ,( tions can be derived from a mass- and momentur,+ -(CG1k - C2pE) + S,,p (4) balance at an infinitesimal small fluid volume:

ou, ou, ou,, 0
Gk = p-i(-__ + 0!• (5) 0(veppup) = S. (12)

0 3 CD
are solved numerically by a Finite Volume discretiza- -'i(VePoUi,pUjp) = "VCP - CretUj - a1e)
tion method. In the above equations aP

+ Fj,p +Vuj,o (13)

pf = # + pt (6) with

is the frequently used effective visr itý with the
laminar viscosity 1 and the eddy visrý jity Crel = i; a- rii (14)

Re - Dp c.eI (15)

tit = PC"V (7) V
SCD U6 + 5.48 Re- ,63 +2 (16)

External forces acting on the fluid, e.g. gravity are

denoted by Y. in the momentum equations (2) and The mass source term due to droplet evaporation is
are assumed to be negligible in the present investiga- obtained by
tions. Turbulent transport of enthalpy and vapour 3 dDp (17)
concentration is calculated via additional transport S V pp Dp dt(17)
equa'tions:

TrhL term on the l.h.s, of Eq. (13) represents the
a=(puih) a9(_lf Aef h inertia force per unit volume due to droplet accele-

Falr Oxi P )r.f + S,9 (8) ration. The first term on the r.h.s, represents the
a 0 ) + drag force due to the slip between the two phases,

(puice) -- Ci ( , a + 5 'o,. (9) the second contains external forces like gravity and
the third takes momentum loss due to droplet evapo-

with ration into account, Pressure gradient terms for the
dispf.rsed phase are neglected. An expression for the

±elP = + Pt (10) decreasing liameterofa single droplet in Lagrangian
Pref Pr Prt coordi,'.tes

Scef Sc SC'- (11) ( Pr 4Mvflr;J roLl Xvp (18)

The constants of the standard k, c-turbulence model

used and the turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt num- with
bers are given in Table 1. Source terms (So,p) due Fr = I + 0.276 jVH ,sc4  (19)
to gas/droplet interactions are described in coznl-'i-
nation with the new droplet model. The wall func- is given by Faeth (1983) and Wittig et al. (1988)
tion method is used to eliminate the large number assuming a constant liquid density. The calculation
of grid points needed to resolve the laminar sublayer of the reference valiez and the rnol fraction of the
(Launder and Spalding (1974)). vapojr is shown in Appendix A.
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In order ta derive a transport equation for the Inserting Eq, (25) !n the i.hs. of the Eqs. (12), (13),
droplet diameter we first write: (20) and (21), time averaging and using the follow.

ing gradient hypothesis for the second order corre-

-( prt1 .uDl)1) lations representing the turbulent fluxes of momen-
7 Ti tturm, mass and enthalpy

Dr 1) (Ir'pp Ui.p) 1+ PPu'Ppap t- - .2v1* = -_p(

d)P 0-t), ePp U ,p) + '.P1, dD PPV , = -t/r,,, -( (27)

Sdt ~~, I =P j ~~r P•

Including Eqs. (12) and (17) yields: = _,_h _, 2.D (29)

o9 4 fir~ 1?,1 P'OX
-= (20)l tlt` = = 3 • (20)

-P,__,0 , . 1 - - (30)1 j r "Stp S •' Ogxj"

A transport equation for the droplet temperature leads to a set of equation, for turbulent evaporating
can be derived via an energy balance in the samemanner as the ornonentlitu eqjuation: spra~ys which can easily be casted in a form identical

to commonly used gas phase equations:

p ,•u,,,,,,, r,) lie F r-- A I _ 7, (
x( ) a "i Pct'p Oxiv 1)

•t,,___-f'+ ;) (21) a a _____.

ýP V 11PPI 11pij,p) = +-'~~ Or x

with + 3 V CD , - ujP)

2 Le In (kZ- )'m--

u • (22) + Fj + S,,ujp (32)

(3J') --I (" 'clt~, O

I,, - F""L-' • r/ n(23) 4

Are! + 1)',9,D, (33)

F Y' 1 + 0.276 If IF? ,1 (24) d t OT

The nmodlel implies a uniform teriperature distribu-
,ion in tihe droplet assurning an infinite therrial con- + A, I7c,/- ( -.11,
ductivity. In Eq. (21) the first term of the r.li.s. 'IjD)
represents droplet heating (hile to the tvemperatiure + S'. Ah_. _ + (34)
gradient between the two phases, the second droplet (,pp

cooling due to droplet evaporat.ion. The specific heat
of the liquid cP, is assunied to be constant. An ex- Correlations involving fluctuations in the liquid

act, derivation of the expressionis describing droplet phase density (ppv,) are takern into accoirt only in

heating and cooling in the source term of E+. (21) is the continuity equation.
given by Faeth (1983) and Wit t ig et al. (1988). The closure hypothesis (27) and (28) for the turbu-

lent finass fblux and inonientuln transfer have been

Turlbulence inodelling tested successfully by a lot of researchers (Chen and
Wood ( 1981), Elghobashi -t al. (1981), M.'lville and

Turbulence effects are ',valuated by introdluring fltv.- Bray (1979)) arid have been extended by Ilalhnann
ouat ion quantities for the vohc ;ractioin arid the e't al. (1993) for turbulent livat and mass transfer in
roplet 's velocity, tn peratunire and thiaeter: evaporathng sprays (Eqs. (29), (30)). The turbilent4

viscosity pt,,, ()f the dispersed phase is modele(l ising

r= •. + 0;, (25) the approach of Melville and Bray (1979):

I -t, Pd (26) Prty = Pl• -- (35)

S-(26)1 p k
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w i t h 7 7 7kP - U + Vi + (36) T SO,p
The ratio of the turbulent kinetic energies of the dis- d
persed and the gas phase is calculated following the p- E (S.)
approach of Krimer (1988): k=1

nd22(37) ca - (s".)

U )d
Since in general the droplets do not follow the motion u4 - •~ (VPCrel(Uj - us,P) + 5v.Ujp
of the surrounding fluid from one point to another it A=i /

is expected that the ratio kp/k is different from unity i ( [ 6NuFrA,.\ ,,)
and varies with the particle relaxation time r and lo- - C PP ,D (T -- T)

cal turbulence quantities (Elghobashi et al. (1984)). k.li

Kriimer recommends the following equations for the +S',4--' + TP)
frequency of the particle response Ic ,pP

1 0.25 Table 2: Coupling terms for the gas phase equations
W = - (-f,. r) (38) due to droplet transport and evaporation

1 D218 p v I + 0.133ReO.6s 39

Solution steps
with a characteristic macroscopic length scale of tur-
bulence

b1(40) As mentioned above, the equations of both phases
CL t f, ~ (40) can be solved numerically using the same finite vo-

For the turbulent Schmidt number Set,p of the dis- lume discretization method (Noll and Wittig (1991),

persed phase Krimer suggests a value of 0.3. In the Noll (1992)). After calculating the droplet field with

course of our work we found this value to be particle the preceding values of the gas field properties, the

size dependent. Because more detailed information gas field is recalculated with the coupling terms due

is not available at the moment we recommend a me- to droplet transport and evaporation. This proce-

dian value of 2.5 for problems treated in this paper. (lure is repeated until the coupling terms converge,
i.e. both phases have statistically constant values.

Coupling with the gas phase equationls

The gaseous phase is affecrted by Ihe dispersed phase Results and discussion
due to momnentum, heat and masns exchange. The
easy way of coupling the two phases is an evident For the verification of the new model, imeasurements
advantage of the new model. Due to an identical ef a recirctlating droplet charged air flow (Ilim-
mathematical formulation the same terms appear for urelsbach (1987), Wittig et al. (1987), Wittig et
bcth phases, simply with diffe.ent sign. A drawing al. (1988)) within a model combustor are compared
tip of the coupling terms for the gas phase equations with. The test section used in our laboratory is
is given in Table 2. shown iii Fig. 1. It consists of a rectangular flow

The expressions are added up for all nd discrete channel with a cross sectional area of 100* 300 mrn2 .

drop-size classes. In addition phase coupling is gua- A prefilning two-dimensional airhlast nozzle is in-

ranteed by the use of temperature, pressure and va- corporated into the test section. The airflow enters
pour concentration dependent properties in the cal- the channel through four slots with 6t) ni/s mean air

culations of the gaseous phase. velocity. Two of these slots atre charged with A liq-

Source terms (Sk,, .S,,) for the equations of thle k, C uiid film. The experimental studies were performed

turbulence model due to the presence of tie dis- with ethanol at inlet gas temperatures of 320 K and

persed phase were modeled following the approach 520 K.

of Chen and Wood (1984, 1986). Because the calcu- The symmetric flow field in the model comibostor is
lations presented in this paper do not. show any sig- characterized by a recirculation zone induced by the
nificant influence of these terms they are not taken centerbody of the nozzle (Fig 2). As reported ear-
into consideration here. lier (Wittig et, al. (1987)) it can he predicted with
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skfi icienIt, accuracy. Ini thle calIciilatI ioi is ai 68 * 316 coni- h'fse 'aoa olo iiildi'its Ile iiu
pntrationIal grid has beein used with lthte N11.11-sl5 -v~ille t at ioial restilts are of siiflie'icnit agrv'eqje'iit It wit flit'
(Noll (1992)) for tflit, ti.croi'tiatioii of thel ('on ve(t ive' niveasliriiwnits for l)othI, voliiieie frart ions wid' clia
terms. TPhe convective t ermis of t~he' droplet. e('qiat iteils rae't eristic eli ai e'i rs (if lie( elispetsed phase'.

are' eiscreti'iise d using the well kniown U)PWINDI- E'ffects of' plimise Colplidng rali be seetil ill Fig S and

sc 1w iiit'. Fig. 9 for hot 6iow c,iidi ioins. 'I'lw vapour conretit ra-
D'roplet. iiiot ol aind evaporat ion %%ere calculated foir !ion of flie' gas iet'slii,w' t stroiig incre'ase' ;'l ug
tevn (discrete drop-size classes. Ili Figs. 31 mid .1 fii- the waY tiC the' t'~Itpratinlg efropl-ts vomibikiit' with
latedt volume fract~ions of t he liquid phase and clia- a decre'ase o; ihe ga..4 tentperatulre. 'lhe' ree'irr-idat ing
racteristic dIroplet, d ianit~ers of the spray are plot.- flow t ranisports parts or t he C eli vaj alt/a ir mitin ulre
teef against, experimient~al data giveni by Wit tig et back- to I hi' 'eiterlodly of thle tiozzle' result ;ng iii vcr '
all. ( 1987) for an inlet gas t~emnperatuie' of :320 K . high~l vapouir e'oiiceiirat ion ailel teiliperaititie graii -
The initial conditions for the droplets were' deter- euts iie:tr the atotiizitigedge. At thle' chlanniels outi
iniiie~t fromi elaborate studies of air-blast atomiiz- le't the vapour coiict'iiratioii re'aches alipreximalaely
ers as I Cu ted ionl Of Hthe ope'rat inig parameietvers of 10 oX resutri itg ill ia t enperatntre dlecre'ase' of imore'
the nozzle and( the( propertijes of lie' liquid ( Aigue'r thlani 10 ( iegreves.
( 1986), Satt el ilayer ( 1989)). 'They cal bile de'scrible'd
wit~h t~he distribution plaraniet ers Devj 2 = 63 pin

and N = 2 it, the Rosin Rtarnilder distribut~ion (se'e Conclusions
A ppendlix 1H). loiot, ineasuire'nivits antd pirodict~ioiis
show that, in tOle rc circulat~ion zone' tnainly smtall A new; Etileraii niode' for thle' i'oiipit~ation of t tir-

drople't~s are, found due to turbulent dispersion, while bulent evalioralting sprays has be'eni iivo'iiliei Ilii
the forward flowing regions are 'loin~iiateil by large. ('oit~rast, to forriier l'>ilerlui ap~proaclie's it. 'ompijrises

droplets. Highest droplet, concenitrationis occur close transport cijlations for droplet heating and c.vapo-
to thleatomiizer's edge (fecre-asi ng rapidly towards the' rat ion and is applicable for rir''rc ii ht ing flows. Theii
recirculationi zone. Turbulent particle dhispiersionl is coiiplitig if the gaseoujs and tflit dlrople't plia.st' is gua-
slightly unde'rpred -t~ed . Nevert heless muetstirertents ranit ee by) thle excliaiige of soilrcet t~erus (lile to itio-
andl pre-fictioris are in good agreemient. thnc iti n, lie't andt( miass transfer arid] by thle' ealc ii-
Fig. 5 shows tlie( predoicted spat~ial distribution of thle hit ion of tei' aperat lire, prtessure' andI vapour roceln'tii-
decreasing droplet (diamleter tin the upper half of flle, t ration depe-nde'ti prope'rtites of the' gasvt'ois phase.
combustor for anl inilet gas- 1:-ipei e~t tire' of 520) K. Comuiparisonl of t Ii' new imode'l with L~agrangi au cal -
For' comparison resu Its of'a L~agranigiaii approaich are' cu lat ioin and e'xperiielit~s wi th respec-t t~o d iamieter
shown. Hot i compulttat ional apiiroadhes ar' ba~sed (list rihiut ions aiid cotictut rat ions re've'al good agrevt
on the same e'vap~orat iotn imode'l. thle' well kiiown iiie'iii
'Unliform Tetuperatnlre'' law ( lFae't ( I 9S3), Wituilg et. llowe've'r, flit' piy'-ilcal tuieilerstaiiding iof thle' t iirii

al. (1988), llallinianii et alf. (1993)). 'I'lie excelle'eil lent par~icle' dispetrsionl procetsses ec lit itrt it'r illi-
agreemient of the( two mnethods iii almoilst (All de'tails provem'nit's f'or a more' get'neral applicalioni N've'r-

is proof that (hle new Ihtileriani miodel yields adeqeuiate t hielt'ss, I ke' siiiilar st ruinc tirte of I [i' t rdiispirf t'ijua-

result~s for the diaiietier decrt'asi' of t 1.w evaporating t ions obitaiined by thle' Euiivriaii ap~proachl with fi tle

droplets. It. should be niote'd that flthe shape of' tlit'('o1iiiii0iily utsed gas phase' e'eiut tolis ofrers the tillopeir-

Etule'rian soluition in Fig. 5 -all be' iitfiienice'e biy varn- hiunity for ;iui eaLsy it cerI(,rat lol of itir new ml dIi l' in
al-ions of the( teirbile'it Schmitidt munibt'r Sc11,,. As standard ( 'IA)-roift'u . TIhis is a gre'at aelvant age' fi
mient ionied before' •,, is iiot a cotistalit anid fur- cont raist it, L~tgraiigini muuithodls which refiluiri' ifil
ther investigatioins fin the area of itirbuleuit droplet firerit numterical llrih'dteirt's for thoii tw pthjlase's. Ill
dispersion art, nece'ssary to guarantee a genieral ap- additrionl Iv lie uple'iie'niation of ILagraigianiuniet hital

plicat ion of Ithe' new nmodtel. lFluet miationis, which call in code's for boiundary fittedl wiil-ort hog cal coorli-
!)e set' illi the Lagratagian re'stils, are' duie to the' sta- nates er int rutic ire'i grids is very comiplicale'I bteit

tist'ical natinre of i he' Monte' ( *airlo saimpping met hod. is t'aslN a'e'oiiplishi'd wviit lI lit' presenlt I'l rinilat ciii

I'1'ht' could h dtie' anpe'd by iilcrt',inilg I ti loidihl'i of

partic'les uisedl to evaluate' lileai diropellt dVaiie'te'rs
Figs. 6 and 7 show calculitte'd and nicastireil vo- Acknowledgements
luime' fract ions ( lliniiute'sbacli 0987)) andi 'hiarae'te-
ristic droplet diameters for TI = 520 K' (W'i~tig e't 1liis work was siiipiirttild liv flie, Arbe'iicsg-e'mii'
al. (1087, 1988)). Th'le larger diamnete'rs e'oiliart'd scliaft hfeechtt'iiieerw! ir ( as1 iirbtin (I iirhoflain) anid
to the cold flow conditions are u'atsed by large'r iini- by a granmt froint flhe' SV']16It7 ( Iligh lmitt'efist ('()ti
tial diameters `( DI 2 =78 lin, N .:2) but also biy leustors) -of flthe lDe'ts'I'f-eerihe~gg'itiieh~f
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The relation between the vapour concentration c.

Appendix A and the tool fraction of vapour X, is

C, =,M (49)
The r.ference valhes in the models presented are Xu, M + (I - X.) M -4

determined according the 1/3-rule of Sparrow and
Gregg (1958) Appeudix B

2., 1,
T,, 2 7p + 1 7! (41) In the Rosin Rammler drop-size distribution

2\ 100
Xrf = • . + ,,,p (42) D. =; 163.21 n(100 X (50)1

nTIre = n('hq,) (43)F,./ nr(T7e/) (44) r indicates the volume petce'ntage of all droplets
re, (4 with smaller diameters than D,. Two characteristic

Cp,i,,r.f Cpt.( 2vef) (45) diameters are nee:ded to completely define tfie d;s-
Are = A(71.,) (46) tribution. In presenting the re3ults the volumetric

mean diameter D50 and a characteristic diameter for
The mrol fraction of vapour at the droplet's surface is small droplets 010 are used.
giver, by an exponential law following Cox. Antoine
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES ON EFFERVESCENT ATOMIZERS WITH WIDE SPRAY ANGLES

by

J.D. Whitlow and A.H. Lefebvre RJ. Ralibuhier
School of Mechanical Engineering, Purdue University NASA-Lewis,

W. Lafayette, IN 47907, United States Cleveland, OH 44135, United States

SUMMARY spray of approximately 90C cone angle. One objective of the
An experimental investigation was conducted to examine the present research is to determine if good atomization can be
operating and spray characteristics of two internal-mixing twin- achieved using effervescent atomizers that turn a two-phase flow
fluid atomizers that were designed to produce effervescent through an angle just prior to ejection. If the bubbly flow can be
atomization at low airzliquid mass ratios (ALRs). These two turned at angles. and still producc good atomization, then the
experimental atomizers ejected the two-phase flow so as to passages at the exit of the atomizer can be designed to eject the
produce a wide spray angle. One atomizer was a plain-orifice spray at the large angles which are more suitable for combustion
design that used a 4-hole exit orifice which divided and turned applications.
the two-phase flow jtest prior to ejection. The other atomizer,
called the conical-sheet atomizer, ejected the two-phase dow Two atomizers were designed and built to carry out the
through an annular passage in such a way as to form a hollow experimental studies in this investigation. One design was a
cone spray. The atomizer operating parameters varied during plain-orifice atomizer that featured a 4-hole exit orifice which
this investigation were the air/liquid mass ratio , atomizer divided and turned the bubbly flow through an angle just prior to
operating pressure, and, in the case of the conical-sheet ejection. The second atomizer, called a conical-shee' atomizer,
atomizer, the exit gap width. Studies of spray characteristics ejccted a bubbly mixture through an annular passage in such a
included measurements of the spray Sauter mean diameter way as to form a hollow cone spray. The conica!-sheet atomizer
(SMD), drop size distribution, and, for the conical-sheet was designed to allow adjustment of the exit gap width.
atomizer, circumferential distribution of the liquid mass within
the spray. The experimental studies on both atomizers included

measurements of the spray Sauter mean diameter (SMD), drop
For both atomizers it was found that SMD decreases with an size distribution and, for the conical-sheet atomizer, the
increase in either ALR or operating pressure. The effect of ALR circumferential distribution of the liquid mass within the spray.
on SMD diminishes as the value of ALR increases. For the The operation of the plain-orifice atomizer relative to the internal
conical-sheet atomizer, when operating at low values of pressure two-phase flow pattern within the atomizer was also investigated
and ALR, SMD increases with increase in gap width; but the across a wide range of air/liquid mass ratios. The parameters
influence of gap width on SMD diminishes with an increase in varied during this investigation were the air/liquid mass ratio,
either pressure o: ALR. At the highest operating pressure of the atomizer operating pressure, and, in the case of the conical-sheet
conical-sheet atomizer (552 kPa), SAD is independent of gap atomizer, the exit gap width. In this paper, atomizer operating
width at all ALRs. For both atomizrs, changes in operating pressure is the static pressure of the air prior to being mixed with
pressure and ALR have little effect on the distribution of drop the liquid.
sizes in the spray.

2. ATOMIZER DESIGNS
1. INTRODUCTION The principal geometrical features of the plain-orifice atomizer
Internal-mixing, twin-fluid atomizers that produce effervescent and the conical-sheet atomizer are described Lx.low.
atomization show potential for eliminating a number of the
problems associated with pressure-swirl and airblast/air-assist 2.1 Plain-Orifice Atomizer
atomizers, such as the need for high injection pressures or large The 4-hole plain-orifice atomizer shown in Fig. I is an internal-
qeantities of high velocity air. In effervescent atomization, a gas mixing twin-fluid atomizer designed to produce effervescent
(air in combustion applications) is introduced directly into a wtomization at low air/liquid mass flow ratios (ALRs). The
flowing liquid at some point upstream of the atomizer exit orifice mixing aiid containment tubes are made from clear acrylic to
in such a way as to create a bubbly two-phase flow. When the permit visual observation of the internal two-phase flow. All
bubbly flow mixture exits the discharge orifice, the gas bubbles other components are machined from brass. The mixing tube is
rapidly expand which aids in the breakup of the liquid into enclosed within the containment tube which serves as both the
arops. Unlike traditional airblast or air-assist atomizors, the gas outer wall of the air cavity and to contain the pressure of the
is not intended to transfer kinetic energy to the liquid upon atomizer. This allows the pressure difference across any part of
contact. Instead, the purpose is to create a bubbly two-phase the mixing tube to be significantly reduced to only what is
flow that takes advantage of the expansion of the gas after the necessary to persuade the air to enter the liquid flow.
mixture has been ejected from the atomizer.

The overall length of the atomizer is approximately 140 mm.
Previous studies have shown a number of advantages offered by The containment tube has an inside diam eter of 51 mm and a
effeirescent atomization [Refs. 1-4J. One advantage is that wall thickness of 6.4 mm. The mixing tube has an inside
good atomization can be achieved at low injection pressures and diameter of 6.4 mm and a wall thickness of 1.6 mm. Six rows
low air/lkiuid mass ratios. Also, since both the liquid and the of four holes used for injecting air into the mixing tube are
atomiz;ng gas are ejected through the same exit, the flow drilled through the wall of the mixing tube perpendicular to its
passages can be made larger which greatly reduces the problem axis. Each row is spaced 6.4 mm apart and rotated 450 from the
of blockage by contaminants in the fuel. Previous work has neighboring row. The last row of these injection holes is located
shown that the quality of atomiration is not significantly 51 mm upstream of the exit orifice. The size of these injection
influenced by changes in orifice diameter [Ref. 3]. holes varies somewhat because of difficulties in machining, butthe average hole diameter is 0.58 mm.
AUt previous studies on effeivesceni atomization have been

con fined to atomizers that eject the bubbly two-phase mixture Liquid enters at the top of the atomizer and flows downward
through a single-hole orifice which produced a narrow angle through the mixing tube toward the exit orifice. The mixing tube
spray. However, combusior designs in gas turbines generally is surrounded by an air cavity. The static pressure of the air in
require atomizers that distribute the fuel in the form of a conical this cavity is measured through a pressure tap in the top of the
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atomizer, Air passes front this cavity through the mixing tube flow rate and the smaller valve is used for fine adjustment, The
injection holes into the liquid flow, The bubbly two-phase air flow then paw;ses through a ball shut-off valve and flows to
mixture then flows downward to the exit orifice and is ejected the atomizer.
through four exit holes drilled at an angle of 40* from the axis of
the mixing tube. Each of the four holes has a diameter of The liquid storage tank is an 83-liter stainless steel sphere. After
0,8 tmm and a length/diameter (l/d) ratio of approximately 5. the tank is filled, a ball valve allows the free surface of the liquid

to be pressurized with the regulated air supply, Liquid flows
2.2 Conical-Sheet Atomizer from the storage tank to two mr.tering valves connected in
The conical-sheet atomizer is shown schematically in Fig. 2. parallel, As in the air circuit, the two metering valves are of a
The overall length of the atomizer is approximately 125 mm. dilferent size to allow coaise and fine adjustment of the flow
The wall of the liquid chamber is made from an acrylic tube with rate. The liquid flows from the metering valves to one of two
a thickness of 6.4 mm which provides safe containment of the Brooks rotameters connected in parallel by a three-way valve.
maximum 552 kPa operating pressure of the atomizer. The The smaller rotameter is used to measure a range o" flow rates
most critical areas in the design of the conical-sheet atomizer are from 1,83 to 20.7 g/s. The larger rotameter is capable of
the annular bubbly flow passage between the stem and the main measuring flow rates from 11.3 to 91.3 Ws. The liquid then
body, the size andplacement of the stem within the main body, flows from the rotametur through a ball shut-off valve and on to
and the air injection holes. Since concentric placement of the the atomizer.
stem with the main body is essential to provide a uniform
annular gap width at tne atomizer exit, great care was taken in The plain-orifice atomizer sprayed downward into the
the fabricatiun of these two components. The stem screws into atmosphete at nonnal rootn conditions, An evacuation system
the main body with 10-32 IJNF threads. The exit gap wi lth is consisting of a conical funnel connected to an industriai vacuum
determi-ied by how far the stern is screwed into the main body. cleaner is mounted below the atomizer. The sole purpose of this
In order to eliminate axial thread play, a nylon-uipped, spring- evacuation system was to provide a downdraft to reduce the
loaded set screw is screwed in the opposite end of the main body recirculation of drops which could cause errors in the drop size
to provide a small downward force on the stem. Six rows of measurements.
eight holes, each 0.51 mm in diameter, are drilled between the
air cavity and the annular flow passage. Each row is equally The design of the test facility used with die conical-sheet
spaced 3.2 mm apart and the last row of holes is located atomnizer is nearly identical to the facility shown in Fig. 3. The
approximately 16 mm upstream from the atomizer exit, main differences are that the facility used with the conical-sheet

atomizer could supply a greater pressure and larger flow rate of"the liquid to be atomized enters the atoisizer through the top air and liquid and could accommodate a greater quantity of' spray
p te and flows downward through six inlet ports in the main and larger spray angles. The rotameters used to measure liquid

y into the annular flow passage defined by the main body flow rate shown in Fig. 3 were replaced by a Micro Motion
and the stem. The liquid then flows downward through the model D40S-SS mass flow meter set to measure flow rates from
annular passage toward the atomizer exit. Air flows through a 20 to 400 g/s. The maximum measurable air flow rate was
side port into a cavity which surrounds the annular flow increased to 4.23 g/s by changes in the air rotameters. The
passage. It then flows from this cavity through the injection conical-sheet atomizer sprayed downward into a large spray
holes into the annular flow passage where it merges with the collection box at normal room conditions. A duct at one end of
downward flowing liquid. This two-phase mixture proceeds to the spray box is connected to the inlet of a large centrifugal fan.
the atomizer exit and is ejected into the atmosphere. The static Baffles in the spray box provide for a downward flow of air
pressure of the liquid is measured at entry to the atonmrer and 'he when the fan is operating which prevents spray drops from
static pressure of the air is measured just prior to entering the air recirculating and causing errors in the drop size measurements.
cavity.

3.2 Radial Patternator
As previously mentioned, the width of the exit gap is adjusted A radial pattemator is a simple instrument commonly usexd to
by screwing the stem further into or out of the main oxxdy of the measure the radial distribution of liquid within a spray. In this
atomizer. Since the thread count on the stem is 1.26 threads per study, a radial pattemator was used io give an indication of the
millimeter (32 threads per inch), one complete revolution should angle of the spray emitted from the conical-sheet atomizer. The
ideally move the stem 0.79 mm vertically. Numerous checks of patternator was constructed by cutting slots which formed
the vertical travel of tlWe stem with a depth micrometer showed sampling tubes into an opaque white plastic sheet over which a
that angular measurement is, for this setup, a reliable method for clear sheet of acrylic (3.2 mm thick) was glued. There are a
detennining the vertical distance that the stem moves over a total of 29 sampling tubes, spaced 4.50 apart along a radius of
range of movement from the stem being completely closen to 100 mm. All sampling tubes are the same size, and the tube
one revolution open. The vertical travel was checked every 30' openings are filed to sharp edges. The radial patternator is more
from completely closed to 180" open and every 90W from 180" completely described in ref. 5.
open to 360' open. Since the conical angle that both the main
body and the stem were machined to is known at the -xit throat, 3.3 Circumferential Patternator
the annular gap width can be calculated from the angular position The circumferential distribution of liquid from the conical-sheet
of the stem, as measured from completely closed, atomizer was measured using a circumferential pattemator which

consists of a clear acrylic cylinder, closed at the bottom and open3, APPARATUS at the top, and divided into 16 equal pie-shaped cavities. Equal-
spaced lines are scribed into the outer wall of the cylinder from

3.1 Test Facility the bottom of the cavities to the top. These lines provide a
The experimental test facility for the plain-orifice atomizer is convenient means for measuring the relative liquid vollime in
shown schematically in Fig. 3. A 1. 1 MPa air supply is each cavity. During data collection, the patternator is mounted
regulated to 0.93 MPa and provides both atomizing air and air under the atomizer with the axis of the patternator on the spray
to pressurize the water storage tank. Pressurized air enters the axis. The circumferential patternator is more completdy
air circuit and is directed to one of two Brooks rotarett rs described in ref. 5.
connected in parallel by a three-way valve. The smaller
rotameter measures a range of flow rates from 0.05 to 0.23 g/s, 3.4 Drop Sizing Instrumentation
whik. the larger rotameter measures flow rates between 0.22 and Drop size measuiements of the sprays were made using a
1 76 g/,,. All pressures in these studies were measured with Malvern Particle Size Analyzer, model 2600)D, manufactured by
dial-indicating Bourdon-tube pressure gauges. Air flows from Malvern Instruments Ltd. This well-known instrument provides
the rotameter to two metering valves of different size connected a nonintrasive line-of-sight measurement based on Fraunhofer
in parallel, The larger valve is used for coarse adjustment of the diffraction theory. The receiver of the Malvern system is fitted



with a 3(YX) mm focal length lens which allows measurement of a point marks the onset of the transition regime which is so-named
drop size range from 5.8 to 564 gnm. because it signifies the transition between a stable bubbly flow

regime and a stable annular flow regime. The transition regime
The drop size distributions of the sprays produced in atomization may consist of several commonly observed internal two-phase
can be represented by the Rosin-Rummiler [Ref.61 q parameter, flow patterns, including slug flow, plug flow, and churn flow,
The q parameter provides a measure of the range ot drop sizes in The annular flow regime occurred at high ALRs where the
a spray. The higher the value of q, the more equal are the drop instabilities observed during operation in the transition regime
sizes -rd the more narrow is the drop size distribution. If q - -, were no longer present. Although the exact flow pattern present
all the dt'.ps in the spray are the same size. For most fuel sprays at the onset of the annular flow regime could not be determined
the value ofq is between 2 and 4 (Ref. 71. with certainty, mit annular flow pattern was observed at slightly

higher values of Al.R.
The two-parameter Rosin-Rammler data redlucttia routine
residcnt in the Malvern system was used to obtain ".twasured" Drop size measurements for the plain-orifice atomizer were made
drop size (d-ita from the light intensities directly meastred by the at operating pressures of 138, 276, 414, 552, and 689 kPa. All
Malvern system. All the "measured" values of Sauter mean drop size meastrements reported in this paper for the plain-
diameter (SMD) and the Rosin-Rammicr drop size distr,',urion orinice atomizer were made in the bubbly flow regime, where
parameter, q, were corrected for the effects of multir,_ effervescent atomization occurs. The light beam was positioned
scattering. The method of correction suggested by Dodge to take measurements across the axis of the spray emitted from
IRef.81 was used when the obscuration of the incident light one orifice at a distance of 152 mm downstream from the
bean', was between 40 and 65 percent, and the method suggested nozzle, as measured along the length of the spray axis. The
by Felton et al. IRef. 91 was employed when the obscuration flow rate of water from each orifice was measured to select a
was 65 percent or greater. The correction method suggested by single orifice that was representative of all orifices. Since the
Felton et al. is based on a theoretical model and ispreferred. liquid in a spray is much more difficult to collect than a jet of
when applicable, to the empirical solution provided by Dodge. liquid, the flow rate check was performed with no atomizing air.
However. Felton -t al. cautioned against the use of their The results of this check for two water flow rates showed that
correction method for obscurations less than 65 percent. The each of the four orifices flowed within I per cent of one quarter
method presented by Dodge allows correction of the results of the total flow. Thus, all tour orifices were regarded as
when obscuration is between 40 and 65 percent and riuces the acceptable and one was chosen at random.
sudden change in SMD that occurs at an obscuration of 65
percent if the Fehon et al. correction is used alone. The effect of ALR and pressure on SMD while operating in the

bubbly flow regime is illustrl..ed in Fig. 4. The highest ALR
4. RESULTS shown for each pressuve represents the end of the bubbly flow

regime for that operating pressure. Figure 4, as expected,
4.1 Plain-Orifice Atomizer shows that SMD decreases as ALR increases. Changes in
In all experiments with the plain-orifice atomizer, the liquid operating pressure have only a small effect on SMD, with an
emnloyed was water. Atomizer operation was investigated increase in pressure resulting in a decrease in SMD. Figure 4
along lines of constan! pressure with increasing ALR. The contains all the SNiD data taken with the 4-hole orifice in the
operating pressures ranged from 138 to 689 kPa, and atomizer bubbly flow regime. The validity of the SMD data presented for
operation was 'nvestigated across a range of ALR from zern to the lower ALRs in Fig. 4 is questionable because the light
over 0.4. Several operating characteristi,:s were observed and intensity distribution recorded by the Malvern Particle Size
noted across the full range of nozzle operation. These Analyzer had a bimodal shape that suggested the increased
characteristics include the steadiness of the spray, visual presence of large arops. The Rosin-Rannmler data reduction
observation of the internal two-phase flow, steadiness of the air routine, which was used in this study, is not suitable for a
cavity and water inlet pressures, and any othe. visual or audible bimodal-shaped distribution. The value of ALR below which a
signs that might indicate a change in the spray. The operadional bimodal-shaped !ight intensity distribution was recorded varied
parameters and characteristics, along with the informsiion somewhat depending on operating pressure. As an example, the
furnished by the Malvern particle size analyzer, provide a good bimodal-shaped distribution occurred for ALRs lower than
basis for describing the performance of the atomizer. 0.011 at 689 kPa and for ALRs lower than 0.01" at 276 kPa.

The SMD data at these lower ALRs is shown in Fig. 4 only to
At the low pressures employed in this investigation, operation of indicate approximate trends in SMD at these lower ALRs.
the plain-orifice atomizer with no atomizing air produced only
solid jets of water, With the addition of only a very small Figure .5 presents q as a function of ALR at four different
amount of air, the water jets were broken into a coarse spray. presseres for the plain orifice atomizer with the 4-hole orifice
As the ALR was increased with the operating p:essure held operating in the bubbly flow regime. All q values shown in Fig.
constant, three regimes of atomizer operation, as defined by 5 are from measurements with a nioacmodal- shaped light
changes in the spray behavior, were identified. These intensity dist-ibution. Figure 5 shows that changes in operating
differences in spray behavior were the result of changes in the pressure and ALR have little effect on q with all values ranging
internal two-phase flow. The three regimes are designated as between 1.5 and 1.8.
follows: bubbly flow regimc, transition regime, and annular
flow regime. As previously stated, one objec.tive of this study is to determine

Jf good atomization can be achieved using effervescent atomizers
Effervescent atomization occurs only in the bubbly flow regime, that turn the two-phase flow throigh an angle just prior to
but investigation of atomizer operation across a wide range of ejection. The plain-orifice atomizer fitted with the 4-hole orifice
ALRs provides some insight into how the atomizer functions. described in this study has also been fitted w;th a single-he
The bubbly flow regime occurred at low ALRs. The sprays orifice (Ref. 51 for similar experiment.. The atomizer showed
produced during operation in the bubbly flow regime were tthe same general operating characteristics with the sing.- hole
steady. In the bubbly flow regime the internal two-phase flow orifice and th,' 4-hole orifice; but, for the same ALR and
appeared, by visual observation, to be well mixed and uniformly operating pressure, the single-hole orifice produced a spray with
distributed within the mixing tube. The exact flow pattern lower SMD values ii, the bubbly flow regime (down to
present across the full range of ALR in the bubbly flow regime approximately 25 Mrn) and opertteJ at :ower ALRs without the
could not be determined with certainty, but all indications greatly increased presence of laige drops identified by the
suggest that the internal flow pattern that occurred in this regime bimodal-shaped light intensity distribution as described above.
could be classified as a bubbly flow pattern. As the ALR was The 4-hole orifice was the first attempt to achieve a wide spray
increased across the bubbly flow regime, a point was reached angle with the effervescent atoraizr and the exit holes were not
where the atomizer operation and spray became unstable. This optimized. The l/d ratio of 5 that the 4-hole orifice has is
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considerably larger than the single-hole orifice's I/d of 0.5. A from the conical-sheet atomizer. All measurements were taken
smaller l/d may improve atomization quality or increase the range with no atomizing air becau. 7 of the difficulty of obtaining
of AlRs that gives good atomization in the btbbly flow regime, reliable measurements from the sprays produced with air

injection. With no atomizing air the liquid was concentrated in
4.2 Conical-Sheet Atomizer the form of a conical sheet, and spray angles were measured by
The liquid employed in all experiments with the conical-sheet observing which pattemator sampling tube and the location
atomizer was water. Operation of the conical-sheet atomizer was within that tube that the liquid entered (ref. 5 gives a more
investigated along lines of constant pressure with increasing complete description of die procedure). Measurements were
ALR at several discharge gap widths. Observations of the made at five gap widths from 0. 10 to 0.29 mm, with operating
operating and spray characteristics were made during the pressures varying from 138 to 5t2 kPa at some gap widths.
colizction o' drop size data. These observations, along with the The measuredspray angle increased with increasing gap width
information furnished by the Malveri' system, provide a good from 78.5" at 0.10 mm to 86.5" at 0.29 mm. Variations in
hasis for des.•ribing the operation of the atomizer. Atomizer pressure had no effect on the spray angle. The measured spray
operation is described below for a range of parameters. angles were within the range expected since the exit of die
including oprating pressures from 69 to 552 kPa. gap widths atomizer body was machined to an angle of 700 and the atomizer
from 0, 10 to 0.37 mm, and ALRs from zero to as high as 0.12 stem had an angle of 99'. When air was added to the liquid
at some pressures. upstream of the exit throat, the spra) dispersed about the conicalpath defined by the liquid sheet with no air addition.

Atomizer operation with no air inrection (ALR - 0). at the low

pressurvi examined in this investigation, showed that the liquid Thc circomferential distribution of liquid emitted from the
exited the atomizer in the form of a conical sheet which conical-sheet Atamizer was measured using the circumferential
subsequently broke up into large drops several centimeters patternator. All measurements were taken wiihout atomiziag air
downstream. With the addition of only a very small amount of to eliminate the probhcni of drops recirculating out of the
air, the continuous liquid sheet was sporadicali, disrupted at the patternator that occurred when air injection was used. Figure 6
atomizer exit by the expanding gas bubbies. As the ALR was shows the volume flow rate measured by the circumferentiail
increased, the greater quantity of air in the internal two-phase pautternator as a function of pattemator section at three gap
flow caused more thorough breakup of the liquid sheet and widths, The volume flows were normalized by the average flow
eventually produced a finely atomized spray with liquid breakup collected in all sections. The data shown in Fig. 6 were taken at
occurrin- at the atomizer exit. an operating pressure of 276 kPa. Measurements at 138 and

552 kPa showed similar results. This plot illustrates that i
The conical-sheet atomizer exhibited smooth and continuous fairly evert distribution of liquid was discharged from the
changes in spray properties across all pressures, gan widths, annular exit throat with the only discrepancy occurring at
and ALRs investigated, with no regions of unstablt operation. sections II through 13. This even istribution of liquid
T'his continuously stable atomizer operation was unlike the plain- indicates proper alignment of the stem within the atomizer body
orifice atomizer where changes in the internal two-phase flow giving a constant gap width around the annulus of the exit
caused the spray to become unsteady, The range of ALRs over throat.
which atomizer operation was investigated was smaller with the
conical-sheet atomizer than with the plain-orifice atomizer Measurements of SMD were made across a range of parameters
because of flow limitations of the experimental apparatus, nut which included four gap widths front (.10 mm to 0.37 mm and
tCe conical-sheet atomizer operated steadily at AIRs where the four operating pressures from 69 kPa to 552 kPa. The range
plain-orifice atomizer operation was unsteady and classified as of ALRs investigated at each pressure varied because of flow
being in the transition regime. Since the two-phase flow limitations of the experimental apparatus, but all measurements
passage in the conical-sheet atomizer was machined from brass, were within a range of ALRs from (0.(X)I to 0.12. The light
no observations of the internal two-phase flow were possible. beam was positioned to take measurements along a horizontal
No previous work was found on the classification of flow path passing through the axis of the spray 152 mm below the
patterns in downward cocurrem two-phase flow in an annular atomizer exit, To assure an ac:.urate representation of the spray,
flow passage. The nature of the two-phase flow pattern present drop size measurements were taken with the atomizer rotated
in the atomizer across its range of operation is thus unknown. about the spray axis to several positions, as described below.
Based on previous work with circular flow passages, a bubbly The width of the spray cone at 152 mm tbelow the atomizer exit
flow pattern most likeuy exists at the lower ALRs. At the higher required that a light guide be used to keep the length of the
ALRs however, a bubbly flow pattern is unlikely because of the sampling volume within 3(X) mm of the Malvern receiver lens.
highei void fractions. For example, an operating point with an The light guide was a steel tube mounted horizontally that
ALR of 0.05 and a pressure of 138 kPa has an average void shielded the laser beam fiorn half of the spray so that the
fraction of 0.946 which is considerably higher than previously sampling volume started at the axis of the spray cone.
reported for a bubbly flow pattern. One possible explanation for
the absence of any region of unstable operation is that the The dependence of SMD on ALR and operating pressure is
annular flow passage and exit throat may moderate the effects of illustrated in Figs. 7 through 10 where SMD is plotted as a
detrimental flow patterns (hat might be formed, such as slug function of ALR for four pressures. Each figure presents a
flow, by providing an area around the anntulus for the large air different gap width with the atomizer body held at a fixed
voids to spread out and possibly break up. The air and liquid position termed Position A. These plots show that SMD
may also distribute themselves differently in an annular flow decreases as ALR increases at low values of ALR, but tends to
passage and never form flow patterns which cause noticeable level off at the higher AIs. At some pressures, measurements
unsteadiness in the spray. Another possibility is that the exit slot were made at ALRs up to 0.12. Data at these higher values of
spreads out large liquid slugs which arc then broken up by the ALR continued to show the trend of leveling off and are not
atomizing air. In any case, the flow instabilities that occurred presented here to avoid compressing the graphs. The data also
with the plain-orifice atomizer were outside the range of show that the general effect of an increase in operating pressure
effervescent atomization, is to decrease the SMD.

Liquid is discharged from the exit throat of the conical-sheet Drop size measurements %,ere made at several ALRs lower than
atomizer to form a hollow cone spray where most of the droplets those shown in Figs. 7 through 10, but the light intensity
ame concentrated around the cuter edge of a conical spray pattern. distribution recorded by the Malvemn system had a bimodal
One of the advantages of this atomizer is that the angle of the shape which indicated a substantial increase in the number of
internal flow passage may be designed to give virtually any large drops. The bimodal shape. at these lower ALRs indicates
desired spray angle. The radial patternator described above was that the spray was not fully developed. The Rosin Rammler
used to give an approximation of the angle of the spray emitted data reduction routine is not suitable for a birrodal-shaped



distribution, and SMD values calculated for these ptints are not Drop size measurements on the co, cal-shev, atomizer showed
shown, the followlng trends. Sauter mean diannicter decreases with an

increase in either AL.R or operating pressure. As with the plaitn-
Drop size measurements were also taken with the atomizer orifice atomizer, the effect of AI.R on SMD decreases as the
rotated IWO° alboui the spray axis froan PositiOn A so that the value of ALR intreaws. At low values of both pres:iure and
Malvern system was sampling data at a different location in the ALR, SMD Increases with increases in gap width. The
spray. This alternative position is designatedi as Position B. influence of gap width on SMD decreases with an increase in
The 'rends in SMI) shown at Position B wete penerally the sanme either pressure'or ALR. Above an ALR of 0.(k, gap width has
as those shown at Position A. This may be observed by no effect on SMD) meardless of pressure. At the highest
conmparing Figs 8 and II. pressure investigated 1,552 kPa), SMD was fndependent of gap

width for all ALRs. Air/liquid mass ratio has only a small effect
The effect of gap width on SMD is illustrat.)d in Fig. 12 where on the Rosin-Ramnder q parameter. Operating pressure also has
SMI) is plotted as a function of AIR for four gap widths. This a weak influence on the value of 1, with an inctease in pressure
plot presents spray data for a constant operating pressure of pttdLcing a small decrease in q. n general, an increase. in gap
276 kPa with the %ttomizer located in ?osition B. Inspection of width results in a small decrease in q.
all the SMD data obtained over a range of pressures from 69 to
552 kPa shows that the influence of gap width on SMD 6. REFERENCES
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where the expected internal two-phase flow patterns should have
caused unstable atomizer operation similar to that which
occurred during the transition regime identified with the plain-
orifice atomizer. This lack of unstable atomizer operation
indicates that the two-phase flow in the conical-shet atomizer is
inherendy more stable for atomization purposes than that in the
plain-orifice atomizer. One possible explanation for the absence
of any region of unstable atomizer operation is that the annular
flow passage and annular exit throat may moderate the effects of
detrimental flow patterns that might be formed, such as slug
flow, by providing an area around the annulus for the large air
voids to spread out and possibly break up. The air and liquid
may also distribute themselves differently in an annular flow
passage and never form flow patterns which cause noticeable
unsteadiress in the spray. Another possibility is that the annular
exit throat spreads out large liquid slugs which are then broken
up by the atomizing air.
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Discussion

Question I. K. Jeckel
In what range can the fuel mass flow be varied without strongly affecting the dropsize? What is the advantage of this system
compared to pressure and airblast atomizers'

Author's Reply
Unlike pressure atomizers which lack the ability to achieve good atomization over a wide range of fuel flows, the quality of
atomization from an effervescent atomizer is a function of air/liquid mass ratio as well as injection pressure. Also, the injection
pressure in an effervescent atomizer iF a function of the rates of both the liquid and the atomizing gas. These factors provide the
opportunity to achieve good atomization over a wider range of fuel flow rates. The range over which good atomization can be
produced is dIependent on the design and operating characteristics of the particular atomizer.

Effervescent atoknizers have the ability to achieve good atomization at lower pressures than pressure atomizers, and, since both
the liquid and the atomizing gas are ejected through the same exit. the flow passages in the atomizer can be made larger which
reduces th,: problem of blockage by fuel contaminents.

Advantages of effervescent atomizers over airblast atomizers include the abiiity to acnieve good atomization at relatively low air/
liqui.- ma,.s ra~is, plus larger flow passages which reduce blockage problems.

Question 2. S. Sivasegaram
The SMD values obtained with the Malvern instrument are subject to some uncertainty relating to the assumed droplet size
distribution. Were any of your results compared with measurements using the Phase-Doppler method?

Author's Reply
No spray measurements of either of the two experimental atomizers used in these studies were taken with a Phase Doppler
Particle Analyzer. Except where noted in the paper, the light intensity distribution recorded by the Malvern Particle Size
Analyzer indicated that the Rosin-Rammler distribution modt! was appropriate for all data presented in this paper. The data
reduction routine resident on the Malvern tystem calculates and presents an error term for the data fit to the assumed
distribution model. Except for the date, points noted in the paper as having .uestionable validity, the error term for all presented
data is low with the Rosin-Rammier distribution model. These low values of the error term are further indication that the Rosin-
Rarnmlzr dist:-ibution model is approp-Aate. For the experimental atomizers employed in tnesc studies, the general level of the
SMD achieved and the trendz; in atomization quality are more important than the exact value of the data points.
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Abstract r jet flow density
Poo mainstream density

The RQL-combtistion system is a polenwial concept to CY standard deviation from ideal mixing
reduce both NQx and CO, UHC emissions, In view of the temperature
concept's crucial mixing process, an expeiinivrntal inves- 83i dimensionless, local tern.peripture
tigation of a nori-reacting multiple jr.t mixing with a
conf&ined crossflow has been conducted. Temperature
distributions, mixing rate and standard deviation were Introduction
determined for measurements with round jct orifices by4
parametric variation of flow and geometric conditions. Alteration of the highi tropospheric and stratospheric
The results show that best mixing strongly depends on chemistry combined with the depletion of the Earth's
an optimum mnomentum flux ra'io. Too high ratios yield protective ezone layer require the scrutiny of emissior's
a dterioration of mixing process, due to the mutual im- from aircraft crigiuns. Conivcntional wiation releases
pact of opposed entraining jets. Furthermore, over a wide pollutants at altitudes where the chzmical balance of the,
range of geometries investigated, inline and staggered atmosphere is extremely sensitive 111. Continuously im-
configurations provide similar mixing rates. An appre- proving thc efficiency of gas turbines by increasing tur-
ciable enhancetre(nt of mixing with staggered orifice binc inlet temperatures along with higher pressure ratios
configurations only occurs for high momentum flux ra- r&iised the levels of emittcd NO,, while diminishing the
tios and large spacings. rate of CO and UHC. New combitstion systcems must be

dcve'oped to reduce both NO,, and CO) / UHC pollutarais.
This holds true not only for high speed civil, transport

Nomenclature (HSCT) 12,31. The stoichiomctric operation of ti~e pri-
mar)' zone has to be avoided due t3 the strong tempera-

/AI jet orifice Lrea ture dependancc of thermal NO, formation (Zeldovich
Aý mainstream area inechanistir). The most promising conibustor approaches
too discharge coefficient to reduce NO,, emittance u~p to 10% of common levels
d1 jet diameter are the lean premixed/prevaporized (LPP) and the rich
h height of duct burni/quick quench/lean burn (RQL) -combustion syý.ems

141. Significant diawbacks of ~he LPP- combustor in-
I momentum flux ratio (p )P .(V /V )cude flame stability, altitude relight and flashback

s spcingof jt cetcrlricsproblems. This recenitly led to increasing emphasis on
si e maspacngofjtcntri the RQL-reseArch, which originally was conceived for
th,, je maistra flow w efr mxn burning high fi-sel-bound-nitrogeni fuels in stationary gas

in,, mansteamnu~sflo, bfor miingturbines [5,61.
n num~er of data points in y-z-plane the RQL.-,7ombustion initially takes place under fuel-
Ti local temperature rich conditions with equivalence ratios abovn 1.3 in or-
Tt jet tempeciture der to lower primary zone temperature and the formation

Tadb adki.batic, ideal mixing temperature of thermal NO,. The primary zone is followed by the
quick mixing with additiornal air in the quenching sec-

in,0 T, +iii1 T1

Tý, mainstream temperature. before mixing 4
Vi jet velocity

V. mainstruamn velocity, before mixing -E
w width of duct
x downstreanr location from jet centerline
11 lateral distance from m~iddle of channel
z vertical distance from middle of channel

Ci local mixing iate
F overall mixing rate 1 .g i Schemnatic or m~aitple )st mix~ing

Presented at an AGART) Meeting on 'Fuels antl Combustior Tec/Anokig for Adiunred Airc raft Engines, May' 1993.1



tion to achieve lean conditions in lthe scrcondary zonec. To gvl a criterion for the degree of mixing in the y-z-
Tht. comNiistion is ccinpletcd operating at an equivalenlce plane the local ci and overall mixing rate iý are defined
ratio of 0,5 tc 0.7. Thus, pollutants are reduced forumd w~ith
lly pa~ttwl burning.
Besides difficulties in cooling thc liner of the prinmary
zone without film cooling, the predominant proble:m
consists in the rapid and intenim. mixing of ait irdect~cd (,
hetween the stages. -L _, for TJ < T, < T.b
Therefore, an investigation of a nmiltiple jet injection ab-T
into a crossfiow without chemical reaction is presented, T *--T
in order to examine favourabie parameters for mixing.,----~ for TOn, < T, < T,,

Tadb - T

Hasic Cgrisiderations and

A considerablu amount of teffort has been devoted in the in
past to jet mixing, e~g. 178,1 The major distinction in G
previous investigations has been, that injected massflow n
to mainstream ratio is about 2, which can hardly be real-
izedi by one row of opposing jets. At least 3 opposing In addition more comparisons to published results 12,!111
ro'v.s of circular jets are required in the mixinig mloduici. can be achieved intioducing, the standard deviation from
In the present paper, basic studies with corresponding ideal mixing t.-mperature
rnahsflow of one row of opposing jets are presented.
Keeping mainstream conditions constanit, orifice size and
spacing are varied.
In compaiison to the concentration differecec ot the -- 1 (T, - Tadb )
streams in the RQL-combustor the mainstream is heated nrJ ý.
up, using temiperature as an indicator of mixing. It enters T" T-T)
lthe test sLetion with a temperature of 325K and it veloc-
itY o:19 m/s (Re., = 101), while jets are injected with a
temiperature of 3W.X K.
The density ratio pj/p. is about 1. In so Oir as momentum Experimental Facility
flux ratio is unaffectcd, ihc inflvcncc of density rAtio oiT heeprmnswr are otith nttt' imixing is neglectied 171. Coinbus~ion-caused ptessure Teeprmnswr are u nteisiucsm~
dropF across the lincr (%3O/o) and density ratios of 3 ing chamber test rig (fig. 2). The airflow is supplied by a
provide ~',igh momentum flux ratios, especially for the radial compressor (max. 2.6 kg/s at 4 bars). By meai.s of
first row uf jets in the mixing zone. Icrice, main effort throttles, the flow is div'ided injo the jctstreaut and the
was concentrated on geometries for high momentum flux mainstream, which is subsequently heated. Upper and
ratios up to 180, accorditig to the application. The incas- lower jetstreain and the maiastream pass settling chamn-
ureincents in the mixing zone arc carried out by tra%-ers- bers, flow straightenecrs with nozzles and enter the mix-
ing a temperature probe in the y-z-plane at different lu- ing section (fig. i).
cations xih (fig. 1). The atmospheric mixing chamber consists of 3 parallel
The dimensionless temperature distributions are e;,- ducts of constant rectangular cross sections. The test
preised in terms of section itself is 300) mm in width and l10) mmn in height.

The mixing configurations are 2 mm thick plates, which

G I nTi Tjcan be exchanged. A 3 axis traversing mechanism Cani

Heat Exchanger Heater Splitter Settling Chambers Mixing Section

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 8 B 9 10 11 12 13 14 16m

Fig, 2 Mixing chamber test rig
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reach y-z-planes ovei 600 mm in the strtantwise direc the middle of the test section taking a periodical flow-
tion. field into account.
TraversinB of the probe, the data acquisition and the
operation of the test rig is controlled by a PC 386 For A Variation of Momentum Flux Ratio
temperature me.asurenwnrts, iron-constantarn thermocou-
ples were used. The massflow of each stream was meas- The mixing rote and standard deviation versus x/h arc
ured by orifice flow meters. Conventional pressure trans- shown ir, fig. 4 and fig. S, respectively with h/d l 6.67
ducers in combination with scanival'e devices provide and parat-actric variation of J.
the pressure acqlxisition.
The turbulence level of the mainstream was kept con- " o,2s -
aant at 1%. For further investigations the turbulence 1 J- 60 J-10

intensity cmn be %aried up to 10% by a turbulence gen- 2- 4 J - 20
crator. Moreover it is possible to pass jet massflow 0,20 + J - 30\ ",,,x J- 40
around the test section without mixing, to simulate the X J J 4o
dilution air supply. 0.13]- 0 J -_0

Mixing Configurations o x-

Fig. 3 shows the configurations i.vestigated. Each of the 0 ]' -
circular orifice plates was analysed with opposing jets
inline and staggered. Thus, 12 different configurations 0,00 I , ,
%%crc mounted in the test section. The discharge coeflf- 0 0,25 0.60 0,75 1 1,25 1,6o 1.75 2
cients cD for all geonmetries was about 0.63 without - and x/h
0.68 with - crossflow, slightly depending on momentum Fig. 4 Standard deviation, configuration 2fo
flux ratio.
Two different test series originally with constant spacing F
(sid = 2) and then with constant mass flow( EAj -- :
const,) were conducted, 0

0,8o0*

SO 0,5-I 1
0 0 0,24s-0 016-

0,4-) J'4

0. 0 J- .,0
P + 0.2 a J=20

0 I i p 30
0 0o J=-50

0 0,26 0,50 0,75 1 1,25 1,60 1,75 20 0 x/oh
0 Fig. S Mixing rate, configuration 2

Q• In this particular case an optimum J of 20 was observed.

0' C In contrast to previous jet mixing investigations I 10,111,9 ( D0 optimum values of momentum flux ratio occurred for all
f... . . . configurations tested. Exceeding the optimum ratio lads

to an impairment of mixing quality. Beyond that, - and ca
Conf. I 2 3 4 5 6 show good agicement for all configurations in respect of

tendency and optimum values of J. Thus, firther results
are restricted to presentation of mixing rates.

s./d 2 2 2 2 3.12 4 Fig. 6 shows the 0-distributions in the y-z-plane for
three different momentum flux ratios at several down-

.Aj/A/,"k 0.078 0.1 18 0.147 0.039 1.040 0.042 stream l3cations x/h. e = 0 corresponds to uomixed jet
flow, 0- = 1 to mainstream. In the optimum case of J =

F'g. 3 Mlxng confligirationa 20 the cores of the jet arc maintained, offering maxi-
mum transfer surface between jet az.d mainstream for
thermal equalization. For low ratios of J = 10, the

Results and Discussion crossflow in the middle of the duct remains unaffected by
the cntraining jets. At higher momentum flux ratios () =

For each configuration the momentum flux ratio J was 40) !he jets coalesce and an accumulation of jet flow in
varied to look for optimum ratios and mixing (maximum the mid axis of the duct is observed. The mainstream
range investigated J= 5 - 180). Mixing rates and stan- passes the mixing section at the sidewalls of the channel
dard deviation were determined over several pitches in Urderpenctration (J < Jopt,) and overpenetratiun (J >
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J•.) of the jets yield to a thernal stratification of ohe The total discharge area ,Aj was kept constant 121. Fig.9
flowfleld. Therebfro, this thermal transfer sutface be- shows the mixing rutc vs. x/h for s/d = 4 and h/d - 10.
tween jets and mainstream deceases and the mixing
process deteriorates. The three-dimensional jet-irjection
into the crosaflow becomes a two-dimensional mixing 0-
layer problem with slow thermal aqualization. all-

01- .0.4
028-

0,? 0, A J - 300, 04 + 
+ J - 40X J - 0F, 0.1- 0 J.. 60

0,4 A+ /0V J- 8 0

0,3- 0,.25 0,0 0,7 1. 1.0 1,76
0,2- 03 Conflo. 3, h/d = 5 x/h0 Config. 2, h/d n 6.67 Fig. 9 NMaingraa, oefaguradon 6
0,1- a Config. 1, h/d - 10

+ 0Confip, 4, h/d - T20

0 20 40 60 -0 100 120 140 160 Increasing the momentum flux ratio above J -- 40 does
j not change the tendency for c. The optimum value of J is

Fig. 7 Miuing rate, h/d- variadon, Wi - 2 lower than similar geometry with s/d = 2 (fig.7), due to a
smaller blockage effect on the mninstrcam. For J = 80,

Fig. 7 shows the mixing rate as a function of J for differ- jet backflow is observed. In spite of enlarging the mixing
crit geometries hid, keeping the spacing constant s/d = 2. region in the upstream direction during jet backflow,
A characteristic downstream distance of x/h = 0.3 is cho- mixing efficiency diminishes. Backflow involves local
sin. The optimum value for J is steadily increasing at stoichiometric regions in the primary zone with inevita-
high h/d ratios, i.e. smaller jet orifices. A satisfactory blc high NOx emissions.
mixing rate at high momentum flux ratios of J = 120 - Fig. 10 presents a comparison of the configurations 4,5
180 can only be achieved with a geometry of h/d = 20 and 6 with a momentunm flux ratio of J = 5 and 50. For
(fig. 8). For this configuration it is not possible to merge low values of J, mixing rate is augmented with high s/d
the jets in the midaxis, even for high values of 3. The test and low h/d ratios, respectively.
configurations concentrated on relatively low s/d ratios
of 2, because of the high required jet-to-mainstream
massflow ratio of the prospective application. 0.9-

0.6-

°' ¶. x alxi / ,,,x, ''-"0.9- + ,

0.7 0.5
0.7- .' 0,4 0 Conf. 4, J- 5 1

0,3-3 J - 5 0,3- 0 Conf. 4, J-500," 6- - 0 J - 5 0,2 0 a Conf. 5, J=-6

0,4 , ,/ o- .... J1 20,1 4 + Cont. 5. J=60
X' 0- 0,1 x of. J- 5 Q

0l3 - , o x J -o40 _0 0 Conf. 6, J=50
0.2- *'r -0 H J - 100 0 0,25 0,60 0,76 1 1,25 1,60 1,76 2°. J 150 x/h
0,1 S J -180 Ftr

007 12 J - 280 FI. 10 Mixing rte, variation orarea distribution
0 0,25 0,50 0.75 1 1,26 vi,.0 1,7r 2

x/h Increasing the momentum flux ratio (J = 50 ), best mix-
Fig. 9 Mixing rate, confluration 4 ing is shifted towards s/d = 3.125 and hi-d 12 5. Mixing

for values of J higher than 80 without stratification of the
flowfield and jet backflow is only feasible for h/d = 20,
s/d = 2 (fig. 8).

B Variation of Discharge Area Distribution In fig. 11, the case of J = 50 is shown for difft.rent ge-
oictries at discrete downstream locations. As mentioned

Comparing mixing configurations with different total for that particular momentum flux ratio, good mixing
orifice areas implies different jet-to-mainstream mass- i'•les occur at s/d = 3.125 and h/d = 12.5. Smaller orS-
flow ratios if the momentum flux ratio is kept constant. &=,:es (s/d = 2, h/d = 20) lead to underpenetration of the
Therefore, it is difficult to comment on mixing efficien- jets and larger hole diameters (s/d = 4, h/d = 10) provide
cies while changing massflow ratios. For this reason, a a stratification of the streams, a lower thermal transfer
variation of orifice distribution with the configurations 4, surface and a worse mixing rate.
5 and 6 (fig.3) was carried out.
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C Staggered Configurations The mixing rate for the spacing of s/d - 4 is shown in
fig, 14. In contrast to fig. 9, it is remnarkable that similar

The preceeding results confirm that mixing quality and tendency, tip to momentum fltx ra.ios of J - 40, are ob-
downstream mixing development basically depend upon served. For this value of J, the spreading jets meet in the
maximi/zing the contact and transfer sur(ace between jots middle of the duct, But, unlike inline geometry, a furthr
atid the mainstream - not upon enlarging of momentum increase in J does not Iced to a stratification of the flow-
flux rado, One possibility to enhance this transier surface field. For high momentum flux ratios, the cores of the
is a staggered arrangement of the jets in the rows, Thus, jets cross the mid-plane of the channel and mix with the
all geometries shown in fig. 3 were tested with inline and mainstream, Thus, if mixing rates must be optimized,
staggered configurations. the cores of jets must be well distributed over the y-z-
F;g. 12 compares the mixing rates for both configura- plane, in accordance with the results of chapter A.
tions with s/d - 2 and hid - 20. In the case of wider-
penetration, the jets do not merge in the mid-axis and no
difference in mixing rate between inline and staggered
configuration occurs. Conclusions

S - This investigation has pointed out that mixing quality
o,-../ -A-0- ,_ -6 strongly depends on the momentum flux ratio and the

0.8 - geometry of the mixing zone. The results show that:

0.7- e Standard deviation and mixing rate as defined match
0,o- A in respect of their information about tendency and opti-
0,6-• mum momentum flux ratios.

0.2 Inline, J - 10 a For all configurations investigated an optimum mo-
0.- 6 o InIlno, J 8 50 mentum flux ratio is observed. Exceeding this limit0.2- A Inllnow, J ,- 180

+ staggered, J - 10 yields to a deterioration of mixing process.
0,1- x staggered, J - 50

*staggered, J - 180 • Optimum mixing precludes the mergence of the oppos-
0 I I" I

J 0,25 0.50 0.75 1 1,25 1.60 1.75 2 ing jets. The distribution of the jet cores over the flow-
x/h field should be as homogeneous as possible, in order to

Fig. 12 Mlixing mrt, cont. 4, Wine and saggered increase the thermal transfer surface between jets and
crossflow.

Even for high momentum flux and high h/d ratios with
an impact of opposing jets, it is not possible to force the 9 For all inlinc and staggered configurations with low
jets to pass one another, due to small spacing and the ratios of s/d, an impact of opposing jets must be avoided
spread of the entraining jets. By enlarging the spacing to achieve best mixing. In this range, comparable inline
between the orifices, jets can cross the opposite row and and staggered geometries provide similar mixing rates.
thn mid-plane of the channel.
In Fig, 13, 0-distributions are illustrated for configura- * Staggered corfigurations require high values of sid to
tion 6 (s/d = 4) with inline and staggered arrangement. allow mutual passing of opposing jets.
AL far as the cores of the opposing jets do not meet in the
mid of the channel (J = 40), inline and staggered geome- * Small s/d ratios and/or staggered configurations are
try provide similar results. However, for J = 120 the jets preferred to meet the application's requiements of high

momentum flux ratios and intense mixing.
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Discussion

Question 1. Dr L. lanovski
Are you planning to measure the mkixing of flofl perpendiciiar je~ts'?

Author's Reply
Firstly, we investigated tlhe basic parameters on jet mixing, so the jet axis was perpendicutar to the gas flow. In the future we plan
to pass the je,. inass flow around ihe test section without mixing to simulatc tiit d&ution air supply, so the let axis will be inclined in
that investigation.

Question 2. J. Tilsion
Have yo,,' measured the mainstrearn pressure drop that occurs across the mixing section'?

Author's Reply
Ye.w measured pressure drop. However, in c:-ntrast to the usual jet mixing problems%, momentum flux ratio and pressure drop

-ire fixed becaiise of the RQL application. Therefore, momentum flux ratio is chosen to match the application and pressure droo
iiriot of primary inte~est.

Question 3. Makrio Nina
The mulitiple jet con~figuration can be affected by low frequency ascillations depending on jet diameter and spacing. Have you
found evidt~nce of this phenemenon in your measurements?

Author's Reply

We rniasired average quantities, becaust of cnoivetitiottal thermocouple meatsurements. However, no oscillaiion could Ie I
observed with hot wire ML~'surernents in cold flow, other than turbulent f1Lctuations.
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Investigation of the Two-Phase Flow in a Research Combustor
under Reacting and Non-Reacting Conditions

C. Hasse, A. Deick, H. Elckhoff
1)1,R Institute for Propulsion Teclniology

Lander Rtohe
W-5R(X) K61n 90
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121 and the influence of various design parameters with L.aser
SUMMARY Doppler Aneinomet'r 131. A wide lxody of literature exists on
The flow resulting from an airblast atomizer with prefilmer the relation of mean dropsizes to the main physical para-
mid coiolafing sw-rl was invcestigatld in a cylindtical combus- meters of atontitation 14 I, mostly using the Laser light diftrac-
tion chamber (as- and droplet velocities were nieasured by a lion particle siing method.
Phase Doppler Amemometer and species and gas temperature
by gas sa•npling probes ýespectively thermioeleinents at '[he Phase I )ppder Anemometer allows to extend the expert-
atmospheric conditions anr without fuel and air preheat. lie- mental analysis to the charactcnezation of the disperjsd phase
cause of interference with the liquid phase, the species flow with increasing similarity to the real operating condi-
measurements were restricted to a minmiumi distance of 40 toon, Investigations have been reported for the cold flow with
mm from the atomizer lip. ihe temperature measurements and without confinement 135, with low and high particle load-
showed the dominating influence of the external recirculation ing 161, with and without reaction at atmospheric pressure I17,
zone c-n flame stabilization for the investigated nozzle con- under high pressures without rcaction [1I, and with .ombus-
figuration with a small expansion angle of the swirling flow. tion at meditun pressures 191. A rezent cross correlation, exer-The species concentration field., exhibit homogeneous radial cised with a practical nozzle, strengthened the confidence in
profiles at an axial distance of 10.0 nun behind the atomi/er, the techroique with resoect to mean diametcrs and velocities
although droplets are observed up to !40 nun Integrating the measured in cold flows 1101. H lowever, the measurement of
measured liquid volune flux density profiles it was found, liquid volume fluxes remains tuicertain and the interpretation
that the fuel flux at 45 mm behind the atomizer had dimin- of results in the harsher environments is difficult.
isited to 14% of the maximum measured value. TIhe axial pro-
file of the liquid flux weighted Sauter nmean diameter is The present contibution represents a step in a succession of
almost linearly increasing from 22 to 31 pm. Systematic ex- cxperiments with a research atomizer-combustion chamber
penmental errors and losses of the usstem sensitivity, which configuration, that has been designed tfr case of experimental
enter the result., partly wihl opposite si:,ls, have an influence investigation, but tries to retain somc essential features of pri-
on the measured flux densities and moments of the pailicle mary zone flows relevant to the two phaise flow. l-uhermore,
size distribution. The measurement of individual flux density some aspects casing the validation of two phase flow model
profiles was reproducible to within 45 %. A comparison be- predictions II 11, could be taken into account. 'llTe aim of the
!ween the gasflow in ihe nearfield of the atomizer under re- experimental eflort is therefore to use the advantage of the
acting and nonreacting conditions showed a partial geometrical freedom inherent in a research atomizer to pro-
suppression of the expansion of the velocity profiles by the vide data especially in its near field to ftither the general un-
hot corner vortex. Together with lie combustion induced axia! derstanding of such two phase. flows
acceleration the thus effected reduction of the effective swirl
num.ber leads to the breakdown of the recirculation at 29 mm. 2. EXPERIMENT

I. INTRODUCTION Airblast Atomizer-Coniustlon Chamber Configuration
llie fuel preparation system is seen as a key element of com- A cross section of the airblast atomizer is shown below' in
bustors for advanced aircraft engines. Since the advent of ex- Fig. 1. A prefilning atomizer with corotating radial swirlers
hatist emissions regulations, airblast atomizers have 1 a, b prichamborm
demonstrated superiority over other types of atomizers for the 2 swirler

.Simultaneous atomization and mixing of ffiel and air I 11 They 3 ine swil hanniel
are thus the etemneiit of the combustor, that controls primary 4 outar .wirl channel /'4 ' -

zone homogeneity, which is in turn the key to all pollution re- • ,../1 a
duction methods pi esently considered. I lence, the spray dy- 6 Cone
namics of airblast atomizers have received a great deal of 7 FuetlriZing-lipe -- - , a
attention, especially since the introduction of nonintnisive in- a n -o bn -l l r2 9
strumentation for the invctigation of single and two phase 8 (noz oacional) -2
flows. The concurrent development and increa.iel use of nu- Inozzlo front.wal) d •
merical models for the design of gas turbine combustors has
created an additional demand for more dimensional data of' (window optional) ...- ---.---.-- •-.' 6
combustor flows for the validation of the coniputer codes. In-
vestigations have een made of the gas flow from atomizers ig. I: Airblast atomiser with housing

Pre.sented at an AGA RD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technology Jr Advanced A ircraft Engines, MaY 1993.
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was chosen, [he f1lel is ,prayed from the fiel line (7) onto the vestigation, the air mass flow wrs 22 g/s ar.d the AFR 25.6
atomizer cone (5). New the end of the line two tangential .ir the ftel used was Jet A.
entry slots and a .onical ditfusor provide good axial symmetn [he cylindrical flame tube with the main dimensions aid the
of the fuel film, which car. te visually observed through the construction of the windows ame shown in Fig. 4.
window in the back wail (8) A symnetry a.tsessment of the
spray has been made with the Ihise Doppler Aneniumeter of "[-_,
the uncontlned nozzle and water as the test fluid. A pattern - .-
index of I I and a Min/Max rati,) of' 75% was found. On the
atomizer cone, the th.el is driven by dte air flow ini the inner
swirl channel (3) to the atomizing lip (6). whete it is atom- Second Flame ube
ized in the shear laver between the inner and outer (4) swirl .....

channel flow, respectively. The two swirler flows (2) can be L.1Q7
observed through windows in the nozzle front (9) and back
wall and were measured with the Laser Dum Focus technique
[I 12. The midsection of the inner swirl channel together with
a vector plot of die measured velocities is shown in Aig. 2. It Scaveging Ar

[ / ~~SealeingAr

If,-

. ..... 4 Qurtz-~
All - -- - eaingd

/d

/0130

0/F

Fig. 2: Measured flowiteld of the inaet swirl channel

can be seen, that the wakes behiud the blades are evened out .4
at the 26 mmr radius and cylindrizal symmetry exists in the
no/lse. The mass flows into the prechambers, (]a, b) on I ig
I. are separately controlled by critical nozzles for easy ma-
nipulation of the outlet velocity profiles, which are shown in

100U, W Im/si I " 7

sof -9, '"-Atomizer Plenum60; , , •..

4') ! ' ,, U

20' Fig. 4: Cross section of the combustion clambe-r

0 'llie expwasion ratio from the no/ile to the flame tube diam-

-20ý eter is 1: 6.5 For better optical access, the nozzle protrudes a
little bit into the combustor. Ignition is effected with a hy-

-40 "drogen pilot flame emerging from a 5 nun hole in the flame
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 tube at / = 25 mam. The hydrogen in turn is ignited with a

R Immi spark plug. Afler 200 mm, the cross sectional area of the tube

Fig 3 Measured axial and tangential velocity at z I n is reduced by one third to prevent beck flow from the down-
stream end of the combustor. The lower part of the flame tube

Fig. 3. The aim, though not fully reached, was to avoid stoep- was sectored into three equally long rings, one of them having
giadients of the profiles of the axial and tangential velocity in three cooled windows. By changing the position of the win-
the vicinity of the atomizing lip The swirl number, as corn- dowed sector, most of" the combustor volhme was accessible
p)utld from the velocity at the swirler outlets and nondi- for the PDA. 5 % ,lf the total air were used for scavenging the
mensionalized with the nozzle diameter, was 0.95, giving v~indows. A topview of the windowed sector is shown in Fig.
approximately the same amount of axial and tangential veloc- 5. With the angular position of the windows at ! 36° and 1 2G*,
itv at the outlet, as can be seen in i ig. 3. For the present in- PI)A measurements of one side of the combustor at scattering

angles of 70) and 30* were rendered possible.
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; . .. . ..., ..../10 . . . . ....

12

------ *-mm

i-; --.... .32. 6 3
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- iFig. 6: Size-vclocit-,' correlation of' the axial velocity at

.0"--

Z = 7mnun. 13 mm

showed equivalence cf the pure velocity measurement to a
Fig. 5: Topview of the windowed flame tube sector combined size and velocity measurement with a 1.5 pim

cutoff.
Diagnostics

The measurement of liquid volume flux densities was in-
Liquid phase flow properties and the gas phase velocities in fltenced by the following main sources of error:
the combu.itor were measured by a two component Phase - A relatively small ttimber of big drops in the samples,
Doppler Anemometer 113] powered by a 5 W Argon Ion nevertheless carrying a nonnegligeable amount of mass, did
Laser. [he laser light was transmitted to the front lens of the not suffice to create a stable burst length distribution for the
sending optics by monomode optical fibers. The dimensions measurement voleme correction 1151 to work correctly. The
of the measurement volume were 70 x 70 x 2(X) pm, the axial cross section of the respective size bins is underestunated,
width being limited by the projection of the 100 pjn receiving and consequently the volume tlux overestimated.
optics slit. The nominal maximumi particie concentration is - Larger velocity components in the direction orthogonal to
then calculated at 75() particles per cubic millimeter. The re- the receiving optics- and the combustor axis cause the burst
fractive index of kerosene was set to 1.46, and measurements length to be limited b-y the receiving optics slit width, again
of the liquid phase were performed 3t 690, the Brewsters causing too low burst lenghts and an uverestimation of the
Langle for that medium. The photomultiplier voltage was set by volume flux.
controlling the modulation depth of the biggest dc signals - A iigh number density of drops causes more than one par-
with a digital oscilloscope to avoid cutoff The upper limit of ticle to be presit in the measuring volume and because of the
the size range was 176 pm, resul:ing from a lowered maxi- stochastic distribution of particles, this is due to happen even
mum phase angle of 1900, set to enable a software rejection of if the measured copcentration is one order of magnitude
reflected signals i 141. An exploratory measurement of the below the nominal maximunm concentration, J 161 as it wos the
cold spray with a Malvern particle sizer showed a 99 % diam- case in the present investigation. This contributes to a reduc-
eter of 98 pm and a 99,9 % diameter of 176 pm using the tion of the measured flux.
model independent algorithm, with a beam obscuration of 36 - "be turbidity induced by the F-,'ray between sending aid re-
%, giving a minimal seconda;y scattering bias towards size ceiving optics can reduce thie sensitivity of the system and
reduction of big particles. lower the data rate. In an investigation of a highly laden spray

"1171, it was found, that the effect is much biggcr if the sprov
A separate run of PDA measurements with optimum system is between the measurement volume and the receiving optics
sensitivity was performed for the measurement of gas veloc- side, and the PDA was set up accordingly.
ities. For the first profiles up to 30 mm behind the atomizer, - For a confined spray with temperature gradients, the ontucal
only the first size bin below 0.9 pm was used. hlereafter, a losses of the windows, reduction of the aperture at off axis
decision had to be made between a statistically valid sample positions and beam ste-ring will fur'ther reduce the system
size and a low diameter culoff by inspecting the size-velocity Fensitivity.
correlation. in regions of high streamwise velocity gradients, -Multiccoiponent fuels and temperature gradients within the
clear size-velocity correlations occur at the smnall size range droplets during the heat up phase influence the swzing in an
below It0 pm As an example, tt.e size-velo,.ity correlation of unpredictable manner
the axial velocity at Z - 7 mm, R - 13 mnm, a point both near
the no7;zl, and near the comer vortex is shown in rig. 6. The The foregoing enumeration of problems shows systematic er-
line iepresents the mean velocity of the size hin and the bars rors with positive and negative signp, so tLat an agreement be-
depict its rms v~.lue. Quite large differences especially for the tween integrated and literod fluxes is not necessarily a
turbulent velocity are discernible even below 4 pm. Therefore measure of the quality of the measurement Nevertheless such
the conclusion can be drawn, that for the exact mapping of a comparison has been made in the cold and the comousting
e.g. reverse flow boundanes as small particles as possible flow at Z = 10.5 min. In the cold flow the inciease of the
should be used. For the cold flow velocity measurements gly- measured flux in the axial direction came to a standstill at
cerme alcohol tracer particles were used and a &omparn.nm of that diitance, believed to be caused by the end of atomrzation
measurements with and without sizing option and rounding of drops The flame luminies"-nce was visible at



1 mm from 'he n'rrila for thv combusting case, so that the 3. Resullts
spray~ was considered io he. not much altered bv evaporation at
10. 5 mnii lit Fig. 7 the: ,otnpauison o-,'fl%.x density- and Suutler Temperau~re tend Concentration Fields
diamcter ptoflics is shovniz flor the cold frite flowing and thte 1 hie ill -ured tenmixaturo: distribution ii shown in Fig 8.K
cotntined cofntibuiiiifi case

~MD himJ 11 [cm'3/(-,rrW2 1%)j 840~ 0.6

33,N

20:. U 160--. -

S 10 12 14 18 18

r mitil

flux (comb.) flux (cold)

SWID (comb.) SMD (cold)14 N

f~ig 7. Liquid flux denisitN and Sauter diamreter profille for un-

confined, cý)ld arid confined, comrbustviig ce'se,i.- 10) 5mm\ '.,
lhe Sau~ter diameter of the cold flow is markcdIN sniallew as
in) 'he combusting case, which call be attributed to the reduced ~ ~'

SN'ten cllit~iN a wllas o heprevapori/.atiori of small 2
particles. To get a rough ideb of the relative influence of both ' ' " '

causes, the szt: distnhbut ions. weiz reevaluated at the point of' ......."

maximum flux den!,it%. ThL ,o~d size distribution will have
the saeSauter Jiam.iter as IN- one measured .furing comn-
bustion, Af'all dropiets bulow 12 pnm are nienectled. Siace it is ...
not expelled that a 12 4mi drop can be,- comzpleech vaporiz~ed
'Aitholit opheat at .4 10 min distance. *t is concluded, thait the 100.
deterioration of optical conditions plavs a nmajor role for the ~. ~
diffi.rences s;een in the Sauter diameters '

The Integration of the flux u--tsity profile!; gives a ditlierence
ito the fitered flux o(' +40% for tie cold and -3% lb, the corm-
busting cast-, For the lattce; a reduction from 90 to 70% of ac- 30 '

cepted measurements was n~oted, ana to prevenit ecessive
toss of'odata, the sign~al to noise ratio validation c:riterion fIm
the part1ice Si?,C ineasuremerv. was relaxed. that is the as-
svined reasonm ficr the slighti', higher inaxiinurn rho.x densi1tv in
the ~oimbusting case. (:o.seqiieitl'y, itt ir,,aller flux dhifference
is rroslh attributed to a I:4cellation (,'enors and the repro- 6
diucitiilit% of the flux deiisity profites is not hetter thzmn 45% S

j einplerature meaisurements were Ix-iior-icd eti n uncoated
NICI<-NI therinolecnt RIte m~ixinviin measlit-od temipera-
lure .%as belo": 15001K. antd the leani equiivalence ratio pre-....
W~ited excessive corrosion hceice no diurability problemIS
"vere encoaintered during the .neasurevient. The- radiation 40
correction was perforited with measured Velocity ValucýS
whereever possible Hl~eow~ 24.4 iini, cox~liii)g by droplet
iminp'gement was i;oitiidere'' to Ile :0(x strong, so that the tern-
peraf are measuremenmt was limited wo t~hc area down~streami of' ...........
that position 2,0 10 20 30 40 50 '60

rim spevces nicasmire~mens of (:G, U. 01, N( ),. and IIII'- -
vvcic ýýonfivicd to the w-,-a aboý,c W0.t mnm. hecatl-. oi the
clogg~ng of the sii-rttting probos Jlecause of the leon equival-
entcc ratio and the en~tac 'blue flame luio~ecno soot
micasuement w~smade. [l.I-e gas analysis instruments oper-
ated on the dry Rases. jor the c\ aluation of the wet concentra- 2 1514 7 68
'iotis, die NO, ccncentijat~ons were neglectedl [he If/C ratio -D6 59 8 1 2
INsfui for the evmloatiorm was 2' a' the exhaust, value& betweelt 373 5 9 12
1.89 arid 2.08 were computed iroir the mneasuremrents. Heg 8- Measured teniveraturcs it) thet comrbustor



'1114 lt ernicatuli fikild call be stli~ivided into three z.ones: a
,colocL citral. core up to 20 min, a hot outer ,one with vsocon- Z
t011t! fiu0'lowng tht! iprav. dIISperIOn. and an area w%]ith %rnll
teiniperilttre gradients above 1 20 nun Ilte hot combustion 190
ga%4,. reach the wall at / u N mmi, the corner teviretlation
ends at about lt m 10 in cf. 1ig. 4. Uec~ausL of'the heat loss
to th wallIs, the~ %;xit ternlieraturets iIce abhouti1 IO K lower 180
than die adiabatic tempermluiii of' I55ý 'K.

.%ptuv angle uj~Ini~ .itlihnsef(
In a prepurnitory step, it quartz. pgis ,amce tuithe of 'the saine di-
aumeter wi1thout%%till ccooling replaced the al'ortentioned see-4
toted flametlube, am;~ photographs of' the flione luminescence
..tre made. to ex'ract the expI-uision tit the outer flainc con- 160

touir It is marked by diei. line oni the tllf side of I ig. 9. Ti- Cx-
luinntor, angle %%as 5,: and die imninescencu- ended at /= 11It)
MM [lt:e light of an Argon Ion las'er hewni. shining centrallyW
through V'ic tube at siicessive , positions, was scattered bNthe
OArorilets and the "xtent of the bright lines at both mides of' thle. 4
center gave a first impression of' tIhe spray contour, which is
mar~.ed %kith i onoins. The line on the right side it Pig 9 gives 140
its inieal expanision anigle ol601 fI4 lence, the flame mnearly suir-
routnds the outer sp~ray contour.

12

10

--64'

P ii 9 Contour and expansion angle of the spram

I roplets are ween to hit the \Aali at z' 110 min and to prevail
up to 140 inni. helong (droplet lik'time could he partlyr
caused bNy the wvide size distribution of' the spray A Rosin-
Ramo-der fit of' the albrementionea laser light diflractioii
measurement produced a q-pamameler value of' 1.26. -Ai [iile 2-4 60
being a normal value for airbiast atomizers accordnig. to 141.
Puel becing transported fromi the fuel line out of' the norzzle
without hitting the atomizer cone could he one reason for this
high q-value.

The distribution of the equivalence ratio is given in Fig. 10. It 0 10 20 30 40 50 '60corupleats the temperature field of Pig. 8 as the lowest value
for the equivalence ratio is foun~d in the low temperature core
and the highest values in Yhe corner recirculation. It is there-
fore recognized as the primary flame stabilization mechanism,
the internal recirculation zone being a byproduct of- the swir!-
ing sprfa% expansion. IHomogeneous radial profiles are reached 0 C U,"1 0 6 T 2
at 100 nm, with a small cxcursion at the comtustor wall due
to the cormer recirculation. As the highest measured #.Nuval- 0,152 0,318 0,484. 0, 64n 0,815
ence ratio was 0.815, no fat spots could be detected througout
the measured volume Fig. 10 . Equtivalence ratio



I lie ,tne',vired No, concentrations ave displayed on l-ig. II
A& it is it)oi bex4~isextx tIvot the low leni upeatuwes, the NO,.
.01veitr~tatios are also quite low. lThe exhautcinisi'-o mIISi~f'-

~9Q . dices Lu tile entd of the secontiiiv Inavc tiih- at WX) ini fronm
thi; noqlc wcre: H- No,ý - 1,2 Wg/t, l-A C('C -, 0.23 g/Kg,
abov'e RIf -runi no OJf IC cmild he mcistucd. "'here ii s. step in
the NOX conitentrittions Li 10 i .i.vv that height, the

Mom iclov 1 ppl, k~th te uption of' oZic Slim'
iji~t about the reutttnchinent point of' the corner voi tex i.t
90 aind r 50 S min Atxve, tac moKiximatiofls increase by 10
ppm with ai titinsitiv~i region with jertical "lingurs' 'The
!naiuniun conecuilration Mlutuations registvitved amotunted to
¶4 ppm., Mli'h explains the btunp ' radial 1rotile in the transi-

160 iond aot I bein toun ever it ceaer explwiaitioii tbr the inc. Case

Gas Flow
1I'ig, 12 it tid 1) slum a comparison of' the axial velocilies Ii'r
the cold and coinhusting eUsf..

140 0

1201 -20ý
-40

-50-40-'30-20-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 eO
r [mini

z-7 0 z-10.5 z-16.1

40,

-20 i

-40
-50-40-311-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 60 60
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600

60'

40,

40, 10 0 0 0 0 rl60  -2 I

-40
-50-40-30-20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 3i0 60

-z-40.6 z&483.8

2, 93 9$47 1 6 22,5 29,1 Hig. 12 Coniparsoti of axial gas velocities,t t d vetecitic's
Hpi, I No,\ co n~~eni ititaio /, on the right, wi ii combustion on thv :ell sidez
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'thie combustion leads to con.iant axial vdocity maxima, at necessary' Ibt atomitation. S;uce the mn.xurement of the iso-
the samine radial po,%ition up to i = 24.4 mnm, whereas die cold theninal flow was pet tbnned without fuel, lye ,otnipariKin of
velocity profiles move outward :ight from the start. 'fogther the coll and zomnbustin$ gas flow combines the etect' l t haut
with the reduction of the eflfetive swirl niunher by the com. release and dispenr.d phase tisidback. Inspection of F ig. 8
bustion irduced axial acceleration, the suppression of the ex- sugges's, that the density change only becomes important out-
pansion of the swirling flow leads to the !ireakdown of the side of r = It) mm, and the reduction of the fluctutting veloc-
recirculation at z = 29 mm. The interaction of the comer vort- ity at r = 9 mm is attributed to the presence of the spray,
ex with the forward flow is demonstrated in Fig. 13, where which had a number (concentration of 17/mm' with high relh-
the profiles of the radial velocity at cold and hot conditions tive velocities for all particlu sizes, c f. lig. I 9a., so that a re-
are shown together with the temperature. duction of the turbulent energy in the large sole tluc,uations

can be expected.

T I ki V fro/8)40 At the maximum of the iluctuating velocity at r = 4 trmm, near

1250 1 the zero crossing of the mean velocity a bimodal velocity dis-
I 2 !30 tribution exists, which is shown in Fig. 15.

1000' 120 42E+83

7601 10

2600 -

-26-20-15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 26
(mmln

V - T 
+Q3

Fig 13: Radial velocity and temperature at 24.4 mm Fig. 15: Distribution of the axial velocity at z 10.5,
cold flow on the right, with combustion on the left r = 4 nun, isothermal flow

[he combusting flow moves 14ster outside than the isothermal As a whizzle can be heard from the nozzle during the iso-
flow for radii above 10 mm, and that is the boudary between thermal operation, the bimodal distribution is interpreted as a
the cold core and the hot comer flow. Inside that boundary, manifestation of a precessing vortex core, a phenomenon
the combusting profile has a negative loop, which is not exist- often observed in swirling flows and descrihe'l e.g. in 1181.
ant in the isothermal flow. The profiles of the tangential vel- The extend of the bimodality is not so ,trong for the -,ombus-
ocity remain virtually unchanged by combustion up to 30 mm, tion, cf the height of'the two maxima on Fig. 15, hence it ap-
the acceleration is first seen at 40 mm. pears, that the precessing vortex core is damped by the

combustion in this configumrion.
The profiles of the fluctuating velocities follow the mean vel-
ocity gradients up to 15 mm distance from the nozzle. As an Above z = 15 mim, the dip in the profiles of the fluctuating
example, the mean and fluctuating axial velocity at z = 10.5 velocity disappears. For z = 29 mm, the profiles for the axial
are shown together in Fig. 14. and radial mean dnd fluctuating velocities are shown in Fig.

16. Due to the increased radial velocity gradient, the

40u Im/a U [nm/a 100 301uv Ir/] U, finil
30 (10035, .8 ,.. 80

30, , "60"26 ! 40

20ý ",,[. .. •, 20 20i ;60.•26, ,.,,, 40

0 " -20 15 ,'/ •t , , 4

6 1-40 10 120

-20 -16 -In -6 0 6 10 16 20 20
r [mmi 5!., "' '0

U0' 01 -20
"-40-30-20-10 0 10 20 30 40

Fig, 14: Mean and fluctuating axial velocities at zl0,5miin, r [mim]
cold flow on the right, with combustion on the; left

At this position, the small velocity difference Ctom inner to U V
outer swirl cl~aimel s;een in Fig, 3 has disappeared, arid conse-
quendy, a region of lower turbulence exists in the middle of U v

the fIrward flow. [he other components af the iluctuating vel..
ocity exhibit the same structure. This is ,elieved to he bencfi- Hig. Iob Axial and radial mnean and thuctuatnig velocitics at

cial for atomniation, since the liquid is le.,s likely to escape o, = 2) mi, cold flow or th right, combusting, flo

the high vclocitX region, that provides the shear 1trce et' the lell
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fluctuating velocity is higher than the axial in tne combusting
case. A't the outer boundary of' the measured radial profile, 4Flux. OlN SMO 0.4
which was limaited by the diftmate of the cyhmdihical window, 363
cf. Fig.S., a minwked difference is apparent: the cold fluctit'. 3
ation inten.~ity is vvry high, surlassing the mean velocity, and - 3
leading to an anisotropy (if bhe nounth mal.tuseu 'Ibis means, 25 ,..2

that the outer boundary of the swirling jet is unstable, iaid 2 120
changes from suction to ejection of turbulent fluid. A time re- 1.5 15
cord of the axial arid radial velocity at that position is shown 1 ,,10

in Fig. 17, ~t periodic, o'estlike structure i .s seen in 0.8 a
B--v-elooity '114/a] 00

193. so 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 T0 80 V 0¶00110
Z Imml

$Ago~' ', Flux MIDoC.
23.58

-164~ . . . Fig. 18: Axial cdevelopment of'iot liquid volume flux and
flux weighted , integrated Sauter zitean diameter,

-56. 42 - - 9 -r-i- 1 ,-, r-- with a straight line showing the trend
9 T Iwo 15W ag9 2.5e WDT c.:Sauter mean diameter of isothermal free flow

,NV-e1,CitJ E/sldiscussion on Fig. 7. The Sa~uter diameter profile is not mono-
53.62 tonic, however the straight line tbrotig the measured points1 ~shows an incr,=&e with axial distance. Ibis is a tendency, that
03.62 4<:. ,has been observed irn other invcstigations too, cf. 1201, and re-

. ,. ,. , ~Suits from the fast disappearenc of small drops, which is not
-26.38 .* '- .* Vcopensated by the size reiuction of thle big drops. As trie

* ~ , spray is much thinner in the downstream regions, errors due
-6.3 ________ ____J_ to turbidity no lunger iexist, and the measured diamneter is

a 51a 1.09 15rd ape 260 probably nearer to the Lithe value. Hlence it is conjectured, that
Hg, 17. limie record of !he axial and radial v locity at /29 the true gradient ot the SM]) profile is more like h line be-

nun, r =~ 1 mrm, isothernal flow tween the 16 Ain cold measurement and the 31 tim at the end.

both components, with burst periods between I and 2 mns, The liquid volume flux curve has a near hyperbobi; character,
corresponding. roughly to the penud of rotation computed with whivii is consistent with the trend of the Sauter diameter pro-
the local perimeter and tangential velccity. Trhe relaxation tile, the increase of which gives an indication of a redueed
timle of'a 1 9 pml drop, the Sauter diameter measured bv laser- evaporation rate, characterized by the irfatce mean diameter,
light difiraction would be 1. 1 ins, so it can be assumed, that in relation to the relative droplet mass, characterized by the
the particles react to the bursts. It has been shownt, that this volumectric mean diameter. 'Mhe measured flux value at z = 7
anisotropy cia, have an effect onl the ttirbuletit dispersion 1191l, nun is shown for completeness, high droplet density and un-
Pi'd sic h iudfu est'vis high at that point, i! can roundness of the big highly accelerated droplets exclude at
alter the eILL1. --r of the two phase flow, correct result at that point. At z =45 mm, the measured flux

is reduced to 14 % of its peak value. It is also the point,
Ii, contrast to the isothermal behaviour, the! normal stresses in where miost of the droplets have reached the gas velocity,
the axial and radial direction are of' the same size at the F ig. 19 a, and the reduction of the evaporation rate fror., 29 to
bouindary of the swirluig jet lin the combusting case Anl ex- 40 nmm is probably mostly due to the reduced relative velocity
planationi of the diflierenc is sutggestet with reficrcnce to Fig. of' the droplets. At the higher measuring planes above 804
12 K: In (the isoti.eimal case, there is a rather wide region of' mmIn'ig. 19 b, the droplets are faster than the gas flow, and
near /ero, axial velocity, so that the swirling flow has the char- single droplet burnling with blue streaks can be observed. Fig.
acter of a free swirlinag jet be-fore it reaches the combustor
wali, whereas in the combusAing case, the /icro crossing of the 20Ylm/sl Ulfm/&]1l0
axial %elocitv has a high gradient, resultfing from the expan- 20! 100o
sion of' the hot corner vortex, whlich stabilizes the swirling 1 ... 80 z-454
flo~w 12: 70 1

I-w-ther downstream, the notinal stresses remain smaller for 10 02
tile conibustilng case, 4 0 26

Dispersed Phase flow 4 3*10

Mle axial development of the measured and integrated hot 2 10 .. Ii
nwass flow is .Iepicted in F-ig. 19 together with the mass -3D-20-10 0 10 20 30
wkeighted Sauter mean diamreter integrated over the ineastiriig r [minI
plane. At /10,5 mim, the Sauter diameter of the isothermal
f'ree no"Ie flow is udditionaly given. The difference between Fig 19 a: Mean and turbtslent axial velocities of 10, 25 and
thle isothenniif and combusting va~lue is largely attributed to 50pni droplets with the gas flow, width of the size
the ;edtced sensitivity of the size measurement, cf. the bins equals 10 % of the diameter
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19 c will be refll, rr later. In lig.2() a surface plot ,hows
U6l •0 the neauntred flux density fleld The nge oftho sector ex-

s45 tends between 7 mm < r < 37 mm and 10 nma < i< 45 triam,
16. 40 z.97.6 the view Ui with a 30" angle to the i axis in the axi,=-,radial
141 plane onto the io/Dle. I)ue to the radial dispersion of the

121 30 droplets, the peak flux density reduces much qutiker than the
10 25 25 flux itself. At z = 24.4 tmn it is reduced by one order of

0 20 magnitude. Uip to a distance of 29 mim, the radial shill of te
8 5 so maxima is slow In Fig. 19 c, where the radial and axial
4 to 9" droplet velocities are shown together with the gas velocity at t
2 . 5 =1 mi, the spray is seen to accelerate axially, but keeping
0 0 r tck of the radial gas velocity by virtue of tdie centrifugal
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 fort:c and thus slowly crossing the streamlines of the gas flow

r Imm] in the outward direction. Downstream of the 29 mm profile,

the centrifugal force becomes dominant, and Fig 20 shows the
remaining part of the droplet stremn to move out faster.

Fig. 19 b: As Fig. 19 a, z-= 975 nun
Since the evaporation is coupled most directly to the sur-

100V [mr/]... U. rn/a] rounding temperature, a succession of flux density profiles to-
100I1100 gether with the respective temperature protlies are shown in

90' 90 Fig. 21. As the spray moves radially outward, it dives
b. 80 z-16.1

70 70 1K0 Fl [Pm,./(am.2M
$0i N 601010
50J .60 25 1200 :.06

S40 5r " , .4

3o0 - 30 400 _ _0.0220 20 gas 0 0_10 10 10 15 20 26 30 35 40
01 .. r ImmI
-16-12-8-4 0 4 8 1216

r [mm] - T(z,24.4) - FKz,24.4)
-- TUz-2e) -- ' F,-29))

Fig. 19 c: Axial and radial droplet velocities and gas velocity
at z = 15.1 mimn, same size classes as in Fig 19 b

1 00T KI F! [ .-3/(om..2 a)0.02

1200 - '-- _0.015

-5> i Soo,. -0.01o
400 -0.006

5- 0 0 "" 0
4501X-01 i10 15 20 26 30 35 40

S.... . r tmm]

A 4- ... 4- T1-40.6) - Flz,40.C)

60 15~ TzU-45) - FIz45)

I 3 P lig. 21: T'emperature and flux density profiles at z 24,4 and
I 0€0 29 mi, and z = 4U,6 and 45 mm, note the scale

'0 1 - change for the flux density

into the high temperature zone, finally at z = 45 mmn, the

.• •-mean temperature around the spray is nearly homogeneous. It
,'000 ]is therefore to expect, that evaporation starts at the outer part

6.006,02 of the spray. Fig. 22 therfore gives a comparison of an iso-
" N thermal and hot flux density profile at 29 mm. Thc isothermnal

'u-: %• values are taken from 151, in contrast to Fig. 7 the liquid was
water with an SMI) of 30 pim, but the same mass ilux as in
the present investigation For convenience the profile was
nonnalized with the present liquid flow rate. Tlhe expansion
ratio was 1:9 instead of 1:6.5, but it was shown, that for a
distance of 29 mm. the dispersion characteristics are quite

the same for the free and confined flow, so they are used hereFig. 20 Surfatce plot of the liquid flux density field
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30 him)rn 1cm'3/(c 2 0I)'Ilihe last resulta to be shown for the liquid phase are a com-

30,SMO Fl 0.06 parison betw•ee the flux density profile% and those ef the tin-
2- , 0.06 burnt Ilydro•,ibons in Fig. 24 a and h. On the first picture,25 00

Of -0.04 8000 UHC F 0 0 1 6

151 / > 0 7000 0•,014 UHC(40)10! 1•; " 0.02 00 '• ,1
1S 0.02 6000 I 0.012 - UHC(49)

0,, 000 0.00 UoC(65)
10 15 20 25 30 35 "• 4000 0.00(

r Imi] 3000 " FRO)

SFI1 FI(cold) 2MD 2000... .Ký , 0.004 F0(45)

Fig. 22: Cold and combusting flux density and Sauter 0 FI1" 0
d~ameter at z = 29 mm 0 102030405060

r [rm]I
too. With the exception of the inner boudary of* the evaporat- r 1m!
ing flux density profile shifted ilightly inward, fbllowing the UHC tppm], FL (cm,.3/cm,.2*aI
modified gas velocity, cf Fig 12 b, the fuel p*acement hasn't
changed, but evaporation on the high temperature side has UHC FI(1E-4)
diminished tie flux density. The form of the outer wing is 700. 14
similar to that o,' the axial profile, Fig. 18, perhaps reflecting 01 " UHC(81)
in the same way the changing Sauter diameter, increasing in 600 , 12 C(12
the radial direction by the centrifugal Iorces and evaporation. 500 .... f' .. 10 - UHC(984
With these Ieatures in mind, Fig. 7 can be reexamined. [Ihe V I

comparison of the isothermal and combustmg flux density 400; , 8 UHC(,114)

profile shows the same trends as in Fig. 22, and z.nce the 3001 6 Flux(01)
peak of the flux density profile is probably im a low tempera- 200 .. -, 4Fu(8
ture region where not much evaporation has happenend, the Flux 9i
coincideamce of the two peak values suggests the difference at 100 i , 2 F2ux(108)
the outer wving to be due to evaporation. The ditferent char- 0 0
acter of the SM!) profiles, with the hot SMI) increasing at the 0 10 20 3 0 40 60 60
region, where ,iflereces of the flux density profiles exist, r [mmi
whereas the cold SMI) prolilu doesnt, would also be ascribed
to evaporation It then would Ibllow, that at the outer part of UHC [lrnl, FL !cm*3/cm"*Ra]
the spra) a region with substantial prevaporization exists tc- Pig, 24: Unburned I lydhearbons and liquid flux density
fore the appenience of the flame luminescence. " i.2:Ubre "yrcrosadliudfu est

the two quantities are similar, with the exuption of a sizeable
Apart from the increase of the Sauter dituneter by evapor- quantity of UJHC in the inner core of the flow, Betweenz : 41
ation, the width of the size distribution is also reduced. As en and z = 81 nun the proportionality of the respective profiles
example, the 10%, 50% and 90% undersize diameters are also stays the same, so that the e,-pletion of gaseous fuel and
shown at z = 21) mm. It can be cleurly seen, that both the the supply by evaporation progress at approximately the same

0 r ]cm/a] rate. Front z = 81 mm onwards, the Frofiles sepIrate, because
50 [um] , FI 4 /0.05 the centrif!|gal fbrce drives die droplets outward, and the

, "0.UHC profile decreases faster, %vith no more gaseous fuel
"40" D90% added on the inside, and it being rapidely consumed on the

I outside. The crossing of the gasstreamlines by the centrifugal
30' • '•0.03 D50% ,notion of he liquid fuel seen in Fig. 24 b works towards a

20i ,. - Dmore homogeneous gascoas fuel distribution, since the evapo-
20 . 0.02 D10% rative flux is deposited away from the maximum of the gas-

10 0.01 - Flux cous fuel profile.

0 . 0 4. DISCUSSION11.0 15.0 19.0 2 7.0 T31.0 he geometry of the present nozzle and combustion chamberr .min . and equivalence ratio were chosen for good optical access to
the spray, respectively in the interest of a thin spray without

Fig. 23: Profile of representative diameters and flux density optical interference fiorm soot. This resulted in a spec'ific
at z = 29 num flowfield with a swirl flow, that expands with a small angle

and a spray, that remains in the high velocity regime and is
I)D1% and the D)90% profile move toward the D)50% protnie. accelerated for an extended period, before the droplets fly
Thi: effect is not visibie before the onset of the flame lu- outward, and in the isothermal case, to the wall Although a
minescence at 15 mm, but becomes more pronounced in the combustor primary zone flowfield has been desLribed 1211,
downstream direction. that is similar to the present ,ivestigation, the dominating

role of the comer recirculation for the flame stabilization is
not as common in acroengine combustors as the flame

.......... . .........................
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sabilization hv an internal rncirculation zone, I lencc the role ftlrill the stoichioinetnic requirentetit andI 4 dispersion
of that differene will be specificly discussedt However, prior velocity,
it) that, some conclusions concerning the nmeasuremenet tech- [' Ir L, 1114141
nique will be drawn.

'flatpara~moter is theii
1ibe proliles of' the gas veloc~tt and flux (lelisity tit i. = 10 5
mim show a reduction of' the #as turbulence even for atmov- 1, I) D12U ,L
phurri conditions and a very light particle loading. The reduc-
tion of' the turbulence intansitv in zomparison to the A high very high value of P would iigmit\ single droplet buin-
noncociabusting, case is conserved, so that an influence on tie ing and a very low value a diffusion flame. Neither of thu two
mixing is probable. It foliows, that there is protmbly no swich extremes is filly destrable, since both are coupled to high
thin8 as a thin spray ani for smill liquid to air ratios and burning temperatures ir.d accompanying thermal No. foons-
good utomnization a precise mathemati-al description %of' the tion. For a high degree of' prevaporization and good mixing
flow has to take ante account the .teedback of the dispersed prior to reaction, the parameter would havena medirni value
phanse oato the gas turbulence.

The present confipuration with a mostly aixial droplet move-
The foregoing aid die observed inod'ficatiiin of the flux den- ment, and a swirhine gas flow with a smitll expansion results
sity piolile f'or the combusting case at that position show, that in especially higii di'eplet reference velorities, where a longer
itupo^rtant developments in the liquid phase flow have started evaporation and thus combustor length is tolerated for the
beore they are accessible to the Phase Doppler Anemometer, benefit of better mixing by keepin~t the droplets in a highly
either becaust of high particle density or unroundnesb of' turbulent zone while they evaporutz. This can lead to a leaner
drops. lIberelbre measuring techniques, that allow for smaller local equivalcnce ratio bec-ause the fuel vapour is given a
measuring volumina 122 1, or coupled use of flow visualization chance to distribute by turbulent dilrusion bel'ore more yap-
and Phase Doppler Anemrnoatry will be necessary in the very pour is added by evaporation. Hiowevtt- for the practical case
important range in the immediate vicinity of the nozzl1e. of cornbustion with high inlet temiperatures and pressures, the

parameter changes towards the dilf-asion burning side. The in-
On the other hand, the development of the evaporation with creased pressure head decreases the droplet diameters, and
the hulk of thec fluid evaporated at 45mm eveai without pre- the vaporization rate increases bý the elevated inlet tempera-
heat. suggests that for the prac-tical case with air preheat and tures. Furthermnorc, the dispersion length L, is a Iiuit.tion of
high pressures, the region behind 50 mmn is probably not ani- the nozzle AFR. and~ the AFR of th.- present investigation was
portant for the two phase hlow, exept for the ballistics of the especially low, since all the air was put through the nozzle.
big droplets. Thus the parameter will be, m~uch lower and hence the evapor-

ation length smaller. Thec turbulence (,reated by the slowly ex-
The size measurements show an influence of the overall sys- panding swirling shear layer wouldbie not etfective, if most of
tern sensitivity on the ineasured mean diameters, as well as it is 1comes to bear after the reacticn. Hence, the efltictvencss
some influence on the measured flux. l'hus it has to be kept in of the geometry can only be shown in a realistic enviamiment.
mind, that Phase Doppler Aneniometn' is a relative measur-
ing technique onlN with respect to the single particle measure- 5, Acknowledgements
ment. and worsening optical conditions, caused by high Tlhe financial support from die ThCI' AM research initiative
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Discussion

Question 1. Dr G. Andrews
You liase produced good spray measurement results in a lean burning fuel injector in the near burner region. Unfortunately, with
no air preliea'. you were unable to study combustion in this region. Do you have any planis to add air preheat to this system?~ Also,
the very ls.rgc flow expansion dowastreani of the swirl atomniser produced unrealistically low velocities and high residence times.
How did this influence your results arnd could it hiav'e contrihuted to the flamne fluctuations.

In our laboratory, experimnirts are performed on RQL coimbustors with preheat and with nor:zles similar to the one presented. In
those tests, the fleame also doe~s not sit on the bunier miouth, hut has its root at some distance from the nozzle, so I am not sure that
the situation shown is n't i epresentative of preheated combustion It would be most interesting to see the influence of preheat on
the behaviour but ik is not planned in the neai future, unfortunately.

As to the second question, the noz~zle-cornbu~stor expansion. ratio was adopted to stay with the ratios chosen for an earlier
investigation of the cold flow field (see Ref. 5). The resulting largv combhustor volume helps to investigate a lean flame with optical
instrumentation without the additional expense of preheat, hut the residence times are in fact not typical of an aeroengine
comnbustor. and the emnissions mneasurements might well he influenced by that. I have no data to make an informed guess onf the
possible influence of a greater than usual combustor volume on the intermittent nature oif the flame.
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Time-resolved Measurements in a Three Dimensiional
Model Combustor

R. Jeckel, S. Wittig
Lehrstuhl und Institut far Thermische Str6mungsmaschinen

Universitiit Karlsruhe (T.I.)
Kaiserstr. 12, D-7500 Karlsruhe (Geimany)

Abstract bustors makes experimental as well as numerical in-
vestigations extremely difficult. As a consequence,
predominantly simplified geometries have been used

Locally and time-resolved measurements of the ve- for scientific combustor studies. Tl-ese model coro-
locity, temperature and species concentration in a bustors can be subdivided into different groups ac-
three dimensional jet-stabilized combustor are pre- cording to the flame stabilization method.
sented. The combustor was developed at the In-
stitute for Thermal Turbomachinery, University of Numerous studies are concerned with the analysis of
Karlsruhe, for extended benchmark experiments, bluff body stabilized flames (e. g. Sislian et al. [131,
For the present investigation, the combustor was Roquemore et al. [12]) and swirl stabilized flames
fired by propane. The profiles of the velocity, tern- (e. g. Kutz [91, Edwards and Rudoff [3], Jones and
perature and species distribution were determined Wilherni [7]), Extensive research has also been done
at 7 planes along the combustor axis. For a better on flames combining different methods of flame sta-
understanding, also a comparison between the cold bilization. Ferrao and Heitor [4] examined a flame
flow and the reacting hot gas conditions is given, stabilized by a bluff body surrounded by a swirler.

Richards and Samuelsen [11] investigated a combus-
The time-resolved velocity and temperature mea- tor where radial injecting air jets interact with ,he
surements were performed by a two component recirculation region induced by a swirler at the com-
LDA-system as well as specially designed and op- bustor inlet. Despite the interaction of the jets with
timized thermocouple probes. The time-dependent the recirculation zone, the flow in this combu:tor
analysis demonstrates that the velocity and turbu- remains mainly 2-dimensional, like in all other ot ud.
lence and/or the temperature fluctuations are dra- ies, whure the recirculation was induced by swirlers
maticaily increased under hot crrnbusting condi- or bluff bodies.
in.ons.

However, no iuvestigatizns of combustors with a
Finally, the locally determined species distributions strongly three-dimensional flow field have been p,'i-
are compared with the global concentrations at the lished yet, even though there is general need for such
exit of the combustor providing an excellent data studies, serving as bench marks for the evaluation
base for numerical tests. and testing of modern computer codes for three-

dimensional reacting flows. The intention of this pa-
per is, to provide detailed data of a propane fired, re-
acting combustor with a strongly three-dimensional

1 Introduction and also fluctuating velocity and temperaturn distri-
bution.

Trhe development of modern aircraft gasturbines is The extended data base provides ap advanced un-
guided by the demand of high efficiency together derstanding of this type of flame i d can be used
with low emissiomis. In thii context, one of the major as benchmark for the verification of the re. ualts of
topics is the optimization of the combustion chain- numerical calculati, ns as presented in our parallel
ber, because of its kcyrole for both development studies (Kurreck at al. [8]).
goals. However, the high complexity of real coni-

Presented at an AGAR) Meeting on Fuels and Combustion Technology for Advanced Aircraft Engines, May 1993.



2 Experimnentedl Configuration each of them covered by eleven fu~tallic bricks.,n
stead of these bricks also glatis windows or probe
supports can be mounted. The rin~g with the fout

'1.'ht- jewt nabili7.ed 7ornbust~or is designed in a way, jets can be rotated about 65". 'fhe angle of symi-
thwt variotis geometrical rn.ifiguirations can b,, in- nietry of the combustor is 15*. Ihence it is possible
vestigatcd using the samne Wt.e facility. In addition, to observe the' relevant angle of 4ur* without moving
easy access for probe as well as optical niteasureiwnit the comobustor,
technziques is provided at. each location insido the
combuuttor.

3 Measurement Techn~iques

* T'he inlet, conditionw and the wall- temnperatures and
I '.~ & I. ~ ~-pressures as well at, the cverali emissions are :noni-

tored by standfard equipment e.nriloying an JEC-Bus
system for the data transfer. This guaratitee.3 con-

'~'~ ~ ~stant conditions without A drift during the time con-
Fuining field measurements.

3.1 LIDA - Setup

Fig. 1: Geometry of the conmbustor

The .-onibustion chamber has a modular concept41 r XI11=
providing ready exchange of several compor~ents.Crb1
Thus, the fuel-specie and fuel-injection systems can
easily lie changed b) niounting different Lottom rLA
jpJan- sections with integrated atoxniiser.i. Also vuari- WII-" .,'r
ous air injecting tubes with different diameters can -4'R o
be mouated. TNe main features of the combustor . -

-ire shown in Fig 1.

'[he flame tube radius rFT is 40 mm~. The four jets Fig. 2: LDA setup at the jet-stabilized comnbustor
are located 60 mnm downstream from the bottomn.
'[he jet diameter 'is djeg = 8 mm, The entire air The mlean velocitics a~nd ýheir fluctuations are niea-
niass flow is provided by these jets. Th,- Combus- sured by a Dantec two channel dual beam LD&4.
tor entrance at mlie bottom plane is connected to the T1he LDA setup is shown in Fig. 2. The A r-Ion.
fuel sapiply. For the p~resent nieasur-ements propai laser (Coherent Inova 90) is connected via a fiberop-

(1!)waii Lsed c~s fuel. 2-it it is also poosible to tical link to the optical modules. The system is used
use liquid fuels like JP-4 or DF-2. The wall of the. in forward scattering mode for niaximrnu scattering
comnbustor is r~cded by water, fed through six ax- light power. The angle between the two measure-
ial 0.5 in long channels (Fig. 1), enabling leng tiim, mnent planes of the different colors is 900, The angle
runls, which is a basic demand foi the time consumi- between the mneasurement plane, and the r, z - plane
ing Ineasnetrients. of the conmbustor (Fig. 1) is +/ - 45c.

The access for prob~e my,ýasureinient techniquies and 'The signals are converted by counters (Dantec) and
optical diagnostics ig provided by two axia: slots, pro'cessed via a Zech acquistion interface on a PC
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'386. For the time dependent analysis a new LDA sign was developed starting from a rigorous analysis
controlling software was developed. Performance of the governing heat transfer processes inside the
comparisons with a Dantec burst spectrum &nalyser probe. The small diameter of the bare wires of 65
show excellent agreement of the velocities detected pm reduces the heat conduction, that can influence
even in zones of very low data rates. the temperature sensitive spot of the probe sagnifi-

cantly. On the other hand, the sphere with a dia-
The optical access to the combustor is achieved by meter of 2.5 mm offers a large area for the convective
window modules. These windows are kept clean and heat transfer from the flow.
cold by an air flow, which provides a swirling air film
over the combustor side of the quartz glass window. The remaining problem of radiation losses could not
The flow of the window cooling air is adjusted such, yet be solved sufficiently. However, it is expected
that the main flow within the combustor is not af- to have a relatively strong iufluenc.o in such a com-
fected. bustor, where a high intensivc, reacting flame and

watercooled walls interact with the probe. Various
The air of each jet is seeded with calzium carbon- approaches are found to account for radiation losses
ate particles with a D50 of 1 pm. A Polytec particle in the literature. They all suffer from the problem,
generator (RGB 1000) is used for dispersing the par- that neither the emissivities of the probe, the gas and
ticles in the flow. the combustor walls nor the heat transfer coefficient

of convection governed by the flows velocity and vis-
cosity are known in detail. Therefor in this paper all
temperatures are presented without any correction

3.2 Temperature - Measurements of the radiative losses.

However, the new probe design gives identical tem-
/ perature profiles independently from the traveesing

direction. This is an important step towards ex-
act measurements of local temperatures. Because
of the probes integrating nature, only time average
measurements are possible, which however are best
suited for comparison with results of the numerical
analysis.

3.3 Gasanalysis - System

For the determination of the species concentration
Fig. 3: Thcrmocouple probe a new gas analysis system is set up. The flow dia-

gram of the sample gas is shown in Figure 4. The
With respect to the requirements of locally re- unburned hydrocarbons (CGH,) are measured by a
solved comnbustor measurements platinum / plati- hot, wet sampling system using a flame ionisation
num rhodium - thermocouples are most convenient, detector. On the cold side of the system, the water
The fundamentals of the thermocouple measuring is quenched off with a sample gas cooler. Non dis-
technique in highly tubulent flames are given in var- persive infrared analysers detect carbon monoxide,
ious refercnces (e.g. Heitor [5], Sislian et al. [13]). carbon dioxide and nitrogen oxide. A:. electrochemi-
However, preliminary studies using simple thermo- cal sensor is used for measuring the oxygen contents
couple probes demonstrated, that the conduction of the sample
losses of the probe are strongly affected by the design
of the sensor. Even thermocouple probes of the de- With respect to the well known problem,; ot isoki-
sign proposed by Bradley and Matthews [1] showed netic gas sampling a constant mass flow rate of 160
significant, thermal losses, which was easily demon- I/h is adjusted, according to the requ':ements of the
strated, whenever the probe was inserted from both analysis system. Unwimited reactions of 'he gas sam-
sides ;am radial direction into the combustor at loca- pie inside the probe c.re avoided due to high velocities
tions with temperature gradients leading to different inside the probe. Several i vestigations on the de-
temperatures. Consequently, an improved probe de- sign of the sampling probe demonstrated, that the
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4.1 Jet Profiles
uniping•b 1

2100 Eheated *a 0 WC) The four jets, which provide the total air mass flow,
.N, a .t induce a recirculation zone between the bottom plate

haatedpreftllee(2O00C - haled irW0 (180 and the air injection plane. A correct symmetry of
cold Season hot seoiae the reeirculation zone requires a uniform distribution

of the air over the four jets. For verificat-on of the
cond-=a C H i II uniformity, the velocity and turbulence level prefiles

PI"MP of the four jets have been checked by a hot wire

anemometer (Fig. 5)
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rig. 4: Gasanalysis rack eodius (-J
Fig. 5: Comparison of the four jets: velocity ard

turbulence profiles

shaft diameter of the probe has strong influence on4
the measured gas composition. It. is estimated that I otatt h ul eeoe ubln lwpo
cosqecaprobes with alvrygmal diameter ac sfae odr.I file expected, a not completely axissynimetric profile
uosequned.rb ihaveysaldaee h i observed. The orientation of these profiles relative

used.to the axis depends on the location of the tubes,
which connect the air supply to the jets. This insta-
bilitiy is of dominant influence on the resulting velo-4
city'.s in the plbnes inalysed (Fig. 1). Therefore, the
oiientation of the four tuibes is kept constant during
all following measurements to obtain reproducible

4 Results inlet conditions.

The results are presented with the intention to des- 4.2 Velocity
cribe the isothermal and the reatcting - propane fi-
red - flow completely in detail. The figures provided
in this chapter are selected to illustrate the discus- Jiit- velocity distribution of' tie cold flow in the comi-
sion of major effects. However, the entire dataset~s bustor has been discustied ,arlier in) detail by Jeckel
are prese-nted in overview diagrams in the appendix et al. [6]. In addition, the axial velocities of th~e o 4
providing a database for numerical calculations. 0'- plane are presented in the appendix of this

paper (Fig. 17). It has to be noted, that no depen-
"For a complet"e qn aIvsis of the flow in this atmosphe- dence of the velocity distribution on the injection
rIc combustor all ambient and inlet conditions were angle o can be observed under noriacting conditi-
recorded (see Table 1). ons, because of the high turbulence levels.

th
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Fig. 6: Velocity profiles in plane 0 Fig. 7: Velocity profiles in plane u

z = 22 mm; rhmir,total = 33,5 1g/1h: z = 98 mm; rh.i,.,tot.1 . = 33,5 kg/h;
rmpropaetotal = 1,0 kq/h; mhpropane,toal = 1,0 kg/h;

In the following the reacting flow is considered. Fig- 4.3 Temperature
ure 6 shows the flow in plane 0 (z = 22 mm) inbe-
tween the dome of the combustor and the air jets.
Obviously, a recirc'2ation zone is established, which Detailed measurements of the temperature were per-
stabilizes the flame. The distribution of the tangen- formed at all seven axial positions for three diffteent
tial ve!ocity component indicates, that no predomi- air ivjectton angles. The temperature diatribu~iion
nant direction of rotation is established in the flow. in plaite 0 (z=z 22 mm) (Fig. 8) shows two maxima,
In addition, the extremly bigh fluctuations, shown each located around the renter of the recirculation
as rms-values for each component in Figure 6, are zone, with highest temperatures of about 16G0 K
also found under reacting conditions. and minimum t.,mperatures of about 900 K on the

conibust.'j, axis. The very lean fuel to air ratio
The velocity profiles of the plane 1 (z = 98 mrm;
downstream of the air injecting plaite) are present.td
in Figure 7. The flow has a Gaussian velocity dis- 2000-
tribution with its maximum values on the axis of
symmetry (r = 0). In this plane the highest axial
velocity is found compared to all plenes downs'ream
of air injection. The tangential velocity profies in- ~- ~
dicate that the interaction of the fodr jets induces 150 --

a rotation c. the flow. It decreases rapidly down-
at ream, liecLlse of strong turbuleit mixing, which is 0
caused by the combustor configuration and enhanced angle
by chemical reaction of the fuel with the air. 'There- E 1000 a 0.0 -
fore. turbulent mixing induces a homogenisation of ± A 22.5
the velocity profiles further downstream. As conse- +4.

quence, a pisictn profile was found in plane 9 (z =I
434 "tn) (lose to the combustor exit (Figure 18). 500 . . . .--,-,-

-40 -20 0 20 40
rodius [mm]

Fig. 8: Tempe-ature distribution at various jet an-
gles ý,
z = 22 mm; mir tol = 3"3,5 kqg/h;
Fprpaie,tot. , = 1,0 .rglh,
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Fig. 9: Temperature distribution at various jet an- Fig. 10: Comparison of the emission profiles in
gles 'ppae0(z=2 s

:' =9• mm; 1 flau..total 33,5 kg/h; ln z=2 m10 /; = 00; mar tot, - 33,5 kg/h;

? 'lip n,,,oa = 1,0 k/ 40 c0o0 10/h 10 k

(compare Table 1) and also the watercooled walls of

the cornbustor are responsible for the relatively low fuel mass flow is shifted to the outer regions of the
temperature mpaximaof 1600 d b. The minimum val- combustor. 1 his is due to the recirculating fresh air
ues of 900 K on the axis are caused by recirculating on the axis, which transports the fuel to the regions,
fresh air. Also, no dependence on the air injection where the recirculation zone allows the stabilization
angle could be detected in the temperatre profiles of the flame. Here, the major advantage of this type
(Fig. 9). of flare stabilization becomes obvious, as onl fwls-

iddytamic effects are responsible for the flame sta-

This was also found in the plane directly behind the bilization. No additional hardware is required to act
air injection (Fig. 9). The minimm .alue on the as flame holder.

axis of 900 K is caused by the fresh air flowing di-
rectly downstream. The maxima of the temperature w t0e r
at radial positions of ± 25 mm are with 1300 the foa.... Here,. the--- ma-- I1 --
not w h ahigh as in plane 0, due to enhanced turbule int a .o l i
mi glt d--i -- -- ,,o The m.a of -

4.4 Species Concentration :... ........ -....
-40 -~~20 0 20 40-0 -•O 0 tO 0

the gas composition was analysed at identical po- K .ne,

sitions as the temperatures. TIhe sa'npling system •00o- j .-
gave the possibility of analysing 0O2, C0 2 , 0O, C',tt4 " oo

ntw pans areh shw in Fige, ure 10 enancd tu frballent 000

and NOr. 'rhe results of the sampling in the first 2000•

3 so

five species. The species distributions ar4 directly 040 0.0.2...0 20 2040

correlated with the temperature distributions (see -*-,•o.m•" •-o..•,.Oll r-
Chapter 1.3). The high oxygen concentration:, on
te corabustoh axis are due to the jet. induced fresh
air flow on the s. on tl e carbon diox- Fig. 11: cparisn of the mission profiles in
ide concensrations have their F ig~ thur in utis le- plane I (z = 98 m0)
gien. The unburned hydrocarbons are found mainly 0 0"O; hair total = 133, kg/h:
at large radial positions, indic at t the entire mdistrr..buti t(eat = lM kg/is



Trlc concentrat~ion of the' uinburned hydrocarbons
downstream of the air injection plane (z = 98 rnm,
Fig. 11) indicate, that the reaction is almost eorn- so 4.W 6.3 In'

pleted, 'rhis statement is also confirmed by vistial 4.W "A

ob~servation. T1he gradients of the conceitratit:nr pro,-
It 21 ..... ..

fliles are relatively high at the outer radii, but thle E
turbulent mixing honiogenizes the radial distribu- 3- MM & -A L
Gons of the species concentrations further down- Ii 0-1 -- qM

M tream (Fig. 20 and 21).0.2.

4.5 Time Resolved Analysis -501
t!"14 [a]

All measurements presented so far, indicate nio de- Fig. 13. Cold ;low: tirnedependenice (if the axial ve-
pendenece of the flowv on the angle 'p of air injec- locity at position z %=22 inmy, 0'p= , r =

tion. In order to analyse the reasons for this iaiex- -25; thar,rtotati 33,5 k 9 /Ii'

pected behaviour, a detailed time dependent. analy-
sis of the velocity and temperature fluctuations wast
performed. v"Vla

cold Wc~

25 E

0

2- Lver* -25 ~- ie

-S0 -25 0 21 so-0 -5 5 s

Fig. 12: Comparison of the local velocity at, poi Fig. 1.4: Hot flow: tirnedeperidenc, of the axial ye-
tion z = 22 trm, ýp = 0', r = -25; tota locity at position z =. 22! mr, 'p = 0', r =

= 33, L..Ib. = i ~..IAZ)5, a 3.3,5 kg/h; ?flpretpane'lotai

The axia.1 an(! tangenitial velocity fluctuations were
analysed on basis of LDA-sionples containing I0'ý30
single mneazurements (.ianipliig rate I ktlz). F'ig- __________________

tire 12 visuinlizev the difference betweenm the cold and-
hot flow case. The distribution of the cold velocity
around the average value is very bread, hut irk the -

reacting case, there is still all enormocus increase in .4
the broadness of the (list ribution. U'he plots of the

flow conditions (Fig. 12) show a stochastic distribu-7 7- 1
tion but no bi-miodality or other offerts indlicatirg a
flapping between different flow patterns. D~ue to the

enhanced turbulenice level of the reacting fluw th ? h, ar =4.
vel-ocity distribution is also broadened.1- lo 01211

frequency (Hz]

This is confirmed by plotting the ax'ia! velocity ver- Fg 5 rq ec i.iyi ftle~li o
Iold)p in tie poiint z !-22 rnun, 0, I', rsus time, ms shown in Figs. 13 an]i 14 Hiere, th.o ve-j.vm ~,

locity distributioni is nearly stochastic fcr broth hlow 'ý5 7ý 33.5i .$:r g/h 1pjwito

situatIons, hut the Inten-Sity of the fluctuations IN



mitch higher for the '.oarting flow. t4ions its also detectable in the plot of the tempera-
ture versus time, memured with a time response op-

!n order to get a deeper insight whether the velocity timized thermocouple with a sampling rate of 2500

fluctuations are really stoch,'tic or whether doni. Hz. Kaowing that thermocouples are not able to fol-
nart frequenvies are detectable, the recorded veloci- low fluctuations of high frequency ,this figure gives

ties wre .ransformed in power spectra by mieans of only an imnpressiou of the raige of the temperature
the lP'FT.-method, fluctuations in the reaction zone.

The FF1'-method allows an analysis in a frequency
rartge depending on the sampling rate fharmpling and
I he sampling depth n,,mpla.

f,.-,p...

5 Conclusions
fma: -- 2sm't

2

The flow held, temperature distribution and species

For the sampling rate chosen of I kHz, a detectable concentration and their fluctuations have been stud-

frequency is in range from 0.1 Hz to ,500 Hz. ied in a jet-stabilized combustor under burning and
nonburning conditions. The measurements provide

The two spectra of the cold arid the reacting fw an extensive data base for verification and testing of

(Fig. 15) show similar characteristics with a couple numerical codes.

of high intensity, low frequent shares and a decrease
of the intensity for increasing frequencies. But it is For high accuracy measurements under operating

important to note, that at higher frequencies (f > 20 combustor conditions improved thermocouple and

Hz) the intensity of the velocity fluctuations of the species sampling probes have beeen developed.

cold flow is about one order of magnitude below that
of the reacting flow. For the cold flow a pronounced The measurements of time averaged velocity, tem-
decrease of the fluctuations is obtained above 20 Hz perature and species distributions reveal, that three-
, whereas for the reacting flow only a slight decrease dimensional effects induced by the highly turbulent
is observed, flow in this type of combustor are of major signifi-

cance.

The extremly high level of the turbulent fluctua-
Therefor, special emphasis has been put on the
study of the effects by time resolved measurements
of the velocity and temperature, using an advanced

1000 LDA sampling technique and optimized thermocou-
OV* '*%W. 17,04,,• K pie probes. The results show that turbulence is

. 0 ,o strongly enhanced uider reacting conditions.

S1700.1[A

Sis. . -- A
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Appendix

dFL 80.0 mm
ZloiaI 1220.0 mm
ZwatercooledTube 520.0 inm
ZBotto /Je! 60.0 "Im
diet 8.0 mm

rh,•A 33.5 kg/h
lti 1 292.0 K

ce'~ien 38.5 rn/s

Fuel Cal3 H Propane
rhrue" 1.0 kg/h
TFUeI 292.0 K
Cruel,; 20.0 m/s

A 2.28
AFR 33.5
Pthermal 12.1 kW

PRpeci/ic 40.1 MW/m 3

rhcw 400.0 kg/h
Tc W in 2i'9 K
Tc'v oUt 289 K

T•o'a 350 K

7l'hau 750 K

VK(0 2 ) 12.5 %

VK(CO2) 5Z5 %
VK(CO) 754 .5 %p
VK(NOt) I 63 ppm
VK(Cz tfj )) 121 ppm _

Table 1: Characteristics of the Jet-stabilized Combustor

axial velocity [m/0]

0 a 9 a a Wa a3 4W W _

U - - - ~ -- .-------- -.-- -----. .....

z 21 mm 98 mm 140 mm 182mm 268mm 350 mm 434 mm
V - 0.0 Grad

Fig. 17: Axial - velocity - profiles in the combustor: cold flow, 00 - degree - plane; oh.i,. = 33.5 kg/h
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axial velocity [rnM/e]

- - - 4 - 4 .. .. ---- .. ....... --

Az WA -- -

z w 21 mm 98 mm 140 mm 182 mm 286 m 350 mm 434 mm
9P - 0.0 Grad

axial velocity [rn/8]

.. ... .. ---- -I ------

z - 21 mm 08 mm 140 mm 182 mm 266 mm 350 mm 434 mrnm
g o 22.5 Grad

axial - velocity (m/a]

- I

12 1 2 J12P * f- _
I0

-0- - -* - - - -4 --- -- --- -

'AA

z m 21 mm 98 rnm 140 mm 182 mm 268 mm 350 mm 434 mm
p - 45.0 Grad

Fig. 18: Axial velocity profiles in the combustor: rhar,total = 33,5 kg/h; rhilropate,total = 1,0 kg/h;
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Temperatur T (K]S .... .. . ........ .. ... ... .. .....

z - 22 mm 98 mm 140 mm 182 nrv, 2O6 mm 350 mm 434 mm
4 - 0.0 Grad

Temperatur T (K]
.,11313111313131111111311 | i13111•ll•|| l 4

--- -1 - ..I . ....

x 22 mm 98 mm 140 mm 1a2 mm 268 mm 30mm 434 mmn
S-- 22.5 Grad

Temnperatur T CK]

a I ____ ___IqI1 I

• - 22 mm 96 mmn 140 mnm 182 mm 260 mm 350 mnm 434 mmr

-) 22.5 Grad

Fig. 19: Termperature rflsi h obutorr (KJ a 35kgh no•aett• , gh

E

-ii

z -22 m 9 mm 140mrm 182 mm 266 mnm 350 mm 434 mm
* P 45 Grad

Fig. 19 emnperature profiles in the cornbustor:thaj,,ttaj = 33,5 kg/h; ?hpropancgfofai 1,0 kg/h;
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Oa IX3

--d -~ ------ ---- -- - - - -

z 22 mm 98 mm 140 mm 182 mm 266 mmn 350 mm 434 mm
VP- 45.0 Ga

z 22mmnr 98 mm 140 mm 182 mm 286m 3r, 50 mm 434 mm4
VP 45.0Grad

CXH1, [ppm)

E

2. - 22 mm 96 rrnm 140 mm 182 mm 266 mm 350 mm 434 mm
9P- 45.0 Grad

Fig. 20: Ev'iasiori profiles in the cornbut3torýV 00; ,i~aiiotaI 33,5 kg/h; T'lpropac,le~osal =1,0 kg/h:
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co EX]

-- . . . . . ............. ---- -- -. . - -----

1,

z -22 mm 98 mm 140 mm 1a2 mm 26 6mm 350 mm 434 mm
go 45.0 Grad

NOx [pprnm

.i~sI .UsI, 1,.~I, ,..1. s

Es

z - 22 mm go rn rm1 -n 2 nm r5 mMM
V- - 45.0 Gnd

Fig. 21: Emission profiles in the combustor:9o 0; V ~ ,otal = 33,5 kg/h; r'hpropne,,total = 1,0 ,jg/h;

l _ .-_ _ -
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Discussion

Question 1. M. Nina
The configuration you showed for your thermocouple seems to be prone to large errors due to the large surface area of the sphere
at the weld. The errors would be mainly from radiation and catalytic effects of platinum and platinum rhodium. Would you
comment on these aspects?

Author's Reply
Our intention for recommending this piobe design was the reduction of the temperature error due to cor.duction losses, whiic
are extreme in a flame with high gradients, like the one in the combustor investigated. This probe design provides symmetric
results, even in a flame with two maxima. Also the results are independent of the traverse direction. Ibis proves the advantage of
this new probe design, compared to vanous probe designs proposed in the literature. Of course there are errors due to radiation
and catalytic effects. According to the literature the catalytic error is estimated to be relatively small. This was confirmed by our
experiments using coated and uncoated probes. The radiation errors are not negligible, of course. However. we developed a
program which compares the most important radiation corrections available in the literature. Those different approaches result
in a correction in the sampled temperature data over a range from 20 to 400K at every high temperature pc int. In out opinion,
however, the presentation of the raw sampled data is the best way to present the measured thermoc'.uple temperatures.

Question 2. S. Maidhof
Can you give an estimate of the extension of the measuring volumes for the various measuring techniques? Can the
independence of the measurements of the tangential position be partly caused by the tangential size of the measuring volume?

Author's Reply
1-or the LDA measurements, the measurement volume had a diameter of 200 microns and a length of 600 microns. The
thermocouple sphere diameter was 2.5 millimetres. A suction probe was used for gas sampling with an inner diameter of I mm
and an outer diameter of 1.6mm. Therefore, the local resolution is much better than the distajice between the different angular
positions at the ovter radii where the differences would be expectAd.

Question 3. J. Tilston
The time resolved temperature measurements seem to show a one second sawtooth profile period. Is this real or is it just a visual
illpsion on this illustration?

Author's Reply
The temperature fluctuations in the combustor primary zone are very extreme at every point. At s;ome locations the time
resolved temperatures indicate a sawtooth profile. but it is not reproducible Considering all the data available, it can be
concluded that the temperature fluctuations are mcre or less stochastic.

Question 4. S. Sivasegaram
Have you carried out measurements of the fluctuating temperatures with the flow rate and fuel/air ratio as variables, in order to
identify the source of the very low frequency fluctuation?

Author's Re.ly
No, we have not examined that in detail until recently, since our intention was to collect a complete local resolved dataset
However, a variation of the fuel/air ratio influenced the sound emission.

Question 5. S. Alizadeh
Do you think it is surprising that the time resolved measurements, taken at a location within the combustor primary zone,
indicate isotropic turbulence?

Author's Reply
Yes, it is surprising. However, even the angle independence of the measured profiles indicate there is strong mixing which is
direction independent. A detailed examination of the data revealed that the fluctuations are extreme and that they are isotropic.
The level of the fluctuations decreases with increasing z-positions, but the isotropy was found throughout the combustor. This
statement is emphasized by the excellent agreement of the measured results with the calculated data using the kappa, epsilon
model.
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TEMI'ERATURE AND COMBUSTION ANALYSIS OF COMBUSTOR WITH
ACOUSTICALLY CONTROLLED PRIMARY ZONE AIk-JEY MIXING

PJ. Vermculen*, V. Ramesh**. B. Sanders*"
Department of Mechanical Engineering

'lhe University of Calgary
Calgary. Alberta, Canada. 12N IN4

and

J. Odgers
Profc&sor Titulaire (Retired)

Departement de Genie Mdcanique
Univcrsitt Laval

Qucbec. P.Q., Canada. G IK 7P4

SUMMARY M, reference Mach number based on maximum
A small tubular combustor of nomial design and l.I)IA. of casing
behaviour, employing acoustically controlled primary zone number of data points
air-jet mixing processes. has been successfully tested at ND "no-drive"
sealed '/ load operating conditions, and some data was
obtained at '/, % and Y4 loads. Thc acoustic control P 2  inlet static pressure
produced a distinct richening effect, measured just p3 exit static pressure
downstream of the primary zone, which produced a pO inlet stagnation pressure
decrease in combustion efficiency and a somewhat
increased and flatter combustion gas temperature P0 3 xit stagnation pressure
distribution. "lbc prime cause of richening was due to Q exit tempcrature pattern quality
c,,mbustor flow blockage caused by acoustically enhanced R residual temperature standard deviation
jet penetration. 'Ibis. and the secondary effect of S. mixing standard deviation calculated for all exit
acoustically shed jet toroidal vortices, resulted in up to plane temperature data
35% increase in mixing, relative to "no-drive" measured S., mixing standard deviation based on combustion
just downstream of the primary zone. gas temperatures

The acoustic drive produced a more uniformi exit plane S. mixingstandarddcviation calculated fortruncated

temperature pattern, resulting in up to 35% improvement exit plane temperature data

in mixing relative to "no-drive" and in up to 20% relative SP temperature profile acoustic driving standard
improvement in the temperature pattern quality. The deviation cahkuhted for all data of set
effects depended on air/fuel ratio and in general improved $P, temperature profile acoustic driving standard
relative to "no-drive" with richening. At 114 load. 150W deviation calculated for truncated data set
single driver power, the acoustic driving effectiveness was T local average stagnation temperature -• local
reduced by axout 80% with correspondingly reduced average static temperature
improvements in mixing and quality. "lhe ecicts t Tf dilution zone wall tempcratur':
acoustic drive wcre favourahly controllable by means of the d

driving power. and the exit plane data showed increased TI fuel temperature
flow blockage caused by increased jet penctrati )v by the T, hicld combustion gas tempcrature
acoustic drive was the major control mechanism. Te. mean combustion gas temperature

NOMENClATURE primary zone wall temperature

A/F overall air/fuel ratio (by mass flow rate) inlet temperature

D jet orifice diameter T, exit plane local average temperature

El local emission index Tr exit plane mean tempcrature

I drivi~ig frequency T3 exit plane local average maximum temperature

total air mass flow rate T.WD exit plane loal average temperature "no-drive"

Mm equivalent mean air mass Ihow rate at entrance to 5 e
secondary zoine Ts average value of T, "no-drive" and T% "with-

drive"
k/ fuel mass flow rate

t?•)o exit plane local average temperature atO0
thermocouple array positlon.

*Profesusr. **Research AUsociatc. "Ruscarch 'Tcchnician

trewnted at an A(A RD Meeting on TFueft anl Combustion 7echnol ogv jorAdvanced Ainwraft Ingnes: May IW?3
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(TI),,O exit plane local ~avcrago; temperature; at60, combustor secondary zone, Fig. 1, ic.. just downstream of
thermocouple array ptsto the primary zone. arad by temperature profile

U, jtvelocity excitation pulsation apiueathe measurements in the combustor exit plane. Tests were
oriic j xtpaetcnr amplitudyefl th) made over representative ranges of overall air/fuel ratio

U1  steady mean jut velocity at the orifice exit plane A/F, reference Mach number M, (load) and acoustic driver

W po~wer at acoustic driver powrW.T

T average total power. all tests, for three acoustic 2. EXPERIMENTAL
drfive rs

WD "with-drive" Combustor with Acoustically Pulsed Primary Zone Air Jets
q, local combustion eliiec he apparatus is essentially the same as that described in

0. lcavea e fdimiencynesreaieteprtr Refs. I and 2, except that the combustor exit plzne
0

g lcalaveage imesiolcssreltiv temeraure temperature distribution is now measured by 18 shielded
PJ density of the jet flow at orifice exit plane thermocouples in a 3 spoked array which was rotated in
* local equivalence ratio, stoic. A/F/local actual 150 steps to produce a polar data array of 432 temperature

A/F measurements. Reference I shows a cross-scetion of the

4WD local equivalene ratio "no-drive" co~mbustor. unmodified for acoustic control, giving its air-

1. overall equivalence ratio due distribution and important features. Provision was made
for the measurement of air and fuel mass flow rates and

4WDi local equivalence ratio 'with-drive" the combustor inlet and exit conditions. Thermocouples
A* average change in equivalence ratio due to attached to the outside wall of the flame tube measured

acoustic drive wall temperatures in the primary and dilution zones.
Combustion products distributions were measured by a

1. INTRODUJCTION water cooled probe traver.%ed diametrally through a
Previous studies (1).(Z) showed that the mixing processes secondary zone air hole. at approximately the 3:30 o'clock
of thc. dilution-air jets of a small tubular combustor of position looking upstream. Gas samples were then passed
normal design could be beneficially acoustically controlled. to instruments for the measurement of concentrations of
This dcemonstrated that acoustic modulation of the C11,, CC), CO2 and 0O'. The pressure; and temperature data
dilution-air jet flows ailowed progressive and seloctive obtained was processed bya Pcrsoal Computer controlled
control of the exit-plane temperature distribution, data logging system, and exit plane temperature
Specifically, for a good temperature traverse quality, it was distributions were analysed by a Sun mainframe computer.
possible Yo trim the temperature profile. Accordingly, a
desired exit-plane temperature distribution may be Figure I illustrates the nmethod for acoustic control of the
achieved. From these results it was infe.rred that the normal tubular comhustor primary zone, The usual liquid
enitrainnmcnt rate anui mixing of the dilution-air jets was fuel atomizer has been replaccd by a conical gas injector
increased by the acoustic pulsations. 'Ibis promoted for the burning of commercial natural gas. '[be method
detailed invest~gations into acoustically pulsed free-jet channels air from upstream of the combustor inlet via 6 by-
mixing (3).(I),(5). and showed that the enitrainnitnt and pass tubes connecting to a split manifold of 3 separate
enitrainment cocifficienit of the jet could be considerably segments which feeds the 20 primary zone air jet holes in
increased, by up to 6 times. Since jet entrainment is the flame tube. 'len pairs of radial tubc-s cross the
re-spoaisiblu for the mixing produced by a jet, jet mixing combustor Annulus to connect the air holes of the flame
would also be improved, tube to the manifold segments surrounding the combustor

casing. lFach manifold segment is connected by a driver
Gas turbine combustor pcrformance depends on jet flow tube to a 3(00 W loudspeaker which provides the acoustic
mixing and in particular on the mixing of air jets with a driving and control. The strongest acoustic driving mode
confined hot crossflow. lIbcrufhre, experimental studies of the system was established by means of an HPl 5423A
were done on an acotistically pulsed air jet mixing with a two channel anaiyzer, using a niptsga otg
confined crossflow (L)).(Z), and showed that mixing was proportional to the louds- ieaker curr~mt. and as an output
significantly increased and penetration at least l(X)% signal the voltage from a microphone measuring sound
increased. 'Ibe response of the acousticafly pulsed jet, as pressure near the exit of a primary zone air jet hole in the
determined from ptnetration and miAing, was found to be flame tutv. 'Ibese measurements were made without
optimum at a Strouoal number of abo~ut 0.27. airflow through~ the combustor. However, to cheek that the

measuremnivs were meaningful. a hot film anemometer
Acoustic excitation pulses the jet at its orifice exit plane was used to measure the air jet velocity through a primary
causing the jet flow to Jevelop a train of toroidal vortices zone hole for a modest air flow through the combustor.

(3,6)().Ie entraining action of' the, travelling toroidal Under acou'~tic drive conditions, the anemo)meter detected4
vortices is the primary mechanism (if the acoustically the strongest pulsating flow Lit the strongust acoustic mode
augmented mixing and punetration processes. 'I h success of the system, thereby confirming that the no flow analysis
of these activities has now resulted in thle technlique bving was meaningful. and that the optimum acoustic test
applied ito the air jets of thL combustor primary zone of frequency was 227 1l~z. lkecausc (if limited funding, a single
Ref. 1. also Fig. I h~eause of the potentlial Ilar coantro.l and two channel amplificrpowcired the 3 loudbpeakcirs, thereby
improvemient in combusior peirformaiice. Ibese. novel necessitating a parallel connection f.r two speakeirs when
experiments were designed to examfine: the ctk'ctivcricss all three spakers were being used simultaneously. Power
and control by the acouttic drive, byV means of :otnl'ustion at a loudspeaker driver was measured by an it.c. voltmeter
pr.iducts measurements across a rnid-plainv diamevttr of thie
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MANIFOLD SPLIT INTO 3 SECTORS
_ _195AR PR ETR RVRTU BE.

TRAVERSEPLANE OF COMBUSTION
~OUCTS PROBE.

THERMOCOUfLES INNAULGS

ASHAL. LOUDSPEAKER
DRIVER.

NOT COMBUSTION PRIMAYM AMR

.EXHAUST,---------------------------- BOE LOWER.

PLA E OF TEMPE4A3URT
MEASUREMENI S.

ANNUL US GUIDING THEf EUALLY SPCD 2NUETI
fULMT&iING AIR FLOW. P ANE OL SECTOR. PLANE. VIEW UPSTREAM.

F~ig. I Method for Acoustic C'ontrol of ('omhustor Primary Zone Air-Jet. Mixing.

and ammeter. ignoring the po~wtr factor %in':c previous measured the temperature of seven equal area zones. The
work had shown it ito he close ito unity (1). 11 remaining thermocouples were then arranged so that

well defined diametral temperature profiles would be
TFable I sumniariscs the range of test conditions used and measured, all thermocouples being positioned at different
indicates that up to sealed "Y~4 load" operation, based upon fixed radii, as shown in [,ig. 10. F-ýach local temperature
the reference Mach number aerodynamic scaling factor, measurement T3was the average of 11 samples, and the
was achieved. As is usual for this type of combustor.M, wholc arr ay of 432 measurements was averaged to define
was calculated at the maximum inside diameter ot the the exit plane mean temperature T3.. The chromael-alumel
casing (142.9 mm dia.). thermocouples were accurate to ±2%. including random

"OLE I uncertainty. Over the expcrimental range. The flame tube
S5bift TEST CONDITION$ wall thermocouples were similar.

- -. 7 -r '. 1- 'he air and fucl mass flow rates were accurate to ±t2l/%.
LOAD 4l /F 2 ____ DRIVER % A

I " 0010 ' /5 1 0, 9 5I

0 :: 2t 006 75002 869 :;: I 61U11.0 Individual static and stagnation pressure measurements
4 019 0 Ol 0 4o' 001 891 Joe were accurate to ±0.2%, whilst the hot pressure loss

05oi 0t243 i9 1 0 012 Age 600 29 I
a 0 s4 0 169 674 0 05,2 a5 so$ 37 2 PI -p. was measured to within ±4%; & and ".. are
17 1/4 009'9 995 0 01t f 5 T 0s - so, inlet and exit soagnation pressures respectively.

25/15C 1'4 0 0201 204 0 0243 Sig 52 4 4 0 7 1
/40 0704 $51 0 0142 is0 , So0 2 022 150 Combustion Products Measurements and Results

10 /4 00281, 72 00244 :8~2 u, I" 1 .4 -: 241buse measurements were made in older to Jetermine for
4.~I 2/ 004.0 0224 . 49 0 156 the measurement plane:

01 2/ 002, 29 0242 C4 020 ,12 ' 42 242 2

32 2/., 222922 0, 902 11 "1 N 2 ~ 5 (a) the diametral distributions of pollutants, CO and
32 2/2 0 1044 1,274021 91 1 329 1 4 t 02 920(I

142/ 023 20 0 12 1..,242 - ' b the diametral distributions oftequivalence ratio,

I4024 2265'A I 0 02 93 0 0 combustion effjicincy %~ and combustion gas
STOK..OW44 IRK ____________ temperature Tr .

F'rom the gas analysis data for a particular test and the
Comb~to MesureentsandAccuicystanda ,d combustion equation for methane, the number of

C'ombustior gasurempets weend cc~uracyo ihi 2%o mols of products were calculated andi hence the
Cob ust iotaearlsw re.e~ re owthn ± % equivalence ratio determined. W ith all the coefficients in

beiter.the combustion equation now known the combustion

'Ibe thenxiocoupics measuring the exit plane temperature efficienicy il, was calculated using standard net calorific
distribution were arranged so thai 7 thermocouples valueb for ('li, and CO. and since some unbumt C114 and
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CO was measured v;,<1i. Tlhen from the First Law of PNhAUJIN V1ELADer~j
Thermodynamics and assuming the combustor was
adiabatic. Tewas calcula'.ed using standard crnthalpy values 3. DRIVAR1us OA Pawi m & twun nk-
for the rractants and products. Io

Typicill dianictral dist~ibutions of *, pollutants, /ýC
combustion efficiency loss (1 - vl)and 7', are presented 100
in Figs. 2-5. Approximately symmetrical equal driving of
all primal)' ,one air jcts Was aiisured ý'y powering the three WD
acoustic drivers at an average poiwer of 3!.3W each. The C144
driving power for all tests was approximately constant at an * .o
average of 33W per driver, whilst the load (air mass flow - 0,05,49 l "ND
rate) was varied fromn 0.2 to 0.5 with selected vairiation of Ms, 0.011 (04 LOAD)
A/F from 50 to 117. All thc comnbustion products I ~ _____

measurencn'. wvere made before the combustor exit plane -60 -40 -20 0 0u 40 60
temperature profile measurement assembly was DISTANCE FROM CENTRE LIN'E imm)
manufactured. I ence the combustion products data and
exit plane tenperature pr-olile data arc completely
indepenident, and since the combustion products were Fig. 3 Typical Conbustioia Zone Dianietral Pollutants
measured on one diameter for mostly single tests tney Distribution, Symmetrical Driving at Constant
should be considered as preliminary data only. Power, Test No.4 0.2 1A~ad, see rable 1 also.

QQ9MDVSTIO& gEfflAQIhCY LOSS 0t5TRIATtQN.

3-DRIVER .2W Q1AkPQW1JW-227.j SYMMUWBCAl._0PIYJNQ

1.20
0.8

*ND 0n'

0.2 M, a 0.011 (0.2 LOAD) it. 000589 k9/A
Mr -0011 (02 LOAD)

0.0,___
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 0.04

DISTANCE FROM CENTRE LINE (mm)I -6c -40 <i:O 0 20 40 60
DISTANCE FROM CENTRE LINE (mm)

Fig. 2 Typical Combuntion Zo~ne 1iameitral E~quivalence
Ratio D~istribution. Symmetrical Driving at
Constant Power, Test No.4, 0.2 Load, See Table 1:ig. 4 1lypical Combust ion Zone 1)ianietral Combustion
I also. E~fficiency L oss; Distribution. Symmetrica.1 Driving

at Constant Power. Test N(,.4 0.2 Load. See
Ti'blc I also.

Tea Rexd~s-Combuion Products "No Acouaki Drime
Figures 2 to 5 typically show concave distributions about
the combustor ccritrc-ine for the "no-drive" condition.
Thus # is lean in the combustor centre becoming
approximately stoichiometric close to the flame tube wall. All the data arc conveniently summarised in Fig. 6 arid by
The emission index El for ('I1, has a minimum value at the pltig+( Fg 7 n lfr(1 nd )agis
centire-line raising to a maximum near the flaidm tubs. wall, I-r,.Fg.8ad9 iue7soscmuto
and El for (C0 behaves similarly except the maximum ( i) is n .Fgr hw 4)lbsif
occuis at about one half radius from the centre-line, efficiency peaking at abo-ut *=0.45 (ie.. about *0.9 in
subsequently decreasing as the flame tu5,e wall is the primary zone) which agrees with that of most

approachcd. Ibe efficiency loss distribution refl(cts that combustors. The emission index for ('11. Fig. 8, exhihits
of the emission indices as would be exticuted. The similar lichav'iour to that of the data from otherI
maximum in C0) corresponds to about 70% in combustion cemnbustors (2). (10). (11) as does El (C0, Fig. (,. Mhe
efficiecmy and must dverease in Iii.sxiniity ito the wall sinw q, maximu) in 1,'* C0) as the curnitustit..n efficiency becomes

is vry lw an (7, mut doinat. lc teperaure very low is cle arly shown in 1-ig 9. Unfortunately there is
diutribution fi ilows that of +. as determuined by the +, T, a fair amotunt til'scatte! ill the data, l~ig. 7, perhaps due to
Plot of Fig. 6 with %omv low temperature dat measurement limnitations.s and some d-ita at low ii
conspicuou~Jy in utlor, Obviow!Jy Suspect.
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GDD~TINA.TAMPA RAIMJLT111111TIfti QMMUhNKImuuINim VAM NGEaO U
LYNIUThICAL DRIINT

1 DRIRL111.BAW TQ.ALPOM.kt f-fHL aJtl.OAT• ft..1AfLM TOTAL Pam 7 .W aNlW,.

.. 1000

0.6 ,

6.P -40 4 " Q

500 40 0
Mr a 0.0 It (0 1 LOAW 0.2

_2_ .L

0 L. 0.0
-60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 , .0 1.2

DISTANCE FROM CENTRE LINE (mm)

Fig. 5 Typical Combustion Zone Diametral Gas Fig. 7 I)vwnsti:am of Primitry Zone Combustion
"!Temperature Distribution.Symmetrical Drivingat Efficiency Versus E•iuivalence Ratio, All Data,
Constant Power. Test No.4, 0.2 Load, See Table Symmetrical Driving at approximate Constant
I also. Power.

.ON EQUIVAMETHANE DEPINDENC! ON comiURTION EPlCIENCY LOSS.
RAM. IYUHMC. DIM O. SYMMETRICBALMIN,.

ALL DATA. 3 DRIVURM. AVE. TOTAL POWER HW. f,,2U71. ALL DATA: 2 DRIVERS. AVE. TOTAL POWER 99W. |•_a

2500 4000

1500 40* .t

2 0 . . . 0 .. , t15000 10.

4 a'

500 OA
5

*0 _ .

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 4.0 12 0.00o 0.09 0.9 9
• 11-%

Fig. 6 Combustion Zone Gas Temperature Venus Fig. 8 Combustion Zone Methane Concentration Versus
Equivalence Ratio, All Data, Symmetrical Driving Combustion Efficiency Loss, All Data,
at approximate Constant Power. Symmerical Driving at approximate Constant

Power.

Exit Plans Temperature Profile Measurements and Results
T6 Rmsus.-Coabu n Products "Wil, Acouslic Drive" The objective of these measurements was to establish:
Figures 2 to 5 show the general effect of acoustic drive on (a) that the temperature pattern was satisfactory, and
the distributions across the combustor diameter of #, typical, without rcoustic drive,
pollutants. (1 - vl4) and T., and in general all parameters (b) that the temperature pattern was stable and
tend to increase, and become more uniform under the repeatable for the selected conditions,
acoustic augmentation of penetration. entrainment and (c) the magnitude of changes in the temperature
mixing. thereby carrying more material towards the pattern caused by acoustic drive.
ectre-line. At first sight there is little discernable
separation of the data by acoustic drive in Figs. 6.7,8 and For comparative purposes, the data are presented in terms
9. indicating that the richening by acoustic drive simply of the local average dimensionless relative temperature
produces cor•, .,dng changes in %, and therefore in 8. - T3 - T3(
the pollutants, according to the "no-drive relationship of,q T,. - T(
with *. where T, is the combustor average inlet temperature. [be

data may also be summarised in terms of the single mixing
parameter
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LulT PMI MI, PIhATR•| P4 %.3& UIlYMMFT•IA6 CMN114,

,000

b ,AG. " P.AD...

.00 40 toe0 -• 90 2O 10ý 40 0t 50

8 4_- I * o, •,
O.4 .tO .e,, . "w- •

5~ 40 -3.4 .20 -1 0 I 9 C 5
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Fig. 9 Combustion Zone Carbon Monoxide ,4 - - • , 0203 0
Concentration Versus combustion L•fciency P4[ I•tA AT 9Ws
Loss, All Data, Symmetrical Driving ut "IS"• •~.
approximate Constant Power. S

S -4b40 00 -20 Ct tO 4C 0 5

N' 3 ORWV, R 150W, I-227Hx, i,=0.76tkg/s,

and thc temperature profile acoustic driving eefectiveness M,-Q.0143, P'F-70.4
parameter

Fig. 9ig 10bsto Zoniea Coarustn Monoxid Pln2Da t

CocCm bution Dimensionless Temperature Profiles,
$(Unsymmtrical Driving, A Load, "No-Drive" Q =

me16.4%, With-Drive" Q = 13.3%, lest No.
S25/150, R F. I and table I also.

drive". lioth 0 and S. tend to zero as mixing is increased

by the acoustic drive, whilst S maxinuscs. The "peakinRss"

of thc temperature pattern was evaluated by the indicate this, these parameters have been designated as•
temperature pattcrn quality parameter and S•

p '-ee (4) IFigure 10 presents typical exit plane diametral local

wtpu average dimensionless temperature profiles for() unsymmetrical driving by No.3 driver at 7:30 'clock

temperature. po~sition. The 8 primary zone air jets from the
approximate 5 o'clock to 9 o'clock positions were stronglyin order that diff" ences betmeees "no-drive" and "with- pulsed by the single driver at 150 W. Figure 11 shows

drive" conditions would not be masked by small-changes in similar plots for symmetrical equal driving of all primary
running conditions, these values for a particular angular zone air jets by the three drivers at an average power of
setting of the thermocouple array were obtained in pairs. 150 W each. Table I shows a slight difference in individual
That is, after obtaining a set ofparticular"no-drive" values, driver powers caused by small differences in driver
the acoustic drive was turned on. conditions allowed to impedance which is considered to be insignificant. The
stabilise and then "with-drive l values recorded. The drive influence of driver power, air/frel ratio and air mass flow

was then turned off and the array rotated to the next rate (load) were also investigated.
position feolowed by stabilisation before the measurement
procc:dure was repeated. As a check on steady operation, •vs Reuudls- Tamiat siure M5caskton9o no s "No Acwuers Driog"
data at the 360a setting were obtained for comparison with Visual comparison between Figs. 10 and 11 "no-drive"

the initial set at a7'. reveals very goodt repeatability between the tests. This is
quantilied by the mixing parameter, which has been plotted

When the data were analyzed, it was realised that the against A/F in Fig. 12 for all the data, and demonstrates
acrustic drive had little affect on the wall boundary layer that repeatability was withiv "2% of the best pit line.
flows, and therefore to avoid masking ularts calculations ueos d similarity of tcmperature pattern was observed for
of $* and $, were made on truncated data to eliminate all tests at M, w 0.0143 ('A load) over the range of A/F
the temperature oufndary layer in the exit plane. To vale ( ,as he lo wstinased

thenitil se at . rveale.Bt s very g oo d wa nrepeasiit etwe the tests.0420sis
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ts, " . .IW'L Fig. 12 Exit Plane "No-Drive" Dimensionlzss Mixhij
.. "Parameter Versus Air/Fuel Ratio, Uutruncated

0m Data, '/4 Load, Data at 1/2 and Y4 Loads Shown far
35* "- k R R c.

S50 -40 -40 20 -10 40 20 30 4 50F.XlT4JNK XING AND DRIVING EFFECTIVESM

_4,WI f.227ML hI.-0,07mSMMTICLNY~Q

Fig. 11 Typical Combustor Exit Plane Diametral N.!.....BJA.A..Q , f 227 V

i)imensionlessTemperature ProfilesSymmetfical A. - 00143
A/ F a 70,9

Driving. 1/4 Load, "No-Drive" Q = 15.1%,

"With-Drive;" Q = 12.8%, Test No. 36, See Fig. "- '

I and Table 1 also. 6 ' .m_-T2_

load) the "cool" central core in the pattern was flattened p289.4 kPa
out. To check that the temperature pattern was stable % T2 a 57. SI

- 3(T)" 57 "pf
Rm 1- (5) 2 /) 2 T -T

was calculated,where (T ,) , and (T ,3) , ar m exit plane local 1 , , ,
temperature mcasurements at the 0" and 360' settings of 050 000 IO 200

the thcrmocouplc array. 'Ibis showed that the temperature W
pattern was stable to within ±1/4% in temis of

RI(T 3 -T 2)%. A similar calculation for the "with.drive" Fig. 13 Exit Plane l)imensionlesr Mixing and Driving
data showed the same stability tolerance. Stability of fuel ElTectiveness Paremeters Versus Driving Power,

mass flow rate, air mass flow rate, M,. A/M: and the hot Unsymmetrical Driving, '/4 lh)ad. Truncated Data.

pressure low ratio (p.o-Po)/P. during a test was on

average within about ±2Vh%. Individual values, Mk for

instance, could be as good as ±0.2%.

Figure 14 gives the mixing S,, for "no-drive" for truncated temperature pattern quality Q pcaks at about 15.8%
at A/F = 70 for "no-drive", '/ load, and improves with

data vensus A/F, and shows appreciable improvement in loading to about 14% at 1/4 load. 'Ibis is consistent with a

mixing for A/F >70 as compared with the total dataS$ full load design value of Q Tf 15% at A/F = 60.4.

calculations of Fig. 12. Mixing S., for "no-drive" improves

with air mass flow rate or , as shown in Fig. 16, Trst R.udks - Temperaeure Miasurmewts "With Acoustic

presumably due to flow turbulence increase. DIriw"
Figures 10 and 11 show typical tueipcrature changes due to
strong acoustic drive, and despite the different driving
arrangements. the temperature patterns were similar. T]he
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overall effect was to produce a more unifurm temperaturc EI[T-PJ•HJ A)1NQADFL.T'Y1
pattern. The affect orvarying acoustic power was assessed VNSYMM _MTRICALO RW1._..TCONSTANTPQOW.J
for the unsymmetrical case of driving No.3 driver alone, at
1/4 load and A/F = 70,9, as for Fig, 10. Figure 13 shows N•..RLV. AT ]_&.
the results in terms of S., and S,,. which clearly shows a .A/F ; _.,, .1. ,
significant 3;% improvement in mixing (S.,) although this
saturated because the acoustic driving efctctiveness (S,,) _
saturated at 3.1% for powers greater than 150 W. The 6SM -T2

rogue data point at 101 W appeared to be caused by
combustor instability at this power: several tests were run 5 -
producing inconsistent results. 4 .

EXIT-B.ANE MIXING AND DRIVING EFF01Y4ENES 3 p
NSYMM RIETCA8L DRUW - CONSTANT PQOWEJ

N' 3 DRIVER, 150.W, ,a22?Hz 2-T2

,0.084_kgt M O.O43 t O.0 0.02 0.03 0.05 Mr

- Smt
6 • ../T'/ T- T0 0.1 0.2 0.3

40kg /a

% 4 P, 89.3 kPa Fig. 16 Exit iPlanc D)imcnsionless Mixing and Driving
T3 T !¶~� . CEffectiveness Paramcters Versus Total Air Mass

-- -- Flow Rate (Load). Unsymmetrical Driving at

2 Constant Plower, Truncated Data.

0- Varying the air/fuel ratio at 1/4 load with No. 3 driver at
50 60 70 8o 90 400 150W produced the data shown in Fig. 14, where

A/F comparison shows that mixing improves by 32% "with-
drive" up to A/F = 70. Further richening resulted in

Fig. 14 liit Plane Dimensionless Mixing and Driving poorer mixing, although still9% betterthan "no-drive".due
Eflehctivcness l'araniete's Versus Air/Fuel Ratio, to a sharp decline from 3.2% to 0.9% in acoustic driving
Unsymmetrical Driving at ('onstant PVwer. /A celectiveness. Repeating these tests for all drivers at 151W
L~oad, Truncated Data. yielded the results of Fig. 15. In this case, the mixing

"with-drive" improved steadily over that for "no-drive" up
to 35% as A/F was decreased. E-fectively acoustic control

XIT .PANEMJXING AND DRIVI .QEFECTI.Ed maintained approximately the same mixing at all A/F
yi._ IO.AT__COTANT-POW. values, which was brought about by acoustic driving

e3 ectiveness increasing with richening to 3.9%.
-, "V-_0 078.1 4 , _M, - 0.0442 Surprisingly S,, for three drivers at 151W is only slightly

v DRIVERS N12 and N23 50.W EACH greater than S., for one driver at 150W for richening up to

A/F = 70. and S., "with-drive" is almost identical. A
single test, lor drivers No. 2 and 3 at 150W average each,

6 therefore is not surprisingly in close agreement as shown
"WOD" ~ on Fig. 15.

5 - WD As the loading was decreased (from 3/4 to 1/ load) Fig. 16
% 4 -- p• shows that acoustic driving effectiveness increased in a

3 . manner sufficient to maintain approximately the same

2 P2  89,3 kPa ' mixing "with-drive" at all loads tested. 'his was for No. 3
S5.driver constant at 150W and A/F constant at 70.6. "lhe

I . curve fitted to the S., data has been constructed to vary

0 'I i '
50 60 70 60 90 400 inversely with (M2) as will be discussed later.

A/F
The corresponding behaviour of the timperature pattern
quality Q "with-drive" parallels that of the mixing

Fig. 15 ixit Plane l)imensionless Mixing and Driving parameter (S.). At /A load, and A/F = 70.9, condition of
Effectiveness Paramctcrs Versus Air/Fuel Ratio, greatest changc. increasing driver power improved Q by up
Symmetrical Driving at Constant Power, IA Load. to 19% (150W) for unsymmetrical driving by No. 3 driver
Truncated lata. alone. For ¼/ load, 151W symmetrical driving, a 20%
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maximum in'rovement in Q with A/ richuning was found established by calculating the ratio of the equivalent mean
at A/F = 70. And as driving effectiveness reduced with air mass flow rate at the combublk)n probe traverse planeMa

load increased up to Y4 load, so did the improvement in Q. to the total air mass flow rate, from the ratio of 4, and the
being only 5% for 150W unsymmeictrical driving at A/F mean equivalence ratio measured at the traverse diameter.
70.6. The results are shown in Fig. 18 where Aislf/. has been

Table I shows a small consistent increase in the exit plane plotted against ft for "no-drive" and "with-drive"

mean temperature T3, "with-drive". a maximum increase of conditions. Despite the undue scatter there is a distinct
1.3% was found for Test No. 37 at V4 load and A/F = 56.2. decrease of ft "with-drive". and the magnitude of
'Iis suggests that acoustic drive produced a sight decrease diminishes as M, increases as just explained. All
richening in A/tests showed this decrease which can be clearly seer in Fig.

,QUIVALENCE RATIO RICHENING DEWPEWIND 18 by examining "no-drive" and "with drive" data pairs.

A .MA IELOWRA M C I Thus since the fuel mass rate was constant for each test

(choked flow) M,, decrease caused the richening, and is

0.6-.(w0N0) most probably due to increased penetration (§). (7) of 1he
n primary zone air jets by the acoustic drive thereby

0.5 0 0.446 increasing combustor flow blockage. This seems

* 0.4- 0. l54 99W TOTAL convincing but it should be borne in mind that the data is

0.30e 8 , 0 for one traverse diameter only and for mostly single tests.S 0.3- 0.347--' • o 0.287

02 0 o 0.332 &AQOUSTIC BLOCKAGE EFFECT.
0260 0 0.274 SYMld.E!8ICAfL DIVING,

0.4
0.04 0.92 0.03 Mr 0

I I I I0.60

0 0.05 0.10 0.45 020 0.5-
M0 k9/s /6

0.4-

Fig. 17 Combustion Zonc Nomaliscd Average change in L0.4
.•uivalcncc Ratio by Acoustic Drive Versus a 0 "ND" W a 99W TOTAL

Total Air Mass iHlow Rate. All lests, Symmetrical 0.2 - "WD"

Dnving at approximately Constant Power. f" = FULL LOAD Mr -0057
227 Hz. 0.4 0.01 0.02 0.03 Mr

I I I I

0 0.05 040 0.45 0.20

3. DIFCUSSION
Fig. 18 Combustion Zone Air Split Ratio Versus Total

Combustion Analysis Air Mass iFlow Rate. All Tests, Symmetrical
"The richening by acot'stic drive for all the data is Driving at approximately Constant Power.f =
summarised in Fig. 17 where the average change in 227 11z.
equivalence ratio

A (4,WD - *ND) 6) lhe acoustically augmented jet enitrainment and mixing L4),
1( (5) should be reflected in the 41istributions of the various

for each test, nomiaiiwd by the overall equivalence ratio parameters as shown by the central flattenings in. Figs. 2 to

*,, has been plotted against the total air mass flow rate. .5. iowever, according to Fig. 7 ther. is no distinction

There is a distinct richcning eflfct with perhaps an between "no-drive and "with-d-ive" so far as combustion

indication of dependence on +.. and the effect decreased efficiency and equivalence ratio 1ehaviour are concerned.
But at a given effici'ncy more thorough mixing should

with increase of M.. (or M,). "ihb. jet velocity U1 increases produce propor', ionately more carbon mciii 'xide, and cloe

with M,. and since the acoustic driver power is constant, examination (if Fig. 9 seems to show this. vw.•hanc ought
equation or to be reduced therefore by acoustically improved mixing,
U, Il decreass (U, is the excitation pulsation velocity and careful scrutiny of Fig. 8 supports this by indicating

lu ofthjt), decreases i s the exitationpulsacoustionvelity some diffusion to lower El values of the "with-drive" data
amplitude of the jet).. wbich decreases the acoustically through the "no-drive" data. An overall evaluation of
anhanced jet entrainment and mixing (1),(I). References mixing may be made by calculating the mixing standard

(§) and (7) also show that reducing UlU, diminishes thc. deviation S., based on the measured combustion gas
jet penet ration. "Ibus the acoustically controlled jet mixing temperature distributions for each test

factors and hence the richening effect decrease withm.

increase for W con:.tant. The most likely cause of
richening. change of entrainment or penetration. can be
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Masking tlso has a strong effect on the "with-drive" data,
( 40' 11 2 halving the change in mixing (S., to S) shown in Fig. 13.

a-1 .(7) and totally obscuring the trend in S- of Fig. 14 for

where T..is the nan combustion gas temperatur. instance. In Figs. 13 to 16, the variation of S. is closely

Figure 19 presents the normalised results showing up to identical to S11" as it should be since the thermal boundary

35% improvement in mixing "with-drive", ie. S, tends to layer is subtracted out when calculating S. for the total

zere) as mixing improves. E'xcept 'ar one data pair acoustic data, and this also confirms that the truncation radius
drive always improved the mixing. However the chosen for the S., calculation was correctly selected.
importance of blockage versus entrainment by Toroidal
vortices cannot le decided by these data. As the mass flow Comparing the temperature profik¢s shown in Figs. 10 and
rate was increased the acoustic improvcment in mixing 11. flr the same "no-drive" condi: ons. reveals closely
decreased as explained previously. similar "with-drive" patterns despite unsymmetrical versus

symmetrical, 150W per driver, action. Ibis surprising
.•MIU•JSTION ZONE MIXING DEPENDEB behaviour can be explained by referring to Figs. 14 & 15

MAS FLOIW RATE. SYMMETRIGAL DRIING. where it will be observed that mixing "with-drive" (S•), for
- richening to A/P = 70, is nearly constant and identical for

50- S,26 (Tgq -m ) the different driving conditions. In contrast, the "no-drive"
0 Smg - mixing worsens strongly with richening to A/F = 70. Thus

409 it appears that the acoustic drive offsets the effect of1 99W TOTAL . N increasing combustion intensity on the mixing level S.,.
E' 301 0 and since the driving pattern has no effect, it is most likely

20 4 £. M,-" that increased jet penetration by the acoustic drive, causing
.20"4 0ND" increased blockage, is the cause. This general blockage

40- 0• . 0.0 effect supports the explanation for acoustically promoted
0 . 0.03 M, richening in the combustion probe measurement diameter,

I 0 and shows other traverse diameters would have given
0 0.05 010 0.45 0.20 similar results. Careful inspection of the "with-drive" data

Mo kg/9 shows that al) the "with-drive" temperature patterns are
very similar, ic., the acoustic drive is strong enough to

Fig. 19 Combustion Zone Dimensionless Mixing maintain the lean "no-drive" temperature pattern over the

Parameter Versus Total Air Mass I-low Rate, All richening effect. Richening beyond A/F = 70, for
Tests, Symmetrical Driving at approximately unsymmetrical driving, Fig. 14, breaks the "with-drive"
Constant Power, f = 227 il.. blockage and the mixing (S.,) worsens to nearly "no-drive"

rich values. For symmetrical driving, Fig, 15, this does not
occur and indicates that the aerodynamics of the

1he Temperit.ure Pattern Measurements combustor primary zone are being maintained in their lean
The "no-driwv" temperature pattern typified by Figs. 10 and state, whereas the unbalanced effects of a single driver can
11, and thoLsc at other loads (not shown), compare only achieve this with richening to A/F = 70.
favourably with those shown in Ref. I and are satisfactoy Furnhermore, the basic temperature pattern is not affected
and typical for this kind of combustor without acoustic by the driving arrangements or by A/P effects slhowing that
drive. The "no-drive" mixing behaviour of Pig. 12 is about major changes in the primary zone aerodynamics do not
7% on average whereas that for Ref. 1 is somewhat better occur. Paradoxically. it is the "no-drive" mixing (S.,)
at an average value of about 5%. 'Ibc "no-drive" mixing behaviour with A/F richening which appears to control the
for untruncated data worsens as load is increased for these acoustic driving effecctiveness S., since this is effectively
tests and those of Ref. 1. but the Ref. I mixing is again the difference between "with-drive" and "no-drive" S., as
better (about 6% versus 8% at 1/ load). 'The reason for
somewhat worse mixing may be due to the facts that a Figs. 14 & 15 demonstrate. I lowever, Fig. 13 shows that S..
more powerful blower and a new flame tu'x; (our best and S., depend on acoustic driving power, demonstrating
copy) are now used *ith respect to Ref. 1. that there is progressive acoustic control between the "no-

drive" and "with-drive" mixing curves of Figs. 14 & 15 until
Figs. 12 and 14 for "no-drive" clearly show the eflfct of full blockage or saturation occurs at about 150W per
removal of the thermal boundary layer by truncating the driver. Figures 14 & 15 show that symmetrical driving
data, and reveals a stronger dependence by mixing (S., produces slightly stronger effects than one driver alone,
compare S,) on A/F. This appears to be quite reasonable also despite blockage being the dominant factor. the
since as the mixture richbns combustion is more vigorousn slightly improving "with-drive" mixing curves with richening
temperature changes are mom pronouncedr and mixing suggest that the improved mixing by the modulated air jets

has some effect.
worsens until A/F = 70 is reached. Furthermore. Fig. 16.
indicates "no-drive" mixing (S,) improves with increase in Turning now to Fig. 16 and the effects of loading. As the
loading whereas plotting untruncated data shows the air mass flow rate is increased, the velocity of the primary
opposite behaviour in that mixing (S.) worsens due to zone air jets increase proportionately. Also, accordhig to
boundary layer thickening by increased turbulence. Ref. 6
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.. __ 1 (8) o0.1%. then the change in AFwas due to that in M.. and
" [pDUJ' is evidcnce of flow blockage by the acoustic drive.that is, for a given jet of orifice diameter I) and constanI Hot Presure loss Meaurements

acousicdrivcrpowerthecxcitatK)norpulsations swngthU,/U, Small changes between "no-drive" and "with-drive" hot
It pressure loss measurements were apparent, but these were

is inversely proportional to (U )2. 'Iberefore the acoustic always smaller than the estimated unersainty in the
driving effectiveness S., should vary in a similar way with difference and therefore were not significant. Table I
load, which is demonstratd by Fig. 16 where the S,, curve therefore gives the average of the "no-drive" and
wasronstructcd in this manner, lowevcr the"no-drive'S "with-drive" hot pressure loss mLasurements for am#an vparticular test. These values are in good agreement with
curve (A/F - 10.6) has also reduced with load increase, the "no-drive" hot pressure loss measurements of Refs. I
and if the lean S., values did not correspondingly reduce and 2 and are normal for this type of combustor.
with load. then this would contribute to the reduction in

S" Thus the agreement of S., reduction with decrease in Driving Power Requirements
acoustic excitation with load increase is perhaps fortuitous. The energy conversion rate of the combustor at 1/ load
Clearly, considerably more data is required before a full rich conditions is about 75 kW, therefore the 0.45 kW
undemtanding is possible. and particularly for increased driving power used for effective acoustic control is
driving power. insignificant. No meaningful estimate of driving power

required for significant acoustic control at fill load
The temperature pattern quality behaviour parallels that of conditions can be made because of the lack of data at 14
mixing Sa, of Figs. 13 to 16, and for similar reasons. In and 1/4 load conditions.
general, acoustic drive improves the quality, which.
depending on conditions, can be as much as 20% 4. CONCLUSIONS
improvement. A small tubular combustor of normal design and behaviour

employing acoustically controlled primary zone air-jet
Overall the combustion and temperature pattern mixing processes has been successfully tested at scaled 1/
measurementsestablished a distinct improvement in mixing load operating conditions, and some data was obtained at
by acoustic drive, up to 35% relative to "no-drive". 'Ibis /2.. 3/s and 3/4 loads. 'T'hc acoustic control produce~d a
was due primarily to flow blockage caused by acoustically distinct richening effect, measured just downstream of the
enhanced jet penetration, and a secondary cause was primary zone, which produced a decrease in combustion
enhanced mixing by acoustically shed jet toroidal vortices efficiency and a somewhat increased and flatter combustion
Furthermore, the improvement was br)ught about by gas temperature distribution. There was a central
acoustically pulsiug only 11% of the combustor total air flattening, in the diametral distributions of equivalence
mass flow rate. Also the combustion gas temperature ratio and emission indices for CO and C1t,, indicating
patterns. for one combustion products probe traverse improved mixing by acoustically shed jet toroidal vortices,
diameter, were similar to the exit plane temperature albeit a somewhat secondary effect. At a given combustion
patterns for the complete flow. giving confidence that the efficiency more CO and less Cl(, was indicated as a
single traverse diameter results were typical of the total consequence of acoustically augmented mixing. The prime
flow in the combustion probe traverse cross-sectional cause of richening was due to increased penetration of the
plane. primary zone air jets by !he acoustic drive thereby

increasing combutor flow blockage. 'This and the
"The affect on NO, production by the acoustically secondary effect of jet toroidal vortices, resulted in up to

35% increase in mixing, relative to "no-drive", as shown byaugmented blockage and mixing is of important interest. asnl obsinpoedaita rvre

Unfortunately. NO, measurements by the combustion

products probe and by gas samples in the combustor exit The acoustic drive produced a more uniform exit plane
plane have not yet been made because of instrumentation temperature pattern, resulting in up to 35% improvement
difficuftics and insufficient funds. in mixing relative to "no-drive" and in up to 20% relative

improvement in the temperature pattern quality. 'Ihe
Kris PIAw Mean TemporalurWe MAaurmnsitls effects depended on air/fuel ratio and in general improved
Tablc I gives the exit plane mean temperature values fbr relative to "no-drive" with richening. '"he acoustic driving
"no-drive' and "with-drive" conditions. 'Ibis allows the "no- effectiveness also improved with richening for a maximum
drive" mean temperature rise values (T',,-T2) to be value of 3.9% (28C") of the mean temperature rise.
compared with those given in Refs. I and 2; the agrecment Incrasing the loading to 1/4 load, 150W single driver
is very good and shows that the combustor behaved power, reduced the acoustic driving effectiveness by about
normally. Inspection of 'rablc I will reveal that there is 80% with corresp)ndingly reduced improvements in mixing
always a small increase in T,, "with-drive", on average and quality. Whether driving effectiveness could be
about 0.5% at ¼/ load. 'Ibis is equivalent to an average regained by increased driving power was not resolved.
change in A/F of -0.7% which agrees with -0.5%
measured at 1/4 load. and also there was an average change The effects of acoustic drive, as determined by exit plane

temperature measurements, were controllable by means of"with-drive" in air mass flow rate M, (If -0.5%. Since the the driving power, but saturated at about 150W when a
fuel mass flow rate on average was constant to within single acoustic driver was used. Increased flow blockage.

caused by increased jet penetration by the acoustic drive,
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appearcd to be the control mechanism, in agreement with 6. Vemiculen, P.J., Chin, Ching-Fatt and Yu, Wai
the combustion measurements results, and did not depend Kcung, "Mixing of an Acoustically Pulsed Air Jet
on the driving pattern. However. symnmetrical driving with a Confined Crossflow". AI.A Journal of
produced slightly stronger effects than one driver alone, Propulsion & Power, Vol. 6, No. 6, 1990.
and despite blockage being the dominant fictor. there was pp. 777-783.
evidence of slightly improved mixing due to acoustically
shed jet toroidal vortices. lEfliectively acoustic control 7. Vermculen. P.J., Grabinski, P. and Ramesh, V.,
maintained the aerodynamics of the combustor primary "Mixing of an Acoustically Excited Air Jet with a
zone in the lean state. Overall. acoustic control improved Confined I lot Crossflow". Trans. ASME, Journal
mixing and produced favourable general progressive of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power, Vol.
control over the combustor exit plane temperature pattcm. 114, No. 1, January 1992. pp. 46-54.

Changes in the hot pressure loss were not significant. 8. Ilo, Chih-Ming, and Ilucrrc, P., "Perturbed Free
AIM). the maximum driving power used for effective Shear lAyeis", Annual Reviews of Fluid
acoustic control was insignificant in comparison with the Mechanics. Vol. 1I. 1984, pp. 365-424.
energy conversion rate of the combustor.
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Discussion

Question 1. C. Moses
If this concept improves the mixing, then why is efficiency reduced?

Author's Reply
Since the blockage effect causes richening, and since most data lies to the right of the peak efficiency in the curve shown in Figure
7, the efficiency drop follows the normal behaviour.

Question 2. S. Sivasegaram
What was the basis on which the driving frequency was chosen, and what effect did a variation of this frequency have on
combustor performance?

Author's Reply
The driving frequency was the strongest resonance mode of the system, chosen by two channel analysis using an input and output
signal for the system. Small variations of frequency had a negligible effect. However, variations of the resonance mode produced
weak driving which in turn caused smaller measured effects.

Question 3. Dr G. Andrews
You mentioned that there were more practical ways of generating the pulsations. Can you expand on thiN?

Author's Reply
Self oscillating systems are possible, but would involve ingenious design. Rotating and oscillating valves may be more reliable,
but our experience shows that frequencies greater than 100 Hz are hard to achieve. The electromechanical piston (loudspeaker)
is the most flexible, but it is limited by flexure design and poor cooling. It ought to be possible to overcome these deficiencies by
better design, i.e., a good linear motor.
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ENDOTHERMIC FUELS FOR HYPERSONIC AVIATION
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The creation of hypersonic vehicles and the use of jet engines ing supercritical states, and also under conditions of
with higher temperature cycles has resulted in a significant chemical reactions of decomposition;
increase in the thermal stresses of the engine elements. In 4. a development of the compact heat exchangers and cool-
order to use the fuel as the coolant for these elements, it is ing systems which can utilize the chemical heat capacity of

necessary to increase the heat capacity of hydrocarbon fuels. the endothermic fuels, and the estimation of the efficiency

This problem can be solved by taking advantage of such high of these endothermic fuels to cool high speed aircraft.
temperature chemical processes as 11-31: 5. to achieve effective combustion of products of the endoth-

- catalytic dehydrogenation of the hydrocarbon fuels; ermic reactions in subsonic and supersonic flows.

- thermal cracking or pyrolysis of hydrocarbon fuels, Investigations are being condt'cted at CIAM to address these
including the addition of the initiators and catalysts. questions. This report is a brief review of some of the results.

The chemical heat capa, ity of hydrocarbon fuels can be used Experimental Installations and Methods
for the direct cooling such elements as combustion chambers, The experimental investigations of the chemical fuel decom-
nozzles, and front wing edges; indirect cooling these elements position processes have been carried out by laboratory
can be accomplished by using a heat-transport medium in the installations at one atmospheric and elevated (to 8.0 MPa)
fuel/air or fuel/gas heat exchangers. The gaseous products of pressures. A schematic of the flow apparatus is shown in
the decomposed fuels can be used as a working medium for Figure 1. Two different types of reactors are used: One type is
the drive of the equipment of a fuel/feeding system of the made of either hollow or coaxial round tubes made of quartz
engines, and filled with catalytic material. Figure 2 illustrates the sec-

ond type of reactor which is made from flat plates with
It appears that the efficiency of the engine can be improved by internal turbulence generators; in this type, the walls are
taking advantage of the added cooling capacity which results coated with catalytic material.
in a higher heat of combustion and a higher specific gas con- The fuel decomposition takes place in the reactors with the
stant. The application of endothermic fuels in the hypersonic formation of hydrogen (H2) and light hydrocarbon gases; also,
vehicles requires a solution of a number problems, especially there is the formation of coke deposits. The gas compositions
the following: are determined by chromatography. The quantities and corn-

1. an evaluation of endothermic fuel compositions to deter- position of coke deposits are determined by carbon burnoff at
mine chemical reactions at the given temperature ranges, temperatures 800-900*C and by other methods. The heats of
and the effects of catalysts, initiators, and materials or reaction and average molecular masses of the decomposition
covers to increase heat absorption, to decrease the tern- products are determined by using the composition of these
perature threshold of fuel decomposition, and to reduce products. In the channels, all fuels made the coke deposits
the fonrmation of coke depsits; while still in the liquid phase; these deposits affected the heat

2. a determination of the chemical reaction rates for the dif- transfer to the fluid over the course of the experiment, some-
ferent endothermic fuels; timer, resulting in higher wall temperatures while other times

lower. To reduce the formation of deposits, the dissolved oxy-

3. a determination of the heat and mass transfer rates in the gen and other contaminants and additives are removed from
fuel channels in both the liquid and vapour phases includ- the fuels.

.At the request of the PEP Executive, I have endeavoured to edit the original text so that a reader not familiar with the %ubject matter of this
paper would be more able to understand the presentation And its significance. I have tried to maintain the original content without interpre-
tation or change. In the interest of time, this was unfortunately carried out without the knowledge or consent of Dr lanovski. For a copy of the
original text, vlease contact Dr Moses or the PEP Executive.

Presented at an AGARD Meeting on 'Fuels and Combustion Technology for Advanced Aircraft Engines: May 19W3.
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Figure I Schematic of the expeigmontal plant U-404:l o - inlet fuel tank; 2 - pump; 3 - relief valve, 4 -- filter; 5 - flowmetertank; 6 -- valve; 7 -- 3-ways valve; 8 -- volumeter; 9 -- equalazer tank; 10 -- heat exchanger; 11 -- electro-contact valve; 12 --
fuel flow rate controller; 13 -- electro-contact manometer; 14 -- thermocouple; 15 -- electro-heater; 16 -- manometer; 17, --
reactor; 18 -- refrigerator; 19 -- regulation valve; 20 -- fuel-air separation; 21 -- gas flow-meter; 22 -- conrol valve; 23 -- drain
tank; 24 - ^.losed valve.

Drain at the oooler

Figure 2 The general look of the flat wall with Internal microchannels,.
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catalysts would stabilize the activity. In CIAM a new --

technology was then used to prepare the catalysts by nixing
the metal powders and then baking the system at high temper-
ature. This technology of catalysts preparation guaranteed a
firm coupling of the catalyst with the thermoconductive sur- -_,_____

faces and the activity was much more stable.

Figure 5 illustrates this improved stability for C,H14 over two
different catalysts. During the first 80 minutes of the work the
eneegoti, Froductivl, of the catalysts decreased aboui 17% 3-8
and during the following 4 hours, only about I !%. The coke
formation was not large for these experiments. Strain energy
at a temperature of 375"C was 14 W/cm"i, ard the heat trans-
fer rate from wall to the catalyst was 40 kW/m 2. The _ _0

dehydrogealzation of cyclohexane, methylcyclohexane and ,
other related fuel compositions at 450"C provide a maximum
catalyst power intensity 18 w/cm3 and a heat flow intensity
q - 35 kW/mt. The nature of the coke deposits was not
observed in these experiments. The rate of formation of coke 2,2
deposits was decreased and catalysts lifetime was increased as
the pressure was increased from 0.1 to 1,0 MPa The optimum
compositions of fuel mixtures were selected and the catalysts
which provide with least falling of the activity were identified;
also the ways of increasing the catalysts stability were pro- 500 600 700 100 b, IC
,ected.

Figure 6 The cool capacity as a function of temperature fnr
&cndothermic fuel different samples.I [

S: - -. 3,b tion near 11%. That is -ery close to endothermic fuels. This

result shows that the heat capacity of endothermic fuels will
8 be comparable with liquid hydrogen heat capacity with due

-- , account of increasing the hydrocarbon flow rate 3 times much
as hydrogen flow rate.

In order to intensify the process of fuel cracking and also to
decrease the temperature of beginning fuel decomposition,

0, 4, homogeiieous initiators and heterogeneous catalysts were

selected. The following considerations formed the basis of the

choice of homogeneous initiators:

Figure 5 Change of the energetic catalyzer productivity and - first, initiators must generate active radicals (H, CH3.
the heat transfer rate to the layer at CH,4 dehydrogenisatlon: C 2H5 ) which attach to the fuel hydrocarbons;
I - catalyzer N 1, 2 - catalyzer N 2, m - 2 g; G - 2 CM3/Mln; - secondly, the initiator must have high efficiency so only

1350 h-I; r-3500 h-1; t -375.small concentrations are necessary to force the fuel crack-

ing;

At higher fuel temperatures, above 50OOC, it is necessary to - further, the radical generation rate by means of the initia-

employ the procesces of thermal cracking or pyrolysis of jet tors must be more than the cracking fuel rate;

fuels. ClAM created the first samples of the Russian endoth- -- finally, all initiators must react during the cracking time
ermic fuel TI15 which is stable to thermooxidation processes because otherwise all the radicals will simply react
and have not corrosive activity to the constructional materials between themselves.
and rubber and not toxic. The fractional composition and the The bond brake energy of initiators must be lower than C-C
saturated vapour pressure for T- 15 are not distinguished from bond brake energy.
the standard jet fuels such as Russian T-6 or American JP-7.
The mass heat of combustion ofr-15 on 14%i k larger than for We found ciffective liquid initiators which in concentrations of
Thelmass heat of c(isi of14-115% larger, tand ha n fotterburning less than 0.8% accelerate the fuel cracking from 2 to 7 times infuels T-6 or JP-7, (is 14% larger, ed.?) and has better burning the temperature range 500-630"C and also decrease the

characteristics. The decomposition products of fuel T-15

have a specific gas constant: R - 0.22 kJ/(kg-K), that allows to beginning cracking temperature nearly at 100'. 1 nis is illus-
gines by the trated in Figure 7. All the more, the binary initiator mixtures

maintain the drive of the fuel feeding systems of eng are cteated which give a synergetic effect equal 2. One of their
pyrogas. The total heat capacity of the T- 15 sample at temper- initiators generates radicals at decomposition and accelerates
atures <800"C is over 4600 kJ/kg as shown in Figure 6. The the decomposition of second initiator and the fuel at all.
T-15 heat capacity is 8-10% from the mass heat combustion at
the temperature range from 20'C to 760"C. To compare the Coke deposits are one of the important factors defining the
liq-id hydrogen has heat capacity per unit mass heat combus- limits of application of the fuel cracking processes in cooling
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T) abe 2

r. I~chnology of processing Coking, % mas

I) 5 Without processing (6 cleanhlnesa) 0.039

IMechanical processing (7 clsean.) 0.038
15 " WY4 Mechanical prooessing (10 clean.) 0.028

Chcmlcsl proesslnr 0.032

I Mechanical processing (10 clean.) 0.02
0 -+ gaseous proccessig

/ Mechanical processing + 0.002
Ssiectrolytlcal-plasmous processing

Temperature 820 C; i - is; S, - 8h; 0 6 X 0.5 X 180; Gas,
5--- %,88

0"" 600-- t, o

0,;5- ,;b ,C -5600 ;2- 5580"C; 3_-- 600"C; 4 -- 0 _

_____ I 'fi00

a25 - " 3 0

Figure 7 Influence of the Initiator concentration of the fuel 0 -*

gacification. P-5,0 MPa; a) C,%: I - 0; 2 - 0,4; 3 -0,7; 4 -
0,8; 5- 1,5; b) TCQI- 6W; 2- 580Q3 -600*C; 4- 0 _ _

62WC; 5 - 630'. 323 873 S925 .973 K-

Figure 8 The rate of gasification as a function of temperature
systems. Various technologies of suppressing the coke deposit at the contact with different metals. 1 - X18H lOT, 2 - NiCr, 3
formation in the channels were investigated including the - Fe, 4 - NI, 5 - Ti.
selection of materials and coadngs which are catalytically
inert to coking. Materials were identified which decreased the
coke deposit by 40-50 times as compared to the steel surface Kinetic parameters of gas and coke formations at the fuel
under equal conditions. Table 2 compares the results of inves- cracking in the contact with various metals were determined.
tigations of various technologies of material surface Connection between catalytic properties of metals and its
processing in order to decrease the coke deposits. These tech- internal prope"ties (for example, the atomic radius) permitted
nologies were tested for five hours under extreme conditions, the prediction of the catalytic properties. Thus our investiga-
at temperatures to 820"C. The combination of mechanical tion allowed the selection of optimum compositions of
processing of the material surfaces to high level of cleanliness endothermic fuels, construction materials arid coatings and
combined with electrolytic-plasmous processing gave the the technologies of their processing, which provide with pos-
highest effect - practically no coking. sibility of using this fuels for cooling of the scramjet engines.

!n order to intensify of cracking process a metal packing was In order to provide design data for cooling systems on
placed in the reaction zone. Different metals were investi- endothermic fuels, a series of heat transfer experiments were
gated. Figure 8 shows that the metal catalytic effect on the fuel ca,-ried out in which fuels were decomposed at different tem-
decomposition was different for the metals tested. If is of peratures, pressures, and contact times. The generalized
interest to note that metals influences the beginning tempera- dependencts of heat transfer were obtained. The critical spe-
ture of fuel decomposition and displaces it in the range to cific heat flows which leads to the phenomenon analogous to
50-60". The temperature dependence of the reaction heat "heat explosion" in the diffusive field proceeding the decom-
effect also influenced the kind of the metals. position process were determined.
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The regularities of coke deposits formation at fuel cracking layer and also in single-measured approach were elaborated.

were obtained. The calcilating methods of gas formation The results of modelling of the fuel cracking process in roac-
intensity at fuel cracking and the wall temperatures consider- tors and their comparison with experimental data were
ing the rates of coke formation in die approach of boundary presented on Figures 9-13, including the modelling of a fuel/

air heat exchanger shown in Figure 13.

T, 0- C" ./ 0L
okg,(a g)

550 Gee ,0

0 q25 M.5 075 f iX,, - -

Figure 9 Wall bulk temperature distrlbutions and conversion 00.25 7o5 (vs
degree along the length of the oanal at the PT fuel thermo-
destruction. 0 4X1000; T, - 400C; G - 102'10-3 kg/s; c61 - Figure 11 Influence of the mass flow rate on the change of the
5' 105 Watt/mr. degree conversion (solid lines) and the coke deposit rate
Solid linis - computed values, plots - experimental data: 1 along the length of the canal #4X 1000. N - octan, T, -- 573
- with chemical reaction, 2 - without chemical reaction. K; qw" 5' 105 WaOWt; G,kg/s: 1 -- 4, 10-; 2 - 8 10-3

0,6 -0r o,75

0.,5
/

°"r ,/J __ _ _ __ _ _ _

0. - ".,/ .- ..... - _ ! -~ I- • 0 0.25o~sO ~ 25 450 0. tO Xa'

Figure 10 Influence of the heat flux on degree of the fuel con- Figure 12 Influence of the Initiator of the gasification (1) and
version (solid lines) and the coke deposits rate (dashed lines) the coke depomwlt rate (2) at n-octan thermodestruction. T, -

along the length of the canal # 4X 1000. N-octan; Tk, - 573 K; 573 K; q, - 5 W Watt/rm; 0 - 4,1 10-3 kg/s. The Index "0"
G - 4,1.10- 3kg/s; q. Watt/m: 1 - 0,3. 106; 2-- 0,5. 10'; 3- - without iniz..: Lines - computed values, plots - exper-
1,1.106 Iment.
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Y~x - ~ 7%e experimental Installation for studyinf the burning
MV ) 4 characteristics of cracked fuel products in subsosaic air flow is

shown on Figure 14. It lncludeb thc ,tumbustion chamber fuel
31 and air system6, the reactor-gasiflor, the reltrigerstors, the fuel

The result. of the burning investigations we presented in
10 . .Figure 13. The calculation of the coefficient of heat emission

,TL had been male with considering the srended heat on the
__________________ decomposition. 1! is clear thpit combustor had more hligh

b) valuea tr, over the to!aa range of the chantge Vg, and aoat prega-
uifled fuel introductioa~.

The stability characteristics of combustor at the wean fuel/air

9 ___________________ mixtures was improved by the feeding of fuel decomposition

2 ~~~products at the fuel transformation degree z -0 25,a,.. -
__________________26.7; while at the initial fuel anl - 14.6. The obtained regu-

larity of the character change of the dependence qi on the
mixture composition in the feeding the fuel decomposition

7K * if products may be explained first by increasing of the rate
3 owing to hydrogen formation and secondly, by the Increase of

VV0 All the volumetric fuel rate at the expense of the gaseous fuels
At decomposition products (for z - 0.23 Vr,. - 4V,,).

1100 .04

Thus the comparative investigations of some characteristics
_________________of the combustion at the endothermic fuel decompusition

500 products qualitatively conf~~inndthe possibility of the0 5 to is 20 25 30improvement of working process inthe combustor by fuel
Nii.4er of the tut pregasification. Further investigations are necessary for the

Figure 13 The calculation of exchunger-reactor on endother- determination of the quantitative regularities, and also in
mic fuel. The temperature of covered air flow, K: a) 1400, b) supersonic air flows. A special installation has been created at
1800, c) 1700, 1 - air temperature, 2 - fuel temperature, 3 - C"A to obtalin the characteristics of burning the fuel decom-
degree of the fuel conversion, position products in supersonic flows.

______27_M _2$ 24 2

17 fd 9 1

F~~~~~~~gure~~~~~~~~~~~ 14Tepatfrdtriaino0unn hratrsiso nohr~ icatfes
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Discussion

Question 1. C. Moses
I am interested in the nature of the initiators that you used.

Author's Reply
The initiators are the homogeneous substances dissolved in fuels. These Initiators are the inorganic substances generating the
active radicals (H, CH-I3, C 2HS) which when heated attach to the hydrocarbon molecules sooner than the cracking of the
hydrocarbon molecules take place. The conccntration of initiators in fuels is less than 0.8% by mass, but they accelerate fuel
cracking from 2 to 7 times in the temperature range of 500 to 630 degrees C.
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